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PREFACE E 

Thee distant origins of this project lie in the puzzlement that I experienced some years ago 

when,, during a visit to a Venezuelan theme park, I ran into the bizarre spectacle of the 

entiree "nation "  represented "at the time of Gomez,"  a local dictator  who ruled Venezuela 

fromfrom  1908 until his death in 1935. Confronted with such a strange "national "  focus on 

andd fascination with a figure that during those years was otherwise officiall y abhorred as 

thee despotic "other "  of Venezuelan social-democracy, I eventually formulated a research 

agendaa centered on the dead ruler  as one of the main figures whereby, following my 

hypothesis,, the fetishization of the Venezuelan populist state is ongoingly accomplished. 

Callingg it the "Gomez effect,"  my initia l intention was to investigate how and with what 

socio-cuhurall  consequences the "effect of the state"  is routinely produced in Venezuela. 

Forr  this purpose I proposed exploring both ethnographically and historically a wide range 

off  socio-cultural practices—from spirit-possession and theme parks to novels, films, soap 

operass and works of historiography—that all posh "Gomez"  as the excessive yet 

somewhatt  ineffable origin and telos of virtuall y everything national (Sanchez, 1994). 

Overr  time, however, this focus was increasingly displaced. And, with that, my original 

concernn with state-fetishism also became partiall y replaced by a more discriminating 

attentionn to the Venezuelan republican experience as itself key to the studied 

phenomenon.. Indeed, as I delved ever  deeper  into the latter  I increasingly realized that in 

orderr  to understand "Gomez,"  hence the characteristically Venezuelan focus on the 

monumentalizedd figure of the ruler  or  notable as the in situ crystallization of the nation-

state,, I first had to understand "Bolivar "  along with the monumentalization of the nation's 

"tribunes. ""  That is, the kind of "monumental governmentality" that, continued unabated 

untill  today, as I argue throughout this dissertation, began in earnest some two hundred 

yearss ago with the creation of Venezuela as an independent republican nation. Hopefully 

II  will in the future have the opportunity to address the "Gomez effect"  in all of its 

fascinatingg complexity. 



Overr  the years my understanding of things Venezuelan has been considerably 

sharpenedd and enriched by the works of a group of theorists and scholars working both in 

Venezuelaa and abroad, in Europe and the United States. First, in Venezuela, the 

contribution ss of the Venezuelan historian German Carrera Damas and the late 

Venezuelann political philosopher  Luis Castro Leiva have been foundational for  the 

presentt  project. With respect to Carrera, this is especially true of both his pioneering 

approachh to the Cult of Bolivar in a book of that titl e that has, by now, achieved classical 

statuss (Carrera Damas, 1989) and of his understanding of the crisis of independence as 

itselff  amounting to a thoroughgoing crisis of government. As for  Castro Leiva, his 

seminall  studies of what he calls the Bolivarian political historicism as well as his 

understandingg of Venezuelan republicanism as itself conducive to a reification of the idea 

off  "union "  that obliterates the expression of societal and cultural differences are 

cornerstoness of the present study. Even if I inflect, partiall y criticize, or  modify and take 

thesee two authors' ideas in directions and into places of which they would not necessarily 

approve,, the feet still remains that without their  momentous contributions I would not 

havee been capable of undertaking what I attempt in what follows. 

Outsidee of Venezuela, the same is true of the works of both Ernesto Laclau and 

Michaell  Taussig. While I cannot detail here the many ways in which my own thinkin g 

hass been informed over  the years by Laclau's seminal theoretical contributions since I 

firstfirst  took a course from him at the University of Chicago in 1982,1 would like to single 

outt  here his 1987 reformulated theory of populism for  the strategic role that it plays 

throughoutt  this study (Laclau, 1987:25-38). Michael Taussig's rich and provocative ideas 

havee also informed how I think about Venezuela and Latin America generally. His 

theorizationn of state-fetishism somehow retains within the present study the status it 

initiall yy had as the core insight from which I drew much initia l inspiration and impulse 

evenn if, since then, I have somewhat put it aside in favor  of a more historically inflected 

understandingg (Taussig, 1992:111-140). Again, some of the same qualifications that I just 

voicedd vis-a-vis the works of Castro Leiva and Carrera Damas also apply to those of 

Taussigg and Laclau. Much as with the former, however, this in no way prevents me from 



viewingg their  contributions as a foundation on which I build much of what I have to say 

inn this dissertatioa I would also like to single out the names of Angel Bernardo Viso, 

Manuell  Caballero and Elias Pino Iturriet a as among the group of Venezuelan essayists 

andd historians that, much against the local grain, have over  the years addressed the cult of 

Bolivarr  critically . My approach differs from theirs in regarding the latter  not simply or 

mostlyy as an ideological phenomenon but as itself intrinsi c to a form of government that, 

ass such, does not merely dissimulate reality but is itself rooted in and answers to a set of 

stubbornn sociocultural realities that, since their  emergence during Independence some 

twoo hundred years ago, have refused to go away. Again, however, this does not preclude 

mee from aligning my work with theirs as a further  inflection in the task of rethinkin g the 

cultural ,, ideological and material underpinnings of the Venezuelan nation-state, itself so 

necessaryy if the perverse repetition of the shortcomings of the past are to be avoided in 

thee construction of a better, more just future. 

Researchh for  this project was conducted in Venezuela from September  1994 to 

Marchh 1996 and was supported by a dissertation fellowship from the Research Centre 

ReligionReligion & Society, University of Amsterdam, by the Wenner-Gren Foundation for 

AnthropologicalAnthropological Research, and by the Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement of 

TropicalTropical Research (WOTRO). I would like to thank all of these institutions for  their 

generouss support. During discussion of the work leading to this dissertation both in the 

contextt  of Religion & Society and of the Program on Globalization and the Construction 

ofof Communal Identities (WOTRO) I have benefited from the insightful comments and 

advicee of a variety of individuals. I would like to mention in particular  Gerd Baumann, 

Wimm van Binsbergen, Bartholomeo Duyssens, Peter  Geschiere, Birgi t Meyer, Prahbu 

Mohapatra,, Peter  Pels, and H. U. E. Peter  van Rooden, Thoden Van Velsen and Peter  van 

derr  Veer. To all of them, I extend my deepest thanks. During the last two and a half 

years,, the PIONEER programe Modern Mass Media, Religion and the Imagination of 

CommunityCommunity at the University of Amsterdam has provided an intellectually stimulating 

andd congenial context while writin g the dissertation. My heartfelt thanks go in the first 

placee to Birgi t Meyer  who not only has assembled an inspiring group of scholars, but also 

providess continuous guidance, enthusiasm and stimulation. Thanks also to the other 



memberss of the group Francio Guadalupe, Sudeep das Gupta, Charles Hirschkind , Lotte 

Hoek,, Steven Hughes, Brian Larkin , Meg MacLagan, Martij n Oosterbaan, Mathij s van 

dee Port and Marleen de Witt e for  providing a very stimulating intellectual context. I 

wouldd also like to thank here Ze de Abreu, Myria m Aouragh, Esther  Peperkamp and 

Vincentt  de Rooij, for  regularly attending the group's seminar  and enriching the 

discussionss with their  insightful contributions. 

Myy trainin g as an anthropologist has been decisively inflected by the years that I 

spentt  as a graduate student in the Anthropology Department at the University of Chicago. 

II  would like to single out the name of the chairman of my dissertation committee in that 

institution ,, the late and dearly remembered Bernard S. Cohn, as well as those of my 

teacherss Jean and John ComarorX Nancy D. Munn, Marshall S. Sahlins and Terrence 

Turner .. It would be impossible to enumerate here the countless ways in which my 

understandingg of so many things, as well as my own self-identity as an anthropologist 

remainss indebted to them As with any real debt of gratitude, however, this one too 

shouldd remain unrequited. 

II  would lik e to specially thank the chairperson of my dissertation committee Prof. 

Dr.. Peter  van der  Veer  for  his ongoing support of this project, continuous critical insight 

andd for  his decisive interventions that, at least on one crucial occasion, steered me away 

fromfrom  what would have been a singularly unpromising dead end. I would also like to thank 

thee members of my dissertation committee Mieke Bal, Peter  Geschiere, Ernesto Laclau, 

Birgi tt  Meyer, and Hent de Vries for their  remarkable critical insight, interest for  this 

projectt  and careful reading of what indeed is a very long manuscript. 

Otherss spread across three continents continuously have provided over  the years 

bothh the precious gift of friendship as well as inestimable intellectual companionship. In 

Venezuela::  Victor  Bravo, Hortensia Caballero, Jesus Ignacio Cardozo, Rafael Cartay, 

Diomedess Cordero, Mary Lopez, Gilberto Merchan, Sandra Mondino, Elizabeth Pazos, 

Marti nn Szinetar, Alejandro Sucre and Massimiliano de Vecchis. In the USA: Mariane 

Ferme,, Charles Hirschkind, Marily n Ivy, Webb Keane, Brian Larkin , Meg MacLagan, 



Sabaa Mahmood, Ruth Mandel, John Pemberton, Adela Pinch and Luca di Santo. In the 

Netherlands::  Mieke Bal, the late and already dearly remembered Inge Boer, Peter 

Geschiere,, Paola Marratti , Birgi t Meyer, Henk Schutte Nordholt, Carel Smith, Jojada 

Verrip ss and Hent de Vries,- To all of them, my boundless gratitude. 

Zee d'Abreu and Francio Guadeloupe are a good reason why having "paranymphs" 

iss such a marvelously good idea that, in my view, should be made mandatory worldwide. 

Besidess friendship both of them have given me invaluable companionship and support 

throughoutt  the cumbersome process of getting everything ready for  the defense and the 

(hopefully)) great party afterwards. 

Myy very dear  mother  Otili a Cacheiro de Sanchez has been a constant source of 

lovingg support over  the years, and so too have my dear  brother  and sister  Carlos and Oti 

andd their  marvelous families. With Carlos I have also talked about many of the things that 

appearr  in this dissertation, consumed as we both are by a similar  passion for  everything 

Venezuelan.. I miss them all very much. 

II  would not like to end this list of acknowledgements without mentioning my dear 

parentss in law Dick and Helen Spyer  who have given me in Holland nothing less than a 

familyy away from home. For  this I am grateful beyond words. 

Lastt  but by no means least, my wife Patricia to whom this dissertation is 

dedicatedd has been throughout my extraordinary intellectual companion and best friend 

withh whom I  have shared every single idea in this book and whom I love more than any 

wordss cap tell. 





INTRODUCTIO N N 

...thee state (...) would be organized around this 

exclusion;;  it would be erected upon this empty place 

orr  installed around it. Typography, Philippe Lacoue-

Labarthe. . 

Itt  is perhaps impossible to speak about that 

Caribbeann republic without reflecting, even if only at 

aa distance, the monumental style of his foremost 

historian,, capitan Jose Korzeniovski. Guayaquil, 

Jorgee Luis Borges. 

.... he loves to utter  sarcasms against the absent, 

doess not read anything other  than French frivolous 

literature ,, is a consummate rider  and dances waltzes 

withwith passion, he likes to hear  himself talk and to 

makee toasts gives him great delight. 

Karll  Marx on Simon Bolivar 

Simonn Bolfvar, 'Liberator '  of Venezuela and four  other  Latin American nations, liked to dance. So 

greatt  was his love of "dancing"  that in a series of instructions for  the education of his nephew 

Fernando,, "possibly"  drafted on Apri l 1821, he did not hesitate to include this activity among those 

usefull  knowledges and skills that, along with "geography,"  "history, "  "calculus"  or  "geometry," 

formm the repertoire of any well-rounded, virtuous education (Bolivar, 1997:240-242). Praising it as 
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"thee poetry of movement," in that occasion Bolivar alluded to dancing's ability to 

bringg grace and fluency to the person while also being a hygienic exercise in the temperate 

climatess (ibid:242).1 

Ann abundance of testimonies suggest that, far from casual or isolated, the above remark is 

characteristicc of the high regard in which all throughout his career Bolivar held dancing. The very 

relishh and intensity with which, whenever he had the chance, Bolivar "plunged into the dance" do 

nott speak otherwise (Harvey, 2000:206). Alluding to his "fondness of waltzing," one contemporary 

forr example referred to him as a "very quick, but not very graceful dancer" (ibid:208). On the other 

hand,, the somewhat 

fantasticc and surreal (...) spectacle of the Liberator waltzing, late into the night, around the 

campfiress of his men (ibid: 169), 

inn Angostura where, for a few agonizing months, he and his troops were temporarily stranded has 

madee it into the records. The city of Angostura, 

withh its picture book Spanish colonial elegance surrounded by inhospitable jungle 

(ibid:: 169) 

mayy have been just the apposite backdrop for the Liberator's agitated dancing. But beyond all 

empiricall  evidence, merely that Bolivar mentioned 'dancing' as forming part of any well rounded 

educationn gives a good idea of the preeminence in which he held this activity. After all, in keeping 

withh his Enlightenment ethos as an avowed Rousseau disciple, as a school of citizenship for 

Bolivarr education formed the bedrock of the virtuous republics that he was busy founding at the 

time. . 

Itt is not dancing however that, for the most part, comes to mind whenever the Liberator is 

11 From now on, all the translations of passages from texts that in the bibliography are cited in the French or Spanish 
originalss are my own. 
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evokedd nowadays. Although in history books fleeting reference is occasionally made to his dancing, 

thiss is not what most Venezuelans have in mind when they think of Bolivar. By and large the 

Bolfvarr  that the public overwhelmingly recalls is the forbiddingl y monumentalized figure made 

popularr  by the nation's civic ritual s and official historiography. Namely, an epic warrior  and austere 

tribun ee of the republic forever  wrapped in his glory and preserved for  posterity in one or  another 

exemplaryy gesture of supreme republican virtue. Reverentially kept for  posterity by both history and 

iconography,, it is with this imposing figure that most Venezuelans identify Bolfvar  nowadays, the 

forbiddingl yy monumentalized persona that for  most of them Bolivar  is ultimately all about. 

Althoughh to a certain extent true everywhere, the success of the "historiographica l operation" 

accordingg to which Bolfvar  has reached posterity forever  frozen in the quintessentially neoclassical 

andd romantic gesture of the monument is especially glaring in Venezuela. Amounting to a 

chiasmaticc exchange between ' and 'iconography' that commands the audience to "read"  the 

Liberator' ss glorious story in his various iconographic representations and to "see"  the heroe's 

monumentalizedd persona immortalized by his icons emerging, photograph-like, out of the histo-

riographicalriographical  writings, this operation proceeds largely through redundancy2. 

AA good example of such a redundancy is the numbing seriality whereby every single 

Venezuelann town, no matter  its size, has its Plaza Bolfvar  with a bust or  either  a standing or 

equestriann statue of the 'Liberator '  at its center. But one would have to minimall y add the heroes' 

manyy portrait s hanging from walls in public offices everywhere, Venezuela's Presidents addressing 

thee nation on TV dwarfed by the giant background painting of a Bolfvar  over  the years grown 

monstrouslyy large overflowing the screen, or  the insistence with which the Liberator' s face, name, 

wordss or  glorious deeds show up on walls, bridges, post-stamps, the nation's currency or  on the 

myriadd books and notebooks that students take to school everyday in order  to get the sense of an 

entiree nation literall y beholden to Bolfvar. Or, as a wide range of discursive and iconographic 

2.Thiss passage as well as others throughout this dissertation where a similar interface between texts and images is at 
stakee is inspired on Louis Marin's superb analyses of the imaginary of French absolutism as itself constituted by means 
off  the chiasmatic exchanges between the "portraits" of the king Louis XIV and the historiographical accounts of his rule 
(Louiss Marin, 1988). 
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representationss do not cease to proclaim, to the Tadre de la Patria', the nation's founding father3. 

Itselff  predicated on the assumed hierarchical reciprocity between it and Bolivar, a recent T-

shirtt captures well the panoptic side of this sense of indebtedness by tacitly figuring the nation's 

multiplyy refracted exposure to the heroe's gaze or, more precisely, his gazes. Plucked from various 

off  his paintings, of all things the front of the t-shirt shows stacked upon each other a series of 

rectangularlyy framed Bolivar eyes staring from a variety of possible directions. As if what is shown 

wass not sufficiently obvious, a caption reading "the gazes of the Liberator" is there presumably to 

makee sure that the meaning of the composition does not escape anyone. The redundancy suggests 

that,, beyond naming them, in and of itself the caption encapsulates the fundamental truth of the 

accompanyingg illustrations. In this light, to utter in their company, as well as in the context of the 

thickk rhetoric about the Liberator from which the illustrations draw much of their power, what is 

otherwisee redundantly obvious amounts to the enunciation of that which makes citizenship and 

subjectivityy possible in Venezuela. That is, that Venezuelans only exist as national subjects, thus, as 

bonafidebonafide members of the nation, insofar as they enter the Liberator's field of vision, seeing 

themselvess caught and reflected in the founding father's supremely auratic sight. In other words, 

takenn together the caption and the illustrations convey the strange, claustrophobic sense of a 

nationall  subject obsessively invested in the spectacle of his or her own exposure to and seizure by 

thee Liberator's multiply refracted gaze as the precondition of its inclusion in the community of the 

nation4.. Things seem to have come full circle recently when, under President Chavez's regime, the 

nation'ss name has been officially changed from 'Venezuela' to that of the "Bolivarian Republic of 

Venezuela,""  a move that makes finally explicit the kind of ownership relation between the hero and 

hishis nation that in the t-shirt only remains implicit. One on which official Venezuelan historiography 

hass insisted now for quite some time, at least since the establishment of the Cult of Bolivar during 

3.Thiss omnipresence or Bolfvar in Venezuela's national landscape is often noticed, and, recently, by Michael Taussig in 
connectionn to issues of state fetishism that are directly relevant to this dissertation (Taussig, 1997:111-112) 

4.11 do aggree with Taussig, however, that what is at issue in the Liberator's multiply retracted gaze is "no panopticon of 
visuall  pursuit" in any simple-minded sense (Taussig, 1997:111). This because while it is of course true that no "empty 
gaze""  (ibid) can actually look back, what is at stake in such panoptical sense of visual exposure is, I argue, a mode of 
reflexivityy according to which the actor obsessively pictures him or herself being seen. 
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thee Guzmen Blanco regime in the 1880s. 

Bee that as it may, what I wish to retain here for  the purposes of this introduction is the 

insistencee with which, as a result of the historiographical operation alluded to above, Bolivar  enters 

thee dreams, memories, imaginations, fantasies and nightmares of many Venezuelans looking and 

talkin gg lik e a monument. One just has to think briefl y on President Chavez's huge rallies with some 

off  his followers bearing on their  shoulders one or  another  large, ornately framed portrai t of Bolivar 

liftedd from the heroe's canonical iconography from the nineteenth century to realize how much, 

largelyy inspired but not restricted to him, a certain rhetoric of the monument continues to inflect 

Venezuelann politics and sociality today. Extensively argued throughout, it is indeed one of the 

centrall  claims of this dissertation that what, for  lack of a better  name, I call "monumental govern-

mentality""  is in Venezuela, and, perhaps to lesser  degrees, also in other  parts of Latin America one 

off  the preeminent ways whereby, still nowadays, state authority as well as the very notion of the 

nation-statee get constituted and reproduced in the everyday. Itself articulated through a vast range of 

historiographicall  writings, iconographical representations, civic rituals, educational practices or 

formss of public and domestic bodily training, to name just a few of the available possibilities, this 

governmentall  corpus hinges on the repetition of a trul y foundational scene. Theatrical through and 

through,, in it nothing less than the ongoing birt h and rebirt h of the nation is what, each time, is 

ultimatelyy at stake. 

Too understand why I need to linger  briefl y on what it is that makes such a 'scene' distinctive. 

Too begin with, it is important to realize how much it amounts to a public epiphany of the law. 

Indeed,, in such a 'scene' it is the body of the political representative itself that is discursively seized 

byy the law and publicly monumentalized as a republican 'tribune ' addressing his audience from the 

raisedd stage of the polity. Equally important , that otherwise absent from their  lives buried as it is 

deepp within their  hearts, the law that takes hold of the representatives' bodies is no other  than the 

codificationn of everyone's 'general will '  as members of a singular, homogeneous community or, as it 

iss here the case, of them as citizens of a 'nation' . Since in the absence of such a law' any commu-

nity,, whatever  its nature, would be a mere collection of disparate individuals fissured by their 

conflictingg needs, interests and desires one may very well say that it is the law itself that makes the 

community. . 
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Inn order  for  this law to be effective, however, it needs to be enunciated, and, for  that to 

happen,, it must necessarily incarnate; otherwise it would remain forever  shrouded inn abstraction far 

removedd from its intended audience, the 'people'. It is here that the transubstantiating move whereby 

thee law seizes the body of the representative on stage and turns it into an inscriptive surface where it 

remainss indelibly stamped acquires all its importance. Turned by such a move into a republican 

'tribune' ,, from then on it is the law and nothing but that the representative will exclusively "speak" 

byy means of his very own body, words, gestures, and overall demeanor, or, at least, that is the 

generall  idea. It is therefore fair  to say that, whenever  an audience is addressed from the political 

stagee by such a 'tribune' , it is by the law itself that it is being addressed. And since such a 'law' is 

nothingg but the codification of this audience's very being as a community of which it is largely 

unawaree until such a being is "spoken"  by the tribune on stage, it follows that it is this tribune's 

lawfull  "speech,"  his overall theatrical performance, that which makes the audience into such a uni-

fied,fied, homogeneous community. Or, as is the case here, into a single 'nation. One crucial way of 

puttingg all of this is that it is only by seeing or  recognizing itself reflected as a single community in 

thee tribune's very own lawful words and gestures on stage that the audience becomes one. In Hegel's 

welll  known expression, only by such reflexive means is such an audience in other  words Aufhebung 

intoo the kind of seamless, unified collectivity that the 'tribune' so lawfully embodies on stage. 

Whichh is, by the way, why is the performance so momentous and the 'scene' so thoroughly theatri-

cal. . 

Iff  the reader  has discerned in the above 'scene' echoes of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and, 

beyondd him, of a certain French Jacobin political tradition this is not coincidental. One of my 

purposess in this dissertation is precisely to investigate from a uniquely anthropological perspective 

thee decisive impact that the Jacobin question has had on the development of the kind of 

revolutionaryy or  progressive political culture that would have been with us to this day 

(Castroo Leiva, 1991:72-73). 

Moree or  less explicitly, a number  of authors have variously called attention to the decisive weight 

thatt  such a "question"  has had all across Latin America right from the start. That is to how, in 

differentt  degrees, from the moment of Independence the task of nation-building in the region has 
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beenn everywhere decisively inflected by a distinctively French Jacobin tradition . In general, Jacobin 

practicee and ideology may be readily ascribed to the kind of "classical republicanism"  that, 

accordingg to Natalio Botana, was along with "libera l constitutionalism"  one of the two competing 

republicann tradition s vying for  authority in the conflictual "horizon "  of nineteenth century Latin 

Americann "republican history."  Inspired in the ancients, what perhaps most distinguishes the 

"classicall  republicanism"  of which Botana speaks and that the French Jacobins so 

uncompromisinglyy embodied is the assumption that 

aa republican constitution must rest on virtue, which sacrifices private interest for  the sake of 

thee common good, and the active exercise of the general wil l (Botana, 1994:477). 

Ass Botana makes clear, "classic republicanism"  and "libera l constitutionalism"  stand in 

starkk contrast to each other  since, different than the former, for  the latter  citizen 

rightsrights  and the separation of powers guaranteed the inhabitant juridica l security and opened 

channelss to the spontaneous exercise of freedom (ibid). 

Too this day, both varieties of republicanism may be said to have figured prominently in the 

continent'ss republican experience. Nevertheless, a central argument of this dissertation is that, at 

leastt  in Venezuela (although I believe that, to variable extents, this is also true for  the rest of Latin 

America),, it is the Jacobin variety of "classical republicanism"  that, so far, has had the greatest 

impactt  on the nation's state institutions, dominant political imaginary, forms of subjectivity, prac-

ticess of governmentality or  on the nation's main civic celebrations and commemorative rituals. 

Thiss would be especially true of one crucial dimension of the Jacobin inheritance which, as 

II  argue throughout this dissertation, at least in Venezuela has been pregnant with all sorts of 

momentouss social and political consequences. I refer  to the notion, so central to "classical republi-

canism""  and, by way of the Jacobins, to the continent's constitutionalism including that of Venezue-

la,, that the nation does not precede but follows the state which, through Constitutional fiat, sover-

eignlyy brings it into being. So pervasive is this notion everywhere in Latin America that Frangois-

Xavierr  Guerra, for  instance, talks of a uniquely latin modernity precisely in terms of a constitutional 
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traditio nn for  which, due to specific historical reasons having to do with the triumph in the Latin 

areass of absolutism over  and against the claims of the communities and in line with a distinctively 

Frenchh lineage, nation-building is always a matter  of absolute, radical beginnings (Guerra, 1992:22-

25).. According to this notion the nation is an artifact of the Constitution that, as a result, is 

fetishizedd as the textual source from which national being springs. With no ties to the past which in 

thee kind of Jacobinism from which Latin American constitutionalism richly  draws is construed as a 

"gothic""  era of unbridled despotism with which breaking is imperative, the national community 

entirelyy follows from the constitutional text that lawfully dictates it into existence. For  a complex 

seriess of cultural and historical reasons that I address in a series of chapters, perhaps nowhere else 

inn Latin America has the notion that the nation is an artifact of the Constitution been so laden with 

momentouss consequences as in Venezuela. 

Thee situation for  Venezuela has been well characterized by the Venezuelan political 

scientistt  Juan Carlos Rey. Alludin g precisely to the preeminent, hegemonic role that the law, and, 

moree specifically, the Constitution plays in the overall social and political fabric of the nation, Rey 

resolutelyy refers to the uniquely "juridica l forms"  that, according to him, ideology has taken in 

Venezuela.. Thus, while elsewhere ideology would have borrowed its formal masks from other  do-

mains,, for  example "religion "  or  "philosophy,"  this would not have been the case in Venezuela. To 

quotee Rey's important observations at some length, in Venezuela for  the most part: 

ourr  ideologues have been jurists, and it is in our  Constitutions, Codes and Laws (...) where 

onee must mainly go in order  to find out the illusions that our  society has generated 

concerningg its own realities and possibilities. Among other  things, this has expressed itself 

inn a belief in the intrinsi c virtues of the laws and of juridico-institutiona l engineering, as 

welll  as in a search for  the solution to political problems through permanent attempts to 

reformm the written Constitution. 

Adoptingg a panoramic view, Rey discerns a longue dureé in the historical record arching all the way 

fromfrom  the creators of Venezuela's 

firstfirst  Fundamental Law with their  naive belief that the constitutions are moulds for  fabri-
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eatingg peoples, and that it is enough with designing a desired political order  on paper  for  it 

too become true in reality (..) until the present (when) such a belief survives, even if 

powerfullyy critical views have not been lacking (Rey, 1989:128). 

Soo dominant would have been all throughout the nation's history this "peculiar  ideological 

bent""  that Venezuela's "central political problem,"  i.e., that of "creating a democratic political 

order""  in the unique circumstances of the postcolony is routinely and 

immediatelyy translated into the juridica l language and turned into the problem of how to do 

inn order  to give ourselves a written Constitution that is both just and viable, while also 

capablee of insuring freedom from the two extreme and equally undesirable dangers of, on 

thee one hand, anarchy, and, on the other, tyranny (ibid: 128). 

Inn light of Rey's quoted passages, at least in terms of the nation's ideologico-juridical underpinnings 

itt  is not that much that has changed since the nineteenth century when, in the wake of Independence 

fromm Spain, according to Rogelio Perez Perdomo, "th e period's constitutional theory"  assigned 

"supremee power"  to legislation 

sincee the other  task of the State, administration, only deals with what is contingent and 

secondary.. Legislation establishes the structure of the State, guides its activity and sets the 

ruless of coexistence among the individuals. On it wil l depend the population's happiness or 

disgracee (Perez Perdomo, 1990:13). 

Inn this dissertation I investigate what it can possibly mean, culturall y speaking, to think of 

thee nation as a constitutional artifact , a question that, as I try to show in the following chapters, 

subdividess into a series of interrelated ones. Thus, for  example, what are the kinds of predicaments 

inn response to which and in the midst of which such a voluntaristi c understanding could have 

possiblyy taken root so that, in some ways, the nation may appear  to its citizens as a thoroughly 

aestheticc construct, the malleable outcome off  a series of iterated, ever  repeated moulding inter-

ventions?? And, equally important , what if more than one "expression"  among others, as Rey seems 
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too suggest, a certain kind of Constitutionalism is in Venezuela the very juridica l form which the 

nation'ss dominant "ideology"  necessarily takes, the required formal "wrapping "  without which such 

ann ideology would rapidly go into thin air? What are the consequences, intended or  not, as well as 

thee implications following from or  implici t in this realization? Because even if Rey mentions "the 

belieff  in the powers or  virtualities"  of the law, and more specifically of the Constitution as only one 

amongg other  possible manifestations of an underlying, juridicall y inflected ideology, this is not 

whatt  his words actually say. That is, if not explicitly then for  all practical purposes all of Rey's 

exampless in the above quoted passages suggests that, itself akin to a formal, transcendental matrix 

off  transformations, it is this "belief'  that indeed forms the potently magical kernel of the nation's 

juridica ll  ideology. 

Inn other  words, if the term 'ideology' is taken in its widest, most inclusive sense of an 

operativee matrix of semiotically articulated power  relations giving shape to a world, what kind of 

worldd may possibly take shape from the operative assumption that the world itself is an artifact of 

thee law? That is, of its "powers or  vitualities,"  and, more specifically, of those inherent in the 

Constitutionn which, as the nation's "Fundamental Law,"  is meant to bring a whole 'world ' or, what 

amountss to the same, an entire 'people-nation' into being? Indeed, as a historically inflected version 

off  the community the term 'nation' does not name anything less than a 'world' , if by that one 

understandss a peculiar  order  of experience. If so, what national 'world ' may possibly follow from 

thee assumption that the nation is itself a legislated artifact? In other  words, what order  of subjects, 

objects,, relationships and experiences could possibly arise in a world so deliberately contrived? 

Whatt  would be the texture, fault lines, monuments or  nightmares of such a contrived order  of 

experience?? And, finally,  how to discern this order's historical or  experiential limits, those signaling 

itss possible erosion and beyond which, relatively freed from any hegemonic grip, all the established 

identitiess and forms of experience more or  less imperceptibly slide into irrepressible otherness? 

Inn Venezuela, the "world "  that is often fancied to result from the demiurgic powers of the 

laww is an order  of thoroughly legislated entities, as such wrested through ever  reiterated acts of 

legislationn from the chaotic, random flux of experience. Hence the centrality of a dichotomy like 

"civilizatio nn vs barbarism"  which, since it was first coined in the nineteenth century, in one or 

anotherr  version as a trope continues to play a crucially organizing role in the nation's republican 
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experience.. Pertiaps 'imaginary*  is a better  term than 'ideology' to talk about such a legislated world 

if ,, with Laclau, one understands by the term not just a system of ideological representations about a 

givenn "worl d of objects"  but the "horizon"  that, in a particular  place and time, "th e very form of 

objectivity""  assumes (Laclau, 1990:64). TTie term seems especially appropriate considering that, for 

Laclau,, 'imaginary' designates a fantasmatic realm of integrity where, freed from the real world of 

"faile dd objects"  or  "quasi objects,"  objectivity achieves "fullness"  (ibid). Whatever  is the case 

elsewhere,, at least in part due to strictl y contingent historical reasons having to do with the nation's 

andd the continent's constitutionalism in spite of increasing cracks in Venezuela such a juridica l 

'imaginary ,, is still going relatively strong. Itself filled with full y formed, indeed thoroughly statues-

quee identities one could go as far  as to call such an 'imaginary' a "horizon"  if the term was not so 

ladenn with connotations of successfully accomplished closure or  finalit y which everyday forms of 

undecidabilityy continuously belie. 

Inn order  to give an idea how I address the preceeding issues in the next series of chapters I 

mustt  now outline the main, overall argument of this dissertation. In light of what I have just said 

regardingg the nation's political traditio n it would seem, for  this purpose, advisable to revisit the 

'scene''  vis-a-vis which I made such momentous claims just a few pages ago. Already my comments 

onn Venezuela's (and Latin America's) 'Jacobinism' might have given some inklin g as to why I called 

suchh a 'scene' foundational, while alluding to its repetition as a specifically local form of 'govern-

mentall  monumentality'. Because what, indeed, more foundational^  'Jacobin' than the 'scene' where 

thee citizens come together  and, by means of a 'pact'  expressive of their  'general will' , give birt h to 

thee nation which, as a result, may be said to have absolute, radical beginnings? Is this not precisely 

whatt  I said was crucially at stake in the iteration of the alluded foundational scene, i.e., nothing less 

thann the beginnings of the nation? To say, then, that a 'Jacobin' version of "classical republicanism" 

inn Venezuela amounts to the nation's main political traditio n is minimall y saying that, just as in the 

alludedd 'scene', more or  less obviously or  dramatically it is the very birt h and rebirt h of the nation 

thatt  which, in the nation's politics, is continuously and reflexively at stake. 

Butt  more than just the beginnings of the nation what in the evoked 'scene' is crucially at 

stakee was an entire 'politic s of exemplarity'. Moreover, it is precisely in such a politics that, I belie-

ve,, one is more readily able to discern the nation's Jacobin inheritance in Venezuela becoming an 
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enduringg form of governmentality, the 'monumental'  variety which according to the argument which 

II  develop in chapter  six is relatively unique to the nation's socio-political settlement. To see why 

onee must realize first how much, at least as a possibility, a certain politics of exemplarity was 

alreadyy intrinsi c to the thinkin g of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, from which so many of the Jacobin's 

axiall  concepts and images were ultimately drawn. As I argue in a later  chapter, in this point 

followingg closely what Geoffrey Bennington has said on the topic, it all has to do with the iner-

radicablyy aporetic structure of the 'general will' . 

Veryy briefly, while in principl e for  Rousseau the 'law' that founds the community or  the 

'nation''  is the expression of the 'general will '  of the citizens, coming together  in an originary 

momentt  of foundation, in actuality things happen the other  way. That is, never  present to itself, the 

'sovereign''  and the 'general will '  are constituted après coup, i.e., after  the fact or  in the wake of the 

laww and as a result of its punctual interventions. In other  words, it is as an after-effect of the law or 

off  the Constitution which legislates it into being that the nation's 'sovereign' comes about as a uni-

fied,fied, synchronous totality possessed of a 'generall  will' . Otherwise, if the 'general will '  and the 'sover-

eignn were already there, given in nature, whence the need for  'laws' or  institutions that not only des-

cribee this generality but, more crucially, also prescribe it as a lawfully mandated injunction? It is 

preciselyy because rather  than present to itself the 'general will '  continuously falls into the singularity 

off  the individuals' desires that laws are so sorely needed. Always already in deficit of generality the 

'generall  will' , in other  words, will always require laws, the Constitution, and, beyond that, politics 

andd the state in order  to be constituted as such. All of these come in precisely in order  to tempo-

raril yy arrest the 'Sovereign's precipitous fall into singularity by ongoingly legislating it as a fully 

present,, universal, homogeneous entity or  totality (Bennington, 1991:38-51). 

Butt  this also means, however, that no matter  how much the 'law' may advertise or  parade 

itselff  as merely the expression of the 'Sovereign' or  of the citizen's 'general will '  this is not and 

cannott  be the case. Rather  than having such a 'sovereign' as its universal object the law' also 

inevitablyy takes a momentous dip of its own. As much as the 'general will '  of which it is presumably 

thee expression, beyond any rhetorical claims in Rousseau also the law always already falls into the 

singularityy of its cases. That is, even though in principl e for  Rousseau the law is a circular  letter  that 

thee 'sovereign' sends to itself, in actuality the fact that such a 'sovereign' is never  given in advance of 
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thee law', which constitutes it as such, means that things do often go other  than as expected. In other 

words,, in the absence of the 'sovereign' the letter  of the law enters a postal network where it may or 

mayy not reach its destination. Rather  than always returnin g to the 'Sovereign' or  the 'general will '  as 

too its rightfu l source or  destination, in Rousseau the letter  of the law' becomes ensnared in an end-

lesss string of singular  cases (ibid:40-45). 

Hencee why the need arises in Rousseau for  a series of 'prostheses' which, supplementing the 

lack''  or  deficit of generality of the 'general will' , are somewhat capable of momentarily arresting the 

falll  of the sovereign' into the citizen's singular  desires, of the law into the singularity of its cases. Of 

thesee one could name several, such as 'government', the 'nation-state' or  the 'tribunal' , which are 

preciselyy means to supplement or  remedy an originary lack in nature. As Bennington makes clear, 

paradingg as the delegates or  the representatives of the universal all these prostheses nevertheless 

necessarilyy fall short of it. Rather  than expressive of the 'general will '  in all of its universality, such 

supplementaryy prostheses are and cannot be but the manifestation of particularisti c will s and 

desires.. Introduced from the outside in order  to slow down its dissolution, such prostheses cannot 

butt  accelerate the 'sovereign's decadence by exposing it to an "irreducibl e exteriority"  which 

necessarilyy undermines it. Amounting to an "usurpation inevitable"  of the 'general will' , such an 

exposuree necessarily calls for  added supplements in a process that is potentially infinit e (ibid:46-

51). . 

Yett  in addition to these prostheses which Bennington calls "horizontal '  since they arise at the 

samee level of horizontalit y as the 'general will '  itself, there is also in Rousseau a Vertical'  kind of 

prosthesis.. This he calls the 'Great Legislator'. A 'foreigner' , and, as such, with no part or  stakes in 

thee local order  of things, such a legislator'  may publicly parade himself as the iconic embodiment or 

representationn of the 'general will' . It is this very representativeness that enables him, through his 

legislatingg interventions, to totalize the local system bringing it into being as a unified, seamless 

wholee (ibid:71-73). For  reasons that I cannot go into here Rousseau's flight into transcendence, his 

theologicall  move, also eventually fails. As, eventually, the 'general will '  irrepressibly slides into 

singularity,, the exertions of the 'Great Legislator'  inevitably fail. The point, however, is that 

differentt  than the "horizonta l prostheses' which are subject to an endless process of erosion, decay 

andd metonymical substitution, as a 'vertical '  prosthesis the 'Legislator'  is always relatively available 
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ass an uncorrupted reservoir  of transcendence. As such, such a figure can always be brought back in 

momentss of societal crisis as an emblem of 'union' or  of the nation's 'sovereignty' as a totalit y now 

threatenedd by the workings of evil men. 

Whatt  I wish to emphasize here is that regardless of their  strong anti-theatrical, anti-

representationall  prejudices, bent as they were on the ongoing epiphany of the 'people' in the 

cauldronn of the 'fête revolutionaire' , nevertheless an entire politics of representation, of exemplarity 

evenn (indeed, what more 'exemplary' and 'representative' than the 'Great Legislator), already insinu-

atess itself in both Rousseau, and, after  him, the Jacobins. If we now descend from the placid 

heavenss of philosophy to the hells of history, to use the dubious metaphor  that not for  being invalid 

orr  unfair  is less irresistibl e here, we approach the terrain that is more that of this dissertation. And 

here,, in this fraught, vexed territor y Rousseau's (and Bennington's) irrepressible sliding into 

singularityy is called 'the Terror' . The entire argument of this dissertation is articulated on the borders 

off  this Terror '  as the dangerous whirlpool around which, since Independence, all of the forms of the 

sociall  order  in Venezuela uncertainly (and precariously) stand. So much so that one could even say 

thatt  the most intimate texture of the nation's main social and political institutions is itself decisively 

inflectedd by the push and pull of this unthinkable vortex: forever  on the brink of being sucked by it, 

anyy integrit y or  identity that these institutions may possibly claim comes from resisting its 

ultimatelyy irresistible pull . 

Itt  is the overall argument of this dissertation that the politics of 'exemplarity'  that I claim is 

intrinsi cc to Venezuela's forms of 'monumental governmentality'  arose in response, precisely, to the 

terrorr  that was released by the collapse of Spanish rule, and, most particularly , by the King' s 

momentouss disappearance in the crucible of Independence. In other  words, if since that junctur e to 

thiss very day a wide range of governmental practices, from historiography, literatur e and 

iconographyy to myriad public and domestic forms of bodily trainin g have been invested in monu-

mentalizingg the very bodies, words and gestures of the nation's representatives as the embodiment 

off  the nation's 'general will '  this is for  reasons that are quite urgent. Namely, in order  to defuse the 

tendencyy which, freed by their  modernity from any form of traditional , ascriptive authority , the nati-

on'ss crowds have to "instantl y represent themselves"  (Lloyd and Thomas, 1998:6) in the dangerous 

mimeticc drif t "fro m one term to the next"  (Nancy, 2002:3) that is the essence of their  postcolonial 
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condition.. And, to this end, much as a captive audience the individual s within these crowds must be 

madee to surrender  to the spectaclee of their  'exemplary' representatives gesturing at them from the 

raisedd stage off  the polity. This, so that they may focus on them as on that which, beneath all their 

maddeninglyy metamorphic tendencies and conflicting desires, these individuals all have in common 

ass would be citizens of the nation. In the strictl y Roussean terms that are relevant to the nation's 

republicanismm I am, of course, talking of these individuals' shared, 'general will' . Buried beneathh the 

mazee of conflicting interests and desires that is their  lif e as part of the postcolonial crowds, this 

generalityy nevertheless presumably shines on the bodies, words and gestures of the representatives 

onn stage where, much lik e a mirror , just by looking attentively the masses may see themselves 

'properly ''  reflected. 

Alreadyy the theatricality of the whole situation should be quite evident. Indeed, following in 

thiss the arguments of Lyotard, Derrida, Lacoue-Labarthe and others, I argue in this dissertation that 

muchh lik e any other, political representation is also a matter  of setting up a theater. In particular 

Jean-Franc,, ois Lyotard has explicitly foregrounded the theatricalit y of representation by calling 

attentionn to the extent to which the abilit y of any entity whatsoever  to represent another  absent one 

iss unavoidably a matter  of theatrical machinery, of demarcating a space of performance or  represen-

tationn as the protected 'inside' where, rigorously distinguished through a set of rules from an 

excludedd 'outside', 'someone' or  'something' may appear  before an audience on stage re-presenting 

'something''  or  'someone' previously left outside. In other  words, it is only in the gap that opens up as 

aa result of the institutionall y produced distance between a theatrical 'inside' and an absent, excluded 

'outside''  that representation or  the representative relation may at all thriv e (Lyotard in Bennington, 

1988:10-14). . 

Inn this dissertation I take Lyotard' s and others' ideas concerning the materiality of 

representation,, of the theatrical machinery on which the representative relationship hinges, quite 

literally .. This I do in chapter  five by empirically focusing on the urgent attempts on the part of 

Venezuela'ss founding fathers in the eve of the nineteenth century, some two hundred years ago, to 

seal-offf  the sphere of political representation from an excluded, turbulent 'outside' and set it up as 

thee protected site where their  claims to represent the new nation's 'sovereign' could at all hold water. 

Ass I argue, these attempts happened amidst a scary predicament redolent with incalculable 
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consequences::  the beginnings of the implosion of the colonial order  in the wake of the Spanish 

monarch'ss disappearance. Nothing lik e this absence to underscore how much it was the king's 

presencee at the "heart of all possible representations" that without which this entire order  simply 

couldd not do (Schaub, 1998:52). Without the monarch it was not long before the separate orders 

andd estates of the colony began coming apart at the seams, bereft of that extra 'thing' that glued 

themm together  as well demarcated, recognizable entities. Whil e these corporations' value and 

integrit yy was ultimately contingent on the monarch's adjudicating interventions, the king-as-judge 

wass also the mediating instance that enabled them to relate to each other  while keeping their  own 

identitiess separate. 

Thee formation of the postcolonial crowds surely most count among the most momentous 

consequencess of the breakdown of the colonial order. As individual s from all walks of lif e were 

releasedd from the corporate straitjackets of the colony, in some ways no longer  there, they were 

increasinglyy thrown together  upon the newly created horizontal spaces of the postcolony. Horizon-

tall  because, no matter  how hierarchically articulated they in some ways indeed continued to be after 

thee breakdown of the empire, at least symbolically the social spaces of the postcolony were 

homogeneouslyy flat. That is, increasingly, they were symbolically and, often, in many respects also 

practicallyy rearticulated as domains of horizontal, abstract exchangeability among fundamentally 

equal,, homogeneous individuals. Al l across the main cities of the colony and eventually also 

throughoutt  the countryside, these individual s increasingly came together  in more or  less random, 

imprompt uu arrangements to fill  up with their  disquieting presence the emptying spaces that were 

beingg vacated by the structures of old. 

Nott  that all instances of crowd behavior  were absent from the colony. But much as what 

Robertt  Nye says about Europe before the Revolution and industrialization , these were for  the most 

partt  affairs limited to circumscribed locales, arising in response to particular  grievances, and going 

awayy as soon as these were redressed (1999:6). In other  words, as in the case of "carniva l crowds 

engagedd in (...) bread riots, summary lynchings, or  religious or  political violence,"  the response of 

traditiona ll  groups "seeking to redress grievances against those who violated"  their  time honored 

"rights ""  (ibid). What came about in the wake of the breakdown of Spanish domination was 

somethingg altogether  different: the crowd behavior  of droves of colored peoples, especially the 
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pardospardos or  mixed bloods from the colony but also slaves and ex-slaves with no clear  place in any 

foreseeablyy emergent order  of things yet invested by the revolutionary vocabularies of the time with 

theirr  (potentially) universal role as the new nation's "sovereign." 

Inn effect, far  from the image that is still nowadays prevalent in the period's historiography of 

themm as 'traditiona r  and 'archaic', an abundance of testimonies suggest that the postcolonial crowds 

weree thoroughly imbued with the ideals of freedom and equality radiating from France and the 

Unitedd States at the time. And, in this respect at least, they were thoroughly modern. At least as 

modernn and, in some respects, even more so than the elites who occupied leadership roles in the 

warss of independence against Spain and were so bent on denying these majorities their  modernity 

byy insisting on the 'barbarous' and 'archaic' nature of the colored populations as a myth intrinsi c to 

thee creation and perpetuation of their  providential role as makers of the nation. A myth, I might add, 

thatt  contemporary historians still ceremoniously recite today very much to the same legitimizing 

ends. . 

Butt  this was not the only way in which the Venezuelan postcolonial crowds were 

thoroughlyy modern. Perhaps even more fundamentally, as I also argue in chapter  five the very being 

off  the crowds stretched out in its sheer  exteriorit y across horizontal space already testifies to their 

modernityy as participants in 

aa world of movement, of transformation, of displacement (...) that moves toward no end or 

resultt  other  than itself, nor  toward a resorption or  sublimation of its own exteriorit y (Nancy, 

2002:6). . 

Ass I argue in the just mentioned chapter, taking into account this emergent world' s transformations 

hass considerable consequences for  the ways one understands a host of contemporary phenomena. 

Thus,, for  example, so called patron-client networks and relationships which, according to my 

argument,, if considered in the light of the greatly transformed predicament where the majorities 

havee found themselves since Independence loose much of their  solidity appearing, in all of their 

considerablee contingency, not as traditional but as thoroughly modern phenomena. In general, 

however,, pending the more thorough argument in the later  chapter  what I wish to retain in this 

introductio nn is that to say that Venezuela's postcolonial crowds were thoroughly modern is 
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minimallyy saying that their "actions and declarations" as well as their very being were already 

linked,, no matter how tacitly or obscurely, to "their demands for democratic sovereignty." This, 

evenn if Nye locates the full emergence of the modern crowds in Europe many years later in the 

1840ss and 50s, already during the industrial revolution. 

Calll  the Venezuelan anticipation something like 'the periphery's privilege,' itself probably 

thee outcome of the fact that at least in some respects the demise of the ancien régime in Spanish 

Americaa was even more thorough and pregnant with even more immense problems of 

governmentalityy than in the revolutionary nations of Europe. Whatever might have been the case, 

whatt I wish to emphasize here are two things. First, what I have already mentioned, namely, that the 

Venezuelann postcolonial crowds suddenly found themselves thrown in a world that, emptied at 

leastt symbolically of any hierarchical partitions and structurations, was dauntingly flat. Second, and 

thiss is the point that 1 wish to make now, that this very predicament enabled the formation of the 

"chainss of equivalences" (Laclau, 1996:42) in the midst of which the crowds perceived and expe-

riencedrienced themselves as a population made of individuals of the same kind, as such as a whole 

opposedd to the whites now also increasingly remade into a homogeneous elite bent on their oppres-

sion. . 

Itt is true that as I argue in chapter two, one of the two chapters which I devote to the wor-

kingss of the colonial order, this process of homogenization of the subaltern populations may be said 

too have already started in the closing decades of the colony, with pockets of pardos and escaped 

slavess even living in its interstices as a "floating population" (Mckinley, 1993:167) for which the 

establishedd arrangements had next to zero room available. Nevertheless, as McKinley cogently 

argues,, the process cannot be said to have posed serious threats to the stability of the colonial order 

(ibid:: 163-174). Nor, I might add, for the reasons adumbrated above in and of itself lead to the 

subalterns'' complete self-identification as a homogeneous group opposed to their white rulers. For 

thiss to happen it was necessary that the entire system of orders and estates came crashing down in 

thee wake of the Spanish monarch's momentous disappearance. It was across the widening, indeed 

terrifyingg gap left by the king's absence that the equivalential chains among hitherto disparate 

situationss and predicaments could be unleashed allowing specially the 'pardos' to fully see themsel-

vess as belonging to one and the same global category. Until that there was always one's ascription to 
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thiss or  that confraternity , militar y regiment or  trade to, at least partially , stand on the way or  prevent 

thee just mentioned global identification from full y happening. As I argue specially in chapter  four 

thiss ail, however, changed once the king was no longer  there as the instance capable of both 

mediatingg among all the different corporations and groups and, something that is less often noticed 

butt  is no less crucial, of validating them in their  separate identities. With the king gone, the pardos 

andd also the blacks increasingly came face to face against the whites as an entire, threatened 

category.. One, moreover, that at least in principl e according to the revolutionary vocabularies of the 

timee rightfull y belonged to the new sovereign. Not only that, but that in account of its numbers 

amountedd to this sovereigns' vast majority , no small consideration considering the numerical bent 

off  the emergent democratic imaginary. 

Possessedd of radically democratic ideals, it was this vast assemblage of peoples emergent 

fromm the colony that, for  reasons that are argued at some length throughout the dissertation, irresisti-

blyy pushed for  "democratic sovereignty"  from withi n either  of the two two camps that were opposed 

durin gg Independence. Whil e later  on in chapter  six I briefly comment on the situation in the royalist 

camp,, thus contesting the widely held historiographical topos of the subaltern population always 

alreadyy committed to the monarchy on account of their  inherent conservatism and backwardness, 

whatt  went on among the separatists was clear  from the beginning. At least initially , in Caracas, 

capitall  of the embattled colonial politico-administrativ e unit of Venezuela and itself the center  of 

thee revolutionary ferment against Spain, as chapter  four  shows these democratic impulses translated 

intoo a decisive push for  Independence. So decisive in fact that, even if this is not what the local 

historianss at least explicitly say, it is plausible that without such a pressure Independence would not 

havee happened at all. Forming behind their  Jacobin leaders, as I argue in that chapter  it was the 

tumultuouss presence of the colored crowds in the streets of Caracas and just outside the city's newly 

establishedd Congress pushing to break-in that finally  decided the issue. Far, then, from what the 

majorit yy of Venezuelan historians still say about the libertaria n ideals of the elite, it was the threate-

ningg presence of the pardos in the streets that allowed the tiny fraction of the Jacobins to impose 

theirr  revolutionary designs on an elite majorit y that, to say the least, was reluctant to cut loose from 

Spain.. But saying this is already to picture the emergent white elites from the colony wrestling with 

thee intractable issue of how to rearticulate government in circumstances were their  claims to rule 
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were,, at best, problematic, tinged as these were by the emergent revolutionary ideals with 

suspicionss of usurpation. 

Too put the above in a nutshell, the problem was one of crowds imbued of democratic, 

libertariann and egalitarian ideals dizzyingly spinning out of all available forms of control. As one 

coloniall  officer put it in a report to the authorities in Spain, under the prevailing circumstances of a 

highlyy hierarchical order coming to a crashing halt such a situation could only result in universal 

violencee (Ceballos in King, 1953:535-536). A violence, moreover, that as I argue on chapter six, 

wass not just visceral but simultaneously symbolic. That is, loosened upon the horizontal spaces of 

thee postcolony in their equalizing craze the crowds were not only bent on eviscerating the whites 

fightingfighting in both camps but, just as crucially, on mimetically usurping their identities. This is not all 

thatt surprising considering that, as I also argue in chapter two, with its rituals, forms of discipline 

andd hierarchical arrangements the colonial order may be seen as a well-calibrated machinery for the 

reductionn of mimesis to codified identity. In other words, as a social order the entire economy of 

whichh was contingent on each and every one of its members sticking to their alloted stations in life. 

Hencee the proliferating lists of regulations which, like those prohibiting pardos to bear arms, 

mountt horses, attend the seminary or the university or, for the women, to wear mantles in church 

amongg other things sought to keep a tight reign on mimesis. Or, what amounts to the same, to 

impedee any untoward usurpation on the part of the pardos of their white rulers hallowed personas. 

Iss it, then, all that surprising if among other catastrophic results and not unrelated to these the 

demisee of this kind of order issued in a truly scary predicament? One in which, to say it with 

Lacoue-Labarthe,, in all of its "terrorizing instability" mimesis returned to "regain its powers" 

(1989:138)?? In the extraordinary derealization and mobility that came about with the novel predi-

caments,, freed from all of the forms of control that had been hitherto available the colored crowds 

becamee in other words bent on a truly exorbitant mimetic expropriation of all the available panoply 

off  ruling identities. 

Al ll  of which is to say that, like some ominous stain spreading across a territory that had 

beenn made symbolically flat, in their unstoppable lateral push to fill  up all the available spaces of 

thee postcolony the colored crowds were quite mimetically inclined. That is, much as in a frenzied 

searchh for scalps, bent on killing as many whites as possible so as to usurp all those hallowed 
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identitiess from which, hitherto, they had been more or  less successfully excluded. As a document of 

thee time put it , it was as if "universal seduction"  had suddenly seized all public space threatening to 

rui nn any prospects of order  amidst an unstoppable circulation of masks where any conceivable 

hierarchyy hopelessly capsized. Or, another  way of putting it, as if with singularly terrifyin g 

consequencess Diderot's actor  had in all of its baffling changeability unexpectedly shown up in 

Tierr aa Firme, the name during colonial times of what is roughly nowadays Venezuela. An 

unfathomablee entity on account of its nothingness paradoxically capable of becoming all things it is 

thiss actor  that, as I argue in chapter  six closely following Lacoue-Labarthe's ideas, perhaps best 

describess the Venezuelan subaltern subject. That is, a paradoxical entity in all of its exorbitant (lack 

of)) being to this day haunting the very borders of the established regimes. 

Itt  was this extremely dangerous situation that the founding fathers of the nation tried to 

exorcisee in their  attempts to recreate the conditions of government away from crowds bent on 

occupyingg any and all spaces from within which any government whatsoever  could be conceivably 

exercised.. In all of this a politics of space was, therefore, urgently at stake. As I argue in chapter 

fivefive of this dissertation, it is possible to apprehend the logic informin g some of the debates in the 

firstfirst  Venezuelan Congress precisely in terms of the various demands that such a politics entailed. 

Thatt  is, as an attempt to seal-off both spatially and symbolically the sphere of political representa-

tiontion from the rest of society so as to constitute it as a theatrical domain where the claims of the 

differentt  representatives to represent the new Sovereign's 'general will '  could be properly sustained. 

Accordingg to my argument it was the scary presence of the masses pushing to break into the 

spacee of Congress that, against the initia l resistance of the congressional majorit y bent on keeping 

Congresss porous to the demands from society' (by which they meant the different corporate bodies), 

wass most instrumental in moving the deliberations towards the sealing-off of the sphere of political 

representationn from the rest of society. Discarding the glibness with which a topos such as that of 

thee "elite' s fear  of the masses"  is often handled, I try to do some justice to the sheer  odor  of fear  that 

emanatess from the independence archives. As I argue in chapter  five, what this means is an attempt 

onn my part to retrieve some of what must have felt to be literall y pressed against the walls, a situa-

tiontion where amidst a tumult of bodies, random screaming and suffocating fear  any articulated form 

off  sociality succumbs to violence. 
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Thiss is just to refer the still nowadays fashionable criticism of representation, be it political 

orr otherwise, to violence as one of its possible contexts. Also, by the way, to (unfashionably) 

rehabilitatee some of the heroism of Venezuela's founding fathers striving to recreate some minimal 

conditionss of government against what, to all accounts, were incredible odds. If there is heroism in 

flattery,, as Pascal clearly believed, how much more would there be in cultivating the virtues of 

politicall  representation and of a cool, sober detachment in circumstances when the rising ambiance 

temperaturess seemed to be drawing everything and everyone around them into the same huge, 

undifferentiatedd pyre? So before rushing to condemnation, accusing them of all sorts of bourgeois 

malice,, it is good to pause momentarily right inside the founding fathers' troubled skins. Which, 

amongg other things, in some respects means partially allowing themm to take the high ground (of 

politicall  representation) not out of academic complacency, as is so often nowadays the case, but 

becausee of sheer, pressing necessity. Because if there is something that both Roscio and the more 

lucidd among Venezuela's founding fathers such as Miguel José Sanz seemed well aware of is that, 

ass Schelling knew at about the same time in Germany, "all denial of (re-)presentation engenders the 

Terror""  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 2002:147 ~ my translation). 

Hencee why they invested so much effort in sealing-off the sphere of political representation 

soo as to constitute it—how could it be otherwise?--as a theatrical stage. Indeed, for the reasons given 

above,, there is no representation of any kind that does not involve setting-up a theatrical machinery 

capablee of introducing the distance between 'inside' and 'outside' domains that is required for any 

entityy of any kind to re-present anything. And in the dire predicament of Venezuelaa at the time of 

Independencee perhaps nothing was as politically urgent as instituting the political as such a 

(bourgeois)) theater. As I hope to have established specially on chapter five of this dissertation, there 

wass no dearth of awareness at the time of the dangers involved. Both in many contemporary 

documentss as well as in the writings of founding fathers such as Sanz or Roscio the preoccupation 

withh the irrepressible mimetic violence going on in Tierra Firme at the time was paramount. A form 

off  "universal seduction," the all-out caste war that erupted all throughout Venezuela almost 

immediatelyy after Independence was declared, in 1812, would soon provide abundant, bruising evi-

dencee of how lethal this sort of violence could actually be. Mixing mimesis and violence in quite 

gargantuann proportions, for quite a long time, at least until Venezuela achieved complete Indepen-
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dencee in 1824 after  well over  a decade of the most devastating wars, such a violence rendered any 

semblancee of order  illusory. Always about to collapse if not collapsing amidst relentless butchery 

andd mimicry for  quite a while, at least until 1830 when the nation was finall y established, whatever 

orderr  there was was, at best, tenuous, a flimsy proposition sustained mostly by sheer  militar y 

means.. The situation, however, only partiall y changed after  1830. Since at least until the turn of the 

nineteenthh and the first two decades of the twentieth, when for  good and for  il l the state gained a 

moree secure hold over  the nation, social order  remained vulnerable to endemic subversion. And, in 

anyy case, even to this day Venezuelan republicanism continues being haunted by the uncanny form 

off  violence that, already next to two hundred years ago, erupted in Tierr a Firme in the wake of the 

King' ss awesome disappearance. 

Thee threat of violent disorder  was singularly poignant in a place like Venezuela where there 

wass simply not enough of anything extra to go around with. Even if, as I clarify in the second 

chapter,, the situation was not quite as bad as what a later  historiography often claims, for  which in 

linee with the nation's Jacobin imaginary the colonial past was an era of unbridled despotism with a 

handfull  of large landowners at the top surrounded by seas of vagrants and impoverished peasants, 

whatt  I just said still holds true. That is, that there simple were not enough symbolic, social or 

economicc assets lying around for  everyone to do or  become with them as they pleased. More than in 

manyy other  places, in Venezuela the preservation and perpetuation of any minimall y viable sem-

blancee of order  required that rule was subjected to the most stringent economic criteria. In other 

words,, on account of the collapse of the colonial order  it was clearly a priorit y to articulate a novel 

economyy of rule capable of replacing the old while still being able to delineate the roles and identi-

tiess of those at the top as sharply as possible. To put it crudely, under  the circumstances the 

establishmentt  of a highly exclusionary political and economic order  was clearly inescapable. One, 

thatt  is, relatively capable of assigning distinct limit s to that which anyone could, at any given time, 

doo or  become. Among other  things, this meant erecting a series of obstacles so that the majorit y of 

thee population did not have easy mimetic access to the available panoply of rulin g identities, 

somethingg that given the prevailing circumstances and the vocabularies and aspirations of the time 

wass not easy. As I argue in chapter  five, paradoxical as it may seem establishing a segregated 

domainn of political re-presentation was the preeminent way that the founding fathers found to deal 
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withh this most urgent requirement. Even if under the circumstances it was perhaps the only one 

available,, itself amounting to an entire economy of rule it is not surprising that such a "solution" did 

nott have it easy asserting itself against the crowds' irrepressible mimesis. 

Inn some ways it may be said that, although opening democratic possibilities that were 

hithertoo unavailable, such a "solution" was even more restrictive than the kinds of social arran-

gementss previously found in the colony. With its architectonic of orders and estates as I argue in 

chapterr two the colonial order was able to grant at least a sizable proportion of the pardos symbolic 

andd economic resources as well as means of identity-validation that later, with the advent of the 

republic,, became largely unavailable. Even if for a long time it was strenuously denied to them, in 

exchangee for that loss the subaltern populations gained their potential status as the new nation's 

sovereignn with all the immeasurable problems of governmentality that, until now, have gone along 

withh it. But before I allude to how this dissertation deals with this issue, I must clarify what do I 

meann when I say that, even if initially unsuccessful, from the beginning political representation was 

devisedd by those responsible for its establishment as an entire economy of rule. 

Itt all has to do with specularity and the way it works inside the representative machinery. If 

thee founding fathers or at least the most lucid among them were bent on setting up the political as a 

spheree of (theatrical) representation this was, I argue, out of a sheer need for specularity. Much as in 

whatt Derrida says about "Plato's Pharmacy" (1981:61-172), specularity was the 'pharmakos' or the 

poison/remedyy that the founding fathers came up with in order to address their contemporary 

predicament.. Their way, in other words, of fighting fire with fire, or what was in this case 

equivalent,, the crowds' irrepressible mimesis with the temporary fixities that come from 

acquiescingg to any hegemonically imposed form of identification as if it was one's ownn "true" 

identity.. As I elaborate in chapter six following Lacoue-Labarthe, only a form of specular represen-

tationn could possibly do this. In other words wrest the crowds away from their dangerously restless 

mimeticc drift across horizontal space so that, much as in a mirror, its members could come to see 

theirr 'true' being or, what amounts to the same, their 'general will ' (otherwise occluded beneath the 

mazee of conflicting interests and desires which makes up their everyday) dazzlingly reflected in 

theirr "rightful" representatives gesturing at them from the raised stage of the polity. For this to 

happen,, however, all the pleading of the world simply would not do. As I have intimated, much like 
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elsewheree also in Venezuela for  mirrorin g or  specular  representation to lastingly come about in the 

politicall  domain it was necessary that the political itself was set up as a theater. That is, as a 

protectedd stage where the representatives could perform for  an audience assembled in the dark pit 

below. . 

Easierr  said than done. Inspired mainly by Lyotard, in chapter  five I formulate a theatrical 

paradigmm so as to give a rough idea of what were some of the requirements involved. Enough to say 

heree that in the case of Venezuela at the time of Independence these had to do with enforcing a set 

off  procedures capable of setting-up a well-delineated theatrical space sharply demarcated from the 

'outside''  and internally rent by a clear-cut distinction between those representatives performing on 

stagee and the rest (of the population) reduced to the status of a more or  less passive spectatorship. 

Amongg those procedures that, with quite mixed results, were either  advanced or  simply proposed as 

wayss to achieve such a goal was the franchise, which restricted votingg and the privileges of full 

citizenshipp to reduced segments of the population. Similar  effects were also sought by the various 

proposalss that, with precious littl e success, were over  the years made by groups of Venezuelan 

landownerss so as to immobilize the subaltern populations by attaching them to the land. 

Besidess their  obvious economic significance, I argue that these proposals should also be 

understoodd politically . That is, as means for  reducing the wider  subaltern populations to the status 

off  a passive spectatorship so that, much as in a theater, fixed to their  assigned localities they could 

bee made to "enjoy"  the show going on in the political stage largely, although not exclusively, for 

theirr  benefit. For  reasons that I argue at some length only from such a forcibly immobilized 

perspectivee was there any hope for  the wider  populations to become the nation's single, 

homogeneouss 'people' by acquiescing to the image of themselves which their  representatives served 

too them from the political stage. This all follows from mimesis' maddening mobilit y and the 

impossibilityy in its midst for  any form of identification to stick very long to the subject. As I argue 

inn chapter  five following Lacoue-Labarthe, mimesis may be understood as the generalized capabi-

lit yy that, on account of their  nothingness, if not forcibl y prevented all subjects have of becoming all 

things.. This, by successively adopting every identity that comes their  way in a circulation of masks 

thatt  is, potentially, infinite . 

Indeed,, it is precisely because of the subject's "infirmity, "  his or  her  generalized "lack of 
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being""  that s/he must identify simply to become something or  another. Since, however, there is no 

necessaryy match between the subject and whatever  identity happens to come her  way, the relation 

betweenn the two being radically arbitrary , sooner  rather  than later  such identifications wil l fail. The 

subjectt  will , in other  words, inevitably desist, the term that Derrida coined to talk about Lacoue-

Labarthe'ss theory of the subject (Derrida, 1998). Falling-offfro m whatever  identity happens to have 

momentarilyy stuck to her  at the time, s/he wil l stick to the next in the vertiginous horizontal sliding 

amongg terms that, on account of his or  her  belatedness, amounts to the subject's preinscription by 

thee signifier. Always fleetingly invested with this or  that identity by the signifying chain which 

precedess them and where they all are irrevocably enchained, there is in principl e no end to what 

subjectss can potentially become "splintered or  dispersed"  as they are "according to the disquieting 

instabilit yy of the improper"  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998:128). Of the improper, i.e., of those signifiers 

thatt  mimetically seized by the subjects as marks of their  "own"  true identities nevertheless are not 

theirss at all, remaining irrevocably other. 

Pendingg the longer  consideration of 'mimesis' on chapter  six of this dissertation and of the 

kindd of violence which it entails, what is important to realize here is the need that any social order 

hass of somehow steadying this threatening ground, and, beneath it, the mimetic subject that is the 

ongoingg source of its "terrorizin g instability "  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998:138). One or  another  way, in 

otherr  words, has to be found to, at least for  a while, arrest the subjects' mimetic drif t by temporarily 

gluingg subjects to their  hegemonically prescribed roles and identities. Whil e clearly differin g on 

howw repressively they go about fulfillin g this requirement, with some societies arguably more 

hospitablee to the alterity lodged in every identity than others, they all must somehow confront this 

dilemma.. In some ways this would be even true of our  own postmodern societies of flexible 

accumulationn and ever  so mutable selves. As for  the colony, as I implicitl y argue in chapter  two and 

explicitl yy in chapter  six one way of characterizing the colonial order  is as a well calibrated machine-

ryy for  the reduction of mimesis to codified identity. What I mean to say is that the way in which the 

colonyy dealt with the "mimeti c fact"  is by encasing the subject within a hierarchical arrangement of 

orderss and estates, each through ritual  and other  means forcibly attaching its members to a codified 

sett  of preordained roles, identities and appearances. 

Wit hh the king's disappearance and the implosion of the colonial order  this all changed with 
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thee entire panoply of rulin g identities suddenly (and terrifyingly ) coming up for  grabs. That is, at 

leastt  in principle, relatively available for  mimetic seizure. A situation, I should add, that even if 

perhapss not as virulentl y in Venezuela has remained relatively chronic since that time. Hence the 

urgentt  need the emergent republicanism had of taking hold of the subaltern populations and 

somehoww immobilizin g them; this, so as to wrest them away from their  distressing mimetic vio-

lencee and make them acquiesce to the emergent republic's idiosyncratic definitions and hegemonic 

modess of identification. In line with its with its view of 'society' as a homogeneous domain of 

autonomous,, interchangeable individuals, erecting the sphere of political representation as a kind of 

theaterr  was the specifically (bourgeois) way that this emergent republicanism had of arresting the 

subject'ss mimetic drif t by making individual s acquiesce to the rulin g definitions and identities. 

Itt  was all a matter, in other  words, of inducing the postcolonial crowds to give up their 

(mimetic)) desires to instantly represent themselves in order  to acquiesce being represented by 

others,, their  'rightfu l representatives'. And, for  this too come about, it was necessary to set-up the 

politicall  as a "bourgeois' theater  where, for  the reasons given above, the nation's tribunes could 

exemplarilyy embody the universal. Yet, different than in the baroque theatricality of the colony, for 

thiss to happen it was necessary that the audience was immobilized as a passive spectatorship 

composedd of autonomous individuals each occupying a separate seat in the dark. For  reasons that I 

wil ll  clarify in chapter  six of this dissertation, only from such an enforced spectatorial passivity 

couldd the audience come to see itself reflected on the actors on stage as the embodiment of their 

'generall  will'.  Given the collapse of the ancien régime, nothing was as politicall y urgent at the time 

ass re-presenting such universality. 

Ass I argue in chapter  six of this dissertation both in Europe and America such recognition 

entailedd a whole 'politic s of exemplarity'. That is, an aestheticized politics aimed at constituting the 

nation'ss representatives into monumentalized, exemplary embodiments of the community. And on 

bothh sides of the Atlanti c such a 'politics' only temporarily succeeded in inducing the masses to 

acquiescee being represented by others, thereby giving up their  dangerous mimetic faculties. As the 

endemicc political crises that shook societies in both Europe and Latin America well into the nine-

teenthh century clearly show, periodically the republican audiences vacated the political theater  that 

wass staged for  their  benefit, thereby generating virtuall y unmanageable problems of governmental!-
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ty.. Over  time, however, something happened which crucially demarcated these different societies, 

sharplyy distinguishing the character  of modernity on one side of the Atlanti c versus the other. That 

is,, that while in Western Europe the last three decades of the nineteenth century saw a crucial trans-

itionn from 'politics' to 'biopolitics' in Foucault's sense of this term this, by and large, did not happen 

inn Latin America, and especially not in Venezuela. 

Whatt  instead happened is that the emergent South American nations, and specially those 

lik ee Venezuela or  Argentina which had played leadership roles during the wars of independence, 

tookk the theatricality that both in Europe and in America was inherent in the 'politics of exemplarity' 

off  an early republicanism to ever  more hyperbolic extremes. This meant that in the absence of any-

welll  honed 'biopolitics' , which the new-nations could ill-afford , ever  more discursive and 

iconographicc resources were invested in monumentalizing the new nation's tribunes as the only 

reliablee ground of government which, beyond mere patronage or  the sheer  use of force, under  the 

circumstancess was available. It is in this process that the initia l 'politics of exemplarity'  crystallized 

ass an enduring form of governmentality, the 'monumental'  variety which I address in this 

dissertation.. Which, by the way, also implies that Venezuela, and for  that matter, also Latin 

America,, has become frozen in an inaugural moment of modernity: the momentous accasion when 

throughh their  virtuous speech, gestures and overall bodily demeanor  a bunch of exemplary figures 

callss into being the community of the nation. If as Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy have argued 

modernityy experiences the withdrawal of the theologico-political as the retreat of every figure of 

identificationn standing for  the community (1997:122-134), then in Venezuela such an experience is 

livedd as a chronic, catastrophic occurrence. As the nation's tribunal figures recurrently fail in their 

everr  reiterated attempts to bring about the community of the nation as a unified, seamless totality, 

thee spectacle of their  often utterly clamorous failures is endlessly recycled as part of the nation's 

politicall  lore. 

Iff  I  refer  to the monumentalization of the nation's political representatives as an enduring 

formm of governmentality this is because, from the start, it is for  the purpose of government that such 

aa monumentalization has been variously carried-out in Venezuela. Indeed, it is with the aim of con-

stitutingg Venezuela's unruly populations into the disciplined people of the republic that the 

monumentalizationn of the bodies, words, gestures and overall demeanor  of the nations' represen-
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tativess has gone on unabated since the crisis of independence. As in the foundational scene evoked 

towardss the beginning of this introduction , these disparate, unruly populations are constituted as a 

peoplee precisely by seeing themselves reflected in these representatives' monumentalized personas. 

Ass the dazzling re-presentation of what they already presumably share, i.e., their  'general will' , these 

representativess are in other  words the mirro r  where via reflection such populations congeal as a 

unifiedd community. Constituted so to speak 'après coup', such a people wil l persist in its virtuous 

existencee and behavior  as the bedrock foundation of the republic. 

Or,, at least, that is the theory, because as I also argue in the absence of any effective societal 

meanss for  keeping it enduringly immobilized as a passive spectatorship gazing at the political stage, 

suchh a republican 'people' does not cease to vacate the scenes of interpellation contrived for  its 

benefitt  ceaselessly turnin g into a threatening republican 'crowd' . And as the audience leaves the 

republicann theater  through any of the doors or  the windows available, once again the 'general will ' 

fallss into the singularity of the people's desires as everyone resumes the dangerous mimetic drif t 

fromm which they were temporaril y wrested. For  reasons that it would be too involved to give here 

butt  that I explore later  on in the dissertation, one way of accounting for  what happens is by saying 

thatt  sooner  rather  than later  the representatives wil l fall victim to the contradiction between the 

particularr  and the universal. That is, between the universal which they so pompously re-present on 

stagee and the particularisti c interests and designs to which they are necessarily beholden. 

Itt  is at such points of jarrin g discrepancy between the universal and the particular  that, not 

seeingg themselves anymore reflected as a unified collectivity in the representatives' theatrical 

personas,, the members of the audience loose interest in the republican spectacle. And, as that hap-

pens,, distracted by their  manifold desires everyone begins vacating the theater. Confronted with a 

vieww of emptying auditoriums, as the horizontal prostheses of the 'general will '  that they are the 

onlyy way that the nation's tribunes have of arresting the process is by raising up the antes. Hence 

whyy they so often turn themselves into the impossible sites for  the reconciliation of the universal 

andd the particular  by, on the one hand, engaging in the ever  more frenziedly hyperbolic monumen-

talizationn of their  public personas while, on the other, winking with their  bodies, half-voiced 

innuendoss and libidinous gestures at their  audiences singular  interests and desires. 

Al ll  of which is to say that in order  to talk about the tribunes' monumentalization as a form 
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off  govemmentality one must not forget about the dancing. By Bolivar' s 'dancing' I understand 

somethingg like a 'poetics of movement', as such not unlike the "poetry"  that the Liberator  mentions 

inn his letter  about the education of his nephew Fernando. I am loosely using the term 'poetics' here 

inn Jakobson's sense of a linguistic function focusing "on the message for  its own sake"  as a result of 

whichh the "palpabilit y of signs"  is promoted over  and above any referential values (Jakobson, 

1972:73).. So too with Bolivar' s 'dancing' which, beyond the more restricted instances of the 

activity,, I use here as a gloss for  the wide range of domains where the Liberator  seized "movement" 

almostt  objectifying it so as to render  its signs "palpable." 

Andd even if it cannot be said that it was for  its "own sake"  that the Liberator  so regularly 

seizedd movement since, in his case, politics was never  too far  from his mind, nevertheless there was 

aa certain contrived artistr y in how he went about doing just that. Not only was Bolivar  a frenetic 

dancer;;  he also outdid his men in swimming, taming horses, serially seducing, or  just in the sheer 

physicall  endurance of his small, wiry body. So much so that he gained the epithet of 'General iron-

arse''  among his men precisely on account of the unbelievably long stretches of time that he 

managedd too remain in the saddle. It is hard to escape the impression that in all of these instances it 

wass to some extent for  its "own sake"  that the Liberator  seized one or  another  activity decomposing 

itt  into its bare repetitive movements so as to better  master  it. 

Al ll  of this would be true even if some ulterior  goal was always at stake. This because given 

thee intense derealizations and dizzying mobility of his times no such goal was easily achievable 

unlesss one developed some kind of artistr y with movement. Hence Bolivar' s 'dancing' which as a 

'poetics''  or  a "poetry of movement"  gave some kind of manic "grace and fluency"  to his person. It 

thuss allowed him as the tribunal prosthesis that he was to slow down the dispersion of the general 

wil ll  by keeping for  as long as possible everyone's attention focused on his monumentalized yet 

dancingg persona. A tight balancing act between the particular  and the universal, the Liberator' s 

tribunall  performance as prosthesis of the 'general will '  combined his ever  more monumentalized 

personaa and his agonistic, 'dancing performance' in the ultimately doomed attempt to keep his 

audiencee assembled as a republican people. 

Inn this regard Bolivar  was the precursor  of those 'dancing Jacobins' that give titl e to this 

dissertation.. Not surprisingly since, much like them, Bolivar' s agonistic performance was a kind of 
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protopopulistt  act formed in response to the intensely mobile, delocalized world that came about in 

thee wake of the king's untimely disappearance. A way in other  words of tryin g to keep the 

postcoloniall  crowds that were released by the colony's crumbling sociality somehow collected as a 

people.. Which is why even though most experts talk of populism as an early twentieth century 

phenomena,, in this dissertation I argue that a 'proto-populism' of sorts is itself constitutive of Latin 

America'ss modernity from the moment of independence. It is the obverse, seemingly seamless, 

mirror-lik ee reflection of a reverse, chaotic sociality that was released with the demise of the 

monarchyy some two hundred years ago. A sociality, I might add, that up to mis day has never  quite 

settledd into anything lik e a predictably patterned social universe. Hence Venezuela's and the conti-

nent'ss constitutive populism and the sheer  agonistic performance of its 'dancing Jacobins'.5 

Yett  performing as they do at the same horizontal'  level as the 'general will' , for  reasons that 

II  wil l clarif y later  such frenzied performances wil l eventually fail, the dancers invariably overcome 

byy a spectacle of emptying auditoriums as the republican 'people' once again turns into a formless 

republicann 'crowd' . Hence why Bolivar  invested so much energies during his own lifetime in 

monumentalizingg himself as a Rousseauan 'Great Legislator, this before he was retrospectively 

constitutedd as such by the Bolivar  cult which developed many years after  his death in the 1880s. 

Althoughh much lik e Rousseau's, after  which it was modeled, Bolivar' s theological flight into 

transcendencee also eventually fails, its significance is that by monumentalizing himself as a 'vertical 

prosthesiss of the 'general will '  he preserved himself for  posterity as a reservoir  of transcendence that 

'returns''  every time the community of the nation is about to explode into myriad disparate 

fragments.. In its awesome performative force, the legislating act whereby in its "return "  as the 

emblematicc figure of the community's unity and sovereignty once again Bolivar  brings the entire 

nationn into being is religious through and through. In this respect some kind of "religiou s 

nationalism""  may be said to have been there all along, even if the secularist narratives of the 

Enlightenmentt  have kept it from view until recently when their  loosening grip on the imagination 

hass made it possible to entertain the possibility of such canonical opposites like 'religion' and 'nati-

5.. Even if I extend its validity to a much wider time frame than that considered by the author, nevertheless Laclau's 
mostt recent interpretation of populism has decisively inflected my own approach to this socio-political phenomenon 
throughoutt this dissertation (1987:25-38). 
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onalism''  (van der  Veer, 1994:X, 1-25) or, for  that matter, 'religion and the media' (de Vries, 2001:3-

42)) belonging together. In the case of Latin America 'religion' , 'nationalism' and the 'media' were 

indeedd there all along as some unlikely yet powerful trinit y presiding over  the continent's intensely 

mediatized,, spectacularly populist beginnings. This dissertation explores these beginnings as well 

ass the "magical realism"  of what has actually happened. 
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CHAPTE RR ONE 

ARCHEOLOGE S S 

"...t oo writ e history means giving 

datess its physiognomy"  Walter  Benjamin. 

II  begin with the bizarre spectacle of the public square spread out both at the 'center'  and at the 

'margins''  of the nation where, as a 'surplus', it wrecks havoc on such well worn dichotomies as 

'nature/culture ''  or  'city'  vs. 'countryside'. In this and the following chapters I approach this surplus as 

thee serialized imprin t of a wil l that institutes, in an ever  reiterated moment of originary violence, the 

fantasy-spacee of the nation. Insisting, then, on Plaza Bolivar '  as precisely such a fantasy-space I 

wishh here to explore its workings as both screen and void. That is, as the screen where projected the 

nation'ss realities become both recognizable and desirable and as the void for  the recurrent 

emergencee of spectral apparitions. Throughout, I wil l explore the possible reasons for  this fantasy 

space'ss literality , modular  character  and seriality, so that the entire territor y of the nation is dotted by 

thee serial proliferatio n of its "Plaza Bolivars" . I wil l also suggest a genealogy for  the emergence of 

thiss fantasy-space in the vexed history of the country's liberalisms and the chronic warfare of its 

nineteenthh century. Before, however, I turn to two of this space's emblematic figures: the 'peasant 

artist''  and the 'blind man'. 
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TheThe blind man at the center... 

Rightt  at the center  in one of the four  corners of Plaza Bolivar' , the "heart, pulse, and 

footprin tt  of Caracas"  (the subtitle of a coffee-table book on the public square), leaning on a cane a 

blindd man stands and moves about. Awash in tropical sunlight, he is surrounded by a captive audi-

encee of onlookers. Their  ostensible focus is the blind man's telling of the life and deeds of Bolivar 

thee 'father  of the fatherland', which he narrates from cradle to grave in an abundance of vivid and 

fabulouss detail. His delivery is indeed fascinating. An instantiation of the kind of sublime 

republicann oratory favored by local politicians and public officials, it gains rhetorical force from the 

volleyy of neologisms which the blind man fires in rapid succession at his audience. While these 

undoubtedlyy intensify the genre's deliberate archaism and auratic distance, part of the efficacy of the 

narrativ ee trap that he so carefully lays out also comes from the blind man's cunning as a story teller. 

Take,, for  example, the telling's instantaneous descents into joyful vulgarity down from the 

monumentalizedd heights of the hero, thus unexpectedly reaching amidst explosive laughter  into the 

bodilyy recesses, appetites, and desires of the audience. Releasing narrative tension, these switches 

fromfrom  'classic' to 'grotesque* body and back are one possible version of the exchange between sacred 

andd profane that is intrinsi c to state fetishism (Taussig, 1992; 1997). These are also the occasions 

cleverlyy seized upon by the blind man to peddle his charms and lucky numbers to the audience, ever 

soo grateful to be momentarily let off the hook of the state's monumentalized story. 

Besidess his abundant narrative resources I believe that it is his blindness which ultimately 

accountss for  the story teller's compelling hold. If due to its ceaseless alternation of depth and screen 

thee face as fetish is "th e mother  of all borderlands"  (Taussig, 1998:225) then surely blindness does 

ann interesting number  on this border. Much as shutters his eyelids interrupt the play of 'depth' and 

'surfacee appearances' from within which, following Taussig, the "soul"  and interiorit y are installed 

inn broad daylight as the "publi c secret"  which everyone desires (ibid:225-228). Beyond the 

everydayy play of the seen and the unseen from within which the 'secret'  gains currency and 
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continuingg sustenance, the blind old man affords a somewhat paradoxical guarantee. Namely, that 

thee 'secret'  indeed hides some thing, the secret congealing into thingness precisely and paradoxically 

inn the midst of total invisibility . It is, then, those gestures whereby the 'inside' at specific times and 

placess is totally withdrawn from view (a curtain is lowered or  a pair  of eyelids shut) that concern 

mee here. They invest whatever  is fancied to be there, huddled in the 'inside', with an air  of 

permanencee far  removed from the wear  and tear  of the everyday. Total invisibility , the secret's 

secret,, coincides with those moments when the doors of the law are irrevocably shut before Kafka' s 

mann of the countryside or  the blindman's eyelids remain sealed throughout his telling. Listening to 

hiss words without access to the teller's interiority , the audience realizes that there is indeed depth, 

thatt  the nation has a 'soul'  forever  locked away behind the screen of appearances. This realization 

thatt  all along and at a safe distance the nation's soul keeps watch behind their  backs, frees the 

audiencee for  the distracted pursuit of pleasures and everyday banality. At the very center  of the 

squaree somewhat withdrawn from the group pressed around the storyteller  stands the equestrian 

statuee of the Liberator . Although beyond official celebrations no one usually heeds the silent statue, 

thee distracted passerby receives from the blind man the assurance that trapped within its epic forms 

theree is indeed a soul. And that, if necessary, the statue may speak the nation's soul thus turnin g into 

aa speaking statue. 

...and...and the 'peasant artist' at the margins 

Strangee as it may seem, at the end of a seven-hour  mule tri p on a mountaintop basically in 

thee middle of nowhere another  Plaza Bolf var  rises above the high altitude valleys below. Along 

withh a shrine devoted to the nation's foremost popular  saint with, at its rear, a calvary paved with 

extraordinaryy carvings, this plaza is the creation of a peasant from the Venezuelan Andes. In recent 

yearss both the artist and his work have become the focus of a trul y hagiographic cult among 

populistt  artists and intellectuals, bent on seeing both as preeminent embodiments of the nation's 
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popularr essence. In the cult's quasi canonical story it is distance, triggered by a traumatic event, 

whichh forms the narrative scaffold for the epiphany of the popular surging pristinely on a mountain 

topp far removed from the confusions and complications of modernity. Shortly after turning forty, 

wee are told, the death of his mother provoked in the artist an acute existential crisis that prompted 

himm to leave town and seek refuge in the cold and remote pastures which his family owns in the sur-

roundingg mountains. There in the midst of distance his creativity flourished (Arvelo, N/D:30-33; 

Panchart,, 1992:25-26). Distance is also the implicit condition that the contemporary pilgrim must 

meett if a true encounter with the artist's creations is to take place. This is made clear by the partial 

replicaa of the mountain site recently built by the artist in his hometown to accommodate the needs 

off  less adventurous visitors. As both the literature devoted to the original site and the lore 

exchangedd among pilgrims suggest, a visit to this replica in no way qualifies as such a true encoun-

ter.. Besides these two reciprocal distances at whose intersection gushes the spring where the 

pilgrims'' thirst for the popular is quenched, it was an additional distance that first moved me and 

myy wife Patricia to visit the original site. Spiced of course with the appropriate sense of excitement 

andd adventure it was, to use the somewhat dull expression, critical distance vis-a-vis the fabulous 

narrativess of people and nation that one bright morning in March made us hit the pilgrim's trail. 

Needlesss to say I had greatly underestimated the interpellative power of these narratives and 

whyy they often (though by no means always) reach their destination. Pressed to the back of our 

mules,, more than once we indeed had the chance to taste this power as we descended the steep, 

rockyy slope right out of some improbable western that was the final stage of our trip. Watching the 

pebbless fly beneath our mules' I caught a fleeting yet sharp glimpse of how narrative power wells at 

thosee frayed junctures where representation meets the fault lines joining life and death. In some 

wayss one could say with Zizek that such junctures are akin to the impasse that for him (and for 

Lacan)) precedes the assumption by subjects of their mandates in the symbolic order. Amounting to 

ann "interpellation prior to identification" (Zizek, 1994:60), although ultimately unavoidable these 
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kindss of "obscene and impenetrable"  impasses (ibid:61) permeated with enjoyment are what the 

subjectt  nonetheless "endeavours to avoid"  (ibid:60) by assuming a symbolic mandate. According to 

Zizek,, it is in this interspace between the 'reaT and the 'symbolic'  that fantasies flourish, their  power 

largelyy stemming from their  abilit y to utter  wholeness right  there where violence, death or  just 

blissfull  abandon threaten to overcome the subject. Hence why the fantasies of the popular  woven 

aroundd the Andean peasant right in the midst of a somewhat scary and forbiddin g landscape out of 

whichh they promise to rescue the pilgrim s into wholeness. If at the center  the "blin d man"  makes 

paradoxicallyy manifest the soulful state of the nation, congealing into existence amidst total invisi-

bility ,, then at the margins it is the peasant "artist "  who ensures that the nation's popular  body wil l 

theree achieve its most visible epiphany. Between Mn d man' and 'artist' , soulful state and popular 

bodyy or, to provide a spatial gloss, center  and periphery, the fantasy of the nation-state blossoms 

intoo wholeness. Much lik e the Chinese Emperor's map in Borges' story, it thereby spreads itself 

overr  the nation's entire territor y thus covering up its every nook and cranny just as it does its lacks, 

absencess and discontinuities. A fantasy of wholeness forming just there where an impossible real 

eludess the grasp of the symbolic, for  Zizek it is this kernel of enjoyment that would glue subjects to 

theirr  mandates as citizens in the symbolic order  of the nation-state, and, in so doing, lays this order's 

mostt  lasting foundations. 

Revealingg as all the above binarisms indeed are they did not quite, however, correspond to 

whatt  we eventually found at the site, and for  which nothing of what I had read or  heard before 

actuallyy prepared me: not just the manifestation of the popular  but the popular  manifestation of the 

mainn official emblems of the nation-state. Right there where the literatur e and stories had predis-

posedposed me for  a mountain rendez-vous with folk religiosity, in addition we found an unexpected 

extraa for  which we had not really bargained. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, upon 

arriva ll  we were greeted by a miniatur e Plaza Bolivar '  (Liberator' s bust included) flanked by a 

gorgeouss shrine boasting the Venezuelan flag on one side and a calvary on the other, all tightl y 
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collectedd within the walled compound comprising the site. Within this single site where the popular 

shouldd have shone undisturbed, all the main signatures of the nation-state were instead scribbled in 

popularr characters across the rugged surface of an indeed faraway place. Like an anamorphic stain 

onn the very site of the popular, in Venezuela these stately signatures are the surplus which 

scrambless all the neat (and serviceable) divisions of fantasy-labor between 'artist' and "blind man.'6 

Theyy also, I might add, trouble the boundaries between 'real', 'imaginary' and 'symbolic' registers, 

thuss exposing their status as porous, non-discreet domains subjected to ongoing, reciprocal 

contaminationn (Derrida, 1996:59). 

Al ll  this is not meant to suggest that popular creativity is in any way reducible to a debased 

expressionn of some more elevated, canonical instance. The marvelous shapes produced by the artist 

manyy of which are displayed at the site—shrine and altar, carved crosses, saints, and chairs, 

weavings,, miniature sanctuaries, and so on—clearly say otherwise. What the juxtaposition of the 

"blindd man' and the 'popular artist' does is to raise a series of intriguing questions. First, what is it 

aboutt agency and creativity in Venezuela that, no matter where they are, seems to demand from its 

citizenss that they occupy even if briefly the soulful state of the nation? And what about the 

anamorphicc stain on whatever appears on Plaza Bolivar that, as a surplus, is in such objects what is 

moree than the objects? Because of such a stain looked from one side objects as chairs, a few 

carvings,, or a collection of people gathered on Sunday at the square are just that, people, chairs or 

carvings.. Looked from the other, however, these same things are objets charged with a stately stuff 

whichh sticks to them as phantasmatic glue. Also how is it that all this historically came about, what 

aree the possible genealogies for such an idiosyncratic enunciative position and for the surplus which 

itt disseminates everywhere in the world? Given that the state's soul is figured as the final seat of the 

6.. Through his use of "pilgrimage as method" the analysis of these kinds of exchanges between the 'state' and the 
'popular'' have, of course, been pioneered both for Venezuela and elsewhere by Taussig's work on "State Fetishism" 
(1992,, 1997). My own work differs from this author's remarkable poetics of the state in Venezuela in having a more 
analyticall  and historical focus. 
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citizen'ss will , another  way of framing the above questions is to ask why is it that this wil l repeatedly 

assertss itself across the nation in the serial proliferatio n of its Plaza Bolivars, within the frames 

affordedd by the latter? Since ultimately the fantasies of the popular  alluded to above adhere to the 

spacee of one of these plazas way up in the mountains, addressing this last question involves 

exploringg not just how but also why Plaza Bolivar  functions so pervasively as the fantasy-space of 

thee nation. Al l along I wil l be concerned with the peculiar  economy which already for  well over  a 

centuryy has locked the nation's soulful state and its popular  body in a densely knit set of reciprocal 

exchanges.. Finally I hope that all I have said so far  already suggests that such an exchange 

crystallizess in fantasy around the sharp edges of a void, that is, in response to unavoidable lack. 

Whil ee interrogating its status, much of what I wil l say from now on wil l skirt this void as I explore 

wholenesss right  there where an ultimately irrepressible excess threatens to explode it. Documenting 

bothh the historical antagonisms at stake and their  intractabilit y will , therefore, occupy me 

throughoutt  much of what follows. 

DeathDeath and the Empty Place of Power 

Iff  for  Benjamin "t o writ e history means giving dates their  physiognomy"  (Benjamin, 

1989:67)) then no better  way of doing so for  the Venezuela of the 1870s than to assign to these dates 

thee physiognomy of Plaza Bolfvar, as the latter  emerged during the Guzma'n Blanco regime in the 

closingg decades of the nineteenth century. In the prevailing historiography this regime is generally 

construedd as Venezuela's first  comprehensive experiment in state centralization. As such, it is often 

seenn as some sort of general, preliminar y essay for  the more lasting and successful state centralizing 

processs carried out by the Gomez dictatorship already in the twentieth century. Among its many 

possiblee features, perhaps no single one condenses better  the significance the regime had both for 

itss contemporaries and for  generations of later  historians than the aggressive program of public 

workss which it carried out throughout the nation, but especially in the capital city Caracas during 
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thee Septenio, the label given by the regime to its first  seven years in power  (Caraballo, 1983; 

Zawisza,, 1983,1988:31-59). In this regard, the Guzman Blanco regime did not differ  from others 

alll  throughout Latin America which, with varying degrees of success, embarked during approxi-

matelyy the same years on similar  modernizing programs. A key element of these was the design to 

alterr  the colonial facades of the capital cities so as to align them with the expectations and standards 

prevalentt  in the main capitalist centers of the world at the time, especially London and Paris 

(Needell,, 1987, 1995:519,524-537; Rama, 1984:71-102; Romero, 1976:249). Such a design was 

consistentt  with the novel ties which Latin America contracted with the North Atlanti c world in the 

'Agee of Empire' (Hobsbawn, 1989), broadly characterized by a shift from commerce to the whole-

salee export of manufactured goods and capitals from the industrializin g capitalist center  to the 

peripheries. . 

Thiss story of empire is, of course, well known and I do not need to rehearse it here in any 

detail.. For  my purposes it will suffice to take the story's broad outlines for  granted when arguing 

specificc developments within Venezuela both during the Guzman Blanco regime and its aftermath 

inn the 1880s and 90s. What I will do instead is to focus on this regime's decision to thoroughly 

remodelremodel Caracas' main central square and install, at its very center, the Liberator' s Simon Bolivar 

equestriann statue. This as a means to gain insight into the crystallization of a state imaginary which 

onlyy in recent years has begun to exhibit any perceptible cracks. 

Shortlyy after  assuming power  in 1870 in the wake of a bloody revolution against a coalition 

orr  "fusion"  of 'liberals' and 'conservatives', as such frequent realignments were commonly called at 

thee time, Guzman Blanco decreed in 1872 the erection of the Bolfvar  monument right at the center 

off  the square already baptised as Plaza Bolivar  (Schael Martinez, 1974:8; Misle, 1999:98; Zawisza, 

1989:165).. Along with the other  inscriptions which were to figure in the base of the monument, the 

textt  of the decree also included Guzman's personal dedication: "General Antonio Guzman Blanco, 

Presidentt  of the Republic, erects this monument in 1874"  (Zawisza, 1989:165). Implicitl y placing 
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Guzmenn in a direct relationship to Bolivar  as the only living citizen entitled to address the Liberator 

inn person, this dedication exemplifies the circuit of interlocution articulated by the exuberant state 

cultt  which the regime instituted around the figure of the dead hero (for  the cult see: Caballero, 

1993:24;;  Camera Damas, 1983; 1989; Castro Leiva, 1991:9-10; Fauquié, 1991:105-118; Viso, 

1982:65-71).. While positioning Guzman as the exclusive intermediary between Bolivar  and the 

nation,, in turn such circuit focused the whole nation on Guzman as the ultimate sole addressee of its 

grievancess and expectations and as the recipient of the nation's unending shows of "gratitude" . The 

inscriptionn registers some of 'guzmancismo's' enabling ambiguities as a system of rule. Notice, for 

example,, that in contrast to the "gratitude "  which, in official contexts, defined the relations of the 

nationn towards Guzman, the inscription unequivocally portrays Guzman's rapport with Bolivar  as 

issuingg from an act of sovereign will . Not for  Guzman any of the showy displays of either  'gratitude' 

orr  'devotion' which, constantly, the 'nation' lavishly showered on him. Almost as if proclaiming 1 do 

itt  just because I want to, out of my own sovereign will' 7 the inscription instead equates Guzman 

withh Bolivar, implicitl y suggesting a private tête-a-tête between the two. Perhaps it even raises him 

overr  the latter  since, owing nothing to the liberator , Guzman in turn institutes the very conditions 

thatt  will allow for  Bolfvar  's memorialization in the present So much so that to call, as I did above 

andd others have done before me, the inscription a dedication is to some extent a misnomer. 

Sincee it was first  proposed in the 1870s numerous writing s have called attention, often 

critically ,, to this virtual identification and even exchangeability which the state cult instituted 

betweenn the two figures of Guzman and Bolivar  (Briceno, 1964:10,196-207; Carrera Damas, 1989; 

Estevaa Grillet , 1986:123; Key-Ayala, 1949:133-134; Larrazabal, 1873:26; Zawisza, 1988:10,179). 

7.. These expressions are a rough translation of the Spanish expression "lo hago porque me da la real gana" (literally, "I 
doo it out of my royal will" ) which captures in largely untranslatable ways the flavor of what I claim was the subtext of 
thee inscription. This expression synthetically codifies the kind of will which, for complex historical reasons, has been 
institutionalizedd in Venezuela and which, as a result, many Venezuelan citizens claim for themselves both in the country 
andd abroad in numerous public and private ocassions. 
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Soo much so that in the context of the cult the former hardly ever made a solitary appearance but was 

invariablyy paired to the latter in every one of the cult's manifold expressions, from civic rituals, 

internationall  exhibits, triumphal archs and the distribution of commemorative medals with the 

effigiess of Bolivar and Guzman inscribed on each side, to the torrential flood of public speeches, 

public-workss inaugurations or official publications which made up the regime's spectacular politics. 

Whatt makes the above mentioned inscription especially interesting is that it displays the play of 

slippagess and substitutions just at the site where it was more at risk of being arrested and even 

undone.. At the very center of the capital city's central square dedicated to Bolivar, in the context of 

aa republican cult for which this dead hero's founding will was itself the numinous center from 

withinn which the entire nation was to be brought under the aegis of thee centralizing state, it was 

indeedd not an easy thing to pull-off the one-for-the-other conjuring trick. And, yet, to do so 

preciselyy at this very site was crucial. 

Forr complex reasons among other things having to do with the convergence of a Jacobin 

republicann tradition and an official neoclassicism focused obsessively on the aesthetic of the monu-

ment,, there was no other possible center for the state cult than the equestrian statue of the Liberator. 

Ass the hub of a series of concentric circles radiating outwards from itself to the entire nation, this 

statuee and not the living ruler was ultimately the unavoidable topographic and symbolic axis of the 

cult.. As such, in all its numb materiality it was also the stumbling block which Guzman both 

neededd to circumvent but also, at times, inevitably confront. While I will explore further the just 

mentionedd convergence in order to begin understanding the paradoxes and conundrums spun by the 

cult,, split between an ostensible focus on Bolivar and an implicit but by no means less intensive or 

consequentiall  one on Guzman, I need to unpack some of the key terms which so far I have only 

mentionedd in passing. 

Att least in its implications for the Guzman regime, something which has not been 

sufficientlyy emphasized in the literature but must be unambiguously stated from the start is that the 
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Cultt  of Bolivar  was a thoroughly republican cult This means that although it is quite true that its 

tacitt  focus was indeed Guzman, on whom it implicitl y bestowed a quasi-providential status, it is 

stilll  the case that the cult was not, either  covertly or  explicitly, in any way symbolically expressive 

off  the kind of sacred kingship made popular  by a certain anthropological literature. Nor, for  that 

matter,, was Guzmen the South American version of the proverbial sacred ruler  supposed to have 

lordedd over  a congeries of Southeast Asian polities. Indeed, to resist this kind of quick 

anthropologizingg is essential for  apprehending what was trul y at stake in the cult's establishment 

andd further  development, both with regard to the Guzmen regime and for  the ensuing history of the 

republic. . 

Thee bearing republicanism had on the cult's dynamics as well as on its inherent possibilities 

andd inbuil t constraints is best understood in reference to Lefort' s remarks concerning democracy as 

thee regime "where the locus of power  becomes an empty place"  (1988:17). In other  words since for 

liberalismm and republican ideology generally power  belongs abstractly to the people, it follows that 

itt  must be dispersed among the generality of the population. As a result no single individual or 

groupp may legitimately occupy or  "become consubstantial with"  the symbolic locus of power 

which,, instead, as Lefort convincingly argues, should remain empty and unrepresentable (ibid: 17). 

Inn this regard republican democratic politics may be characterized as the continuous struggle to 

preservee this very emptiness and unrepresentability through the ongoing redistributio nn of power, the 

institutionalizatio nn of conflict and the formulation of procedural rules for  securing the accountabili-

ty,, delegate status and alternabilit y of those provisionallyy in power  (ibid: 17). 

Al ll  of the above applies to the letter  to the Guzman regime, albeit admittedly in an 

idiosyncraticc and somewhat perverse fashion. Thus no matter  how dictatorial the regime was in 

practice,, its entire discourse of legitimation as well as the panoply of its ritual , symbolic and 

emblematicc forms were entirely derived from the ideology of republican liberalism (Gabaldón, 

1983:101-145;;  Carrera Damas, 1997:102-113; 1988:33-58). As a result, the irresistible impulse to 
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signifyy and articulate the ensemble of the regime's centralizing practices through the person of 

Guzmann was itself marred by a tacit prohibition. Namely, that preventing the dictator from symboli-

callyy occupying the locus of power thus becoming its rightful embodiment. It is primarily in 

referencee to this implicit prohibition that one may understand the widespread nineteenth century 

practicee of "renouncing" power. Allegorized in the magistrate's single and magnanimous gesture of 

supremee republican selflessness, since Independence this practice became pervasive among rulers 

throughoutt Latin America, and, especially, Venezuela (Castro Leiva, 1985:135-136; Zawisza, 

1989:11;; Lynch, 1992:115). In all their intense pathetism and theatricality such selfless 

manifestationss of republican virtue were in line with the neoclassicism that, for reasons to be 

clarified,, led in Latin America an especially stubborn afterlife as the official aesthetics of a good 

manyy liberal regimes. Given this aesthetics it is not at all surprising that it was Cincinnatus, the 

Romann dictator, that was the obliged reference in virtually all of such self-sacrificing gestures. 

Alongg with a wealth of other references drawn from classical antiquity, and especially Roman 

literature,, the topos of the dictator voluntarily renouncing power and retiring into privacy to lead the 

frugall  lif e of the peasant ploughing his lands on the banks of the Tiber proved irresistible. It was 

insistentlyy invoked on countless public occasions as well as in numerous political tracts, pamphlets 

andd historiographical writings, always in connection to the assertion of the desired independence of 

thee republic from any kind of untoward usurpations. As far as it goes I find Castro Leiva convincing 

whenn he refers this republican practice in Venezuela to the "mimesis of the first actor" Bolivar. 

Largelyy due to the huge shadow which, for a number of reasons, Bolivar cast on Venezuelan 

republicanism,, his gesture of "magnanimously" (Castro Leiva, 1985:135) renouncing power to end 

hiss days in Santa Marta, Colombia, destitute and abandoned by a great many of his erstwhile 

followerss could not but exert a decisive influence on his successors: 

Itt is in this sense that Paez, magnanimously, refuses the headmanship of the new nation 

untill  finally yielding to accept the burden that would distance him from his private life, the 
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constantt  theatrical longing of every enlightened protagonist of the course of things 

(ibid:135-136). . 

Inn these gestures of renunciation power  is always the heavy "burden"  which a uniquely punishing 

"fate""  has imposed on the ruler. Thus in his speech at the opening of the Venezuelan Academy of 

Languagee in 1884 Guzmen Blanco mentions "havin g had to rule Venezuela against his own will " 

amongg the "eight impositions"  which "fate"  had him endure (Briceno, 1964:46). Or, again, a few 

yearss before in his 1874 Presidential Message, when after  having ruthlessly ruled the nation for  four 

yearss he "modestly"  claimed for  himself "th e glory of self-sacrifice"  by tending his renunciation. As 

Zawiszaa dryly notes, "after  this speech he would still remain 14 more years in power"  (1989:11). 

Thatt  very same year, on the occasion of the public inauguration of a main thoroughfare, Guzmen 

reiteratedd his lack of personal ambitions referrin g back as proof to his recent offer, rejected by 

Congress,, of giving up power  and "retirin g to a peaceful existence (..) on the banks of the Thames, 

thee Sena, the Manzanares or  the Tiber  (ibid: 11). I could go on pilin g example upon example, but in 

theirr  repetitiousness and highly codified character  they would add very littl e to the ones already 

given.. In every case it was as if power  was the hot potato that the ruler  was literall y dying to get off 

hiss hands, and only momentarily held as a token of his willin g self-sacrifice for  the Republic. 

Beginningg with the "firs t actor"  himself I believe, however, that although it certainly helps 

too understand the prestige and, to some extent, perhaps even the very form assumed by the practice, 

inn and of itself "mimesis"  cannot account for  the insistence with which to renounce power  in 

Venezuelaa became one of the preeminent modalities of its exercise. Beyond the customary sneers at 

thee cynicism with which Péez, Guzntón and other  Venezuelan rulers pretended to renounce power 

whilee all along greedily holding on to it, I believe that the insistent, almost routine way in which 

theyy appealed to this gesture speaks volumes about the kind of constraints that they were 

answerablee to in exercising power. The concentration of ever  larger  quotas of political power  and 

influencee onto themselves clearly stumbled against the republican injunction against occupying the 

locuss of power. In the blinding light that this empty center  projected over  the political, their 

reiteratedd gestures of renunciation should be seen as the means of restoring their  republican 

legitimacyy continuously eroded by their  unrepublican behavior. As the means, also, of staging the 

kindss of "acclamations"  which, with predictable regularity , followed the ruler' s announcements to 
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renounce,, and which themselves secured their  perpetuation in power  in circumstances in which no 

matterr  how much of it they had grabbed their  hold over  power  was at best precarious (the reasons 

forr  the latter  will become clearer  when I consider  the historical process out of which the Guzmen 

regimee emerged)8. 

Itt  is true that the Guzmen regime constantly brushed against the alluded prohibition , repeat-

edlyy testing its limit s through countless initiatives. Among these erecting several statues of the ruler 

bothh in Caracas and elsewhere, the dissemination of the portrai t of Guzmdn in countless public 

officess all across the nation, its display in the inaugurations of public works or  its free distributio n 

too followers in state ceremonies, as well as the stamping of an endless series of school walls, 

bridgess or  official buildings everywhere with thee ruler' s name and effigy surely must count among 

thee most significant (Caraballo, 1983:181-185,193-195; Briceno, 1964:231-234). And, yet, it is not 

justt  that these initiatives did not in any way lif t the basic prohibitio n but their  very nervous prolif -

erationn was itself symptomatic of the latter's considerable force and persistence. To appreciate the 

former,, i.e., the initiatives' ultimately non-transgressive status, it suffices to consider  that while their 

veryy logic and dynamism tacitly demanded that the central locus of power  be filled with the 

monumentalizedd representation of Guzmen this, however, never  happened. What did happen is that 

givenn its imperious need not to leave this locus empty together  with the impossibility of filling  it 

withh Guzmen, the dominant order  "solved"  the conundrum by choosing Bolivar  as the next best 

availablee alternative. As Guzman's dead proxy, the Liberator  was indeed the filler  which in the 

8.. Guzman Blanco himself was quite explicit regarding the necessary emptiness of the locus of power in the republic. 
Thuss in an 1854 speech, given a few years before assuming power, he stated: "Governments do not have (..) power, 
whatt they have is only authority, that part of dominium which is delegated to them because of mere social convenience, 
tromm which it results that every Government must be elected, and that in such election must intervene all those whose 
individuall  dominium must enter in the total sum off  delegated authority. Otherwise legitimacy is lacking, and, therefore, 
onee lacks justice in the exercise of rule" (Guzmen in Briceno, 1964:41). It is highly significant that Manuel Briceno, 
perhapss the shrewdest among Guzman's contemporary critics and the author of a especially insightful book on his 
regime,, quotes this passage from Guzman to turn it against him as one of the most damming indictments that could 
possiblyy be levelled at his rule. Not surprisingly given all I have been arguing, Guzman never acknowledged the validity 
off  this indictment insisting, against all possible evidences, on the essentially democratic character of his regime. In this 
essayy I make considerable use of the book by Briceno. 
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prevailingg ideological circumstances was best suited for  the job. 

Besidess republicanism, death in connection to the republican strictures vis-a-vis power  in its 

link ss with civil society is, then, the second of the two terms which need to be unpacked for 

appreciatingg the paradoxes and limitation s besetting the regime while sponsoring the Bolfvar  Cult. 

I ff  the locus of power  was at all to be filled (and filled it needed to be given the centralizing aims 

andd complexion of the regime), then republicanism demanded that such fillin g could only be 

performedd by the monumentalized representation of one or  another  dead republican hero. In her 

bookk on The Statues of Paris June Hargrove identifies the injunction against erecting statues to 

livin gg men as one of the main changes brought about by the French Revolution regarding 

memorializationn and the appropriate status and use of public monuments (Hargrove, 1989:11-45). 

Thee one single exception in France to the republican rule that only the dead should be 

monumentalizedd was Napoleon's decision, taken however  with considerable trepidation by the 

Emperor,, to allow his effigy to top the Column of the Grand Army inaugurated on 15 August 1810 

too "mar k (his) forty-firs t birthday"  (ibid:44). Not even Guzman's avowed model, Napoleon HI  (see 

Silvaa Beauregard, 1993:37,52,519; Nazoa, 1987:112-114 for  Napoleon ffl  and the France of the 

Secondd Empire as models for  the Guzman regime), who together  with his regime was responsible 

forr  promoting a cult of the dead emperor  his uncle which was the direct inspiration for  the Bolfvar 

cult,, ever  dared to break this rule by having statues erected to himself. As opposed to past 

monarchs,, not statues but "objects designed to be of public utility "  (Truesdell 1998:88) such as 

railroadd stations, boulevards and other  public works were the monuments which the Second Empire 

profuselyy consecrated to the ruler . According to Truesdell 

thiss change reflects a fundamental shift in the nature of political legitimacy in the nineteenth 

century,, a shift from emphasizing the physical person of the leader  to emphasizing what the 

leaderr  had accomplishedd (ibid:88). 
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Inn their  own ways, both Hargrove and Truesdel! make clear  that the above mentioned rule issued 

fromfrom  the republican ideal of equality, according to which power  ought to be dispersed across 

societyy so that not one single of its living members is to be elevated above his contemporaries. Only 

death,, therefore, can legitimately bestow on anyone the kind of symbolic preeminence which in the 

Ancienn Régime adhered to the body of the monarch. 

Noo matter  how selective Guzman's adoption of the model of the Second Empire indeed was, 

hee still somehow needed to wrestle with the republican injunction to leave empty the locus of 

powerr  and somehow accord death its role as the republic's most stringent criteri a for  the 

monumentalizationn of its exemplary citizens. In what follows, I will explore the meandering 

processs whereby Plaza Bolivar  was both remodeled and given its equestrian statue as a way of 

understandingg how the Guzman regime dealt with, circumvented and was itself unraveled by the 

needd to somehow attend to this double requirement. In doing so, I will also begin to suggest the 

largelyy unintended consequences of this process for  the political imaginary of the nation. 

PlazaPlaza Mayor/Plaza Bolivar 

Whenn in 1872 along with its inscriptions Guzman decreed the erection of the Bolivar  statue, 

hee had already been involved with the fate of Plaza Bolivar  for  several years at least since 1865. In 

thatt  year  a debate crowded the pages of two of the local newspapers, El Federalista and El 

Porvenir,Porvenir, concerning the future status of Caracas' main public square the remodeling of which was 

byy then underway. Not yet the maximum authority that he would eventually become, at the time 

Guzmann held the office of First Designated (Primer  Designado) in the federalist administration of 

Juann Crisóstomo Falcon of whom Guzman was the main lieutenant. This administration was estab-

lishedd in 1863 in the wake of the Federal War, a bloody conflict which raged over  a period of 5 

yearss (1858-1863) thoroughly ravaging the nation's economy and which, at least according to some 

historians,, left behind some 200,000 dead (Pino Iturrieta , 1993:126-127; Polanco Alcantara, 

1992:273).. This is a trul y staggering figure if one considers that the total population of Venezuela 

wass estimated at the time at about 2,000,000 inhabitants (Lopez, 1992:644). For  reasons that will be 

addressedd in later  chapters the often violent contest over  the form, centralist or  federalist, of the 

post-Independencee state was one of the most salient legacies of the breakdown of the Spanish 



coloniall  empire all throughout Latin America, hi Venezuela, for  example, 

whenn the time came to choose for  independence, the main debate centered around the 

questionn of which kind of state was to be created and what would be the ways for  achieving 

itss consolidation (Rios, 1995:149). 

Althoughh "submerged in many places between 1835 and 1845,"  this contest was to resurface 

"betweenn 1845 and 1870"  in "a second wave of federalism"  (Safford, 1985:383-384) which broke 

overr  several Latin American nations with renewed violence. A singularly catastrophic instance of 

suchh "wave"  were the Venezuelan Federal Wars, from which the forces of federalism were 

eventuallyy to emerge victorious over  their  centralist opponents. Sealed by an 1863 treaty (Tratado 

dee Coche) which critics then and now have blamed for  making too many concessions to the 

defeatedd regime, this victory is nonetheless generally regarded as having inaugurated a novel period 

inn Venezuelan history. 

Itt  is a commonplace in the Venezuelan historiography of the period to mention in passing a 

seemingg paradox without actually stopping to explore its trul y momentous implications. Namely 

thatt  while the war  was conducted by the federal forces on a program of state decentralization, which 

demandedd the devolution of larger  quotas of autonomy to the regions, their  victory would 

eventuallyy lead to the opposite: a process of state centralization the intensity and comprehensive-

nesss of which was trul y unprecedented in the previous history of the republic. In this regard the 

Falconn regime may be seen as a transitional moment in which federal and centralist forces 

undecidablyy jostled each other  without either  ever  gaining the upper  hand. Such an impasse was not 

"resolved""  until 1870 when, with the advent of the Guzma î dictatorship, in practice state central-

izationn became the overriding dynamic of the regime even if symbolically it was never 

unambiguouslyy acknowledged as such by the regime's apparatus of legitimation which, by and 

large,, remained predominantly federalist. As I argue, it was this incongruence between this central-

izingg impetus and the official symbolism of the Guzmen regime that largely accounts for  many of 

thee latter' s unresolved conundrums and instabilities. As is to be expected, the incongruence between 

ann aggressively pursued practice of centralization and a symbolic apparatus of legitimation 

articulatedd largely although not exclusively through a federalist rhethorics of state decentralization 
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couldd not but exacerbate the difficultie s already inflicted on the regime by an avowed republicanism 

forr  which the locus of power  had to be kept empty. 

Itt  is, however, already possible to discern Guzman Blanco's centralizing designs in his 1865 

viewss about the desired fate of Plaza Bolivar. Diligently advertised by his followers in the pages of 

ElEl  Federalists a pro-Guzmén newspaper, these views opposed Guzman's conception of the public 

squaree as a "park, "  a site for  "recreation and strolling,"  to the alternative, defended by opponents, of 

turnin gg Plaza Bolivar  into a "plaza de armas"  or  militar y square (Zawisza, T.n, 1988:32). Not 

havingg had access to the primar y sources regarding this particular  debate I cannot be certain about 

thee contemporary significance of the latter  proposal. In the case of the one advanced by Guzman 

thingss are, however, considerably clearer. Viewed in the larger  context of his entire trajectory this 

proposall  sheds light on the kind of state centralization which, just a few years later, would be 

activelyy pursued by the Guzman regime. 

Wit hh only slight modifications introduced during its execution, the overall physiognomy 

thatt  Plaza Bolivar  has until today kept was already prefigured in the 1862 design by the French 

engineerr  Alfred Roudier. That year  Roudier  arrived in Venezuela with another  colleague, 

Pillardeaux,, to make the studies for  a railroad line between Caracas and the coastal city of La 

Guaira,, the site of Venezuela's main international port. Although this initia l project never  crystal-

lizedd (it was only some years later  that the Guzntón administration inaugurated the railroad from 

Caracass to La Guaira), during his brief sojourn in Venezuela Roudier  made another  contribution to 

thee nation which, in retrospect, has proved to be considerably more lasting and consequential than 

thee railroad: the design of the plan for  Plaza Bolivar  which became the blueprint for  the eventual 

remodelingg of the public square. In Roudier's design the space of the square was divided by eight 

straightt  roads converging on an empty center  reserved for  the equestrian statue of the Liberator 

Simonn Bolivar. The resulting octogonal pattern~"popularl y known"  as "Britis h flag"  (ibid:34)--was 

too be completed by the architectural gardens and tall trees that eventually filled each of the eight 

triangularr  spaces that emerged between the converging roads. As Zawisza aptly remarks 

regardingg the morphological characteristics of the Roudier  plan, its solution, even if on the 

onee hand connected to French and Cartesian geometry, and, on the other, to the British 
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"square""  filled with trees, is found in neither  France or  England. In light of its assimilation 

andd diffusion here it may be considered a thoroughly Venezuelan typology, characteristic of 

ourr  nineteenth century (ibid). 

II  do not know whether  this "Venezuelan typology"  was the sole result of Roudier's improvisational 

geniuss or  if in any way it was also inflected by the expectations of those commissioning the design. 

Consideringg the extent to which the Guzmen regime, itself responsible for  implementing Roudier's 

plan,, was culturall y and economically oriented precisely towards both France and England I would 

nott  be surprising if the latter  was the case. This suspicion gains added substance from the 

considerationn that already when Roudier  drew his plan during the Falcon administration, it was 

wholeheartedlyy adopted from the start by Guzmen who became its main advocate from his dual 

positionn as both First Designate of the nation and Governor  of Caracas. 

Bee that as it may, what I would like to emphasize here is the extraordinary poetic prescience 

off  Roudier's "solution" . A few years in advance it already prefigured what would become the most 

intimat ee symbolic hearth of the Guzmancista state in a simultaneous relation of abstract 

exchangeabilityy with the "global system of nation states"  which, according to Prasenjit Duara 

(1995:158),, emerged everywhere in the world in the later  thir d of the nineteenth century. Roudier's 

hybri dd solution, which juxtaposed Cartesian geometry and British gardens with "th e Father  of the 

Nation""  greeting the masses on horseback from the very center  of the square, provided a fitting  and 

syntheticc expression for  the kind of late nineteenth century globalization which had in the Guzma î 

regimeregime its most effective local agent and representative. Not yet the late twentieth century 

phenomenon,, this earlier  globalizing wave was not in tension with but rather  presupposed the local 

statess as the agencies in charge of totalizing the nation and linkin g it whole to the international 

capitalistt  system. 

Al ll  this of course entailed a thorough redefinition of both 'nation' and 'state', as the two 

entitiess were understood in the prevailing liberal tradition . Whil e addressing this redefinition 

transcendss the scope of this dissertation, I just wish to emphasize that given the hybrid status of 

bothh the design and, later, of the square itself it is no wonder  that the latter  was adopted by the 

Guzmenn regime as the preeminent locus from within which to legitimize and symbolically ground 

itss project of state centralization. As some sort of universal equivalent allowing the conversion from 
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locall  to global, in its dual character  Plaza Bolivar  was the globalized local site which made it 

possiblee for  the state to symbolically collect the nation around Bolivar  and turn it whole towards the 

outside.. As is to be expected in its whole-making thrust this kind of state performative concentrated 

aa horrifi c quantum of violence bent on grinding all differences into the undifferentiated pulp which 

madee up the nation as organic totality. No wonder  if at least according to one novel from the period 

immediatelyy following Guzman the ruler  came to be known by his contemporaries as the 

"tremendouss nivelator"  (Pardo, 1981:53-55, 160). Besides its above alluded public-works 

component,, this "nivelating"  state performative also had technological underpinnings, and, in this 

respect,, it is at least poetically fitting  that Roudier's main occupation was not as urban planner  but 

ass railroad engineer. The facility with which at a moment's notice he switched from the latter 

occupationn to designing the plan of the square already indicates how much public squares, statues 

andd railroads belonged together  within the same late nineteenth century imaginary repertoire. This 

cann be seen simply by taking literall y expressions such as "state centralization"  or  "collecting the 

nationn around the centralizing state,"  which I have used generously throughout. In every case such 

expressionss presuppose the activity of wrenching things from their  contexts and bringing them at 

greatt  speed before a centrally positioned state subject capable of representing them as a collection 

forr  itself, all of which is of course in accord with Heidegger's definition of 'technics' (Weber, 

1996:7,, 51-54). As a juxtaposition of stasis and mobility, in characteristically nineteenth century 

fashionn this momentous state performative was pulled off by the Guzman regime through a 

combinationn of massive public works and locomotives. While the former  thoroughly broke down 

alll  the traditional sites of assembly and intercourse to establish the monumentalized public spaces 

fromfrom  within which the state-turned-into bronze or  stone could address and convene the nation, if not 

inn reality at least in the rhetorics of the regime it was the locomotives that were meant to break 

downn the nation's resistance and brought it fast before the state. A combination of railroads, 

telegraphss and a whole panoply of state-centralizing techniques-all introduced or  if not, as in the 

casee of the telegraph, nationalized by the Guzmaji regime9~they were the means used by the latter 

9.. "In 1875, by decree of President Antonio Guzmen Blanco, the electric telegraph was nationalized. It was from this 
timee that it received a real impulse, with its network extending throughout the national territory. Already by 1882 the 
telegraphicc service with Colombia was inaugurated, uniting therewith the lines of the two nations in the border town of 
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inn combination with public-works to bring about the massive overhaul of the nation. 

Al ll  the above wass probably not lost on the proponents of the alternative view of Plaza 

Bolfvar,, branded as "conservatives"  by the Guzman faction precisely because their  proposal 

envisagedd a measure of continuity with the public square's colonial past. In 1865, the year  when the 

above-mentionedd debate took place, Caracas' main public square still retained the overall 

physiognomyy that it had acquired in the closing decades of the colonial regime. It also exhibited the 

multifunctiona ll  character  that since the dawn of the colony accrued to the site as the setting where 

bothh the city's main marketplace was located and the focal civic and religious celebrations of the 

polityy routinely staged. Before the 1860s and 70s the single major  alteration that the republic had 

introducedd vis-a-vis the square concerned its name, changed in 1842 from Plaza Mayor' or  'Plaza of 

thee Cathedral'  to its present day designation as Plaza Bolfvar. Not that this republican baptismal 

eventt  was itself without consequences since not only did it anticipate but also called forth the 

momentouss transformations in both appearance and status needed to bring the public square in line 

withh the imaginary of the republic. 

Thatt  some kind of transformation was needed if the republic was at all to succeed in 

demarcatingg itself from the colony followed from the crucial symbolic status which, from the very 

beginning,, was assigned to the square by the colonial regime as the site in and around which the 

constitutivee principles of the colonial polity were publicly articulated and objectified. This site 

maintainedd its preeminent symbolic status within the polity at least until the first  decades of the 

twentiethh century, when a series of political, institutional and social changes overflowed the 

capacityy of the public square to single-handedly represent the polity. The continuing significance of 

thee square explains why from early on the republican regime that emerged from the wars of 

independencee against Spain faced the challenge of redesigning it in accordance with its own 

principles. . 

Althoughh the differences between the colonial and the republican regimes were to some 

extentt  already tacitly registered in the detail of the republican ceremony that was performed in the 

squaree since Independence, in itselff  this was insufficient. Given its symbolic status within the polity 

Sann Antonio del Tachira" (DHV, Tome ffl  1989:689). 
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itt  was also necessary to bring about a physical reshuffling of the site if, beyond ceremonial occa-

sions,, the republic was to achieve a more enduring and tangible expression. That such a reshuffling 

or,, as it eventually happened, remodeling had to wait several decades before it came about was not 

forr  any lack of awareness of its desirability among sectors of the republican leadership and the 

generall  public. Increasingly, from at least the 1840s just a few years after  Independence, a chorus of 

voicess denounced in thee press the presence of the marketplace in the square as an unseemly 

spectaclee which detracted from the dignity and sobriety which should attend to the site on account 

off  its ceremonial status within the polity. Already in 1845, for  example, the magazine "El Album" 

includedd a supplement with a print by Ramon Irazabal offering an idealized image of the square as 

aa largely empty site, and this, at a time in which it still teemed with the busy life of the marketplace 

(Zawisza,, 1988, V.IL30). A caption accompanying the print expresses hopes for  a time when, 

followingg its renaming as Plaza Bolivar  in 1842, the statue of the liberatorior  will be erected at the 

veryy center  of the square. In the strikin g iconoclasm of this Utopian vision of the square, thoroughly 

strippedd of its marketplace and already exhibiting the Bolivar  statue right  at the very spot where it 

onlyy would stand many years later, one may readily discern the insistent claims which the 

republicann imaginary made on the physical reality of the square. For  such an imaginary, the strict 

physicall  and symbolic demarcation between the sites of the polity and of civil society was the 

desiredd antidote to the baroque promiscuity between rulers and ruled, the state and its subjects 

whichh it retrospectively ascribed to the Ancien Régime and contemporarily identified, as an 

unwantedd survival, in the square's excessive comminghngs. The demarcation was explicitly 

regardedd as the preeminent means whereby both the rightful  functioning of the polity and the rights 

off  its citizens were to be preserved and guaranteed. As the example clearly suggests, oversight was 

nott  the reason for  the delay in thee remodeling of the square. Rather, such a delay was caused by the 

turbulentt  circumstances that afflicted the novel nation since its proclamation in 1830 after  the 

separationn from the Gran Colombia, and which made any concerted effort to reshape public space 

eitherr  financially or  logistically impracticable or  both. 

Thiss is not to suggest that the square was like a mirror  passively awaiting to reflect the 

constitutivee principles of one or  another  preexisting sociopolitical order. There is no such a thing as 

ann order  preexisting the actual sites, practices, polemics or  emblematic objects through which it is 
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workedd out, represented, objectified and imposed over  time either  inn compromise with or  if not 

againstt  alternative definitions and understandings. Precisely on account of its symbolic status 

withi nn the polity Caracas' main public square was from the beginning the foremost site where such 

laborr  of redefinition and objectification was carried out. Therefore focusing on this site, on the 

history,, polemics and deliberations which accompanied its successive modifications is crucial for 

gainingg insight into the ways in which, far  from settled beforehand, the constitutive principles of the 

sociopoliticall  order  were themselves established, fought over  and transformed over  time. 

ColonialColonial 'Foundations' 

Too provide any such historically comprehensive account of the public square falls well 

beyondd the scope of this chapter. In what follows I wil l just seize on that single yet iterable gesture 

fromm the foundational ceremony of the city of Caracas that may be said to have literall y ordered into 

existencee the spatial coordinates of the colonial order  that was articulated and objectified in and 

aroundd the square. I thus wish to bring out how much, from the very start, the city's symbolic 

orderingg issued from the foundational violence of a colonial wil l imprintin g itself on and as the law 

off  a conquered territory . In addressing the spatial semantics of the city as itself syntactically 

articulatedd by a wil l which, frozen in the city's stony layout, institutes the diacritics of its significant 

sitess -the places where authority relations and the relevant social distinctions are housed, manifested 

andd worked out-1 seek to foreground the city's spatial ordering as the uncircumventable stage where 

alternativee understandings, will s and designs were bound to clash and compromise. To suggest, 

also,, the extent to which the formulation of any alternative to the colony was also bound to work 

itselff  out on this stage, by means of the strategic rearrangement and even erasure of its objectified 

sites,, signposts and landmarks. The very character  of the republican regime that would eventually 

emergee victorious over  other  competing republicanisms from the ashes of the colony was to a large 

extentt  contingent on the actual character  of this alteration. To put it bluntly and somewhat 

schematically,, depending on which version of the square and of the city prevailed so too, ultimately, 

wouldd be the character  of the corresponding regime. And this did not entirely escape the 

contemporaries,, something that helps to account for  the sense of urgency in the contests and debates 

whichh they waged over  the material shape of their  world. 
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Itt  is for  all these reasons that I propose to discern the stakes in the 1865 debate about the 

publicc square's future physiognomy against the cluster  of physiognomical trait s which it still bore at 

thee time as an objectified embodiment of the colonial order. And this when already for  a while, at 

leastt  since 1830 with Independence, republican ideology had decreed this order  obsolete. What kind 

off  order  was it and how is it that its constitutive principles came to be inscribed in the spatiality of 

thee site? To answer  these questions perhaps no better  than to begin at the beginning with the 

inaugurall  'act'  whereby, in 1567 and after  having challenged his audience, the Conquistador  Diego 

dee Losada founded Caracas literall y on the tip of his sword. Symbolizing possession over  the 

territor yy of the new city in the name of the King this 'act'-or  rather  'acts', since, as I will indicate, 

theree were several—was, although pivotal, only one among the series of ceremonial "events which 

wentt  to make up a Foundation"  (Fraser, 1990:51), the name given to the ritual officially 

inauguratingg any new city or  town across the Spanish Empire. As Valerie Fraser  makes clear, 

neitherr  the sequence of events nor  their  precise character  were exactly the same from one 

Foundationn to another  (ibid: 52). Even if no document has been found describing the Caracas' 

ceremonyy or  stating its date (Beroes, 1992:563), there are, nevertheless, enough documented 

similaritiess among Foundations everywhere that a contemporary historian has felt sufficiently 

authorizedd to fashion a vivid rendition of the city's founding 'act'. This is how he describes it: 

afterr  giving the order  to place a pillor y were justice was to be executed (at the very center  of 

thee square) Losada mounted his horse with all his weapons, held his sword on high and 

surroundedd by all the inhabitants proclaimed aloud that in such site he was founding a city 

inn the name of God and of his Majesty the King, and if there was anyone present who 

wishedd to contradict him to step forward that he would defend his stance, and as a signal of 

possessionn he simultaneously with his bare sword knocked the pillor y and everyone present 

respondedresponded all at once: long live the King our  Lord. This ceremony was repeated and after 

beingg reiterated for  the third time Losada, with the utmost solemnity, declared the city of 

Santiagoo de Leon de Caracas founded (Nectario Maria 1983:112). 

Itselff  a reiteration of what went on in foundation ceremonies everywhere (Misle,, 1992:171), 

onee thing to notice in the paragraph above is how Losada's founding 'act'  splits, self-dividing across 
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aa series of instances which disclose origins as an originary structure of repetition. Thus, after 

defiantlyy raising his sword before the audience, the Conquistador  knocks it three consecutive times 

againstt  the "pillory "  of justice in a sequence the completion of which is what may be said to found 

thee city. One might then say that, in its prescribed seriality, the repetitions tacitly acknowledge the 

contaminationss always already threatening to derail any foundation while, at the same time, striving 

too contain such derailing within the kind of trinitaria n structure that, at least in the West, is perhaps 

thethe canonical way of returnin g historicit y to its authorizing source. In other  words, the repetitions 

bothh seem to take beforehand into account what Derrida has said concerning foundations while 

simultaneouslyy striving to prevent the more dire consequences of his saying. Or, as he puts it, that 

forr  any 'foundation' to be identified as such and delivered into the futur e as that which must be 

conservedd it must be repeatable and repeated, yet such repetitions in turn inerradicably alter  this 

foundation'ss identity by exposing it to its excluded outside (Derrida, 1992:38-39,43-44,55). This 

contaminationn is what the trinitaria n repetition of the founding act seemed designed to prevent 

while,, at the same time, unwittingl y acknowledging the hazardous temporality to which any 

'foundation''  along with the identity that it procures is delivered. When generalizing below about the 

identityy of the colonial order  that was imprinted in the city's topography I wil l try not to loose sight 

off  this troubled 'acknowledgement', gesturing whenever  possible towards the colonial scene of 

inscriptionn where this identity was belatedly instituted through the iterable practices which also 

ceaselesslyy and more or  less minutely transformed it. 

Butt  before I come to this I wish first to call attention briefl y to a "knocking*  which is, to say 

thee least, momentous. For  is it not the case that such a knocking of 'sword' against 'justice' glaringly 

displayss what is otherwise meant to be kept hidden, namely, the inextricable relations between 

'force''  and the 'law' according to which rather  than exterior  "force"  is from the beginning interior  to 

thee law, "implie d in the very concept of justice as law"  (ibid:5)?. Whereas such a performative logic 

hadd already been tried out and refined over  a period of centuries in wars against the 'moors' in the 

Iberiann peninsula, what beyond any possible precedents is crucial to realize here are the 

implicationss of so explicitly founding the city on the twin pillar s or  "pillories "  of 'force' and the 

'law' .. To begin with, one thing such a dual foundation most emphatically does is to display in 

public,, for  everyone to see, the law's overriding ambition to subject thoroughly space to its own 
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overarchingg designs, thus addressing the territory assigned to the new city as blank slate to be 

completelyy inscribed by a colonial script. No single resistance, lacuna or opacity was to be tolerated 

inn the forceful imprinting of the terrain with the colonizing order's legality, hence the explicit 

displayy of both 'force' and law' in a momentous performative meant to make unequivocal the law's 

willingnesss to crush whatever might cross its path. 

Itt is not all that surprising if Foundation ceremonies everywhere so glaringly and explicitly 

displayedd the inextricable relations between 'force' and the law'. When one considers that what this 

ceremonyy ultimately was is a machine designed for delivering order into the landscape of the new 

city,, forcefully imprinting the latter with the former as its unequivocal and uncontestable law, then 

thingss could never be made all too clear. That imposing order was the ceremony's overriding 

concernn may be readily gauged from the following instructions which the King gave to Pedranas 

Davilaa in 1513 for the Conquest of the Central American mainland from the original Spanish base 

inn the Caribbean, and where 'order' figures with an insistence bordering on the obsessive: 

afterr consideration has been made of those things necessary for settlement, and the most 

convenientt site has been chosen (...) you should distribute the plots of the place to make the 

houses,, and these should be distributed according to the qualities of thee persons, and from 

thee beginning they must be assigned in order: so that once the plots have been made the 

townn will look orderly, both in the place assigned for the square as in that where the church 

wil ll  stand, as in the order that the streets must have; because in those places which are made 

fromfrom scratch imposing order from the start will guarantee that, with littl e effort or expense, 

theyy will stay orderly while in those other placess that already exist order will never be 

achievedd (Colección de Documentos inéditos Relativos al Descubrimiento, Conquista y 

ColonizaciónMadridColonizaciónMadrid 1864-1884, V.XXXIX, P.280 - quoted by Rama, 1984:6). 

Suchh an 'order' and even more was what the "Foundation' ceremonies everywhere delivered with an 

indeedd impressive regularity, as evidenced by the extraordinary likeness of ground plan among a 

greatt many of the countless cities and towns which the Spaniards founded across an immense 

territoriall  expanse. Reiterated from one place to the next, everywhere a 'chessboard layout' of square 

blockss and straight, narrow streets intersecting at an angle of 90 degrees and converging, finally, on 
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ann open, central square to this day confers a somewhat baffling similarit y on a vast majorit y of 

urbann centers, both large and small, throughout the region. And what such a reiterated geometric 

layoutt  most unequivocally conveys is order, itself manifest in the exact symmetry of its sections as 

muchh as in the linearity of the streets were no obstacle should intercept the straight path of the gaze. 

Ann order  so complete, in fact, that leaving littl e to chance it speaks of the extent to which the 

overalll  design of the city was lawfull y compelled from the start by the dictates of an ordering will . 

AA will , in other  words, right from the start bent on preventing anything from going astray by 

disposingg things so that the place would "stay orderly"  for  times to come. Just the sort of wil l that, 

ass much in Caracas as elsewhere, was codified and orchestrated in the Foundation ceremonies 

whichh concern me here, and whose overall formalit y has been so abundantly documented for  so 

manyy places in the continent. 

Because,, at least as they nowadays reach us in their  written afterlife, it is indeed remarkable 

thee care with which the ceremonies orchestrated the wil l enuntiated in the founder's reiterated 

knockingg through the ensuing installation of the legitimate authorities charged with imprintin g such 

wil ll  into the city's layout. Whether  following immediately after  the tripl e loiocking' or  in some 

futur ee time, intrinsi c to any Foundation ceremony was the 

dedicatoryy mass in a newly erected church or  at least in its proposed site, and also a 

secularr  ceremony, which usually involved the symbolic instigation of secular  justice 

togethertogether with the actual formation of the first  town council or  cabildo by 

appointmentt  of the necessary officials (Fraser, 1990:52). 

Beforee its actual beginnings the new city was therefore ceremonially endowed with the two 

institutions-thee municipal council or  'cabildo' and the Church-which together  made up the local 

authorit yy structure of any major  city or  town across the Spanish New World . At the beginning, then, 

andd before anything really began, a powerful r^rformativ e tightl y compressing origins withi n a 

singlee site. Because, indeed, taken as a whole not only did the ceremonies articulate the wil l of the 

coloniall  enterprise with its local institutions, forcefully imbuing the latter  with the former  as their 

law,, but in so doing they also localized the two setting both into place. And this place was none 

otherr  than the central square. Prior  to the performance, and as one of its critical prerequisites, "th e 
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placee assigned to the square"  had to be staked out as the space uniquely appropriate for  its staging 

andd as the site in and around which the power  structure instituted by the ceremony was to be housed 

(ibid) .. Hence the characteristic clustering of buildings which, disposed along its perimeter, 

everywheree collected around the 'pillory ' of justice right  at the very center  of the square, a pattern 

stilll  nowadays discernible not only in Caracas but in countless other  places, both large and small, 

acrosss Spanish America. Comprising both church and 'cabildo', along with the houses of the crown 

representativess and the main local notables or  "vecinos principales,"  as well as the goal for  the 

transgressors,, this pattern amounted no less than to an in situ crystallization of the colonial order, it 

itselff  was the setting from within which this order  was instituted and reproduced locally. A trul y 

momentouss spatial configuration it, after  all, may have turned out to be the ceremony's most 

enduringg legacy. 

Andd it matters littl e if things "really "  happened in the exact order  which the ceremony 

prescribed.. What is more crucial is that this was the only appropriate and recognized sequence, the 

'proper ''  order  in which things ought to originate even if for  that things had to be repeatedly and 

belatedlyy brought back to order. And so, whatever  may have been the case, in every case the public 

squaree was spatially staked out somewhere in between "th e formal inspection and choice of site"  by 

thee head of the militar y expedition and the subsequent laying out of "th e squares, streets and 

blocks""  so that "construction could begin"  (Fraser, 1990:52). Poised, so to speak, at the very brink 

off  the future, it was at this spatio-temporal junctur e or  crucible that the square was from the start 

institutedd as the local powerhouse of the colony. Imaginaril y envisaged complete with its ring of 

buildingss housing the authorities lording over  the here and the hereafter  even when the site was just 

wind-sweptt  and barely cleared from shrubs and weeds, from the beginning the square was posited 

ass the source and telos of virtuall y everything. Posited, in other  words, as the sole legitimate foci 

fromfrom  which to draw the quantum of power  and authority needed to ensure that everything "could 

begin""  (and stay) right. 

Too be sure, the laying out of the ground plan of the new town as a geometric grid of square 

blockss and straight, narrow streets. But also, and most importantly , the "orderly "  distributio n of 

plotss "according to the quality of the persons"  composing the militar y expedition. Which meant, 

abovee all, assigning such plots in such a way that their  relative size and location indexed the relative 
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"quality ""  of the beneficiaries without, however, destroying through sheer  arbitrariness the very 

orderr  which was so eagerly sought. And, for  this, nothing more convenient than the geometric 

layout.. For  one thing, it made possible for  such plots to be assigned according to numerical and 

geometricc criteri a which enveloped the asymmetries of the distributio n with the symmetrical 

certaintiess of languages universally accepted at the time. Thus, if in terms of either  social status, the 

sheerr  size of their  economic investments or  both the leaders of the expedition were assumed to be 

wayy above the rest of the party, then the geometric layout allowed for  such differences to be 

mappedd with some exactitude into the landscape. It sufficed, for  this purpose, with establishing a 

descendinglyy gradated distributio n allowing for  all sorts of possibilities in between. At one end, 

entiree square blocks would be granted to the most prominent among the settlers not overlooking the 

sitess where convents or  the university were to stand while, at the other, plain soldiers or  commoners 

wouldd have to make do with, let us say, just l/10th or  less of that surface. In true Renaissance 

fashion,, all along a semblance of redistributiv e fairness was maintained by couching the 

imponderabless of social difference into the calculable vocabularies of mathematics and geometry. 

Butt  the layout further  met the requirementss of difference and hierarchy by allowing these to be 

minutelyy mapped into the spatial proxemics of the site. Thus, finding oneself among the new place's 

notabless not only meant receiving a plot exactly so many times larger  than that of one's neighbors; 

also,, that this plot would be so many meters or  palms closer  to the center  with the social pinnacle of 

thee new town housed in the better, more imposing houses standing side by side the Church, goal 

andd 'cabildo' along the perimeter  of its central square. 

Nott  just, then, the hub of a hierarchically ordered world the central square was, more 

critically ,, the dynamic site from where such world was instituted and authoritatively maintained 

overr  time, and not the least as an orderedd design or  pattern inscribed in the very spatiality of the site. 

Beforee further  exploring its manifold sociocultural implications, it is relevant to indicate here that 

thiss square-centered pattern was itself found at either  side of the colonial divide demarcating the 

"republi cc of Spaniards'*  from the "republi c of Indians" . For  many historians the organization of 

bothh colonizers and colonized into these two separate "republics"  amounted to what was perhaps 

thee single most encompassing social and institutional framework of the colony. Not only were each 

off  these two "republics"  endowed by Crown legislation with a unique juridica l status as well as 
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withh broadly similar political structures, even if of the two the "republic of Spaniards" exhibited a 

muchh greater degree of institutional complexity than its counterpart; also, the similarity of urban 

layoutt between these two separate "republics" made them into mirror reflections of each other. 

Whilee in this chapter I am mostly concerned with the colonizer's "republic*' it is good to keep in 

mind,, however, that the "republic of the Indians" was itself colonially encased in a network of 

townss conforming to a broadly similar spatial design. Erected everywhere across the empire, in 

whatt is nowadays Venezuela all the "pueblos de indios" or main Indian towns were originally set 

upp in order to bring together, enframe and exercise control over the largely nomadic tribes which 

thee Spaniards first met in the central and coastal areas of the conquered territory. Although in a 

muchh more modest scale and adhering less to a strict chessboard layout nevertheless all these Indian 

townss were, from the start, erected as simplified versions of their more imposing Spanish 

counterparts.. Just like the latter, in line with colonial legislation they were also all focused on their 

centrall  squares. The indisputable seats of local authority, much like their Spanish equivalents the 

centrall  squares of these Indian towns also invariably housed the Church and the "indigenous" 

politicall  structure gathered in the colonially installed "cabildos de indios" or Indian municipal 

councils.. It was from these powerfully charged sites that the subjugated local populations were 

themselvess collected and made politically and economically accountable to their colonial rulers. 

Instantiated,, then, at each side of the colony's fundamental divide, the ubiquity of this spatial pattern 

speakss eloquently about the significance which it had for the articulation of the social order of the 

colony. . 

Because,, generated and institutionally maintained from the central square, not only did such 

patternn spatially codified the existing social hierarchy but it also helped to naturalize it by parading 

ass its visible, most lasting embodiment. One, moreover, that on account of the compelling 

simplicityy of its design lent itself to all kinds of signifying operations, thus, for example, converting 

sociall  into chronological precedence and back. If antiquity of occupation indeed figured among the 

preeminentt titles sustaining the claims of the local aristocracy to economic and political power, then 

thee spatial layout was a most effective means of demonstrating and asserting it. Thus dwelling near 

orr around the square in and of itself certified one's condition as "old settler" and, so, not only did 

residentiall  location figure among the main perquisites but it was also one of the crucial prerequi-
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sitess of rale. This, of course, meant that the principles of the local order  were encoded in the 

topographyy of the site along coordinates that were not just spatial but also simultaneously temporal. 

Itt  was withi n this doubly encoded topography that, from the start, any newcomers had to find their 

wayy if they at all wished to be reckoned into town. And, even if they happened to be white, finding 

thee way often meant having one's identity seized and redefined within a classificatory grid laden 

withh all sorts of spatio-temporal connotations. Hence, for  example, to be branded as Blanco de 

orilla ''  or  'whit e from the edges' was inextricably also to have one's parvenu condition most saliently 

demonstratedd by one's place of residence right at the edges of town. It was in these outlying areas, 

theree where the town's last blocks and streets shed any sharp contours blurrin g into the surrounding 

hinterland,, that one joined, or, better, increasingly found oneself unceremoniously lumped together 

withh freed blacks, Indians and mixed-bloods. 

But,, whatever  the outcome was, negotiating one's way into town was above all to deal and 

comee to terms with the authority structure housed in its central square. First of all, with the town's 

municipall  council or  'cabildo'. Originall y composed of members elected from within the local 

aristocracyy together  with the Crown's appointed representatives, in later  years the institution 

partiall yy lost its status as an elected body seeing its ranks increasingly swelled from the sale of 

officess by the Crown direly in need of financial resources to pursue it ruinous militar y ventures in 

Europe.. It was from withi n this governing local body that any newcomers had to obtain permission 

too dwell anywhere in town together  with the plot to erect their  residences. Yet authorizing and 

assigningg residence was only one among the many functions that the 'cabildo' discharged locally. 

Otherr  such functions were collecting taxes, maintaining good order  or  'policfa' , assigning 

agricultura ll  lands and indigenous laborers to individual s and families in the town's hinterland and, 

inn general, making sure that a minimum of hygiene and propriety prevailed in the place. Last but by 

noo means least and often in combination with the Church, the other  institution with which town-

dwellerss including newcomers had to deal constantly, the local municipal council was also in 

chargee of orchestrating the civic and religious festivities which on special dates gathered local lif e 

inn the central square showily displaying it all across its surface (Troconis, 1992:88-90; Williamson, 

1992:97;;  Guerra, 1992:64-68; Haring, 1963:156-157). 

Because,, to a large extent, visibilit y indeed was the name of the local game. Very much in 
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linee with its 'neo-thomist'  theological underpinnings, in this world everything was ultimately played 

outt  along the axis of the visible. Which is why legislating and orchestrating appearances was such a 

constantlyy recouped endeavor. Hence the profusion of ordinances and laws which, emanated from 

thee institutions in the central square, sought to reinstall the visible markers of the 'order' originated 

att  that site "fro m scratch". To be sure those having to do with maintaining the cityscape's proper 

appearance,, so that the hierarchical order  of society could show forth in the very order  of its sites. 

Butt  also the intricat e maze of ordinances which legislated the dress codes, prerogatives and even 

bodilyy demeanors of the different classes of peoples moving across this cityscape's inner  boundaries 

inn and out of their  allotted sites so that, at any moment of their  busy comings and goings, a quick 

glancee would suffice to give anyone a rough sense of their  trades and station in life. What to wear 

andd when, who had or  did not have the right to bear  arms or  ride horses, which clothes, colors and 

bannerss identified the different brotherhoods or  corporations, how were the different categories of 

peopless to be arranged in church, processions and festivities and what order  or  precedence should 

prevaill  among them, and even the kinds of salutes and forms of address which they should trade 

whenn meeting one another—these were all decisions which, often codified as ordinances or  laws, 

ultimatelyy resided with or  at least were ratified by the authorities in and around the central square 

(Brito-Figueroa,, 1975:164-165; King, 1953:531; Leal Curiel, 1990:120-145, 156-169,170-181, 

189-210;;  Lombardi, 1982:48^*9; Olaechea, 1992:17, 250; Morse, 1984:81-82; Rojas Mix, 

2000:128,131-132;;  Solano, 1990:186-191). One may, then, regard the square as the decision-

makingg site from where the corporate world of the colony gathered around its perimeter  was 

institutedd and maintained in all its prolix visibility . But, also, as the designated space where, on 

markedd occasions, this world was purposefully collected and lavishly put on display. Processions, 

bull-fight ss and all other  sorts of recreational games, the instigation of both secular  and religious 

authorities,, the execution of criminals or  rebels or  the ceremonies marking the passing of monarchs 

orr  their  accession to the Spanish crown, these were all occasions when the compelling need the 

locall  order  had of visually displaying and articulatin g all its relevant distinctions and structuring 

principless was fulfille d at one site. 

Thee above was very much the case with thee two aspects or  dimensions—the different 'orders' 

orr  'estates' and the 'caste' system—which together  with the monarchy commentators often single out 
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ass the main structurin g principles of the colony. If, regulated by law, a kind of racially inflected 

'caste''  system or  what in Spanish was called 'castas' was consubstantial to local colonial society, 

thenn it so happened that such 'system' was often on parade. Amounting to a hierarchical ordering 

rangingg from whites at the top and Indians all the way at the bottom with different categories of 

mixed-bloodss in between (Williamsom, 1992:144), occasionally this 'caste 'system' appeared whole 

att  the square. Its members distinctly ranked and dressed, as well as arranged on processions or 

groupedd in separate guilds, brotherhoods or  'militias ' (citizen militar y batallions), on such occasions 

thee separate 'castes' were differentiall y articulated through a motley array of contrasting colors and 

styless visually refracted on the clothings, emblems and banners displayed at the site. So, too, the 

Church,, the Army and the local aristocracy represented in the secular  authority or  'cabildo'-together 

withh the Crown representatives and the different guilds the main corporate 'orders' or  estates 

comprisingg local society—on special occasions made themselves visibly present in the square. Made 

salientt  by a series of distinctive markers, which members conspicuously wore on their  clothes or 

proudlyy carried as banners, the corporate identities of all these 'orders' were securely protected by 

law.. It was, in turn, these very laws that invested these groupings with a series of special duties and 

privileges,, thus, for  example, the right  members of the army or  the clergy had to be tried by peers in 

theirr  own courts. Individual s in these corporations were all highly jealous of their  inherited 

privilegess and status, hence the unending battles over  precedence which in all their  amazing 

punctiliousnesss crowd the pages of many of the documents nowadays resting in the colonial 

sectionss of the archives (Leal Curiel, 1990:171-194). Such battles ranged from the proper  seating 

arrangementss in the Cathedral to the use of emblems and objects by individuals or  groups or  to the 

adequatee order  of persons and corporations in the ceremonies that were held inside either  temple or 

'cabildo''  or  were continued just outside in the public square. In and of themselves, the rows bear 

glaringg testimony to the status accorded to the visible as the crucible where many of the most 

cruciall  local stakes were ultimately played out. 

Thiss status the visible had as the epiphany of the social order  reached a singularly strikin g 

realizationn in the festivities that in 1789 were celebrated in Caracas with the occasion of the 

proclamationn of Charles IV , the Spanish Borbon king, to the crown. Al l throughout, the festivities 

dazzlinglyy unfolded around the portrait s of both King and Queen that stayed prominently displayed 
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forr  the duration in the "main platform"  (ibid: 140) right  at the center  of the square. It was from 

withi nn this central site that the portrait s of the monarchs exercised the dual powers that Louis Mari n 

attribute ss to representations generally and which, according to him, were during the ancien régime 

seizedd by the King' s portrait s as means to constitute the power  of the King. Namely, the power 

representationss have to make present and visible as if somehow livin g right  here among the 

beholderss what is otherwise absent or  dead, and which Mari n calls representation's powers of 

presence.. Also, representation's other  power  to intensify and legitimize the identity of the 

representedd much lik e passports flashed before the authorities at a border  have the power  of 

legitimizingg and intensifying the identities of the bearers. And this he calls the power  of 

representationn to institute a subject (Marin , 1988:5-6). As Mari n makes clear, the seizing of these 

duall  powers by the King' s portrait s as means to constitute through reflection the very power  of the 

Kin gg was during the French Classical Age, in Spain broadly corresponding to the Baroque, made 

possiblee by the political inflections of a secular  theology. In other  words, the theories of absolutism 

wouldd have modulated politicall y the theological formula 'thi s is my body' in such a way as to turn 

thee King' s many portrait s into the reflecting surfaces which belatedly instituted the very identity and 

powerr  of monarchs right  before their  subjects (ibid:9-12). 

II  cannot pursue here Marin' s arguments in all their  extraordinary richness and complexity, 

thus,, for  example, the chiasmic exchange between the writin g of the king's history and his 

representationss which he proposes as the very medium within which the imaginary of absolutism 

tookk shape (ibid:8, 86-88,121-122). What I wish to do, instead, is to call attention to these royal 

portrait ss exercising their  thaumaturgy from within the very center  of power  that according to the 

ideologyy of republicanism had to be kept empty. At the beginning of this chapter  I intimated how 

manyy of the difficultie s that the Guzman regime faced in its centralizing impetus to a large extent 

stemmedd from this center's presupposed emptiness. Or, more, precisely, from the conundrums 

whichh the regime faced in its efforts to meet the two requirements that it was answerable to without, 

inn the process, coming apart at the seams. That is the dual requirements of, on the one hand, fillin g 

upp the center  of power, and, on the other, leaving it empty if the regime was at all to draw any 

legitimacyy from its purported republicanism. In view of all this there is, perhaps, no better  way of 

makingg salient the differences between the republic and the colony than to juxtapose side by side 
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thee status which the two regimes assigned to their  respective centers of power. And in order  to gain 

somee sense of the difference it suffices to compare the contortions which the Guzman regime 

underwentt  in its efforts to circumvent the iconoclastic republican stricture with the ease with which 

inn 1789, just a few years before Independence, the royal effigies filled up the center  of power  right 

att  the very center  of the square. 

Thiss contrast of royal ease and republican contortions speaks loudly of the crucial 

differencess between two starkly opposed political styles and regimes, no matter  how many continui-

tiess one may indeed detect beneath the political surface. Because, although important, these 

continuitiess only achieve significance or  exert their  effects right across this surface as its traces are 

citedd and redeployed within an unfolding sociopolitical syntax. But before in any way addressing 

thee thorny issue of the differences and continuities between the regimes, it is first necessary in the 

nextt  chapter  to gain a better  understanding of the complexion and dynamics of the colony. 
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CHAPTERR TWO 

THEE COLONIA L ORDER (PART ONE) 

Whatt kind of order was this and in which ways, if any, was it continued or perpetuated by the 

republicann regime that was to replace it a mere two decades after the Caracas' celebrations? From 

thee ease with which in 1789 the royal portraits filled the center of power at the very center of the 

Caracas'' square one might be tempted to answer these questions by positing a highly hierarchical 

andd centralized Spanish empire as the colonial antecedent of the intense processes of state 

centralizationn that took place in the century after Independence. According to such a view the lines 

off  power and authority would all have radiated outwards and downwards along a series of 

bureaucraticc links spanning all the way from the King in Spain to the distant colonial periphery. In 

turn,, not just bullion or agricultural commodities but also the myriad requests for favors, privileges 

orr appointments, or, more generally, for juridical adjudication in the especially ambiguous or vexed 

circumstancess of the colonies would have followed an inverse trajectory. Traveling upwards from 

thee colony along these very links, sometimes these myriad requests would have made it all the way 

upp until finally reaching the faraway Court in Madrid. Such, indeed, is the canonical view which a 

majorityy of historiographical writings on the subject still nowadays transmit, and which take the 

centralistt absolutism of the Spanish empire largely for granted. In particular, it is the line which has 

beenn adopted by studies bent on identifying a centralist tradition as the longue duree of all Latin 

Americann societies (Véliz, 1980). Presumed to be rooted in the past, such a tradition is often 

construedd as the colonial legacy from which the societies in the area would have strived 

unsuccessfullyy to break loose, as evidenced by the chronic alternation everywhere of periods of 

democracyy interrupted by intervals of dictatorship. Relatively recently, however, a somewhat 
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alternativee understanding has begun to crystallize in the relevant historiographical literature. 

'Pactism''Pactism' and the Colonial Order 

Indeed,, even if by no means altogether  discarded, nevertheless in recent years a group of 

historianss have considerably qualified and, even, dented this received wisdom. In an exceedingly 

insightfull  essay Schaub (1998:27-53), for  example, argues that thinkin g of the internal relations of 

thee Hispanic monarchy to its subjects on the model of the "modern State", thus attributtin g an 

excesss of normative and bureaucratic autonomy to the workings of the imperial order, draws 

supportt  from 

thee confluence between the existence of a literar y genre devoted to the thematic of reason of 

statee and the institutional development of the monarchy, as manifested in the production of 

colossall  amounts of administrative documents (1998:33 ~ my translation). 

Thee author  makes,, however, clear  that "th e reflexive concept of the State"  is thoroughly absent from 

thee "language"  of the documents found in the royal archives. As the "record of juridica l acts"  these 

documents,, and the casuistic juridica l doctrines on which they drew, "refer  us to forms of behavior 

characterizedd by particularism and privacy"  (ibid:35). Both the doctrines and the documents are 

evidencee of the "tota l compenetration of (..) administrative and private law or  (..) political field and 

familia ll  domain"  (ibid:39). 

Thiss would leave, in the discursive field, the so called "politica l literature"  of the tirne-

"mirror ss of princes"  and reason of state treatises-and, in the "fiel d of politicall  action,"  the 

"arbitrations, ""  as the two domains where one may find support for  placing the monarchy in the 

lineagee of the centralized modern state (ibid:39). Although preoccupied with guiding the "politica l 

calculus""  of the monarch within an "uncertain present"  (ibid:40) nevertheless, according to Schaub, 

itt  is impossible to disengage from either  of these two sets of sources "th e foundations of an 

alternativee political rationality "  (ibid). Neither, in other  words, provides evidence for  the existence 

off  an autonomous domain where the notion (and the reality) of the "normativ e sovereignty" 

(ibid:34)) of the state was effectively articulated. Embedded in a Christian cosmology where a 

Providence-orientedd salvation was the telos of all worldl y action, the literature' s emphasis on 
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"politica ll  calculation at no time pretends to displace the normative, i.e., juridica l and theological 

foundationss of the Christian royalty"  (ibid). And, on the other  hand, assuming similar  underpin-

ningss the royal 'arbitrations ' were themselves "rooted on the conceptual field of (..) domestic 

economy""  (ibid) and, just like the 'mirrors ' and treatises, fully acknowledged the legitimacy of the 

existingg corporate ordering of society (ibid:41). 

Indeedd it is the very structure and exigencies of this order  that, according to a host of recent 

historians,, as much in Spain as in the colonies would have distinctively inflected the sociopolitical 

dynamicss of the monarchy, circumscribing its workings within the confines of a 'pact'  between the 

Kingg and his subjects. This even if, especially since the second half of the XVUfth century with the 

adventt  of the Borbon dynasty to the crown, such workings would have increasingly registered the 

effectss of absolutist interventions and policies. In evaluating the Enlightened Despotism of the 

Borbonss one needs, however, to recognize the extent to which the novelty of the royal policies was 

itselff  mediated and limited by the preexisting 'pactism'. Rooted on a much older  constitutionalism 

off  medieval origins, the 'pact'  between King and subjects provided the inescapable horizon across 

whichh all royal initiatives and innovations were refracted and, occasionally, derailed. In line with 

Schaub'ss understanding of the complexion and dynamics of the Ancien Régime Guerra claims, for 

example,, that 

too employ for  that era concepts such as the State-implicitly modern-sovereignty, 

absolutism,, civil society, is to apply to previous eras concepts that were elaborated in the 

XDCthh century in the postrevolutionary context, even if their  genesis goes back to more 

remotee eras (1998:109-110). 

Thee author  even goes as far  as to contest the usual view of Independence in Spanish America as a 

transferencee of sovereignty "fro m the King to the nation"  since that would presuppose that, 

unaccountablee to any other  instance, the King already enjoyed all the "attribute s of sovereignty" 

(ibid).. Insisting that the contemporary formula "se acata pero no se cumple"  ("i t is obeyed but not 

carriedd out" ) aptly summarized the actors' understanding of their  relationship to the monarchy and 

thee constraints which the former  imposed on the latter, Guerra cautions against taking at face value 

thee "absolutist discourse"  of the Bourbons in the late colonial period which, instead, 
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mustt  be analyzed not as the expression of reality but as an ideal or  as a project, often 

confusedd and contradictory, which, moreover, does not suppress the juridica l foundations 

norr  the political practices really existing in the hispanic monarchy (ibid). 

Itt  is these "foundations"  and "practices"  which, in turn, configured the corporate order  of society as 

onee of the two poles of the 'pact'  within which the workings of the monarchy were deployed and, 

largely,, enframed. 

Withi nn the constraints of this 'pact'  subjects expected their  monarchs to behave less lik e the 

untrammeledd subjectivity of the deity in nominalist theology than as the kind of ruler  envisioned in 

Stt  Thomas' writings. In this latter  view 'wisdom', not 'free will '  as in the former, was the defining 

attribut ee of the monarch. This means that, at least for  a majorit y in the colonies, the ideal king was 

somee sort of wise judge of the peace which, much lik e the Thomist God, sat in judgment of a 

createdd world imbued of an inherent legality. Vis-a-vis this world divinely ordained by the dictates 

off  natural law the King' s primar y role was restricted to casuistically adjudicating with regard to 

specificc instances, issues and circumstances. This is like saying that for  the colonial majorit y their 

livedd world was far  removed from the radical contingency with which, in line with the refiguration 

off  the divinit y in late medieval theology, absolutist theorists invested the creation so as to better  free 

thee monarch to tamper  with its constituting principles according to his free-will dictates. It is this 

freee wil l which makes it possible to talk of the Absolute Monarch as being already a 

paradigmaticallyy modern individual which "freed from 'substantial categories' (...) is literall y 

absolutus,absolutus, that is, released, free"  (Moretti , 1983:45). Whatever  the case was in the narrow reflecting 

galleriess of royal ceremonial, portraitur e or  historiography it now seems as if, so to speak, 'on the 

ground',, things in the colonies were considerably more mixed and complicated. In their  day to day 

dealingss with the representatives and institutions of the crown colonial subjects very much behaved 

onn the assumption that withi n the corporate order  of which they were a part their  status and stations 

inn lif e possessed a natural law legitimacy which the monarchy not only ought to acknowledge but, 

moree importantly , confirm. Regardless of how much, especially with the Bourbons, the Spanish 

monarchyy tried to turn things around, at least for  a large majorit y of subjects the role which 

legitimatelyy accrued to the king within the established order  of things remained quite 
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circumscribed.. Maintaining good order, levying taxes or protecting and expanding the faith, as well 

ass guarding and preserving the harmony among the existing 'orders' and hierarchies, when necessary 

adjudicatingg to redress what might have gone astray so as to return things to their 'natural' state, 

thesee were the duties and privileges of kings according to the (increasingly beleaguered) views of 

theirr colonial subjects. 

Itt is true that throughout Spanish America the Conquistadors did not succeed in constituting 

themselvess as a nobility. Their aspirations to pass on to their heirs their rights to exact tribute or 

exercisee jurisdiction over the indigenous populations that had been assigned to them in 

'encomiendas'' was first frustrated juridically by the New Laws (1542-1543) and then in the battle-

fieldfield in Peru in 1548 (Brading, 1994:21; McAlister, 1984:192-193), even if inconsistent enactments 

onn the subject of inheritance remained for a considerable time (Gibson, 1966:62). In Venezuela the 

encomenderoo group managed to preserve their privileges longer than elsewhere (Lombardi, 

1982:43),, but also there these finally expired in the seventeenth century through a succession of 

royall  decrees that issued in the extinction of the last encomiendas (Salcedo Bastardo, 1993:148). 

Arguablyy this event may be regarded as setting the stage for the transition to the hacienda as the 

formm of land ownership that, until the present, has dominated the Venezuelan countryside. I will , 

however,, leave aside, for the moment, the controversial issue of how agrarian property was 

effectivelyy structured in the colony concentrating, instead, on the significance that the extinction of 

thee encomienda had for the kind of social order that emerged both in Venezuela and throughout 

Spanishh America. Simply put, such extinction meant that a nobility never developed there, and, 

therefore,, that one of the main pillars which sustained the corporate order in the Old World was 

absentt from the New. Because even if it is true that a kind of aristocracy did emerge both in 

Venezuelaa and elsewhere rooted in the ownership of the best agricultural lands, it did not amount to 

aa nobility neither in terms of its inherited status nor of its privileges. The difference already suggests 

thatt whatever its nature was, what the above-mentioned colonial pact certainly was not was the 

seamlesss instantiation of its medieval precedent. Also, that there was nothing in the New World like 

thee kind of encompassing framework which in the Old regulated the relations between the nobility 

andd the lower orders, encasing both within a series of ritualized counter-prestations of access to 

landd and protection in exchange for loyalty and different kinds of services. 
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Butt  other  New World developments further  complicated everywhere, and with especial 

intensityy in Venezuela, the scheme of 'orders' or  'estates' as it had developed in Europe and was 

transplantedd to the colonies. For  one thing, different than in Spain, in Spanish America the different 

'orders''  of society did not have rights of representation in the 'Cortes' or  Spanish parliament, and, 

therefore,, one can only speak of the existence of 'estates' in the Americas in the broadest sense of 

groupss having jurisdiction s and rights (Morse, 1989:98-99). Butt  surely the most important develop-

mentt  in the New World was the racial mixing among the different strands of population which 

camee together  in the Americas (Gilmore, 1964:14; Serrera, 1994:66). To be sure, and right from  the 

veryy start, that of the Spaniards with the different indigenous populations which they encountered in 

theirr  spread both north and south from the Caribbean. But also soon afterwards the contributions 

whichh the blacks, brought in large numbers as slaves from different parts of Africa , made to these 

originall  mixings. Over  time the manifold crossings among the already hybridized descendants of 

blacks,, Indians and whites issued in a racial landscape of trul y staggering complexity. Generically 

designatedd as 'castas' throughout Spanish America, and, more commonly, as 'pardos' or  brown-

coloredd in Venezuela the populations resulting from all these crossings did not find any clear  place 

inn the colonial order  of things. 

II  mentioned earlier  how colonial society was primaril y organized along a divide starkly 

demarcatingg the 'republi c of Indians' from the 'republi c of Spaniards'. The stark division of social 

realityy into two relatively compartmentalized polities already presupposed a considerable distortion 

off  the corporate order  which the Spaniards brought with them to the Americas, substituting a deep 

cleavagee among rulers and ruled for  the complementary relations of vassalage and lordship 

prevailingg in the Spanish peninsula (ibid). This dualistic institutional framework provoked 

transformationss in the imported arrangement which were, however, perhaps even more momentous 

thann just the segregation of rulers and ruled along with the forms of domination which this 

arrangementt  enabled. By not making any legal room for  those resulting from the above mentioned 

crossings,, the institutional and legal framework of the two republics saw itself increasingly 

exceededd by a floating population which it found difficul t to classify and effectively control. With 

noo recognized legal standing or  even identity, the status of all these mixed populations was defined 

mostlyy negatively in reference to that of 'Indians' and 'Spaniards', as a series of legislated exclusions 
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orr  prohibition s detailing all those rights and privileges to which they were not entitled. Thus, for 

example,, the 'pardos' or  'castas' were forbidden by law to enter  "the universities, seminars and the 

priesthood""  (King 1953: 529) or  to hold any offices in the local municipal government Written in 

thee heat of the wars of Independence, the following passage from a dispatch sent in July 1815 by 

Donn José Ceballos, the then Captain General of Venezuela, to the Council of the Indies in Spain 

andd recommending the monarchy to improve the legal status of the colored populations in the 

colonyy so as to insure their  support for  the royalist cause gives a good idea of the scope of the 

exclusionss which affected the 'pardo' population: 

Law,, custom, and, generally, a preoccupation entrenched over  a long period of time and 

harderr  to overcome than anything else, excludes them from the secular  and the regular 

clergy,, from every position in the Municipal Council, and from any other  honorable 

occupationss and perfections, from entering some devotional Confraternities or 

Brotherhoods,, and even from having any social dealings with the white class whose persons 

andd houses they are not allowed to approach without displaying the same respect that is 

shownn or  should be shown to public authority. The women are obliged to wear  a separate 

dress,, and forbidden from using certain adornments which the Law explicitly indicates; and 

beforee the creation of a Militar y Provincial Corps especially for  the colored population, 

'pardos''  were excluded from the army in which only the white neighbors were allowed to 

servee (Ceballos in King ,1953:531).10 

Inn other  words, and again in Ceballos' words, as a result of all these exclusions the 'pardos or  'castas' 

constitutedd a "thir d intermediate people in between the white and the black"  whose members "to a 

certainn extent were considered as foreigners"  (ibid:531) in the colony, even though many among 

themm had resided there for  almost as many generations as the oldest white settlers. Finding 

themselvess in a legal limbo and increasingly forced to make a living in the interstices of the 

colony'ss juridica l ordering, the members of the free colored population became petty traders or 

10.11 will reproduce this passage again in a later chapter in the context of commenting at some length on the overall 
characteristicss of the colonial document to which it belongs. 
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smalll  landholders in those areas of the countryside not claimed by the larger  property owners, 

roamedd the partiall y unclaimed and vast extensions of the Venezuelan plains as bandits or  nomads 

orr  concentrated in large numbers in the main urban centers. There they filled the main occupations 

andd trades, becoming for  example carvers, shopkeepers or  carpenters, organized themselves in 

brotherhoods,, militar y batallions and guilds, sometimes accumulated considerable wealth, and, 

generally,, were perceived from above as a destabilizing element which through their  untutored 

comingss and goings threatened to unsettle the established order  of things. 

Itt  was probably largely in response to this situation that a remarkably punctilious and 

ceaselesslyy proliferatin g system of racial/ethnic categorization developed as a means to somewhat 

dispell  the opacities of the social world by rendering its manifold complexities more legible to 

power.. According to Arias Amaro, for  example, in Venezuela "th e following distinctions emerged" 

fromfrom  the mixings among whites, indians and blacks: a. mestizos (born of the union of a white man 

andd an indian woman), b. zambos (from a black man and an Indian woman; c. mulatos (from a 

whitee man and a black woman; d.cuarterones (from the union of a white man and a mulata) e. 

quinteronesquinterones (from a white man and a cuarteron) (ibid:83). The Venezuelan historian Salcedo 

Bastardoo has added other  ethnic/racial labels which, in their  strikin g graphicality, cast a powerful 

lightt  on the colonial situation. Recently attention has been powerfully drawn to the centrality of 

translationn as intrinsi c to this situation as well as to the moments when a translation simply breaks 

downn (Rafael, 1988:19-22,26-54,137,155). The attempts to block all translation were no less 

intrinsi cc to it as, for  example, with a whole category of people somewhat enigmatically labeled "no 

tee entiendo"  (I  don't understand you) in the colonial documents. Or  as in the following labels where 

classificationn was used to block any passage or  translation across the colonially instituted 

boundaries.. When one reads, again in Salcedo Bastardo, of people racially labeled 'tente en el aire' 

('stayy standing in the air' ) or  'ahf the estas' ('stay right  there') (ibid: 145), one is instantly struck by the 

imagee of someone arrested in mid-air  and visibly exposed as an inexpressible freak by a label where 

anyy descriptive pretensions are given up in favor  of the prescriptive dimension inherent to any 

systemm of classification. 

Butt  as much in their  proliferatio n as in their  surrendering of description these labels already 

suggestt  that the system of racial categorization was reaching a breaking point, stretched to the limi t 
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ass it were by its inabilit y to keep up with the bewildering combinations unleashed by the reality of 

raciall  mixtur e in the colony. As James Lockhart has argued for  Spanish America generally, during 

thee "matur e colonial period"  roughly corresponding to the eighteenth century this system "had, 

throughh its own operation, come into crisis"  (1984:316). Beyond a certain point to respond to the 

proliferatio nn of unprecedented racial combinations among the "humbl e people"  though the genera-

tionn of ever  "finer  distinctions"  was, he says, "unrealistic"  (ibid:316). According to the author  the 

reactionn to this situation was not, however, to just abandon all distinctions after  having sharpened 

themm "but to do both almost simultaneously"  (ibid). Thus, the "later  eighteenth century"  was the 

"heyday""  of the proliferatio n of "categories for  subtle degrees of mixture and cross-mixture"  (ibid). 

Yett  this was also the time when prompted by social developments across Spanish America, the 

oppositee tendency to "revert to simplicity"  also asserted itself with the generic 'castas' or  'pardos' 

increasinglyy used as a label to refer  to the lower  classes as a whole. Over  time, as he puts it, 

alll  the lower  groupings inside the Hispanic world were becoming more assimilated to each 

otherr  than ever, in function as well as in subculture. And, in fact, society increasingly 

recognizedrecognized them as one group under  the concept castas, a term which as most used it 

includedd all mixtures plus blacks, or  everyone except Spaniards and Indians (ibid:317). 

Thiss tendency also prevailed in Venezuela where, either  implicitl y or  explicitly, historians allude to 

thee progressive replacement of the older  system of ever  finer discriminations by a single generic 

designationn during the later  colonial period (Arias Amaro, n/d:43; Lombardi, 1982:48-49; Salcedo 

Bastardo,, 1993:32). 

Iff  I  have gone on at some length into the complexities generated by the realities of 

ethnic/raciall  mixing it is not just to exemplify one of the crucial ways in which the corporate order 

becamee fundamentally altered, one might even say unhinged, in the colony. It is also to delineate 

thee colonial antecedents of a cleavage that, with the demise of the colony, came to preside over  the 

historyy of the independent nation all throughout the nineteenth century. Arguably one of the most 

productivee ways of reading a host of historical developments in Venezuela since Independence is 

preciselyy in terms of the agonistic attempts on the part of the elites and the republican leadership to 

generatee conditions of governmentality in the face of a floating, unruly population not easy to 
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accommodatee in the novel institutional arrangements that became established with the republic. 

Whil ee this is mostly the subject of the fourth chapter  where I wil l propose that the late nineteenth 

centuryy fetishization of the Venezuelan state was a solution to just such a difficulty , here I just wish 

too make clear  two things. One, the extent to which the just mentioned "solution"  came about in 

responsee to a situation inherited from the colony. The other  that regardless of how many 

continuitiess one may, in this and in so many other  respects, indeed detect between the 'colony' and 

thee 'republic'  the discontinuities and differences are not, for  that reason, any less crucial. 

Thee above is the case because whatever  difficultie s the growing presence of an 

unassimilatedd population might have posed to the colonial order, these nevertheless unfolded withi n 

juridica ll  and institutional arrangements that were ultimately fundamentally different to those of the 

succeedingg 'republic' . It is true that, at least in strictl y juridica l terms, the colonial 'republics' 

scarcelyy showed any more abilit y to accommodate this population than their  putatively "bourgeois" 

successor.. Already the replacement of the system of ever  finer racial/ethnic discrimination for  the 

alll  inclusive denomination of 'pardos' or  'castas' is indicative of a nascent awareness, on the part of 

thee colonial order, of the fundamental cleavage separating those included behind its ramparts from 

thosee left outside and increasingly construed as a somewhat threatening and homogeneous 

grouping.. There was nevertheless a colonial difference that, ultimately, made all the difference. 

Namely,, the King. Not, however, as the seat of the kind of political logic which in absolutist 

authorss lik e Bodin turned sociality into an 'environment' for  the Crown's manipulative designs but 

thee King as the pinnacle of the "republic "  and as the "icon"  and "guarantor "  of its preexisting order 

(Schaubb 1998:44). Which means that even if theoretically "not limited by any legal disposition," 

neverthelesss for  the King to realize his authority he needed to "respect"  the "ordering "  of society 

whilee simultaneously engaging in an endless round of "personal contacts"  with the "bodies"  that 

"composed""  it (ibid:52). Since, sustained by his "undisputed monopoly of favors"  (ibid) it is this 

kindd of privacy or  "bond of personal union which places the King at the heart of all possible 

representationss of authority,"  it is not exaggerated to say that 

forr  a public space to come to light it requires that national sovereignty substitutes the body 

off  the king, decapitated in flesh in the Louis XI V square or  in the mind in the general 
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quarterss of Simon Bolivar (ibid). 

Butt before symbolically loosing his imaginary head to Bolivar, the King was busily heading 

thee kingdom as the hub or axis of an intricate maze of particularistic, personalized ties and transac-

tionss all of which ultimately referred to his bodily persona as the final source of validation and 

value.. Hence in all their mutual conflicts, as well as in their attempts to have their standings and 

aspirationss confirmed, the different corporate 'actors' of the colony addressed the King more as a 

singularr being with whom they were enmeshed in a series of private, personalized ties than as the 

incarnationn of some universally accepted normative order. Neither, then, the unfettered ruler of 

absolutistt writers nor the Hegelian monarch as abstract place-holder of a universal rationality, the 

Spanishh King related personally to his kingdom through an endless flow of often ad hoc 

dispositionss and particularistic legislation specifically tailored to the realities, requirements and 

aspirationss of the members of the different corporate bodies. But also in all the conflicts arising 

amongg and within these bodies, or in the attempts by individuals from any one corporate grouping 

too have the legal restrictions blocking their access to privileges or institutions removed, the King 

figuredd as the ultimate court of appeal. 

Thee king-as-judge, thus, had the final say in the battles over precedence which pitted 

corporatee groupings such as the Church, the institutions representing the Crown or the local 

municipall  council against each other. This was true also when it was a matter of redressing any 

wrongss committed against any subordinate grouping, for example 'Indians' or 'pardos',, or in those 

attemptss by any individual members of these groupings to achieve some favor or privilege such as 

enteringg the ministry or the university. In all of these instances the King intervened between the 

quarrelsomee parties as a personal mediator either adjudicating to maintain 'justice' by preserving 

bothh the proper balance and the hierarchical ordering among the different segments of society, or as 

thee ultimate source of mercies and favors (Guerra, 1992:56-66, 72-78,149-162; 1992:110-130; 

1994:196-202;; Leal Curiel, 1990:101-170; Schaub, 1998:41-46). It is true that with regard to the 

strictt juridical ordering of the colony the corporate identity of the 'pardo' population was at best 

negativelyy defined through a series of legislated prohibitions and exclusions. Nevertheless, by 

meanss of a series of ad hoc royal dispositions and dispensations—the right, for example, to organize 

themselvess into ethnically defined brotherhoods, guilds or militias-which was bestowed on them 
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bothh by the king through his representatives and by the local church at least a privileged segment 

amongg the 'pardos' managed to achieve a somewhat more positive corporate identity withi n the 

polity .. TTiis would have been why,, according to many historians, at least during the first  stages of 

thee wars of Independence on account of their  traditionalism both 'pardos' and Indians would have 

sidedd with the king. Whil e the situation was considerably more complicated than that, it wil l not be 

unti ll  chapter  five, six and nine, that I wil l examine the issue of the subaltern populations' supposed 

traditionalism . . 

Whil ee in Spain itself it was not uncommon for  the monarch to intervene personally in the 

differentt  quarrels and conflicts, the enormous distances separating the court in Madri d from the 

Indiess prevented the King from making such an appearance. There his personal presence was 

mediatedd by a sprawling bureaucratic machinery staffed by a copious personnel and oiled by 

massivee paperwork bearing the king's seal and often involved with the casuistic adjudication of 

particularr  issues and instances. Historians often express admiration that such a vast empire was 

maintainedd for  such a long time by such bureaucratic means and with a relatively modest militar y 

presence.. Whatever  was the case, what I need to point out here is that the existence of such an 

overgrownn bureaucracy should not be seen as evidence that an impersonal rationalit y permeated the 

workingss of the Spanish empire. Bearing thee ruler' s seal and through the insistent circulation of the 

signifierss of royalty, each time the many documents imaginaril y conjured a personal relationship 

betweenn the monarch and the individuals or  corporations to which they were addressed. Based 

alwayss on the tacit acknowledgement of the "existence,"  "rights "  and "duties"  of the groups 

(Guerra,, 1992:123), the written rulings and dispositions as much as the personal interventions by 

onee or  another  crown representative ultimately instantiated the singular  relations of the King with 

particularr  categories of subjects. This is why, not readily translatable into universal dictates valid 

beyondd the specific instances to which they were addressed, these rulings kept proliferatin g 

evolvingg into a huge body of ad hoc legislation which, at least from a contemporary perspective, 

wass riddled with glaring inconsistencies. 

Perhapss nowhere was the personalist particularism of the monarchy more in evidence than 

inn the royal portraitur e prominently displayed inside the public buildings were the local authority 

structuree was housed or, during any major  celebration, outside right  at the center  of the public 
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square.. I referred above to the festivities in Caracas for  the accession of Charles IV in 1789 to the 

Crown,, where the portrait s of both King and Queen figured prominently displayed for  the duration. 

But,, always celebrated in and around the main public square, 

thee physical representation of the king-hi s portrait—played a central role in the juras [oaths] 

whichh formalized the political loyalty to the new monarch (Guerra 1998:133). 

Givenn the just mentioned particularisti c assumptions, it should not be all that surprising to find out 

thatt  the entire legalistic machinery of the monarchy tended to and was ultimately anchored in the 

bodilyy presence of the king. Since every significant transaction anyway fantasmatically conjured the 

singular,, embodied relation between the king and his subjects, one may very well say that, in its 

workings,, the monarchy was ruled by an incarnational logic which insistently demanded that, at 

leastt  in some marked places and occasions, the body of the king made itself visibly present. And 

sincee in the colonies this requirement could not be met by the actual bodily presence of the monarch 

itt  was his portrait s that, as the next best things available, had to do their  kingly job in his absence. 

Prominentlyy displayed in certain marked occasions, among other  things these kingly portrait s were 

theree to enable the performative actualization of the 'pact'  between the King and his subjects 

(Guerra,, 1998:133; Leal Curiel, 1990:140; 1998:179, 192 for  the destruction of the king's portrait s 

ass subversive republican acts). Also as potent reminders and demonstrations that what all the 

paperworkk and bureaucratic transactions of the kingdom ultimately relayed and was about was this 

singularr  presencee of the monarch addressing particular  categories of subjects. Placed, as Schaub 

says,, "at the heart of all possible representations", the monarch was then the personalized instance 

inn charge of dispensing justice while arbitratin g among all the conflicting interests, bodies and 

statess composing the kingdom. 

Itt  was the disappearance of this "sovereign arbitrator , the King"  (Lynch:33) as the instance 

whichh to a point guaranteed the relative integrity , rights and identities of the different sectors of the 

colonyy while, whenever  necessary, arbitratin g between their  conflicting claims which ultimately 

mayy be held accountable for  the "multiplicatio n of conflicts among the social actors"  (Guerra 

1998:119)) after  independence both in Venezuela and elsewhere throughout Spanish America. An 

explorationn of the consequences from this momentous disappearance will have to wait until a later 
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chapter.. Until then, however, it is important to realize how much it was precisely the enabling and 

arbitratin gg presence of the king that to a large extent accounted for  the relative stability of the 

coloniall  order. Because even the occasional rebellions, as historians sometimes insist, were not 

usuallyy directed against his authority but often were carried out in the King' s name against the "bad 

government""  of one or  another  of the crown's local representatives (Phelan, 1978:XVD-XIX, 87-88, 

156-159).. Relayed through a hierarchy of representatives and institutions it was, then, the presence 

off  the Spanish monarch which enabled the different segments to assert their  separate claims and 

identitiess and effectively prevented the relations among the different bodies and estates of the 

coloniall  order  from reaching the conflictive levels which, from a contemporary viewpoint, 

otherwisee were to be expected from the existing exclusions and cleavages. For  example, whenever 

thee relations between the local white aristocracy and the 'pardos' were strained it was possible for 

anyy of the two parties to bypass any negotiations and contacts with the other  and, through a series of 

mediatingg instances, appeal directly for  redress to the king. 

Wit hh the above I do not mean however  to say that, at least in Venezuela, the colonial order 

wass some sort of pressure cooker  kept from bursting by the kingly valve sitting on top of it all, even 

iff  this is just what many studies imply. From reading these one often gets an impression of the last 

threee or  four  decades of the colony as a veiled war  of all against all barely contained from exploding 

byy the arbitratin g interventions of the monarch. Wit h everyone just waiting to get at each others 

throatss it was enough, in this view, for  the revolutionaries to dispose of the king for  the whole to 

explodee in multipl e fragments amidst horrifi c violence. Even if it contains more than a grain of true, 

neverthelesss this version incurs in considerable simplifications. It is true that the existing fissures 

andd cleavages were a source of considerable friction  and hostility sometimes leading to individual 

instancess of conflict and, even, to rebellions. More often than not, however, the relations (or  lack 

thereof)) among the different segments unfolded more or  less pacifically and not just because the 

kingg was there ready to throw his (surrogate) body in between the conflicting parties. Things were 

considerablyy more complicated than that. 

Too begin with, the king's arbitration s and even outright meddlings took place in the context 

off  a corporate system where every segment was turned somewhat on its own towards his royal 

personaa as the higher  instance in charge of confirming the very validit y and legality of an identity 
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which,, however, was assumed to preexist the bargain. Withi n this relatively privatized relation the 

kingg was also the instance that ultimately sanctioned, authorized or  even promoted any change or 

improvementt  in the status and conditions of any corporate sector  insofar  as these did not run against 

thee existing hierarchical order. This meant that withi n their  singular  conversations with the monarch 

eachh corporate actor  took for  granted both its respective identity together  with the hierarchical 

orderingg where it was included. Conversely, it also meant that the king was tacitly posited by the 

differentt  corporate actors as the precondition enabling the successful articulation of their  identities, 

aspirationss and grievance within me colonial order. An order, I might add, in which the predomi-

nancee of the white rulin g strata went largely unquestioned even if by no means unresented, 

antagonizedd or, in some cases, was even altogether  bypassed. Conflicts mostly arose when 

memberss from this strata were perceived as flagrantly trespassing the bounds of the rights and 

privilegess to which they were legitimately entitled. Thus, for  example, when Spanish or  creole 

landownerss encroached on the communal lands assigned to the Indians as corporate members of 

onee of the two 'republics' composing the polity. Also when members from other  lower  groupings 

triedd to gain access to the higher  orders usually by having their  corporate identities redefined by 

somee royal dispensation (Brit o Figueroa, 1975:169-171,173-174; Mckinley, 1993:165-167). When 

thee revolutionaries deposed the king they, therefore, did not just remove some superstructural 

kingpinn holding together  an undifferentiated social magma ready to erupt. They also gave up a 

wholee complex economy for  apportioning value and establishing individual and collective identities 

predicatedd on the subtle shifting between the given and the constituted, the taken for  granted 

orderingg and its articulation in reference to the king through a series of intricat e negotiations and 

differentiatedd performances. It was this specular, privatized economy of relations between the king 

andd the corporate bodies that was far  more fundamental and constitutive than any kingly interven-

tion,, arbitratin g or  otherwise. On it depended not just the solution of any punctual grievances 

amongg the corporate bodies but their  very viabilit y as actors for  example airing some grievance 

withi nn the colonial order  of things. 

Bentt  on discerning unbroken continuities between the colonial past and the present many 

marxistt  Venezuelan historians often, nevertheless, bypass the above colonial logic insisting instead 

onn looking at the final years of the colony through one or  another  anachronistic prism, for  example, 
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classs struggle. For  this purpose, any recorded instances of conflict between the Indians', triades' or 

'pardos''  and the white rulin g strata are retrospectively construed as evidence for  the intensification 

off  just such racially inflected class tensions and antagonisms in the decades just prior  to 

independence.. And, once this is done, the ensuing violence of the wars of independence may be 

confidentlyy referred back to these instances as their  latent cause simmering just beneath the 

repressiverepressive surfaces of the colonial order  (Brit o Figueroa, 1993). As Mc Kinley has observed in a 

recentt  book which in many ways amounts to a considerable reinterpretation of the colonial record 

forr  the province of Caracas which, nevertheless, probably may be made extensive to the whole of 

whatt  is nowadays Venezuela this view is, however, contingent on retrospectively reading "any sign 

off  antagonism"  as an announcement of what came afterwards (McKinley , 1985:163). The canonical 

historiographicall  locus for  these kinds of arguments is, surely, the intransigent opposition that the 

Caracass elite mounted from the municipal council against the royal bil l of "gracias al sacar" 

(merciess to be obtained) issued by the King in 1795. According to this bill 

thee 'pardos' could receive the treatment of 'Don'  [gentleman] provided they paid the amount 

off  one thousand reales; also, they could be considered white, therefore qualified for  the 

exercisee of municipal offices, after  paying five hundred reales (Arias Amaro:85 — my 

translation). . 

Consideringg the time it must have taken for  it to reach Caracas from the distant court in Madrid , the 

locall  aristocracy reacted quite promptly to this bill . Faced with such royal "largesse"  already in 

1796,, at the most one year  after  the bil l was issued, the Caracas elite sent a communication to the 

Kin gg where his offers to the 'pardos' were rejected as inadmissible attempts to tamper  with the local 

hierarchies.. Whil e charging the royal representatives with "openly protecting the vile people to the 

detrimentt  of the esteem which is due to the ancient, distinguished and honest families"  of the 

provincee the document insisted on 

"th ee injur y which any White person conceives from just the mere rumor of mixing with 

suchh people or  allowing them into their  houses, and the impossibility for  such an 

understandingg to be erased even if law, privileges or  mercy intervenes"  (cited in Vallenill a 
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Lanz,, 1990:74-75). 

Althoughh this is just what more than one contemporary historian has done, it is not at all 

self-evidentt  that one should draw from these and other  recorded incidents the picture of a 

beleagueredd aristocracy forced to defend its privileges and status against the increasingly vocal and 

aggressivee demands of the majorit y 'pardo' population. It is not at all clear  that the outrage among 

thee 'Creoles' was provoked by any imminent threat again the existing hierarchies originating in the 

locall  'pardo' population. As Mckinley notes on the basis of a careful reading of the colonial 

documents,, during the entire episode there were only eight attempts on the part of the 'pardos' to 

"seekk some dispensation of any kind"  probably because the number  of those among them rich 

enoughh to take advantage from the legal reforms was quite reduced (McKinley, 1985:167). This 

doess not mean, however, that the "whit e caste"  was not "generally in the defensive against the rest 

off  society"  or  that the "other  castes did not occasionally resort to violence as a slightly erratic 

reactionn to their  sad destiny"  (ibid: 163). McKinley however  insists that these manifestations are 

commonplacee in any colonial situation marked by "endemic poverty"  and strong inequalities and 

thatt  a "state of siege mentality"  is the norm whenever  a small white colonial minorit y monopolizes 

powerr  (ibid). The author  alerts against taking the antagonistic "attitudes"  among the castes which, 

anyway,, probably remained quite constant over  a long period of time, as an "explanation for  the 

raciall  tensions"  (ibid). Instead he insists that a much more reliable indicator  is the increase in the 

numberr  of conflicts and, "fro m this perspective", it cannot be said that in the late colonial period 

"th ee racial friction s in Caracas were considerably on the rise"  (ibid: 164). 

Fromm this McKinley concludes that regardless of the existing anxieties among the rulin g 

strata,, the "status quo"  which "since a long time"  had "ordered and regulated the coexistence among 

thee castes"  was not under  any serious threat (ibid). The Indians had, at the time become quite 

"marginal ""  in the province of Caracas. And, although economically crucial, the population of black 

slavess did not present too serious a problem because, on the one hand, it was totally subjugated by 

thee whites and, on the other, the slave's legal status was never  revised by crown legislation 

(ibid:70).. Therefore the "central relation in the interaction of the castes was that between the whites 

andd the pardos"  who, according to some estimates, constituted up to 50% of the population of the 

provincee (Brit o Figueroa, 1975:150). The difficultie s originated in the inabilit y of the existing "legal 
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restrictions"restrictions"  to confine this caste to a well demarcated place in society due, mostly, to the 

ambiguitiess generated by racial mixing and to a series of "imperia l reforms"  which since the second 

halff  of the XVHt h century at least in writin g if not always in reality allowed pardos 

sincee the 1760s on to participate in the militias, become officers and enjoy legal privileges 

andd exemptions. In 1795 they were given legal rights to enjoy dispensations from their  color 

orr  race, from illegitimacy, etc (McKinley,  1993:164). 

Accordingg to McKinley this legislation would have exacerbated a situation in which the Caracas 

pardoss already enjoyed greater  freedom than elsewhere in Spanish America, as evidenced by the 

"relativ ee degree of spatial and economic mobility "  which they enjoyed in the province. 

Nevertheless,, in spite of all this the whites were not in any way about to be run over  by the pardos 

sincee they had shown themselves to be remarkably successful in containing their  advances within 

thee existing hierarchical arrangements. Thus, for  example, 

inn the case of the formation of militia s of pardos there was never  a serious threat to the 

sociall  hierarchy: the highest ranked officers of these militia s were white; the pardo officers 

andd soldiers never  received the same salaries nor  the same privileges as the white; the pardo 

unitss were kept strictl y segregated from the companies of whites in order  to discourage any 

ideaa of egalitarianism. Besides, the militarizatio n of the pardos was less than that of the 

whitee both in relative as in absolute termas. There is no evidence that the pardo milicias 

constitutedd a factor  of disruption in the lif e of the province before 1810. In view of the 

absencee of serious controversy over  their  presence already since 1770, one may surmise that 

thee white accepted the existence of the militia s and also that they fulfille d their  function of 

absorbingg the pardos which otherwise could have become disaffected from the regime of 

thee whites (ibid: 164-165). 

Inn light of all the above how to account, then, for  the virulence of the white elite's reaction in 1796 

againstt  the royal bill of "gracias al sacar"? McKinley convincingly argues that this was not because 

att  the time the pardos were in any way effectively threatening this elite's status and privileges. 
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Somewhatt  less convincingly, the author  also argues that it was not the case that the white elite was 

undergoingg a "crisi s of confidence"  in their  relations with the crown (ibid: 165) provoked among 

otherr  reasons by its protection of the pardo population. For  McKinley the virulence of the reaction 

wass motivated by the awareness among the white elite's leaders of the "potential significance of the 

measure""  of granting the pardo's the possibility to obtain a certificate of 'purit y of blood' in 

exchangee for  a certain payment. Aware that their  position in society was largely contingent on the 

tightt  monopolistic control over  the local political and militar y structure or  in restricting access to 

thee priesthood or  the university, as well as more generally on maintaining a rigid  separation from 

thee lower  orders, the white elite was ever  ready to block any possible opening which over  the long 

runn could threaten their  social preeminence. 

Ass for  the relation of the elite to the crown the rapidit y with which the latter  responded to 

thee former' s complaints is the best indication that no irreparabl e strain seriously soured their  mutual 

relations.. On the contrary, even if from a different standpoint, the crown was no less invested than 

thee creole aristocracy in preserving the local hierarchical arrangements since only these could 

guaranteee that the flow of transactions between the colony and the metropoli would go on 

uninterrupted .. It thus quickly responded to the elite's protestations through a series of additional 

measuress which in practice restricted the possible effects of the original dispositions. It was enough, 

forr  this purpose, with raising the costs of the dispensations to the point that they became unafford-

ablee to all but the most wealthy among the pardos. And even in those cases where the dispensations 

weree actually bought, a series of royal obstructions effectively blocked their  actualization. 

Itt  is however  a simplification to say, as McKinley does, that the crown's "main"  motivation 

forr  the dispensations was the desire to extract additional funds from the colony and "onl y 

tangentially""  to "grant a kind of compensation to the deserving pardos"  (ibid: 166). Even if one can 

neverr  discount greed, given the endemic financial strains of the monarchy, it is not sufficient to 

accountt  for  the royal dispensations mostly in reference to this sentiment and "tangentially "  in terms 

off  the presence or  lack thereof of benevolent dispositions on the part of the crown towards any one 

segmentt  in society. In turnin g a series of narrowly defined pragmatic ends into the only relevant 

contextt  for  apprehending the significance of the dispensations this explanation entirely bypasses the 

widerr  contemporary context afforded by the modernizing impetus of the Bourbon dynasty. Along 
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withh other  roughly contemporary measures, at least in part the dispensations must be apprehended 

inn reference to the self-representation of the Bourbons as the incarnation of a modernizing and 

universall  rationalit y often pitted against the parochial interests of local elites all across the empire. 

Itselff  not reducible to either  royal benevolence or  greed it is this modernizing impetus which, itself 

expressedd in a wide range of ideological formulations and practical interventions, is then the wider 

andd more significant context in which royal measures such as the 1795 dispensations ultimately 

needd to be evaluated. Because even if, as Guerra argues and was mentioned before, rather  than an 

"expressionn of reality"  the status of the "absolutist discourse"  of the Bourbons was more that of an 

"ideal""  or  a "project "  (Guerra, 1998:130), this does not mean that it was bereft of any practical or 

ideologicall  consequences. As I wil l argue briefl y below, the opposite was rather  the case. 

Heree it is enough, however, to say that in the context of other  contemporary measures and 

ideologicall  formulations, the dispensations which in 1765 the crown offered the pardos were rightl y 

perceivedd by the white Caracas elite as an intolerable attempt on the part of the monarchy of 

unilaterall yy circumventing its 'pact'  with the local social order  by tampering with its hierarchical 

arrangements.. Hence, at least partially , the virulence of the 17% reaction may be accounted for  in 

termss of the determination on the part of the white rulin g strata to hold the crown accountable to its 

obligationss towards the local corporate order  within which, regardless of any existing tensions and 

conflicts,, its social preeminence went largely undisputed. In this light when it comes to 

understandingg the character  of the elite's reaction it is not particularl y relevant if the pardos actually 

presentedd an imminent threat to the social structure of the province. What was far  more 

consequentiall  is the wider  threat posed by the royal interventions in the local scene which, in 

weakeningg the pact between the crown and its subjects, effectively undermined the structure of 

sentimentss and legitimacies on which the local preeminence of the elite was itself contingent. If, 

then,, it may be exaggerated to speak of a "crisi s of confidence,"  one may nevertheless detect strain 

inn the reaction of the white rulin g strata to the crown together  with the determination to set the 

recordd straight so as to prevent any futur e misunderstandings possibly leading to unsavory local 

developmentss in the relations among the castes in the province. 

Givenn how favorable was the outcome of this and other  episodes to the local elite, or  how 

effectivee this elite was in articulatin g its interests, one may nevertheless agree with McKinley that 
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thee view of a beleaguered aristocracy in the last decades of the colony is greatly exaggerated if not 

altogetherr mistaken. Even if the social situation in the colony was by no means free from tensions 

orr the ruling elite from the corresponding anxieties, nevertheless it may be said that beyond any 

actuall  conflicts or fantasmatic projections the whites remained safely in control of the local 

hierarchyy right until the revolutionary rupture of independence. To the point that, contravening the 

opinionn of an overwhelming majority of historians, McKinley is able to claim that 

Caracas,, before 1810, probably enjoyed more stable racial relations than the majority of the 

otherr colonies of the empire (ibid: 163). 

Itt is true that the presence of the royal representatives constituted an obstacle often refraining the 

whitee caste from fully giving free reign to its dominating designs. By providing a measure of 

juridicall  protection, and also avenues through which especially the better off among the pardos 

couldd assert their claims and identities while gaining access to a limited range of favors and 

privileges,, the monarchy stood as a barrier between all the other castes and the ruling strata. 

Neverthelesss it was always mindful in its interventions of not overturning the existing social order, 

evenn if since the advent of the Bourbons to the crown the latter found itself increasingly at odds 

withh the particularistic designs of the local elites. If the crown tended to side with these elites in all 

majorr conflicts that was not however simply, as McKinley suggests, because they ultimately shared 

similarr interests or views regarding the structure of local society. It is just that in a situation where it 

neededd to preserve the continuity of its relations with the colony the crown was forced to side with 

thosee with the capacity to guarantee it. 

Iff  the relation with the more privileged segments among the pardos were largely under 

control,, regulated as it was through a series of intervening institutions such as guilds, brotherhoods 

orr militias, this was not however the case with the less privileged and considerably more numerous 

memberss from this caste. Amounting to a much larger floating population, the majority of pardos 

foundd no easy accommodation within the existing arrangements concentrating instead in different 

areass of the province largely free from everything but the most episodic forms of control on the part 

off  the colonial order. Although its behavior and predispositions varied greatly according to 

geographicall  area, nevertheless the whites were interested in presenting a homogeneous image of 
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thiss floating population as an unruly crowd 

composedd of individual s which, having abandoned their  towns and indigenous communities 

andd retired to depopulated and uncultivated areas, were vagrants and discontented from all 

thee classes which united in order  to promote and undertake all sorts of atrocities (ibid: 167). 

McKinle yy makes, however, clear  that there was a sharp difference between the "illegal settlements" 

off  the Cordiller a of the Coast and those concentrations "inland , in los Llanos (the Plains),"  the vast 

openn region just south from the capital city of the province. In the coastall  region pardos joined other 

"escapedd slaves", 'Indian s and even whites"  forming communities beyond the scope of the colonial 

orderr  where "ther e are littl e indications that crime and vagrancy constituted a problem"  (ibid: 168). 

Whil ee one cannot be sure, it would seem that the main motivation for  joinin g these communities 

easilyy accessible to the colonial authorities was not to evade the law but "t o escape the yoke of 

whitee society living with more freedom, although in an orderly manner, in its margins"  (ibid). The 

situationn was somewhat different in the cattle raising region of los Llanos populated as it was by a 

semi-nomadicc population and where "mor e or  less 40% of the pardos of the province lived [and] 

crimee and vagrancy were perhaps more pronounced"  (ibid: 168). 

Yett  whatever  difficultie s the "antisocial activities"  of this floating population may have 

posedd to white society these nevertheless "never  represented a threat for  the statu quo lik e the one 

originatin gg in the reclamation of rights through legal means"  on the part of the more privileged 

amongg the pardos (ibid: 167). And, in any case, these difficultie s remained constant since at least the 

beginningss of the eighteenth century (ibid: 169). Therefore one cannot rely on them to account for 

thee elite's decision in the late colonial period to do something to control not just the antisocial 

elementss but "th e pardos in their  totality"  (ibid: 169). In other  words, this decision was not 

motivatedd by the pardos suddenly becoming more threatening to the colonial order  in the last few 

decadess before independence. What happened was, rather, that the generalized economic and social 

growthh during this period increasingly made more urgent the need to control the pardos, now 

perceivedd as a problem, by curbing any behavior  deemed antisocial and "bindin g the [nomadic] 

rura ll  pardos to fixed residences"(ibid.). In the Cordiller a of the Coast the growth of an "urba n and 

sociall  network"  meant that the presence of "semianarchic communities"  in its midst was increasing-
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lyy intolerable both to the royal authorities and the hacienda owners of the area (ibid.). As for the 

Llanos,, there too the growth of new towns and the expansion of the lands controlled by the whites 

throughh the establishment of new cattle ranches bode ill for the semi-nomadic pardos of the region. 

Thesee changes meant that there was now a decreased tolerance both for the free use of land on the 

partt of the pardos and for any forms of banditry or cattle-stealing originated in their midst, as well 

ass the need for a steadier supply of labor for the ranches. 

Here,, however, we have a clear case where the varying attitudes and outlook of the white 

strataa and of the royal representatives is sharply in evidence. While for the royal officers it was 

merelyy a matter of eradicating the illegal settlements, returningg the escaped slaves to their owners or 

patrollingg more carefully the province to avoid crime, the plans of the white hacienda owners were 

considerablyy more ambitious. In general, they used the existing social disruptions to back "their 

argumentt that it would be advantageous for all if the pardos, in their totality, were bound to the soil" 

(ibd:: 169). For this purpose, at the beginning of the 1770s a group of cattle-ranchers from the Llanos 

triedd unsuccessfully to enact a legal code authorizing them to set a whole system of customs 

enablingg them to control the movement of peoples and cattle in the region. While all these plans 

ultimatelyy backfired largely due to thee arbitrating presence of the crown in the province, neverthe-

lesss they must be seen as symptomatic of the tendencies at least within certain sectors among the 

whitee elite to break loose from the straitjacket of the local corporate order which was increasingly 

becomingg too narrow for its ambitions. As McKinley argues, it was the attempt to enact these plans 

alreadyy in the context of the independence movement which would break the balance among the 

differentt castes, and especially with the pardos, thus unleashing a catastrophic violence unparalleled 

inn the rest of the continent and which would preside over the social life of the independent nation 

upp until the beginning of the twentieth century (ibid: 170). 

ProvincesProvinces of the Empire 

Butt the above story will also have to wait for a later chapter. For now it suffices to 

emphasizee the remarkable stability and overall prosperity of the social and economic order that was 

administeredd and ruled right from within the central squares of each of the capital cities of the 

differentt provinces of Tierra Firme, the name which during colonial times was given to the territory 
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broadlyy corresponding to what is nowadays Venezuela. Up until the 1770's when a cluster  of royal 

initiative ss drew them "int o a fragile interlocking network dominated by Caracas"  (Lombardi , 

1982:103)) colonial Venezuela included six largely autonomous provinces, each constituting a 

relativelyy independent pohtico-administrative and economic unit on its own accountable either  to 

thee Vicerroyalty of Santa Fe (roughly corresponding to what is nowadays Colombia) or  the 

Audienciaa of Santo Domingo (Salcedo Bastardo, 1993:112). The central areas of Tierr a Firme were 

occupiedd by the province of Caracas or  of Venezuela, as was also called what was surely the richest 

andd most powerful among all the Venezuelan colonial provinces. To the east was the province of 

Maracaibo,, with its important port and thrivin g commercial activity, while the eastern sectors of the 

present-dayy Venezuelan territorie s corresponded to the colonial provinces of Guayana, Cumana, 

Margarit aa and Trinidad . 

Alongsidee all of its other  connotations, the most enduring meaning of the term 'province' 

duringg the colony was that of a fiscal unit. As such, it designated for  fiscal purposes the territory 

dependentt  on a main city or  'ciudad principal '  (Guerra, 1992:68-70) and headed by a Governor  and 

aa Captain General (Salcedo Bastardo, 1993:112; Troconis de Veracoechea, 1992:86-88). 

Amountingg to a "small republic,"  it was precisely this "city-province "  or  the articulation of a main 

cityy with "it s territor y and its dependent cities"  that, according to Guerra, was "th e lower  level 

politicall  unit"  not just in Venezuela but, more inclusively, "i n all of Hispanic America"  (Guerra, 

1992:348-349).. As such, it was the local terminus of an Imperial bureaucratic machinery the 

pinnacless of which were, in America, the largest Audiencias and the Vicerroyalties, and, in Spain, 

thee Council of the Indies which 

inn general (...) might be described as a legislative and supervisory body, acting by means of 

generall  and special legislation appointments to public office and the judicial supervision of 

officialss (Gongora, 1975:84). 

Thiss institution was one among the several councils that made up the "counciliar  system"  used by 

thee Spanish crown to exercise its rule and authority over  both its Iberian and American dominions 

(Gonzalezz Echevarria, 1990:52). Whil e each of these councils was a "deliberate body"  having under 

itss jurisdictio n an area of the empire"  they in turn were all subject to the "fina l authority"  of "th e 
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Crownn who could and did exercise it"  (ibid). As for  the American territories, these were originall y 

dividedd for  administrative purposes into the two major  viceroyalties of New Spain and Peru, to 

whichh two other  were added in later  years, and further  subdivided into provinces (Williamson, 

1992:91)) as the seats of the "local governorships"  (Gongora, 1875:86). In line with Guerra's 

understandingg of the political significance of these 'city-provinces', Gongora regards these 

province'ss governorships as "th e basic administrative unit in the Indies"  (ibid:86). Often the offices 

off  Governor  and Captain General were held by different incumbents, yet in the case of the 

Venezuelann provinces both posts fell to the same person (Troconis de Veracoechea, 1992b:337). 

Thiss meant that both the tasks of government as well as the militar y ones were concentrated in the 

samee hand, something that perhaps may be accounted for  in terms of the relatively marginal status 

off  the Venezuelan territorie s within the Empire, and also because of their  greater  exposure to the 

attackss by corsaries and pirates which, endemic throughout the colonial period, presumably placed a 

greatt  onus on the unity of command. 

Inn order  to complete the above, admittedly sketchy outline of the politico-administrativ e 

structuree of the Spanish empire one should add the 'corregimientos' or  districts and the smaller 

'cabildos''  or  municipal councils just below the provincial level. Both instances, corregimientos and 

smallerr  cabildos, were dependent on and ruled and administered from the governorships and the 

largerr  municipal councils located in the capitals of each province. This institutional structure came 

too life, was articulated through a ceaseless flow of legal documents recording the initiatives, 

instructionss and dictates from a hierarchized army of royal officers, as well as through these 

officer' ss frequent comings and goings which bound together  the highest and the lowest politico-

administrativ ee instances of the Empire, all the way from the Vicerroy way up at the top down to the 

lastt  corregidor  withi n the vast domainss corresponding to any one of the Vicerroyalties. This 

proliferatio nn of "legal papers"  which "covered the New World"  (Gonzalez Echeverria, 1990:48) 

attestss to the centrality of the law in the workings of the Spanish administration, so much so that it 

hass been said that 

off  all the colonizing peoples of modern times the Spaniards were the most legal-minded 

(Harin gg in Gonzalez Echevarrfa, 1990:48). 
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Althoughh casuistically oriented, this "legalistic make-up"  of the state would be a mark of its 

modernityy since "individual s defined its relationship to it in legal, not genealogical terms"  (ibid:48). 

I ff  "th e most visible feature"  of the state was the "entanglement of the individual in a complex set of 

relationshipss with the central power"  (ibid), then such entanglement was itself exhaustively 

regulatedd and punctuated by the meticulous workings of the law. It is not just that, as remarked by 

Echeverria,, "Americ a existed as a legal document"  (the Capitulations of Santa Fe given by the 

Spanishh monarchs to Columbus on the eve of his first  voyage) "before it was physically discovered" 

(ibid:46);;  this centrality of the law is itself imprinted in the orderly lay-out of the New World' s 

citiess and towns which, as indicated earlier, was legally dictated from the start. 

Givenn this status of the law it is not surprising that it was the presence or  absence of an 

Audienciaa or  larger  body specializing in the "dispensing of justice"  (Gongora, 1975:89) which 

largelyy determined the hierarchical standing of any given pohtico-admirastrative instance within the 

empire.. Thus, only the viceroyalties and the largest and most important governorships also included 

Audiencias.. Besides the strictly juridica l functions, in consultation with the viceroys or  governors 

thee Audiencias also discharged "administrativ e and executive functions"  generally behaving as 

"council ss of state"  (Williamson, 1992:92). It was precisely this articulation of the figures of 

Vicerroyy or  Governor  and that of the Audiencia which, in the Indies, amounted to the "complex 

superiorr  governmental structure"  which "emphasized, quite naturally , the representation of the Kin g 

vis-a-viss his subjects"  (Gongora, 1975:89). Thus, while the Viceroy "represented the King' s person" 

inn turn 

thee acts of the Audiencia were under  royal seal, and the Provisions which they promulgated 

weree headed with the name and tides of the monarch. 

Inn this respect Gongora indicates that 

thee reception of the royal seal (...) was one of the important acts of the political ritual  of 

coloniall  times, and represented a symbolic attempt to compensate, albeit only partly , for  the 

permanentt  absence of the king (ibid). 
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Afterr  an initia l period when the vicerroy was also the president of all the audiencias within his 

dominion,, eventually he only came to preside over  those located "i n the capital cities of the largest 

provinces",, Lima or  Mexico City for  example, which also housed the relatively splendorous court 

lif ee gathered around his person. Although subject to the viceroy's jurisdiction , the "lesser 

audiencias""  came to acquire their  own presidents. Nevertheless, the viceroy still retained "th e 

functionss of militar y governor  and the ultimate responsibility in matters of policy"  so that the 

relationss between "th e vicerregal audiencia and its satellite audiencias"  amounted to a hierarchically 

articulatedd structure (Williamson, 1992:93). It was not until the closing decades of the colony that 

Caracass came to enjoy its own Audiencia, hence the subordination of the Venezuelan provinces-

Caracass included-to other  higher  administrative instances just beyond their  immediate territories . 

Havingg outlined their  larger  institutional context, it is time now to return to the Venezuelan 

provincess and briefl y explore in the next of the two chapters into which I have divided my discus-

sionn of the colonial order  the overall social, political and economic structure of the different 

Venezuelann provinces as well as of the hinterlands surrounding the provincial capitals. 
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CHAPTERR THREE 

THEE COLONIA L ORDER (PART TWO) 

Whilee the larger viceroyalties of Mexico and Peru exhibited a much more differentiated economic 

structuree where mining figured prominently, minerals were not to be found in any appreciable 

amountss in any of the Venezuelan provinces. This meant that with a few exceptions of no enduring 

consequencee from early on these provinces specialized in agricultural production. Although the 

beginningss were not specially auspicious, the economic growth which the Venezuelan provinces, 

and,, especially, Caracas experienced all throughout the XVinth century was of such a sustained 

intensityy that already by the second half of that century these provinces were considered "Spain's 

mostt successful agricultural colony" (Deas, 1985:511). 

Regardedd as the "finest in the world" (ibid:511), since the beginning of the seventeenth 

centuryy cacao was the main and almost exclusive commercial crop from Venezuela, and, until 

1728,, when the Spanish Compania Guipuzcoana took over, its export was monopolistically 

controlledd by the Dutch (Izard, 1992:3-4). This crop retained its preeminence until the closing 

decadess of the colonial period when, due to a combination of factors, considerable agricultural 

diversificationn took place (ibid:3-4). Thus the loss of the exclusive rights to commercialize cacao in 

Neww Spain, leading to a steady decline in exports to that region, or the Spanish wars mostly with 

Englandd which "left a rapidly perishable product without a market" (ibid), in addition to cacao's 

inherentt characteristics as a crop which put a ceiling on its expansion, all called both for the 

diversificationn of agricultural production and itss reorientation towards new markets. It is in such 

circumstancess that the legal authorization to export to the Antilles as well as to import slaves from 

thatt region had a "multiplying effect" on production, leading to the introduction of new crops such 

ass indigo, cotton and coffee which, in turn, made possible the "valorization of the wild cattle" from 
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thee Venezuelan plains. Whil e the cattle from this area now acquired commercial value as a source 

off  hides or  of hung beef for  the feeding of slaves, mules from the Plains were sold in relatively large 

quantitiess to be used in the moving of water  or  sugar-mills "ther e were hydraulic power  could not 

doo it"  (ibid:4-5). 

Earlierr  I mentioned that, originally , agricultural lands were granted by the cabildos' or 

municipall  councils installed in the public squares of newly founded towns to the first  Conquistadors 

andd their  descendants as a reward for  their  militar y and/or  financial efforts; these "mercedes"  and 

"repartimientos, ""  as these grants of land were called, were complemented by the "encomienda"  or 

assignmentt  of a contingent of Indians to a Spanish encomendero. Whil e residing in their  own 

'republics''  and subject to their  own native authorities, under  this arrangement encomienda indians 

weree expected to deliver  tribut e in products or  in labor  to their  encomendero. In return, whatever 

actuallyy happened, at least legally the encomendero was enjoined to guarantee the native's ongoing 

materiall  and spiritual wellbeing (Malavé Mata, 1974:37). Even if for  all practical purposes one may 

regardd the regime of the encomienda as equivalent to bondage, juridically , however, the system was 

aa form of freelabor  something which in itself was not without consequences. For  one thing, the 

legall  restrictions thwarted the aspirations of the encomendero class to become a landed aristocracy; 

forr  another, precluded from perpetuating itself beyond the one or  two generations exceptionally 

grantedd by law the encomienda eventually would disappear  to be replaced by the hacienda all 

throughoutt  the Americas, Venezuela included. 

Ass mentioned before, in Venezuela the encomienda proved more resilient than elsewhere. 

Yett  by the second half of the seventeenth century, and, especially, from the beginnings of the 

eighteenthh there too the agricultura l hacienda -and, later  into that century, also the hato, its 

counterpartt  in the field of cattle production- took roots as the hegemonic form of territoria l property 

remainingg as such "wel l into the twentieth century"  (Carvallo, 1994:16). Originall y formed in the 

coastall  areas in connection with the production of cacao for  the international market, the hacienda 

eventuallyy became the generalized arrangement under  which all export crops were produced. With 

somee crucial exceptions to be mentioned shortly, the general features which Gaston Carvallo 

singless out as characteristic of the Venezuelan nineteenth century hacienda, i.e., the century 

followingg Independence, also describe the realities of the colonial hacienda. Consistent with the 
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literature ,, this author  characterizes the hacienda as a form of territoria l property combining, on the 

onee hand, a plantation economy devoted to the extensive cultivation of a single crop -coffee or 

cacao,, for  example- and controlled by its owner  with, on the other, 

aa mixed, intensive and itinerant conuquero agricultur e always placed within the scope of the 

haciendaa and controled and carried out by the peon with the acceptancee and consent of the 

haciendaa owner. The plantation crops operated in view of the market, and the conuquero 

productionn allowed for  the reproduction of the labor  force and its fixation to the land, some-

thingg which was of great importance due to the permanent scarcity of labor  (ibid: 16). 

Ass well as for  others, for  Carvallo also this nineteenth century hacienda was a highly concentrated 

formm of territoria l property where vast amounts of land were monopolized by a single owner/family. 

Whateverr  trut h there is to the image of this century ass an age of larifundi a or  huge territoria l 

properties-andd I wil l argue that such an image needs to be qualified-contrary to the accepted view it 

iss not true of the colonial hacienda. Another  difference between it and its republican succcessor  is 

thatt  while in the republican hacienda labor  was at least nominally free (even if not very succesful 

attemptss were constantly made to restrict the worker' s mobilit y by means of debt-peonage and other 

extra-economicc initiatives) this was generally not the case in the colonial hacienda. 

Indeed,, already since the beginnings of the seventeenth century at least in the most 

productivee haciendas slaves from Afric a "had begun to substitute the indigenous population in 

agricultura ll  production"  (Troconis de Veracoechea, 1992a:72). It was not, however, until the 

abolitionn of the 'servicios personales' or  personal services from the Indians by the King in 1687 and 

thee concomittant extintion of the encomienda that "th e utilization of black slaves as labor  force in 

agricultur ee achieves momentum"  (ibid). Whil e the indigenous population was not very large to start 

withh (ibid:54-55), especially if compared to that of Mexico or  Peru, the substitution of the 

encomiendaa by slavery as the predominant system of agricultural labor  was itself made necessary by 

thee dramatic reduction of this population in the first  century and a half after  the Conquest due to 

epidemicss and other  more self-evidently social causes (ibid:54-55). One might then say that when at 

thee close of the seventeenth century the King decided to abolish the Indian' s personal services in 

Venezuelaa there were, in any case, not all that many Indians around to provide them. Following this 
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decision,, and in tandem with the growing importance of cacao as the main export crop, it was 

throughoutt the eighteenth century that the largest influx of African slaves arrived in the Venezuelan 

provincess to work in the export sector of the economy, over time making an important contribution 

too their population (Arcila Farias, 1992:406). 

Itt seems well established in the literature that in the eighteenth century, especially the 

secondd half, the Venezuelan provinces experienced an impressive overall prosperity due to the 

increasingg intensification and diversification of hacienda production for the international market. 

What,, on the other hand, is less certain is the image which this same literature has constructed of 

thee colonial hacienda and, more generally, of the social and economic relations in the countryside at 

thee time. Not only in Venezuela but all throughout Latin America the hacienda is one of those 

privilegedd sites or topos which has been made to bear the burden of entire canonical forms of 

historiographicall  understanding. The version of Latin America, and, especially here, of Venezuelan 

historyy typical of certain dominant versions of both marxist and liberal historiography as an 

incompletee modernity shackled by the legacy of an archaic colonial inheritance finds in the colonial 

haciendaa one of its main anchoring points. The following considerations are intended as a means of 

castingg some doubts on the validity of this canonical narrative. 

AnAn irresistible process of land-concentration? 

Inn particular, historians often seize on the colonial hacienda to account for the extreme 

patternss of agrarian inequality found in many contemporary Latin American nations with their 

extremee concentrations of property and its sequels of exploitation, peasant poverty and intense 

rural-urbann migration (Acosta, 1989:379; Brito Figueroa, 1966:218-220; 1973:43-44,96-97; 

Cartay,, 1988:164-166; Carvallo, 1994:11, 16, 20-21; Salcedo Bastardo, 1992:72-73). More 

ambitiously,, this colonial inheritance is often interpreted in the context of a larger centralizing 

impetuss which, originating in the colony, would itself account for the alarming concentrations of 

politicall  power and economic resources nowadays discernible in many countries of the region 

(Carreraa Damas, 1997; Veliz, 1980). If nowadays more enlightened socio-economic and political 

formss coexist precariously with despotic forms of personalistic rule, ever ready to show their ugly 

heads,, as well as with equally archaic and despotic property relations this is, so we are told, largely 
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duee to a colonial inheritance where the monopolistic concentration of agrarian property was itself 

onee of the main underpinnings and expressions of highly centralized and centralizing forms of 

politicall  power. In this interpretation beneath all the apparent dissimilarities there is a deep-seated, 

undergroundd continuity running subterraneously all the way from the colony to the present which 

renderss all ideological projects, power  configurations, political decisions or  seeming discontinuities 

intoo surface manifestations or  distortions of a more basic underlying reality. 

II  have already cast doubts on the view of the Spanish empire as an absolutist construct, thus 

beginningg to unsettle the facile appeal to past political forms in order  to account for  the troublin g or 

unsavoryy aspects of the political present. It is now time to turn to the colonial hacienda so as to try 

too loosen, here also, the seeming continuity between later  forms of agrarian property and their 

putativee colonial antecedents. Here, however, the task is considerably less straightforward . With 

onee single exception all the secondary sources which I have consulted on the topic overwhelmingly 

assignn an unbroken pattern of continuity to the agrarian history of Venezuela. Whil e in certain 

historicall  moments this pattern would exhibit a discernible intensification, nevertheless, according 

too these sources, the overall tendency towards the concentration and centralization of agricultura l 

landss in ever  fewer  hands would have remained constant since the first  'mercedes' and 

Tepartimientos''  with which the Spaniards rewarded themselves on the eve of the colony. 

Thus,, for  example, while ascribing "slow beginnings"  to the process Vladimi r  Acosta 

neverthelesss states that by the end of the seventeenth and all throughout the eighteenth century the 

concentrationn of agricultura l lands had become "impressively accentuated"  (Acosta, 1989:324). 

Accordingg to him, the stimulus from the export sector  of the economy was such that it led to a 

quickk expansion of the slave haciendas as well as to the need to appropriate new lands and for  an 

increasingg control of the labor  force, endemically scarce throughout the period. In general, the 

authorr  conjures an image of land and labor-hungry hacendados bent on limitlessly expanding their 

propertiess for  example by encroaching on the communal lands assigned by law to both Indian and 

settlerr  communities. He also views this as a time when hacienda-owners from the Venezuelan 

northernn provinces, especially Caracas, incursioned into the vast expanses of Los Llanos opening 

justt  south of these provinces. Whil e in so doing their  aim would have been to enclose the area's 

abundantt  free lands through the creation of a series of cattle ranches or  Tiatos', these Tiacendados' 
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weree also moved to venture into the Llanos by the desire to capture its seminomadic populations 

andd put them to work in the haciendas of the coastal and central areas of the Venezuelan territorie s 

(ibid:322-327).. Whatever  its merits, and there is indeed trut h to this account, nevertheless on the 

basiss of a quite selective and non discriminating use of the record the author  composes an overall 

pictur ee of land concentration which, according to some revealing indications, does littl e justice to 

whatt  probably went on in the agrarian hinterlands of most provinces. 

Cruciall  to the interpretation of the agrarian history of Venezuela as an ongoing process of 

landd concentration originated in the colony is the size of the colonial hacienda, which most sources 

assumee to have been vast. Also an understanding of socio-economic relations in the countryside as 

overwhelminglyy dominated by the shadow cast by the opressive labor  relations characteristic of 

bothh the hacienda and the hato, with only residual and largely economically irrelevant pockets of 

smalll  peasant production lodged in the interstices of the haciendas or, if not, confined to relatively 

remotee areas. Given the consensus I am, once again, forced to rely on the seminal work of Mckinley 

whichh in this as in so many other  respects quietly unsettles the received image of the Venezuelan 

coloniall  past. What makes McKinley' s comments on the situation on the Venezuelan countryside 

speciallyy relevant is the way in which he replaces generalizing overviews with the painstaking 

archivall  documentation of the actual dimensions of the agrarian holdings where the main export 

cropss were produced, as well as of the diversity of productive arrangements and the flow of 

economicc transactions in the countryside. 

Itt  is true that Mckinley mostly draws his evidence from the province of Caracas or  of 

Venezuela,, as the former  was also called. Yet in the absence of any more detailed information, I 

assumee here that the agrarian situation of these other  provinces most have reflected a complexity 

similarr  to that of the province of Caracas as analyzed by McKinley . Though for  different purposes, 

inn so doing I am only heeding a pervasive convention. Thus, not only does the literatur e on the 

coloniall  hacienda not except the province of Caracas from its generalizations; furthermore, given its 

overalll  preeminence during the colony, this literatur e often implicitl y or  explicitly assumes that 

whateverr  went on in this province's agrarian hinterland was paradigmatic for  the rest. And yet, since 

hiss account differs so markedly from canonical understandings, to suggest that what McKinley' s has 

too say regarding the province of Caracas is in some ways applicable to the other  colonial provinces 
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iss to at least cast doubts on the dominant narrativ e of an unbroken continuity between the colonial 

pastt  and the postcolonial agrarian predicament. Also, suspending faith in the explanatory powers of 

anyy such an irresistible evolutionary trend raises the issue of the agencies in any way responsible for 

thee fate befalling agrarian property after  Independence. In other  words, the present line of 

questioningg unavoidably runs into the issue of the political. Given the state of the secondary sources 

andd that Venezuelan agrarian history is not my topic, casting doubts on putative evolutionary trends 

whilee introducing politics as an analitically crucial dimension is all that I can do here. 

ProvinceProvince of Caracas: socio-economic structure 

Turnin gg away from other  accounts to Mckinley' s version of the agrarian situation of the 

Provincee of Caracas or  of Venezuela, as it was also called, in the decades before Independence, i.e., 

thee years of its economic diversification and greatest overall prosperity, is like stepping into another 

country.. Nothing more alien to the gloominess of most accounts than the bright picture of a 

countrysidee teeming with relatively small yet economically prosperous export-oriented haciendas 

operatingg in a sea of small peasant production and buzzing commercial activity which Mckinley 

drawss for  the closing decades of the eighteenth century. Agreeing with other  authors that both the 

haciendaa and the hato were the basic economic units of the province of Caracas, McKinley 

neverthelesss insists on the limited usefulness of this generalization since, as he puts it, the "agraria n 

structure""  of the province "was complex and extremely varied"  (McKinley , 1985:71). Among the 

complexitiess he mentions the varied models of land tenure, the diversity of labor  arrangements, as 

welll  as the different productive requirements for  the different kinds of harvest (ibid:89). 

Drawingg on a report for  the province for  the years 1785-87 the author  identifies "  1.751 plots 

largee enough to be considered as haciendas producing profitabl e harvests"  (ibid:71) but not, at least 

inn the case of the majority , sufficiently large to in any way be characterized as "great possessions". 

Hee instead found that with the exception of those producing cacao for  the international market the 

majorit yy among these reported units were relatively small sugar  cane and indigo haciendas, i.e., 

alongg with tobacco the other  two major  export crops from the province since coffee would not 

beginn to acquire its later  preeminence until the years immediately preceding the revolutionary 

rupture .. The land from these smaller  haciendas was generally not owned by their  hacendados or 
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personss economically in charge of their  operation but, rather, leased from one of two possible 

sources::  the sugar-cane haciendas from "ric h and enterprising merchants"  while those engaged in 

thee production of indigo were leased from the great haciendas of the Aragua valleys. Even the 

richestrichest among these productive units were "noticeably small"  (ibid:72), their  reduced scale 

restrictingg large scale production to such an extent that Depons, a French eighteenth century 

traveler,, remarked that not more than twenty haciendas in the whole province yielded an income of 

moree than 4.000 to 5.000 pesos every year  to their  owners. Contravening the received wisdom, 

accordingg to the author  only the hatos or  cattle ranches of the province may be said to have 

"possessedd all the characteristics that have been attributed to the agrarian unit of the Spanish 

colony""  (ibid). 

Ass for  the other  landholdings registered in the 1785-87 report, these amounted to an 

"infinit yy of plots (..) which are not (..) trul y haciendas"  (ibid:73). As McKinley makes clear, the 

reportt  suggests a diversity of land tenure arrangements for  the hinterlands of the province of 

Caracass which belies the conventional image of an agrarian world starkly divided between a 

handfull  of huge hacienda-owners and a mass of slaves and dispossessed peasants. Rather, although 

itt  does not say its number, whether  these plots were owned by their  occupants or  if they had simply 

beenn leased or  usurped, what the report does make clear  is that "the structure of the plantations was 

complementedd by small possessions, inferior  in size and potential to the haciendas"  (ibid). This 

diversityy would be consistent with Humboldt's observations just a few years later  during his voyage 

too Venezuela in the eve of Independence, who "noticed a very extended presence of small owners 

off  plots in the productive Aragua valleys"  (ibid). Also, the Crown's monopoly over  the production 

andd commercialization of tobacco operated on the basis of buying this crop from hundreds of 

laborerss working for  themselves in lands owned by the Crown (ibid). 

Al ll  this suggests a considerably more differentiated agrarian colonial landscape than that to 

whichh readers have been accustomed by the literature. On the one hand, forms of property, land-

tenuree arrangements, the size of agrarian holdings or  the range in labor  relations admitted much 

widerr  variation than what is conventionally assumed. On the other, as one would expect this very 

diversityy sustained a wealth of commercial transactions that sits rather  uncomfortably with the still 

prevalentt  image of a weak internal market during the colony. Rather, at least for  the province of 
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Caracas,, the evidence unearthed by Mckinley of a large number  of small peasant units operating 

alongsidee the export-oriented haciendas speaks of the vitalit y of the colony's internal market. As 

opposedd to the export sector  of the economy oriented to metropolitan demands, this thrivin g 

internall  market instead sought to satisfy the consumption requirements from the members of the 

colony.. As much as elsewhere, also in this crucial sector  the interests of the white colonials were 

paramount.. Thus, while the large import and export houses were generally in the hands of 

Spaniardss it was not uncommon for  Creoles, or  whites born in America, to own the bigger 

commerciall  establishments. Nevertheless, the very workings of the internal market as a densely 

ramifiedd network of commercial transactions and productive units spread all across the Caracas 

provincee was, according to the evidence, itself contingent on the contributions from members of the 

majorit yy pardoo population which, during those years, amounted to as much as 60% of the free 

inhabitantss of the province (ibid:31). 

Itt  is true that this pardo majorit y was subjected to "strong legal discrimination"  and largely 

reducedd to a condition of oppression and even destitution in both cities and countryside; 

neverthelesss pardos enjoyed a "certain degree of economic mobilit y and liberty"  (ibid:31) which 

effectivelyy enabled them to perform in a variety of economic roles. ITiese ranged from their 

participatio nn in different capacities in the production of agricultura l products all the way to the retail 

salee of these as well as other  goods to consumers in cities and towns, including their  role as 

middlemenn allowing the to and fro passage of goods between urban centers and their  agrarian 

hinterlands.. Thus, while most worked as day-laborers many pardos independently produced 

agricultura ll  goods for  the internal market in leased or  privately-owned small plots, and, in some 

exceptionall  instances, some pardos even managed to own medium-sized haciendas sometimes 

endowedd with even a few slaves. In addition to whites who owned the large import/export houses 

togetherr  with the bigger  stores, members from this caste were also active in commerce in urban 

centerss both large and small, owning small trading stores in cities and towns. And pardos figured 

prominentlyy as commercial intermediaries moving agricultural and non-agricultural goods both 

amongg urban centers and back and forth into their  surrounding territories , sometimes even owning 

theirr  own mule caravans. In general, the province of Caracas was criss-crossed by a very busy 

internall  commercial network sustained by the contributions from both whites (Spaniards and 
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Creoles)) and pardos, and made of "a multitud e of intermediaries, mule-boys and messengers from 

thee great hacienda-owners"  (ibid:35). That the situation that McKinle y describes for  the province of 

Caracass can be made extensive to the other  Venezuelan provinces is confirmed by the following 

passagee from a Venezuelan historian. Commenting on the relative participation from members of 

bothh the white and pardo castes in the different sectors of the colonial market as a whole beyond the 

Caracass province Rafael Cartay states that 

thee external commerce from colonial Venezuela was in the hands of merchants from Spain 

andd the Canary Islands, while in the internal commerce there were a good number  of Creole 

merchantss present: in retail commerce, on the other  hand, along with those from the Canary 

Islandss we found a great number  of pardos (Cartay, 1988:260 — my translation). 

Takingg a hint from this and other  statements and bits of information dispersed in the 

secondaryy literatur e suggesting the presence everywhere of a thrivin g internal market and highly 

differentiatedd forms of agricultura l production, I assume here that the agrarian situation in the other 

Venezuelann provinces must have displayed a complexity similar  to that of the Caracas province. In 

thee absence of studies comparable to McKinley' s for  any of the other  Venezuelan provinces capable 

off  suggesting otherwise, assuming that what was true of the Caracas province was to a significant 

extentt  also true of the rest has at least the virtu e of making more sense of certain crucial historical 

developmentss that so far  have remained relatively unexplained in the relevant literature. This is 

cruciallyy so with those federalist ideals and aspirations that both marked the moment of 

Independencee and decisively inflected the century of civic turmoi l and armed struggles that 

followedd in its wake. In most secondary sources the appeal that throughout the nineteenth century 

thee federal cause indeed had for  vast segments of the population and not just for  the elite remains 

somewhatt  mysterious. By insisting on the image of powerful regional elites surrounded by a sea of 

illiterat ee and dispossessed peasants, this literatur e often delegitimizes federalism by reducing it to 

thee status of an ideology barely masking a maze of particularisti c material interests and crude 

patron-clientt  manipulations. As one would expect, either  explicitly or  implicitl y such delegitimation 

oftenn goes hand in hand with the aim of exalting the centralizing state as the necessary telos of all 

previouss history. 
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Onn the other  hand ascribing to all the colonial provinces somewhat robust and diversified 

socio-economicc configurations along with relatively autonomous politico-administrativ e structures 

immediatelyy evokes a richl y differentiated landscape of diversifying interests and manifold subject 

positionss which could and eventually did see itself reflected in the federalist idea. And even if such 

aa widespread appeal does not necessarily mean that this idea was the same for  everyone, such 

semanticc indeterminacy is itself distinctive to all powerfully mobilizing ideals and not, as has been 

assumed,, evidence of the defective character  of Venezuelan federalism. Leaving aside the 

discussionn of federalism for  later  to return to the colonial provinces, ascribing complexity to their 

agrariann structure has at least one very significant consequence. Such an assumption complicates 

traditiona ll  understandings of colonial dynamics as largely dictated by metropolitan interests and 

expectations.. It makes one, for  example, realize that whatever  trut h there is to the preceding view 

nevertheless,, no matter  how externally constrained, much as anywhere else in colonial Venezuela 

tooo people had to make their  lives in ways that made some sort of local sense. What this means here 

is,, for  example, that the indigo and cacao producing haciendas of the Caracas province, the cotton 

plantationss in this same province and in that of Cumana, or  the cattle ranches to the south of the 

Venezuelann territorie s nott  to mention the coffee production started at the close of the colonial 

periodd in some Caracas haciendas and in smaller  productive units in the province of Maracaibo, 

especiallyy in Barinas, Apure and around the Andean towns of Merida and San Cristobal amounted 

noo more and, certainly, no less than to the export sector  of a much wider  network of productive and 

commerciall  activities. Surely economically the latter  activities were not nearly as important as the 

formerr  and, in part, these activities developed in response to the needs of the export sector  of the 

economy.. Nonetheless the significance of evoking this complexity here is to suggest a web of 

interestss and subject positions far  more differentiated and complex than the stark oppositions 

marshaledd by most conventional accounts precisely so as to buttress a rather  simplistic teleology. 

Theree is enough evidence to suggest that during most of the nineteenth century the 

Venezuelann countryside presented at least as much complexity as in the last decades of the colony. 

Andd yet nothing is more revealing of how stubborn the historiographic convention alluded to earlier 

is,, of its relative imperviousness to any actual contexts, than the insistence with which historians 

oftenn refer  to the postcolonial situation in terms that in some crucial ways are virtuall y 
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interchangeablee with those habitually used for  the colony. Beyond the admission of important 

differencess between the two periods, when in most secondary sources the time comes to give 

summaryy statements on the general situation of the countryside in the century after  Independence 

suchh generalizations hardly depart from similar  ones produced for  the decades before the 

revolutionaryy rupture. TTiat is, regardless of their  empirical richness or  whether  their  topic is the 

colony,, the postcolony or  both, as is the case with general histories, most secondary sources 

rhetoricall yy insist in the conventional image of a countryside starkly divided between a handful of 

powerfull  landowners and a mass of dispossessed agricultural laborers. 

Thiss reduction of all complexity to the simplified terms of a bleak, dichotomous image is 

commonn even in sources whose empirical richness often complicate or, occasionally, belie the 

starknesss of the overall characterizations. The outcome of such a pervasive imaging across a wide 

rangee of historical studies has been the consolidation of a view of the countryside as a relatively 

unchangingg and stable structure. In other  words, made into an image the countryside crystallizes in 

thee literatur e as an 'agrarian structure' which in broad outline remains unchanged since the heyday 

off  the colony. This is so even if the intensification during certain historical moments of the 

'structural ''  tendency towards an ever-increasing concentration of agricultural lands is indeed widely 

acknowledged.. Since, anyway, such a tendency is thought to be inscribed in the colonial blueprint 

fromfrom  the start, any of its more dramatic historical expressions to an extent assume the relatively 

unexceptionall  status of foregone conclusions. As historical outcomes are either  explicitly or 

implicitl yy referred back to their  remote putative beginnings, the emergent historicit y of those 

processess accountable for  the formation of the great agrarian property especially during the latter 

partt  of the nineteenth century and beginnings of the twentieth is relatively underplayed, the 

phenomenon'ss sharp historical contours blurred by the leveling waters of an insidious teleology. 

Thee shadow cast by the latter  is such that, so far, it has prevented the considerable wealth of 

empiricall  reference found in some historical studies from sustaining any intensely focused 

considerationn of those past agencies and processes responsible for  the eventual crystallization of 

whatt  indeed eventually became a highly asymmetrical agrarian predicament. 
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StructureStructure of international trade 

Itt  is now time to complete the overview of the colonial situation with some account of the 

structuree of the international commerce of the Venezuelan provinces, of how this structure changed 

overr  time and of the colonial processes of politico-administrativ e centralization that both 

accompaniedd and fostered these changes. Along these lines the first  thing one should do is pluralize 

since,, for  most of the colonial period, it is inadequate to speak of a unified commercial structure for 

thee six Venezuelan provinces. Rather, until 1777 a mere three decades before Independence, as the 

autonomouss politico-administrativ e and economic units that they were these provinces were 

separatelyy connected to the transatlantic world largely through the main ports located either  in their 

ownn territorie s or  within their  geographical reach. ITius, Lombardi has grouped all the different 

coloniall  provinces into "thre e identifiable economic subsystems"  which would have been operative 

inn the territorie s of present-day Venezuela until the latter  part of the eighteenth century. According 

too him, 

unti ll  then, Venezuela consisted of a center, composed of the central valleys of Caracas and 

Araguaa with their  plains to the south, an eastern periphery, composed of towns at Cumana 

andd Barcelona and a cattle raising hinterland in the plains to the south between the Orinoco 

deltaa and the Unare Basin; and a western periphery, composed of the Venezuelan Andean 

spurr  down to Coro, with its strong links to the llanos of Barinas and Cojedes and its 

elaboratee trade relations with the Maracaibo Basin to the northwest and Bogota to the south. 

Lendingg support to what I have been arguing concerning the relatively autonomous and 

robustt  economies of the different Venezuelan provinces, he adds: 

becausee the history of Venezuela eventually led to a consolidation of these three major 

regionss into a Caracas-centered unit, it is easy to underestimate the strength and indepen-

dencee of the regional economies in the seventeenth and even the eighteenth centuries 
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(Lombardi ,, 1982:77).n 

Roughlyy corresponding to the province of Caracas, Venezuela's central region was connected to the 

outsidee world through the port of La Guaira while the eastern and western peripheries conducted 

mostt  of their  external trade respectively through the ports of Maracaibo and Cumana. The common 

vieww of colonial Venezuela as a territor y internally rent by daunting geographical barrier s and next 

too insurmountable distances is qualified by Lombardi who, instead, mentions the existence of 

"considerablee communication and commercial traffi c between east, center  and west"  (ibid:78). 

Nevertheless,, insisting that the regions' "economic orientation"  was "overwhelmingly outwards" 

throughh their  respective ports, Lombardi concludes that no "useful integration"  around Caracas 

wouldd ever  have come about if it were not for  "external reasons"  (ibid). 

Ass to why neither  of the two other  regions succeeded as centralizing foci, the author 

invokess several factors - i.e. climate, a broken geography, recurrent pirate incursions-for  the 

"failure ""  of both the Maracaibo Basin and the Orinoco River  to become "gateways to Venezuela" 

(ibid) .. The success of Caracas to draw the other  provinces around itself was, however, not just the 

resultt  of the comparative geographical advantages of La Guaira over  the two other  main ports of 

Maracaiboo and Cumana. For  Lombardi this success was mostly the result of two closely related 

phenomena.. Namely, Caracas1 economic prosperity which, since the last part of the seventeenth 

century,, went hand in hand with the "development of a self-conscious elite"  in the province. 

Comparedd with the "competing elites"  from the other  provinces this Caracas elite was considerably 

moree capable of "pressing its interests"  through the capital city's cabildo or  main municipal council. 

Inn order  for  the city of Caracas to consolidate its overall preeminence this local "advantage"  had 

neverthelesss to come together  with the Crown's determination to centralize trade and political 

authorit yy over  the entire Venezuelan territory . This began to happen from the second half of the 

eighteenthh century when the Crown seized on Caracas as the site more suitable for  carrying out its 

11.. Indeed, until quite recently, with the incipient development of regional historiographies the suppression of any 
differentiatedd consideration of regional diversity from most canonical accounts of the formation of the nation is not just a 
matterr of historical occurrence. Besides being so the consolidation of a "Caracas-centered unit" is also, and crucially so, 
aa historiographical operation which has installed the Caracas-based state at the center of both the writing of history and 
off  the national imaginary. 
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centralizingg designs. In what amounted to a happy marriage of local interest and metropolitan 

designs,, taking advantage of the province's overall prosperity and institutional development from 

thatt  time on a series of royal initiatives effectively turned the city of Caracas into a 

"submetropolitann capital"  (ibid:80-82). 

Thesee royal initiatives coincided with the access of the Bourbons to the Spanish crown, and 

theyy all must be seen in the context of the Bourbon's state self-representation as the embodiment of 

universall  reason vis-a-vis the particularisti c interests of local aristocracies and other  corporate 

segmentss such as the Church. It is true that the "enlightened despotism"  of the Bourbons did not 

succeedd in overturning the corporate structure of society, thereby substituting absolutist rule for  the 

'pactist''  imaginary within which all segments of the colonies figured and enacted their  relationships 

too the Spanish monarch. As I argued before, the centralizing impetus of the monarchy only full y 

realizedd itself in the closed circuit s of royal ceremony, the symmetrical shapes of neoclassical 

architecturee and monuments or  the proli x arguments of political treatises. 

Thiss is not to say, however, that the above royal initiatives were bereft of consequences. Al l 

thee energies invested by the monarchy in revamping itself by reestructuring areas as diverse as royal 

ceremony,, the international commerce of the empire, education and the universities, legislation, the 

institutionall  make up and procedures of government or, last but not least, the very texture of 

socialityy both in Spain and in the Indies did have far  reaching effects. Just to name two 

quintessentiallyy nineteenth century expressions, neither  the character  of nineteenth century 

Venezuelann liberalism nor  the monumentalizing aesthetics that enveloped this century's attempts at 

statee centralization are full y intelligibl e outside of their  links to their  colonial antecedents. Indeed, 

too draw such links closer  to home it is enough to point out that the neoclassic arcades of Plaza 

Bolivarr  which much later  during the Republic would be the focus of an intense controversy were 

themselvess erected by one of the last colonial governors, a gesture which he himself envisaged as 

partt  of a more ambitious rationalization of public space. Even if as in this case their  success was at 

bestt  partial , late eighteenth century 'monarchical'  gestures such as this are nevertheless 

genealogicallyy connected to later, more decidedly 'bourgeois' concerns and anxieties. 

Thee creation in 1728 of the Compania Guipuzcoana counts as the first among the just 

alludedd Bourbon initiatives that, some 50 years later, would culminate with the unification of all the 
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Venezuelann provinces within a single politico-administrative structure. Originally, the company 

wass created for the purpose of monopolistically controlling the exports of cacao from the provinces 

thatt hitherto had been in the hands of the Dutch (Izard, 1992:3; Lombard!, 1982:97). In exchange 

forr this Crown exclusivity, the Guipuzcoana committed itself to the elimination of contraband, 

providingg a steady supply of slaves and, in general, to the development of the regional economy. 

Also,, along with the Church the company performed as the only other available financial institution 

inn the colony, lending money to merchants and agriculturalists whenever the need arose. Given the 

chronicc scarcity of currency in the Venezuelan provinces, this financial function was of 

considerablee local significance. To fulfil l its commitments to the Crown, as well as to perform 

thosee other functions that emerged as part of its normal operation, the company had to staff its 

variouss commercial and policing activities with adequately trained personnel; also a series of 

materiall  improvements had to be carried out such as improving available port facilities and 

developingg a network of roads to facilitate communication and the transport of goods. Both due to 

thee overall prosperity of the province of which it was the capital, as well as to La Guaira's natural 

advantagess as a port, Caracas was chosen by the company as its operational headquarters something 

which,, over time, consolidated this city's preeminence over the entire Venezuelan territories. 

Thee Compania Guipuzcoana did not particularly endear itself to the Caraqueno elite, who 

resentedd the alteration of its "long-standing patterns of commerce, trade and profit" (Lombardi, 

1982:97).. In 1749, for example, its policy of unilaterally fixing the prices of cacao while attempting 

too eradicate contraband provoked a widespread rebellion led by a Spanish hacienda owner, Juan 

Franciscoo de Leon, seeking to obtain from the king the company's expulsion from the colony. In 

generall  the company's monopolistic control over both the colony's exports of cacao and other 

products—indigoo or tobacco, for example—as well as over the import of manufactured goods kept 

thee prices of the former depressed while inducing constant increases in the prices of all imports. 

Thereforee when in 1785, as part of his ambitious program of colonial reforms, Charles in 

eliminatedd the Guipuzcoana substituting freedom of trade for the company's monopolistic control 

hiss decision met with universal approval in the colony. 
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LateLate colonial centralization 

II  am here less concerned, however, with the details of the Company's history than with 

underscoringg its overall contribution to the positioning of the city of Caracas at the hub of a concen-

tri cc network of commercial, policing and administrative activities. No matter  how fragile the 

connectionss may have been at the time or  how tenuous the hold which Caracas had over  the rest of 

thee provinces, nevertheless the activities of the Guipuzcoana may have said to have laid the 

minimall  institutional and material foundations—crucially, for  example, the formation of a trained 

permanentt  bureaucracy—on which the city could later  count when carrying out its centralizing 

designs.. Given such foundations it is littl e surprise that when in 1777 a royal decree was issued 

orderingg the creation of the Captaincy General of Venezuela as "an administrative and political 

jurisdictio nn consolidating all the provinces of Tierr a Firme into one unit"  it named the city of 

Caracass as the seat of the new institution (ibid: 104). 

Thee creation of the Captaincy was only one among a series of roughly contemporary 

"institutiona ll  innovations"  responsible for  the establishment in the late XVIIIt h century, as the 

coloniall  period was coming to an end, of an "institutiona l network centered around Caracas"  (ibid). 

Thus,, in 1776, one year  before the creation of the Capitarua, the Intendency was instituted as a royal 

fiscalfiscal and development agency which brought all the six provinces under  one fiscal administrator , 

thuss in many respects superseding the authority of the governor. Also the 1780s witnessed the 

creationn in Caracas of a Consulado or  chamber  of commerce where the merchants and 

agriculturalist ss from all the six provinces were represented, and 1786 was the year  when an 

Audienciaa or  royal court was created with jurisdictio n over  the entire territor y of the recently 

establishedd captaincy. Finally in 1804, shortly before Independence, the Archbishopric of 

Venezuelaa was established. Whil e terminating all juridica l and political dependency on either 

Bogotaa or  Santo Domingo, the joint , cumulative effect of all these institutional innovations was the 

consolidationn of all the provinces of Tierr a Firme as a single politico-administrativ e unit directly 

accountablee to the Crown in Madrid . Also, as the site of the newly established institutional cluster, 

thee city of Caracas was invested with a hitherto unprecedented power  and prestige vis-a-vis the rest 

off  the provinces. 

Onee should beware, however, of not attributin g to the above centralizing process more 
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successs than it actually had or  of overestimating the ascendency of the city of Caracas over  the other 

Venezuelann cities and provinces. No matter  how partiall y successful the late eighteenth century 

institutionall  innovations may in some respects have been in focusing trade, administration and 

politicall  authority on Caracas, by and large up until the moment of revolution in 1810 the territor y 

off  the Captaincy General of Venezuela remained internally fissured among provinces that not only 

inn many respects insisted in preserving their  politico-administrativ e autonomy but were highly 

jealouss of their  independence. As Lombardi himself remarks, all throughout the last three decades 

beforee Independence when the institutional unification of the Venezuelan territorie s was underway 

provincess such as Maracaibo, Merida or  Cumana which had long enjoyed considerable 

autonomy,, resisted the all-encompassing embrace of the new royal bureaucracy in Caracas 

(ibid ::  106). 

Ass part of a renewed interest on the historicities and identities of the different Venezuelan regions, 

recentlyy the reaction from the colonial provincial elites to the centralizing designs of the Bourbon 

coloniall  administration has received more attention than in the past. This is especially the case in 

universities—notably,, that of Zulia—located in regions where for  different reasons the aim of 

revindicatingg regional specificity vis-a-vis the suppressions of official historiography has in recent 

yearss gained increasing popularity , especially among sectors of the intelligentsia. Unfortunately, 

however,, the published secondary sources that I have been able to consult are not very informativ e 

concerningg the modalities and character  of this elite resistance during the last decades of the colony. 

Givenn the widely acknowledged importance of regional formations, allegiances and movements in 

thee course of Venezuelan history, once again one must attribut e the dearth of published studies on 

thee topic to the hegemony of a state centered historiography for  which anything seemingly deviating 

fromm the straight path of state centralization rapidly drops from sight as an illegitimate expression 

off  narrow centrifugal interests. Nevertheless, the information that has been available to me 

generallyy confirms what one would have otherwise expected from the generally acknowledged 

strengthh of the Venezuelan provincial cabildo or  municipal council before Independence. Namely, 

thee considerable resistance with which the cabildo, as representive of the rulin g sector, met any 

attemptss by the Bourbon bureaucracy to meddle in areas that it either  regarded as its own preserve 
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orr  where the positions articulated by this institution traditionall y carried considerable weight. 

Thatt  the resistance did not just originate in the local elites is, for  example, attested by 

Robinsonn Meza, who tantalizingly alludes to "th e less favored groups violently reacting to the 

applicationn of diverse measures"  by the colonial administration (Meza 1991:122). Again, the author 

heree does not specify what this "reaction"  might have possibly been, instead moving rapidly to the 

considerationn of the "creole elite's resistance"  (ibid). This elite focus perpetuates another  of the most 

pervasivee biases of Venezuelan historiography. For  reasons closely related to its statism this 

historiographyy has reified 'the elite' as a discreet category of analysis to which identifiable and 

enduringg interests can be assigned over  time. In this way the putative tendency towards state 

centralizationn presumably governing the Venezuelan historical record may be assigned identifiable 

agencies—thee 'notables'-among which even if contradictoril y such a goal would have nevertheless 

remainedd constant Whil e turnin g it into a discreet, well delineated analytical object this attributio n 

off  course involves extricating such an "elite"  from its entanglements within a wider  field of 

socialityy where all identities, including its own, are just momentary, historically contingent 

articulations. . 

Onee of the urgent tasks that Venezuelan historiography must presently face is, I believe, that 

off  reexamining what is meant by 'the elite' in the literature, not necessarily to do away with the 

categoryy but in order  to apprehend its constitution historically. Perhaps one would then be able to 

leavee behind simplistic accounts which, taking the elites for  granted as full y constituted agents, 

oftenn confuse explanation for  the enumeration of what presumably such elites did or  did not do, 

wantedd or  did not want or  to which state impositions they were or  were not forced to yield. This, in 

orderr  to move beyond the rulin g teleologies towards a more differentiated understanding of agency 

andd the social process. Whil e in chapter  four  I wil l try to somewhat complicate the conventional 

understandingg of the status and role of the elites during the republic, I cannot do the same for  the 

colony.. For  my present purposes it is enough with noting the resistance to the Bourbon colonial 

administrationn that articulated and expressed itself through the main municipal councils or  cabildos 

fromfrom  the different provinces which, indeed,, were controlled by their  local "elites" . This without in 

anyy way committing myself as to the precise identity of these "creole elites"  which local historiogra-

phyy often assumes to have sufficiently pinned down through sweeping references to their  wealth, 
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propertyy or  status while, all along, obviating any sustained consideration of their  constitution, 

reconstitution,, transformation or  performance withi n a wider  network necessarily including other 

interests,, understandings and agents. 

Responses:Responses: Caracas 

Yet,, for  the time being adopting the category as I find it in the literature, unlikely as it may 

seemm the responses from the Caracas elite to some of the centralizing policies from the royal 

bureaucracyy installed in the province's capital should be regarded as instances of precisely such a 

provinciall  elite resistance. This because although in overall terms this elite benefited from the 

presencee of the Royal bureaucracy in its midst, nevertheless, as Lombardi argues, many 

bureaucraticc initiatives did affect its traditiona l privileges and prerogatives (Lombardi , 1982:106). 

Tacitlyy agreeing with Lombardi' s criteria , after  alluding to the resistance from the different 

provinciall  elites Meza goes on to exemplify this resistance with the conflicts between the Caracas' 

Municipa ll  Council, representing the interests of the local rulin g sector, and the main institutions of 

thee Bourbon colonial administration based in this city. Mostly using records from the proceedings 

off  the Caracas' Cabildo for  the years 1776-1810, the author  focuses on the conflicts which that 

institutio nn respectively sustained with the Intendency, the Governor  and Captain General and with 

thee Audiencia. That is,, as one recalls, precisely with those institutions that since the 1770s were 

responsiblee for  bringing all the Venezuelan provinces within one single politico-administrativ e 

structure. . 

Inn keeping with its nature as a fiscal and development agency, it was in those areas that fell 

underr  the Intendency's direct supervision such as external commerce, the marketing of the colony's 

agricultura ll  production, or  local administration where the Royal institution' s initiatives met with the 

greatestt  resistance from the Caracas' cabildo. Regarding the first  of these areas, the conflicts were 

usuallyy provoked by the Intendency's decision to "interrup t or  obstruct external commerce"  anytime 

theree was a situation of international war  between the metropolis and her  European enemies, most 

notablyy with England. This happened in 1779 when, with the full backing of the Intendency bent on 

protectingg the Royal Exchequer, after  being informed of the metropolis'  war  with England the 

Companiaa Guipuzcona unilaterall y cancelled its commitments with the planters to purchase their 
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products.. Or  in 1796, when, again during a war  with England, the external trade from the colony 

wass officiall y interrupted. In every case these official decisions to interrup t or  obstruct trade without 

offeringg any alternative outlet for  the exports of the province engendered conflict, pittin g the 

Caracas''  Municipal Council authorities, representing both the merchants and planters, against the 

Intendency. . 

Itt  is testimony to the strength of the local institution that even when it did not always come 

outt  victorious in many of these conflicts the Caracas cabildo nevertheless managed to wrest 

importantt  concessions from the Royal representative. Such was the case in 1797 when, answering 

too the Cabildo's demands, the Crown decided to solve the crisis created by the interruptio n of trade 

thee previous year  by allowing "commerce with other  friendly and neutral colonies". In successive 

yearss this royal authorization was to be suspended on several occasions provoking the correspond-

ingg reactions both from the Caracas cabildo and from the city's Consulado or  chamber  of 

commerce.. In general, caused by the interruptio n of the external commerce of the province, in most 

off  these conflicts 

thee attitude of the Municipal Council was mainly directed towards repeatedly claiming and 

demandingg from the Intendente to allow commerce with neutrals and friends (Meza, 

1991:124). . 

Wit hh the argument that the impositions constituted a further  commercial impediment, these 

petitionss to open trade were commonly accompanied or  followed by other  demands addressed to 

thee Intendent to suspend or, if not, radically diminish tax collection on those products either 

destinedd to or  imported from friendly or  neutral colonies (ibid: 124-125). 

Inn the area of the marketing of local products the conflict was provoked by the "establish-

ment""  by a Royal Bil l of 24 June 1777 of a "state tobacco shop"  destined to purchase at fixed prices 

thee totalit y of this export crop directly from the producers. In this instance the Municipal Council's 

petitionn to the King to have the state shop substituted by a direct tax, something which would have 

freedd the producers to sell the crop on their  own, was unsuccessful (ibid: 125). Finally, in the area of 

administrationn the conflicts between the Caracas cabildo and the Intendency issued from the 

Intendency'ss attempts to wrest from the Municipal Council some of its traditional prerogatives vis-
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a-viss the "administration of the municipality"—thus, for example, "distributing plots or authorizing 

thee use of water" (ibid: 125). Thus, in 1781, when the Municipal Council complained before the 

Kingg about Intendent Abalos's attempt "to appropriate the immemorial royal grant awarding the 

institutionn the right to distribute plots in the port of La Guaira" (ibid: 125). In spite of all the 

rhetoricall  manoeuvers by the Intendent bent on demonstrating "by several means" that the plots in 

questionn did not belong to the Municipal Council's jurisdiction, "the cabildo's privileges were" 

neverthelesss "maintained by a Royal Bill dated August 19, 1785" (ibid). The same happened in 

17833 when the Cabildo's right to distribute water to the neighbors was upheld by a royal disposition 

whichh dismissed the pretensions of the Intendent to appropriate this right for his office (ibid: 125-

126). . 

Conflictss in the relations between the municipal authorities and the Governor—who in the 

casee of the Venezuela provinces also happened to be the Captain General-often arose whenever 

thiss colonial authority exercised its juridical right of not validating officers that already had been 

electedd by the Cabildo. Thus in the 1777 and 1790 elections when, adducing a series of legal 

impediments,, the governor challenged the right of several elected cabildo officers to hold to their 

posts.. The reasons for some other conflicts with the Governor are "not always easy to research or 

explain""  (ibid: 127). The record is, for example, silent about why in 1780 the Governor opposed 

thee petitions that the members of the Caracas' cabildo addressed to the ecclesiastical 

authoritiess asking them to authorize eating meat during Lent because, due to the war, the 

foodss appropriate for the season were both scarce and very expensive" (ibid). 

Conflictss also broke whenever the Governor was seen to have breached the appropriate etiquette in 

hiss relations with the cabildo or when he, in any way, encroached on the Cabildo's traditional right 

too plan the general character as well as determine the duration of certain crucial festivities. Thus, in 

1789,, when in the context of the already mentioned celebrations for the access of Charles IV to the 

Crownn the Governor tried to shorten the festivities from twenty to twelve days as well as to alter 

"manyy of the plans" which the Cabildo had elaborated for the ocassion (ibid: 127). 

Finally,, among the conflicts between the Caracas' Cabildo and the Real Audiencia, many 

weree related to issues of protocol arising whenever members of thee two corporations coincided in 
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officiall  or  religious celebrations or, if not, during the performance of certain administrative duties. 

Conflictss were also provoked by the Audiencia's determination to take over  from the cabildo its 

time-honoredd right to control the ceremonial investiture of some of its officers. According to Meza, 

thesee confrontations usually ended with the Municipal Council loosing many of its traditional 

privilegess and prerogatives to the Audiencia. The cabildo also collided with the Audiencia due to 

thee latter' s determination to perform as the institution in charge of administering justice and 

enforcingg the law in the province, thus usurping some of the Municipal Council's traditional 

jurisdictiona ll  attributions. For  example in the case of the Cabildo traditionall y held right  to inspect 

thee activities of trading stores across the province, which after  some resistance the Audiencia 

wrestedd from the municipal council arguing that its officers had "no jurisdictio n over  the towns in 

thee province's hinterland."  Also arising over  jurisdictiona l issues but of a much "greater 

transcendence""  was the conflict generated by the Audiencia's decision in June 1800 to take away 

fromm the Cabildo "th e authority to elaborate the municipal ordinances". With such a decision the 

institutio nn would have lost its secular  privilege to regulate through the issuing of ordinances the 

mostt  varied aspects of the social lif e of the city of Caracas. It suffices to recall what I said earlier 

concerningg the traditional prerogatives of the Municipal Council to regulate fundamental aspects of 

thee sociality of the colony-for  example, the orderly relations among the different segments of 

societyy or  the city's topographical ordering as an expression of the hierarchical order  of society-to 

realizee how much such a decision would have undermined the local institution' s power  and 

authority .. Finally, another  area where the Cabildo confronted the Bourbon institution had to do with 

thosee less numerous cases were the Audiencia "was in charge of enforcing certain royal dispositions 

referredd to the less favored classes"  (ibid.). I have already referred to the most resounding among 

thesee cases, the Royal bil l of gracias al Sacar  from 1795 whereby the Crown granted some 

privilegesprivileges to the pardos thereby provoking the angry protest of the Municipal Council, vexed by 

whatt  it perceived as an unacceptable intrusion in the internal order  of the colony. 

Responses:Responses: Maracaibo 

Too move now westwards away from Caracas towards Maracaibo is to traverse a distance 

which,, in the past, inflected decisively the kind of resistance which this province put to the 
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centralizingg thrust of the Bourbon bureaucracy in faraway Caracas. Along with that of Caracas, the 

provincee of Maracaibo was one of the two regions or areas concentrating the largest quotas of 

commerciall  and political power during the colony. Through the port of Maracaibo a voluminous 

tradee exited and entered the province linking all the way from the farthest reaches of the province— 

inn the southern Andes, next to present day Colombia—to the North Atlantic economy. For the most 

part,, this external trade was under the control of Catalan merchants. Having settled in Maracaibo 

fromfrom Spain, they owned the large import and export houses based in the province's capital. These 

"careerr merchants" were the most prominent segment of a local elite or, to use the term favored at 

thee time, nobility which also included "civic, military and ecclesiastical officers" as well as the 

ownerss of the major haciendas and cattle ranches (Vazquez de Ferrer, 1990:192). The relationships 

amongg the different elite families were often intensely competitive, each mobilizing against the 

otherss a more or less large clientele-"pardo milicias (..), artisans, shopkeepers" and servants 

(ibid:: 191)—in a struggle for the control of the local political and economic resources. Internally rent 

byy "political and economic rivalries" (Urdaneta Quintero, 1994:153), one of the means the 

Maracaiboo nobility had for "maintaining" some sort of cohesion was 

throughh the strategic arrangement of matrimonial unions which translated the possible 

frictionss to the family level, where these were more manageable (ibid: 153 — my 

translation). . 

Indeed,, although I do not have the evidence, one would have to assume that just as in Caracas in 

Maracaiboo also these marriages often led to the fusion among different kinds of interests so that, for 

example,, in many cases it would have been difficult to talk about either 'landowners' or 'merchants' 

ass if one was referring to entirely separate groups. 

Inn any case, one should avoid magnifying the conflicts to the point where any sense of 

commonalityy dissolves. Just as much as the elites from the other Venezuelan provinces, beyond any 

internall  rivalries the elites from Maracaibo were acutely aware of their uniqueness as members of a 

privilegedd strata set sharply apart from the rest of the province by "aristocratic inheritance, nobiliary 

titles,, military distinctions, etc" (ibid: 152). In spite of the many catastrophes, due to their decision to 

abstainn from military conflict during independence the elites from Maracaibo survived the demise 
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off  the colony with their  corporate identity "almost intact,"  remaining if not economically at least 

politicall yy in control of the provincial stage throughout most of the nineteenth century. But before 

that,, during the colony, as the seat of a powerful elite and strategic node for  most of its external 

tradee the city of Maracaibo loomed large over  the entire economic and political lif e of the province. 

It ss influence ranged widely across the latter, reaching even into the "border  populations"  of the 

neighboringg viceroyalty of New Granada (Vasquez de Ferrer, 1990:192). Amounting to a "historica l 

space,""  all this intricat e web of socioeconomic ties was politicall y articulated and expressed through 

thee hierarchical relations between the capital-city's main Municipal Council and all the other 

smallerr  cabildos from the many "towns, villas, and cities"  scattered across the provincial hinterland. 

Muchh as anywhere else throughout the Indies, so too in Maracaibo this hierarchically articulated 

mazee of socioeconomic ties fostered the formation of 

.. regional and local solidarities which (...) aspired to make common cause in the political 

domainn (ibid: 193). 

Althoughh the secondary sources that I have consulted are not explicit in this respect, one 

wouldd have to assume that the above "regional and local solidarities"  were not circumscribed just to 

thee elites of the province, however  one wishes to define them, but necessarily encompassed a much 

widerr  spectrum of agents, interests and relationships. To begin with, and just as much as in Caracas, 

thee more or  less wide range of professionals, clerks and bureaucrats on which the daily routines of 

businesss and government in any major  city-port throughout the Spanish Indies were largely 

contingent.. But, also, and beyond the narrower  confines of the export-oriented sector  of the 

economy,, all the myriad small agricultural producers, petty traders and agricultural or  domestic 

laborerss whose contributions must be assumed if the expression "historica l space"  is to have any 

meaningg applied to the colonial province of Maracaibo. In the absence of a a study for  this province 

att  least as exhaustive as that of Mckinley for  Caracas, I here assume the existence and vitalit y of 

thiss broader  field of sociality without which to talk about the Maracaibo province as a more or  less 

cohesivee socio-cultural "space"  would be meaningless. Also that, beyond the occasional violence 

andd frictions, this non-elite sociality was linked through manifold ties of loyalty, patronage and 

mutuall  interest to the higher  social stratas of the province that were represented in the main 
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Municipa ll  Council of the city of Maracaibo. 

Ass if all this highly localized, closely interwoven sociality did not already pose enough of an 

obstacle,, any frictionless recognition of Caracas' ascendancy was further  impeded by Maracaibo's 

secularr  traditio n of pohtico-administrative autonomy expressed through its main Municipal Council 

inn the provincial capital. In addition to this, higher  political authority was already vested in the 

Viceroyaltyy of New Granada in whose capital, Bogota, all the major  initiatives and decisions 

concerningg appointments, the administration of justice or  the supervision over  local government 

andd administration ultimately resided. Any reorientation away from this center, to which Maracaibo 

wass linked by manifold cultural and socioeconomic ties, towards the recognition of a new higher 

authorit yy was bound to be traumatic. Even more so if one considers that not only was it based on a 

province,, Caracas, with which Maracaibo maintained at best superficial relations but that, in line 

withh its Bourbon origins, this newer  authority was itself animated by far  greater  ambitions of local 

controll  than the older  viceroyalty. 

Forr  all the above reasons one would expect what actually happened, namely, that 

Maracaibo'ss resistance to Caracas would crystallize around the defense of its politico-administrativ e 

andd economic autonomy threatened as it was by the centralizing embrace radiating from the capital 

cityy of the new Captaincy General. Al l the main pohtico-administrative measures that were 

implementedd as part of the Bourbon program of reforms by the royal bureaucracy installed in 

Caracass were bound to generate clashes in provinces which, like that of Maracaibo, were highly 

jealouss not only of their  own administrative autonomy but also of their  secular  economic and 

politicall  privileges. It is true that the implemented reforms were in many cases quite successful in 

promotingg local agricultura l and cattle production, thereby benefiting agricultural and commercial 

interestss throughout the six Venezuelan provinces. Nevertheless, regional sensibilities and also 

pocketss were bound to be affected given that these reforms were ultimately for  the benefit of the 

Royall  treasury and that they themselves were part of a process of politico-administrativ e 

centralizationn meant to subordinate all six provinces to the city of Caracas. It should be added that 

thee newly consolidated political center  was itself from the start established as the local chain of 

transmissionn of a redesigned Imperial wil l in Madri d bent on acquiring a firmer  grip over  all aspects 

off  lif e in the colony, from politics, frontiers, finances and the economy to the ordering of space or 
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thee reordering and, even reshaping of sociality. 

Too appreciate the problems involved it suffices to consider  some of the measures. Along 

withh the decision to redirect all the external trade of the provinces through Caracas' port of La 

Guaira,, very much as elsewhere throughout the Indies the measures which the Bourbon bureaucracy 

implementedd in Venezuela sought to "strengthen the colonial nexus"  by 

supportingg and promoting cattle and agricultura l production, increasing commerce and 

navigationn while insuring control over  both, augmenting the Royal Treasury, and, above all, 

puttin gg a stop to the growing economic power  of the European maritim e powers in the 

regionn by offering protection against their  advance (Vésquez de Ferrer, 1986:158 — my 

translation). . 

And,, as if all of this was not enough, this was all to be accomplished from the city of Caracas, 

wheree all the more significant politico-administrativ e and militar y decisions were explicitly meant 

too originate along with the appointments to all the higher  political offices in the other  provinces. In 

turnn economic resources were to flow to this city in the form of custom taxes and other  revenues 

largelyy deriving from the centralization of trade through the port of La Guaira. No wonder, then, if 

thee resistance from the Caracas' elite to the intromissions from the Bourbon bureaucracy was not 

onlyy less intense than that from Maracaibo, but often focused on different issues. Their  spatial 

proximit yy to the new royal institutions guaranteed that, in spite of conflicts, this elite would in many 

wayss benefit through association with the Bourbon bureaucracy installed in its midst. 

Itt  was a different story for  the commercial and agricultura l elites from a province lik e 

Maracaibo.. Their  geographical distance from Caracas meant, for  example, that the decision to 

centralizee external trade in this city in principl e would have affected the commercial establishments 

installedd in the city of Maracaibo which had hitherto enjoyed autonomous control over  most of the 

import ss and exports from the province. Beyond the big commercial houses, the centralization of all 

externall  commerce in Caracas also threatened all the export-oriented economy of the province since 

thee great distances to this city in some cases would have resulted in merchandise losses caused by 

thee "dangerous and abominable roads"  and, in every case, in a considerable "elevation in both costs 

andd freights"  (ibid: 169). The sources that I have been able to consult on this matter  are not clear  on 
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whetherr  the preceding possibilities ever  came into effect, or, if they did, the extent to which they 

actuallyy impacted the commerce of the province. In any case, along with other  measures which did 

underminee the political and militar y autonomy of the province, the mere threat must have been 

enoughh for  the representatives of the Maracaibo Municipal Council in 1780 to have 

demandedd and requested from the King to be reincorporated to the viceroyalty from where 

theyy had been separated in 1777 (ibid: 168). 

Inn this occasion the aspirations of the Maracaibo authorities counted with the full backing of the 

authoritiess from the neighboring Viceroyalty of New Granada. 

Butt  perhaps nothing shows better  the resilience of the Maracaibo province vis-a-vis the 

centralizingg impetus from Caracas than the intensity and volume of the continuous international 

commercee that was conducted through its main port during the last thir d of the eighteenth and, 

especially,, in the first  years of the nineteenth century. That is, just during the very years when the 

Bourbonn reforms where implemented, among other  things, in order  to prevent any such an 

autonomouss trade from happening. As Vasques de Ferrer  demonstrates, in addition to the 

contrabandd which local traders eagerly pursued under  the impotent gaze of the colonial authorities, 

nott  only was the authorized international commerce intense but it was autonomously conducted by 

thee local traders not with Spain but with the other  friendly or  neutral colonies not currently at war 

withh the metropolis. This, of course, ran against the Bourbon policy of "fre e commerce"  which 

liftedd some of the existing prohibition s in order  to allow trade from the Americas to be conducted, 

alwayss under  royal supervision, with all the different ports and cities of Spain. The policy's 

'freedom''  did not, in any way, allude to the possibility of independently trading with any territor y 

outsidee of the Spanish empire. If anything, such a possibility was even more forbidden than in the 

past.. It simply referred to the authorization, granted by the Bourbon monarchy, of trading 

indiscriminatelyy with all the Spanish ports from any given point in the Americas. Formulated by the 

monarchyy to stimulate domestic production in the metropolis while increasing royal revenues from 

thee taxes collected on the increased trade (ibid: 168-172), by the turn of the eighteenth century in 

placess lik e Maracaibo such a policy had all but completely floundered. As the author  puts it, 

regardlesss of the monarchy's intentions 
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urgentt  fiscal necessities dictated abandoning the mercantilist principles, since, in order  to 

survive,, the crown needed to legalize the commerce with foreign colonies on account of 

fiscalfiscal convenience (ibid: 174). 

Inn general the author  presents a picture of generalized collapse of the Bourbon commercial policies 

inn the area of Maracaibo for  the last decades of the eighteenth century, and, especially for  the 

beginningg years of the following century. The numbers which she gives concerning the traffi c of 

craftss and goods through the port of Maracaibo for  these years suggest the image of a monarchy 

overwhelmedd by a changed international situation where its waning powers were insufficient to 

containn the thrust of the new actors-especially England- which now dominated the world-stage. It 

wass not only that, in addition to those from other  Spanish territorie s in the Americas, crafts from 

Holland,, the United States and other  friendly colonies in the Caribbean increasingly touched on 

Maracaiboo to trade their  products and buy local production; more and more, the products from 

Spain'ss arch-enemy England as well as from other  "European colonial enclaves"  found their  way 

intoo the local scene carried by crafts "wearing neutral flags" (ibid: 172). 

Contraryy perhaps to one's expectations, at the time of the declaration of Independence in 

18111 all this local ferment did not result in the province joinin g the separatist movement from 

Spain.. Rather, organized through the capital city's Municipal Council the dominant sectors of the 

provincee answered the separatist calls from Caracas by both declaring loyalty to the Spanish 

monarch,, at the time imprisoned by Napoleon in France, and by reasserting the politico-

administrativ ee autonomy of the province. In the "presence of the highest representatives from the 

ecclesiastical,, civil and militar y hierarchies,"  and after  several days of deliberation conducted in the 

shadoww of the revolutionary events that were underway in Caracas and other  provinces, on the 14th 

off  may of 1810 the cabildo resolved to "continu e giving support"  to the local governor  as the officer 

whoo should both remain militaril y and politicall y in charge of the province and, on account of the 

prevailingg circumstances, also take over  the entire Captaincy General of Venezuela along with the 

otherr  royal institutions located in Caracas (Vazquez de Ferrer, 1990:190). 

Thee second of the above aspirations already gives some indication of the reasons the local 

elitess might have had for  siding with the very Bourbon monarchy whose policies of the last few 
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decadess posed such a threat to local autonomy. To begin with, as the situation of intense 

commerciall  traffic in the port of Maracaibo so well illustrates, the centralizing impetus of the 

Bourbonss was running rapidly out of steam in the shores of the port of maracaibo. Regardless of 

anyy official intentions, at least concerning trade the local elites had found a way not only of living 

quitee comfortably but, also, prospering under the umbrella of the Spanish empire. Hence, the 

impulsee to trade their present prosperity and stability under Spain for an uncertain future must not 

havee been too great. 

Itt is true that some of the Bourbon policies had undermined the local political and military 

autonomyy of the province in favor of Caracas. For example, the decision according to which the 

titlee of Captain General was to be taken away from the governors of all the other Venezuelan 

provincess with the exception of that of Caracas. This meant that, from then on, only the Caracas' 

Governorr would retain the post of Captain General, a move whereby military power was decisively 

concentratedd in the central province of the newly created political unit. One should not, however, 

confusee official desires and prescriptions for realities on the ground, thinking that the politico-

administrativee unit legislated by the Bourbons actually crystallized as a well articulated reality. As 

Lombardii  and others have argued, since its creation in 1777 until its collapse with independence the 

Captaincyy General of Venezuela was a "fragile interlocking network dominated by Caracas" 

(Lombardi,, 1982:103) and thinly spread over a vast and fragmented territory were regional 

autonomiess and allegiances still ran quite strong. So fragile indeed that, with 

onlyy half a century, at most, of consolidation and reinforcement, and with many of the 

principall  institutional connections formed within less than a generation (this network) 

barelyy survived the wars of independence (ibid: 110). 

Evenn before that the series of autonomist expressions and revolts in the Maracaibo province 

culminatingg in the above-mentioned communication from 1810, addressed by the city's Municipal 

Councill  to the King, would have already expressed "the disarticulated reality of the Captaincy 

Generall  of Venezuela" (Vasquez de Ferrer, 1990:188). 

Nevertheless,, and here we arrive at what probably was the strongest reason the Maracaibo 

elitess had for following the loyalist path during independence, even if they fell far short from 
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consolidatingg the politico-institutiona l unity of the new captaincy, that does not mean that the 

Bourbonn reforms were without consequences. Among these, surely the one weighing most heavily 

onn Maracaibo' decision was "th e rapid expansion of Caracas' role in the (..) decades"  before 

independence,, largely as a result of having been chosen by the Crown as the capital of the newly 

establishedd entity. As Lombardi explains, this choice of capital was not just the result of Caracas' 

geographicall  advantages over  the other  provincial capitals. Just as importantly , the choice was also 

meantt  to meet the expectations of this province's wealthy and powerful elite as a self-conscious 

groupp which, having reached political maturity , was capable of pressing its ambitions through the 

capitall  city's Municipal Council. If in the decades before the creation of the Captaincy General this 

elitee had already gained a wider  presence in the affairs of all the neighboring provinces, with the 

consolidationn of the city of Caracas as the capital of the new politico-administrativ e unit this thrust 

threatenedd to become irresistible. No wonder, then, if the Maracaibo elites received with 

considerablee suspicion the decision from the elites from Caracas, their  long-time rivals, to declare 

themselvess in disobedience to the Spanish Regency formed in Cadiz, Spain, to rul e over  the Iberian 

Peninsulaa and its overseas dominions in the name of the imprisoned Spanish monarch. To have 

givenn up the protective umbrella of the Spanish Crown to follow Caracas's lead along a path which 

ultimatelyy ended with independence must have felt to these elites lik e surrendering to the 

hegemonicc ambitions of their  counterparts from the central province. With the monarchy still 

aroundd there was at least some minimal guarantee that those ambitions would be somewhat held in 

check,, that some balance would prevail in the relations among the competing elites from the 

differentt  provinces. Also, that one could go on doing one's own business relatively unmolested 

while,, all along, pretending to comply with official prescriptions and expectations. And, thus, in 

spitee of multipl e clashes, entreaties and exhortations from Bolivar  and his armies, Maracaibo 

remainedd loyal to the Crown until 1821, when a faction within the local elite favoring separation 

fromfrom  Spain rose to municipal power, thereby switching local allegiances to the independentist 

cause.. This was a whole nine years after  the start of the wars of independence and a mere three 

beforee the Empires' final defeat in the fields of Carabobo in 1824. 

These,, then, were some of the general features of the colonial order  ruled and reproduced 

rightt  from within the main public squares of each of the provincial capitals included within the 
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territoryy of what eventually became the Captaincy General of Venezuela. To complete this broad 

outlinee I only need to summarize some of the main points which I have made so far, while adding a 

feww important precisions the significance of which for later developments will become clearer in 

thee next chapter. 

SummarySummary considerations 

Alreadyy adumbrated in the preceding discussion, the first concerns the centrality of the 

Municipall  Council in the local political order of the colony which, in turn, was consistent with the 

overwhelminglyy urban focus of the Spanish colonial enterprise in the Americas. Along with the 

fiefdomfiefdom which did not prosper in the Indies, cut short as it was by the New Laws of 1542, according 

too Guerra the 'city' was "the other social and political form which the Conquistadors attempted to 

implantt in America" (Guerra, 1992:68). 

Forr many historians it is this urban focus which, perhaps more than anything else, 

distinguishedd the Spanish from other European forms of colonialism. By this is meant not just that 

extraordinaryy material and institutional efforts went into dotting the entire landscape of the New 

Worldd with countless urban centers, both large and small. More crucially the colonizer's urban bias 

entailedd a distinct set of ideals which, imported from the Mediterranean, made of the city the 

irreplaceablee site where both a civil social existence and the good life could be realized. Indeed, in 

thiss cosmology there was no such thing as either the good life or sociality abstracted from their 

unavoidablyy urban contexts, and anything happening outside the purview of the city was 

unproblematicallyy assigned to the wild (de Solano, 1990:12-18; Morse, 1984:70-72; Pagden, 

1982:69-70;; Rama, 1984:14-17). In spite of the almost exclusively agricultural orientation of the 

coloniall  provinces of Tierra Firme, everything from political energies to imaginary investments was 

focusedd on the city, something underscored by the fact that often the owners of both the largest, 

mostt imposing haciendas, as well as many smaller agriculturalists maintained a double residence, 

onee in the closest urban center and the other in the countryside. Of the two, the highest prestige was 

attachedd to the urban dwelling with the one located in the countryside often seen as littl e more than 

thee site where one was retained by the requirements of agricultural production. And even if 

residencee was exclusively in the countryside, what was certain is than in every case status and 
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authority ,, as well as all the important political and economic decisions ultimately originated in the 

capitall  of the province reaching every locality along a descending hierarchy of urban centers. 

I ff  the colonial order  itself gravitated around the city, then the municipal council or  cabildo 

wass in turn this city's very organizational center. As the Venezuelan historian Mari o Briceno 

Iragorr yy remarked, "th e cabildo was the center  of the organization of the city, it was the city itself' 

(Troconiss de Veracoechea, 1992:88). Before I have mentioned some of the most important 

functionss that were concentrated in the cabildo. For  all practical purposes, such a concentration 

turnedd this institution into the governing local body in charge of everything but the highest 

governmentall  functions exercised by the Crown's local representatives. Besides carrying out all 

thosee politico-administrativ e tasks required by the day-to-day running of the colony, the cabildo 

wass responsible for  the overall regulation of the prevailing pattern of social relations among 

individual ss and corporations in both the urban centers and their  surrounding hinterlands. In a social 

formationn so overwhelmingly dominated by agricultur e it suffices to recall the municipal council's 

rolee in regulating access to both urban and agricultura l lands to get an idea of the centrality of this 

institution .. If anything in the Venezuelan colonial provinces this centrality of the cabildo was even 

greaterr  than elsewhere in the Spanish Indies. For  reasons having to do with the late unification of all 

thee Venezuelan provinces into an integrated pohtico-administrative unit directly accountable to the 

Crownn in Madrid , the cabildos of Tierr a Firme retained until the very demise of the colony a degree 

off  autonomy much larger  than in the other  colonial territories . As I wil l argue in chapter  four, this 

circumstancee goes a long way to account for  the avant-garde role played by Venezuela in the 

continentall  struggles for  Independence. 

Followingg Guerra, I have also mentioned before that the lower  level political units in the 

Indiess amounted to "th e territorie s dominated by a 'ciudad principal '  or  main city, (as) capital or 

headd of a whole region with its villas and vassal towns"  (Guerra, 1992:66; Rama, 1984:18). To a 

considerablee extent, these lower-level units achieved socio-political articulation precisely through 

thee hierarchical links between the Municipal Councils in the provincial capitals and those in the 

smallerr  urban centers that were dependent on the former. But beyond this articulatin g function, as 

thee rulin g local institution the cabildo also played a major  role in the relations between the 

monarchyy and the locality as the institution charged with representing it to the King. It is this 
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representativerepresentative function that I wish to emphasize here. Within the pactism which, in thee subjects' 

imaginary,, regulated their  relationship to the Spanish monarch the cabildo was, indeed, assigned a 

cruciall  role as the local institution in charge of representing the local corporate order  embodied 

withinn a main city and its territoria l surroundings. Indeed, whenever  mention was made of the 

'people''  in documents and public declarationss the referent was always this ancien régime cluster  of 

urbann communities politically represented by the main municipal council located in the capital of a 

province. . 

Iff  I  insist on this older  meaning of the term 'pueblo' here, this is because of its continued 

relevancee for  understanding much of the sociopolitical dynamics that was unleashed with the 

revolutionaryy movement against Spain. As I will argue, the substitution with independence of the 

sovereigntyy of the people, understood as a horizontal brotherhood composed of interchangeable, 

autonomouss individuals for  Kingly allegiance did not entail the supercession of the 'pueblo' of the 

Ancienn Régime. Rather, the enabling ambiguities occasioned by the coexistence of the old 

corporatee communities and the novel republican constructs accounted for  much of what happened 

inn Venezuela and elsewhere in Latin America during and after  the conclusion of the revolutionary 

warss (Guerra, 1992:350-381; 1988:133-134). I should add that even if in the eighteenth century, 

withh the sale of municipal offices by the crown becoming a common practice, increasingly all the 

postss within the cabildo came to be monopolized by the most important families of each province, 

thiss did not diminish the institution' s representative capacity. At least in some crucial contexts the 

cabildo'ss standing as the 'pueblo's representative remained undisturbed. After  all, much of what 

wentt  for  'politics' at the time had to do, precisely, with the ability of the ruling families, either  in 

alliancee or  in competition with each other, to mobilize around themselves a vast retinue of 

followers,, servants, and clients drawn from the most disparate guilds, castes and corporate bodies. 

Anotherr  precision, closely related to the previous one, has to do with the fragmented 

characterr  of political and administrative authority in the colony. If not officially , then for  many 

practicall  purposes even after  they were brought under  a single politico-administrativ e unit with the 

creation,, in 1777, of the Captaincy General of Venezuela in many respects the separate provinces of 

Tierr aa Firme persisted as largely autonomous polities each possessing complex, highly 

differentiatedd social and economic systems. This point was exemplified above with the unique 
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trajectoryy followed by the province of Maracaibo both before and after  the declaration of 

Independencee by the elites from Caracas. Along with the tradition s of autonomy of the different 

coloniall  provinces, this fragmented socio-economic reality of the colony forms a necessary 

backgroundd to the consideration, in subsequent chapters, of the dynamics and significance of both 

thee independence movement and of the federalism and the federal wars which presided over  most 

off  the Venezuelan nineteenth century after  independence from Spain. Indeed, the late nineteenth 

centuryy fetishization of the Venezuelan state wil l emerge, towards the end of this chapter, precisely 

ass a response to the intractable problems of governability provoked by this endemic warfare. 

Inn order  to grasp the sociopolitical dynamics unleashed by the revolutionary movement 

againstt  Spain one should, however, do more than just retrieving the older, pre-revolutionary 

constructss presumably underlying the novel republican ideals explicitly espoused by the 

revolutionaries.. Such an insistence on deep historical continuities glosses over  another  dimension 

that,, although also inherited from the colony, would nevertheless acquire an unprecedented 

historicall  significance in the context of the sociopolitical transformations brought about by 

Independence.. Namely, the excess 'panto' population extensively alluded to in the preceding 

discussionn which, even if lacking a clear  place in the juridica l ordering of the colony, with the 

latter' ss demise acquired a disruptive capacity which it did not have when the institutions of the 

monarchyy were still in place. Not just a deceptive gloss for  the 'pueblo' of the Ancien Régime the 

republicann 'people' also, and crucially, alluded to this disenfranchised 'pardo' population. Under  the 

changedd circumstances of the republic, the mass of pardos were capable of assigning meanings to 

thee republican values of 'liberty ' and 'equality'  that were well in excess to those envisaged by the 

republicann leadership. As I wil l argue, much of the significance and directionalit y of the novel 

revolutionaryy realities was constituted, precisely, at the fraught junctur e between the older  and the 

newerr  identities, collectivities and constructs that often uneasily coexisted under  the same broad 

designations. . 

II  also need to highlight here the crucial role of the Church in colonial Venezuela, even if so 

farr  I have only made passing references to this institution . Along with the municipal council, the 

Churchh was the other  institution that was most responsible for  the perpetuation of the colonial order 

locally.. If, as mentioned above, the cabildo regulated the relations among the different castes and 
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corporations,, negatively enforcing the prevailing boundaries and distinctions whenever  this was 

deemedd necessary, the Church provided much of the institutional framework where these separate 

orderss could positively realize their  identities and its members achieve at least a modicum of status 

andd social recognition. This may be clearly seen in the case of the different ^£^135' or 

confraternitiess grouped around a patron saint and constituted for  the purpose of fulfillin g one or 

anotherr  goal, such as providing poor  relief or  life insurance for  its members. Sanctioned and 

overseenn by the Church, inclusion in these confraternities was regulated by astringent criteri a where 

racee and occupation figured prominently. Regarding race, restricting access to those belonging to 

thee same color  category resulted in confraternities that were either  homogeneously white, pardo, 

indiann or  black (Lombard!, 1982:48-49; Luque Alcaide, 1992:302-308; Pollak-Eltz, 1994:32-33; 

Troconiss de Veracoechea, 1992:111-114; Williamson, 1992:138-139). As so often happens in 

asymmetricall  situations, virtue was rapidly made out of necessity: even if racial categorization was 

intrinsi cc to colonial hegemony the populations to which it was appliedd rapidly adopted it as their 

ownn so as to gain a stake in the colonial order. Thus, not just whites but also the members from the 

otherr  subaltern castes eagerly adopted race as a criteri a in order  to restrict access to their  own 

confraternitiess to everyone but their  own, thereby making sure that whatever  merits, resources or 

awardss were available they would stay within the group. Through confraternities and other  means 

suchh as the organization of charity or  the provisioning or  education, which it largely controlled, 

muchh as elsewhere in Latin America the Church was surely the colony's single most important state 

ideologicall  apparatus, and, as such, a preeminent site where colonial necessity could be changed 

intoo colonial virtue, enabling subjects to develop a stake into the very system which oppressed 

them. . 

Butt  the presence of the colonial Church was not restricted to its ideological role in the 

perpetuationn of the dominant pattern of social relationships; it also reached far  and wide into the 

respectivee economies of the colonial provinces where the institution intervened in a wide range of 

areass from the production and distributio n of goods to acting as the main local financial institution 

inn a situation characterized by a chronic scarcity of currency (Barnadas, 1984:532; Troconis de 

Veracoechea,, 1992:111-120; Harwitch Vallenilla, 1992:643-644). While the Church directly owned 

somee of the most productive export-oriented haciendas, I am interested here in the institution' s 
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financiall  role for  the light it throws on an aspect that is crucial to my argument. Namely the urgency 

which,, right from the start, the republicann leadership attached to the transformation of the physical 

landscapee of the cities, and, specially, to that of Caracas as it crystallized in and around Plaza 

Bolivar .. This urgency is further  clarified when one considers that this urban landscape was largely 

articulatedd through the overwhelming material presence of the Church in the central areas of all the 

majorr  cities. Encoded in the diacritics of these cities1 main sites and landmarks, this material 

presencee from the start confronted the revolutionaries with a spatial text conveying a hierarchy of 

meaningss and social relationships that were precisely those which the official liberal ideology 

opposed.. It is therefore littl e surprise if in what amounted to a dialectical frenzy, almost every single 

neww building or  public space which the Guzman administration set up in its program of public 

workss for  the city of Caracas emerged against the rubble of the demolition of one or  another 

Church-ownedd building or  installation. 

It ,, of course, goes without saying that the prominent urban presence of the Church must, in 

thee first place, be attributed to this institution' s crucial role in a colonial enterprise for  which the 

conversionn of the natives figured as the preeminent source of legitimation. This explains, for 

example,example, that right at the time when Caracas was founded, 

twoo of the four  square blocks facing the Plaza Mayor, corresponding to the space where the 

cathedral,, the ecclesiastical prison, the ecclesiastical cemetery and the bishophrics' palace 

weree to be erected were originall y assigned to the Church. At the beginning, next to the 

palacee functioned the seminary of Santa Rosa de lima, which was the nucleous out of 

whichh the University would later  develop (Troconis de Veracoechea, 1992a:100-101). 

Inn other  words, half the total space or  two out of the four  sides making up the central public square-

-- where all of the main local powers would stand-were, from the start, reserved for  the Church! 

Whichh means that the other  colonial powers including the Governorship, the Audiencia, the goal 

andd the cabildo, not to mention the residences of the one or  two main local families, would all have 

too do with the remaining two sides. 

YetYet the institution' s ideological role does not entirely account for  the overwhelming urban 

presencee eventually attained by the Church not just around the main public squares but all across 
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thee entire central areas of the different provincial capitals as well as throughout colonial Venezuela. 

Referencee must also be made to the considerable wealth which the Venezuelan Church 

accumulatedd over  time, making it into the single most powerful economic institution of the colony. 

Thiss wealth came mostly from the taxes that it collected among different segments of the 

population,, as well as from the "money, land, slaves or  properties"  (T. de Veracoechea, 1992a:l 11) 

whichh powerful individuals donated to the Church during their  lives or  just when about to die in 

returnn for  indulgences. Also, 

too be admitted into a convent the novices first had to surrender  their  dowries to it. Before 

death,, some would also donate to the convent the slaves that they had used as servants 

duringg their  stay within its precinct (T. de Veracoechea, 1992a:l 11). 

Ass a result of all these various contributions the Church was the only colonial institution constantly 

havingg at its disposal relatively large amounts of liquid capital in a situation where, as mentioned 

before,, due to the agricultural character  of most local production currency was chronically scarce 

(ibid::  116-117). This availability of capital enabled the Church to perform as a financial institution 

lendingg money to different sectors, especially to the owners of haciendas, at relatively low interests 

ratess (Harwich Vallenilla, 1992:643-44). As one would expect, over  time these lending practices 

ledd to further  accumulations of wealth, hence, to the growth of the institution' s material patrimony. 

Thee information about the colonial church's wealth and power  is crucial to the consideration of 

somee quite significant post-colonial developments. Often revolving around the redefinition of the 

spatiall  texture of the post-colonial cities, among these the nineteenth century conflicts between the 

Churchh and the liberal State figure prominently in the literature. 

Onee final precision concerns the signifying economy whereby all the main dimensions of 

thee colonial order—from castes and corporations to forms of property and political authority-were 

articulatedd by means of the signifiers of royalty, and, especially, through the body of the King as 

representedd by his portraits. I mentioned before how the colonial order  was presided by an 

incarnationall  logic whose higher  stakes were played out along the axis of the visible. In the absence 

off  the king's actual physical presence in the colony, made impossible by the long distances from the 

farawayy Court in Madrid , it was his kingly portrait s that occupied the nodal points within this 
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signifyingg economy. These portrait s were the sites around which, on especially marked occasions, 

thee tendency immanent in manifold official and unofficial transactions to fantasmatically conjure 

thee presence of the monarch was actualized and celebrated. Keeping in mind this signifying 

economyy wil l prove crucial when, in subsequent chapters, I come to the consideration of some 

momentouss nineteenth century processes formed at the intersection between colonial and 

postcoloniall  semiotics. 

Afterr  the preceding considerations and precisions we finall y reach the end of this chapter 

withh all the colonial powers firmly  implanted around the main public squares of the provincial 

capitalss of the Captaincy general of Venezuela, from where they ruled the social and economic lif e 

off  the provinces. Until the very end of the colony these central squares retained their  status as the 

sitess where the busy sociality from the provinces converged daily and was, on special occasions, 

showilyy put on display by means of rituals, processions, and various forms of entertainments. The 

samee may be said of their  status as the sites where local colonial authority was both displayed and 

symbolized,, as much in the official celebrations that for  various purposes were staged in the main 

centrall  squares as in the public executions enacted there and where the power  of the king was 

forcefullyy imprinted on the body of the condemned. Both civic agora and marketplace, as I 

mentionedd before the main public square was the local power-house of the colony. 

Thee above was true even if during the colony's closing decades alternative forms of sociality 

aimedd at the formation of an enlightened public sphere were actively disseminated throughout the 

Americann colonies from the Bourbon court in Madrid . Compared to other  places in the Americas, 

however, , 

theree are enough indications that the province of Venezuela was initiated late into the 

"enlightenedd modernity"  characteristic of the reigns of Charles HI  and Charles IV (Leal 

Curiel ,, 1998:174). 

Thiss is not to say that especially the inhabitants of Caracas were not quick to adopt the new uses 

andd customs that the "enlightened despotism"  of the Bourbons "introduced even in places as 

unimportantt  as the province of Venezuela"  (ibid). As the testimony from contemporary travelers 

makess abundantly clear  the Caracas' elites reveled in the kind of "balls, dinners, and strolls"  as well 
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ass in the "social gatherings and musical soirees"  which, at the time, were so much the hallmarks of 

enlightenedd sociality all throughout the Spanish empire. Yet, it was in the private domain-"the 

dancingg areas and the intimate drawing rooms of the private dwellings"~where this novel sociality 

mostlyy flourished (ibid: 172). All of them "tending towards neoclassicism,"  the modifications in the 

stylee and decor  of domestic spaces are not among the least significant indications of the redefinition 

off  privacy taking place at the time (ibid: 175). The abandonment in "the last quarter  of the 

eighteenthh century"  of the older  custom of "covering the walls"  of the private residences with 

"religiou ss paintings and the portrait s of the monarchs"  and its substitution by "geographical charts" 

meantt  to express the enlightened sensibilities of the dwellers is one striking instance of such 

changess (ibid: 174). 

Thiss novel sociality nevertheless had a very limited impact on the redefinition of collective 

spacess and activities (ibid: 172). For  example the attempt in the final years of the eighteenth century 

too establish two Academies—of Public Law and of Mathematics—did not bear  lasting fruits. And 

evenn if in the wake of Independence, in 1811, there was an "explosion of salons,"  before that time 

thee sources are quite sparing concerning this sort of manifestation (ibid: 180). By and large, most 

collectivee expressions from official religious and political celebrations to commemoration ritual s 

andd forms of public entertainment continued being overwhelmingly dominated by the kind of, 

exuberantlyy baroque sociality that the novel enlightened sensibilities and mores were pitted against. 

Inn general, it may be said that 

formss of, first, enlightened, and, then, revolutionary sociality emerged in a very traditional 

context,, not without adopting or  retaining, often in spite of themselves, many of the latter's 

sociall  and cultural trait s (ibid: 168 — my translation). 

Perhapss nowhere was the hegemony of this ancien régime sociality more visible than in the 

formss of collective entertainment that invariably had as their  setting the main public squares of all 

thee urban centers across colonial Venezuela, both large and small. Such forms on the one hand 

includedd theatrical representations, "one of the most active means of communication of the ancien 

régime"régime" (de Solano, 1990:319), and, on the other, all the other  varieties of collective entertainment 

which,, usually unfolding in the context of larger  celebrations for  example staged in order  to 
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almostt  invariably consisted of bullfighting , illuminations, firework s and fir e parades, 

dancingg and tournaments, jousts with reed spears and dances (ibid:327 - my translation). 

Noo matter  how pervasive the influence of the Enlightenment may have been in some areas, one or 

twoo observations suggest the extent to which until the very end of the colonial period the collective 

socialityy of the public square was overwhelmingly inflected by the sensibilities, values and 

expressivee forms characteristic of the ancien régime. First, regarding theatre, on the basis of a 

detailedd survey based on several colonial cities not including Caracas, Solano concludes that the 

theatricall  representations staged in the public squares of Venezuela in the second half of the 

eighteenthh century were overwhelmingly drawn from a seventeenth century baroque repertoire. In 

otherr  words, the local producers almost entirely bypassed the theater  of their  own time that was 

producedd in Spain, and that not only was quite extensive but was itself informed by enlightened 

valuess and sensibilities, in favor  of the theater  of the Spanish Golden Age (ibid:319-323). 

Suchh a marked predilection has much to say about the predispositions, values and 

sensibilitiess of the colonial Venezuelan audience. As the preeminent contemporary means of 

communication,, theater  played a crucial role vis-a-vis this audience. Largely illiterate , primaril y it 

wass in the open air  theater  of the public square that it was most intensely exposed to hegemonic 

valuess and aspirations while enjoying itself with a spectacle that offered confirmation for  the 

audience'ss shared tastes and world-view. And, as de Solano insists, the world-view that was 

transmittedd by the theater  of the Golden Age was one in which the world 

wass a great theater  within which the individuals moves without any possibility of escape, 

prisonerr  of his circumstances. A world inhibited by fear  and by the need for  revenge, that 

wass sustained by the respect for  honor  and the human person. With ideas and norms based 

onn four  dimensions: an unquestionable faith (in the king, in monarchy, in friendship, in 

religion),, honor  (regarding one's self-esteem, the fatherland, one's condition), and on love 

andd vengeance so as to oppose any abnormality affecting the preceding values. Faith and 

lovee did not merely consist on a relation from soul to soul, but bound together  the 
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hierarchicallyy arranged members of the social body (de Solano, 1990:322). 

Thatt  is to say, the theater  mirrored and itself ideologically articulated the corporate order  alluded to 

throughoutt  this and the previous chapter  within which the colonial Venezuelan subjects largely 

livedd and which informed the imaginary pact which, in their  increasingly beleaguered views, bound 

themm to their  sovereign. This is not to say that the reforms introduced by the Bourbon monarchy in 

thee later  part of the eighteenth century had no local consequence or  that the values of the 

enlightenmentt  had no significant hold on segments of the local population. Refracted by local 

realitiess which often blunted their  edge, as mentioned before the reforms implemented by the agents 

off  the Bourbons did have significant effects in Venezuela even if these were not always those 

envisagedd by the colonial authorities. As for  the local diffusion of enlightened values, tastes and 

sensibilitiess no less an illustriou s nineteenth century traveler  than Baron von Humboldt offered the 

followingg appreciation: 

ass anywhere else were a great change in ideas is in the making, there are in Caracas two 

categoriess of men... One of them, which in the end is not very numerous, retains a lively 

adhesionn to the old uses, to the simplicity of customs, the moderation of desires [...] The 

other,, caring even less for  the present than for  the future, possesses an inclination, often 

irreflexive,, for  new habits and ideas [...] I  noticed in several Venezuelan families a taste for 

instruction,, knowledge concerning the masterpieces from French and Italian literatur e and a 

decidedd predilection for  music (Humboldt in Leal Curiel, 1998:174). 

Yett  the texture of public life far  from reflected the above enlightened values, no matter  how 

pervasivee such "taste,"  "knowledge"  and "predilection"  may have been within the local elite, or, 

indeed,, how intensely some of its members may have dreamed with a neoclassical public space 

which,, in its very symmetry and geometry, embodied the universalism trumpeted by the Court in 

Madrid .. Public life continued overwhelmingly dominated by the tumultuous, ancien régime 

socialityy of the public square and its profuse comminglings and transactions among the different 

orderss of society. 

Thee various forms of entertainment that took place in the main public squares in the context 
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off  the larger  celebrations and festivities illustrat e well the character  of this sociality. Nothing farther 

removedd from this colonial sociality than, for  example, the disciplined, 'civilized' sociality of late 

eighteenthh century theaters with its careful demarcation between stage and audience and its tacit 

ruless of decor  forbiddin g any improper  mixtures and behaviors. Not only all members from all the 

differentt  castes and corporate bodies made themselves present in the entertainments of the public 

square,, either  as onlookers or  participants; often 

thesee collective acts were defrayed by private groups or  individuals, which paid for  bulls, 

gunpowderr  and banquet (de Solano, 1990:327). 

Fromm the extent to which every sector  of society, including its richer  and more aristocratic 

members,, took part in these entertainments one can infer  their  trul y collective nature and the extent 

too which they were a source of social validation and prestige. Very different affairs than nowadays 

inn colonial bullfighting , for  example, the local gentlemen participated lance in arm on horseback, 

memberss from the lower  orders brandishing their  banderillas on foot and everybody else from 

behindd the bull-rin g set up in the public square, loudly expressing their  enthusiasms, loyalties and 

disapprovalss (ibid:329). In general it might be said that just as much as other  collective 

manifestationss colonial forms of entertainments expressed and visually enacted the corporate order 

off  the colony, becoming occasions for  individual s and groups to engage with each other  while 

mutuallyy displaying and demonstrating their  relative identities and social standings. Also these 

collectivee occasion visually communicated the shared values and attitudes of faith, honor, and 

mutuall  love and respect that characterized such an order  and were both visually and discursively 

articulatedd in the theatrical representations staged on public squares all across colonial Venezuela. 

Al ll  this evidence concerning the collective forms of entertainment enacted in the public 

squaree supports the notion, argued throughout this and the previous chapter, that the corporate order 

off  the colony reached the moment of independence quite intact and robust. In spite of some visible 

strains,, neither  of the supposed "causes"  usually invoked by historians in order  to place 

Independencee within an evolutionary line reaching back to the colonial past resists careful 

examination.. As I have argued, the often invoked conflict between Creole landlords and Spanish 

merchantt  was, given the intense intermarryin g and solidarity of interests among the two groups, 
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eitherr  inexi stent or  relatively unimportant ; also, the supposed exclusion of the Creoles from political 

officess and other  benefits was not nearly as significant as has been claimed. In general, the 

opportunitiess for  commerce and other  occupations opened up by the Bourbon reforms greatly 

benefitedd the local elites, both Spanish and Creole, and, although certainly a disturbing factor, the 

pardoo population did not exhibit in the closing decades of the colonial period any increased capacity 

too upset the established order  of things. In view of all this, one can only agree with Solano that 

aa very abrupt change must have taken place in the mental attitude of the population, the 

trajector yy of which has not been sufficiently analyzed so as to allow one to define the 

phenomenonn of independence at the level of popular  culture (ibid:320). 

Itt  is with this question in mind of what could have possibly ignited the revolutionary process 

turnin gg it into a cause with popular  appeal that I now move to the next chapter  taking leave of the 

relativee peace and prosperity of the colony so as to enter  the turbulent waters of the revolution. 

Answeringg this question wil l demand reintroducing a dimension, the political, that is generally 

eitherr  overlooked or  underplayed by historians and which, at least in some of its defining moments, 

oftenn played itself out right on and around Caracas' main public square. 
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CHAPTERR FOUR 

LONGG DISTANCE NATIONALIS M 

Att this point one might very well wonder how Revolution could have possibly arrived to a colonial 

orderr which, as described and analyzed in the preceding two chapters, reached the eve of 

Independencee exhibiting considerable tranquility and prosperity and, notwithstanding some visible 

strains,, with all its main social and economic structures relatively robust and intact. Glib as it may 

sound,, the answer is that it arrived by mail, in the series of written communiques brought by official 

messengerss from Spain informing about the events in the Iberian Peninsula in the wake of the 

Napoleonicc invasion. Confronted with this 'exogenous' cause all the other supposedly 'endogenous' 

oness appear rather secondary or nonexistent. Mustered by nationalist historians in order to root the 

modernn nation in a colonial archeology were it would have subsisted and develop until finally 

breakingg free, with Independence, from centuries of colonial oppression, as Guerra and others have 

insistedd these endogenous causes either dissipate after careful scrutiny or, if not, appear at best 

secondaryy vis-a-vis the impact which the news from the Iberian peninsula had on the local practices 

off  government (Guerra, 1994:196-198; Skidmore, 1992:29). 

PostalPostal politics 

Thee ability that the news from abroad had of inducing truly catastrophic local effects may be 

understoodd after a brief summary. Reaching by sea Caracas and the other provincial capitals after a 

considerablee delay, the series of official communiques told a story of truly unimaginable and drastic 

socio-politicall  change. Harking back to the events on May 5th, 1808 when in Bayonne, France, 

Ferdinandd VII abdicated all his rights to the Spanish throne on behalf of Charles IV, his father, the 
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reportss outlined the contours of the widening void that the (temporary) demise of the Bourbon 

Monarchyy had left at the very heart of the Spanish empire.12 The rapidity with which, at the 

instigationn of Napoleon, the Spanish Crown vertiginously changed hands from Ferdinand to his 

fatherr and on to the French Emperor himself who, right away, anointed his own brother Joseph as 

Josephh I of Spain, certainly did not recommend the new king to his subjects. Indeed, any lingering 

doubtss concerning the king's lack of legitimacy would have been quickly dispelled by this very 

celerityy which made sufficiently salient that the sole foundation on which the new king's claims to 

thee monarchy rested was the brute fact of foreign intervention.13 Confronted with the flagrant 

spectaclee of the collapse which this intervention brought on the monarchy and of the obvious 

illegitimacyy of the figure that was installed in its wake, first the Spanish, and, then, the Crown's 

Americann subjects would not bring themselves to switch allegiances to someone whose only 

apparentt title to the Crown was to be Napoleon's brother. As a result, the void left by the demise of 

thee Bourbon monarchy remained empty, posing all across the Empire the issue of representation 

withh a hitherto unprecedented urgency (Burkholder, 1990:294-295; Guerra, 1992:118-122; 

1994:198-199;; Lombardi, 1982:118-119; Rodriguez, 1998:51; Skidmore, 1992:29-30; Williamson, 

1992:211-212). . 

Thee reactions to the perceived usurpation did not have to wait long. Soon to be followed by 

theirr American counterparts, already by the end of May, 1808, provincial juntas had formed in all 

thee major towns or 'pueblos' across Spain in response to the news of the abdication of Bayonne at 

thee beginning of that month, and to the thoroughgoing institutional crisis that the event had un-

12.. Just two months earlier, on March 1808, Charles TV was forced to himself abdicate on behalf of Ferdinand in the 
wakee of mounting popular pressure and in the midst of the vast economic crisis provoked by the war effort which, in 
alliancee with Napoleonic France, Spain was at the time conducting against England (Burkholder and Johnson, 1990: 
294). . 

13.. The fact of foreign intervention was visibly underscored by the presence in Spanish soil of fourty thousand french 
troop,, which Charles IV had authorized to cross Spain in their way to capture Lisbon. Stationed in Madrid during 
Charless IV's abdication on behalf of his son Ferdinand, the spectacle of these troops considerably dampened popular 
enthusiasmm during die festivities staged for the occasion. Later on, when Ferdinand's turn came to return the Crown to 
hiss father, the very fact that the scenario for the abdication was the French cityy of Bayonne, where Ferdinand was made 
prisonerr by Napoleon, and that the latter was the ultimate beneficiary of the whole event could not but further underline 
thee extent to which Spanish dynastic affairs had been made subordinate to French Imperial designs. 
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leashed.. Faced with the new monarch's perceived illegitimacy, everywhere the Spanish 'pueblos' 

articulatedd their  response to this anomalous situation in the 'pactist'  vocabulary which was familiar 

too them. In and of itself, the universality of the response should allay any doubts concerning the 

persistencee of 'pactism' withi n Bourbon Spain. It clearly indicates that, notwithstanding the official 

absolutism,, such 'pactism' remained as the tacit imaginary horizon within which these communities' 

relationshipss to the monarchy were largely framed. But the reasons why 'pactism' became the shared 

grammarr  of revolt against the perceived usurpation are not just empirical, having to do with the 

ideology'ss availability , but also discursive. For  obvious reasons relating to the absolutist ruler' s 

limitlesss discretionality, including, therefore, his discretionality to abdicate on behalf of whomever 

hee so wished, the absolutism of the Bourbons did not provide any grounds on which the popular 

reactionn against the usurpation could possibly stand (Guerra, 1992:123; 1994:202). Pactism, on the 

otherr  hand, assigned a clear  status to the 'people' or, more precisely, the pluralized and hierarchi-

callyy articulated 'pueblos' of the monarchy as its sole legitimate foundation. Hence the universality 

off  its appeal once the crown was transferred without the subject's approval to an upstart who, in 

addition,, was also a foreigner  (ibid: 123-129,199-208). 

Butt  to return sovereignty to the 'pueblo' was to immediately raise the issue of 

'representation''  to unprecedented levels. Which instance or  instances were to legitimately represent 

itt  in the abscence of the monarch on which, in a mythical moment of delegation, this people had 

willingl yy invested its sovereignty? What criteri a would orient the exercise of such representation 

andd how many would the representatives be as well as from which site or  sites were they to be 

drawn?? Last but not least, what would be the nature of the represented entity or  entities given the 

universall  appeal to a 'pactist*  vocabulary, with all its talk of traditiona l bodies and communities, in 

ann age, however, of bourgeois revolution presided over  by the imposing ghost of the French 

revolution?? The chain of events that was precipitated by the formation in Spain of the first 

provinciall  Juntas and which ultimately issued, some years later, in the creation of the new Latin 

Americann nations were all generated in the fraught space opened by this issue. Indeed, at least to a 

largee extent, these events may be understood in light of the dynamic which the devolution of 

sovereigntyy to the people unleashed over  an ever  expanding geographical scenario (Guerra, 

1992:129-144,177-198,318-350;;  1994:204-211,213-215,222-227). Following leads mostly from 
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Guerraa while strategically departing from his arguments in one crucial respect, I wil l therefore 

addresss next the main events leading to Independence precisely in terms of the dynamic tension 

causedd by, on the one hand, the attempts on the part of differentiall y positioned local actors to come 

too terms with the uncertainties and conundrums of representation, and on the other, the reactions 

whichh these attempts provoked. In so doing, I seek to retrieve from the historical record at least 

aspectss of the sociopolitical logic which animated the revolutionary movement against Spain. This, 

withh a view to the understanding of the kind of legacy which this revolutionary logic may have 

bequeathedd to the postcolonial predicament and of its bearing on the late nineteenth century 

fetishizationn of the Venezuelan state. 

Ass suggested above, already in the Iberian communities' response to the news of king 

Ferdinand'ss abdication one may readily discern the seeds of the catastrophic turbulence that would 

ultimatelyy break the Spanish empire apart. Adopted as early as the end of May, 1808, just a few 

weekss after  the events of Bayonne, the local communities' decision to disavow the newly imposed 

Kin gg while assuming sovereignty by electing its own representatives brought, lik e never  before, the 

issuee of representation to the public arena thereby turnin g it into an object of deliberation and 

contestation.. In other  words, in taking it from the realm of myth to that of everyday politics this 

decisionn transformed representation into a public issue opened to all sorts of opinions and 

contestations,, a fraught domain where the forces of 'modernity'  and 'tradition' , 'center'  and 

'periphery ''  would eventually converse, clash and hybridize—even disguising themselves as one 

another—acrosss an immense geographical expanse with hitherto unprecedented consequences. 

Yett  those consequences did not begin to make themselves felt until a few months later, 

whenn ulterior  institutional developments cast doubts on the legitimacy of the representative link . At 

thee beginning this legitimacy appeared unexceptional.. Backed as it was by the popular  vote, the 

representativee relation between the Provincial Juntas and the Spanish communities seemed 

transparentt  enough. The same may be said of the institutional body~the Central Junta-which, by 

latee August 1808 and with English militar y assistance, which these original Juntas from all over 

Spainn decided to create as their  single, shared representative. Instituted by them, the newly created 

Centrall  Junta that assembled in Aranjuez in September  1808 inherited from the Provincial Juntas 

theirr  representative legitimacy. For  similar  reasons also having to do with the elected character  of 
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itss members, just lik e the latter  this institutional body could also claim to have emanated from the 

wil ll  of communities all over  Spain. From this moment on, however, the transparency of 

representationn was all but lost. Due to the irresistible advance of a 350,000 strong invading French 

army,, already by December  1808 the central Junta had been "drive n by militar y defeats"  to Seville 

inn the south of Spain. When in January of 1809 this institution evacuated this city it did not do so, 

however,, without first  having "turne d over  its authority to a five member Regency". It was with this 

institutio nn that the problems began. 

Ass a non-elected body unilaterally designated by the Central Junta, the creation of the 

Regencyy immediately "raised the question of legitimacy"  (Burkholder , 1990:295) eliciting the first 

actss of open revolt against Iberian authority all throughout the colonies. Such an illegitimacy did not 

goo unacknowledged by the Central Junta and it was in order  to remedy it that, before dissolving, 

thiss institution 

calledd for  a cortes (parliament) to convene for  the purpose off  writin g a constitution. This 

wass a clear  break with Spanish constitutional experience and was tied to the same ideologi-

call  assumptions that had underpinned the American and French constitutions (ibid:295). 

Whil ee this decision launched the liberal revolution throughout the Spanish empire, in some ways it 

arrivedd too late since 

byy the time the Cortes opened in Cadiz on September  24,1810, a newly formed Junta in 

Caracass had already refused to acquiesce to the regency's authority . This first  open 

challengee to continued Spanish rule in the New World demonstrated that retaining the 

empiree would not be easy (ibid:297). 

Inn some other  crucial ways the decision to call to Cortes unwittingl y hastened the conflicts which 

ultimatelyy would shatter  the Empire. Raising as it did the hopes for  equal representation between 

Spainn and its overseas dominions, initiall y this decision "was received warmly by Creoles" 

(ibid:296).. Indeed, already in October, 1808, the Central Junta had resolved that the Cortes should 

havee American representatives. In September  22,1809 it issued a decree asking the two 
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viceroyaltiess and the four  captaincy-generals to designate each one representative for  the courts in 

Cadiz.. In general it may be said that, permeated with a strongly liberal rhetorics with its insistence 

onn citizen equality and popular  sovereignty, as well as expressing condemnation of a past of 

metropolitann supremacy now viewed as despotic, the decrees and proclamations from the Regency 

fosteredd the illusion among the American subjects that equality with Spain was just around the 

corner. . 

Nevertheless,, when it came for  the Cortes to decide on the thorny issue of the relative 

numberr  of representatives from both Spain and the Indies that would fil l its ranks, it showed itself 

considerablyy less generous than what the American subjects were led to expect from its earlier 

rhetoricss and promises. As a result, the number  of American representatives (thirty ) was never 

raisedd so that it would match the seventy-five Spanish members of parliament. Added to its failur e 

too fulfil l its other  major  promises concerning "fre e trade and an end to restrictions on agricultur e 

andd manufacturing"  (ibid:296) in the American dominions, the unwillingness of the Spanish 

parliamentt  to grant these dominions equal representation confirmed to many American subjects 

whatt  they already suspected, namely, the status of the American lands as colonies. Therefore, when 

aa prominent "peruvian bureaucrat and intellectual"  stated that the Cortes' 

antipodall  conduct has been the true origin of the desperation of the American peoples: [the 

Cortes]]  never  wanted to hear  their  complaints, nor  to listen to their  propositions (ibid: 296), 

hee was only voicing an opinion widely shared among Creoles throughout the Indies. 

Iff  we now turn from the Iberian peninsula to the Crown's overseas dominions we may 

addresss more directly the kinds of constraints under  which the issue of representation was perceived 

andd acted upon across the Atlantic , and, especially, in Venezuela. Before doing so, however, it is 

importantt  to keep in mind that when I allude to events in either  side of the Atlanti c I am not 

referrin gg to two separate and unrelated socio-political processes. Rather, in keeping with Guerra's 

illuminatin gg intuition , I regard as part of the same single revolutionary process the momentous 

sociopoliticall  turbulence which, at the time, rippled across the entire Spanish empire from Buenos 

Airess to Madri d (Guerra, 1994:195; see also Rodriguez, 1998:XI). Beyond the obvious wealth of 

uniquee historical and socio-cultural inflexions which, at any time and place, characterized the 
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phenomenon,, what was nevertheless at stake in the events in both Spain and the Americas was the 

unfoldingg of the liberal revolution which elsewhere, in both France and the United States, had 

alreadyy thoroughly refashioned the political landscape. Started in Spain and, as much as in 

neighboringg France, unwittingl y prepared by the very enlightened cultural practices, ideologies and 

policiess of the absolutist monarchy, this revolutionary process everywhere signaled the advent of a 

uniquelyy Hispanic modernity. In this regard the Constitution promulgated in 1812 by the Cortes in 

Cadizz was a foundational chart not only for  what went on in Spain but, also, for  the revolutionary 

fermentt  all across the Americas. Although proclaiming a hereditary Constitutional monarchy, in 

wrestingg from the monarch many of the powers that he had traditionall y wielded and investing 

sovereigntyy in the nation while, simultaneously, institutin g a strict separation of powers the Cadiz 

constitutionn fundamentally redesigned the structure of the polity along clearly liberal lines (Guerra, 

1994:221). . 

Dependingg on which side of the Atlanti c one is talking the revolution did, however, obey 

clearlyy different rhythms, designs and intensities. One should, therefore, abstain from ascribing 

anachronisticc motivations to the decision by the Caracas cabildo when, on Apri l 19,1810, it refused 

too acknowledge the authority of the Spanish Regency and, after  enlargement, constituted itself into 

aa Junta for  the Preservation of the Rights of Ferdinand VIL Soon to be followed by other  similar 

eventss both in Venezuela and throughout the Americas, as mentioned before this initiativ e marked 

thee first  time ever  that Spanish authority was officiall y disavowed in the New World . Far  from 

diminishingg the event's historical significance, the decision not to read any decidedly liberal or, 

evenn less, separatist meanings into it simply aims to return the Cabildo's decision to a historicit y 

whichh the rulin g teleologies often suppress. Whil e placing the event in a distinctively nationalist 

genealogy,, the common move by historians of discerning hidden separatist intentions in the 

Cabildo'ss decision to disobey the Regency while, simultaneously, declaring loyalty to the monarch 

indeedd substitutes historical outcomes for  what was a much more messy, uncertain situation. A 

situation,, moreover, that only got sorted out amidst contesting alternatives and extraordinaril y 

difficul tt  circumstances. 

Thiss would be the case even if one cannot discount the significance of a relatively small yet 

tightl yy organized and highly articulate minorit y which, inspired on the examples of the French and 
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Americann revolutions, actively conspired to bring about Independence. While, as so often happens 

inn uncertain circumstances where the upper  hand goes to the radicals, this minorit y eventually 

succeededd in imposing its criteri a on the majority , there are no compelling reasons to doubt the 

sincerityy of the majority' s initia l feelings of loyalty towards the monarch imprisoned by Napoleon. 

What,, then, could possibly account for  the extraordinaril y rapid turn of events whereby virtuall y the 

samee political actors which, on Apri l 19, 1810, declared their  loyalty to the King went on, shortly 

overr  a year  later  and almost unanimously, to declare Independence? 

Inn order  to understand the above outcome one should attend to the interpenetration of both 

locall  and translocal circumstances. Locally, the uncertainty regarding the sources of authority 

provokedd by the conflicting news that, few and far  in between, arrived from the Iberian Peninsula 

ledd to a rapidly deteriorating political situation and to the need for  urgent solutions to the problem 

off  government (Carrera Damas, 1986:8,42,63-71). And, translocally, the dubious representative 

legitimacyy and apparent fragilit y of the institutions that had been set up in Spain to rule the Indies 

didd not especially recommend them as a solution to this problem. Added to the reports of a total 

collapsee of the Spanish resistance to the French, this lack of representative legitimacy eventually 

weakenedd the colony's resolve to remain loyal to the existing Spanish authorities making the 

alternativee of self-government appear  superior. It is true that the latter  was unambiguously assumed 

inn the king's name and as a temporary measure designed to fil l the vacuum of government before 

hiss eventual return. Yet self-government unavoidably generated its own momentum, and, 

eventually,, the circumstances were such that the step from it towards Independence was 

dramaticallyy shortened. 

BullyingBullying for independence 

Butt  before reaching to conclusions I need to review briefly the local circumstances as they 

weree shaped in interaction with the conflicting news arrivin g from Spain in the period preceding the 

colony'ss decision to assert self-government and, soon afterwards, declare Independence. On July 16, 

1808,, the day following the arrival of two French officers with news about the events in Bayonne 

andd Napoleon's cession of the crown to his brother, riots broke out in the squares and streets of 

Caracass amidst expressions of solidarity to the deposed king. During the afternoon of that very day, 
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andd in an atmosphere of enthusiastic devotion, the population swore allegiance to Ferdinand VII . 

Bowingg to popular  pressure, already by the next day the frenchified Captain General Las Casas set 

upp a Junta with delegates from the different corporate bodies decided to uphold the King' s rights. 

Wit hh the excuse that it did not represent the citizens, just a few days later  this initia l Junta was 

replacedd by a second body which in every respect was quite similar  to its predecessor  with, 

however,, "one notable innovation: the 'plebs' was to be represented"  (Madariaga, 1969:116). 

Soonn to be followed by similar  initiatives from the other  Venezuelan provinces, in reacting 

too the perceived usurpation by setting up a Junta for  the preservation of the captive king's rights the 

populationn from Caracas did not stray from the general pattern of the Spanish revolt just two 

monthss earlier. From the start the Venezuelan Juntas acknowledged Iberian authority and, lik e their 

Spanishh counterparts, also went on to pay obeisance to the Junta Central that convened in Aranjuez 

inn September  1808. Beyond general similarities, one nevertheless may already detect in the initia l 

reactionn from Caracas to the events in Spain the main dramatis personae that would only achieve 

full-blow nn participation in the historical drama that was about to commence. To stay briefl y with 

thee somewhat hackneyed metaphor  of "rnstoi^-as-an-unfoltöng-drama' one might say that, still 

nowadayss with us, these main actors or  forces have not exited the historical stage since they first 

enteredd it in the years immediately preceding Independence. 

Thee character  of the reciprocal relations between these main actors or  forces has not, 

however,, remained constant, and neither  has the value and significance of their  relative identities. 

Rather,, I argue that, depending on the prevailing circumstances, these relations have over  time 

crystallizedd into either  one of the two alternative figures which, in very broad outline, sociality has 

historicallyy adopted in Venezuela since its beginnings as a nation. Whil e each of these figures 

articulatess the same basic elements as the other  yet in different and, to some extent, symmetrically 

opposedd constellations, the pendulous swing between the two comes as close as it gets to the 

realizationn of a historical constant. Amounting to a kind of 'longue duree' of Venezuelan historicity , 

soo far  this alternation has in some ways succeeded in reducing all historical alternatives to the terms 

off  a perverse recurrence. I realize, of course, how much all this smacks of structuralism, something 

lik ee the 'gumsa' and 'gumlao' of Venezuelan historicit y dictating its intellegibilit y just beneath the 

flowflow of appearances (Leach, 1964). As Derrida and others insist, however, far  from excluding it 
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repetitionrepetition both presupposes and brings about difference. Since here as elsewhere the devil is in the 

detailss I must, however, proceed with the details of the historical demonstration before at all 

arguingg how change indeed comes about withi n the premises of what only from some angles and 

forr  some purposes may be regarded as an unchanging structure. 

What,, then, are these main actors or  forces that, according to what was just said, already 

insinuatedd themselves in the historical stage a mere three years before Independence with the 

Caracass cabildo's decision to follow the Spanish example and set up a Junta for  the defense of the 

rightsrights  of the captive monarch? Two of them~i.e., the state as a "reflexive"  construct, in the sense 

thatt  Schaub says was absent during the colony (Schaub, 1998:33), and the local elites as a relatively 

homogeneouss category formed by both Creoles and Spaniards-figure amply in most accounts of 

Independence.. With some notable partial exceptions the thir d actor  has, however, been considerably 

lesss thematized often being reduced to the background status of a more or  less malleable 

accompanimentt  to the actions of the other  two main protagonists. I am, of course, referrin g to the 

'plebs''  which, much as an enigmatic blot, makes such a surprising appearance in the surface of 

Madariaga'ss statement. According to Madariaga, the reason that was alleged at the time for 

replacingg the Junta that the Captain General had just set up with a second institutional body also 

calledd by that name was the original institution' s lack of representative status. Since Madariaga also 

inform ss us that the composition of the two successive Juntas was virtuall y the same, this enigmatic 

'plebs''  is all that is left to set them apart. In other  words, in the absence of any other  specification, 

onee would have to assume that the 'plebs' was the crucial element on whose presence or  absence the 

entiree issue of representation leading to the replacement of one junta by the other  ultimately hinged. 

Arguably,, this largely unthematized 'plebs' has thus far  also been the most powerfully 

unhingingg factor  in Venezuelan history. Indeed, it is because of its stubborn insistence as an 

excessive,, largely unassimilable population that, in some respects, it is possible to describe the 

historyy of the nation as a pendulous swing between alternative and largely symmetrically opposed 

figuress of the social. In some ways historically crystallized in response to the 'plebs', each of these 

alternativee figures in turn turns into its opposite due to its own inner  instabilities provoked by the 

veryy inabilit y to deal with the threat that the presence of a supernumerary population constantly 

poses.. In this regard, one may say that the 'plebs' persists in the historical process as a largely 
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undigestedd kernel inducing constant turmoi l and transmutation in the forms of the social. 

Inn what follows I wil l have much opportunity to refine the above argument, for  example, by 

indicatingg that it alludes to historical tendencies and not to any clear-cut empirical happenings. 

Ratherr  than undiluted figures whatt  the historical record mostly yields is a variety of hybrid and 

continuouslyy changing configurations of forces, meanings and historical actors that only under 

exceptionall  historical circumstances may be said to have settled into anything approaching either  of 

thee two just mentioned polar  possibilities. Nevertheless, as I argue and wil l selectively document, it 

iss at any time possible to discern in the flow of events a distinct tendency for  things to move in the 

directionn of one or  the other  of the two extreme alternatives between which, so far, Venezuelan 

historyy has remained locked. Hopefully, I wil l also manage to dispel any possible impression of 

flatnesss and numbing regularity by suggesting how differences and transformations are also 

immanentt  in what, in some respects, indeed amounts to a reiteration of the past. For  now I must, 

however,, return to the liminal period stretching between the colony and the beginnings of the 

republicc so as to indicate how, from the very start, the supernumerary plebs wrecked havoc and 

instilledd instabilit y in the institutions that, instituted for  the purpose of self-government, were in part 

alsoo designed to bring about its control. 

Beforee doing so a clarification is nevertheless in order. When I said before that the 'plebs', 

thee 'elite' and the 'state' entered the historical stage during the years immediately preceding and 

followingg Independence, I may have seemed to be going back on arguments put forward in the 

previouss chapter  and which, indeed, appeared to have made much of the relevance of these very 

samee actors to the colonial regime. This is only an appearance. To begin with, following Schaub, I 

arguedd in that chapter  that what is now called the colonial state was in effect a maze of particularis -

ticc ties focused on the figure of the King and lacking in the state-concept by which the structures of 

governmentt  are nowadays reflexively constituted. For  anything lik e the notion of a relatively 

autonomouss structure of government having sovereignty over  a territor y to historically come about, 

governmentt  itself must have been first  severed from the figure of the monarch as the organizing 

personalizedd wil l at the center  of it all. It is precisely this momentous historical transformation that, 

II  argue, first insinuated itself in Venezuela with the decision of the members from the Caracas' 

cabildoo to reject the emissaries from France and, following the example of the Iberian communities, 
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sett  up the two successive Juntas for  the preservation of the rights of the Spanish king imprisoned by 

Napoleon. . 

Thiss is so because, even if still pledged to the authorities in Spain, these institutions amount 

too the first  unofficial yet nonetheless effective historical attempts to define locally the structures of 

government,, a move whereby political authority was asserted over  the territor y of the Caracas' 

provincee on largely local grounds. Indeed, the very fact that whatever  was left of Spanish authority 

inn the Peninsula was thoroughly engaged in the war  effort against Napoleon meant that, for  all 

practicall  purposes and beyond the largely symbolic expressions of allegiance, the business of 

governmentt  was to be conducted on largely local grounds and with precious littl e supervision from 

thee metropolis. Beyond any explicit declarations of allegiance to the Spanish authorities, it is only 

withh this implici t attempt to define rule in largely local terms that something like a proto-state may 

bee said to have first insinuated itself in Venezuelan territory . If to this we add the hitherto 

unthinkablee absence of the monarch, we are already at this early stage in the presence of the 

constellationn of factors out of which,, under  the right  circumstances, a thoroughly reformulated 

politicall  economy of rule, of which the modern state is an integral component, would eventually 

emerge. . 

Itt  is, of course, true that the above historical possibility could only begin to take shape as a 

reall  alternative in the wake of the colony's decision, in 1810, to disobey the Regency and explicitly 

assertt  self-government. Nevertheless, even if undertaken in the name of the deposed Monarch, in 

thee 1808 attempt to implicitl y define local government on largely local grounds against the daunting 

horizonn of an imprisoned monarch and a metropolis occupied by a foreign invader  we may already 

discernn the outline of a novel form of government that reflexively finds in itself the very principles 

off  its own authorization. In other  words, beyond what any contemporary actors may have actually 

thoughtt  or  desired at the time, the logic of the situation created by the decision was such that, so to 

speak,, "objectively,"  it already harbored the seeds of such a reformulation. 

Muchh of what was said in the previous chapter  would, however, seem to intimate that if not 

thee state then, at least, something like the presence of relatively unified elites along with that of an 

unassimilatedd 'plebs' were constitutive of the colonial order. Nevertheless these, also, are 

retrospectivee constructs to which much of what was just said regarding the state equally applies. 
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Namely,, that their  emergence as meaningful realities endowed with social consequences entailed 

thee disappearance of the King as the pinnacle and hub of the social order. What was there before is 

aa more or  less articulated set of differentiated orders and states, each relating on its own to the King, 

whichh only in hindsight may be singularly designated as an elite. As for  the 'plebs', I have already 

alludedd to the contortions that the colonial order  underwent so as to name an excess that 

continuouslyy eluded its classiflcatory grid. For  this unfathomable excess to somehow come into 

beingg as a 'people', even if irreconcilably divided against itself, nothing less than the nominating 

magicc of an emergent republican vocabulary was needed. 

Itselff  premised on the disappearance of the monarch it is this republican vocabulary that, in 

itss emergence, released the historical possibilities enabling the supernumerary 'plebs' from the 

colonyy to achieve the historical status of a relatively autonomous force, hi Ferdinand VIT s 

imprisonmentt  by Napoleon—a daunting and previously unthinkable event that in the eyes of the 

subjectss left, for  the foreseeable future, the Spanish throne vacant-the momentous event of the 

king'ss disappearance was already intimated. I argue here that such a disappearance was itself the 

preconditionn for  the constitution of the 'people' into something lik e a collective actor  out of the 

excesss population of the colony. In other  words, even if in the closing decades of the colony the 

generalizationn of the appellative 'pardo' already intimated such a possibility, for  this population to 

reflexivelyy constitute itself into something like a collective, homogeneous actor  it was necessary 

thatt  the structures of address representing the king were no longer  in place. As it was suggested in 

thee previous chapter, while he was still around at least segments of the 'pardo' population could find 

somee sort of accommodation within the colonial order  through their  ad hoc interpellation in the 

namee of the king by one or  another  local institution . As for  the rest of this population, as mentioned 

beforee it either  made a livin g in the interstices of the colony or  roamed as nomadic ranchers, bandits 

orr  both the vast plains just south of the main populated areas along the northern Atlanti c front . 

Existingg largely beyond its reach, in neither  of these two cases the excess pardo population 

seriouslyy threatened the existence or  stability of the colonial order  within which, as a 

supernumeraryy 'plebs', it was neither  included nor, even less, represented. 

Forr  this population to reflexively constitute itself with a shared, common identity that, as in 

Madariaga'ss reference to the two initia l Juntas, already, from early on, pushes to be represented the 
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disappearancee of the monarch must have at least insinuated itself in the horizon as an imminent 

possibility.. To use Laclau expression, only such a possibility could have unleashed the "logic of 

equivalences""  enabling hitherto largely heterogeneous populations to start actively thinkin g of 

themselvess as of the same kind, belonging to one and the same grouping or  category (Laclau, 

1996:39).. A grouping, moreover, that no sooner  it was incipiently constituted than it was also 

deliveredd by the vanishing presence of the monarch to an unprecedented and dangerous 

vulnerabilit yy vis-a-vis other  sectors of the colony, especially the white aristocracy. As in 

Pirandello'ss famous play, bereft of any reference points on which to hang its newly found 

commonalityy the reconstituted 'plebs' of the closing years of the colonial regime began roaming the 

uncertainn landscapes of the colony before Independence much like a character  in search of an 

author.. We will see that during the wars following the declaration of Independence, after  the king's 

demisee had been already dully certified by this momentous event, such a search for  authorization 

wouldd acquire intensely agonal tones in the back and forth whereby the disenfranchised masses 

switchedd allegiances between the insurrects and the king. 

Butt  before that even happened, it is already possible to discern the mute yet forceful imprin t 

off  the 'plebs' in the main turn of the political events during the final years of the colony just before 

Independence.. Never  speaking in its own words, the trace of the plebs nevertheless dwells in the 

words,, the decisions and the initiatives of others. Its momentous impact on the main course of 

eventss may be retrieved from the many statements in the colonial archives that make passing 

referencee to its disturbing agency while carefully avoiding in any way thematizing or, even less, 

legitimizingg the pleb's role by, for  example, discerning within its ranks the seat of any novel form of 

sovereignty.. Yet, regardless of how seemingly circumstancial are the constant references to the 

pressuree of the anonymous populace in the late colonial and Independence archives, without taking 

itss relentless, ongoing pressure into account it is, indeed, difficul t if not altogether  impossible to 

makee sense of why, often against their  best intentions and expectations, the elite majorit y loyal to 

thee King was eventually swayed in the direction of independence by the separatist minority . Exerted 

onn the main official protagonists every step of the way, it was this pressure that, I propose, 

ultimatelyy accounts for  the decision to sever  ties from the metropolis and declare Venezuela an 

independentt  nation. 
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Althoughh elements of this argument may be found in a number  of Venezuelan authors, 

especiallyy those of a marxist persuasion, I have not found it formulated this bluntl y in the relevant 

secondaryy literature. Nevertheless, if one pays close attention to most accounts of the process finall y 

leadingg to Independence, it is hard to escape the conclusion that most of the crucial steps on the way 

too this outcome would not have been at all taken were it not for  the existence of a continuous and 

considerablee popular  pressure. This is not to say that popular  opinion and sentiments always 

remainedd favorable to the cause of Independence; they didd not. But whether  for  or  against, the 

constantt  presence of a supernumerary population remained all throughout the revolutionary process 

cruciall  to the configuration and significance of the main events, both before and after  Independence 

wass declared. And, in any case, at least during the crucial journeys that, in Caracas, led to the 

momentouss declaration, the evidence suggests that popular  pressure consistently stayed behind the 

mostt  radical positions, thereby instillin g instabilit y in all the successive institutional arrangements 

andd configurations of forces that preceded the event. 

II  have already mentioned how it was the requirement to represent the 'plebs' that, in all 

likelihood,, accounts for  the decision during July, 1808 of replacing the initia l Junta set up by the 

Captainn General for  a substitute one that, in all but this crucial respect, was identical to its 

predecessor.. This event officialized the entry of the popular  sectors as a horizontal collectivity into 

thee public stage which, for  the most part, they did not leave until almost a century after  the 

declarationn of Independence when a novel regime, with General Gomez at its helm, finally 

succeededd in pushing the masses away from this conspicuous location into the margins of public 

life.. But this is another  story; what I need to doo now is to resume the narration where I left it with 

thee setting, during July, 1808 of a second Junta that made allowance for  the representation of the 

populace. . 

Forr  the most part during the remaining months of 1808 and all throughout 1809 lif e was 

livedd in the colony amidst the disturbing news of the situation in Spain in the wake of the 

Napoleonicc invasion. Arrivin g with the many letters carried by vessels entering the ports of La 

Guairaa or  Puerto Cabello, these news often intimated the near  collapse of Spanish authority under 

thee onslaught of the invading French army. Although, especially during 1809, the situation in Spain 

wass bad enough, as Madariaga puts it, distance made "th e news that reached the cities overseas (...) 
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seemm more alarming"  (Madariaga, 1998:123). And things only got worst. Thus, by the end of 

January,, 1810, confronted with the imminent possibility of falling into French hands the Junta 

Centrall  decided in Cadiz to dissolve itself not, however, without first having delivered its own 

powerss to a five member Regency that from then on would rule in its stead. From the beginning, 

however,, this new governing body saw its legitimacy sapped not just by its already mentioned lack 

off  representativeness but by the disastrous circumstances that preceded its establishment. Among 

these,, the recent defeat of the Spanish forces in the battle of Ocana and the ensuing fall of the city 

off  Seville to the French were surely the most damaging (ibid). 

Theirr  negative significance amplified by the uncertainties and the accumulation of rumors 

thatt  distance makes possible, the above where just the last in a string of bad to worse news to have 

hitt  the colony over  a period of two years. When, therefore, on Apri l 18,1810 the new Captain 

Generall  Emparan resolved to have posted "i n all public places"  the news that, just a few days 

earlier,, had reached the province of Caracas detailing the latest "anarchy and failure in the 

Peninsula,""  his decision may be said to have been the final straw drawing a period of great 

uncertaintyy concerning the locus of local authority to a close (ibid). In other  words, in confirming 

thee prevailing sense in the colony off  a complete collapse of any viable authority on the Peninsula, 

thee publicized information fell on grounds that a string of bad news had ripened for  the assertion of 

self-government.. Given the king's pivotal place in the local economy of rule, it is enough to take 

intoo account the considerable anxiety which his prolonged absence must have occasioned in the 

colonyy in order  to understand why the need to assume locally political control over  its territor y was, 

indeed,, pressing. If to this generalized uncertainty we add the news of the recent events in Haiti , we 

mayy further  understand why it was so urgent to find local solutions to the problem of government. 

Broughtt  by refugees fleeing the island in the wake of a massive slave rebellion where the majorit y 

off  the white planter  population was either  butchered or  forced to flee and their  possessions set 

aflame,, these news could not but have brought further  home the need to find some form of stable 

politicall  rule. In a place like Venezuela where the composition and social structure of the local 

populationn was not all that different from that of neighboring Haiti to delay indefinitely finding 

suchh a solution to the problem of government was, literally , to play with fire (Carrera Damas, 

1986:95). . 
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Thee establishment of self-rule followed a series of moves and countermoves ending with the 

renunciationrenunciation of Emparan to his post as Captain General, pressured to doo so by Cabildo members 

memberss backed by a considerable crowd parked on the main central square just outside the 

buildin gg of the Municipal Council. Having disavowed the authority of the Spanish Regency, finally , 

afterr  enlargement, on Apri l 19,1810 the assembled cabildo decided to constitute itself into a 

Supremee Junta for  the Preservation of the Rights of Ferdinand VII . With this decision, autonomous 

self-governmentt  was officiall y started in the province of Caracas. As the word "Supreme"  indicates 

unambiguously,, until the return of the legitimate monarch to the crown in Spain no other  governing 

bodyy would stand higher  than the Caracas' Junta which, as a result, effectively assumed sovereignty 

overr  the province: 

inn the name of Ferdinand VH measures were taken which implied complete sovereignty. 

Countt  Tovar, the aged father  of one of the Cabildoo leaders, was made a Field Marshal; 

freedomfreedom of trade was granted to friendly  and neutral nations; export duties were abolished; 

Indianss were relieved of their  taxes, and, later, slave traffi c was prohibited. An academy was 

foundedd for  the study of mathematics and a patrioti c society for  fostering agricultur e and 

industry,, The "philosophic"  trend of the new masters revealed itself in their  attitudes toward 

thee Church. The archbishop was officiall y informed that churches would be closed and 

streett  processions forbidden "unti l things are organized (Madariaga, 1952:128-129). 

Thee Cabildo's decision in Apri l 19,1810 to assume autonomous governmental control over  the 

provincee of Caracas or  Venezuela may be said to finall y have made official a de facto situation 

which,, as I have argued, to a considerable extent already existed since July, 1808 with the 

establishmentt  of the two initia l Juntas. Namely, the constitution of aproto-state exercising 

sovereignn authority over  the entire territor y of the province. 

One,, however, should beware from drawing overly ambitious conclusions from the 

reconfiguredd institutional situation that would assume that the declaration of Independence on July 

5,1811,, littl e over  a year  after  the Cabildo's separatist decision from 1810, was all but preordained. 

Thee connection between the two events is far  less straightforwar d than what nationalist interpre-

tationss all too readily assume. In order  to ascertain the true stakes in the former  event one should 
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focuss briefly on the language that the Cabildo used to justify its decision of setting up an 

autonomouss government, not accountable to the Regency in Spain. According to the proceedings 

thiss decision was itself necessitated by 

thee impossibility in which that very government [the Regency] finds itself of attending to 

thee security and prosperity of these territorie s and of administering full justice in all affairs 

whichh fall under  the Supreme authority. 

Itt  is due to this situation of misgovemment that the Cabildo found itself, on grounds of "natura l 

law,""  justified to 

sett  up within the very bosom of these countries a system of government calculated to make 

goodd these deficiencies, through the exercise of the right  of sovereignty which owing to this 

veryy fact was vested again in the people (ibid: 128). 

Al ll  that the above reasoning tells us is that, at least until 1810, the majorit y of the cabildo members 

weree still largely thinkin g and acting within the strictures of a 'pactist'  framework for  which in the 

eventuall  absence of the King sovereignty devolves to the people. Far  from any covert 

independentistt  aspirations, the most that on the basis of this reasoning one can attribut e to the 

majorit yy of the Cabildo members is a desire for  a reformulated monarchy where constituent 

kingdomss such as the Venezuelan Captaincy General were allowed larger  degrees of autonomy. In 

thiss regard to even characterize the 1810 decision as "separatist,"  as I have done following 

Madariaga,, is somewhat misleading. There is nothing strictly separatist in the cabildo's decision 

which,, far  from promoting any separation from Spain, merely states the necessity for  an 

autonomouss government until the King is returned to the Crown, thereby putting an end to an 

anomalouss situation where no institution in the Peninsula could either  claim to legitimately 

representt  the various peoples of the monarchy or, even less, effectively govern the monarchy's vast 

transatlanticc possessions. As for  the declaration of independence, the gap between it and the 

colony'ss assertion of self-government of the previous year  is, indeed, large enough that no amount 

off  evolutionary reasoning can do justice to the radical novelty of the event. 
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Onee cannot begin to understand how, withi n the space of just a few months, such an 

outcomee could have possibly come about without bringing the political on board as a dimension 

welll  in excess of any such evolutionary teleologies. Or, what here amounts to the same, without 

takingg into account the conspiratorial activities of a small yet highly radicalized and vocal group of 

revolutionariess and the popular  pressure that, at every crucial juncture, they brought to bear  on the 

loyalistt  majorit y so as to sway it in the direction of Independence. Organized around the Patrioti c 

Society,, a sort of Jacobin club modeled after  the ones that were active in the French revolution, this 

minorit yy included among its members young representatives from some off  the most powerful creole 

familiess of the province, Simon Bolivar  being the one that eventually would achieve the greatest 

preeminence.. The existing records suggest an intensely vital association, bursting with political 

energiess and ideals and meeting regularly in the private houses of some of the members to discuss 

inn public the current political events in an atmosphere of egalitarian exaltation far  removed from the 

prevailingg hierarchies: 

Inn these sessions, which took place during the evenings from six o'clock on and sometimes 

endedd very late, members from all the different social classes participated, and, something 

quitee unusual, also women from the diverse corporate bodies (Lollet Calderin, 1992:609). 

Itt  is nowadays hard to imagine the impact of this Society on a colonial order  which had in the 

exclusionn of both women and the majorit y Pardo population from any public deliberations one of 

it ss main constitutive principles. 

Butt  the innovation was not solely sociological, however, restricted to the political inclusion 

off  hitherto excluded social groups and categories. It also consisted in the introduction of a novel 

republicann imaginary, complete with elaborate rituals, songs and other  forms of public expression. 

Thus,, on Apri l 19,1811, exactly one year  after  the creation of the Junta Suprema and the colony's 

officiall  assertion of self-rule and only three months before the Declaration of Independence the 

memberss of the Society resolved to commemorate the former  date by both "erecting a Tree of 

Freedom''  and (by) displaying in the facade of the association's headquarters"  the portrait s of Gual 

andd Espana, the two leaders of the first  aborted republican insurrection against Spanish domination 

inn the closing years of me eighteenth century (ibid). With clear  Jacobin antecedents, the former 
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initiativ ee is the first  recorded instance in Venezuela in a long series of ritual  commemorations and 

performancess that, extending into the present and ranging from school celebrations to the core 

secrett  ritual s of groups of conspirators, all have republican trees as their  foci. Harking back to a 

(mythical)) oath taken around an emblematic tree by a group of conspirators within the army, the 

presentt  Chavez regime is the latest avatar  in Venezuela of this kind of arborescent political 

imaginary.. As for  the display of the portrait s of the two revolutionary leaders, one may see this act 

ass the beginning of a civic cult premised on the withdrawal from all public places of the effigies of 

thee monarchs and their  replacement with those of republican heroes. 

Otherr  forms of collective expression also signaled the beginnings of an unprecedented and 

stronglyy egalitarian civic culture. Thus the revolutionary songs and hymns sung in the milieu of 

bothh the Patriotic Society and at least one other  revolutionary association, the Club of the Sans 

Culottess (Club de los Sin Camisa), of which there is littl e remaining notice (Perez Vila, 

1992b:696).. Federico Brit o Figueroa, for  example, calls attention to the club's gatherings where 

whitee revolutionaries mingled with members from the other  subaltern groups including pardos, 

mulattoess and free blacks and danced to the tune of revolutionary melodies like the following, 

borrowedd from a Jacobin repertoire: 

Evenn if poor  and without a shirt 

II  have to throw a ball 

where,, instead of the guitar, 

thee cannons will resound. 

Thatt  all the sans culotte dance 

andd hail to the tune, the tune of the cannon (Brit o Figueroa, 1987:1284). 

Anotherr  revolutionary song which would eventually become the Venezuelan national anthem called 

forr  the overthrowing of despots and for  the "whole of America"  to follow the example "given by 

Caracas""  on Apri l 19, 1810 and declare self-rule. Although the origins of this song have been traced 

backk to thee gatherings of the Sociedad Patriotica, the available evidence indicates that it was already 

sungg in the different towns of Venezuela in the wake of the events of Apri l 19,1810, thus, several 

monthss before the club was created in December  of that very year. Nevertheless, the very fact that 
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itss lyrics have been attributed to one of the founding members of the Sociedad Patriotica, Vicente 

Salias,, is suggestive of the kind of radical imaginary which, from the start, went into the founding 

off  the Society (Perez Vila, 1992a:473). 

Contemporariess were quite aware of the dangerous innovation that an association lik e the 

Sociedadd Patriotica represented for  the local colonial order. Thus, between December  1811 and 

Januaryy 1812, in the period immediately following the declaration of independence, the main local 

newspaper,, the Gaceta de Caracas, included several articles with critical references to the revolu-

tionaryy association. Identifyin g its members as "ragin g democrats"  while comparing the group to 

thosee "Jacobin societies"  responsible for  the terror  and devastation in the wake of the French 

revolution,, in one of these articles the author  tacitly charged the Society with favoring a kind of 

extremee equality that breaks all the ties and bonds of society destroying the consideration 

andd respect that are so necessary among Citizens (cited by Carole Leal Curiel, 1998:194). 

Givenn the existing climate of tensions between the official institution and the revolutionary 

association,, it is not surprising if there was widespread hostility among the members of Congress 

againstt  the Society, some of which explicitly referrin g to it as a dangerous "masonry"  and a 

"meetingg of Jacobins"  (ibid: 192). We also know from contemporary sources that the participation 

off  'pardos' in the meetings of the Society provoked "scandal"  among the priviledged sectors of 

Caracass who, generally, cringed at the 'inconveniences of mixing such heterogeneous 'castes'" 

(ibid::  184). 

Thee activists from the Sociedad Patriotica did littl e to assuage the anxieties of their  critics, 

theirr  iconoclastic behavior  giving ample proof of their  willingness to supplant the symbolic order  of 

thee monarchy with a republican imaginary embodied in a panoply of unprecedented discourses, 

practicess and representations. Such a willingness is nicely brought out in a passage by Leal Curiel 

wheree she addresses the symbolic innovation that was immanent in the behavior  of the members of 

thee Society. After  contrasting the relative traditionalism of the ceremonies of investiture of the 

newlyy established institutions and authorities, characterized by the superimposition of "old 

practices""  on a relatively novel redistributio n of power, the author  insists that during the period of 

thee emergence of Venezuela as an independent nation 
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thee symbolic radicalization in part came from the Sociedad Patriotica of the year  1811, 

whichh not only destroyed older  symbols (portrait s of the king), but also planted trees of 

freedomm around which it danced and sang patrioti c songs (ibid:178-179). 

AA conspicuous example of the Society's iconoclasm were the celebrations enacted in Caracas on 

Apri ll  19,1811 to commemorate the establishment of the Junta Suprema on that very day the year 

before.. On that occasion a retinue of members from the society toured loudly through the streets 

andd squares of Caracas, and "durin g the trajectory they destroyed portrait s of Ferdinand VI I  and 

repeatedlyy kicked the Spanish flag"  (ibid: 191-192). Given all that has been said about their  place in 

thee symbolic economy of the colony it is hard to come up with an act which, lik e the destruction of 

thee king's portraits , would have so effectively and succinctly expressed the Society's willingness to 

precipitatee a revolutionary ruptur e with the monarchy. No wonder  if the group's behavior, 

communicativee style and initiatives awakened the fear  of the colony's dominant sectors. As Leal 

Curiell  puts it, 

thee fear  of Jacobinism (..) was fed by the debates of the Patriotic societies, which its 

adversariess denounced as expressing the excesses of a "limitles s freedom and equality" : that 

inn the context of a republican experiment conducted (..) by 'whit e republicans' in a society 

wheree the castas predominated, especially the pardos, which did not hide their  aspiration to 

bee considered as citizens (ibid: 194 — my translation). 

Ass one would expect, this kind of radical imaginary went together  with a no less radical 

politicall  activism on the part of the members of the Society. From the moment the Sociedad Patriot-

icaa was created upon the return of Francisco de Mirand a and Simon Bolivar  from London in 

December,, 1818 until Independence was declared on July 5,1811, its members stayed on the streets 

andd squares of Caracas constantly pushing their  agenda for  Independence among the urban masses 

throughh an ongoing effort of agitation and organization. Al l throughout these months the goal of the 

Societyy remained in every case the same. Namely, to bring constant outside pressure to bear  on the 

memberss of the main rulin g body so as to move them to declare Independence. A brief summary of 
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thee main events wil l suffice to demonstrate this point. 

Onn Apri l 20th, 1810, the very next day after  the Supreme Junta had been created, the newly 

establishedd institution issued a ban invitin g the "inhabitant s of all the United Provinces of 

Venezuela""  to join Caracas in the establishment of a Congress that, on the basis of proportional 

representation,, would exercise "supreme authority"  over  the territorie s of the recently created 

Captaincyy General of Venezuela (Perez Vila, 1992a:808). From the start the decision to set up a 

neww rulin g body with representation from all the different Venezuelan provinces was couched on 

fairl yy traditionalis t terms. For  example, the "Junt a General de Diputacion de las Provincias de 

Venezuela,""  the name chosen for  the proposed institution , was explicitly linked in bans and other 

officiall  documents to the Cortes that is how the Spanish monarchical parliament was called. 

Composedd of the "nobility , the clergy and the urban bourgeoisie"  the Spanish Cortes dated from the 

endd of the XHth century and stopped meeting in the XVIt h century when the "comuneros"  or 

memberss of the Castillian communities were defeated in 1521 by Charles V in the battle of Villala r 

(ibid:807-808).. It is also useful to consider  here that the events in Caracas paralleled those going on 

inn Spain where the Regency, whose authority had as we recall been rejected by the Caracas' 

Cabildo,, was at the time also busy calling for  the celebration of Cortes with representatives from 

bothh Spain and the Americas (ibid:808). Even if inflected by liberal influences, the political 

solutionss devised in both sides of the Atlanti c to the vacuum generated by the abscence of 

legitimatee government precipitated by the events of Bayonne and the ensuing Napoleonic invasion 

weree also similarl y informed by a revamped pactist ideology. 

Whatt  set the contemporary Spanish and Venezuelan experiments apart from each other  was 

neitherr  the kind of political system that each sought to bring about, since in both cases the 

monarchicall  principl e was beyond dispute, nor  the form which this system should take which was 

commonlyy assumed to be a constitutional monarchy entailing some kind of return to an imagined 

pactismm believed to have prevailed in the past. The difference had to do, rather, with timing, that is, 

whenn such a reformulated monarchy could be said to be established. For  the Regency that time was 

thee immediate future, when the Cortes started sessioning with representatives from the entire 

monarchy.. For  the Caracas' authorities who viewed the Regency as illegitimate since it was not 

electedd by representatives from the different kingdoms such event was indefinitely postponed until 
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thee time of king Ferdinand's return to the throne; until then, the Junta General composed of 

representativess from the different Venezuelan provinces would exercise autonomous authority over 

thee entire territor y of the Captaincy General waiting for  the auspicious moment when the latter 

wouldd rejoin the other  Spanish kingdoms as parts of a single and reconfigured constitutional 

monarchy. . 

Anotherr  clear  indication of the relative traditionalism informing the Caracas' initiatives was 

thee uncertainty regarding the status of representation in the official documents. While sometimes 

thee represented entity was referred to using the generic 'people' of republican ideology, more often 

thann not this entity was explicitly and inexplicitly assimilated to the traditional "pueblos"  of the 

ancienancien régime. This is clearly expressed in the general titl e of the rules and regulations that the 

Supremee Junta from Caracas approved for  the incoming elections to the "Junta General"  that would 

governn in representation of all the Venezuelan provinces. Published since June 15th, 1810 in 

severall  consecutive issues of the Gaceta de Caracas this document was named Rules and 

RegulationsRegulations for the legitimate representation of all the pueblos in the Confederation of 

Venezuela...,Venezuela..., Although the language already betrays the uneasy coexistence of older  and newer 

politicall  vocabularies, the pluralized "pueblos"  unequivocally evokes the basic political units of the 

ancienancien régime (ibid). 

Needlesss to say, the official documents and declarations cannot be made to yield 

unambiguouss proof of unanimity concerning the character  of the political future. At least since the 

Frenchh and the American revolutions the ideas of republicanism and Independence were 

sufficientlyy in the air  for  it to be possible, on the basis of the official statements, to automatically 

rulee out any unstated desires for  radical political change on the part of all members of the Caracas' 

rulin gg institutions. Regardless of what the newly elected authorities actually did say about their 

intentionss in their  officially recorded statements, we do for  example know that a small minorit y 

amongg them entertained political ambitions that thoroughly transcended the framework of even a 

reformulatedd monarchy. All that I propose here is that whatever  the prevailing frame of mind 

amongg the political elites was, and there is evidence that at least in the initial stages of the process 

towardss Independence the vast majorit y was loyalist no matter  how many doubts and uncertainty 

eachh individual conscience had to endure, in the absence of a considerable outside pressure it is 
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unlikelyy that these elites would have readily opted for  Independence. This, at any rate, is what the 

highh levels of mass-mobilization that accompanied every major  step taken in the direction of such 

ann outcome clearly indicate. 

Alreadyy during June, 1810, only two months after  the Junta Suprema had been set up in 

Apri ll  of that very year, Jose Felix Ribas "led a crowd through the city demanding the expulsion of 

alll  European Spaniards". This mass-mobilization was in response to recent attempts by local 

Spaniardss to bring down the Caracas Junta Suprema, as well as to the news of the successful 

quashingg in Quito, Ecuador  of a similar  Junta by forces loyal to the Spanish Regency (Madariaga, 

1952:135).. The organizer  was the same Jose Felix Ribas "of the phrygean cap,"  as the historian 

Brit oo Figueroa calls him, that was well known in local circles as a Jacobin agitator  and was also 

electedd to the Caracas' Junta representing the Pardos. Closely related to Bolivar  and the other 

leaderss of the Sociedad Patriotica, his intervention may be linked to similar  attempts in other 

anticoloniall  wars to establish clear  Unes of demarcation between colonizers and colonized. Thus, 

underr  his leadership, the walls of the city were covered with printed notices asking for 

vengeance.. "Let the knife, let death be our  motto', was said in these posters in which the 

Spaniardss were described as cannibals. The Junta had to counter  with an edict promising 

thatt  adequate revenge should be taken... (ibid: 136). 

Thee posters' bloddy message anticipates the "war  to the death"  that, animated by a similar  desire to 

delineatee the two camps, just a few years later  Simon Bolivar  waged not just against the Spanish 

forcess but also against all those Venezuelan residents born in Spain or  the Canary Islands. As was 

expressedd in the edict that Bolivar  issued in the heat of the confrontation neutrality did not suffice 

toto keep one's throat from the knife. Even if "indifferent "  the local Spaniards would all be 

slaughteredd if they did not "actively collaborate with the Independence of America" . As for  the 

Creoles,, the opposite applied since, even if "guilty, "  they would all be spared by the armies of 

Independencee (Pino Iturrieta , 1992a:999). We catch here, literall y forming before our  eyes, the 

figur ee of the 'foreigner' that is such a stubborn specter  in the imaginary of the nation (Pino Iturrieta , 

1992:999). . 

Returningg to the Ribas episode, it is important to focus briefl y on the Junta's reaction to the 
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street-riotss even if Madariaga rapidly  glosses it over  after  mentioning in passing the promise issued 

byy the institution of taking "adequate revenge"  against the local Spanish conspirators. Even if 

insteadd of revenge what the institution actually took was the decision to "expel"  Ribas from the 

provincee once the local spirit s had sufficiently calmed down (Madariaga, 1952:136), just by faking 

acquiescencee to the demands from the streets the Junta Suprema began trodding the path of 

concessionss that would end with Independence. To pledge revenge against a group, no matter  how 

small,, of local Spaniards identifying it as the 'enemy' was, already, to give in under  pressure to the 

termss of a proto-nationalist discourse having as its main discursive axis the clear-cut demarcation 

betweenn 'us' and 'them', natives versus foreigners. This is the case even if in doing so the Junta tried 

too take the edge away from the rioters' manichean logic by moving away from their  blanket 

condemnationn of all local Spaniards into the discreet identification of only a few as the punishable 

culprits .. Inadvertently or  not, in somehow allowing the association between 'enmity' and 

'foreignness''  to crystallize in official discourse the junta was taking a step the seriousness of which 

iss clarified when one considers the large numbers of Spanish-born individuals who had both 

supportedd the decision to assert self-government and who, moreover, participated as active 

memberss in the Junta that was formed in its wake. The magnitude of the concession made to the 

forcess of radicalism hinged, precisely, on the Junta's acquiescence to a discursive logic that 

introducedd a sharp overall demarcation where none was officiall y allowed before. Thus, even if the 

distinctionn between 'natives' and 'foreigners' was indeed structurall y relevant to the colonial 

situation,, at least in some crucial respects during the colony all local inhabitants were considered to 

belongg to the same universal monarchy. Without terminating such a shared sense of belonging by 

enforcingg a radical parting of the ways no declaration of Independence was, of course, thinkable. 

Thee logic of the situation enunciated above according to which it was the relentless pressure 

fromfrom  the streets that ultimately accounts for  the decision to declare Independence becomes clearer 

ass one nears the momentous date of the declaration. During the days immediately preceding that 

datee the agitational activities by members of the Sociedad Patriotica as well as the pressure from the 

mass-demonstrationss in streets and other  public places kept a constant crescendo. Finally, they both 

reachedd paroxistic heights on the night preceding the declaration staying there all throughout the 

nextt  day up to the very moment when it was resolved that Venezuela became an independent 
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nation.. A brief review of the main events demonstrates this point. The initia l call for  the creation of 

aa governing body made of representatives from all over  Venezuela that would jointl y rule the 

Captaincyy in the name of the deposed king was met through the celebration of elections in all the 

Venezuelann provinces, the majority , that had followed Caracas' example in disobeying the authority 

off  the Regency. The elections took place between the months of August, 1810 and January, 1811 on 

thee basis of a two-degree system which, as was usual at the time not only in the Americas but also 

inn Europe, restricted the franchise to male property-owning adults with a fixed place of residence. 

Finallyy on March 2,1811 and "wit h the Supreme Juntas' attendance"  was installed in the city of 

Caracass the Congress which resulted from this electionary process, composed of deputees from the 

provincess of Caracas, Cumana, Barinas, Margarit a and Merida (Perez Vila, 1992:808). Coro, 

Maracaiboo and Guayana on the other  hand remained loyal to the Spanish Regency. 

Onlyy the pervasive habits of a nationalist historiography can account for  the insistence with 

whichh Venezuelan historians use the designation "Constituent Congress"  to refer  to the above 

assembly,, thereby telescoping what was a largely unforeseeable outcome into a series of antecedent 

eventss obeying a largely different logic. If one listens to the contemporary actors speak nowhere is 

"constituent""  to be heard before July 5,1811, the date in which Independence was declared. During 

thee months preceding that date the expression used to designate the rulin g assembly that was 

convenedd for  the first time a few months before on march of that very year  was that of "Congreso 

Supremoo de Venezuela"  (ibid:809), without the adjective "constituent"  making an appearance in the 

officiall  documents. Indeed, nothing in the public statements that were issued before the beginning 

dayss of July indicate that the recently established institution had as its purpose "constituting " 

anything,, even less an independent nation. The discursive terms in which these public 

pronouncementss were couched evidence the rather  more modest ambition of simply rulin g the 

Captaincyy until the time in which the King was retimed to hiss throne. And, for  this goal, any 

impressionn of novelty was anathema, least one offended the already soar  sensibilities of the 

monarchy.. Meaning a joinin g of will s to achieve a common purpose the castillian word "congreso" 

was,, then, more than adequate for  an institution whose explicit aim was not to create anything but 

justt  preserving the lands of the Captaincy for  the king, no matter  how much by its very existence 

thiss institution was actually joltin g the existing order  of things. 
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Anyy cursory examination of the founding oath whereby the "Congreso Supremo de 

Venezuela""  was instituted serves to demonstrate the point. Thus having met in one of the city' 

privat ee mansions, and after  electing a provisional president, the Congress' representatives moved to 

thee Caracas' Cathedral in what is nowadays Plaza Bolivar  where they swore the following oath 

administeredd by the Archbishop of the province: 

Doo you swear  by God and the Holyy Gospel that you are going to touch, and do you promise 

too preserve the Fatherland and defend its rights and those of the Lord Don Ferdinand VII , 

withoutt  the slightest relation or  influence from France; in independence from any form of 

governmentt  from the Iberian peninsula, and without any other  representation than that 

whichh resides in the General Congress of Venezuela; to oppose yourselves to any other 

dominationn wishing to exert sovereignty over  these lands, or  impede its absolute and 

legitimatee independence, when the Confederation of its Provinces deems it convenient; to 

maintainn pure, unscathed and inviolable our  Sacred Religion, and to defend the mystery of 

thee Immaculate Conception of the Virgin  Mary our  Lady... (ibid:809 - my translation) 

andd so on and so forth . So much for  the common view of the significance of the events of the 19th 

off  April , 1810 as a direct forerunner  of the declaration of Independence on July of the next year. 

Becausee unless one overinterprets the repeated use of the word "independence"  taking it for 

anythingg than what it actually is was, namely, the assertion of temporary sovereignty by the local 

politicall  authorities over  the territorie s of the Captaincy, everything in the quoted oath exudes 

ferventt  loyalty to both the imprisoned king and to one of the main pillar s of the monarchy, namely, 

thee holy catholic church. 

What,, then, could possibly explain that in the space of just a few months the Venezuelan 

representativess were weaned from such an undivided loyalty at least to the king (the Church was an 

altogetherr  different matter) so as to declare Venezuela independent? Bring in the pressure that the 

urbann crowds exerted from both streets and squares, as well as from within the very precinct of 

Congresss and you wil l have an important part of the answer. At least since July 3,1811 this 

pressuree kept steadily mounting reaching climactic heights on the night of the 4th and all 

throughoutt  the next day. It did not subside until the words declaring Venezuela Independent were 
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mett  with an uprorious applause by the jubilan t crowds that were assembled in the bars (Lollet 

Caldenn,, 1992:609). And in all this ferment the Sociedad Patriotica of course had a good hand, to 

thee point that already by the end of June, 1811, there was talk in Caracas of the existence of two 

parallell  congresses, the Congreso Constituyente and the Jacobin organization. Of the two, the latter 

wass widely believed to be bent on replacing the former. 

Thee labor  of agitation began almost from the moment in which the Society was created, 

whenn in January, 1811, just arrived with Simon Bolivar  from England, Francisco de Mirand a 

startedd doing political work among the urban masses in Caracas. As Madariaga puts it, his "firs t 

tacticss aimed at conquering the streets and the colored crowds"  for  the purpose of declaring 

Independencee from Spain (Madariaga, 1952:52). Months of intense activity and "fier y speeches for 

Independence""  followed, for  example, those delivered on Apri l 19,1811, during the already 

mentionedd first  anniversary commemoration of the establishment of the Supreme Junta when, "wit h 

indefatigablee loquacity"  Mirand a "showed himself ever  ready to support"  the claims of the crowd 

(Ibid) .. Al l this revolutionary activity in the streets was, in turn, inspired and informed by the 

discussionss that every evening took place in the meetings of the Sociedad Patriotica which, 

accordingg to Madariaga, were 

oftenn tumultuous and always lively. About two hundred memberss took part, some of them 

memberss of Congress who, disgruntled because their  views had not prevailed in the official 

parliament,, came to air  them again in the unofficial one (ibid: 153). 

Thesee rowdy gatherings were in stark contrast with the meetings taking place in Congress where its 

members s 

endeavoredd to hold its debates in the calm which its own dignity and the place it met in [the 

chapell  of the University] required. This was not always easy, for  the sittings were public, 

andd the crowd did not always respect or  even understand the demeanor  of their  deputies 

(ibid::  154). 

Inn all likelihood it was due to the street-pressure that he brought to bear  on the institution that 
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Mirandaa was finally given the seat in Congress that was previously denied to him on account of his 

welll  known European career as a revolutionary. With Miranda's incorporation to Congress the 

Sociedadd Patriotica finally gained an invaluable foothold within the institution. From then on all the 

popularr pressure that was patiently built up in the outside could be converted within Congress itself 

intoo attitudes and decisions favorable to the cause of Independence. The pressure over Congress 

wass so great that some of its members proposed without success that it should be moved to another 

cityy where its deliberations could proceed without the "demagogic presence" of the Sociedad 

Patriotica.. The fact that "in this heated atmosphere, Congress passed a Declaration of the rights of 

thee People" assuring them of their sovereignty should also be taken as evidence of the considerable 

mass-pressuree to which the Institution was exposed, even if, as Madariaga dryly notes "only 

landownerss were to vote" (ibid: 155). 

Thingss finally reached a climax when, "under strong pressure from the Patriotic Society" 

Congresss had, "at last," to engage in debates regarding the validity of extricating the Venezuelan 

provincess from the Spanish monarchy (ibid: 154). The convenience of Independence had already 

beenn "widely debated" in the meetings of the Society since "at least the end of May, 1811" (Lollet 

Calderin,, 1992:609). Therefore, when during the first days of July Congress finally addressed the 

issuee the event may be regarded as a triumph of thee association's revolutionary agenda. The 

evidencee suggests that from the start the discussions were carried out in an atmosphere of 

intimidationn induced not just by the relentless pressure from the crowds assembled in the bars but, 

also,, by the attitudes and initiatives from the main leaders of the Society. Thus, for example, at one 

pointt one of the main supporters of the Spanish cause within parliament raised his voice to 

protestt against the violent and tumultuous attitude of some members of the Patriotic 

Society,, including Bolivar, who came armed to the bar, to intimidate the wavering deputies 

(Madariaga,, 1952:155). 

Althoughh on July 3, during the course of the day, Congress suspended deliberations on the topic of 

Independence,, the debate "was, of course, revived that very night in the hotter atmosphere of the 

Sociedadd Patriotica" (ibid). On that occasion Bolivar delivered a rousing speech that, telling from 

thee insistence with which local historians cite some of its passages, must have been one of his more 
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memorable.. After  denying the existence of "tw o Congresses,"  Bolivar  went on to answer  the 

hesitatingg atmosphere prevailing in the official assembly with the following, "vehement plea for 

boldnesss and swiftness"  (ibid): 

Congresss is discussing what should have been decided already. And what do they say? That 

wee must begin by a Confederation, as if we were not already confederated against a foreign 

tyranny.. That we must wait upon the results of the policy of Spain: what is it to us that 

Spainn sells her  slaves to Bonaparte or  keeps them, since we are resolved to be free? Such 

doubtss are the sad consequences of the chains of old. That great designs must be prepared 

withh calm: are three hundred years of calm not enough? The Patriotic Society respects 

Congresss as it must, but Congress must hear  the Patrioti c Society, a center  of light and of all 

thee revolutionary interests. Let us fearlessly lay the foundation stone of South American 

liberty .. To hesitate is to be lost (cited by Madariaga, 1952:155). 

II  have several reasons for  having cited from Bolivar' s speech at some length. First, in order 

too convey some of the sheer  caliber  of his discourse, something that I wil l have few other 

opportunitiess to do again in what remains of this dissertation. Confronted with the decisionistic 

energyy that is gathered in the above speech, itself resulting as much from its sheer  enunciative force 

ass from the popular  pressure backing its words and on which the speech's very success as a 

felicitouss performance was largely contingent, it is not altogether  surprising if even the more 

hesitatingg deputies were eventually bullied into Independence. Second, as a highly reliable 

testimonyy of the wavering atmosphere that, up to the very last moment, prevailed in Congress. 

Givenn Bolivar  unwavering stance towards Independence it is unlikely that he would have insisted 

onn the dissension within Congress if it was not a real impediment to the realization of his designs. 

Finally,, third , for  what this speech already tells us concerning some of the discursive strategies that 

goo into the erasure of a democratic space of contestation and its substitution by a unitary wil l 

paradingg as the wil l of the majority . Focusing briefl y on these strategies is crucial for  the light they 

throww on the nineteenth century processes that, over  time, issued in the fetishization of the 

Venezuelann state. 

Pointss two and three are closely related since it was precisely the wavering atmosphere in 
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congresss that called for the decisionism in Bolivar's speech. Not only that, the efficacy of his 

interventionn was largely contingent precisely on its ability to translate doubts regarding a variety of 

looselyy interconnected subjects into doubts concerning the proper timing for the declaration of 

Independence.. Thus, the passage quoted above is traversed by the assumption that while the 

congresss representatives may have differed regarding such timing they, on the other hand, were all 

off  one mind as to the need to declare Independence. In other words, Bolivar's strategy consists in 

thee erasure of a space of contestation and heterogeneous enunciations and its substitution for a 

generalizedd 'we' that, as such a unified, homogeneous entity may be conveniently addressed, berated 

andd jolted into action by the authoritative T of the speaker. Explicitly invoked twice at the 

beginning,, in the passage above this 'we' is posited as the collective subject responsible for the 

seriess of delays which indefinitely deferred the goal that was already agreed upon by the 

congressmen. . 

Butt was such an agreement actually there or was it fabricated by Bolivar's discourse? In 

otherr words, was it fact or was it fiction? It is enough to juxtapose briefly information gleaned from 

thee records of the debates in Congress with Bolivar's claims in order to realize that the latter was 

moree likely the case. Thus, it is true that during much of the period preceding the declaration the 

memberss of Congress were busy arguing about the convenience of a confederation but, at least 

explicitly,, such a form of government was not at all proposed as a preamble to Independence. 

Again,, it is indeed possible to detect in the debates as well as in other contemporary sources an 

atmospheree of expectation regarding "the results of the policies in Spain". Yet nowhere, to my 

knowledge,, are such "results" explicitly construed as that which should be known before 

implementingg an already existing decision of walking away from the foil of the Spanish monarchy 

(Perezz Vila, 1992:810; Hebrard, 1998:197-215). Indeed, as Bolivar puts it without however 

drawingg the necessary implications, why at all "wait" if the representatives were already "resolved 

too be free"? What would have made any such "wait" particularly puzzling is that the "resolve" of 

whichh Bolivar speaks but cannot be independently verified in the records coincided with the 

momentt at which the monarchy, or whatever was left of it, was at its weakest, thus, incapable of 

quashingg any possible Venezuelan designs. So puzzling, in fact, as to render unlikely that any 

existingg expectation among the congressmen had at all the significance claimed by Bolivar. 
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Deprivedd of any empirical substance, such claim appears for  what it probably was: a rhetorical 

sleightt  of hand aimed at positing the existence, as if it had already been there, of an underlying 

"resolve""  which the representatives' idle "wait "  would have unnecessarily postponed. Contrary to 

whatt  Bolivar  claimed all the available evidence suggests that far  from having been there, as an 

attitud ee that most Venezuelan congressmen would have shared, both "wait "  and underlying 

"resolve""  were fabrications of Bolivar' s discourse, rhetorical means of imposing a revolutionary 

agendaa by redefining the very terms of the political debate. 

Althoughh perhaps less obviously, pretty much the same may be said about Bolivar' s thir d 

query.. Thus, it is not clear  if the "calm"  that Bolivar  mentions corresponds, as he claims, to any 

actuall  mood in Congress regarding the need to take time for  implementing the "great design"  that 

alll  its members would have shared. Or, as is more likely, if such "calm"  was the appeal that some 

flusteredd congressmen leveled at a few revolutionary hotheads in order  to appease them. In other 

words,, a punctual reaction from a few alarmed individual s which, again, Bolivar  conveniently turns 

intoo the shared attitude of a collective "we"  wavering for  no good reason at the very brink of 

Independence.. It is, of course, true that at the time of Bolfvar  's intervention the monarchy was still 

thee prevailing institutional framework. This, in itself, strongly advises against taking any official 

declarationss as the transparent expression of the underlying intentions of the congressmen. Yet, 

givenn the amount of pressure that both the masses and the leaders of the Sociedad Patriotica 

broughtt  to bear  on Congress during the period preceding the declaration of Independence it is 

unlikelyy that, at least among the majority , such intentions would have been greatly at odds with 

whatt  is registered in the documents. Rather  more likely is that this majorit y had to be forcefully 

bulliedd into acquiescing to the designs of the radical minority , and that Bolfvar' s masterful speech 

wass among the finishing strokes in this bullying strategy. 

Afterr  alluding in true enlightenment fashion to the Sociedad Patriotica as "a centre of light 

andd of all the revolutionary interests,"  Bolfvar  ended his speech with an urgent appeal to "lay the 

foundationn stone of South American liberty" . Given the rising political temperatures in Caracas, one 

wouldd expect such an urgent appeal to have achieved almost instant resonance. And, telling from 

thee mass-demonstrations in all the streets and squares of the city on the day following Bolfvar' s 

interventionn this, indeed, was the case (Brit o Figueroa, 1987:1291-1292). Something similar  may 
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bee said of the potent, uncompromising "light" that the Patriotic Society managed to project through 

thee medium of Bolivar's speech. That is, one would also expect that, reached by such a forbidding 

glare,, any remaining "shadows" that the "doubts" induced by the "chains of old" still mayy have cast 

wouldd have rapidly vanish making room for "liberty's" shadowless "stone". 

Oncee again, the events in Caracas on July 4th bore ample witness to this second 

expectation.. On that very day, following Bolivar's speech and after having approved his motion to 

declaree Independence, the Society commissioned Dr Miguel Pena to convey its resolution to 

Congress.. From this moment on political events succeeded one another at a truly dizzying pace. 

Givenn the rapidity with which the last remaining obstacles on the way to Independence dissolved in 

thee wake of Dr Pena's arrival in Congress, one is justified in thinking that he joined the assembly 

envelopedd in the forbidding glare that the speech of the night before had projected. Only such a 

hypothesiss can possibly account for the extraordinary circumstance that a collective body which, 

untill  then, had been gnawed by undecisiveness and just plain disagreement, in less than 24 hours 

movedd to declare Independence, even if its true that the scruples of the representatives had already 

beenn softened by months of intense agitation and popular unrest. Perhaps most decisive in this last 

regardd were the just mentioned riots that shook Caracas all throughout the day of Dr Pena's speech. 

Thus,, "on July 4, 1811," during the hours preceding his intervention, and 

afterr having listened to the speeches of the most impetuous members of the Sociedad 

Patriotica,, Caracas' "rabble" carried out violent street actions in support of Francisco de 

Mirandaa who, as a result of this pressure, managed from within the Constituent Congress 

itselff  to convince the pusilanimous and to defeat the conservative tendencies which 

predominatedd in that Dead Sea that Congress was, according to the young Simon Bolivar's 

aptt designation (Brito Figueroa, 1985:88). 

Yet,, crucial as the above circumstances indeed were to Dr Pena's success, they should not 

blindd us to the sheer performative magic in the speech that he delivered before Congress. It is as if 

byy uttering in front of the assembled congressmen the words "we detest Ferdinand VTI," Pena had 

completedd Bolivar's job of the night before finally bringing into existence the being of the 

assemblyy as a unified, homogeneous subject. Once constituted, so to speak, apres-coup by the 
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performativ ee magic of the speaker  as such a collective "we,"  a homogeneous entity once and for  all 

petrifiedd in its hatred of the Spanish monarch, the assembly could go on to adopt the series of 

decisionss that issued in the birt h of Venezuela as an independent nation. This is how Madariaga 

describess the series of events which rapidly followed after  Pena's intervention: 

underr  a tumult from a rowdy bar  Congress voted a motion to consult the Executive. But the 

Executivee answered that very day giving its blessing to the idea. That night Caracas gaily 

celebratedd the anniversary of the independence of the United States. The next day, the hall 

off  Congress was crowded by an eager  public which uproariously applauded the republicans 

andd hooted and booed the moderates. The President reported the affirmativ e answer  of the 

Governmentt  and Mirand a rose at once asking for  an immediate declaration. Before the 

morningg was over, Congress, with the one exception of Father  Maya, voted in favor  of 

independencee amidst the wildest enthusiasm (Madariaga, 1952:156 - my translation). 

Itt  is perhaps possible to gain a more accurate sense of the spirit s which, at the time, had seized the 

revolutionaryy crowds in Caracas by contrasting Madariaga's somewhat benign version of the 

circumstancess surrounding the declaration of independence with another  contemporary account of 

whatt  Madariaga's "gail y celebrated"  might have actually meant, at least from the perspective of 

somee of the city's more privilegedd sectors. Writte n just a few years after  the main events by the 

"apostatee and resentful mulatto Jose Domingo Diaz" , in this account the author  suggests that what 

forr  some in the city might indeed have been 'joy' was for  others 'terror' , and that the latter  sentiment 

wass largely provoked by the spectacle of the former. Thus, this is how in his Memoirs from the 

Caracas'Caracas' Rebellion Diaz describes the mood of the celebrations that took place in Caracas on July 5, 

1811,, in the wake of the declaration of independence: 

duringg the whole day and night the atrocious but indecent furies of the revolution violently 

agitatedd the seditious spirits. I saw them run through the streets in their  short sleeves and 

ful ll  of wine, screaming and dragging the portrait s of His Majesty, which had been torned 

fromm every place where they were to be found. Those crowds of men from the revolution, 

black,, mulattoes, white, Spaniards and americans, ran from one square to the next, where 
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ravingraving orators inclined the rabble towards license and unruliness. Meanwhile, hidden in 

theirr houses, all the honest men barely dared to watch the passerbies from their half-opened 

windowss (Diaz, 1829:33 - cited by Brito Figueroa:88). 

Britoo Figueroa quotes further from Diaz's testimony where he implicitly suggests that the successful 

bidd by the Sociedad Patriotica for independence largely rested on the armed support which the 

associationn received from the "rabble". Not only that, Diaz clearly indicates that the early successes 

whichh the government that was installed in the wake of the declaration earned against the loyalist 

forcess before things turned around and the masses switched sides are also attributable to this armed 

support.. Thus, according to him, during the first stages of the revolution the "colored crowds," to 

usee once again Madariaga's expression, stayed firmly behind the revolutionary authorities, backing 

withh their unruly behavior "the violent decisions (that) became the norm" of the Government that 

emergedd with independence (ibid). 

Butt I am running ahead of my narrative since only in the next chapter I will be able to 

addresss the just mentioned events in the context of other momentous developments which already 

prefiguredd the kind of state imaginary that is the subject of this dissertation. For now, I must assert 

somee provisional closure ending this chapter at the moment when the existence of Venezuela as an 

independentt nation was sealed. On July 7th, just two days after independence was declared, 

Congresss voted on the document containing the declaration. Titled Declaration of Independence of 

thee American Confederation of Venezuela this document was, in turn, "presented to the Executive 

onn the 8th" (ibid). It was on this occasion that the separation of Venezuela from the Spanish 

monarchyy was finally sealed, an event with truly unforeseen and catastrophic consequences that still 

nowadayss weigh heavily on the Venezuelan nation. In the next chapter I will explore some of these 

unforeseenn consequences, among which the crystallization in the latter part of the nineteenth 

centuryy of a state imaginary that only now is beginning to show any discernible cracks surely counts 

ass momentous. 

ExcursusExcursus on the postcolonial crowds 

Butt before bringing this chapter to a close I must focus briefly on the crowd which, as a 

stubbornn presence, accompanies in Madariaga's passage above all of the main closing events on the 
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pathh to independence. Notice that it was "under  a tumult from a rowdy bar"  that Congress voted to 

consultt  the Executive, and that the pressure did not subside until the very end when the goal of the 

radicalss was achieved. Thus, all throughout the deliberations the crowd "uproariously "  supported 

thee "republicans"  and "booed"  the "moderates"  until , finally , greeting the votes for  independence 

"amidstt  the wildest enthusiasm". What status should one assign to this crowd that, when not 

altogetherr  suppressed or  overlooked, insists under  one sign or  another  as a fantasmatic presence in 

soo many accounts of Independence and of its bloody aftermath, both in those written by 

contemporariess as in more recent versions where contemporary historians invoke the popular 

sectorss in the service of one or  another  interpretation of the main events? 

Addressingg the above question requires that one confronts the contrasting roles that the 

massess have been assigned in the literature. Is it the case, for  example, that as in many accounts 

concernedd with endlessly polishing an heroic version of Independence, the urban crowds were just a 

shadowyy accompaniment to the actions of the main protagonists, the malleable instrument that the 

elitess from the competing camps used in order  to further  their  own designs? Or, alternatively, did 

thesee crowds along with the rebellious slaves from the plantations and other  subaltern sectors from 

bothh city and countryside together  amount to one of the two camps in the vast class struggle which 

wouldd encapsulate the largely silenced, unofficial trut h of the period? This, of course, is the status 

off  the Independence crowds in most marxist accounts, of which the writing s of the Venezuelan 

historiann Federico Brit o Figueroa provide a conspicuous example. Whatever  the gains are, and there 

aree indeed some important ones to be had from such an approach, interpretin g Independence and its 

aftermathh through the grid of class struggle results in serious simplifications. Often assigning to 

eachh of the struggling sectors well defined interests and identities given in advance of all historical 

vicissitudes,, such interpretations usually amount to the massive reduction of the complexities of the 

historicall  record to the terms of a stark, simplified dichotomy. Given once and for  all, in most 

marxistt  accounts the antagonistic transactions between the main terms placed in opposition rigidly 

orchestratee in advance the trut h of the historical period, regardless of historical conundrums or  of 

thee various actors' ideals, predicaments or  intentions. 

Whatt  in their  eagerness to unlock the trut h of the period by unilaterally wielding one or 

anotherr  master  interpretativ e key-be it class struggle, heroic exemplarity, or, as it sometimes 
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happens,, a combination of both—the above perspectives overlook is the novel, unprecedented socio-

culturall  syntax which, at the time, emerged in the wake of the King's likely disappearance. As I 

arguedd earlier, neither  of the main actors that entered the historical stage around independence may 

bee said to have trul y preexisted this momentous event and the drastic syntactic rearrangement of the 

sociall  landscape which came about in its wake even if, of course, it is always possible to fashion 

coloniall  antecedents on the basis of these actors' post-colonially achieved identities. It is within this 

novell  syntax that the independence crowds became reflexively constituted as a horizontal 

collectivityy internally rent by radically conflicting tendencies. Namely, the desire on the one hand to 

cashh in on the promise that was immanent in the novel republican vocabularies and, once and for 

all,, become the seat of a novel form of sovereignty. And, on the other, its predicament as a 

supernumeraryy multitud e which, forever  in excess of the liberal polities emerged with 

independence,, was denied through legislation and other  means the sovereign role which, otherwise, 

muchh like a mirror , republican ideology held before the entire local population. 

Thee crowd's supernumerary predicament was not new since, as I have argued, especially in 

thee closing decades of the colony the existence of an excess population weighed ever  more heavily 

onn the available social structures and existing systems of classification. What according to my 

argumentt  was unprecedented is how, with the king's demise and the emergence of novel republican 

vocabularies,, the independence crowd became reflexively constituted as a relatively autonomous 

force.. Constituted as such both in the gap between its own excessive predicament and the idealized 

rolee to which it was destined by republican ideology and within the novel societal landscape which 

openedd up at the time, along with the emergent elites and the state the postcolonial crowds became 

onee of the main actors or  forces making up the triangulated space emergent with Independence and 

too which, up to now, sociality has been largely beholden in Venezuela. 

Withi nn this novel space the social significance and status of the crowd is not prescribed in 

advance,, and neither  are those of the other  constituent forces. Rather, these forces' relative status 

andd significance shift within the caleidoscopic figures that, through their  very interactions, they all 

ceaselesslyy enact. Since, within these changing figures, every actor  or  force is forever  answerable to 

thee other, thus, always already beckoned by its demands, pressure, and expectations, neither  may 

everr  be said to be in possession of interests and identities that precede their  reciprocal engagement. 
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Thee very being and identity of what, at any given time, counts as either  the 'state', the 'elite' or  the 

'masses''  will , therefore, depend on the state of these entities' reciprocal relations, hence, on the very 

figur ee formed through the latter. It is therefore a considerable simplification to, for  example, assign 

oncee and for  all the popular  sectors to the Spanish camp during the initia l stages of Independence 

onn account of one or  another  intrinsi c trai t such as their  presumed backwardness and superstition. 

Thee same may be said of more elaborate versions where an alleged allegiance of the crowd to the 

Kin gg during this initia l period is predicated on class positionality as the unalterable given that 

wouldd have inexorably pitted the popular  sectors against their  'natural '  enemy, the white aristocracy. 

Thee least one can say of the above perspectives is that they fly in the face of the available 

evidence.. I have already suggested how, far  from having always been opposed to Independence, at 

leastt  in the city of Caracas the urban crowds where highly instrumental in bringing it about through 

thee relentless pressure that they exerted on the local authorities. Indeed, it is hard to understand how 

Independencee could have at all been declared without a considerable popular  backing. As I wil l 

indicate,, especially in chapter  six, it is only in later  phases of the struggle that the popular  masses 

switchedd allegiances with the insurgents forced to bring them back to their  foil not, however, 

withoutt  first having paid quite a high price in human lives and destroyed property. As for  the white 

aristocracy,, it is hardly more possible to pin on this sector  a set of unchanging attitudes, 

characteristicss or  predispositions than on the popular  masses. Whatever  one may wish to say about 

thiss sector, as I have already suggested one thing that is certain is that it was not given once and for 

alll  as a monolitic bloc. Rather, what in the literatur e is often retrospectively identified as the elite of 

thee Independence period on close inspection appears as somethingg far  more unwieldy: more lik e a 

smatteringg of splinters from the ancien regime's shattered sociality driven everywhere by the strong 

windss of change which blew at the time. 

Lookingg back on the turn of events already sometime after  Independence had been declared, 

inn 1812, a royalist observer, don Juan Bautista de Arrillaga , described the situation of the dominant 

sectorss in terms that not for  being somewhat simplistic were in some crucial respects any less 

accurate: : 

wee may place the men that alternatively have been agents in the terribl e contrasts of things 
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thatt  for  more than two year  have occurred in these provinces due to the Revolution in three 

classes::  the first,  the engines of the Revolution, those evil men without morals... that.. 

managedd to organize a faction and take over  command dragging behind them other  men, 

incautious,, mercemary, greedy,... fascinated with the hope of exaggerated happiness... to the 

pointt  of being able with that force to trample over  everything that opposed their  wicked 

ideas.... The second, those neutral men that... an excessive care for  their  interests ... have 

placedd behind the most powerful... And the third , those who put their  faith on God, Nation 

andd King... (cited by Carrera Damas, 1986:64). 

Onlyy by some sort of dialectical conjuring trick would one manage to detect in the above passage a 

full yy constituted elite, a class "i n itself'  glued by shared objective interests and outlook even if, "for 

itself,""  all that one sees is a range of disjointed elements maddeningly vying for  hegemony. 

Arguably,, it is precisely out of such a struggle that something like a more or  less homogeneous elite 

mayy be said to have emerged from the struggles for  Independence, as the dust from the battles 

somewhatt  settled and the winning factions more or  less succeeded in imposing their  own particular 

outlook,, definitions and designs as the exchange values of an entire social category. But even 

sayingg this would be a considerable simplification. All the main actors and forces, including those 

thatt  eventually gained the upper  hand, underwent considerable transformations during the course of 

thee struggle, to the point that venturing a continuous identity for  either  one of them is quite a 

hazardouss proposition. Even those that eventually came on top at the end were by then the outcome 

off  so many transformations, fissions and fusions that it would be impossible to unproblematically 

mapp them, as a group, onto any of the sectors precariously poised at the beginning. And, perhaps 

moree important, within the changing constellations which all these forces formed in the course of 

theirr  struggles neither  ever  had the complete ability to affect or  mold the rest without 

simultaneouslyy being affected or  molded by the environment in which they all acted. 

Itt  is this dimension of vulnerability , the very fragilit y of any and all subject positions within 

highlyy antagonistic social fields that is frequently overlooked. While falling prey to a questionable 

decisionism,, in their  eagerness to arrive at the underlying truth of the period by pinning down the 

objectivee identities and interests of the mains social actors and forces many accounts often trade the 

complexx and fluctuating syntax of appearances for  a collection of timeless, unchanging essences. 
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Thuss it is that readers are often treated to a more or  less elaborate list of what elites, popular  masses 

orr  leading heroes did or  did not do, decide or  failed to decide according to their  preexisting interests 

andd identities while, all along, overlooking, that such 'identities', 'interests' and 'decisions' were 

themselvess belatedly constituted in a field of differential and, often, highly antagonistic relations 

whichh antedated them. Whatever  underlying 'truths ' may result from such a reductive operation, 

theyy are the result of a backward glance which retrospectively fixates the reality beneath the flow of 

appearancess but misses how what at any time counts as such a reality is itself made and unmade by 

meanss of complicated transactions and through the very play of appearances. 

AA case in point is offered by the work of the Venezuelan historian German Carrera Damas. 

Inn some respects Carrera is the Venezuelan author  to whom my own arguments come closest, 

havingg considerably benefited from his ideas especially those regarding the crisis of Independence 

andd the establishment of the cult of Bolivar  in the 1870s and 1880s during the regime of Guzman 

Blanco.. Nevertheless, important differences remain between his and my own approach. Thus, to my 

knowledge,, Carrera is the only Venezuelan historian to have seriously taken into account the 

momentouss significance that the disappearance of the Spanish monarch had for  the crisis of 

governmentalityy that opened in its wake and which the declaration of Independence and the ensuing 

civill  wars at least momentarily resolved. Yet, contrary to what I argue here, for  him the king's 

disappearancee did not issue in the emergence of any unprecedented socio-cultural syntax. It merely 

exposed,, making it visible, what was already there and what the presence of the King through his 

representativess merely served to disguise or  mollify . Namely, the existence of a relatively unified 

elitee in each of the Venezuelan provinces rulin g over  the various subaltern classes whose interests 

andd identities, much lik e those of the elite, would have also both preexisted and survived the crisis 

off  Independence. According to this argument, while the presence of the King somewhat mollified 

thee harshness of this social predicament, cushioning the impact between the existing classes, its 

disappearancee generated a crisis of governmentality of vast proportions as the different social 

sectorss faced each other  across the existing divides without any intervening mediations. 

Thee problem with this style of analysis is that it subordinates all existing complexities and 

ambiguitiess to a telos that would inexorably dictate in advance the directionality of the historical 

process.. This can be easily illustrated with the just quoted passage about the "thre e classes"  of men 
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activee in the crisis of Independence. While I have reproduced this passage from Carrera, he draws 

onn it to support conclusions that are considerably at odds with those advanced here. ITius, for  him 

thee differences between the agents invoked in this passage do not suggest any fragmented social 

predicamentt  or, even less, the relative autonomy of the political as the means whereby interests and 

sociall  identities were contingently articulated in a highly volatile and antagonistic social field. 

Rather,, he interprets these differences as merely expressing the contrasting outlook that members 

fromm the same, objectively existing social class had on the means to reestablish that class' 

hegemonicc control over  the rest of the population, greatly jeopardized as it was as a result of the 

monarch'ss recent disappearance. In sum, according to Carrera, all that the crisis of independence 

amountedd to is the vast problem of governmentality which the king's disappearance posed to the 

rulin gg elites of the time, prompting a range of conflicting responses among its members. In this 

argumentt  some members from these elites were blinded by their  allegiance to the Spanish monarch, 

therebyy loosing sight of the long term interests of the ruling class as a whole. Others, however, by 

whichh Carrera means the faction favoring Independence, would have kept their  sights glued to those 

interestss realizing that these were better  served by breaking away from Spain. 

Forgett  all about the visions, interests or  outlooks expressed by the different social actors, 

theirr  indecisions, finite circumstances, fluctuating allegiances or  troubled forms of identification. Or 

evenn about the fact that many of those whom Carrera identifies as elite representatives were willin g 

too immolate themselves in the name of ideals which only the most contrived dialectical logic could 

unproblematicallyy assign to the defense of narrow class interests. One wonders, for  example, about 

thee kind of class logic which someone like Simon Bolivar  was furtherin g when he saw his vast 

familyy fortune consumed by the flames of the Revolution before dying poor  and exiled in 

Colombia,, rejected by those very Venezuelans which he had given all to set free. The following 

passagee by Castro Leiva identifies well the dilemmas posed by this blindness vs insight kind of 

epistemology: : 

Inn order  to account for  the emergence of our  nations, in their  republican form, it is not 

enoughh to have recourse to the dialectical explanations of the maxist historiographical 

narrativ ee which regards these nations as the economic, liberal-bourgeois creation of Creole 
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elitess anxious to preserve the structures of domination which they inherited from the ancien 

régimerégime and concerned with the imitation of the french revolution. Doubtlessly, after the 

fact,fact, those projects can be understood from the perspective of those interests of domination; 

butt  that historiographical reconstruction has always lacked the political scope that the 

politicall  voices from this past had for  the configuration of their  own republicanism and of 

theirr  conception of liberty . To ignore those voices is to ignore the causal force which that 

neglectedd but nonetheless operative past had for  their  actors and the decisive weight that the 

JacobinJacobin question eventually achieved over  the revolutionary or  progressive political culture 

whichh has remained with us until now. Even more so in recent times, when we know that 

thee economic causes which we so profusely used to privilege are not nearly as efficient as 

wee once thought or  believed that they were (Castro Leiva, 1991:72-73). 

II  would only add to the preceding that, no matter  how crucial, it is not just the "causal force"  of the 

"politica ll  voices"  of the past that must be taken into account if one wishes to apprehend the 

generativee force of a political imaginary that, crystallized during the Independence period, indeed 

"hass remained with us until now". As insightful as they are, Castro Leiva's ideas in the passage 

abovee still assume that political ideologies somehow float over  the social field which, then, they 

wouldd inflect from their  lofty, external position. Even if it opens analytical possibilities overlooked 

byy other  interpretations one would still have to make a similar  kind of objection to this "idealist" 

formulatio nn as that which I just made to the "materialist "  alternatives advanced by authors such as 

Carreraa Damas or  Brit o Figueroa. Namely, that it prejudges in advance the directionality of the 

historicall  process by finding its broader  outlines inscribed beforehand, in this case in the scripts 

whichh the different social actors would have carried around full y formed in their  "Jacobin"  or 

"monarchical""  heads. 

Betterr  perhaps, in a Deleuzian vein, to regard political ideologies or  actors' intentions as 

materiall  forces themselves operative in the same plane of immanence as are all the other  material l 

forces,, constraints and events. That is, far  from standing above anything else as either  a 

predeterminingg framework or  as a gaseous emanation from a more basic underlying ground in this 

formulatio nn political ideologies, texts or  events are understood to relate to each other  "but all on the 

levell  of effects". In other  words, 
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alll  are effects of a common dynamic that is contained neither  in the concepts, nor  in the 

texts,, nor  in the events, but is located in their  interstices, inhabiting the space of their 

interrelationn (Dean and Massumi, 1992:12). 

Thee implications of the above vis-a-vis, for  example, the "Jacobin"  ideology espoused by the 

factionn vying for  Independence is that, in and of itself, such an ideology was deprived of all causal 

force,, its efficacy itself being contingent on its status as one "effect"  among many of the shared 

dynamicss within which the popular  masses or  the elites also became constituted as horizontal, and, 

inn hindsight, one might even say statistically imaginable and enumerable social groupings. Released 

byy the decomposition of the absolutist monarchy this "common dynamics"  in turn issued in the 

recomposition,, in its wake, of a novel social space articulated by an unprecedented syntax of 

images,, ideas, events and social groupings. Originated in the (at least partial) collapse of the ancien 

regime'sregime's particularisti c hierarchies, both the ideologies and the social groupings emergent within 

thiss novel space were informed and propelled by a similar  universalist logic and vocation. In other 

words,, both ideologies and social groupings sought to fill-up  with one or  another  horizontal mortar-

-aa spatial imagining of the community as seamless, horizontal body, for  example, or  the actual 

massingg of bodies in horizontal, imaginarily vacant space~the void that the crumbling hierarchies 

hadd left. 

Whatt  the just mentioned universalistic impulse meant with regard to the emergent and 

competingg ideologies of the time is that, even before the demise of the monarchy, each in their  own 

wayy strived to fill  the gaping void engendered by the ancien regime's failing sociality with one or 

anotherr  horizontal imagining of the community. It was this abstract, horizontal space that the 

variouss ideologies peopled with the 'people' understood as the seat of a novel form of sovereignty. 

Suchh a sovereign 'people' was, of course, variously construed as the competing formulations either 

restrictedd its scope to just a few categories or  extended it to include the population as a whole. Yet, 

rangingg between the poles of utter  exclusion or  complete inclusion, there is nevertheless something 

thatt  these various constructs had in common. Whether  restricted to the propertied classes or 

expandedd to include the dispossessed masses, which the Jacobins liked to imagine revolutionaril y 

distendedd as a crowd, in every case this new sovereign, the 'people', was envisaged as a horizontal 
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arrangementt  of symmetrical, abstractly exchangeable units. 

Somethingg similar  to what was just said of the novel ideological constructs may be said also 

withh respect to the new collective identities and largely unprecedented forms of political action 

datingg from at least the time of the French Revolution. TTius, if the novel ideologies imaginaril y 

envisagedd public space filled with a horizontal 'people', the homogeneous citizenry' of the 'nation' , 

thenn the social actors released by the ancien regime's crumbling sociality claimed peoplehood 

preciselyy by just doing the filling.  In other  words, citizens assumed their  appointed role as the 

nation'ss homogeneous mortar  by stepping out of their  particularisti c niches and massing-up as 

crowdss in the emergent public spaces. No wonder  a contemporary historian has referred to the 

"revolutionar yy crowd"  as a distinctively novel phenomenon emergent in and around the time of the 

Frenchh Revolution (Rudé, 1959:9,196-197, 208-209,232-236). Yet, one might ask, which had 

precedence,, texts or  contexts, the ideologies or  the social practices? What, for  example, was 

happeningg every time that the novel social agents massed-up in public to rowdil y claim their  rights 

ass a collectivity? Was it simply a matter  of an acute sensitivity to the political interpellations hurled 

att  them from some more lofty, enlightened spheres? Did it all, in other  words, simply come down to 

thee "causal force"  compressed in a few aristocratic "voices"  from that "past" ? 

Theree are, of course, no easy answers to these questions other  than to say that, probably, to 

startt  with they are wrongly posed. Neither, on the one hand, the images and ideologies, nor, on the 

other,, the practices, material events or  bodily performances may be said to have had any real 

precedence.. To repeat, these expressions "al l are effects of a common dynamics". A "dynamics," 

moreover,, that dwelled in neither  of these expressions taken by themselves but "i n the interstices" 

bothh joinin g and separating them all. For  example, in the interstices between ideological texts and 

massedd bodily performances. Thus, if in some respects one may argue that part of the masses' 

politicall  energies during this age of revolution issued from the ideological refigurings current at the 

time,, a similar  claim may be made the other  way around. The novel ideological constructs 

themselvess answered to, were inflected by the ongoing reshaping of public spaces and collectives 

identitiess under  the aegis of an overriding "logi c of equivalences". 

Justt  as in the heat of pressing circumstances such a universalizing logic relentlessly 

translatedd hierarchical differences, compartmentalized habituses or  largely incommensurable 
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experiencess into homogeneous, exchangeable qualities and identities, on their  part enlightenment 

ideologiess were busily equalizing everything according to the strictures of an all-encompassing, 

universalistt  logic. But, more importantly , all this was not just a matter  of the interaction between 

full yy formed ideologies here and preexisting social identities and practices there. Rather, at stake 

wass a "dynamics"  bursting like electric spark from within the interstices among partly-formed-

partly-inchoatee entities, imaginings, texts, practices or  experiences to zig-zagg its incandescent way 

backk and forth across entire fields of immanence. Infusing minds as much as bodies, social 

practicess as much as ideological representations, it is in this dynamic back and forth that political 

agenciess and events, texts, images or  massed bodily performances inflected and modified each 

otherr  as forces emergent in and belonging at the same level to a shared field. 

Too return to the relations between the crowds and the various sectors which at one time or 

anotherr  claimed to represent them during Independence and after, what the above means is that 

neitherr  of these two terms may be said to have had any real precedence over  the other. It is not, for 

example,, as if the leadership of the Sociedad Patriotic was an enlightened bunch bent on 

demagogicallyy manipulating the masses so as to impose a revolutionary agenda even if, indeed, 

manipulationn might have been often an issue. Both leadership and masses were, rather, "effects of a 

commonn dynamics,"  so that neither  may be said to have been in possession of interests or  identities 

previouss to or  uninflected by their  reciprocal engagement. The radical "Jacobin"  designs entertained 

byy the leadership of the Sociedad Patriotica were themselves just one "effect"  of an epochal 

"dynamics""  already subjecting all existing distinctions to a universalistic, radically equalizing logic. 

Moreover,, this leadership's very self-understanding and identity were themselves inflected by 

somethingg far  more unwieldy than just a bunch of readings from their  favorite enlightenment 

authors.. Just like these radical texts, the very self-identity of the local revolutionary leadership was 

itselff  emergent within "a common field"  undergoing a drastic rearrangement largely as a result of 

thee unexpected disappearance of the monarch. 

Beyondd any existing social or  economic privileges one might say that, understood here as an 

emergentt  socio-cultural syntax, within such a field the Jacobin aristocratic leadership from the 

Sociedadd Patriotica were at least doubly interpellated as political subjects. That is, on the one hand, 

byy the radical texts and images from the French Revolution which positioned these young Jacobins 
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inin  an inextricable relation to the crowd, as, in other  words, the leaders and spokesmen of a 

tumultuouss 'people*  discursively envisaged as the source of a novel sovereignty. And, on the other, 

byy the "colored crowds"  that, through their  very public presence, insistently beckoned them to 

realizee their  leadership potential by providing the masses with actual guidance and concrete venues 

off  identification. Interpellated as political subjects at the fraught junctur e between texts and 

contexts,, ideological formulations and forms of mass political participation , the white leadership 

fromm the Sociedad patriotica were always already dislocated vis-a-vis any preexisting form of class 

affiliatio nn or  identification. Made extrinsic to any preexisting location by the "common dynamic" 

inhabitin gg the "interstices"  between "texts"  and "events,"  it was precisely in those liminal junctures 

thatt  their  very identity as political subjects was itself belatedly constituted. 

Invokin gg the above "dynamic"  of course does not account for  the precise reasons why, in 

adoptingg a radical Jacobin agenda, a particular  segment from the local aristocracy opted for  a 

subjectt  position so seemingly at odds with their  preexisting status and privileges. That is, it doesn't 

telll  us precisely why they choose to become revolutionary radicals and not, for  example, elitist 

republicanss or  monarchical liberals to name just some of the alternative subject positions available 

att  the time. Whil e it is probably impossible to answer  this question fully , in order  to further 

illuminat ee the reasons behind such a choice one would have to delve deeper  than is possible here 

intoo the kinds of constraints, circumstances and antagonisms to which this strata was subjected. 

And,, even then, it still would be necessary to make room for  the uncertainty of circumstances and 

thee mysteries of freedom. But what an attention to such a "common dynamics"  can illuminat e is the 

force-fieldd which, at the time, was always already taking things out of joint into a terrain where to 

becomee a Jacobin was to find one's own agency and identity by answering affirmativel y to one of 

thee crucial possibilities available at the time. It was, in other  words, to choose for  a path were the 

agent'ss own viabilit y was made contingent on the affirmativ e relation to the crowds as the beyond 

vis-a-viss which one became constituted as a subject. 

Iff  by such an affirmativ e act the young members from the local white aristocracy positioned 

themselvess as leaders of the revolutionary crowds, they simultaneously made themselves vulnerable 

too these crowds very whims and conflicting desires. They, in other  words, became caught in a field 

off  forces which preceded them while constraining their  alternatives in advance as well as the very 
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formm that their leadership could possibly take. As for the revolutionary masses, it is true that in 

somee very important respects their very self-identity and aspirations were shaped by the conflicting 

agendass whichh the different competing factions during the Independence period addressed to them. 

Nevertheless,, the relation was not nearly as arbitrary as has been posited in a large part of the 

literature.. To begin with, the image of the crowd as griped by superstition and a blind allegiance to 

thee monarch is probably false. As I explore in some detail in a later chapter, what such accounts 

usuallyy overlook is that the main camps in struggle were all liberals, that is both the monarchical 

andd the republican camp espoused competing forms of liberalism with an emphasis on equality of 

representationn and citizens right. What separated them was the allegiance to the King. So when the 

massess switched from the republican to the monarchical camp, they were not giving up tenuously 

entertainedd republican ideals for their deeply entrenched love of hierarchy. They were opting for an 

alternativee form of republicanism. It would be easy to multiply here the evidences showing the 

extentt to which the pardos at the time were committed to an agenda of freedom and equality, 

regardlesss of whether at any given time they opted for Independence or a monarchical affiliation. 

Too pay attention to this more or less tacit more or less explicit republicanism of the masses is to 

realizee the extent to which they, as much as the different varieties of leadership were subject to the 

"commonn dynamics,, of the period. Also, to realize that, far from a malleable instrument on the 

handd of an enlightened leadership, the "colored crowds" were one of the crucial forces active at the 

time,, decisively inflecting with their predispositions, mood and allegiances the very course of 

events.. I will now end this chapter with an image of the popular crowd gathered in Caracas' main 

publicc square in the main dates which a retrospective glances has fixated as the main landmarks on 

thee path to independence. During all the main crucial journeys issuing on July 5,1811 in the 

declarationn of independence it was probably the forceful presence of this crowd both inside the 

hallss of parliament and outside in the main public square that explains why the decision to make 

Venezuelaa Independent was finally taken.14 

14.. My understanding of social interests and positionalities as themselves belatedly constituted within a field of 
antagonisticc forces and relations is informed by Laclau's illuminating discussion (Laclau, 1990:3-85). 
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CHAPTERR FIVE 

STATUESS AND STATUTES 

Whatt is a nation? Are its beginnings recent or does it hark back to a remote, hazy past, its origins 

fusedd with those of the group itself which adult males tell to themselves in myths spun around 

somee immemorial, proverbial hearth? Also, what is the status of this nation? Is it made of 

corporatee groups and orders or is its fabric woven with the exchanges among autonomous 

individualss freely associating to compose a sovereign people? And does such a nation, however 

conceived,, precede or come after the state? What, in other words, is the status of the hyphen in 

thee composite expression "nation-state," does it simply join the dual members of an indissoluble 

pairr or does it, instead, institute a gap across which their relations assume a more fraught, 

unstablee character? 

Somewhatt anachronistically, it is always possible to discern antecedents to some of the 

abovee queries already echoing throughout the colony. Thus the attempts by Creoles from the 

largerr viceroyalties to fashion a distinct identity for themselves by (improbably) claiming descent 

fromfrom Inca or Aztec rulers from the past may be seen as an anticipation of the early nineteenth 

centuryy move across the Americas to fashion national identities centered around reconfigured 

valuess of autochthony and locality (Pagden, 1990:92, 96-97). Doubtlessly these early initiatives 

aree not bereft of enduring significance as witnessed by the insistence with which, up to the 

present,, for example in Venezuela largely apocryphal indigenous caciques are cited as signifiers 

off  the nation. But beyond any conceivable continuities what is clear is that during the first 

decadess of the nineteenth century every question concerning identity and belonging was 

reformulatedd anew within largely unprecedented discursive and socio-historical contexts which, 
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critically,, transformed them; also, that the answers which, at the time, such questions received 

weree radically novel. A privileged site to which such answers were consigned were the 

constitutionall  texts giving republican shape to the new nations which during that same period 

camee into being all throughout the lands of the former Empire. 

SculptingSculpting the Nation 

Ass much as in other respects, here also the patriots from the former Captaincy General of 

Venezuelaa were at the cutting edge of a vast movement which soon would engulf nearly all of 

Spanishh America. Approved in 1811, the Venezuelan constitution was the first such text to come 

too light in this part of the world only preceded by a few years by the North American and Haitian 

constitutionss in 1789 and 1801 respectively. The fruit of intense deliberations this text as much 

ass its spirited rejection a few years later by Simon Bolivar defined the broad parameters within 

whichh issues of nation and representation, as well as the significance of these terms along with 

somee other crucial ones such as 'people' or 'citizenship' continue to be thought. Given its 

enduringg significance both as a lasting paradigm and as a set of denied possibilities it is therefore 

fittingg to examine the process whereby this foundational text came into being. Also, considering 

thee centrality of the constitutional tradition in the subsequent political life of Venezuela and its 

significancee for understanding the processes whereby the Venezuelan state became fetishized in 

thee late nineteenth century, it is crucial to retrace one's steps and briefly focus on this tradition's 

beginnings.. To be sure, there is nothing uniquely Venezuelan about Constitutionalism. As a 

tradition,, to this day Latin American Constitutionalism in somewhat different ways continues to 

playy a crucial role in most other Latin American nations. Nevertheless, I propose here that when 

consideredconsidered along other more uniquely Venezuelan historical processes the examination of 

Venezuelann constitutionalism does yield some precious insight into the kinds of issues discussed 

inn this dissertation. 

Often,, it is asserted that the first Venezuelan Constitution is a mere replica of the North 

Americann one, reproducing it with only minor and largely insignificant variations. Nevertheless a 

brieff  consideration of some of its formulations as well as of the processes whereby this text came 

intoo being will suffice to show that as much as elsewhere also here, to paraphrase Taussig's title, 
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mimesiss does not come without alterity (Taussig, 1993). Not only did its formulations answer  to 

aa uniquely Venezuelan situation but its underlying 'spirit' , if I  am allowed the somewhat mystical 

term,, was radically at odds with that animating its North American counterpart. 

What,, then, were some of the answers to the questions with which we began this chapter 

thatt  were consigned in Venezuela's foundational text? Beyond the text itself, to examine this 

issuee I will have to allude briefly to the main debates that engaged the representatives from the 

differentt  provinces in the months preceding its composition and approval. Also, given their 

bearingg on the shape that the document ultimately took, it is necessary to consider  briefly some of 

thee ideas of the founding fathers most responsible for  the drafting of the Constitution. As to the 

'spirit ''  animating the text, it is useful to begin by quoting one of its clauses so as to, from the very 

outset,, dispose of any simple-minded notion of Venezuela's Constitution as the mere replica of 

itss North American model. Chapter  eight, section one of the Federal constitution of Venezuela 

fromfrom  1811 reads as follows: 

Afterr  having been constituted in society men have renounced that limitless and licentious 

freedomfreedom to which they are effortlessly led by their  passions, which are characteristic only 

off  the savage state. The establishment of society presupposes the renunciation of those 

banefull  rights, the acquisition of other  more sweet and peaceful ones and the subjection 

too certain common rights (cited by Castro Leiva, 1991a:23). 

Whatt  immediately catches the eye in the above formulation is the extent to which, far  from 

expressingg any continuity with the past, from the start the Venezuelan constitutional text 

intimatess a radical break between itself and whatever  might have preceded it. Entering "society" 

fromfrom  the beginning entails the all or  nothing of a renunciation whereby the state of nature, ruled 

byy "licentious freedom," is left behind and a civilized state willingl y joined. With no ties to the 

pastt  in this passage "society"  tacitly figures as a self-sufficient entity, a self-contained state ruled 

byy discreet "rights "  to which one has access only by willingl y submitting to its abstract 

imperatives.. It is precisely by virtu e of such a willin g submission that men are "constituted in 

society""  as citizens. One might then, say, that, given the emphasis on lawful subjection in the text 

quotedd above "society"  is envisaged as an abstract set of norms, a constitutional text apodictically 
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establishedd once and for  all and forming and informin g by means of its abstract imperatives the 

civilizedd intercourse among "men"  now recast as citizens. 

Because,, indeed, all in the above formulation is a matter  of casting and recasting, of the 

regulatedd relations between 'text'  and 'context'  where, as in the neoclassical aesthetics prevalent at 

thee time, the latter  follows the former  as formless matter  does the sculptural designs of the artist. 

Itt  is precisely this 'aesthetic'  dimension which most sharply differentiates the Latin American, 

and,, in particular , the Venezuelan constitutions from their  model to the north. No matter  how 

muchh the 'letter'  of the first  Venezuelan constitution, much as that of other  contemporary ones 

throughoutt  Spanish America, was indeed North American, as Guerra has suggested its 'spirit '  was 

mostt  decidedly 'French'. This because, different from the American foundational charter  which 

presentedd itself as the instrument for  "perfecting the ancient freedoms," the Latin American texts 

weree from the beginning envisaged as abstract formulations which, elaborated by reason, were 

thee formative source from which the very reality of the new nations was to be generated ex 

nihilionihilio  (Guerra, 1992:48-49). 

Inn other  words, even if performatively things were surely otherwise at least referentially 

inn the North American instance text was meant to follow context, the constitution the already 

constitutedd nation that it merely reflected. Not so in Venezuela. As its constitution made explicit, 

thingss there went the other  way around. That is, from text to context, the nation following the 

constitutionall  text that, hence, may be said to have both prefigured and effectively brought the 

formerr  into being. To use Luis Castro Leiva's formulation proposed for  a related but nevertheless 

differentt  set of issues such a formative, indeed sculptural impulse of the constitution from the 

beginningg posed in a singularly sharp way the "architectonic dilemma (..) of our  republican 

aspirations""  (1987:23). As I will show, such a "dilemma"  set Venezuelan liberalism in a course 

thatt  was sharply at odds with that followed by its North American cousin. 

Howw to account for  this 'sculptural'  bent of Venezuela's foundational text and what are its 

implicationss for  the kind of phenomena that I investigate here? In order  to suggest some tentative 

answerss to these questions I take a quick detour  through the debates that preceded the drafting of 

thee constitution as well as through some of the notions informin g this text. I will also need to 

recalll  some of the arguments in the previous chapter  concerning the role of the republican 'rabble' 
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inn the squares and streets of Caracas during the months and days preceding and surrounding both 

thee declaration of Independence and the approval of the nation's first constitution. Only then will 

somee of the 'secret'  encoded in this constitution's very form as well as in its will to give form to 

thee nation wil l be revealed. 

AA cursory glance at the main issues debated by the Venezuelan representatives in the 

monthss preceding the drafting and approval of the Constitution yields some rough idea of the 

relationss which this text was called to entertain with the nation whose Independence was 

declaredd on July 5,1811, just a few months earlier. Something that immediately leaps to one's 

attentionn about these debates is the extent to which they omitted reference to some of the most 

salientt  contemporary social realities. There is no reason to believe that, overnight, and just by 

virtu ee of the performative magic of the new republican vocabularies, the corporate orders and 

statess of which the social fabric of the Venezuelan provinces was largely made would have 

suddenlyy gone out of existence. Indeed, far  from that being the case, much of what went on in 

Venezuelaa after  Independence strongly suggests otherwise. That is, that no matter  how 

transformedd by theirr  inclusion in the novel social syntax which, as I argued towards the end of 

thee previous chapter, came about in the Venezuelan provinces in the wake of the King's 

disappearance,, nevertheless, under  one guise or  another  such entities continued exerting a 

shapingg influence in the configuration of post-colonial processes, events and identities. 

Onee can safely assume that at the time of the debates at least the majorit y of the 

Venezuelann representatives were inserted in one or  more of the existing corporate orders. It is, 

therefore,, strikin g the extent to which both during their  debates, and, later, in the very text of the 

Constitutionn these representatives omitted any reference to these groupings' actual existence, 

rightss or  identities. Indeed, the only corporate colonial reality that somehow did find its way, 

first ,, into the debates, and, afterwards, into the very text of the Constitution were the 

constellationss formed by the 'ciudades principales' and their  satellite towns and hinterlands which 

ass I, following Guerra, proposed earlier  were the basic political units of the colonial order  across 

thee Americas. This inclusion is, of course, greatly significant since it largely accounts for  issues 

ass crucial as the federal form of the first  Venezuelan Constitution and for  the semiotic instability 

whichh as pivotal a term as 'the people' assumed in this foundational text. 
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Butt before addressing these issues I wish to consider why large chunks of the new 

nation'ss social reality were so deliberately omitted from its constitution. Here, once again, 

Franxois-Xavierr Guerra has provided for the whole of Latin America what in my view amounts 

too the most elaborate set of arguments concerning this omission. By stating my disagreement 

withh aspects of his interpretation I expect in what follows to delineate my own interpretative 

alternative.. Although Guerra develops his arguments in reference to the Cadiz Constitution in 

Spain,, he explicitly indicates that in different degrees they are applicable to other contemporary 

eventss in the whole of Hispanic America. 

Consistentt with his view of the Hispanic revolution as a unified historical process 

spanningg both Spain and the Americas, Guerra regards the fist constitutional texts approved in 

bothh sides of the Atlantic as resulting from the mutual jostling between the 'modern and 

'traditional'' forces which stepped in to fill  the vacuum left by the abdication of the Spanish King 

inn Bayonne. Thus while in Spain some of these forces reacted to this vacuum by proposing a 

returnn to the Spanish parliaments or Cortes which, until their dissolution by the absolutist 

monarchy,, presumably would have sessioned in the spirit of a medieval 'pactism', others would 

havee assumed from the start a more decidedly 'modern' agenda. It is these forces that eventually 

gainedd the upper hand over their 'traditional' allies and this would explain why the constitutional 

textss were imbued with their characteristic 'modern' flavor as the sites where notions of 

'citizenship'' or of 'people's sovereignty' were enshrined. With momentous consequences that 

reachh until the very present, as a result of this outcome a permanent gap would have been 

institutedd across both Spain and Latin America between the thoroughly 'modern' constitutional 

textss of the new nations and their thoroughly 'traditional' societies (Guerra, 1992:30-32, 319-

338). . 

Beforee addressing the possible shortcomings of this argument I must consider briefly 

why,, according to Guerra, the modern 'references' ultimately prevailed over their 'traditional' 

alternatives.. For Guerra it was all a matter of the interactions between two closely related issues. 

Onn the one hand, the "intellectual mutation" which sections of the elite underwent as a result of 

theirr insertion in new forms of sociality such as the cafes, newspapers or salons which flourished 

alreadyy in the context of the absolutist regime and where novel rules of argument and 
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deliberationn developed emphasizing the individual' s capacity for  autonomous judgment. On the 

otherr  that, given their  weak representative character, any attempt on the part of the traditional 

elitess to, in the spirit of a revived 'pactism', resurrect so called representative institutions from the 

pastt  unavoidably amounted to a retrospective invention. 

Underr  such circumstances, the 'modern' elites had a clear  edge over  the 'traditional' . 

Rootedd as they were in a thrivin g sociality and armed with a well honed out set of images and 

argumentss which, moreover, came certified by the most momentous social and intellectual event 

off  the time, namely, the French revolution, they had clear  advantages over  the more nebulous 

propositionss of their  counterparts. Under  the highly uncertain circumstances of the time, which 

thee French intervention had generated, any well-delineated proposal would inevitably curry 

popularr  support over  less well-formulated alternatives. It is not surprising, then, that the 'modern' 

sectorss would have won the day and, as a result, imbued the first  constitutions with their  own 

values,, visions and preconceptions. As pivotal a notion as that of the 'sovereign people', 

understoodd as a horizontal brotherhood among autonomous individuals, thereby came to inflect 

andd inform every major  clause and proposition in the novel foundational texts. Since, however, 

regardlesss of these texts' 'modernity'  the societies to which they were meant to apply continued 

beingg largely traditional an unbridgeable gap, with momentous consequences for  the future, 

openedd up between the two (ibid:51-53; 1998:59)15 

Alreadyy at this point some of the main shortcomings alluded to above become salient. 

Fromm the start Guerra sets up an unlikely contest between a 'modern' elite forever  bent on 

reshapingg existing identities and institutions and a 'traditional *  society equally bent on resisting 

anyy such intromissions. Such a view exhibits a distinguished pedigree going back to the efforts 

byy nineteenth century Latin American writer s and historians to cast their  own societies in the 

mouldd of an a-temporal conflict forever  pittin g the forces of 'civilization ' against those of 

'barbarism' .. As much as these earlier  interpretations, however, Guerra's ends up by spousing a set 

15.. Due to the absence of any institutions representing the population of these territories in the Spanish Cortes, in the 
casee of the Indies the competitive advantage of the 'modern' elites would have been even greater that in Spain. In other 
words,, according to Guerra, in the Indies this absence made it even harder than in Spain to make the case for a return to 
anyy representative institutions from the past 
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off  largely undemonstrable propositions which dissolve in contact with any conceivable empirical 

reality. . 

Who,, for instance, are these "modern" elites whose interests and identities would be given 

oncee and for all not only persisting over timee in largely hostile milieux but, moreover, at least in 

somee respects prevailing over the forces of tradition to the point of being represented in the main 

institutionss of government? And, given the 'traditional' make-up of the societies, including that of 

vastt sectors among the elites, is not one to assume that the so-called 'modern' elites were 

themselvess at least contradictorily inflected by traditional interests and positionalities? Because 

whatt kind of overwhelmingly traditional 'society' would that be which consistently tolerated 

beingg ruled from the state by sectors inimical to the make-up and designs of its own fundamental 

sectorss and institutions? As happens with every empirical argument, no matter how partially 

seductivee or correct, which takes-off from empirical reality in the direction of ever more 

ambitiouss deductive generalizations, the view of Spanish modernity as an unfinished contest 

betweenn 'enlightened' elites and 'barbarous', 'unenlightened' societies dissolves every time it is 

broughtt near to any plausible or actual happenings. 

ModernityModernity from Below 

Inn the end it all comes down to the realization that the societies within which Guerra's 

'modern'' elites lived, thought, acted and, least one forgets, were also acted upon were not nearly 

ass traditional as he makes them out to be. Just to mention one of modernity's constitutive 

experiences,, as I have already suggested at the root of these societies' Independent existence is 

thee generalized sense of a fundamental rootlessness. In pinning everything down to their assigned 

corporatee niches the King's presence had invested every single one of these societies' components 

withh an inherent necessity, the sense of belonging to an ordered universe ruled by natural law and 

wheree the legality of every being was maintained and guaranteed by the judicious rulings of the 

monarch.. Its absence, on the other hand, the removal of the King as the one single element that 

keptt all others in place by assigning each and all to their places threw everything radically out-of-

joint.. From then on, a radical rootlessness came to afflict the 'high' as much as it did the 'low'. It 

wass such a generalized out-of-jointness which now came to define the shared existential 
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predicamentt  within which everyone had to find its way, from the more privileged sectors of 

societyy to the dispossessed now turned into a post-colonial crowd by the monarch's awesome 

disappearance. . 

Unhingedd by the absence of the monarch from any ascriptive belonging to any established 

identities,, now revealed as contingent, as mentioned before such populations found themselves 

wanderingg the uncertain territorie s of the post-colony much as characters in search of an author. 

Besidess releasing the "logi c of equivalence"  whereby newly found commonalities could be found 

andd experienced among hitherto largely differentiated sectors, at every level of the refashioned 

sociall  landscapes of both Spain and the Americas such wandering was from the beginning 

traversedd and inflected by the tense interplay between the 'old' and the 'new'. Itself one of the 

constitutivee tropes of modernity, all the way down to the bottom of the social ladder  such an 

interplayy inevitably colored any social configuration within which anyone may find herself with 

ann intense precariousness. From certain standpoints some things—specific beliefs, habituses or 

behaviors,, for  example—could, of course, still be said to be 'new', more recent innovations while 

otherss characterized as 'old' , relics from a distant past. From another, more fundamental one, 

however,, every thing whatsoever  was, so to speak, now placed under  erasure, as itself always 

alreadyy tinged by an incurable pastness. It is this experience of a generalized groundlessness and 

precariousness,, of the floor yielding beneath one's feet that, in and of itself, is unmistakeably 

'modern'. . 

Underr  such circumstances what sort of sense does it make to say, as Guerra, does, that in 

spitee of the rulin g rhetorics and the Constitutions' liberalism with independence and after  the 

commonn people continued to be enclosed within one or  another  all-inclusive corporate group? 

Therefore,, that beneath the official rhetorics all the major  historical happenings continued to be 

shapedd by social logics inherited from the colonial past? At the most, I believe, some sort of 

empiricall  sense. Because, indeed, one cannot begin to account for  phenomena such as, for 

example,, the prevailing voting behaviors across Latin America, including Venezuela, during the 

nineteenthh century unless one assumes the existence in the main cities and towns of the region of 

votingg blocs operating as factions or  clans structured along family lines. Commanding a 

followingg held together  by a dense network of patron-client relations suffused by intense personal 
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loyalties,, recently such factions or electoral blocs are beginning to draw the attention of scholars 

inn different Latin American nations (Bernaldo, 1999:142-161; Guerra, 1999:48-60; Sébato, 

1995:113-125,, 138-142; Sanchez Gomez, 1999:435-440). Needless to say, what is true of the 

rankk and fil e in these groupings also applies to those at the top. Namely, that neither may be said 

too have exclusively operated according to a 'modern' logic if by that one simply has in mind the 

calculatingg behavior of the isolated, autonomous individual exercising his rights and 

prerogatives—includingg that of voting—and associating with others in terms of a narrow calculus 

off  exclusively private interests and concerns. 

Yett if, as I have suggested, by modern we understand something more like a fundamental 

rootlessness,, the acute sense of the contingency of all identities and affiliations then it is less 

certainn that one could unproblematically label the just mentioned groups as 'traditional'. There is, 

indeed,, considerable evidence for the nineteenth century regarding the inclusion of individuals in 

somehoww corporately structured networks and groupings all throughout Latin America. Yet, at 

leastt for Venezuela, the empirical evidence collected by historians also suggests the remarkable 

easee with which those very same individuals were able to quit such groupings switching jobs, 

affiliationss and places of residence according to mere need or calculation16. Much of this period's 

evidencee for example suggests the intense mobility with which the majority of the labor force in 

Venezuela'ss countryside was afflicted. Often recurring in the nineteenth century records, a 

commonlyy voiced complaint among medium-sized and the larger landowners was the facility 

withh which peons switched patrons or simply quit working in the larger haciendas in order to 

pursuee subsistence agriculture or a life of sheer wandering. 

Unlesss one believes that philosophers dwell in worlds radically distinct from everyone 

else,, one might say of the Venezuelan postcolonial masses something like what Nancy says of 

Hegell  writing in Jena at about the time that Independence was bringing Spanish domination in 

thee New World to an end. Namely that, as the "inaugural thinker of the modern world," he 

inhabitedd a reality where 

16.. Needless to say, "mere need or calculation" are not self-evident attributes but are themselves recognizable as such 
withinn a much more encompassing social and existential predicament which I here gloss under the term 'modernity' and 
concerningg which I will have more to say shortly. 
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sensee no longer  offers itself in the religious bond of a community, and knowledge is no 

longerr  organized into a meaningful totality . But community gives way to society-which 

fromfrom  now on, knows itself as separated from itself-and knowledge is the knowledge of 

objectss and procedures, none of which is an end in itself. This world perceives itself as 

thee gray world of interests, oppositions, particularities, and instrumentalities. It therefore 

perceivess itself as a world of separation and of pain... It is, in every respect, the world of 

exteriorit yy from which life withdraws, giving way to an endless displacement from one 

termterm to the next that can neither  be sustained nor  gathered in an identity of meaning. 

Neverr  again can this displacement regain the movement of a transcendence that would 

raisee it toward a supreme signification (Nancy, 2002:3 ~ my emphasis). 

Underr  such circumstances what sense doess it make to say, on the "subject's"  side, that 

duringg the nineteenth century the common people in Venezuela and Latin America were 

imprisonedd within one or  another  corporate grouping? Hard to come up with any straightforward 

answerr  considering that, often without notice, the members of such putatively corporate 

groupingss were keen on turning away from them choosing, instead, other  more attractive or 

convenientt  alternatives. And, just as important, on the "object's"  side, what status should one 

assignn to groupings that were so instrumentally formed and so opportunistically let go? 

Groupings,, in other  words, the 'objectivity '  of which arose in reference to the actor's newly found 

'subjectivity' ,, i. e., to the emergence of the modern subject as 

whatt  (or  the one who) dissolves all substance-every instance already given, supposed first 

orr  last, founding or  final, capable of coming to rest in itself and taking individual 

enjoymentt  in its mastery and property (ibid:5). 

Onee can foresee such a modern subject emerging not just from the external record of its actions 

butt  also from the scattered evidence of rebellions and other  instances where the thought of the 

lower-classess occasionally breaks through the crust of silence imposed by the elites. Such rare 

occasionss indeed bear  testimony of the extent to which not just the elite but also the Venezuelan 
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crowdss were seized by the time's new revolutionary spirit. 

Iff  the above is the case in which ways if any can those groupings be assimilated to the 

corporatee groups and orders of the colony thereby assuming the 'longue duree' as the relevant 

temporall  framework for understanding post-colonial historical processes, values, behaviors and 

institutions?? In other words, if some sort of 'longue duree' is still at stake, what sort of status 

shouldd one attribute to it given how pervasive the evidence is of glaring discontinuities and of the 

insistencee at the time of a Hegelian subject unshackled from any ascriptive belongings and 

loosenedd upon the world as an "act" whose 

doingg is the experience of the negativity of substance, as the concrete experience and 

consciousnesss of the modern history of the world (ibid)? 

Presentlyy I do not have any clear cut answers to these questions. For now I can only call 

attentionn to the predicament shared on the eve of modernity by both philosophers and the 

commonn people within a sensuous world no longer solidly grounded in a transcendence that 

"distancedd itself in the void of abstraction" (ibid). What sort of existence can either of these-i.e., 

thee philosopher or the masses-lead under such radically changed circumstances? One, I am 

afraid,, not only from "hand to mouth" but also subject to "an endless displacement from one term 

too the next". As such a horizontal sliding was traded for the depths of a meaning gathering onto 

itself,, regardless of how oppressive their "objective" circumstances might have been at least in 

somee respects people may be said to have been always taking-off. Because such an "objectivity" 

iss already the index of a reality hollowed out from any lawfully prescribed meanings and 

deliveredd to an externality where any proclaimed necessity easily dissolves into contingency. 

Vis-a-viss such "objective" circumstances individuals are, so to speak, always already 

positionedd at a slant. It is true that in some respects they may indeed be said to be held by bonds 

off  need, loyalty, belief even, to one or another "objective" arrangement. In other, crucial ones, 

however,, with the withdrawal of transcendence that, in Spanish America, had in the 

disappearancee of the King a most momentous marker these very same individuals became 

radicallyy exposed to a lateral flight across a flattened-out externality. To once again use a 

fundamentall  category from Nancy, individuals became irrepressibly caught in a "being-with" 
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eachh other  constantly on the brink of bypassing any provisional arrangements to inaugurate novel 

constellationss out of the simultaneity and sheer  metonymie sliding among "singular  plural" 

elements. . 

Inn and of itself, such irrepressible sliding is where the experience (and the reality) of the 

modernn crowds comes about. From a certain standpoint, itself tributar y to both the French and 

thee American revolutions, one may designate such horizontal sliding as a movement that is 

"freedom""  and is also "equality" . I will return to both of these crucial sentimental values of 

modernityy but, for  the time being, I must interrup t their  discussion with an image of the 

Venezuelann postcolonial crowd as the "being with"  of individuals who, if in some respects were 

indeedd caught in the grip of one or  another  'objectivity' , in other  crucial ones were always already 

beckonedd by a powerful, horizontal sliding across "terms"  that dragged them into the oceanic, 

irrepressiblyy multitudinou s life of the crowds. A possibility, I might add, that never  could have 

beenn too far  away from everyone's awareness, including the common people and the elites. Kept, 

soo to speak, 'in the back of one's mind' while, out of an unstable mixtur e of sheer  necessity and 

fantasmaticc attachments, one acquiesced to the crude realities of domination and exploitation 

whilee somehow maintaining one's cool distance vis-a-vis them, the possibility of actually 'taking-

offf  could just as easily erupt into full awareness when the circumstances came auspiciously or 

inauspiciouslyy together. 

ConstitutionalConstitutional Texts and Con-Texts 

Too return now to the vexed issue of sharp breaks vs. long term historical continuities, as 

mentionedd I have not yet made up my mind regarding either  their  precise articulation or  which 

hass contributed more to the configuration of historical events, processes and institutions since 

Independence.. Nevertheless, just to keep present the possibility that any possible longue duree 

wass itself overdetermined and inflected by the sharp discontinuities inaugurated with 

Independence,, and which the term 'modernity'  conveniently glosses, at least has the virtu e of 

promptingg a fresh new glance at the new nation's foundational texts. 

AA common topos in nineteenth century Latin American historiography, to this day 

recurrin gg in the relevant literature, is the extent to which this period's constitutions were divorced 
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fromfrom any of the realities of the region. Ever since Simon Bolivar discredited with his accusations 

thee first Venezuelan republican experiment, regarding which I will have more to say, these texts 

veryy formality along with the extreme liberalism of its main clauses and propositions have been 

takenn as evidence of the gap separating them from the societies to which they were meant to 

apply.. If any contemporary relevance is at all granted to these texts, it mostly has to do with their 

statuss as the sanctioned regional means of legitimizing identities, forms of behavior or initiatives 

that,, nevertheless, issue from realities and answer to logics far removed from the texts' 

proclaimedd liberalism (Perez Perdomo, 1990:9-11). Beyond this occasional acknowledgement of 

aa limited contemporary relevance, the topos of a divorce between constitutional texts and 

postcoloniall  contexts has gone largely undisturbed in the literature. 

Yet,, as intimated before, such views can only be held on two, closely related conditions. 

First,, that one assigns to the relevant nineteenth century social groupings the status of corporate 

orderss akin to those prevalent in the colony. I have already voiced some reservations concerning 

thisthis attribution, and, shortly, I will add other, perhaps more fundamental objections. Second, that 

onee entirely bypasses the considerable anxiety with which the emergent elites regarded the social 

situationn which the transition towards Independence had so disturbingly opened. Often voiced in 

philosophicall  tracts, personal letters and in other contemporary documents housed in the 

republicann archives, far from expressing satisfaction with the orderly state of their societies the 

anxietyy which colors such writings speak of a social situation dizzyingly spinning out-of-joint as 

aa result of largely unprecedented occurrences. In particular, such an anxiety was triggered by the 

crowdingg of public spaces by transitional and postcolonial crowds, freely circulating out of any 

conceivablee niches and threatening to overwhelm by virtue of sheer numbers any possible 

rampartss that the elites erected to contain them. 

Too assess just how far removed the above concerns and anxieties were from the pieties of 

present-dayy historians, so often bent on donning societal straitjackets on postcolonial masses only 

tooo happy to let go of them, enough to delve briefly into the meaning of the "anarchic" freedom 

andd equality which, according to nineteenth century elite testimonies from all over Latin 

America,, was the masses' most dangerous attribute. In order to suggest how was this freedom 

perceivedd by the emergent political elites and the kinds of impact this perception had in the very 
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shapingg of the sphere of political representation I will mostly focus on two kinds of evidence. 

First,, I will take a look in this section at the main congressional debates that preceded the 

approvall  of Venezuela's first  Constitution. In the following section, in turn, I will go on to 

considerr  briefly the writing s of the two founding fathers whose ideas had the largest impact in the 

draftin gg of this Constitution. 

Al ll  along my aim will be to shake the received historiographical wisdom by suggesting 

how,, far  from expressing any divorce from the social realities of the time, the very abstractness 

andd formalit y of Venezuela's foundational text was the peculiar, yet historically sensible and 

sensitivee way this text had of expressing and performatively enacting a tight relation with its 

surroundingg social context. Indeed, one of the central arguments in what follows is that this 

constitution'ss very abstractness and formalit y was the means that its elite drafters used in order  to 

addresss and try to contain the threatening reality of postcolonial crowds bent on forcing their 

entrancee into the republican polity. And, in order  to do this, the constitutional texts had to exhibit 

thee very kind of universalism that, in some respects at least, was already constitutive of the 

Venezuelann postcolonial crowds. 

Inn this regard, even if in some ways one may still agree with the doxa that the Latin 

Americann foundational texts were undone by their  lack of fit  with their  contexts, such a 

discrepancyy did not come about for  the usually given reasons. Namely, on account of these texts' 

universalisticc pretensions which, due to their  abstractness and formality , would have failed to do 

justicee to the particularisms and intricacies of the social contexts to which they were addressed. 

Whil ee this kind of argument thrives on the distinction between the 'modernity'  of the texts and 

thee 'traditionalism ' of their  surrounding 'contexts', I here argue the very opposite. That is, that at 

leastt  in some crucial respects the 'contexts' were thoroughly 'modern' as, for  example, witnessed 

byy the crowds' universalistic disposition. If, then, in some respects the 'texts' did fail to 

adequatelyy address their  'contexts' this was not because of their  'modernity' , but, rather, because 

theyy were not modern enough. They, in other  words, were still too laden with the expression of 

sectionall  interests for  them to be able to adequately address and reflect the postcolonial masses in 

theirr  very being as a realm of abstract exchangeability among 'equal', autonomous individuals. 

Not,, then, the index of any cool detachment, to whoever  listens carefully the constitutions' very 
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formalit yy speaks loudly about these 'texts' attunement to their  surrounding 'contexts'. Belied by 

somee of their  other  features where the marks of particularism were, to say the least, glaring, such 

ann abstractness and formalit y was that one aspect of these texts' that most clearly registered that 

whichh was unequivocally 'modern' about the new nation's postcolonial predicament. As such, it 

wass this very formalit y that bore the mark of the threatening, suffocating, indeed, all too 

promiscuouss proximit y that unequivocally signaled these new nations' troubled modernity. 

What,, then, were some of the main issues debated among the Venezuelan representatives 

betweenn March 1811 and Apri l 1812, i. e., from the time in which Congress was first convened 

too the moment when the independent nation's first constitution was finally approved? Veronique 

Hebrardd has written on this and other  related topics an exceptionally illuminatin g essay, even if 

herr  biases and predilections steer  her  away from conclusions that her  own findings and 

argumentss often seem to require. Intrigued by the extent to which "society"  and "publi c opinion" 

weree allowed at the time any influence in the sphere of political representation, her  essay 

approachess the debates from the perspective of the relations between "commissioned"  and 

"commissioning""  powers (1998:196). After  a careful even if somewhat empirically non-

discriminatingg consideration of the main disputed issues, the author  concludes with the 

impositionn of "a logic of absolute representation"  as these debates' final outcome. In other  words, 

accordingg to Hebrard, the debates ended with the complete exclusion of "society"  from the "fiel d 

off  representation"  which, as a result, was assumed in an "absolute"  fashion by the 

representatives.. The imposition of "absolute representation"  as the deputies' self-understanding of 

thee sphere of their  own delegated power  meant that from then on 

thee entire nation would express itself through the voice of the deputies as a result of 

whichh public opinion would be assimilated to representation (ibid). 

Howw did such a forbiddingl y exclusionary outcome come about? On this point the 

author'ss arguments do not carry much conviction. Even if occasionally she comes tantalizingly 

closee to intimatin g the relevance of contemporary realities for  understanding such a denouement, 

forr  the most part Hebrard resolves the issue in favor  of the longue dureee. More or  less explicitly, 

accordingg to her  it was all a matter  of the "unanimist"  culture of absolutism somewhat asserting 
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itselff  on the minds, decisions and deliberations of the representatives. In this argument the 

absolutistt  "dream"  of the nation as a homogeneous body expressing itself through the thoughts 

andd deeds of the monarch somehow won the day, displacing other  alternative understandings of 

thee relations between the represented and its representatives. As a result, any recognition of 

society'ss heterogeneous corporate bodies and clashing sectional interests was excluded from the 

spheree of representation that, thereby, was sealed-off from society. Constituted as an autonomous 

domain,, this sphere would from then on unanimously express the whole of 'society' by means of 

thee deliberation and compromises reached among a tight circle of chosen representatives. 

Yet,, surely, unless one wishes to endorse a view of traditio n as inert force blindly 

imposingg itself on the present, some account must be given of the reasons why under  such and 

suchh circumstances one particular  understanding prevailed over  other  contemporary ones which, 

moreover,, were readily available. This is particularl y crucial if one considers that, far  from 

wearingg absolutist blinders, a seizable proportion of the Venezuelan representatives had a far 

fromfrom  unanimist understanding of how the sphere of representation should relate to society. In 

orderr  to understand how the "unanimist"  position prevailed I, therefore, must briefly review in 

lightt  of other  contemporary developments what Hebrard has to say concerning the main issues in 

dispute. . 

Onn the basis of Hebrard's essay one may reduce the disagreements among the Venezuelan 

representativess to two main, highly contested issues. The first  had to do with the appropriate loci 

off  public opinion, the definition of which intensely divided the representatives according to their 

respectivee geographical provenances. Thus, the deputies from the city of Caracas held fast to the 

vieww that this city was itself the quintessential locus of public opinion. Other  representatives, on 

thee other  hand, argued that the capitals of the other  provinces of which they themselves were the 

representativess should share that privilege with Caracas. Still others claimed that public opinion 

didd not happen just in the main provincial capitals but was also to be found in all the urban 

centerss across the entire Captaincy General. Beyond these differences, however, all the 

representativesrepresentatives were of one mind concerning the "impossibilit y of the existence of public opinion 

inn the rural spaces". Voiced in the session of July 2,1811, the views of Jose de Sata y Busy were 

inn this regard paradigmatic of those held by the great majorit y of the representatives: 
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inn issues of government, public opinion resides only in the large cities and not in the 

villagess nor  in the huts... (ibid:203). 

Thee above debate was, in turn, subsumed by a second, more encompassing one which since the 

openingg of Congress pitted against each other  two rival opinions concerning the status of the 

socio-politicall  entity which Congress represented. While for  some deputies such entity was made 

off  "many constituted states"  others understood the role of Congress as giving voice to "a unique 

space,, and, possibly a nation"  (ibid:203). Although Hebrard does not put it this way, at stake in 

thiss larger  debate was nothing less than the very definition of the emergent political unit. Would 

itt  amount to some sort of confederate state or  would the structure of the emergent polity instead 

correspondd to a weakened form of federalism overseen by a centralized administration assuming 

mostt  of the crucial functions of government? These, in other  words, seem to have been the 

ultimatee stakes underlying the various debates during the months immediately preceding the 

draftin gg and approval of the nation's first constitution. 

Al ll  throughout her  discussion Hebrard reasons as if the imposition of the unanimist view 

off  political representation for  which the nation was a homogeneous body "absolutely" 

representedd by Congress was a foregone conclusion. One means that her  writin g uses to achieve 

thee impression of an inescapable teleology is through an accumulation of sentences all starting 

withh thir d person singular  or  plural pronouns. Strung after  each other, expressions such as "a 

deputyy proposes,"  "i t is rejected,"  "the partisans of general representation invoque,"  and so on, 

lendd to the proceedings an air  of inevitability . As a result, the highly differentiated setting where, 

judgingg from the author's own evidence, these proceedings took place is effectively occluded. 

Obfuscatedd by the string of objective pronouns issues as crucial as the identities of those 

responsiblee for  the unanimist position, their  respective sites of enunciation, the interests and 

preconceptionss informin g their  views, the kinds of constraints under  which they acted, and, last 

butt  not least, the identities, interests and provenances of those opposing their  views all but 

disappearr  from the author's attention. This said Hebrard does, however, make clear  that the 

majorit yy of the deputies in the first  place considered themselves to be representatives of 
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onee "pueblo" . They, therefore favored that these urban populations were consulted before 

everyy one of the decisions that were not foreseeable at the time of their  election. They 

alsoo favored respecting the mandate of their  constituencies (ibid:205). 

Inn sum, according to the "majority "  position 

inn no case should general representation damage the particularitie s of the pueblos, 

postulatingg that there are as many opinions as there are sovereign spaces (ibid:205). 

Itt  appears, after  all, that the "unanimist"  position was not nearly as unanimous as Hebrard wishes 

herselff  and us to believe since no less than a "majority "  of the representatives were bent on 

havingg the interests, desires and designs of their  constituencies loudly heard in parliament. In 

lightt  of this evidence one would have to assume that, far  from a foregone conclusion, the 

adoptionn by the congressmen of an "absolute logic of representation"  was the final outcome of a 

processs that, as such, needs to be clarified. That is, beyond some broad generalities about the 

strengthh of absolutist culture among the representatives that turned out to be not that strong or 

generallyy held after  all, such evidence asks that some account is given of the reasons why the 

viewss of the "minority "  prevailed over  those of the "majority" . 

Suchh an account seems especially needed considering that the "majority "  position for 

whichh the sovereignty of the different "pueblos"  was paramount itself corresponded quite closely 

too the corporate structure of the ancien régime. As was argued before, this structure in many 

wayss amounted to the socio-cultural order  of the colony and there is no reason to believe that, no 

matterr  how modified by the social syntax emergent at the time, at least in some crucial respects it 

wass not very much in place at the time of the transition towards Independence. One, therefore, 

shouldd ask oneself why, against all sensible expectations, the differentiated corporate order  of the 

differentt  provinces was excluded first  from the congressional debates, and, later, from the very 

textt  of the constitution. This question acquires added poignancy considering how adamant the 

memberss of the "majority "  were on having the claims and rights of their  constituencies heard and 

adequatelyy addressed in parliament. Given all of this should one not be, then, puzzled by the 

extentt  to which the very texture of contemporary sociality was so thoroughly left out from the 
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spheree of political representation? Is such an exclusion not something which needs to be 

explainedd rather  than glossed over  with some unsupported generality about the presumed strength 

off  absolutist culture? 

Beforee attempting any such explanation it is, however, important to dispel any possible 

doubtss as to the insistence with which the "majority "  defended the "sovereign spaces"  which they 

represented.. For  this purpose, I need to specify some of the issues around which such defense 

crystallizedd as well as what was actually at stake in those issues. As to the spirited character  of 

thee defense, one need not be overly surprised. Indeed, the strongest argument against regarding 

Venezuela'ss first Constitution as a mindless replica of its North-American model is, precisely, 

thatt  watered down as it was by the pressures from the "minority "  the federal form of this text 

itselff  crystallized the policentric social reality which the congressmen both represented and 

adamantlyy endorsed. In other  words, even in its diluted form the first constitution's 'federalism' 

wass the ideal vehicle for  expressing a social reality articulated through a congeries of juxtaposed 

andd largely autonomous provinces that, as argued before, were the basic socio-political units of 

thee colonial order. 

Composedd of a main capital and a constellation of subordinate towns together  with their 

hinterlands,, these colonial 'provinces' were the very "sovereign spaces"  which the "majority "  of 

thee deputies so jealously defended against the claims of "general"  representation. Far  from 

expressingg any 'absolutist'  logic, their  views were instead quite close to the 'pactism' that was 

introducedd earlier  as the imaginary horizon within which the relations between the American 

subjectss and the Spanish monarch were represented and enacted. Hebrard does allude to this 

underlyingg 'pactism' labelling it a "logi c of the communities"  which, very much in passing, she 

contrastss to the minority' s "logi c of absolute representation"  as the two competing understandings 

off  the nature of political representation prevalent among the Venezuelan representatives. 

Characteristicallyy enough, though, she acknowledges the above tension without in any 

wayy feeling compelled to explain how it was, precisely, that it was finally resolved through the 

adoptionn of "absolute representation"  by Congress. Again, everything happens as if all the 

evidencee concerning dissension or  the actual numerical differences among those favoring one or 

thee other  of the competing views were somehow irrelevant to her  argument. As if, in other  words, 
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alll  this evidence issued from a more superficial layer  beneath which, much like minerva's owl, 

thee logic of "absolute representation"  imposed itself with blind necessity behind almost 

everyones''  backs. Which is like saying that, regardless of what the existing desires or  designs 

mightt  have been, the realization of a homogeneous and centralized nation-state was what was in 

thee cards. In other  words, nothing less than the geist of the times seems to be the 

unacknowledgedd specter  that haunts the author's argument. Even at the risk of caricaturing 

Hebrard'ss position unduly, her  decision to disregard evidence that she herself raises and that is 

obviouslyy relevant to her  topic only makes sense by assuming that, as much as in other 

contemporaryy historiography, the centralized state figures as both an irresistible telos and an 

organizingg trope in her  writing . 

Withh that possibility in mind, I must now return to the floor  of the first  Venezuelan 

Congresss and focus on some of the issues around which the defense of the "majority " 

crystallized.. What were some of these issues? One was the need expressed by the majorit y of 

consultingg the different "pueblos"  or  towns that had elected them before supporting any 

declarationn of Independence. The argument here was that since at the time of their  election the 

issuee of Independence was not at all on the table, they could hardly lend support with their  votes 

too something for  which they had not been explicitly elected by their  constituencies. In case there 

aree any doubts regarding the extent to which the specific claims and rights of the respective 

constituenciess were upheld against any more universal claims, the general argument here was the 

onee mentioned before concerning the need to protect the "sovereign space"  of the towns as sites 

off  a differentiated public opinion against any of the possible injurie s originating with "general 

representation""  (ibid:205-206). Another  issue around which the majority' s defense cristallized 

wass the need of subdividing the province of Caracas among several of its constituent towns and 

hinterlands.. Itself the largest and economically and politically most powerful of all the 

Venezuelann provinces, 

thee extension and political preponderance of this province was perceived as dangerous by 

alll  the other  (Poudenx and Mayer, 1963:39). 

Althoughh this position was eventually defeated, the ardor  with which it was not only raised but 
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adamantlyy endorsed is itself quite revealing of the differentiated understanding of the nature of 

politicall  representation among many of the Venezuelan representatives. 

Thee two just mentioned issues should leave no doubts as to the existence among a  a 

majorityy of the Venezuelan representatives of a view of political representation far removed from 

thee unanimist understanding that eventually prevailed. Enough to consider briefly some of the 

stakess involved in these issues to see how puzzling it really was, how much in need of an 

explanation,, that the majority would have allowed itself to have its views overwhelmed by those 

off  the minority. As before, one of these stakes involved nothing less than the declaration of 

Independencee that the majority of the members of Congress did not want to endorse without first 

havingg consulted their constituencies. 

Heree the recorded evidence contradicts the already alluded nationalist topos, which 

Venezuelann historiography hammers with some insistence, of an almost complete unanimity 

amongg the Venezuelan representatives concerning the need to declare Independence. As it turns 

out,, the differences did not just have to do with timing, as is often said, with some 

representativess wanting to postpone Independence and others, if not themselves members at least 

influencedd by the Sociedad Patriotica, wanting to have it now. More fundamentally, the evidence 

suggestss that these differences had to do with the crucial issue of whether to declare 

Independencee at all. How to account otherwise for the representatives' insistence on consulting 

theirr constituencies before any such declaration took place? If, as we are often told, with the one 

singlee exception of a royalist priest, Independence was already decided among the Venezuelan 

representativess why at all insist on consulting the communities?. Such consultation would seem 

too only make sense if its outcome was at least to some extent undecided in advance, if at the very 

leastt there was the possibility that some if not all of these communities would refuse 

Independence.. The representatives' insistence thus appears to be an indication that the very issue 

off  whether to declare or not to declare Independence was itself very much up for grabs, that it, in 

otherr words, was highly contestable. 

Itt is of course, always possible to say that this insistence issued from an understanding of 

politicall  representation for which no crucial initiative was itself legitimate if, at the very least, an 

appearanceappearance of support was not extracted first from the represented. In this view what was 
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importantt  was not whether  the represented actually supported or  not the political aims of their 

representatives,, but that the appearance of such a widespread backing was actually produced. I 

wil ll  leave aside the consideration of whether  under  the extremely urgent circumstances of the 

timee anyone actually had the means of so seamlessly orchestrating consent, or, even if such a 

possibilityy was somehow there, whether  it was at all wise to subject the issue of independence to o 

thee uncertainties and risks of a broad-based consultation, no matter  how rigged or  manipulated 

thee latter  might be. Instead of indulging in this kind of speculation, I will consider  below other 

additionall  evidence which together  with their  willingness to put Independence to the test of its 

approvall  by the communities at the very least suggests the less than sterling quality of the 

revolutionaryy convictions of the majority . Considered all together  this evidence, in other  words, 

stronglyy indicates that beyond any possible sense of obligation towards their  constituencies, or 

thee conviction that no important initiativ e was legitimate if it was not first endorsed by the 

communities,, at least a sizable proportion of the representatives were not at all convinced of 

eitherr  the convenience or  the ultimate goodness of Independence. 

Anotherr  crucial stake had to do with the locus of sovereignty. Did sovereignty reside in 

thee nation understood as a homogeneous whole or  was its locus, instead, the "sovereign spaces" 

off  either  the different provinces or  the many towns that, below the former, dotted the entire 

Venezuelann territories? Although finally defeated, the protracted argument about whether  or  not 

too subdivide the province of Caracas or  Venezuela among its constituent, urban-centered 

territorie ss suggests just how extended the latter  understanding of the meaning of sovereignty was 

amongg the Venezuelan representatives (Hebrard, 1998:206-210). As Guerra has suggested for  the 

wholee of the Iberian world at the time, far  from expressing any absolutist views this debate 

clearlyy speaks of the persistence among at least a sizable proportion of the Venezuelan 

representativess of a 'pactism' for  which even if temporarily delegated to the King sovereignty 

ultimatelyy resided in a congeries of corporately organized and geographically based political 

units.. As witnessed by the intensely centrifugal character  of the sociopolitical processes both 

duringg Independence and after, and regarding which I will have more to say, this 'pactist' 

understandingg of sovereignty was itself rooted in realities which did not just go away overnight 

butt  have haunted the prospects of nation-building until the very present. For  the Venezuelan 
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representativess to have given up their  understanding of sovereignty in favor  of another  view for 

whichh sovereignty resided in a homogeneous nation was, by no means, a small concession. 

Consideringg the intensity of the resistance to the adoption of a "logic of absolute 

representation,""  as well as how high the stakes in such a resistance were, one would expect for 

thee congressional "majority's "  change of heart not to have come about smoothly. Indeed, the turn 

aroundd was so radical that one cannot help assuming that it could have only crystallized in the 

wakee of trul y momentous circumstances and events. Only the assumption of sheer  ambiance 

pressuree going on at the time, of phenomenal amounts of arm-twisting in the midst of enveloping 

fearss and uncertainty might in any way account for  the majority' s decision to give up views that 

weree so close to its heart. The available evidence does bear  such an assumption. 

Sealing-offSealing-off the Political 

What,, then, were some of the momentous circumstances and events alluded to above 

capablee of so thoroughly turning the hearts and minds of the majority-deputies, not just in the 

directionn of Independence but towards the adoption of a form of political representation so 

inimicall  to their  own values, interests and inclinations? To what sorts of arm-twisting, sheer 

ambiance-pressuree and uncertainties must they have fallen prey to for  them to have undergone 

suchh a thorough change of heart? Answering these questions requires treacling on territor y which 

muchh contemporary social science and historiography studiously circumvents. Leaving aside the 

consolingg reassurances of either  encompassing social contexts or  grand historical metanarratives, 

neitherr  of which is ever  given beforehand but belatedly contrived to bring order  into the past, one 

mustt  enter  the twiligh t zone where more often than not the actors inhabit a night of not-knowing. 

Forcedd to act in the grip of largely uncontrollable forces and without any certainties 

regardingg either  the opportunity or  the wisdom of their  acts, in this murky zone people must 

decidee within situations of sheer  undecidability and gnawed by the suspicion that their  actions 

mayy very well loop-back to haunt them. No outcome is ever  certain here since, eluding all 

predictivee or  intuitiv e powers, at these junctures the future does stay dauntingly open. Most 

historicall  certainties are, on the other  hand, gained precisely by fleeing this trouble-zone into the 

presentt  where, in hindsight, vision is 20/20 and everything past neatly falls into place as 
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momentss in an orderly, teleologically inflected succession. 

Seenn as they are through a glass darkly back in the twiligh t zone things, on the other  hand, 

aree never  certain or  that sharp and distinct. To gain a sense of what it must be like one must try 

hardd listening to the shouts, insults and imprecations of the past, sense against the body the 

crowds''  bodily pressure bent on fillin g up every available crack, taste the fear  and sense the 

sweat,, be in a word caught in a chiaroscuro of voices, bodies, rumors and half-seen appearances, 

upp to one's ears, so to speak, in a sea of uncertainty where every presence wavers haunted as all 

aree by an impinging violence and irrepressible absences. Easy from a distance to talk glibly about 

thee elites' fear  of the masses, thus disparaging their  supposed prudishness and narrow-sighted 

pettiness.. As if with just giving up blinders and fears everything would be fine, everyone sitting 

happilyy ever  after  in the banquet of the polity. Meanwhile, precisely through the use of this and 

otherr  similar  talk all the rough surfaces and hard cutting edges of the past's most dangerous 

momentss are either  smoothed out or  just simply glossed over. 

If ,, on the other  hand, one remains imaginarily alert to this danger, something which may 

bee somewhat more possible now that all the cold war  certainties are finally gone, the past may 

yieldd some of it secret allowing us to discern in every recorded outcome the sediment of fear, 

forbiddenn images, and desires which is the restless soil on which every appearance of objectivity 

precariouslyy rests. Perhaps one then may be able to somewhat understand why the sphere of 

politicall  representation was so tightly sealed-off during the period before and after  the declaration 

off  independence, as well as what the implications of such closed-doors policy were. Also why 

thee majorit y of the members of parliament whose very values and inclinations were so clearly at 

oddss with this policy finally  ended up by ratifyin g it with their  votes. I have already alluded to the 

relentlesss mass-pressure that, up to the very last moment, was needed in order  to bring the 

memberss of Congress to declare Independence. It suffices to recall the dread with which the 

"honorablee neighbors"  from Caracas watched from the half-closed windows of their  residences 

thee spectacle of the passing mob in order  to get a sense of why this pressure might have been 

effective. . 

Inn case one may think that the dread was only visceral, one should quickly add that it was 

veryy much also symbolic. Think, if not, of the portrait s of the Spanish monarchs which on that 
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veryy occasion the crowd tore down from all public places dragging them through the streets and 

squaress of Caracas. Given the alreadyy argued role of the kingly portraits within an economy of 

rulee where the king was at "the center of all possible representations" one may be forgiven for 

sensingg the considerable chill that must have gone down both the real and the symbolic spines of 

thee city's most prominent neighbors. Along with all the rumors arriving from Spain of an 

irreversiblee collapse of the monarchy, the sight of the Caracas mob must have helped impress in 

themm the notion that, perhaps, the available charts were not anymore all that useful for navigating 

thee time's uncharted waters. 

Onee should not think, however, that with the declaration of independence this pressure 

wentt away overnight. All throughout the following months it stayed quite high, enveloping like a 

menacingg chorus every one of Congress's main debates and initiatives all the way through the 

draftingg and approval of the nation's foundational chart and up until July, 1812 when, with 

Spanishh military intervention, the first republican experiment finally collapsed. The very 

situationn of a persistent duality of powers which Father Maya had already denounced on July 5, 

1811,, when refusing to vote in Congress for Independence, remained unchanged during the 

monthss following the declaration locally presiding over every significant political process or 

event.. One of these powers, Congress, was broadly speaking divided between moderate and 

radicall  wings. While, as it was suggested before, the moderate majority 

fearedd the enthusiasms of a fiery youth and especially the excesses of the plebs and the 

peoplee of color, all along hoping that things would return to their 

oldd state through a peaceful reconciliation with the Crown (Duarte Level, 1995:230 ~ my 

translation), , 

thee radical minority was, on the other hand, animated by the single-minded determination to 

breakk with Spain and start a new nation. 

Thee other power was, of course, the Sociedad Patriotica from which at least one sector 

fromfrom the congressional minority drew constant support and which, with the exception of the older 

girondinn General Francisco de Miranda, was led by young members from the Creole aristocracy 

backedbacked by a vast urban following. The British merchant and traveler Robert Semple has left a 
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vividd testimony of the high levels of mass-pressure that the Sociedad Patriotica continued 

exertingg on Congress after  Independence had already been declared and right  until the very fall of 

thee First Republic to the Spanish. What he has to say about the Society on the basis of a visit to 

Caracass after  the date of the declaration differs littl e from the ways in which, according to the 

testimoniess cited earlier, the Jacobin club was locally perceived during the months preceding that 

date: : 

theree is in Caracas a heterogeneous Assembly (...) which celebrates periodical meetings to 

discoursee about political issues (...) and shows great French influence while also having 

affinitiess with the french club of the Jacobins, noticeable as much in the harshness and 

extravagancee of the speeches (...) as in the influence which the Society exerts over  the 

determinationss of the government (cited by Duarte Level, 1995[1911] :226). 

Ass to the direction in which "government"  was being taken by this "influence,"  to get an 

evenn better  idea it is enough to revisit once again the Society's daily meetings, this time led by the 

recollectionss of Caracas' Municipal Council. This is how the Spanish-designated municipal 

authoritiess from Caracas recalled these meetings in a Memorial from 1812, written after  the 

invadingg forces from the peninsula had temporarily retaken the city from the insurgents and filled 

everyy available post with incumbents loyal to the monarch: 

Thee Sociedad Patriotica (...) frankly  opened its doors to all those men that had never 

promisedd themselves to alternate with those that were not of their  class; an extraordinary 

gatheringg of artisans, idles, and people from the rabble came to these meetings anxious to 

listenn to those incendiary lessons that, with a tone of sufficiency, were given to the people 

onn matters such as religion, the rights of men, the authority of the people, and, mainly, on 

thee necessity of establishing a democratic system founded not on that well understood and 

fairr  equality daughter  of both reason and the law, but one that was regulated by that 

bloodyy level that the cruel hand of the sons-culottes had extended over  an unhappy 

France.. The ignorant plebs blindly adopted the ideas of this plan which so much flattered 

itss pride; through this means seduction became more universal and deadly; aristocracy 
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wass declared a State-crime, the clergy attached as it is to the privileges incumbent on its 

rankk was already regarded with all the horror that a body inclined to maintain the tyranny 

off  distinctions inspired on the democrats (Caracas Municipal Council, Oct, 3, 1812; cited 

byy Duarte Level, 1995:230- 231). 

This,, then, is what the congressional majority was up against, and not just them but also those 

otherr members from the minority who favored an immediate declaration of Independence yet 

weree also weary of allowing the urban crowds too much say in the sphere of political decision 

andd representation. It could be said that the ways in which the passage above describes the 

politicall  situation in Caracas before the return to Spanish rule amounts to a series of 

exaggerationss with which the newly installed municipal council authorities sought to curry favor 

fromfrom the Spaniards. Nothing, then, but retrospective inventions aimed at legitimizing the 

repressivee measures of the invading forces on the basis of a recent past of flagrant abuse and 

disorder. . 

Theree is, of course, no denying that flattery and legitimation must have been high in the 

mindss of the drafters of the Municipal Council Memorial from 1812. This, however, does not 

detractt from the fact that, beyond some minor differences of tone and intensity, just as in the case 

off  Semple's observations there are remarkable similarities between the complaints in the above 

citedd passage and those that other contemporaries had voiced not too long before, in the months 

immediatelyy preceding the writing and publication of the Memorial following the temporary 

reestablishmentt of Spanish rule. Given, then, the similarities with those other preceding 

complaintss one can take the just quoted passage from the Memorial as a fair statement of the 

wayss in which, whether or not in favor of Independence, a sizable proportion of the ruling strata 

viewedd the situation that the revolutionary behavior of both the urban crowds and their young 

aristocraticc leadership had created. 

Noo great hermeneutical talent is needed to discern in the passage above an unmitigated 

revulsionn at the dissolution of all the established distinctions and hierarchies by a corrosive 

equality.. In their rush to identify this equality as a dangerous form of sans-culotte democracy, in 

everyy respect to be distinguished from the "fair equality daughter of both reason and the law", the 

elite-drafterss do not hesitate to summon the specter of the French revolution. The extent of the 
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horrorr  may be gauged from the described overturning of all the established hierarchies of 

knowledgee as a result of the "ignorant plebs"  having been exposed by their  aristocratic mentors to 

aa wide range of forbidden and subversive topics and ideas. To appreciate the enormity of the 

challengee it suffices to contrast this situation with the Venezuelan University during the colonial 

periodd from which all non-white were rigorously excluded, and where, much as in the rest of 

Spanishh America, almost until the very end medieval scholasticism provided the overarching 

frameworkk for  all forms of knowledge. (Burkholder, 1990:224; Góngora, 1975:187-193). Rooted 

ass it was on a broad classification of all things along an ascending scale of perfection measured 

byy increasing dematerialization (Pagden, 1982:18), nothing more alien to the distinctions 

enshrinedd in this curriculu m than the unholy mixes, mimetic borrowings and hybriditie s favored 

byy a form of teaching which placed thee basest, crudest elements of society in touch with the lofty 

realmm of ideas. 

Followingg a convention that still nowadays lingers in many texts of Venezuelan 

historiographyy the quoted passage sharply demarcates the cultivated elites from the rabble that 

"blindly ""  follows the former's subversive teachings. Nevertheless the text's talk of "seduction" 

turnin gg "mor e universal and deadly"  should already alert us to the inadequacies of an 

understandingg for  which change mechanically and unidirectionally flows from one single source 

wayy at the top of the social ladder. There is, indeed, sufficient evidence to suggest that the 

commonn people's access to the radical ideas of the time was not circumscribed to any single and 

unequivocall  path of transmission. Evidence, for  example, of pardos from the cities inaugurating 

onn their  own circles to discuss the ideals of the French and American revolutions (Brit o Figueroa, 

1985:75).. Or  other  information from as early as 1797, when the first openly revolutionary 

challengee to Spanish rule in Venezuela took place, documenting the ardor  with which black 

slavess from the plantations adopted the radical ideals of freedom and equality which the "vessels 

off  the Enlightenment,"  and, more urgently, the rippling  effects from the Haitian revolution had 

depositedd in the Venezuelan coasts (Varna, 1992:1025-1026). There is even a french traveler 

whoo comments on the sad spectacle of black slaves in Venezuela corrupting the purit y of the 

quintessentiall  ritual  from the French revolution by dancing, frantically,  around especially 

designatedd trees of freedom. How circuitous and varied could be the paths through which the 
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commonn people gained access to the new revolutionary ideas is well illustrated by the 1799 case 

fromfrom the city of Maracaibo of an aborted "conspiracy by blacks and mulattoes to bring down the 

regimee and plunder the city" (Parra-Pérez, 1992:42). According to the plan, the local colored 

populationn would act in "complicity" with corsary vessels sailing under the "French flag" and 

arrivedd in Maracaibo with the "intention of taking over the place 'introducing the system of 

freedomm and equality'" (ibid:42-43). 

Butt beyond all empirical evidence it suffices to say that, surely, "seduction" is not the 

kindd of passion that lends itself to any such neat allocations. Any fantasy-scenario of a plebeian 

audiencee trapped by the spectacle that an exclusively aristocratic cast sets up for its benefit is 

vastlyy exceeded by such a "universal and deadly" seduction. Contagion and ceaseless exchanges 

aree the laws of such situation, one in which everyone mimetically borrows from everyone else in 

aa ceaseless exchange of roles and identities where power and powerlessness constantly exchange 

places,, neither of which securing any distinct place for itself. A wild, mimetic proliferation, in 

thee ceaseless role-playing of revolution all existing distinctions and hierarchies blur, their signs 

becomingg more or less available to all. Itself inaugurated as a space of horizontal exchanges and 

substitutionss with the king's disappearance, it is this wild mimetic play that, fighting fire with 

fire,fire, the representational apparatus of the emergent state sought to counteract with a theater of its 

own. . 

Butt I am running ahead of the argument. Before suggesting what this theatre was and how 

wass it that it was instituted I need to say something about the congressional majority's sudden and 

unexpectedd decision to support with their votes the views of the minority. As often happens in 

situationss where two parties are locked in a dyadic contest, change only ensues through the 

introductionn of a heterogeneous third party whose threatening presence moves the two opposed 

partiess to some sort of defensive agreement. Reached as it is through a process where each party 

exposess itself to the claims of the other as well as to circumstances that are both pressing and 

dangerous,, such an agreement is likely to yield an unprecedented outcome which does not 

correspondd exactly to any of the views which the main contenders held beforehand. 

Att any rate, something like the above is what must have happened in the Venezuelan 

instance.. It was in other words the urgent specter of an "anarchic" freedom and equality knocking 
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att  the doors of Congress, of an unruly crowd already sitting as uninvited thir d party in the 

galleriess and wildly applauding and booing every initiativ e and deliberation from the 

congressmenn that forced the radical turnaround of the majority . Under  such circumstances to 

insistt  on leaving Congress open to the differentiated claims of society was minimally foolhardy if 

nott  altogether  foolish. This, because doing so was also to make the sphere of representation 

availablee to a kind of difference that called for  the eradication of all societal differences. I am, of 

course,, referring to the sans-cullote democracy retrospectively alluded to in the 1812 Memorial 

which,, at the time, was at the doosteps of Congress pressing tumultuously to gain access to the 

floorr  by means of some sort of direct political representation. 

Itt  was this kindd of direct democracy that had to be averted at all costs and the only way of 

doingg so was, precisely, by thoroughly sealing-off Congress even if this also meant closing-it off 

fromm the very institutions and constituencies which the majorit y congressmen represented. In 

otherr  words, keeping the masses at bay meant rigorously sealing Congress not just from them but 

fromfrom  the rest of society just in case that through any available cracks these masses could slip into 

thee sphere of political representation. It was under  such pressing urgencies that the party of the 

Enlightenmentt  temporarily won the day. Earlier, I suggested that the camp favoring 

independencee was neither  homogeneous nor  unified and now the time has come to specify what 

weree the main factions within the revolutionary camp. 

Onee of these camps of course was the Sociedad Patriotica, a Jacobin club that assumed 

thee revolutionary representation of the urban masses and of which I have already spoken at some 

length.. Not everyone favoring Independence was, however, a Jacobin. Some formed in what I 

heree call the party of the Enlightenment, including those jurist s and ideologues whose 

conceptionss and ideas were most influential in the final shape that both the sphere of 

representationn and the text of the first  Venezuelan Constitution eventually took. This strata was 

composedd mostly of landowning lawyers and bureaucrats drawn from the old colonial 

administrationn and sharing many of the universalistic values spoused by the late Bourbon 

monarchy.. Unfortunately there is no comprehensive empirical study of this strata for  Venezuela, 

or,, to my knowledge, for  the rest of Latin America. With Venezuelan historiography 

overwhelminglyy invested as it is on presenting a homogeneous elite front  seamlessly united 
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behindd the idea of Independence I have been forced to tease out information concerning the 

heterogeneouss field of interests, identities and projects within which Venezuela was constituted 

ass an independent nation from the lapses and contradictions in sources whose overall 

interpretationss resist any differentiated understanding of the event. 

Bee that as it may, the existence of this enlightenment faction may be readily gauged from 

twoo kinds of evidence. First, from some of the texts by its main ideologues which, read side by 

sidee those of other  Jacobin leaders, mostly Bolivar, reveal not only overlappings but also crucial 

differencess with the more radical wing of the Independence movement. Among the overlappings 

surelyy the most important had to do with the nation, which both moderate and radical wings 

understoodd similarly . For  both the enlightened ideologues and for  the Jacobinss the nation was a 

horizontall  entity formed by a homogeneous 'people' which, as such, was the new seat of 

sovereignty.. The similarities, however, ended here. When it came to how this popular 

sovereigntyy was to be exercised the two camps came sharply apart. Thus, while the radicals 

confusedlyy favored some form of direct exercise of the popular  will such as, for  example, a kind 

off  plebiscitary democracy articulated through the figures of the main revolutionary leaders, this 

wass certainly not the case with the moderates. For  enlightenment ideologues such as Miguel Jose 

Sanzz of Juan German Roscio the crucial notion of the sovereignty of the people had the status of 

ann abstract principl e that should not in any way translate into the field of political expression and 

deliberation.. Rather  the opposite, as I will elaborate in the next chapter, the masses ought to be 

carefullyy excluded from this field through a series of well-calibrated filters among which the 

franchisee figured prominently. 

Thee other  source of evidence from which the existence of a moderate pro-Independence 

factionn may be deduced are some of the decisions through which the sphere of representation was 

finallyfinally  sealed-off from society. Promoted by some of the just mentioned ideologues, these 

decisionss document the partial triumph of a unanimist understanding of representation consistent 

withh at least some of the strands of the absolutist culture of the monarchy. In this respect Hebrard 

iss right to say that the final adoption by Congress of a unanimist view of representation in some 

wayss amounted to a confirmation of at least some of the absolutist heritage. Where she errs is in 

presentingg this outcome as almost inevitable, thereby overlooking the conflictual predicament 
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withinn which unanimism prevailed not, however, without first  itself undergoing some significant 

modifications. . 

II  will focus next on some of these congressional decisions through which unanimism 

finallyfinally  prevailed in Congress. My aims in so doing are double. First, to suggest, that far  from 

prescribedd beforehand its triumph came about as a result of the delicate political and discursive 

transactionss which unanimism was forced to entertain both with the other  currently available 

understandingg of political representation as well as with some of the nation's more intractable 

sociall  realities. And, second, to also suggest that from such transactions unanimism itself 

emergedd transformed with consequences that still nowadays decisively inflect the political 

imaginationn in Venezuela. As a result, what the enlightened ideologues had excluded without, so 

thatt  the represented nation could be envisaged as a unanimous, seamless whole, reappeared 

withinwithin  the very field of political representation itself, even if reinscribed as a series of fetishized 

entities. . 

Inn other  words I argue here that by focusing on the give and take conducted by the first 

Venezuelann representatives around certain issues one can witness a trul y wondrous event. 

Namelyy the transfiguration of those very differences and particularities, which unanimism wished 

awayy from the image of the represented nation, into a self-contained gallery of exemplary figures. 

Envisagedd as a "republi c of notables,"  this exemplary gallery has since then haunted political 

actionn and representation having provided one of the two main figurations through which, in 

Venezuela,, the realm of the political has been collectively apprehended since Independence. 

Imaginaril yy framing one of the two main possible courses of political action that, since that time, 

havee been consistently pursued in the nation, this gallery of pompous figureheads insistently 

splitss political subjectivities and behaviors between two incongruous yet tightly interconnected 

halves.17 7 

'Caraa seria, culo rochelero': used popularly to refer  to the nation's 'notables' this 

17.. The other figuration is what I call the Roussean scene of the "great legislator" and will be introduced in chapter nine 
wheree I refer to Simon Bolivar and his version of the nation as the crystallization of a single, heroic and providential 
agency.. I will also address in that chapter the lasting sociocultural consequences which, until the very present, and in 
interactionn with the scene of the "repubic of notables" this figuration has had for Venezuela as an independent nation. 
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widespreadd saying marvelously alludes to the just mentioned split. Roughly translating as 

"pompouss face, jazzing ass," it describes accurately the predicament of an official persona 

committedd to a solemn, truly statuesque public performance which, nevertheless, rests on less 

thann monumental grounds. Both revealed and disguised by his monumentalized persona, even in 

thee most solemn of occasions the notable's unofficial self winks at the audience right through his 

ratherr imposing, bust-like public appearance. Always already frozen for posterity, it is indeed the 

notable'ss very own calculated pose of grand homme that rather than hiding signals his 

mischievouss underbelly to the audience. Everything happens as if the audiences's attention is split 

betweenn the foreground and the background of the scene that occupies the official stage. While 

watchingg the ponderous performance unfolding before everyone's eyes, the audience never looses 

sightt of the other scene which, quite unexpectedly, might at any point overtake the official one 

fillingfilling  it with a kinky, lascivious energy where all statuesque appearances momentarily tumble 

dissolvingg into a flashing moment of excess. Waiting for the moment in which the 'notable' will 

makee his move, while displaying the required deference it is as if all along the audience did not 

ceasee watching it because 'you know, this guy is really all-over-the place.' 

Alwayss about to happen, this libidinal seizure of public space of course never quite does 

happenn and that, precisely, is the whole point.18 Part monument, part flesh it is precisely the 

unstablee yet constantly renewed tension between the notable's two halves that allows each to do 

itss job. Thus, if his monumentalized persona eloquently speaks of republican virtue, steely gaze 

fixatedd on technicolor future, the notable's more kinky, libidinous half simply signals the wish to 

18.. To put it in more local terms, the official scene never or almost never dissolves into a scene of "relajo". Charged 
withh local meaning, relajo is one of those words that resists adequate translation. While my Cassell Spanish-English 
dictionaryy translates it as "degeneracy, depravity, shocking behaviour, loss of all decency," the Spanish word conjures a 
muchh less final, much more playful and subtle predicament. Widely used in the Caribbean and loaded with sexual 
overtones,, in this area the word does allude to a situation where all standards of propriety have almost come crashing 
downn nearly dissolving into generalized license. Perhaps a more extreme situation that the one which I strive to convey 
throughh the image of the notable dancing salsa, the "escena de relajo" does not, however, completely depart from it 
either.. What prevents it from reaching the dictionary's final, unwholesome morbidity is that as imagined by the users of 
thee expression the "scene of relajo" is constituted as such precisely through the subtle, seductive interplay between 
officiall  and unofficial forms. In other words, even if he himself is in some ways a "tipo de relajo" not even in such an 
extremee situation does the notable ever completely lets go. A nineteenth century rhetorical flourish will , for example, 
alwayss be there to save the day playfully reminding everyone of the notable's lofty, ethereal being amidst the most 
earthy,, undescribable excesses. 
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enjoyy and make a deal. The point, of course, is that neither  monuments nor  deals may exist 

withoutt  each other. Thus, not even for  a second would the polity manage to retain its virtuous, 

neoclassicall  facade—which no one really buys but everyone acts as if they do—without the many 

dealss and promiscuous bodily transactions through which it is ongoingly lubricated. Conversely, 

noo monuments, no deals since even the most insignificant unofficial transaction presupposes and, 

evenn if only imaginarily, is itself supplemented and enabled by a make-believe facade of 

republicann virtue. 

II  realize how much this all may sound like a caricature, and in a way it is. Call it 

modernityy gone haywire at the margins provided one is not too willin g to take modernity's claims 

att  the center  too much at face value either, especially nowadays when the entire vocabulary of 

'center''  and 'periphery' is becoming increasingly obsolete. But before further  suggesting how the 

montagee I speak of here possibly works I wish to leave the discussion with an image of the 

notablee ready to dance salsa. Indeed one can easily envisage any one of the present-day notables 

hesitantlyy breaking through their  pompous poses into the first steps of an eventually all-out salsa 

performancee a scene that, anyway, does happen quite often. A dance that in the Caribbean is for 

everyone,, notables included, an obliged rite de passage into public life, salsa affords an 

extraordinaryy instance of the tension that I am struggling to evoke here. 

Againstt  most stereotypes, salsa is never  frantic. Much like the contradictory figure of the 

notablee the consummate salsa dancer  cuts quite a contained figure that, nevertheless, intimates a 

worldd of untold sensuous possibilities. Heads upright and slightly turned to the sides, only 

occasionallyy looking at each other  as they evolve through the dance-floor  dancing to the rhythm 

andd the music's melodic cadences the dancers' gaze remains fixated on the distance past their 

partner' ss left or  right  shoulders. Much like living monuments, during the dancing the upper  half 

off  the dancers' bodies stays quite composed and even stiff while, beginning with the movement 

off  thighs and hips, their  lower  halves subtly suggest an altogether  different scene. As if signaling 

too their  partner  not to trust appearances but to go along with their  play, with their  lower  bodies 

andd the occasional surprising quick turn of the shoulders all along the dancers play with official 

appearances,, repeatedly turning them inside-out to briefly intimate their  sensuous underside. It is 

ass if with every subtle thrust of their  bodies, through the very syncopated back-and-forth of the 
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dancing,, the dancers signaled each other that far from an impediment official appearances are 

themselvess the necessary obverse of a reverse, unofficial world of unspeakable jouissance. And 

thee other way around, that jouissance itself freezes in the monument. Not a specifically 

Venezuelann phenomenon, one may think of salsa as the fate of monuments in the Caribbean. Or, 

againn the other way around, of the sun-drenched galleries of stony heroes which fill  the political 

imaginationn of the nation-states of the area as always on the brink of a salsa performance. 

Inn the past, the Creole founding fathers of the nation were certainly no less given to the 

thrills,, back stabbing and back-stage politicking and sensuous entertainments of which the 

everydayy of a plantation society is so prodigal. So much so that the curtain over what is 

commonlyy known as the First Republic was finally drawn with a phrase to this effect which, 

repeatedd in history books and casual conversations, still nowadays weighs on the national 

characterr as an ineluctable sentence. Thus upon being delivered by his own companions, among 

themm Bolivar, to the Spaniards after the pro-Independence forces already had been defeated no 

lesss than Fancisco de Miranda is said to have sealed the final fate of this inaugural republican 

experimentt with the following, lapidary verdict: "Bochinche, bochinche, en Venezuela todo es 

bochinche!""  Roughly translating as "inconsequential noise and confusion, in Venezuela 

everythingg is an inconsequential noise and confusion where anything goes" these words 

effectivelyy allude to the ease with which, at least in one widespread version of the national 

character,, the neoclassical pretensions of its official aspirations melt into the unofficial uproar of 

aa chorus of clashing voices and lascivious bodily performances.19 

II  wil l address again this momentous split but for now I must return to the inaugural scene 

where,, in the floor of the first Venezuelan Congress, a series of shouting representatives turned 

intoo a collection of monumentalized busts, thereby trading their perishable selves for the dubious 

benefitss of a truly imperishable image. So imperishable indeed that, occupied historically by a list 

off  changing characters, in the Venezuelan political imagination a gallery of notables still 

nowadayss presides over the nation much like a wispy cloud weighed with demigods hangs over a 

19.. In its colloquial use, at least nowadays in Venezuela the word 'bochinche' is never far away from the related word 
"relajo,'' i.e., a situation of confusion that can easily lead to sexual license. 
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messy,, chaotic reality. Or, perhaps more to the point, like the bust-like, official "face"  of the 

notabless seemingly presides over  their  unofficial anatomy while, all along, contradictoril y 

signalingg the urges of a now-I-see-it/now-I-don't, all-over-the-place, sly and slippery bodyliness. 

Thee notion that it it is the perceived threat of the masses that explains why, against the 

desiress of the 'majority' , the 'minority '  eventually succeeded in excluding 'society' from the field 

off  political representation is confirmed by any cursory consideration of the negotiations leading 

too such an outcome. Indeed, everything suggests that at every one of these negotiations' crucial 

turnin gg points it was the more or  less explicit invocation by one or  another  representative of the 

possibilityy of a crowd-seizure of Congress that decisively moved the debate in the direction of 

adoptingg those congressional initiatives which sealed-off the institution from the rest of society. 

Itt  is as if, confronted at each of these junctures by this ominous possibility, the representatives 

fromfrom  the 'majority *  saw no other  alternative than to set aside their  own views in favor  of those 

fromm the 'minority' . 

Indeed,, so great was the majority' s turnaround from all of its previously held positions 

thatt  only such an assumption would seem to make any sense of this otherwise puzzling 

development.. And so, although there is not nor  can there be any conclusive evidence to support 

thiss claim, given the timing of the recantations one must assume that every time that the majorit y 

bumpedd during the debates into the raised specter  of the crowds it found its own proposals so 

wantingg that it had no choice but to drop them in favor  of those from the moderate pro-

independencee camp. Incapable on their  own of averting the imminent threat from the masses, 

therefore,, of preventing the greater  evil of a mass seizure of Congress which, regardless of their 

otherr  differences, with the only partial exception of the radicals nearly all the other 

representativess equally feared these majorit y proposals could not but be hurriedl y set aside. 

Yett  if raising the specter  of a crowd-seizure of the sphere of political representation was 

soo effective this was not only for  rhetorical reasons, due to the invocation's ability to persuade the 

'majority ''  to give up their  claims and support the 'minority' . One can also regard such invocation 

ass a discursive operator, something like a switch enabling the passage, topographical exchanges, 

reciprocall  transformations and mutual accommodation between the two camps' hitherto 

irreconcilablee positions. And it is this process that, I hypothesize, itself laid the grounds for  the 
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eventuall  and wondrous transformation of a series of societal differences into a fetishized gallery 

off  exemplary figures. Given the prevailing circumstances, with the multitudes gathered at the 

doorss of Congress and even shouting from its galleries, one should not be too surprised that the 

effectss of simply raising the crowds1 specter could have been truly far reaching. In compelling the 

congressmenn from the majority to support the minority's positions, this threat also precipitated 

thee conditions under which the negotiations and mutual accommodations between the two 

opposedd camps could come about with the suggested monumental consequences. 

AA good place were to observe all this happening are the congressional debates that took 

placee during July, 1811 on whether Congress should stay in Caracas or be moved elsewhere, 

eitherr to another city in the same province or to some other provincial capital. While the majority 

deputiess from the provinces favored the move, both the radical as well as the more moderate 

deputiess from Caracas were clearly in favor of keeping Congress in the capital city. What in any 

casee is interesting here is that, beyond their differences, all the congressmen without exception 

arguedd their favored alternative in terms of the role that 'public opinion' should or should not play 

inn the sphere of political representation. In other words, the relative value of the competing 

alternativesalternatives was, in every case, argued in terms of their respective capacities to secure the proper 

relationss between 'Congress' and the rest of 'society' subsumed under the all encompassing notion 

off  'public opinion'. Thus, while the majority thought that such a goal could be more successfully 

accomplishedd by moving Congress outside of Caracas, the minority held the opposite view. For 

thee deputies from Caracas this city guaranteed best the successful relationship between these two 

spheres,, even if within the minority camp there were considerable differences regarding how to 

evaluatee success. 

Dependingg on who was using it, in which context, or when exactly in the debates the 

notionn was being used 'public opinion' could mean quite different things to the different deputies. 

Itt is, however, my argument that it was this very semantic ambiguity which allowed the notion to 

actt as the discursive hinge that enabled the kinds of transactions and accommodations eventually 

leadingg the deputies from the 'majority' to acquiesce to the views of those within the 'minority' 

arguingg for the need to seal-off the sphere of political representation, something which may be 

appreciatedd by briefly focusing on the arguments. Beginning with the views of the 'majority', it is 
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off  course true that besides just securing a proper  relation with society the provincial deputies had 

otherr  complex reasons for  wanting to take Congress out of Caracas mostly having to do with 

theirr  desire to offset the city's hegemonic pretensions. But whatever  these other  reasons might 

havee been, it is not irrelevant that they explicitly defended the desirability of the move in terms of 

securingg a proper  relation between Congress and the society's 'public opinion'. Thus, according to 

thesee majorit y deputies what urgently recommended the move was the deleterious influence that 

thee 'publi c opinion' from Caracas had on the deliberations and decisions of Congress. 

Itt  is in this context where the majorit y deputies from the provinces recommend moving 

Congresss away from Caracas that we may see the notion of 'public opinion' secretly splitting in 

theirr  speech to come to mean two quite different things. On the one hand, even if they did not say 

itt  in so many words, the ongoing pressure that both the Sociedad Patriotica and the city's urban 

massess exerted on Congress and on the decisions of government. It was this "bad' sort of 'publi c 

opinion''  that, for  the most part, they clearly had in mind every time they used the term in the 

coursee of the debates to recommend the move (ibid:207). One can see here the notion of 'publi c 

opinion''  emerging as a possible signifier  for  the rabble that filled with its threatening presence the 

streetss and squares of Caracas. If the majorit y deputies did not quite call things by their  names 

thiss presumably was because of the presence of the deputies from the 'Sociedad Patriotica' during 

thee deliberations that, although a small minority , nevertheless acted within Congress as the 

delegatess of that very rabble which, at any moment, could flood the proceedings. Side by side 

thiss 'bad' meaning there was, of course, the other  one according to which 'good* public opinion 

wass the one formulated within the other  intermediate bodies of society excluding the Sociedad 

Patriotica,, principal among which were the municipal councils. Given the dangerous situation in 

Caracas,, it was the majority' s argument that only by moving Congress outside of this city a 

properr  relation could be secured with that 'good' segment of the 'public'  away from the 

disruptionss of the rabble.20 

20.. Indeed, the provincial deputies were not at all set on excluding public opinion from the debates and deliberations of 
Congresss but just its most unruly components represented by the Sociedad Patriotica and the crowds from Caracas. As a 
matterr of fact, for them moving Congress outside of Caracas was not a means of excluding public opinion but of 
establishingg proper relations between it and Congress. By this they, of course, understood circumscribing the sphere of 
publicc opinion to the 'principal neighbors' organized in intermediate bodies such as the municipal councils. It was this 
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Itt  is in the response to this argument that it is possible to watch the above-mentioned 

wondrouss effects beginning to take shape. As I suggested before, although all the deputies from 

thee minorit y favored keeping Caracas as the seat of Congress, their  reasons for  doing so where 

nott  in every case the same. As much as elsewhere, here also the differences between the radical 

andd the moderate or  enlightenment wings within the minorit y came to the fore, this time around 

whatt  each thought the role of public opinion should be in the sphere of political representation. 

Ass one would expect, for  the few radical deputies from the Sociedad Patriotica the issue was 

quitee straightforward : Congress should stay in Caracas precisely because of this city's enlightened 

publicc opinion which in these deputies' understanding ultimately come down to the Sociedad 

Patrioticaa itself. As the "center  of all revolutionary activity"  (Bolivar) the Society articulated and 

gavee unified expression to the city's public opinion that more or  less inchoately pulsated in the 

masss ferment of its streets and squares (ibid:207). Thus expressed, this public opinion was the 

necessaryy "compass"  which should constantly orient government to prevent it from straying from 

thee right  path which, for  the radicals, was of course Independence (ibid:208). In the voice off  one 

off  the deputies from the radical faction within the 'minority '  this "enlightened"  public opinion 

fromfrom  Caracas should be given a "righ t of censorship over  the decisions of the representatives" 

(ibid:209,, 211). 

Nott  such an exalted role, was, however, assigned by the moderate members from the 

minorit yy roughly belonging to what I have called the Enlightenment wing of Congress neither  to 

thee Sociedad Patriotica nor  to the urban masses. While also wishing to keep Caracas as the seat 

off  Congress, their  reasons for  wanting to do so were exactly the opposite than those of the 

radicals.. It is around the use that the deputies from the moderate minorit y made in their 

interventionss of the term 'public opinion' that we may see the deputies' antagonistic positions 

beginn to do their  dance, migrating into each other's niches until finally  settling into novel 

topographicall  configurations. Paradigmatic in this respect is Felipe Fermin Paul's intervention, a 

deputyy from the moderate minorit y that eventually would go on to side with the royalists 

(Moraless Alvarez, 1992:57-58). The turnaround becomes less surprising once one realizes that, 

restrictedrestricted 'public opinion' and not the urban crowds that, according to them, should relate actively to the sphere of 
politicall  representation. 
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contraryy to what most nationalist historiography often implies, at least lor  quite a while until 

Ferdinandd VII  conducted a full-fledged absolutist reaction after  his reinstallment in the Spanish 

thronee in 1814 both of the opposed camps in the wars of independence were inspired by equally 

liberall  and democratic principles. 

Butt  whatever  was the case what is important to realize here is that voiced by Paul and 

otherss the arguments of the moderate minorit y came in several steps, all enabled by the semantic 

ambiguityy in which they kept the term 'publi c opinion' in their  interventions. Thus, seemingly 

agreeingg with the radicals, Paul initiall y praised the enlightened public opinion from Caracas 

comparingg it favorably with that of the other  provincial capitals, or, for  that matter, to that 

existingg anywhere else in Venezuela. Very much in tune with the radicals, his argument here was 

thatt  due precisely to the city's enlightened public opinion Congress should not be moved out of 

Caracass (Hebrard, 1998:209). In light of Paul's later  interventions during the same debate one 

shouldd regard this initia l argument as to some extent a ruse aimed at appeasing the radicals while 

preparingg the discursive terrain where a novel consensus could be reached with the 'majority '  that 

wouldd isolate the radical segment of the 'minority' . That, in any case, is what his decision to 

switchh gears not too long afterwards seems to suggest. Seemingly adopting the majority' s views 

Paull  in effect took them in a direction where the majorit y would not have initiall y wanted to go. 

Thus,, while seemingly agreeing with the majorit y on the restricted goal of excluding just its most 

troublesomee manifestations what Paul actually accomplished in his next intervention is to have 

publicc opinion as a whole excluded from the sphere of political representation. Not just, in other 

words,, its most unruly components but public opinion tout court thaU shortly after  Paul's 

intervention,, was definitely banned from the official realm of the political. 

Hee managed this through a series of moves, all probably enabled by the semantic 

ambiguityy that the term public opinion kept until the very end in his interventions. As mentioned, 

seeminglyy agreeing with the radicals he first  praised the virtues of Caracas' "publi c opinion,"  so 

enlightenedd according to Paul that its robust presence recommended retaining the city as the seat 

off  congress. Then, he went on to argue that for  the purpose of controlling 'publi c opinion' every 

placee was as good or  as bad as Caracas since everywhere had a 'public opinion' of its own. Why, 

inn other  words, undergo the considerable hassle of moving Congress elsewhere since, wherever  it 
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went,, it would have to face anew the same unruly masses that it had pressumably left behind? 

Consideringg that at the time the Sociedad Patriotica was busily opening branches everywhere 

throughoutt  Venezuela, this argument must have already carried considerable weight with the 

majorit yy (ibid:209). 

Finally,, Paul's clinching argument for  retaining Caracas as the seat of Congress was the 

rapidit yy with which in this city the executive could assist Congress enforcing its resolutions 

againstt  any resistance from the public, if necessary by using militar y force (ibid). Perhaps the 

cruciall  turnin g point in the entire debate came when Juan German Roscio, the most prominent 

memberr  of the moderate, Enlightenment wing within the minority , and about whom I will have 

moree to say shortly, proposed having all 'publi c opinion', not just its most unruly components, 

excludedd from Congress. Already insinuating the 'politics of exemplarity'  that will be among my 

mainn topics of discussion in the next chapter, Roscio alluded to the "truth "  that, "resides in each 

man,""  insisting that only 

thee ignorance and "denaturalization"  of some perverse men make the rest deviate and 

incurr  in error  (ibid:210). 

Althoughh Hebrard says nothing in this respect, it is surely not irrelevant that it was in the context 

off  invoking man's inner  "truth "  that Roscio 

reassertedd (...) the imperative of excluding the corporations and the individuals that erect 

themselvess between the people and its representatives, 

thereby y 

revealingg a conception of conflictuality in terms of morality (ibid:210). 

Ass this and the succeeding chapters will make abundantly clear, it is precisely because according 

too Roscio and others sharing his views the nation's representatives exemplarily embodied in the 

stagee of the polity everyone's inner  "truth, "  that they were entitled to represent the community. 
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Forr  reasons that will become clearer, the entire representative relation hinged on this very 

exemplarity.. According to it as the delegates of the 'general will '  the representatives embodied 

everyone'ss 'better'  self that, otherwise, was buried beneath a conflicting maze of everyday's 

desiress and which the machinations of evil men hopelessly occluded. The situation could not be 

moree desperate since, beyond any philosophical flourishes, the precise referent for  this kind of 

occlusionn in the Venezuelan case was the form of sans-culotte democracy which, raging right 

outsidee Congress, threatened to overwhelm any principl e of government. Hence the urgent need 

too institute proper  political representation for  which purpose, however, it was imperative to seal-

offf  the sphere of Congress and constitute it as a theater. 

Butt  I am again running ahead of my argument. What I need to point out here is that, in 

whatt  amounted to a considerable turnaround on the part of the 'majority' , the moderate minority' s 

propositionn to exclude all intermediate organs from the sphere of political representation was 

finallyfinally  unanimously approved by all the deputies. In what effectively amounted to the complete 

sealing-offf  of the political sphere from the rest of society not just the Sociedad Patriotica but all 

thee intermediate organs of 'public opinion' such as municipal councils and other  corporate bodies 

would,, from then on, be excluded from the sphere of political representation. Sealed-off from 

'society''  from then on Congress would be the laboratory were 'publi c opinion*  was autonomously 

fabricatedd and unanimously proclaimed as the expression of the general will . 

Whatt  had happened between the initial , hesitant moments in the moderate minority' s 

argumentationn and the triomphant finale? From an initia l moment in which views were sharply 

dividedd among seemingly irreconcilable positions to the final crystallization in the floor of 

Congresss of a new consensus from which only the few members of the Sociedad Patriotica where 

excluded,, reduced now on the debated issue to the status of an inarticulat e minorit y something 

decisivee had indeed transpired. Something, moreover, which the evidence suggests was brought 

aboutt  largely through the delicate use which the deputies from the moderate minorit y made of the 

termm 'publi c opinion' in their  interventions. A use that, I propose, from an initia l moment of 

divisionn among the representatives was able to induce a reshuffling and refiguration of the forces 

withinn Congress that finally resulted in their  rearrangement in a novel configuration and the 

questionn is how. 
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Indeed,, at least in part, the rethorical efficacy of the minority' s propositions was surely 

contingentt  on the calculated ambiguity of their  discourse. It was, in other  words, the deliberate 

semanticc uncertainty in which until the very end he kept the term 'public opinion' that allowed 

thiss discourse to do its job. To which 'publi c opinion' was Paul, for  example, alluding to very 

timee he used the term in order  to decisively redirect his arguments? Was he just thinkin g of the 

revolutionaryy crowds assembled in Caracas and other  cities throughout Venezuela or  did he have 

inn mind the whole of 'publi c opinion? And if the latter, was it something good as he first  seems to 

suggestt  when he recommended Caracas as the best seat of Congress or  was 'public opinion' 

somethingg from which the domain of political representation should be rigorously sealed-off? 

Al ll  and none of the above, something that probably did not escape the attention of at least 

thee most astute deputies. Surely the success of this discursive strategy was partly contingent on 

suspendingg until the very end any decision concerning these opposed meanings, allowing 

listenerss to make up whatever  they wished according to their  interests. Thus, in a first,  initia l 

momentt  Paul's formulations could be heard by the few members of the Sociedad Patriotica as an 

endorsementt  of their  own position and so they were probably received. This even if it could be 

easilyy demonstrated for  example on the basis of Roscio's writing s or, more to the point, by the 

moderatee minority' s proposal to seal-off Congress that what Paul, Roscio, Sanz and others 

understoodd by 'publi c opinion' was far  removed from the sans-culotte democracy which the term 

evokedd every time that it was pronounced by one of the radicals. This deliberate ambiguity 

probablyy momentarily neutralized the Jacobins, in any case long enough so that the next 

discursivee move by the moderate minorit y could produce its effects. 

Whenn Paul next criticized taking Congress out of Caracas on the ground of the 

ubiquitousnesss of 'publi c opinion' he probably counted on the ability of the provincial deputies to 

pickk up the shift in his intended meaning. It was not 'public opinion' in the gallant, enlightened 

sensee of gentlemen exchanging wits in one or  another  salon that Paul was now signaling to his 

intendedd audience, but the rabble. Just outside Congress, let us not forget that it was this rabble 

thatt  at any time could fill  the premises like magma. Under  the prevailing circumstances the 

majorit yy deputies must have hung to Paul's words like a lifesaver  taking them for  what they 

actuallyy were. Namely, an invitation to depose any rigid  stance and hurriedl y make a deal. In 
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otherr  words, the semantic shift in the usage of the buzz term 'publi c opinion' was probably 

receivedd by the majorit y as signaling the opportunity to reach some kind of compromise behind 

thee backs of the radicals, temporarily caught off-guard by the moderate minority' s discursive 

sawyness.. Under  the harrowing circumstances the shift must have signaled the majorit y that this 

indeedd was perhaps their  last chance, one final opportunity to cut losses and if things came to that 

evenn save one's skin. 

Whatt  was the proposed deal? On one level things probably appeared straightforward 

enoughh to thee radicals for  whom it was just a matter  of gathering enough votes for  the decision to 

keepp the Congress in Caracas as the site of the only trul y enlightened public opinion throughout 

Venezuela.. Either  that or  they were just forced to go along, caught off-guard so to speak by the 

moderates''  discursive maneuvers and the realignment of forces within Congress that they rapidly 

provoked.. For  the provincial majority , on the other  hand, at least initiall y the deal must have 

seemedd a matter  of just giving up on their  ambition to wrest Congress away from Caracas thereby 

offsettingg the city's hegemonic pretensions. This in exchange for  the veiled promise in Paul's 

wordss of doing something about the masses outside since, after  all, his subtle discursive shift had 

alreadyy signaled that, wherever  Congress was located, there indeed was an urgent need to control 

thee rabble. 

Whenn Paul went on next to recommend the excellences of Caracas in terms of the ease 

withh which, given the above pressing need, in this city both executive and militar y power  could 

bee mustered to enforce the resolutions of Congress against any possible 'public'  resistance all the 

cardss were finally  on the table. It was now crystal clear  that beyond all rhetorical flourishes and 

cleverr  discursive moves the real urgent issue, one that should take precedence and even override 

anyy other  concern, is that Congress was a beleaguered institution. Only the possibility of 

expedientlyy using militar y force kept Congress apart from a 'society' ready to break through its 

rampartss at the slightest opportunity. To insist under  such circumstances on making subtle 

distinctionss between 'good' and 'bad' public opinions, letting the first in while leaving the second 

outsidee was to have entirely missed the point. What was urgently needed is for  the deputies to 

presentt  a seamlessly united front  to the outside world while sealing-off the sphere of political 

representationn as tightly as possible from 'society'. 
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Thee point was not lost on the 'majority' , and, from then on a series of measures which 

dreww an ever  more sharply delineated protective circle around Congress were passed with their 

approval.. One of these measures was the already mentioned crucial decision to exclude all 

intermediatee institutions, not only the Sociedad Patriotica from Congress (ibid:210). Given their 

rolee as the privileged sites where the emergent elites from the provinces articulated and 

expressedd their  interests, in excluding the municipal councils from the sphere of representation 

thiss measure unequivocally turned Congress into the exclusive site where, from then on, public 

opinionn would be manufactured and expressed. Another  related measure was the article of the 

Constitutionn that categorically forbid any assembly of armed or  unarmed citizens unless it was 

convenedd by the constituted authorities. Any such unauthorized gathering 

wil ll  be dissolved first  by means of verbal commands and, whenever  necessary, will be 

destroyedd through the use of weapons in the case of resistance or  tenacious obstinacy 

(Chapterr  DC, General Dispositives. Art 216; cited in Hebrard, 1998:222). 

Adamantlyy opposed by at least one member of the Sociedad Patriotica, this constitutional clause 

iss a good example of the determination to restrict any collective political expression to the 

specializedd sphere of congress. Something similar  may be said of the decision that only 

individual ss can "petition "  Congress. Stipulating that they cannot be made "i n the name of a 

corporatee body"  or  "of the sovereign people"  since such petitions are "individua l and not the 

expressionn of the general will "  (ibid:220), the Constitution carefully enumerated the sanctions 

befallingg anyone disregarding Congress' representative monopoly: 

thee citizen or  citizens that contravene this paragraph, tramplin g upon the respect and the 

venerationn owed to the representation and the voice of the people, that only expresses 

itselff  by means of the general will or  through the organ of his legitimate Representatives 

inn the Legislatures will be persecuted, jailed and judged according to the law (Chapter  IX. 

Generall  Dispositives. Art.215. Cited in Hebrard, 1998:220-221). 

Oncee again it was a matter  of Congress claiming for  itself, as the repository of the general will , 
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thee exclusive right  of representing the nation in a unanimous fashion. 

Itt  is plausible to say that before Paul's intervention the provincial deputies only 

constitutedd a 'majority '  in the numerical sense of the term since their  own internal differences and 

contradictionss prevented it from acting as such. It is true that they all agreed on crucial issues 

suchh as the desirability of taking Congress away from Caracas or  on making the sphere of 

representationn porous to the needs and interests of their  constituencies. Yet when it came to their 

votingg behavior  all semblance of unity easily fell apart as their  tendency to privilege their  own 

constituenciess above those of the other  representatives took over. The potential for  divisiveness 

wass such that, for  example, the hypothetical question of where to move Congress could in 

principl ee receive any number  of answers, as many as there where towns or  'pueblos' from which 

thee representatives drew their  support. The same may be said of the term 'people' or  'pueblo' 

which,, as used by the representatives was fraught with such an ambiguity that it turned 

representationn into a potentially extraordinaril y divisive issue. Did sovereignty reside in the 

nation'ss 'people', the singular  'pueblo' which the revolutionary ideologies of the time understood 

ass a homogeneous entity? Or  did it rather  reside in the pluralized 'pueblos' as the Ancien Régime 

entitiess which the deputies represented in congress? The range of possible answers to these 

questionss already gives an idea of why nation building would remain an enterprise fraught with 

uncertaintiess in the years to come. It also illuminates the fragilities of any temporary alliance 

withinn Congress and the difficultie s of turning any numerical superiority into a real majority . 

Thiss all to some extent changed after  Paul and Roscio's interventions and the ensuing 

resolutionn to exclude all intermediate institutions from the sphere of political representation. To 

beginn with, this decision meant the triumph of the Roussean notion of the general will against the 

federalistt  inspiration of the American revolutionary model. Ideologically purged from any 

internall  differences and divisive sectional interests the 'nation' which, from then on, Congress 

wouldd unequivocally represent was a unified, homogeneous entity even if in actuality it was 

internallyy rent by all sorts of divisions. But what is at least as important is that as a result of this 

ideologicall  operation the sphere of representation itself was constituted as a seamless domain the 

unityy of which was in keeping with that of the nation's general will . Even if during the 

deliberationss the representatives would sternly debate their  differences the final, unanimous 
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resolutionss reached through this process should offer  'society' an image of unity from which any 

tracess of difference had been thoroughly purged. If necessary, the appearance of unanimity was to 

bee protected by the "secret"  which, as proposed by Roscio, would deny 'society' information as 

cruciall  as, for  example, how many of the different "pueblos"  represented in Congress actually 

refusedd the "general oath"  in favor  of independence (Hebrard, 1998:217). Although in principl e 

referrin gg to the level of the represented, Roscio' "secret"  minimally casts doubts on the 

presumedd unanimity of all the Venezuelan representatives vis-a-vis an issue as crucial as 

Independence.. Unless one assumes a strange divorce between the representatives and their 

constituencies,, the Founding Father's reticence in other  words suggests that, ceremonially 

invokedd by a later  historiography, whatever  unanimity there was regarding this issue was itself 

deliberatelyy contrived in the inner  sanctum of Congress at the very moment of Independence. In 

generall  one might say that Roscio's "secret"  was the means of stopping any leakages that would 

reveall  to the outside world that the sphere of political representation was considerably more rent 

thann the wholesome image of unity that the congressmen presented to 'society'. It is at this 

momentt  that something so distinctive of the Venezuelan republican experiment as is the 

fetishizationn of unity over  any expression of differences really began. 

Doess this mean, however, that just because of the alluded ideological operations all 

differencess were magically purged from both the represented and the representative instances of 

thee emergent political unit? It is here that considering the congressional negotiations that led to 

thee exclusion of "society"  from Congress as a field of exchanges among the conflicting interests 

provess useful. It is precisely through these negotiations that the societal differences that could no 

longerr  express themselves in the fluid give and take between Congress and the different orders 

andd interest groups of 'society' migrated into the sphere of representation itself. And this in two 

ways.. One was the very federal form of the Constitutional text which, wrapped in the rhetoric of 

thee 'general will' , nevertheless made room for  the expression o all forms of particularism and 

difference.. I wil l have to say more about this for  in the penultimate chapter  of this dissertation. 

Thee other  way in which the differences that had been suppressed from the image of the 

representedd nation resurfaced right  within the sphere of representation itself was by means of the 

veryy public persona of the representatives. It was as if the expression of difference had migrated 
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forr  good from these representative's public words to their  bodily appearance and demeanor  since, 

fromfrom  then on, it was these two that were in charge of signaling those very differences that could 

noo longer  be expressed in official discourse. In other  words, these representatives' own grandiose 

publicc gestures and studiedly posed encounters were now the semiotic domain where, in a 

backhandedd way, difference could be indirectly articulated and expressed. Bereft of the 

possibilityy of openly expressing differences and particularitie s as the public intermediaries of the 

livelyy give and take between their  own constituencies and the sphere of Congress, the 

Venezuelann representatives were now and for  times to come largely reduced to expressing them 

byy means of their  very own public bodily appearances. 

Beyondd their  unanimous resolutions, from then on every time these representatives 

paradedd themselves to 'society' it was their  very own monumentalized persona which, together 

withh the neoclassical flourishes of their  public speech, presented the audience with a living text 

weree difference and particularit y could be read past the "virtuous "  proclamations of republican 

"unity" .. And even if, at one level, all the representatives were eager  to emulate each other 

throughh the endless replay and overelaboration of a shared repertoire of images, tropes and 

neoclassicall  gestures, at another  things worked otherwise. At this other, unofficial level everyone 

intimatelyy knew that regardless of appearances that 'pompous figurehead gesturing over  there is 

mine'.. Even though through his ceaseless rhetorical flourishes about the virtu e of the republic he 

seemss to speak for  all everyone intimately knows that Tie speaks only to me'. It is, in other  words, 

nott  just anyone's but the specific interests of each of the members of his intended audience that 

hiss grandiose neoclassical repertoire of phrases and gestures really expresses. That is to say, not 

justt  anybody's interests but my own, those of my own town, social class, corporate body, 

neighborhoodd and even family. 

Thee representative's political efficacy was partly contingent on this tacit understanding 

betweenn him and at least the most privileged sectors of his audience. For  the others, the 

revolutionaryy crowds, his universalizing discourse mimicked and addressed their  own 

homogenizingg experience in the spaces vacated by the monarch's disappearance. A janus-

character,, with his official face the representative addressed from Congress the crowds that were 

emergentt  with the new republic while winking with their  unofficial one at his constituency's 
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sectionall  interests. All of which is to say that, sealed-off from 'society,'  the sphere of 

representationn became a theatrical stage, a theatre were the audience was treated to a multi leveled 

performance.. In this stage the representatives paraded themselves to the nation as a 

monumentalizedd gallery of 'notables'. And, as such, their  pompous neoclassical demeanor  and 

studiedlyy posed encounters now came to express both the universal and the particular , both an 

officiall  realm of republican equality and virtu e and an unofficial one of stubbornly persisting 

differences.. Itself prepared by the discursive and ideological operations which sealed-off the 

institutionn from 'society', it is from this time on that Congress was transmuted into a theatrical 

stage.. To the masses' "deadly"  theater, which the Caracas' Municipal Council's declaration from 

18122 so thoroughly decried, Congress now succeeded in opposing an exemplary theater  for  the 

masses. . 

Itt  is probably at this moment when societal differences were reified through the very 

-- bodies of the representatives that the time-honored figure of the "notable"  first  emerged with 

consequencess that are still with us today. Indeed, until the very present these "notables"  have 

playedd a crucial role in the life of the Republic figuring,  for  example, through every major 

politicall  and constitutional crisis as the nation's last resource to bring about a return to normality. 

TheThe Republican Stage 

Yet,, surely, something more was needed than just sealing-off Congress for  the wondrous 

transformationn of deputies into exemplary icons to take place. What needs, in other  words, 

explainingg is not simply the transfiguration of the Venezuelan representatives into living 

monuments,, expressing the universality of the law, something that to some extent I have already 

done,, but why such living monuments came to be endowed with exemplarity. And, for  this 

purpose,, it does not suffice to invoke the various gestures whereby 'Congress' and 'society' were 

sharplyy demarcated from each other. Even if such demarcating gestures can partiall y account for 

thee eventual fetishization of societal differences through the very bodies and gestures of the 

representatives,, in and of themselves they do not tell us why such ponderous fetishes became 

imbuedd with exemplary value. 

Also,, even if it was unthinkable without it in and of itself the constitution of the sphere of 
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politicall  representation into a secluded domain cannot account either  for  another  closely related 

andd equally momentous development. Namely, the dual transfiguration of this sphere into a 

theatricall  stage and of the new nation's overall population into a passive audience ideally glued to 

suchh a stage. Understanding this transfiguration is crucial because, after  all, it was only from such 

aa theatricalized political stage that the newly monumentalized representatives could aspire to 

radiatee exemplarity to their  audience-nation. Indeed the link between theatricalization and 

monumentalizationn is such that, as I will suggest, one cannot conceive of the representatives 

turnin gg into exemplary icons without viewing this transformation as itself a through and through, 

thoroughlyy theatrical performance. 

Arguablyy the most long-lasting legacy of the constitutionalism of the First Republic to the 

politicall  imaginary of the nation, such an enduring effect of exemplarity could not have emerged 

simplyy from excluding 'society' from the realm of political representation. In different degrees, 

andd according to somewhat different modalities, such an exclussion is itself intrinsi c to the 

workingss of western parliamentary democracy everywhere, not just Venezuela. Yet, to my 

knowledge,, it is only in Venezuela and other  Caribbean nations, notably Cuba and the Dominican 

Republic,, where the local notables exhibit the irrepressible tendency to congeal before History as 

aa talkative collection of exemplary icons. And, that I am aware, it is only in this "Torri d Zone" 

(Sanzz in Castro Leiva, 1991a:31-32) that such living icons manage right  beneath the blazing 

glaree to pull-off what on all accounts is a remarkable feat laden with trul y incalculable 

consequences.211 That is, to grace every public occasion with phrases, poses and gestures which, 

ass the local saying goes, are "made for  marble,"  i.e., ready to be inmortalized in some noble 

materiall  while, all along and by these very same bodily means, signaling to the audience an 

altogetherr  different scene. 

21.. Writing about how, on account of the differential "violence" of their passions penal laws cannot be the same for all 
thee different peoples throughout the "globe," Miguel José Sanz called for a more lenient legislation for the men of 
Venezuela.. According to this founding father, precisely because these men had to "oppose a vigorous resistance to the 
forcee of a vehement passion," the laws applying to them should take into account the struggle. As he put it, it all came 
downn to the fact that 'those who wander through the scorched sand dunes of the Torrid Zone possess certain inclinations 
thatt are more vehement than the ones that are characteristic of those inhabiting the frozen countries of the cold Zones" 
(Sanzz in Leiva, 1987:32). 
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Somethingg else was therefore needed for this exclusion to have had in Venezuela the kind 

off  long lasting socio-cultural impact that I claim it did. In order to gain some insight into this 

extraa something I turn now to the writings of Miguel Jose Sanz and Juan German Roscio. 

Themselvess two of the main founding fathers of the nation and, along with Francisco de Miranda 

amongg the most articulate spokesmen of the Independence movement against Spain, both Sanz 

andd Roscio were the most prominent ideologues of what I have here called the Enlightenment 

wingg of the revolution. While their differences were by no means negligible, with Roscio 

advocatingg some mitigated form of federalism and Sanz decidedly in favor of state centralization, 

inn terms of my present argument it is their similarities that most count. Both of their writings 

expressedd a similar anxious urge to contain what they viewed as a dangerous form of anarchic 

sans-culottesans-culotte democracy threatening with drowning the revolution in a sea of indiscriminate 

violence.. The dilemma which they both faced was how to set up some viable form of 

representativee democracy based on notions of freedom, liberty and equality while, at the same 

time,, shutting close the flood-gates of the polity to the crowd outside. 

Thiss tension may be traced all throughout their writings, but here I just wish to 

foregroundd that, especially in the case of Roscio, deflecting the threat from the crowd entailed a 

wholee republican pedagogy of desire.22 While sans-culotte democracy was according to them 

rootedd in the crowd's unbridled and licentious passions and desires, particularly for Roscio the 

strengthh and survival of a representative form of democracy inspired by principles of reason and 

justicee was contingent on an altogether different desiring economy. As Luis Castro Leiva has 

suggestedd in an illuminating essay, a crucial stake in these inaugural writings was the articulation 

off  an "eloquence" or a "rhetorics of freedom" capable of stirring the general population away 

fromfrom their base passions while awakening in their midst an undivided 'love' and loyalty for the 

newlyy established republic (Castro Leiva, 1991a:20). Appealing to both rationality and pathos, 

forr analytical purposes it is possible to discern within this republican rhetorics both an 

"eloquencee of passions" and "of reasons" supplementing one another (ibid:25-42). While the 

22.. Sanz was mostly concerned with confronting the "license" of the crowd with an abstract legislative apparatus 
capablee of fighting the threat of anarchy with the majesty of its abstract universal imperatives. 
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formerr  "eloquence"  strived to awaken the 'right '  kind of passions so that the republic could count 

onn the enduring love' of its citizens, the latter  was aimed at rationally persuading everyone of the 

goodnesss and superiority of the republican polity as the incarnation of the universality of the law. 

Fromm the start this republican rhetoric opposed the "bestiality "  of the state of nature to the 

"sweet""  comforts of 'society' where the rule of law prevailed. Indeed, in all its universalistic 

rationality ,, it was the law itself that was paraded by this rhetorics as the sole object worthy of the 

citizens''  undivided love. All the considerable powers of seduction of which it was capable went, 

precisely,, into eliciting from everyone a passionate attachment and subjection to the law. For  this 

purpose,, this inaugural eloquence yoked pathos to reasons so that the rational attachment of all to 

thee polity could count on the requisite wealth of "virtuous "  emotions. Understood as a state of 

single-mindedd devotion to the chaste and majestic laws of the republic, "virtue "  was the defining 

qualityy of the passions that this republican rhetoric aimed to cultivate in the citizens. So central 

wass the law to the thinkin g of these first  republicans that in their  writing s the laws of the republic 

andd the fatherland were often referred interchangeably as if the two were one and the same thing. 

Nott  the soil, blood and guts of a later  nationalism but the "wise"  laws of the republican polity 

weree what for  these enlightened precursors the fatherland was all about. 

Soo much did the fatherland amount to the laws of the republic in their  thinkin g that, as the 

followingg passage from Sanz suggests, they saw no discernible difference between the kinds of 

lovee to which each was entitled: 

thee one who respects and obeys the law, loves his fatherland, and in order  to preserve it, 

too calmly enjoy the benefits that it bestows on him, he develops that kind of intense love 

thatt  is known with the name of patriotism (ibid:23). 

Articulatedd both in their  more openly theoretical treatises as well as through public speech and 

otherr  discursive genres such as letter  writing , it was the task of this inaugural republican rhetorics 

preciselyy to "develop"  in everyone this kind of "intense"  patrioti c "love" . Only such a sentiment 

wouldd be capable of replacing the restless and divisive pursuit by the crowds of a limitless series 

off  objects of desire with a passionate attachment to the abstract and universal laws of the polity. 

Inn lieu, then, of a desiring that could only result in anarchy, with everyone stepping out of any 
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conceivablee order and wrestling to appropriate for themselves the symbolic and economic goods 

whichh by right belonged to others, republican eloquence sought to instill in all a virtuous love for 

thee law as the serene and abstract instance which unified the polity. For reasons that will be 

clarifiedd in the next chapter, it is important to point out that Sanz's restless desiring, what he 

calledd imitation" amounted to the disquieting powers of mimesis that, if left undeterred, 

eventuallyy ruined any principle of reason or order. As Sanz himself put it, 

menn act more through imitation than through reason, and, allowing themselves to be 

preoccupiedd by authorities and examples, establish principles that are opposed to 

evidencee and to reason (Sanz in Castro Leiva, 1991a:33). 

Thee results are not all that surprising considering that, according to Castro Leiva, for Sanz 

imitationn is an effect of sympathy. Sympathy, an emotional force. Preoccupation, an 

obsessionn weaved by the imagination, reinforced by more and more passions...(Castro 

Leiva,, 1991a:33) 

andd all of which issuing in a spiraling proliferation of images and desires that, as an antidote, call 

forr "another ideal of reason," for the "convenience of artifice so as to make viable the idea of 

orderr in society." Or, what came down to the same, of the citizens' 'union', itself sustained and 

madee possible by their undivided love of the law expressive of their 'general will ' (ibid). 

Itt follows that a long lasting outcome of the conundrums faced by Venezuela's first 

republicann experiment was the relocation of unity as a supreme value embodied in the very text 

off  the constitution. As opposed to the United States where the constitution codified the 

diversifiedd rights and aspirations of the community, in Venezuela the Constitutional text became 

fetishizedd as an embodiment of an abstract and unified polity for which the assertion of any 

differencee was anathema. Becoming a member of such a polity entailed giving up all anarchic 

desiress in exchange for the undivided love of the law as an emanation of the universal standing 

overr and against any expression of particularity. Indeed, it is such an abstract universality that 

sharplyy set 'society,' as an inherently political state, apart from the state of nature. As the 
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followingg passage where Castro Leiva summarizes much of the significance of much of what 

wentt  on in Venezuela's founding texts clearly suggests, itself modeled after  both the Greek and 

Romann polis it is only by entering such a lawfully instituted 'society' that in the company of 

otherss everyone can assume their  common humanity: 

itt  is indispensable to refrain  the nature of the brute that animates our  violent inclinations. 

Politicss starts there where prescriptions are established. In the negation of the passional 

strengthh of the Violent inclinations' resides the foundation of the new liberty: without law 

theree is no possibility of becoming a man, even less a free man (ibid:21). 

Beyondd stating what its main motivations and objectives were, something that Castro 

Leivaa admirably succeeds in doing, one might still wonder  how it is that the moderate 

republicanss thought that such objectives were to be achieved. Granted that the main goal of 

authorss such as Roscio and Sanz was to have everyone give up their  divisively desiring natures in 

exchangee for  an undivided love of the law. Yet this still does not tell us anything about how to go 

aboutt  eliciting such a dramatic turnaround. In other  words, since rhetorics was these authors' 

chosenn instrument by which rhetorical means could people be persuaded to give up license and 

becomee virtuous citizens? Such a goal appears highly improbable considering the sheer  brutish 

intensityy of the passions and desires with which the 'state of nature' was, in their  view, invested. 

Givenn this sheer  intensity and the lack among primitiv e men of any discernible temporal gap 

betweenn their  (mimetic) desires and their  realization, it is not clear  why anyone would have 

wantedd to give up such a state of instant gratification for  the austere and ever  delayed pleasures 

off  living in a virtuous polity. 

Att  this point we finally  arrive at the tacit strategic role which especially Roscio assigned 

inn his writing s to the setting up of a republican stage capable of arousing in the audience the kind 

off  mimetic desires needed to turn its members into virtuous citizens, both loving and respecting 

off  the law. Not that the superiority of the law was itself in any doubt. As "prohibition, "  it 

possessedd "al l the splendor  of its virtuous potentiality"  to suppress anything running against the 

goodd and the just (ibid:21-22). In and of itself, however, without any supplementation at least 

accordingg to Roscio the law could not realize its noble potential. In order  for  it to work on 
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everyonee its 'virtuous' effects the law needed to be loved, and, for  this purpose, it had to be put on 

stagee as the convenient "artifice "  (Sanz) that was required in order  to elicit this love. It was, in 

otherr  words, necessary to somehow antropomorphize the law and put it on stage as an exemplary 

figurefigure worthy of imitation and with which all could readily identify. Only through such mimetic 

meanss could the law turn into an object of desire, a collective model which everyone could aspire 

too realize in their  own lives. Regardless of how things eventually turned out, and as I will 

indicatee in the next chapter  when tested this inaugural republican theater  nearly collapsed at least 

initiall yy proving less than effective, this at any rate is how someone like Roscio conceived of the 

finall  goal of his carefully crafted eloquence. 

Forr  reasons having to do with a prevailing neoclassical aesthetics which, since before the 

Frenchh revolution, made of the 'new' a reiteration of 'old' Greek and Roman precedents, in this 

emergentt  rhetorics it was the figure of the 'tribune' that was charged with putting the law on 

stage,, thereby endowing it with recognizably human features. In the centrality that more or  less 

explicitlyy Sanz and Roscio both granted to this figure they stayed close to Rousseau for  whom 

thee 'republican tribune' presided over  a long and illustriou s republican genealogy. According to 

Rousseauu no less than the Romans, that quintessential Enlightenment and revolutionary paragon 

off  republican virtue, "made of the tribunes republics and of the republic tribunes."  (Castro Leiva, 

1991a:26).. Recently Lacoue-Labarthe has convincingly argued the extent to which in spite of 

disclaimerss this tribunal republic was for  Rousseau after  all a theater  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 

2002:132). . 

Att  least tacitly if not always explicitly, as much as elsewhere also in Venezuela the lofty 

andd theatrical figure of the tribune was the enunciating subject of the "cry "  which republican 

rhetori cc sounded at the abyss of the state of nature to summon everyone from their  bestial 

conditionn into 'society'. All the pathetic force and the reasoning eloquence of which this rhetorics 

wass capable was directed at keeping everyone focused on the republican 'tribune' s statuesque 

appearance.. As the grave and lofty actor  that he was, it was his own exemplary speech, gestures 

andd demeanor  which, right  from the very center  of the political stage, were in charge of publicly 

proclaimingg the higher  virtues of the republic. The grandiloquent eloquence with which this 

figuree praised these virtues while, all along, declaiming in high-sounding accents the supreme 
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valuee and authority of the law was aimed at unleashing powerful associations in the audience, or, 

att  the very least, in its most educated segments. As I more extensively argue in the next two 

chapters,, from the beginning and increasingly over  time everyone learned to identify the aura of 

thee republic with the imposing figure of the tribun e as its preeminent, most accomplished 

embodiment.. Themselves part of a citational strategy which since the closing decades of the 

colonyy under  the Bourbons increasingly permeated educational and state institutions, as well as 

civicc and religious ritual,  the eloquent pathetism of the republican tribune instantly proclaimed to 

alll  the illustriou s Roman ancestry of which he was the living successor. 

Evenn admitting that it was the republican tribune that was the emblematic figure which 

Sanz'ss and Roscio's rhetoric implicitl y elevated as the preeminent object of emulation and 

imitationn it is, however, still not clear  how anyone could be persuaded of loving' such a bore. 

Consideringg how lively, colorful and varied the objects of desire in the state of nature are, the 

questionn naturally arises as to why on earth anyone would have wanted to trade the thril l of 

chasingg after  them for  the dubious rewards of a passive and absorbed contemplation of the 

republicann tribune. Substituting passive 'love' for  lustful 'desire' (ibid:31) how, in other  words, 

couldd anyone possibly come to both love and desire such a preachy, melancholy figure gesturing 

att  an audience from the brightly-li t stage of the polity? 

Thee answer, which I have already intimated, is by learning to desire otherwise; it was this 

rhetoricall yy induced desire that republican 'love' was all about. From the beginning it was all a 

matterr  of changing how everyone desired since the existing predatory ways were useless to the 

republicann project (ibid:36-37). The question is, of course, how such a radical change could be 

possiblyy accomplished. A sufficiently complex topic in itself, only an entire study devoted to the 

rolee of rhetoric and the theater  in education and other  contemporary practices both at the end of 

thee colony and during the transition to the republic could hope approaching anything like a 

satisfactoryy answer  to this question. On the basis of some tantalizing assertions by Roscio and 

otherr  relevant information, all I can do here is to offer  some tentative suggestions on how the 

moderatee republicans, especially Roscio, thought that the change from active, lustful desire to 

contemplativee 'love' could be made to happen. 

Thee republican alchemy for  inducing such a momentous change was an artful blending of 
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thee space of the theater  with one or  two precious assumptions. To begin with, not all desiring in 

thee state of nature was bad. Pass the destructive and disorderly passions characteristic of this 

uncivill  condition it was possible to discern in all men an unfulfille d longing for  transcendence. It 

wass the task of the emergent rhetoric to tap into this underdeveloped emotional kernel and use 

thiss longing as a lever  to lif t everyone into the realm of the ideal. All the reason and pathos of 

whichh this rhetoric was capable aimed at nothing other  than to stir  this fund of emotions so as to 

provokee in all some powerfully upliftin g effects. Acting on the soul much like a magnet, at least 

ass envisaged by its main practitioners republican eloquence was a means of powerfully drawing 

everyone'ss gaze upwards towards the ideal and away from any brutish pursuit (ibid:29, 30, 36-

37). . 

Forr  such an upliftin g effect to have trul y long lasting consequences it was, nevertheless, 

necessaryy that one further  condition was met. Namely, that when this ascending gaze occurred 

thee theatrical machinery of the state was already there, well in place and ready to receive it with 

thee radiant spectacle of the republic. Or, perhaps more precisely, of the republic's tribunes 

gesticulatingg from the raised stage of the polity to an audience assembled in the dark below. If, as 

thee early republicans believed, loving the fatherland was to love the laws of the Republic since, 

afterr  all, it was these laws that the fatherland was ultimately all about, how other  than through 

figurationn can one possibly account for  such a strong emotion being aroused by entities so 

completelyy abstract and forbidding? 

Inn order  to understand this demand for  figuration  it is enough to consider  the belief, with 

goodd reason widely held at the time, that not even for  a second would the fatherland be able to 

lastt  without the fervent patriotism of its children. Yet, that being the case, one may very well 

wonderr  how the first republicans could have possibly expected their  abstract, disembodied 

fatherlandd to have aroused such intense patrioti c feelings. How, that is, without in all its legalistic 

beingg the fatherland itself incarnating in some exemplary figures worthy of the love, respect and 

admirationn of all and with which, moreover, everyone could readily identify. Regardless of how 

cruciall  it was to the well-being of the polity, in the absence of such a vivid figuralit y it is indeed 

hardd to imagine anyone developing that "kin d of intense love that is known with the name of 

patriotism""  (ibid:23). 
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Praisedd with great pathos by Sanz, to which the preceding definition belongs, and all the 

otherr  early republicans as the quintessential republican sentiment such patriotism would have 

rapidlyy withered in contact with the legalistic fatherland that they all had in mind. It suffices with 

briefl yy tryin g to picture anyone loving such an abstract, forbiddin g entity to dissipate any 

lingeringg doubts as to the meaning that the anxious search for  figurality  had in their  rhetorical 

exertions.. The sheer  absurdity of anyone wasting love on such an unappealing fatherland, 

strippedd bare of any sensuous bearings and languidly wasting away in the no-man's land of some 

aridd body of legislation, should be more than evident. In any case, at least tacitly, the absurdity of 

thee scene surely did not escape at least the shrewdest among them, hence the figurative leanings 

off  both Sanz and (especially) Roscio's eloquence and the centrality that they both assigned to the 

figurefigure of the republican 'tribune' in their  writings. 

Ass the living embodiment of the abstract universality of the law, fully powdered and 

''  elegantly attired it was the role of the republican tribune to perform in the political stage 

preciselyy as a sensuous, potent foci of love and identification. Only the sobering and austere yet 

alsoo intensely pathetic spectacle of those "illustriou s males"  gesturing from the raised stage of the 

polityy to an audience below could possibly have convinced anyone of the higher  virtues of the 

republic.. It was only their  noble statuesque demeanor, as well as the intense pathetism of their 

exemplaryy gestures and speech, that at least in principl e could command the loving allegiance of 

alll  to the recently instituted republic. And yet, given the strength of the other  desires in the state 

off  nature, even if we assign to everyone an unrealized love of transcendence we still do not know 

why,, beyond the initia l fascination, anyone would have wished to remain glued to the republican 

stage.. In other  words, beyond the occasional viewing frisson, is not one to expect people after  a 

whilee withdrawin g their  gaze from the dull republican spectacle to let it wander  across the more 

excitingg scenery of the world beyond? 

If ,, at least in theory, there was no risk of any of this happening this is because, much like 

anyy other, the republican theater  was more than just the stage. The theater  that was inherent both 

inn the rhetorical apparatus of the early republicans as well as, in a more practical level, in their 

decisionn to seal-off Congress so as to constitute the political into a segregated domain of 

representationn was not the aleatory spectacle that anyone is free to either  watch or  simply look 
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thee other  way. Rather, this theater, of which the sphere of political representation was the 

preeminentt  embodiment, was an elaborate spatial lay out complete with foyer, auditorium, 

orchestra-pit,, stage and back-stage all of it enclosed within the walls separating the scene of 

politicall  representation unfolding 'inside' from the wider  world 'outside'. 

Nott  the jeering crowds of the initia l stages of the Independence movement but a 

collectionn of isolated individuals, such is the audience which authors like, for  example, Roscio 

hadd envisaged for  this theater. Al l quietly occupying their  separate seats in the dark, this audience 

wass ideally expected to maintain the proper  decorum all throughout the spectacle unfolding in 

thee brightly-li t stage of the polity. And in case anyone was tempted to trade his or  her  assigned 

passivityy for  a more active participation in the political stage, a strict demarcation between this 

stagee and the audience was there to enforce the neat distributio n of roles between actors and 

spectatorss on which the entire spectacle was predicated. A good indication of how the early 

republicanss understood the representative relation with all that it entailed of enforced passivity, is 

howw insistently they used the word 'spectator'  to refer  to intermediate bodies such as the 

'Sociedadd Patriotica' (Hebrard, 1998:213). 

Throughh this insistent use what was expressed was an understanding of the sphere of 

Congresss as the sole legitimate domain where, to the exclusion of all others, public opinion may 

bee "revealed, fashioned and finally established"  (ibid:225). As Veronique Hebrard puts it, such a 

'logicc of absolute representation' presupposes that Congress be "incommunicated,"  i.e., isolated 

fromm 'Society'. Citizens are, in other  words, urged to become passive 'spectators' of the sphere of 

Congresss yet in no way are they to influence its decisions. Insofar  as they emanate from the 

nation'ss sole representative body, as the outcome of the deliberations among its members, such 

decisionss will necessarily be consistent with the 'general interest'. Needless to say, in so 

uncompromisinglyy opposing itself to the "power  of opinion"  (ibid:215),"  the 'logic of absolute 

representation''  necessarily introduces a radical demarcation between the audience and the 

politicall  stage without which no representative relation may be said to come about. As for  how 

thingss should go on in each side of the divide, this is what Geofrey Bennington has to say on the 

basiss of Lyotard' s notions about the theater  as the "paradigm"  for  all kinds of representation, 

includingg the political: 
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conventionss of various sorts govern what goes on on either  side of the line: in principle 

thee spectator  sits still and silently in the dark, the actors move, talk and gesticulate in 

brightt  light (1988:11 - my emphasis). 

Suchh a theatrical paradigm is itself highly consistent with what both Roscio and Sanz's thought 

aboutt  the nature of political representation. Conceived by them as a sealed domain where a body 

off  representatives acted out and actively represented 'inside' the interests and aspirations of the 

passsivee society 'outside,'  such a political sphere could not but assume in their  writing s all the 

trappingss of the theater. 

Itt  is perhaps in the context of the rigidl y enforced demarcation between actors and 

spectatorss that one can better  assess the significance of some of the measures that were enshrined 

inn the First Venezuelan Constitution. Thus, if the goal of the drafters was to set-up the sphere of 

politicall  representation as a secluded domain, tightly demarcated from the wider  outside 'society', 

whatt  better  way of doing this than to restrict the franchise so that only those adult males 

possessingg some rent or  property could choose their  representatives (Sosa de Leon, 1992:44)? 

Another,, complementary way of achieving this goal was by legislating the very identities of those 

sociall  actors that were entitled to address Congress with their  demands. How to interpret the 

constitutionall  injunction that only individuals could petition Congress if not as a means of 

deprivingg all collective identities from any legitimacy in the sphere of political representation? 

Tacitlyy legislated out of existence in this official sphere by this and other  related injunctions, 

fromfrom  then on all collective manifestations were forced to express themselves outside the 

sanctionedd circuits of political expression and communication (Hebrard, 1998:220). 

Thee same may be said of the other  related measure according to which all intermediate 

institutionss were excluded from the terrain of political representation as a domain where, at least 

officially ,, the only dealings that were deemed legitimate were those connecting each discreet 

individuall  and his chosen representatives (ibid). Or  the other  constitutional article, aimed at 

limitin gg or  even banning all popular  gatherings with the excuse that those occasions easily 

degeneratedd in riots. Adamantly opposed by at least one deputy from the Sociedad Patriotica, this 

articlee legally restricted all collective political debate to the regulated exchange among the 

representativess in Congress (ibid:221). 
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Ass I have argued at some length, all of these measures of course arose in response to 

somee quite urgent political events and concerns. What interests me now, however, is their 

possiblee significance in light of the theatrical paradigm that I have been proposing as a means to 

understandd the formation of a certain political imaginary in Venezuela since Independence. That 

is,, even if it is ultimately impossible to separate the two my concern here is not with these 

measures''  more obvious pragmatic motivations and contexts but with the kind of impact, if any, 

thatt  they might have had in the long-term Venezuelan theatricalization of the political. If, as I 

havee suggested, the republican sphere of political representation was from the beginning set up as 

aa theatrical space, the question now is to know if and in which ways these measures contributed 

too this space's syntactic articulation. 

Inn this connection the first  thing to notice is that much as with the foyer  in the theater  the 

overalll  effect of the constitutional clauses discussed above was to regulate access to the scene of 

politicall  representation. Before unpacking this analogy, I need to expand briefly on the 

significancee that the foyer's Hminalit y has for  the constitution of theatrical space. On the basis of 

Lyotard' ss ideas, I alluded before to this transitional domain as the site where a preliminar y 

demarcationn between those allowed into the space of the theater  and those barred at the entrance 

iss carried out. But the foyer  is also the site of a further  demarcation: the category of possible 

spectatorss is also here broken down into further  subdivisions according to the price-range of the 

availablee tickets so that all those purchasing the same-priced tickets become lumped into the 

samee viewing category. Since, however, the ticket-mechanism also defines spectatorship in 

strictl yy individualisti c terms, its purchase may be said to be a Janus-faced affair. Much as in 

Foucault'ss analysis of forms of governmentality, purchasing a ticket is an act with both 

individualizin gg and totalizing effects: it both constitutes the isolated individual as the legitimate 

spectatorr  of the spectacle about to unfold in the stage and assigns this spectator  to a "social" 

categoryy constructed according to strictly crematistic criteria. 

Onee may, then, say that the foyer  is a site charged with far-reaching transformative 

powers.. Withi n its premises economic criteri a are used to constitute the body of authorized 

spectatorss as an internally differentiated and hierarchically ordered totality composed of isolated 

individuals.. In some respects it may be said that such individuals are abstract, interchangeable 
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units,, each occupying their  own seats in the dark while watching the spectacle. The fact that from 

thee beginning they are assigned to one or  another  group of spectators within a hierarchy of such 

groupss means, however, that a principl e of ranking has been introduced among them. 

Thee final result of all the preceding moves is a highly compartmentalized "social order,"  a 

viewingg totality constituted along both hierarchical and egalitarian axes. From the beginning, the 

contrivedd 'society' assumes an eminently spatial existence: not only is the ticket-mechanism an 

individualizin gg and totalizing procedure but it also assigns the constituted entities to differential 

spatiall  locations in the audience. This differential allocation in turn results in a stratified spatial 

arrangementt  where the hierarchical status of any given group of spectators in relation to all the 

otherss is ultimately defined by the relative degrees of ocular  access which the members of this 

groupp have to the spectacle. Both narrowly mapping into each other, much as elsewhere also here 

aa close correspondence between social and spatial categories may be said to obtain. 

Somethingg similar  can be said of the franchise and the other  congressional measures 

enshrinedd in the text of the first  Venezuelan Constitution. Combined, all of these measures 

amountedd to a filter  which, much like the foyer  in the theater, screened in advance which public 

wouldd have access to the republican sphere of political representation against a wider  spectrum 

off  excluded possibilities. Also, not unlike what happens with the purchase of a theater  ticket, one 

mayy readily ascribe to these measures both individualizin g and totalizing consequences. Thus, 

whilee the franchise used income and property in order  to structure the space of the polity as an 

audiencee partitioned between a privileged group of spectators, placed near  to the political stage, 

andd all the rest who were assigned to the wings, the other  measures made sure that the basic units 

composingg this hierarchical space were a collection of isolated individuals. 

Fromm the perspective of the theatrical paradigm that I have been proposing, 

individualizationn is indeed the aggregate result of all those constitutional clauses which, to the 

exclusionn of every collective identities, addressed the individual as the sole legitimate political 

subject.. If not explicitly then at least by default their  totalizing effects were not, however, 

negligible.. Banning all collective political expressions from public spaces effectively left 

Congresss as the single, exclusive site where the everyday practice of politics could be 

legitimatelyy pursued. Everywhere else, politics was to be restricted to the periodic elections 
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celebratedd to renew the body of representatives by means of a two-tiered electoral system. 

Organizedd around the telos of political representation, these were intrinsically episodic events 

expectedd to dissipate as soon as their intended goal was accomplished. But beyond these discreet 

occasions,, as an inherently collective endeavor politics was to be rigorously enclosed within the 

sealedd and secluded domain of Congress; at least ideally, confined to this representational sphere 

thee practice of politics would hopefully assume the neat, civilized appearance of a series of 

regulatedd exchanges among a discreet group of representatives. 

Al ll  this investment in establishing a legitimate public for the republican spectacle, 

rigorouslyrigorously set-off from all that was left on the 'outside', of course follows from the fact that in the 

absencee of such neat 'inside/outside' demarcations any form of representation is strictly 

unthinkable.. The moment that politics is conceived as an exercise in delegation whereby the very 

identity,, interests and aspirations of a passive 'society' are voiced by a group of chosen 

representativess we have entered the space of the theater. Only from within the walls of such an 

enclosedd theatrical space can anyone claim to be representing anything. This is so because for 

anythingg like re-presentation to take place the represented entities or realities must be absent here 

andd now while present in some other elsewhere, the status of which in the Venezuelan case 

remainss to be specified. All of which is to say that the inherent theatricality of representation 

thrivess on absence and transcendence. Commenting on this author's understanding of the nature 

off  representation, Bennington argues that for Lyotard such a theatricality is 

fundamentallyy religious. What is represented on stage is an absence. The privilege of that 

absencee (the various names of which Lyotard often distinguishes with an initial capital: 

Exteriority,, Zero, Other, Signifier, to mark that the power given them by their very 

positionposition is that of transcendence) is ensured by its being placed out of reach, beyond 

representationn as posited within representation. By this transcendence, theatricality 

enforcess its own closure, through the entirely negative excellence it confers on what it 

situatess outside itself. Representation is an enclosure built on the strength of an exclusion; 

itt is a 'mise en exteriorité a 1'interieur', a placing outside which takes place inside (which 

constitutess the inside). Whatever name is given to the absence just positioned, it is 



theologicall  by virtue of that very position (ibid: 13-14). 

Hencee the moderate republicans' emphasis on building into the very text of the first 

constitutionall  text a whole system of inclusions and exclusions, the importance of which for 

settingg up the sphere of political representation as such a theatrical enclosure hedged by a 

transcendentt  exteriority cannot be overestimated. In saying this I still have not, however, clarified 

whichh were the sorts of entities that were placed outside in order  for  them to be re-presented 

withinn the enclosed space of the republican theater. Nor  have I accounted either  for  the 

willingnesss and disposition of the audience within such a theater  to take at face value the 

representativee claims of their  delegates gesticulating for  them on the stage. What, in other  words, 

wass it that made these delegate's claims not just plausible but compelling to their  audience? 

Al ll  the preceding questions need to be carefully unpacked so as to avoid any possible 

confussions.. To begin with, two things must be readily realized. First, that not all the excluded 

realitiess or  entities were similarly targeted for  representation; for  some, their  exclusion amounted 

too a form of non-recognition. Second, not only was it the case that some of these "realities" 

resistedd representation but, what is even more crucial, the entire representative machinery may be 

saidd to have been set-up in order  to domesticate such resistance. I will return to this crucial issue 

shortly.. For  now, concerning the first  point it suffices to recall what I have already said regarding 

suchh collective entities as the corporate groups from the colony or  the post-colonial crowds that, 

att  the time, were pressing hard to gain access to the republican polity. 

Whil ee both corporate groups and crowds were most emphatically barred from the space 

off  political representation this was not done, however, for  any representative purposes but in 

orderr  to legislate these two entities out of existence. Such would be the case even if, as I will 

argue,, at least in the case of the crowds the universalizing impulse of the republican theater  was 

itselff  a means of coming to terms with these crowds' very existence and, what is more, in a 

backhandedd way of actually representing them. In other  words, the very insistence with which the 

republicann polity proclaimed the abstract, universal rights of an exchangeable individual was, 

amongg other  things, a means of both addressing and representing the inescapable reality of the 

post-coloniall  crowds. Bent at the time on filling-up  like some abstract, homogeneous substance 

everyy space left vacant by the monarchy, much like the emergent individual of bourgeois 
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ideologyy these masses evaded like the plague any and all particularisti c ascriptions. But I will 

alsoo return to this in a moment. 

Forr  now I must focus on those transcendent realities that the republican stage did 

explicitlyy seek to represent and on the means that it used for  rendering them both plausible and 

compellingg to the audience. On one level, the answer  should be by know obvious: it was the 

wholee nation as an entity composed of discreet, isolated individuals which the republican stage 

wass bent on putting on stage. Not, then, any corporate groups, or, even less, the threatening 

crowdss outside but the modern bourgeois nation along with the interests and aspirations of its 

individuall  members is what, at least explicitly, the republican theater  set out to represent. 

Onn another  level, the question is rather  more complicated however  since it is not just fact 

butt  value which, crucially, the representatives also sought to re-present by means of their  very 

ownn bodies, discreet gestures and overall performance. Not just, then, the nation as an objective 

entityy but also the lofty laws of the republic as the virtuous instance on which this very 

objectivityy was itself contingent. And since, as has been argued, to represent these laws they had 

too be put on stage through the very bodies of the republican deputies, the only way for  them to 

becomee lovable, it may be said that through such representation the deputies were crucially also 

representingg themselves as such a virtuous embodiment. For  the most part this, and littl e else, 

wass what assuming the virtuous figure of the republican tribune on stage was ultimately all 

about.. In publically adopting such a figure the Venezuelan representatives effectively turned their 

ownn visible bodily gestures and overall appearance into the reflecting surface where the laws of 

thee republic most exemplarily shone. To watch the republican tribunes perform in the stage of the 

polity,, wherever  that may be, was, therefore, nothing less than to engage in an absorbed 

contemplationn of the virtuous laws of the republic. And, whether  or  not the turn of events would 

eventuallyy bear  out their  expectations, at least in principl e according to the early republicans such 

ann absorbed contemplation was charged with the most momentous consequences. 

Thiss "tric k of the mirror "  has a long genealogy in the West dating back as far  as Plato and 

hiss ruminations on how to bring about a fair  and just republic. As Lacoue-Labarthe has subtly 

andd trenchantly argued in a superb essay on the subversive powers of mimesis, such a trick is a 

hegemonicc ploy largely accounting for  the ability which dominant representations have of 
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(temporarily )) seducing an audience. To paraphrase what is indeed an exceedingly subtle and 

complexx argument that I will address at a greater  length in the next chapter, one may say that 

suchh a 'trick 1 consists of pretending to render  visible through representation not only the 

unrepresentablee but, moreover, that which by its very nature stubbornly resists representation. 

Sincee what is at stake in such mirrorin g is nothing less than 'truth ' and the 'ideal', another 

wayy of describing this 'trick ' is as a means of 'installing' ideality through representation thereby 

wrestingg it away from the disinstalling powers of an originary mimesis (Lacoue-Labarthe, 

1989:87-90).. Indeed, ever  since 'truth ' has been understood as 'installation' the rhetoric of the 

monumentt  has thoroughly infiltrate d a wide range of discursive genres from the political to the 

philosophicall  (ibid:67-73,78). Popularized by the Enlightenment in the course of its mimetic 

strugglee to define itself vis-a-vis the paradigmatic claims of antiquity, the quintessential̂  

'modern''  trope of truth as a statue about to be unveiled continues to recur  in a wide range of 

theoreticall  and artistic productions (ibid: 80). So that no matter  how exotic they might appear  to 

thee unacquainted gaze, in their  resolve to become living, exemplary monuments the Caribbean 

notabless prove themselves to be nothing less than thoroughly modern. Perhaps a modernity gone 

haywiree at the margins (this possibility will be explored in the next chapter), but a modernity 

nonetheless.. I should add that whoever  says installation through representation is talking about 

thee theater  since it would only be through some kind of theatrical spectacularization that that 

whichh is irreducibl y absent may be said to be rendered present in the stage for an audience. 

Onee may very well wonder  how any mirro r  could possibly accomplish such a wondrous 

effect.. At least according to Lacoue-Labarthe's reading, Plato's answer  to such query was: simply 

byy pointing. In the course of carrying-out any task such as, for  example, making a table, the 

demiurguee according to Plato keeps his mind fixed on the ideal model of which his future 

productt  will be the copy. His activity is, therefore, ruled by a form of contemplation akin to 

turnin gg a mirro r  in the right  direction towards the ideal so that the copy may adequately reflect it. 

Inn a world of appearances ruled by ceaseless change and decay, it is only through such specularity 

thatt  truth and the ideal may be properly, and, just as importantly , publicly installed (ibid:88-89). 

Itselff  amounting to a spectacularization or  theatricalization of the ideal, it is indeed for  a 

public'ss benefit that the entire operation of installing the 'ideal'  by rendering it visible is 
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ultimatelyy staged. This, of course, for  the straightforward reason that, as with any other  form of 

spectacularization,, the installation of the ideal as a visible, unchanging 'statue' presupposes that 

someonee is there to watch it; without such an audience the very notion of a spectacular 

installationn is, of course, meaningless. But, more crucially perhaps, the existence of an audience 

iss in turn the necessary condition enabling the 'ideal'  to persist as such an installed entity. With all 

thee dire consequences that this would entail, of which more in a moment, without this audience's 

continuous,, fervent adherence any temporary hold on a fallen reality that the 'ideal'  might once 

havee enjoyed would be lost. 

Thee question, then, arises of how to possibly keep such an intended audience glued to the 

spectacle.. Tackling this question demands that we once again enter  the space of the theater  since, 

ass might be suspected, it is not just to anyone but only for  a theatrically constituted audience for 

whomm the spectacle of the 'ideal'  might hold an enduring appeal. I interrupted my consideration 

off  the constitution of the Venezuelan bourgeois sphere of political representation as a theatrical 

spacee just when, by means of the franchise and other  filterin g mechanisms, such a theater  was 

demarcatedd from its constitutive 'outside'. As my comments also hopefully made clear, this initia l 

demarcationn ideally also brought about the transformation of a heterogeneously structured public 

intoo a collection of discreet spectators, each occupying his or  her  individual place across from the 

stagee occupied by the political spectacle. 

Crucial,, here, is to realize that the above transformation amounts to a form of discipline 

wherebyy more complex forms of agency are reduced to the single function of contemplation. It is 

onlyy for  an agent literall y stripped from all other  forms of agency and reduced to the status of a 

discreett  monad with a pair  of watching eyes that the spectacle of the 'ideal'  holds any enduring 

appeal.. Without such an immobilizing reduction the endlessly varied spectacle of the world 

wouldd indeed remain irresistible; it would be hard indeed to stop anyone from chasing after  this 

world' ss endless attractions. Now it is precisely this reduction of all subjects to the status of 

passivee spectators that the constitution of the public sphere as a theatrical audience sets out to 

accomplish. . 

Thiss for  the reason that only from such an immobilized spectatorial position can the 

"forc ee of the sublime,"  so celebrated by Roscio, take hold of every citizen turning hearts and 
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mindss upwards towards the ideal beaming in the republican stage (Castro Leiva, 1987:36). As we 

know,, in the state of nature men were constantly stirred by their  'bestial'  passions that propel 

themm in a ceaseless metonymie sliding from one object of desire to the next. A metonymie 

sliding,, I should add, that at least in the minds of both Sanz and Roscio's took the distinctly 

ominouss shape of the "democratic and egalitarian danger"  which, pervasive at the time, greatly 

threatenedd the republican experiment. If according, for  example, to Roscio there was a great 

contemporaryy need to develop in the individuals the taste for  the 'sublime' this was as a means of 

inducing g 

aa firm moderation of the aspirations (...) geared towards the contraction and regulation of 

thethe passions that run in the direction of egalitarian democracy (ibid:34). 

Nothing,, it would seem, more crucial at the time than such a 'sublime' orthopedic shrinkage 

consideringg that the prevailing "egalitarian exaltation"  harbored the possibility of 

libertyliberty as a state of license making itself (discursively) present and politically viable 

throughh the actions of the 'democrats, pardos and people of color'  (ibid:35). 

Whatt  in all of this was at stake, not only for  Sanz and Roscio but for  the entire republican 

establishmentt  that was emergent at the time, was nothing less than 

avoidingg the power, the attraction of the terror and the violence of the sans culottes, and 

off  stirrin g the emergent republic on the path of a liberal nationalism (ibid:66). 

Givenn the enormously high stakes it was, therefore, imperative to immobilize the general 

populationn and constitute them as spectators so that everyone's "natura l enthusiasm for  the 

sublime""  could be awakened and gratified by the "sublime force"  emanating from the republican 

exemplarss in the stage above (ibid). 

Itt  was only from such a spectatorial subject position that it was at all possible to acquire 

thee taste for  the transcendent capable of liftin g everyone away from their  brutish and 'licentious' 
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circumstancess into the realm of the ideal where republican 'freedom' shone, always of course 

lovinglyy (and carefully) framed by the virtuous laws of the republic. In other words, for reasons 

thatt wil l become clearer shortly it was precisely such an spectator that could develop the requisite 

attachmentt to those 'laws' and that 'freedom' which the republican tribunes so eloquently 

embodiedd in the political stage. All of which is, of course, to say that it was through the public's 

imitationn of these exemplary 'tribunes' by means of a passive form of contemplation that the 

republicc could become properly installed in the hearts of its citizens. This only followed from the 

assumption, , 

"welll  known at the time (...) that the attachment to freedom could demand aesthetically 

stimulatingg sentimental canons (impressions, affects). That is to say, exemplifications 

thann can be emulated by all (ibid:36). 

Andd since the republican tribune was the most comprehensive paragon available of all the 

sentimentall  values on which the survival of the republic was itself contingent, it was through the 

absorbedd contemplation of this figure that such an "attachment" could be accomplished. 

SummarizingSummarizing the ideas of a late eighteenth century Spanish rhetorical treatise that can be 

regardedd as a compendium of values widely held at the time Castro Leiva states that the 

forcefulforceful brilliance of the sublime is always exposed to the light of the liveliest impression, 

Itss existential power resides in the objectivity (..) of its own emotional radiance. The 

'places'' or topos where that sublimity resides or where the pathetic is apprehended cannot 

bee denied. Whoever does not see that shine (...) is guilty of patriotic insensibility due to 

eitherr a feeble understanding or to ignorance (ibid:37). 

Inn short, it all came down in this republican pedagogy of desire to the stark terms of an 

oppositionn between, on the one hand, sharpness of vision which made everyone hospitable to the 

'ideal',, and, on the other, a deleterious "sentimental blindness" (ibid). As the Spanish tratadist put 

itt in ways that unequivocally foregrounded the centrality which this pedagogy assigned to vision 
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iff  some do not know the trul y sublime or  pathetic places, this is not due to any deficit in 

thee radiance with which they shine, but from the weakness of their  sight, that is, from 

theirr  littl e understanding and considerable ignorance (cited by Castro Leiva, 1987:37). 

Too cut short what otherwise risks becoming a very involved discussion, visuality was the 

preeminentt  terrain where the battle for  the hearts and minds of the republican citizens was 

waged.. Or, more precisely, where the right kind of mimesis could be elicited away from the "bad' 

formss of imitation, the wild mimetic play which ceaselessly disinstalled the 'ideal'  by means of a 

madd circulation of replicas harboring violence. Understood as passive contemplation, visuality on 

thee other  hand, guaranteed that the virtuous laws of the republic were properly installed in the 

heartss and minds of the citizens by means of a descending play of reflections: first,/rem the 

transcendentt  realm of the ideal, harboring the laws of the republic, to the republican tribune as 

thee reflecting mirro r  through which these ideal laws shone in the stage of the republic; and, then, 

fromfrom these tribunes to the spectators/citizens passively reflecting and lovingly treasuring in the 

innerr  sanctum of their  private selves the virtuous laws of the republican polity. 

Inn all of this, nothing but the most seamless passage from the ideal to its final reflection in 

thee souls of the citizens was acceptable. And for  this, as I have suggested before, nothing better 

thann to reduce all forms of agency to passive contemplation. Only such passivity, along with the 

privilegee that sight affords to presence, could seemingly guarantee that the virtuous laws of the 

republicc were replicated without distortions in the souls of the citizens. As a form of agency that 

amountss to the negation of all agency only reflection, or  its psychological equivalent, passive 

spectatorshipp could guarantee the seamless, arrow-lik e passage from the ideal to the real. This 

wholee calculus followed from the centrality which the early republicans assigned to the 

"imitation ""  of "authoritie s and examples"  in human behavior  (ibid:33). Given this centrality, 

itt  was all a matter  of guaranteeing that only the right kinds of "authorities"  and "examples"  were 

adoptedd by means of the right kind of imitation. And, for  this to happen, nothing was seemingly 

moree reliable than imitation through visual reflection. That is to say, by a mimetic means in 

whichh the activity of the mime was all but abolished, agency being reduced to the status of 

passivee reflection. As the moderate republicans both knew and feared from the dangerous 

mimesiss that the crowds were unleashing at the time, every other  form of imitation could only 
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disinstalll  the ideal form of the republic and, with it, every conceivable forms of social order. It 

wass therefore necessary to turn the 'mime' into a mirror  or, what in this case amounts to the same, 

intoo a passive spectator  of the republican political spectacle. This, I argue, was precisely what 

constitutingg the sphere of political representation as a theatrical space was ultimately all about. I 

wil ll  end this chapter  with this canny attempt on the part of the moderate republicans to take the 

edgee away from the masses dangerous democracy by setting up a sphere of delegation at least one 

stepp removed from the prevailing turbulence. I will evaluate this attempt's degree of success in 

thee next chapter. For  now I leave you with the republican theater  of political representation barely 

installedd on the eve of the revolution that soon would engulf everyone. 
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CHAPTERR SIX 

MONUMENTA LL  GOVERNMENTALIT Y 

"Whatt begins to move, then, in the depth of the 

mirror,, behind its shattered surface (...) is the very 

terrorizingg instability that the mirror was supposed 

too freeze. Mimesis returns to regain its power." 

(Philippee Lacoue-Labarthe, 1989:138). 

"...all"...all  that they are capable of' 

Nott long after having been urgently set up the republican stage collapsed. From the time that 

Venezuelaa was declared an independent nation, on July 5, 1811, to July 30,1812 when what is 

knownn in local historiography as the First Republic finally fell to forces loyal to the Spanish 

Regency,, littl e over a year had elapsed. Whatever else may be said of this early phase of the 

Independencee conflict concluding with the temporary restoration of Spanish authority in the 

Venezuelann provinces of Tierra Firme, one thing is certain: the conflict had all the trappings of a 

civill  war and, for the most part, it would retain them to the very end when, a littl e over a decade e 

later,, Venezuela finally became an independent nation. Below the level of the highest military 

leaderss and officers on both sides that, with a few exceptions among the separatists, were 

overwhelminglyy white it was members from the local pardo population that made up the bulk of 

thee forces fighting in either of the two camps. While it was the pardos' fluctuating allegiances 

thatt for years to come would generally dictate the changing course of the war, something may be 
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safelyy stated about this early phase of the conflict. Namely, that it was the decision of most pardo 

combatantss to switch allegiances to the loyalists that largely accounts for the temporary triumph 

off  the Spanish forces. This was a dramatic turnaround from an initial situation when at least in 

Caracas,, the main center of the revolutionary ferment against Spain, most of the local pardo 

populationn kept solidly behind the Sociedad Patriotica. What happened? 

Addressingg this question once again brings us face to face with a stubborn 

historiographicall  topos that we have encountered in the previous two chapters. That is, that 

Venezuelann Independence was fought and gained against the wishes and desires of the local 

masses,, which, due to their "backward," "superstitious" nature for a long time sided with the 

monarchy.. Recited again and again, this topos is one of the preeminent ideological means 

whereby,, to this day, the local elites justify to themselves and to others their enlightened, 

providentiall  role vis-a-vis the nation. I have suggested in the previous chapter how little, 

providedd one approaches it without nationalist blinders, the historical record lends support to the 

notionn of any continuous, unified identity once and for all accruing to any of the main actors or 

forcess in the conflict. Neither the so called elites presented from the beginning a seamless front, 

withh most of its members solidly behind the idea of Independence, nor the popular masses 

"trailedd behind" having to be brought "forward" to the Independence camp through the selfless 

effortss of the elite patriots and after much suffering. 

Butt beyond any empirical considerations at this point it is crucial to make clear the extent 

too which the Venezuelan case stubbornly resists all this talk of moving "forwards" and "delays" 

too which a certain historiography has long accustomed us. And this for the very fundamental 

reasonn that, at least during the first few years of the conflict, the two main camps fighting each 

otherr were equally revolutionary and liberal. As I have argued following Guerra, the Venezuelan 

warss of independence were part and parcel of the one single revolutionary process encompassing 

bothh Spain and the Americas, which Guerra calls the Hispanic-American revolution. Even if the 

situationn later changed in ways that more closely approximate the conventional characterization, 

att least regarding the initial period of the wars it is therefore misleading to talk of a contest 

betweenn an Ancien Régime ruled by an absolutist monarch and a Jacobin revolution bent on 

bringingg the monarchy down. More consistent with all the available evidence is, instead, to take 
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thee conflagration for  what it actually was, i.e., a contest opposing the forces of a Constitutional 

monarchyy determined to safeguard the integrity of the Empire and the Venezuelan secessionists 

equallyy bent on breaking away from this larger  unit and establishing an independent nation. If 

anything,, at least for  a while it was the Spanish side that was the more decidedly "modern"  and 

"liberal ""  since it embodied the ideological program which, backed by its American supporters, 

thee Spanish liberals had approved in Cadiz. Indeed, the 1812 Cadiz Constitution was the 

inspirationn for  most of the ideas of freedom and equality, which in the next few years would 

provee so corrosive of the Spanish empire in the Americas. 

Wheneverr  in Venezuela the pardo masses switched allegiances between the Independence 

andd the Spanish sides they, therefore, were not yielding to any deep-seated conservative and 

monarchicall  instincts. The back-and-forth simply followed from the shrewd calculation of which 

side,, at any given time, seemed to meet best the masses expectations as a radically egalitarian, 

and,, why not, in some ways liberal constituency. As I will argue, while often undoubtedly present 

moree than any militar y genius on the part of the pro-Independence generals, including Bolivar, it 

iss the eventual failur e of the Spanish side to stick to its original liberal inspiration that largely 

accountss for  its defeat as it saw its ranks depleted by the popular  masses joining the other  side. 

Evenn if the preceding conclusion seems to fit  best all the available empirical evidence 

nowhere,, to my knowledge, is it as unambiguously stated as here. It is true that occasionally 

mentionn is made in the secondary sources of the liberalism of the Spanish side. Yet, when it 

comess to making summary statements about the overall meaning of the struggle, by and large the 

well-establishedd nationalist certainties reassert themselves: not a contest among rivaling  liberal 

cousinss what according to these sources the struggle pitted against each other  were the reaction-

aryy forces of the monarchy, initiall y backed by the retrograde colored masses, to the revolution-

ariess drawn from the local elites and waging a heroic struggle to defeat the loyalists and win the 

massess to their  side. Never  mind if the most cursory consideration of the numbers involved 

suggestss that the rebel camp would not have had even a fighting chance unless it counted with 

thee allegiance of at least part of the pardo population. 

II  cannot pursue here the deconstruct on of this topos further  other  than by returning to the 

dustt  of the Independence straggles, and to the year  1815, when no less than the then acting 
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Captainn General of the Venezuelan provinces unambiguously stated what in his (obviously) well-

informedd opinion were the true stakes in the conflict. In a dispatch to the Secretario de Estado y 

dell  Despacho Universal de Indias written on July of that year, Don Jose Ceballos declared in no 

uncertainn terms what had to be achieved if the Spanish cause was to prevail in the Venezuelan 

cornerr  of the American continent. According to Ceballos for  the Spanish efforts to meet with 

successs the pardo masses had to be drawn to the monarchy's camp, and, for  this to happen, it was 

absolutelyy requisite to "improv e the Civil State of the Castas in these territories"  (Ceballos in 

King,, 1953:530). Ceballos' short document is fascinating not the least for  the testimony it gives 

off  how the prevailing situation was perceived and construed from above by the contemporary 

elites.. Especially precious is the precise picture, which he draws of the general situation of the 

pardoo population during the last years of the colony, and of the transformations, which this 

populationn underwent in the heat of the succeeding conflict. 

Whil ee effectively documenting the colony's relative success in containing any mimetic 

impulsess within a corporate order  which assigned everyone to their  allotted stations in life, 

Ceballos''  text is no less remarkable for  its intimation of how mimesis regained its powers in the 

wakee of the Spanish monarch's disappearance. The extent to which the colonial order  was a well-

calibratedd machinery for  the reduction of mimesis to codified identity by means of a supple 

combinationn of force, beliefs, prohibitions, and ritualized forms of ascription and identification is 

madee clear  by the document in ways confirming what was said before on the topic. Thus, after 

alludingg to how the Castas or  Pardos originated in the Americas from the mixing of the 

descendentss of Spaniards and other  indigenous populations with the imported slaves, and 

chillingl yy referrin g to the colonial legislation which, "to a certain extent,"  made of this "interme-

diatee people"  a "foreigner"  in the American lands of the Empire, Ceballos goes on to enumerate 

thee set of injunctions and prohibition s that in the past had pinned down the members of the pardo 

populationn to their  prescribed identities: 

Law,, or  costume, and generally the long lasting, deep-rooted, and difficul t to overcome 

insistencee on barrin g them entrance to the secular  and regular  Clergy, from all posts in the 

Municipall  Council, and from other  occupations and honorable perfections, from entering 
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somee devotional Congregations and Confraternities, and even from the social intercourse 

withh the white class, whose persons and houses they are not allowed to approach without 

displayingg comparable or  even larger  demonstrations of respect than those that are 

tributedd or  should be tributed to the public authority. The women should wear  a 

distinctivee dress, without being able to use certain adornments that the Laws have been 

requiredd to detail; and before the formation of the Provincial Militar y Bodies composed 

byy Pardos, the men from this group were denied access to the Service of arms which is 

carriedd out by the other  neighbors (ibid:531). 

Inn other  words Ceballos paints the picture here with which we are by now familiar : that of a 

populationn hedged by proliferatin g interdictions acting as the frame within which both the men 

andd the women from this group sharply stood out dressed in the attires which the law had either 

prescribedd for  their  use or  simply not barred them from using. Against some currently 

fashionablee understandings, which construe identity against an unfathomable, unsymbolizable 

real,, one must assume that so much "overinvestment in vestment"  (Spyer  1998:169) issued from 

somethingg more urgent and imminent than just an abstract symbolic injunction. Something more 

lik ee the commonsense, everyday banal awareness that in the absence of clearly established, 

readilyy enforceable commands and prohibition s nothing would stand in the way of everyone 

rapidlyy adopting all the available symbolic titles and roles in an unstoppable circulation of masks 

thatt  would soon bring the entire social edifice thunderously crashing down. And lurkin g beneath 

alll  this banal awareness the obscure intuitio n of a subject which, much like Diderot's actor, is 

bothh all and nothing, or, perhaps better, a malleable nothing which, for  that very reason, is 

capablee of becoming everything (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998b:258-259). 

II  will return to this mimetic subject soon. For  now it is important to realize how 

drasticallyy all the above was changed by the monarch's (temporary) disappearance and the civil 

conflagrationn that followed in its wake. As Ceballos' document makes clear  perhaps the new 

situation'ss most momentous consequence was the unleashing of the mimetic subject, which, in its 

closingg decades, the corporate straitjackets, and strictures of the colony already barely managed 

too contain. To give the one single yet telling example of this instability that is found in Ceballos, 

iff  the prohibitio n to bear  arms and mount horses was one of the preeminent means whereby the 
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statuss distinctions between the dominant strata and the men from the pardo population was 

maintained,, think of what became of them with the pardos astride their  galloping horses and 

sometimess even having command over  other  white troops and officers. As Ceballos graphically 

putss it, 

myy continuous meditation over  this point, Venezuela's most thorny and delicate, and that 

constantlyy worries my imagination since I was at the head of these armies, where the 

moree blackened Pardo got used to ordering the whites, treating them at least as his equals, 

havee led me to conclude that there is no other  means regarding these men than legally 

extractingg them from their  inferior  class through a privilege similar  to the referred article 

222 (Ceballos in King, 1953:537). 

Ceballoss refers here to article 22 of the Cadiz Constitution, already abolished at the time of his 

writing ,, whereby the doors of citizenship and improvement were open to those deserving Pardos 

bornn from legitimate unions, legally married and exercising some "useful trade, industry or 

profession""  (ibid:534). 

Itt  is of course impossible to know the precise shape of Ceballo's imaginings. Given the 

timess in which he was writin g and the Enlightenment convictions of the Spanish officer, I fancy 

himm however  tormented by the kind of monstrous changelings that peopled the imagination of 

onee of his most famous contemporary countrymen. If in Francisco de Goya y Lucientes' series of 

engravingss "Caprichos"  the "dream of reason produces monsters,"  one can sense the monstrosity 

lurkin gg just beneath the orderly, rationalist surface of Ceballos's text. On one level his text may 

bee read as a catalogue of the social identities from which the pardos had been barred in the past, 

rangingg from the clergy, the educational establishment and the colonial administration to 

positionss in the army and the municipal councils. The unstated assumption here is that, such as it 

was,, the stability of the late colonial order  was largely contingent on these exclusions. On 

anotherr  level, however, one or  two singularly ominous sentences in the document raise the 

specterr  of a violence so universal and complete that all and every one of the available identities 

have,, quite literally , come up for  grabs. 

Afterr  making clear  that with the pardos' wholesale participation in the wars raging in the 
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Venezuelann provinces the past of exclusions is now irreparably gone, Ceballos evokes the 

horror ss and dangers engendered by the new situation in words worth a thousand generalizations. 

Whil ee indicating that in the course of the ongoing wars the white strata has seen its ranks reduced 

fromfrom  "tw o tenths of the total population"  to "one half, or  even less"  of that number, Ceballos 

attributess this situation to 

thee barbaric insistence of both sides, equally conjured against this color  in the last war 

(ibid:535). . 

AA blast from the past, the above synthetic statement blows to smithereens all the received truths 

withh which a certain historiography has lulled its audience for  quite some time. It turns out, after 

all,, that all the grandiose claims with which the two camps justified their  actions to themselves 

andd to others and which, to this day, the bulk of nationalist historiography ceremoniously recites, 

hidd an altogether  more ominous reality. In light of the just quoted statement at least in some 

respectss all these claims may be regarded as a thin cover-up for  something altogether  quite 

different::  the private war  of extermination which pardos from both camps were busily conducting 

att  the time by singling-out the whites in the enemy camp as targets to be destroyed. The 

horrifyin gg prospects that were generated by this "fearfu l class"' awful behavior  were singularly 

acutee considering the velocity with which pardos "reproduce and augment themselves"  and 

thee discipline and ferocity which they have acquired in the cruel war  that has just ended, 

andd to which (they) have contributed almost the totality of the forces in the two parties 

(ibid). . 

Givenn the awful premises the conclusion which Ceballos' document set out to defend, i.e., the 

needd to improve the civil rights of the most "deserving"  among the pardos if the Monarchy was to 

retainn its hold over  the Venezuelan territories, almost goes without saying (ibid). 

Nott  just in Venezuela but all throughout the Americas the final ruin of the monarchy 

largelyy followed from its unwillingness or  inabilit y to follow the advise of people like Ceballos 

andd other  Spanish officers like him which, everywhere, were keenly aware of the vexed circum-
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stancess on the ground. To give an idea of how desperate things, indeed, were I wish now to focus 

brieflyy on the picture of universal violence which Ceballos deftly conjures so as to raise the 

possibilityy of whether such violence may not be, after all, the most apposite backdrop for the 

threateningg mimesis with which the entire document arguably wrestles. It is true that in the text 

thee only recognizable instance of such mimetic threat is the reference to pardos riding the horses 

thatt hitherto had been reserved for the whites and usurping the commanding roles, which, until 

then,, had been the exclusive preserve of high-ranking white officers. Yet against the backdrop of 

thee colonial order as it is summarily described in the text this one single example takes on a truly 

emblematicc status. 

Indeed,, as portrayed in the document, the colonial order was above all an order of tightly 

policedd hegemonic identities, all of which rigidly codified and diligently protected and 

maintained.. As with every other colonial situation, such an order was contingent on what Partha 

Chatterjeee has called the "rule of colonial difference" (Chatterjee, 1993:10) That is to say, its 

viabilityy demanded that the world of the rulers was rigidly demarcated from that of the ruled: 

onlyy such a continuously enforced demarcation could generate the scarcity that was the 

preconditionn for the perpetuation of the rulers' hallowed roles and identities. Given these 

premises,, what worst violence than the mimetic usurpation by the ruled, in this case the pardos, 

off  their rulers' rarefied social personas? Would not such a usurpation lay to waste through 

proliferationn and parodie mimicry the very economic principles on which the entire social order 

rested? ? 

Inn light of the preceding considerations the horse-riding pardos of Ceballos' document 

appearss as much more than just one possible example in the text among many other possible ones 

off  a more diffuse violence. Against such a backdrop their transgressive galloping assumes all its 

valuee as a textual emblem not of violence tout court but of the specific kind of violence that, with 

suchh "discipline and ferocity," the Pardos were methodically dispensing at the time. Perhaps 

moree than just symbolizing violence it is more precise to say that such an 'example' disturbingly 

disclosess in the text, hence its emblematic status, the horrifying extent to which violence and 

mimicryy were inextricably intertwined in the internecine wars that were consuming the 

Venezuelann provinces. So intertwined in fact that, as in some unholy mix of the visceral with the 
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symbolic,, killin g whites and usurping their  identities were both interrelated dimensions of one 

andd the same kind of universal violence. 

Att  the very least, such a hypothesis has the merit of clarifyin g why, from the perspective 

off  the established order, such violence was experienced and perceived as a trul y universal and 

catastrophicc event. Indeed only a violence not just merely physical but also simultaneously 

symbolicc could possibly assume such apocalyptic overtones. Now is there any other  act more 

simultaneouslyy physical and symbolic than killin g the white rulers so as to rob their  identities, 

especiallyy since it is around such identities that the entire rulin g order  so crucially pivoted? It is 

reasonss such as these that have led me to believe that when Ceballos was writin g it was not just 

thee identities of the few high-ranking white officers but the entire available repertoire of rulin g 

identitiess that was open to mimetic seizure, and that it largely was the fear  of this wholesale 

usurpationn that accounts for  the sense of urgency and alarm in his document. Given the kind of 

sociall  order  that this was and with the whites so methodically butchered in the fields, like some 

frenziedd search for  scalps some such wholesale usurpation of the whites' still lukewarm personas 

mustt  have been going on at the time. The product of mimetic violence, such a wholesale 

usurpationn is itself amply suggested by a whole host of other  contemporary testimonies besides 

thee document by Ceballos, some of which were mentioned in the previous chapter; among these, 

thee earlier  alluded anxieties concerning imitation voiced by some of the nation's main founding 

fatherss are not among the least revealing. 

Thiss being the case, is it too far-fetched to say that it is precisely the specter  of such a 

wholesalee usurpation, of a universally destabilizing mimesis that haunts the very borders of 

Ceballos''  document? I believe not. From the insistence with which it conjures the hegemonic 

orderr  of colonial identities only to, then, have it unravel through the mimetic violence of droves 

off  horse-raiding pardos—a violence that, as I have argued, given the textual context assumes a 

trul yy emblematic status—everything in this document eerily suggests such a possibility. Given all 

off  this am I not, then, justified to discern the stirring s of a menacing specter  just beneath the 

surfacee of those very sentences where, in a characteristically Enlightenment imagery, Ceballos 

alludess to the Pardos' serial reproductive capacities or  to the ominous "disciplin e and ferocity" 

withh which this "fearfu l class"  behaves in the war? Is not the machine-like butchery of this 
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serialized,serialized, anonymous army very much like a textual phantasm, something like a spectral brown 

tidee rising from the very borders of Ceballos' text ready to engulf it just like the pardo masses 

were,, at the time, threatening to engulf and erase the social order which the text was so anxiously 

urgingg to renew and restore? 

Inn any case, Ceballos himself lets us know just how high was mimesis on his mind. Is it 

nott precisely this what he is saying when he declares that that which most "constantly worried" 

hiss "imagination," the very "point" on which he most "continuously meditated (...) since he was 

att the Head of the Armies" was the pardos newly gained awareness of all that which "they are 

capablee of1 (Ceballos in King, 1953:536)? This suspicion is distinctly confirmed when in the 

veryy next sentence he goes on to illustrate this newly gained capability with the recent wars 

wheree "the most blackened Pardo became accustomed to giving orders to the whites" (ibid). As 

Lacoue-Labarthee has argued what, indeed, is mimesis if not this generalized capability of 

becomingg all things including adopting those very identities that had hitherto been reserved to re-

strictedd categories of actors, in this case to the members of the colony's white ruling strata 

(Lacoue-Labarthe,, 1998:115,129). 

Thiss unprecedented and dangerous situation of a generalized mimetic violence is, then, 

thee main explicit focus of Ceballos1 document, a situation that itself was made possible by the 

overwhelmingg pardo majority in the two armies vying for the control of thee Venezuelan territo-

ries.ries. All throughout the document, Ceballos paramount concern is, precisely, with controlling the 

horrificc mimetic violence that was released by these armies through the establishment of a 

reconfiguredd form of social order. So much so that he does not hesitate to call such a "point" 

Venezuela'ss "most thorny and delicate" (Ceballos in King, 1953:536). And, indeed, difficult to 

thinkk of anything more "delicate" and "thorny" than a situation where, to once again use Lacoue-

Labarthe'ss expression in the epigraph to this chapter, "mimesis has regained its powers," 

especiallyy given the devastation current at the time with whatever social order was left in tatters 

andd thoroughly unable to cope with any dangerous excess. 

Suchh an overwhelming preoccupation which, moreover, there are enough indications to 

suggestt was shared by many of the other whites from the colony, is in itself indicative of just how 

permeablee the boundaries between reason and phantasm had become at the time. Considering the 
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preoccupation'ss likely obsessive quality, as well as the sheer  odor  of fear  that emanates from 

thosee archival traces suggesting just how much the local elites were indeed worried by the 

colony'ss generalized mimetic violence, one is justified to think that between the 'rational '  concern 

andd its likely phantasmatic support there was but a short distance, one which the members of the 

rulin gg strata readily traversed, preferably perhaps at night. This is nothing else than thoroughly 

agreeingg with Goya's renowned quoted dictum concerning reason's ghoulish, nightmarish 

progeny.. And so I envisage Ceballos and his contemporaries often haunted by "armies"  of 

innumerablee anonymous dark faces where, much as in a malleable wax, the characteristic 

grimaces,, tics, gestures, and expressions of the white rulers' various official personas were 

momentarilyy stamped only to be washed-off and replaced by a new in a dizzying succession of 

maskedd apparitions. To say it with thee titl e of another  of Goya's famous series of engravings, in 

andd of itself such an army of changelings must have been one of the most conspicuous "disasters 

off  the war" . Given all of this, hard indeed to imagine a fate any more tryin g than Ceballos' as the 

"head""  of such treacherous "armies." 

TheThe Shattered Mirror 

Noo other  than the above mimetic violence was what Plato's "tric k of the mirror "  aimed to 

neutralize.. As analyzed by Lacoue-Labarthe this trick forms the core of all forms of speculative 

thinkin gg including the most commonly accepted versions of the Hegelian dialectics. A surface 

wheree "everything"  including the mimetician, "comes to be reflected,"  this "trick "  is a means of 

renderingg the mimetician visible so as to neutralize his or  her  own invisible mimetic powers 

(Lacoue-Labarthe,, 1998b:89-94). Ultimately at stake in all forms of theatrical specularity is 

preciselyy this "internal, "  hence thoroughly invisible capacity that all subjects have to become all 

andd everything, thereby ceaselessly disrupting the dominant symbolic and political economies. 

Sincee it is on account of their  very invisibilit y that the subject's mimetic powers consistently 

eludee the grasp of the state, it may be said that for  a certain political theology it is invisibilit y 

itselff  that is the enemy (ibid:94-95). 

Suchh an enmity explains the insistence throughout history on controlling the mimetician's 

awesomee powers by means of trapping his or  her  "own"  visible image in the reflecting surfaces 
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which,, for this purpose, are erected in the stage of the polity. Yet regardless of how insistently 

tried,, mirroring eventually fails. Even if temporarily subjects may be partially wrested away from 

theirr metamorphic wandering and brought to recognize their "true" identities in the reflecting su-

rfacess with which they are routinely presented~thus temporarily acquiescing to their status as, for 

example,, masons, carpenters, poets or cab drivers-this cannot last for ever. The reasons for this 

failuree are clear when one realizes the sleight of hand on which the "trick" is based. It replaces 

thee mimetician's "work," the subject's maddening capacity to usurp all available roles and identi-

tiess through his or her invisible copying or representing activity, by "his" or "her" own reflected 

imageimage as if the two were one and the same "thing" (ibid). 

Yett of course they are not and this is why, ultimately, the "trick" fails. While it is only 

throughh the specular reduction of the subject of representation to the represented subject or, what 

amountss to the same, of enunciation to the enunciated content that it may at all be claimed that 

thee polity's dominant roles, idealities and identities remain beyond the wear and tear of experi-

ence,, such a reduction remains a mirage. There is no difficulty understanding how crucial the 

reductionn is to the polity's stability and continuity: it is only through such a reduction of the 

mimetician'ss "disquieting and prodigious powers" to his or her "own" putative image as that 

whichh the mimetic subject not only "is" but also, mirror in hand, "does" or, better yet, "reflects" 

thatt one can possibly say that his or her own representing activity contaminates nothing leaving 

everythingg untouched. Recast as resting "upon a play of mirrors" and therefore amounting to 

"nothing~orr nearly nothing," a mere doubling of what is already there, the ceaseless invisible 

copyingg or representing whereby subjects adopt or acquiesce to the ruling idealities while 

ceaselesslyy refiguring them is reduced to a mere doubling or mirroring which leaves everything 

unchangedd (ibid). Thus recast, that without which the transmission and perpetuation of any 

dominantt order is ultimately unthinkable, i.e., these subjects' very own representing activity is, in 

otherr words, robbed of all consequence. It is this neutralization of the subject, or, what amounts 

too the same, of the subject's invisible representing capacities that is specularity's most wondrous 

achievement. . 

Needlesss to say, thus "torpedoed, immobilized, put into catalepsy" the subject is rendered 

"strange.""  Such a "strange subject" is, indeed 
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unheimlich,unheimlich, as the image in a mirror , the double, the living being made into a thing (the 

animatedd inanimate)~or  even (why not?) as that other  kind of double that deceives re-

gardingg its "life" : the mechanical doll or  automaton (ibid). 

Whenn Lacoue-Labarthe adds "living-statues"  to the list the extent to which the Venezuelan 

'tribunes''  belong to the above company of the living-dead is more than apparent (ibid:93). Were 

nott  these 'tribunes' expected to perform in the stage of the polity precisely as such "livin g 

statues",, i.e., as a collection of exemplary figures reflecting the 'ideal'  as timeless and unchanging 

whilee nonetheless imbuing it with the modicum of life needed for  such an 'ideal'  to animate the 

polity?? The extent to which in Venezuela the ruler' s statues could perform as the ruler' s very own 

living-deadd substitutes is clear  from a caricature from the time of Guzman, the late nineteenth 

centuryy Venezuelan ruler  which I addressed in the first chapter  of this dissertation. In it, one of 

thee statues that Guzmen had his followers erect for  himself during one of his periods in power 

mayy be seen crossing swords with the main leader  of the opposition (Zawisza, 1989:24). And 

duringg roughly the same period at least one Venezuelan tailor  is known to have conversed in a 

theaterr  play with one of his shop's mannequins as if with the president/ruler  himself (Bolet 

Peraza,, 1963:105). 

Butt  returning to mirroring' s political effects it is important to realize that, regardless of 

howw spectacularly successful it mayy episodically be, if mirrorin g eventually fails this is because 

thee subject's specular  image is not the subject "itself,"  only one of its many possible masks, that 

whichh the hegemonic order  has selected as this subject's "true"  identity. Intrinsicall y theatrical, 

suchh specularity is predicated on a strict economy of presences and absences whereby what is re-

presentedd in the stage is assumed to be absent here and fully present elsewhere. Yet no such neat 

economyy applies to the subject. Neither  fully present nor  entirely absent, the subject instead 

invisiblyy "desists"  from whatever  identity or  roles it temporarily adopts, "desistance"  being the 

termm used by Derrida to refer  to Lacoue-Labarthe's theory of the subject (Derrida, 1989:1-2). 

Nothingg but a "nativ e infirmity, "  the Lacoue-Labarthian subject is a "jack of all trades," 

ann infinit e plasticity or  "wax"  with no identity which may be properly called its own (Lacoue-

Labarthe,, 1998b: 115). It is due to this very lack that this subject must identify, readily adopting 

anyy of the social roles or  identities that serially come its way. Only through such an identification 
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iss the subject able to achieve any temporary identity, no matter  how fragile or  precarious that may 

be.. Since, however, the tie between the subject and any such identity is purely contingent, not 

existingg any necessary match between the two, the subject irrepressibly desists trading one 

identityy for  the next within the discursive exchanges in which all subjects are unavoidably 

enmeshed.. Something like an infinit y of circulation where, through irrepressible citation, any 

stablee order  unavoidably flounders the subject's desistance puts scare quotes around any 

putativelyy original and unchanging identities including "his"  or  "her"  own (ibid: 127-130). 

Al ll  of the above is just another  way of alluding to the subject's preinscription by the 

signifier,, the fact that such a subject is forever  preceded by a signifying chain vis-a-vis which 

"he""  or  "she"  is always in delay and which belatedly defines "her"  (ibid: 127,133). For  Plato the 

primordia ll  scene of this preinscription were the tales that mothers and nurses tell to infants in 

theirr  care. Inaugurating a vertiginous metonymie sliding of the subject across all of these tales' 

fabulouss beings, which, much like "types"  leave their  "stamp"  on the infant's soul momentarily 

shapingg it, such a scene amounted to the original disappropriation of the subject. It was, in other 

words,, the effeminacy from which the 'guardians' had to be rescued by means of the 'masculine' 

educationn afforded by the state (ibid:98-1001, 126-127). 

Butt  in Plato the above primordia l scene yields to a more terrifyin g mimetic rivalr y and 

violencee where the ominous consequences of the subject's native infirmit y are more readily 

apparent.. Amounting to something like an original ground of sociality, even if not necessarily 

conceptualizedd as such this mimetic violence is ultimately the reason why, since Plato at least 

andd all the way up to such contemporary thinkers as Zizek or  Laclau, social order  has been 

regardedd to be such a problem. Without sharing this author's (Christian) belief on a final 

revelationn of mimesis, Lacoue-Labarthe borrows from Girard in order  to account for  the 

workingss of this kind of violence. 

Ass presented by Lacoue-Labarthe, in Girard' s theory "every desire is desire for  the desire 

off  the other,"  therefore, from the beginning, mimesis is the very "origi n of desire"  (ibid: 102). A 

primordia ll  nothingness, the subject only achieves consistency through the mimetic appropriation 

off  what the other  already "is"  and desires. This means subjects are always already entangled in a 

triangularr  desiring structure "infused with hatred and rivalry "  where 
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noo desire is ever  forged that does not at once desire the death or  the disappearance of the 

modell  or  exemplary personage that gave rise to it. This is why, for  Girard , "mimesis 

meetss violence and violence redoubles mimesis" (ibid). 

Al ll  this is to say that "every society (...) is built upon the ground—and the threat—of a generalized 

statee of competition,"  made ever  more poignant by desire's wish for  "difference and autonomy, 

thee proper  and property."  In other  words, afflicted with the dread of loosing itself though 

identificationn with the other  which is its source, 

desire'ss obsession is originality , desire wants its origin negated and its essence forgotten 

(ibid). . 

Nott  until the final chapter  of this dissertation will we witness a situation where the 

subject'ss dizzying mimetic drif t reaches trul y universal, cataclysmic dimensions. So cataclysmic 

indeedd that, made possible by the endless proliferatio n of characters or  "types"  which 

globalizationn makes available, in its wake at least one postcolonial state threatens with 

unraveling.. But one does not need to wait until then to realize that, far  from what theorists of the 

'societyy of the spectacle' such as Debord and Baudrillar d imply, virtualit y is not what befalls 

societyy after  the 'really-real'  of a more pristine, prelapsarian condition. Rather, it is precisely due 

too the subjects' "nativ e infirmity, "  their  ineradicable original lack, that they are always already 

miredd in virtuality . Whatever  passing identities subjects manage to achieve they must seize from 

thee other(s) in the agonistic mimetic borrowing of images and masks out of which their 

evanescentt  identities are ongoingly made. Steeped in rivalry  and violence, it is this competitive 

borrowingg that is the treacherous quicksand on which every social order  precariously stands. 

AA Politics of Exemplarity 

Iss not all the preceding reminiscent of the "deadly universal seduction"  which, in the 

previouss chapter, the drafters of the 1812 report from the Caracas Muncipal Council so 

thoroughlyy decried as revolution's most poisonous gift? Amounting to a "theatr e anterieur" 
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(Lacou-Labarthe,, 2000:112-113; also 1998b: 112-113), it is the "seduction"  rampant in society's 

spectacularr  origins that calls for  the second-order  theater  capable, much like fire with fire, of 

fightingfighting  this origin' s "terrorizin g instability" . As was suggested towards the end of the previous 

chapterr  it all comes down to theatrical machinery, to the erection of the political as an enclosed, 

segregatedd domain where representation, "construed as secondary, signifies the loss of the 

originaryy effectivity, of the origin itself'  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998b: 109). Only thus this fearful 

"effectivity, ""  the 

unstablee homoiosis that circulates endlessly between inadequate resemblance and 

resemblingg inadequation, confounding memory as well as sight 

may,, at least for  a while, be somewhat arrested (ibid: 121). As they are made to recognize their 

"true, ""  "exemplary"  identities in the reflecting surfaces contrived by the polity subjects may be 

momentarilyy distracted away from the restless wandering where their  "true"  face remains forever 

elusive,, refracted as it is amidst the potentially endless gallery of mirror s which serially precedes 

them. . 

Thiss 'politic s of exemplarity', as one may call it, is not new, in any case it was extensively 

practicedd in the dawn of the bourgeois era as the late absolutist 'cult of great men' was 

increasinglyy put to wider  political uses (Anderson, 2001:739-749; Bell, 2001 a: 107-139; 

2001b:705-738;;  Bonnet, 2001:689-704; Hargrove, 1989:7-51; Neefs, 2001:627-629,750-769, 

Schroder,, 2001:666-668). In every case such uses were dictated by quite dangerous and urgent 

circumstances.. Both in Europe and elsewhere the public insistence on the exemplary value of 

certainn representative figures as preeminent foci of inspiration and identification was not an 

isolatedd phenomenon. It went hand in hand with the need to erect a domain of political 

representation,, a representative form of democracy capable of replacing the "direct "  kind, which 

bothh urban and rural masses were practicing with so much reckless brio at the time. 

Recentlyy David Lloyd and Paul Thomas have traced the emergence at the end of the 

eighteenthh century and all throughout the nineteenth of a "cultura l politics"  aimed at turning the 

untutoredd and disenfranchised masses into an enlightened citizenry. Marked by the convergence 

duringg this period and "withi n the concept of representation"  (Lloyd and Thomas, 1998:5) itself 
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off  the hitherto parallel domains of "culture "  and the "state,"  such a politics arose in response to 

thee "terror "  which, if nothing else then at least spectrally, the French Revolution had released all 

acrosss Europe and in overseas dominions like Venezuela. All of the period's major  political 

constructss were haunted by this terror , and its traces are clearly discernible in the just mentioned 

"cultura ll  politics"  that was emergent in England in the aftermath of the revolution. Articulated in 

thee writing s of Coleridge, Wordsworth and, especially, Arnold such a politics assigned "aesthetic 

culture""  the role of mediating 

betweenn a disenfranchised populace and a state to which they must in time be assimilated 

(ibid:5). . 

Att  stake in all of this was using cultural means in order  to erect a separate aesthetic and 

morall  domain of representation where the clashing sectional interests of 'society' could be 

'universally''  represented. In every case, it was a matter  of having the masses acquiesce to being 

representedd by otherss while giving up their  impulse to instantly "represent themselves,"  and, to 

bringg about this result, "culture "  was the chosen instrument. Culture, in other  words, was charged 

withh institutin g a spatial and temporal gap between the represented and the sphere of representa-

tionn capable of somewhat defusing the "originar y effectivity"  of which Lacoue-Labarthe so 

eloquentlyy speaks. What is crucial for  my purposes here is the realization that such a 

culturall  politics (...) turns upon the exemplary person (Coleridge's "parson"  or persona 

exemplarisexemplaris and Wordsworth poet) who comes to represent "man in general"  by virtu e of a 

painstakinglyy cultivated disinterest (ibid:6). 

Suchh a craving for  universality cannot be adequately understood apart from the urgent 

contemporaryy need to generate "consensual grounds"  in societies riven by intractable 

antagonisms.. Hence the canonization by means of a wide range of "cultural "  practices, including 

stagedd public appearances and performances as well as a profuse panoply of literary and 

iconographicc representations, of those "virtuou s males"  that were publicly paraded at the time as 

universaTss most exemplary embodiments (ibid:6-22). For  reasons that will be immediately 
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apparent,, thus embodied and made widely available as a shared object of devotion and identi-

fication,, universality was expected to provide the common ground where beyond sectional 

interestss everyone could meet recognizing each other  as members of the same unified 

collectivity. . 

Itt  is important at this point to realize that if according to the above "cultura l politics" 

thesee exemplary figures were capable of inspiring devotion this was not because, as special 

beings,, they possessed any unique trait s separating them from the rest of humanity. Devotion 

ratherr  followed from these figures' capacity to stand for  the general public as this public's most 

virtuous,, exalted representatives. This is, of course, to say that perceived similarity , not differ-

ence,, was the real source of the public's ongoing allegiance and devotion. To root devotion on 

representationn is, in other  words, to foreground perception, the public's ability to 'see' a distinct 

similarit yy between itself and its virtuous representatives as the preeminent source of political 

efficacy.. Needless to say, without such a perceived similarit y between the represented and its 

variouss representatives no representational link is ultimately thinkable. And, since for  such a 

similarit yy to be generally perceived it must be publicly displayed as an object of shared 

contemplationn and emulation, it clearly follows that the period's cultural politics was ultimately a 

politicss of the spectacle. 

Inn the end, it all came down to a certain kind of seeing. One could call it a fetishism of the 

gaze,, if one did not already know how closely interconnected, in all instances, fetishism and the 

gazee really are. The way it was meant to work is through the reduction of a messy and conflictual 

psychologicall  reality to a visible object, which, like Arnold' s "best self,"  was assumed to exist 

withinwithin  all individuals even if it was without, in the public political world, where it assumed its 

mostt  perfect visible embodiment. Visibilit y was, indeed, crucial. Only as such a visible, public 

objectt  could everyone's "best self'  become the common denominator  that it already had the 

capacityy to be even if only contradictoril y so, buried as this "self was beneath the maze of 

conflictingg desires, interests and motivations which kept both the soul and the community 

constantlyy at war  (ibid: 116-120). That is, if under  such tryin g circumstances to even talk of 

anythingg like a community makes sense. 

Suchh a visibilit y is, precisely, what the community's exemplary figures were supposed to 
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publiclyy deliver. Appearing before the public as the most perfect embodiment and manifestation 

off  everyone's "best self,"  it was by focusing as spectators on these virtuous representatives as on 

thatt  which beyond any existing divisions they all already shared, that individuals could all come 

togetherr  as an assembled community. In other  words, provided that the right kind of 

contemplationcontemplation was enforced, every single member of such an audience/community should be 

ablee to readily recognize that what the exemplary figures re-presented in public was that which, 

noo matter  how obscurely, was already present in each and every one of them. Namely, their 

"best""  or  "ethical"  self which, much as a common denominator, they all already possessed even if 

inn an obscure, contradictory fashion. In giving exceptional access to that which even if 

unknowinglyy everyone ultimately shared, such a specular  contemplation therefore may be said to 

havee amounted in principl e to nothing less than the ongoing (re) discovery of the very grounds of 

community.. Since it would also presumably enable every single member of the assembled public 

too mimetically identify with his or  her  virtuous representativess it was, beyond the restricted 

momentt  of the spectacle, the very perpetuation of the community that itself hung on such a 

collectivee form of specularity. Indeed, as a means of self-modeling, contemplative specularity 

guaranteedd that in their  otherwise heterogeneous and unique circumstances beyond the spectacle 

thee spectator/citizens would recreate the commonality that was revealed to them during the 

spectaclee (ibid:53-58). 

Fromm the above it should be clear  how much the 'exemplarity effect'-which authors such 

ass Woodsworth or  Arnold so eagerly sought as the means of instillin g a previously lacking and 

muchh needed sense of community-was thoroughly contingent on specularity and the theatre. In 

theirr  normative dimensions both 'self and 'community' were, for  this brand of politics, the after-

effectss of a certain kind of theater, the bourgeois kind. It is Schiller  in Germany who perhaps best 

articulatedd the theatrical underpinnings of the kind of "cultura l politics"  that, even when not 

namedd as such, was nevertheless extensively practiced at the time as part of the representative 

democraciess that emerged in the wake of the French revolution and as an antidote to its terror . 

Accordingg to Schiller, the goal of such a politics was to realize the desired identity between the 

'ideal''  or  'ethical'  Man, potentially present in everyone, and the state as this Man's universal 

representative.. It was because of the state's status as 
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thee objective and, as it were, canonical form in which all the diversity of individual 

subjectss strives to unite 

thatt  it was capable of representing humanity's shared "archetype"  (ibid:47). 

Whil ee for  Schiller  it was the role of culture generally to "cultivate"  the identity between 

suchh an ideal 'Man' and the state, he foregrounded the theatrical stage as the one cultural means 

throughh which such a goal could be most effectively pursued. For  him theater  was the "paradigm 

forr  the formation of an ethical citizenry"  because, as a "self-consciously (..) public institution" 

(ibid:53),, the theatrical stage 

synthesizess (...) the privacy of the contemplative aesthetic subject and the gathering of a 

numberr  of such subjects around a common object (...) a singular  object around which 

dividedd subjects can come together  (ibid:54). 

Thee stage shared both "geography and narrative assumptions"  with at least one other 

contemporaryy cultural institution, the "classroom or  lecture room,"  which also played an 

extraordinaril yy important role in the formation of a bourgeois citizenry. Both the 'stage' and the 

'classroom''  were sites where 

fundamentallyy identical beings meet in their  divided individualit y to come together  in a 

unityy produced in relation to a common object of attention (ibid:54). 

Andd in both instances 

itt  is as if the lines of sight that connects them to a common object also connects them in a 

commonn identification. But the condition of possibility for that identification is the fact 

that,that, as they unite, they unite in the same form, as spectators (ibid:56 ~ my emphasis). 

Althoughh perhaps not as paradigmatically, a number  of the other  cultural practices and 

institution ss that were emergent in the wake of the French revolution exhibited assumptions and 
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formall  properties similar  to those found in both the 'stage' and the 'classroom'. Such, for  example, 

weree the literar y 'galleries' of exemplary figures that were written during the nineteenthh century 

onn several Latin American nations as part of the local efforts to enshrine a collection of 

'illustriou ss males' as these new nation's virtuous representatives (Shumway, 1991:190-192; 

Tejera,, 1973). Of all places it is not Latin America but London where one would have to go in 

orderr  to find a strikin g institutional expression of the kinds of spectatorial competence, 

ideologicall  assumptions and spatio-temporal co-ordinates that were presupposed by these various 

literar yy 'galleries'. I am referring, of course, to London's National Portrait Gallery where, just by 

walkingg along the institution' s corridors, cast as spectators visitors are expected to find their 

'ideal''  selves as part of the community of the nation refracted in the endless galleries of portrait s 

thatt  were displayed along the institution' s corridors. Established in 1856 (Barlow, 1997:221), one 

couldd call this institution a monument to the subject's preinscription by the signifier  provided that 

onee adds that, as with most monuments, what is being monumentalized (i.e., the subject) is 

simultaneouslyy robbed of part of its power. 

Givenn how central the category of the 'spectator'  was in the representational forms 

consideredd above, it is not surprising to find the term profusely used in the main founding texts 

off  the Venezuelan nation. As mentioned in the previous chapter  this was, for  example, the term 

whichh in many of the written documents from the First Venezuelan Congress is used insistently 

too refer  to some of the main institutions politicall y active at the time, most notably the Sociedad 

Patriotica.. Each time it was a matter  of reserving for  Congress its role as the exclusive site where, 

beyondd periods of elections, the practice of politics was legitimate. As for  institutions such as the 

'Sociedadd Patriotica' or  the Municipal Councils, for  reasons that were explored in the previous 

chapter,, they were restricted in principl e to the role of passive 'spectators' of the political 

spectaclee produced in the segregated domain of political representation. Regardless of what their 

actuall  behavior  was, normatively at least the active political contribution of these institutions was 

confinedd to periods of elections, when they were expected to select the nation's representatives, 

orr  to the offering of advise whenever  they were asked to do so by the main governing bodies. 

Thee above considerations should suggest how constitutive the widespread use of practices 

off  representation in a broad range of fields was to the kind of political settlements that were 
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emergentt in both sides of the Atlantic on the eve of our bourgeois form of modernity. This point 

hass been persuasively argued for Europe by Lloyd and Thomas, who call attention to the "striking 

consistency""  between the "structure of representation" in fields like literature, philosophy or 

historiography,, on the one hand, and the "theory of the representative in political theory" on the 

otherr (Lloyd and Thomas, 1998:6). Somethingg similar may be said of what went on in the new 

nationss born from the disintegration of the Spanish Empire in the Americas. Also there a broad 

rangee of discursive practices, from literature and historiography to politics proper, were all 

inflectedd by one and the same overarching political goal. Namely, the constitution of a passive 

citizenryy willin g to delegate on a few political or cultural agents as their representatives, thereby 

givingg up their ambitions to "instantly represent themselves". 

PoliticsPolitics or bio-politics? 

Givenn how foundational practices of representation (as well as the 'politics of 

exemplarity'' which went along with them) were to both Europe's and Hispanic America's 

modernitiess and to the polities that, in both areas, emerged from the ruins of absolutism, one 

questionn immediately arises. Namely, why has political modernity followed such strikingly 

differentt paths in both sides of the Atlantic so that, for example, while in Europe (or the United 

States)) at least until recently representation became more or less routinized, loosing a good deal 

off  its original neoclassical luster, in Latin America something quite different happened? Indeed, 

withh differences of degree, the politics of most Latin American nations to this day continue 

revolvingg around the neoclassical cult of the 'exemplary figure' and the kind of representational 

practicess on which such a cult is contingent. 

Ass if they were forever frozen in an inaugural moment of modernity in these nations 

politicss seems to agonistically return to the same archetypal 'scene': the theatrical moment when, 

muchh like a living monument, the exemplary 'representative' addresses his 'represented' audience 

fromm the brightly-lit stage of the polity. In this kind of politics of which, for historical reasons, 

Venezuelaa constitutes a striking instance, the practice of representation to this day retains its 

anxious,, agonistic quality. So anxious and agonistic in fact that, as was suggested in the previous 

chapter,, in Latin America and, singularly so, in Venezuela the very bodies of the representatives 
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havee congealed in the exemplary pose of the monument. 

Whil ee the neoclassic rhetoric of the monument was intrinsi c to the representational 

practicess that were everywhere constitutive of the inaugural forms of modernity, in Latin 

Americaa such rhetorics went thoroughly haywire. Indeed, taking over  the representatives' very 

flesh,, gestures, verbal expressions and demeanors, this rhetoric still inflects the public spaces of 

what,, to this day, essentially remain "notabiliar y regimes". It is not just, however, the agonistic 

anxietyy with which the practices of representation are reiterated as a means of sustaining its 

claimss over  a less than convinced constituency that should be noticed. Equally important is the 

relativee frequency with which, in Latin America, such practices plainly collapse in the midst of a 

resurgentt  chaos where the "terrorizin g instability"  of the origin once again erupts. 

Thee story was different in Europe where, as mentioned before, over  time and until 

recentlyy representation became routinized to the point of political delegation becoming one of 

thosee automatic reflexes with which essentially passive citizenries perpetuate the established 

sociopoliticall  orders. A good indication of the just mentioned routinization is that until not long 

agoo something as consubstantial to the practice of representation as the distinction between 

'public''  and 'private' domains still survived in Europe, or, for  that matter, the United States with 

thee solidity of a fact of nature. This is not to say, however, that political delegation has always 

beenn such an automatic reflex among the various European peoples. As a matter  of fact, it has 

not.. As the 1848 revolutions that swept the continent at the time or  the events of the 1871 

Communee in Paris clearly attest, at least for  a good while in Europe representation retained a 

highlyy contestable status. Yet increasingly over  time and more conclusively towards the end of 

thee nineteenth century most European nations achieved what may be described as acceptable 

levelss of government. By and large, and no matter  how rocky the starts were or  how virulent the 

politicall  crises that periodically shook the continent, in Europe (and in North America) the idea 

thatt  the state through its representatives speaks for  the whole nation gradually gained acceptance. 

Ass a result, representation became routinized as the common sense way in which essentially 

'private''  citizens choose their  'public'  representatives, thereby acquiescing to being represented by 

them. . 

Onee way of addressing the difference is by focusing on Lloyd and Thomas' "paradox"  of 
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representation,, and on why it played itself out so differently and with such strikingly different 

resultss on either side of the Atlantic divide. Speaking about Europe, and more specifically 

England,, the authors argue that across both 'cultural' and 'political' domains the practice of 

representationn everywhere succumbed 

too the same paradox, namely, that the representative is empowered in the name of certain 

specificc interests (or passions) only in order that those interests may be sublated in the 

formall  universality of culture or the state (ibid:6). 

Noo other was the fate that awaited representation in the new nations of Latin America. Even if 

thee means were somewhat less spectacular—although, as I have suggested, at least the Venezue-

lann representatives had a way of making up for this relative paucity of means by insistently 

puttingg their own bodies on the (monumentalizing) line—also in Latin America the practice of 

representationn was pursued across a wide range of fields no less enthusiastically than in Europe 

andd for very much the same political reasons. And, as much as in Europe, also there a stubborn 

paradoxicall  tension between the universal and the particular gnawed at these practices with 

resultss that, at least for a while, were not unlike those obtaining in the old continent. 

Indeed,, both in Europe and in Spanish America the unresolved tension afflicting the 

spheree of political representation was an ongoing source of turbulence. At least for a while, the 

claimedd universality of the state as the representative of the whole nation was regularly 

contradictedd in both regions by the more or less glaring evidence of the sectional interests to 

whichh state representatives were actually beholden. The just mentioned events of 1848 and 1871 

inn Europe clearly indicate the devastating levels that, in the past, such an unresolved tension 

actuallyy reached in that part of the world. As for Latin America, the endemic crisis of governme-

ntalityntality which to this day affects virtually all countries of the area, and which is right now having 

ann especially virulent manifestation with the Chavez regime in Venezuela, are clear indications 

off  the extent to which such devastating effects continue ravaging the present. 

Inn order to account for the differences one may begin by asking how well in either side of 

thee Atlantic did such practices meet the "condition of possibility" which, according to Lloyd and 

Thomas,, representation must meet in order to be successful. As these authors put it in a passage 
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quotedd before, for  "one and the same representation"  to successfully join a "number  of individu-

als""  in a "common identification"  it is essential that such individuals "unit e in the same form, as 

spectators""  (ibid:56). Now, as we recall from the theatrical paradigm that was articulated towards 

thee end of the previous chapter, spectatorship is itself a function of the theatrical apparatus. For 

individual ss to become spectators they must be first immobilized as part of an audience where 

eachh is assigned to a unique place from where in the company of others he or  she watches the 

spectacle.. A totalizing and individualizin g procedure, only from such an immobilized position 

cann everyone's gaze be lifted away from their  dangerous pursuits and desires and upwards 

towardss the 'ideal', which a few exemplary figures so dazzlingly embody on the stage of the 

polity.. As should be clear  by now, in the end it was all a matter  of having everyone give up their 

dangerouss mimetic drif t in exchange for  their  'tru e self which these exemplary figures visibly 

reflectedd in the political stage as the audience's shared object of contemplation and emulation. 

Noww one crucial way in which the political orders that succeeded absolutist rule on either 

sidee of the Atlanti c remarkably differed is in their  relative ability to immobilize subjects so as to 

constitutee them into passive spectators. Given how indispensable such an immobilization was for 

thee representative political forms that were at the time emergent in both Europe (and the United 

States)) and in Latin America, focusing on these differential abilities should yield insight into the 

twoo regions' distinctive modernities. The situation for  Europe may be grasped in terms of the 

twin,, complementary approaches developed by Foucault in order  to account for  the epochal 

changess occurring in Europe, especially France, in the wake of the French revolution, and which 

thee term modernity conveniently glosses. One of these approaches, Foucault's "microphysics of 

power,""  deals with the forms of power/knowledge, the 'techniques of power' that are exerted on 

individuall  subjects within specific institutions such as schools, prisons or  factories. The other, 

"macrophysicall  approach,"  his studies in governmentality, focused on the practices of 

government,, the forms of governmental rationalit y aimed at 

governingg populations of subjects at the level of a political sovereignty over  an entire 

societyy (Gordon, 1991:4). 

Forr  Foucault no essential discontinuity separated the two twin approaches since each, at 
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itss own level, focused on those practices and techniques through which power gains a hold on 

individuall  subjects and human collectivities to the point of constituting both. In this regard, his 

laterr focus on forms of governmental rationality did not entail a return under a new name of that 

oldd warhorse of both liberal and marxist political analysis, the state. Indeed, for Foucault "the 

statee has no essence," is not a naturally occurring object exhibiting "essential properties and 

propensities""  such as the "propensity to grow and to swallow up or colonize everything outside 

itself.""  Rather, according to him 

thee nature of the institution of the state is (..) a function of changes in practices of 

government,, rather than the converse. Political theory attends too much to institutions, 

andd too littl e to practices (ibid). 

Whetherr through his focus on practices Foucault succeeds in doing away with all reifications, 

includingg the state, or whether, as Derrida insists, the relations between the 'empirical' and the 

transcendental'' are considerably more aporetic than Foucault allows for is not something that I 

cann address here. Whatever one makes of his anti-state stance, and I do believe that as a potent 

fetishh the state is pregnant with all sorts of practical consequences, what is in any case clear is 

thee extraordinary productivity of Foucault's style of analysis. 

Foucaultt explicitly addressed the complementarity between his dual approaches to power 

ass early as 1976, when in his first volume to the History of sexuality he used the term 'biopower' 

too "designate a politics (..) concerned with subjects as members of a population" (ibid:4-5— 

author'ss emphasis). Meaning 'each and all', the formula 'Omnes et Singulatim' with which he 

namedd one of his published lectures (Foucault, 1981) aptly summarizes the totalizing and 

individualizingg tendencies which according to him, who regarded the development with 

considerablee apprehension, characterizes historically the practice of government in the West 

(ibid:3).. A crucial inflection in this history was traced by one of Foucault's students, Jacques 

Donzelot,, in an important work whose title, L 'invention du Social, already designates the 

mutationss which the Western practice of government underwent in various European nations, 

especiallyy France, during the nineteenth century (Donzelot: 1984). As his title suggests, according 

too Donzelot it was the invention in the second half of the nineteenth century of the 'social' as a 
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distinctivee discursive entity which brought about the mutation from a an older  to a newer  form of 

governmentall  rationalit y which is still with us today. The older  practice of 'police' had positioned 

thee absolutist state as an autonomous agent vis-a-vis the population of the realm, regarded as a 

transparentt  environment for  this state's ongoing interventions. As a form of governmental 

rationality ,, police government had its days numbered once a novel discursive regime came into 

beingg that invested the 'social'  with an opacity that irrevocably placed it beyond the state's reach 

andd designs. Indeed, concerned with drawing "endless lists and classifications"  regarding 

'religion' ,, 'customs', 'health', 'foods', tüghways', 'the sciences', 'commerce', 'servants' or  'poverty' 

(Gordon,, 1991:10), to name just a few of the areas which preoccupied the absolutist practice of 

police,, for  this form of governmentality "th e whole royal government (was) like a great city,"  a 

full yy transparent and "visibl e grid of communication"  (ibid:20). 

Itt  was precisely this visibilit y and transparency that, according to Donzelot, all but 

vanishedd once 'liberalism' became instituted as the dominant form of governmentality in the nine-

teenthh century. As a form of government 'liberalism' indeed discarded the previous emphasis on 

visibilit yy and transparency affirmin g 

insteadd the necessarily opaque, dense autonomous character  of the processes of 

population.. It remains, at the same time, preoccupied with the vulnerabilit y of these 

samee processes, with thee need to enframe them in 'mechanisms of security'  (ibid:20). 

Again,, I cannot adjudicate here on whether  practices of 'police' typified the everyday workings of 

thee ancien régime before it succumbed to revolutionary forces or  whether  such practices had 

pridee of place primaril y in the numerous 'reason of state' treatises written at the time, as well as in 

aa few restricted areas of government. In any case, as I have argued before, at least for  the Spanish 

monarchyy police government was more desideratum than reality, with the Bourbons' absolutist 

initiativess being continuously refracted through the prism of a 'pactist'  imaginary which, to the 

veryy end, at least in some crucial respects regulated the relations between the King and his sub-

jects. . 

Cruciall  to my argument here, however, is the fact that Donzelot cites from an 1820 "draf t 

laww on factory regulations"  from France (ibid:25) in order  to illustrat e the changes in forms of 
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govemmentality.. While drawing attention to the state's inability to regulate "all the details of 

production""  due to "the varied nature of industrial occupations," the draft calls for the delegation 

off  the regulating activities on "those in charge of the conduct of labor" (Donzelot in Gordon:25). 

Promptedd by a newly discovered opacity of the 'social', this 

systemm of delegated, legally mandated private authority (..) in fact accurately foreshadow 

bothh reality and the rationale of the French industrial system for most of the nineteenth 

centuryy (Gordon:25). 

Thee following passage from Donzelot makes, by implication, clear just how different the spheres 

off  economic production in Europe and in Latin America were during the above period. Alluding 

too both the rationale and the actual workings of the French industrial system during most of the 

nineteenthh century, Donzelot describes a complex intermeshing of economic and extra-economic 

activitiess according to which 

thee contractual economic relation between worker and employer is coupled with a sort of 

contractuall  tutelage of employer over worker, by virtue of the employer's total freedom in 

determiningg the code of factory regulations, among which he may include - as is most 

oftenn the case - a whole series of disciplinary and moral exigencies reaching well outside 

thee sphere of production proper, to exercise control over the habits and attitudes, the 

sociall  and moral behavior of the working class outside of the enterprise... The reason 

givenn for this exclusive responsibility on the part of the employer, the pretext for this 

particularr reinforcement of his powers, is the singular character of each enterprise 

(Donzelott in Gordon:25-26; his emphasis). 

Comparee the situation above with the conditions prevailing in the Venezuelan 

countrysidee during the same period and you will begin to have an idea of why political modernity 

followedd such distinctively different paths in Europe and in Latin America. 

Ass late as the 1850s, just in the brink of the Federal Wars which at least until the late 1860s and 

evenn later rendered quite illusory any prospects of peaceful economic development in the 
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countryside,, Venezuelan landowners were loudly complaining about their  inabilit y to control an 

alreadyy scarce workforce in their  hatos or  haciendas (Mathews, 1977:19-20). The 1850s 

complaintss had their  distant antecedents in the opinions, which, mentioned in a previous chapter, 

Venezuelann landowners had been voicing in the closing decades of the colony. They came in the 

wakee of the ceaseless flow of legislation which, with no lasting or  even apparent success, the 

Venezuelann state had been enacting since the 1830s precisely in order  to attach the workforce to 

thee land, especially in the vast area of the Plains just south of the main inhabited areas (Acosta, 

1989:444-447).. Aimed at "classifying as many peasants as possible as journeymen"  (Mathews, 

1977:39)) so as to bar  them from certain activities such as hirin g other  workers or  working on 

landss owned by the nation (ibid:42), the legislation could not have been more draconian. It even 

wentt  to the extreme of prescribing lashings for  a variety of infractions (Acosta, 1989:447), or 

jail-term ss for  those peons that disrespected either  the hacienda-owners or  their  representatives 

(Mathews,, 1977:42). 

Yet,, as Mathews astutely remarks, the very rapidit y with which the legislation was 

modifiedd was a sign of its inefflcacy, of the frequency with which workers flaunted the rulings 

andd the inabilit y on the part of both judges and the police to enforce them (ibid:43-44). A "futil e 

andd desperate gesture"  (ibid:43), the legislation was a resounding failur e (ibid; Acosta, 1989:446-

447)) largely due to the immense availability of lands, the bargaining power  that its very scarcity 

conferredd on the workforce, the institutional weakness of the emergent state, and to the fact that, 

probablyy as a result of all these factors, 

everywheree during the 1850s force increasingly became the weapon of the rural masses, 

beginningg to supplant the power  which the hacienda-owners and their  armed repres-

entativess had as a class (Mathews, 1977:43). 

.. Both the failur e of the legislation and the insistence with which, for  over  a century the owner's 

complaintss echoed in the colonial and postcolonial archives intimate the picture of an extraordi-

narilyy mobile workforce which a series of extreme measures such as debtt  peonage or  bodily 

formss of discipline had failed to attach to the land. Instead, all the available information suggests 

thee high latitudes of freedom which workers enjoyed to quit both jobs and domiciles in search for 
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neww patrons in neighboring or  far  away haciendas or  simply to pursue a life of banditry and sheer 

nomadicc wander  to have been solved ing in the vast plains just south of the main inhabited areas. 

Whil ee the just described situation remained largely constant all throughout the nineteenth 

century,, it cannot be said that in the present it has been solved. It is true that with the arrival of 

thee oil industry in the 1920s agricultural production has been thoroughly displaced from the 

preeminentt  place that it occupied in the previous century, Nevertheless the problematic of an in-

tenselyy mobile, and, from the owners' and managers' perspective, largely undisciplined workforce 

continuess to be felt in the nation's major  cities where the population has increasingly collected 

fleeingg an economically depleted countryside. Everywhere in these cities' factories or  workshops 

thee situation remains quite at a remove from the complex interweaving of economic and extra-

economicc sanctions and constraints which, at least according to Donzelot, was characteristic of 

thee world of production in nineteenth century France. 

Thee comparison with what Donzelot describes for  France is significant because, in some 

cruciall  respects at least, the challenges that the regimes emergent from the demise of absolutism 

facedd in either  side of the Atlanti cc were not all that different. In both Western Europe and in the 

neww nations from Latin America unprecedented problems of governmentality followed from the 

crisiss of the monarchy, as well as from the emergence of the new republican vocabularies and the 

concomitantt  reformulations of both social spaces and individual and collective identities 

happeningg at the time. Itself the effect of complex, heterogeneous processes, everywhere the 

mutationn in the notion of rights whereby the rights of the sovereign over  her  or  his realm were 

succeededd and replaced by the rights of citizens as members of unified nations both expressed 

andd unleashed a series of trul y momentous and catastrophic changes, circumstances and events. 

Itt  is precisely such consequences, which, according to Foucault or  Donzelot, over  time 

promptedd in Europe a a vast reformulation in both the conception and the modalities of the exer-

cisee of power. As a result, a top-down practice and understanding of sovereign power  for  which 

thee monarch was at the hub of everything as the overarching agency from which all significant, 

majorr  and minor  decisions concerning the realm ultimately issued was, over  time, replaced by a 

capillary,, decentered practice of power. Different than in absolutism for  which the "body of the 

condemned""  was the preeminent surface were royal power  was exercised, for  disciplinary power 
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bodiess were just the anchoring points from which to get at the "souls"  of the agents (Foucault, 

1977:3-131). . 

Whatt  is crucial for  my purposes here is that, in Foucault's formulation, such a capillary 

powerr  and the micropractices through which it is exercised came about in response to pressing 

sociall  circumstances. It was the proliferatio n of "illegalities"  committed by the "dangerous 

classes""  in the latter  part of the eighteenth century, as well as the change in these illegalities' 

status,, which prompted radical transformations in the forms of punishment. I cannot summarize 

Foucault'ss argument here other  than to say that the change in the "illegalities' "  status (ibid: 82) 

involvedd a transformation from "a criminalit y of blood"  to a "criminalit y of fraud"  involving a 

proliferatio nn of "offences against property"  which, during this period, saw a phenomenal increase 

(ibid:75-77).. This change, in turn, was motivated by momentous transformations in the economy, 

byy then rapidly becoming capitalist, and by a concomitant decomposition of the feudal order  and 

itss time-honored ways of maintaining control over  a largely immobile population (ibid:84-89). 

Enlightenedd despotism first,  and, then, the revolutionary languages of the time discursively 

articulatedd the universalism and abstract exchangeability which was already refashioning ever 

largerr  areas of social experience increasingly peopled by highly mobile, exchangeable and largely 

autonomouss individuals. Increasingly, the penal theories of the time construed these individuals' 

infractionss in reference to 'society', as breaches of the 'social contract'  which they were att  all 

timess expected to upheld (ibid:90). 

Largelyy beyond the visible reach of the sovereign state society was, in other  words, at the 

timee crystallizing as an autonomous, opaque domain where the often-threatening activities of an 

unfathomablee mass of individuals posed grave risks to the forms of order  envisaged by the 

theoristss of the social contract. Hence the cancerous colonization over  time, and, largely, as the 

unintendedd outcome of processes that did not follow any overall design of hospitals, prisons, 

schools,, factories or  asylums by disciplinary techniques which, as forms of bio-power, sought to 

gainn a minute hold over  the life-processes of such individuals as members of a "population." 

Althoughh he does not put it quite this way, the extent to which bio-power  sought to pin-down 

individualss to their  'proper' places as 'spectators' so as to wrest them from their  dangerous 

mobilit yy may be appreciated from a brief consideration of Jeremy Bentham's 'panopticon'. 
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Paradedd by Foucault as a diagrammaticc crystallization of the emergent power  relations in a wide 

rangee of institutions is not, indeed, the 'panopticon' a perverse kind of theater  attended by an 

unlikelyy audience of spectators? In such a 'theater'  prisoners are enduringly immobilized in their 

individuall  cells by the gnawing fear  of being constantly watched by an invisible observer from a 

centrall  tower  which, as a result of this very invisibility , also becomes the object of the prisoners' 

spectatoriall  anxieties (ibid:200). Much as with what is shown in a theatrical stage, the 

panopticon'ss tower  is also a "singular  object around which divided subjects can come together"  as 

memberss of an imprisoned population. 

Iff  at the level of 'individuals' it was the new disciplinary techniques of bio-power  that won 

thee day, at the level of the 'population' as a whole the unprecedented opacity of social forms and 

relationss was given acknowledgement by 'liberalism' as the emergent form of governmental 

rationality .. Amounting to a mutation in the very nature of liberalism itself from an ideology of 

'rights ''  to a generalized technique of government, the invention of the 'social'  in the second half 

off  the nineteenth century was the discursive hinge which the novel governmentality used to turn 

society'ss threatening opacity into a well delineated domain criss-crossed by a wide range of 

heterogeneouss disciplines, and, as such, amenable to enter  as a relatively knowable object into 

thee emergent discursive grids. As Donzelot puts it, it was all a matter  of extinguishing the 

existingg political passions by positing the 'social'  as a "hybrid "  instance "at the intersection 

betweenn the civil and the political"  so that the 

violentt  contrast which opposed the modern political imaginary to the realities of civil and 

mercantilee society 

couldd be effectively neutralized (Donzelot, 1984:10 - my translation). While the 1848 revolution 

hadd left lasting scars in public consciousness, resulting from the wounds that "the affirmation of 

thee equal sovereignty of all"  had caused in society, the new governmentality affirmed 

ann ethics of solidarity-which authorizes itself from the necessity of maintaining the 

cohesionn among the social relations more than in terms of the republican dream of a 

voluntaryy society, erected over  the ruins of the fatality where the Ancien Régime 
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pretendedd to enclose the ties of men among themselves (ibid: 10-11 — my translation). 

Onee might say that what was at stake was taking on board the microphysics of power  that 

alreadyy had made considerable inroads in a wide range of institution by setting up forms of 

governmentt  which attempted to bring all these dispersed practices and institutions together  as 

partt  of a well disciplined, organically integrated 'society'. It is interesting to note here that the 

neww governmentality included both a panoply of discursive forms, such as the positivist 

sociologiess of Comte or  Durkheim, as well as a range of institutions and forms of governmental 

intervention,, which the umbrella term of the 'welfare state' aptly covers. Overall, the well 

calibratedd machinery formed by micropractices, punctual state interventions, discursive reelabor-

ationss and wider  institutional forms was meant to enact a "socialization"  capable of substituting a 

predicamentt  where one's own well-being or  misfortune could be blamed on others, bent on either 

withdrawin gg or  granting us our  legitimate rights, by another  where a "permanent negotiating 

table""  is the modality around which "social lif e is increasingly organized"  (ibid: 11). It is in this 

processs that the nation changed from its meaning in an earlier  'patrioti c tradition ' as a free and 

virtuouss community of equals joined in their  'love' of an 'ideal'  republic, to the Wood and guts' of 

aa late nineteenth century nationalism premised on the cultural, linguistic, and ethnic homogeneity 

ofapeople(Viroli,, 1997:1-10,140-160). 

Twoo things clearly follow from the preceding comparison. First, that spectatorship is not 

aa naturally occurring attitude. Instead, it is the result of a wide range of practices and disciplines, 

whichh fix agents to their  'proper' places while constituting the gaze into an abstract organ of 

contemplationn detachable, as a reified capacity, from the agents' other  capabilities and potencies. 

Whil ee indispensable to the representative political forms emergent from the ruins of absolutism, 

thee republican theatrical machinery, the 'politic s of exemplarity'  of an inaugural republicanism 

didd not, however, lastingly guarantee the constitution of subjects into passive spectators. Indeed, 

ass I have argued, a historical experience of insistent social unrest and outright revolution 

everywheree rapidly exposed the limit s of the theatrical paradigm as the preeminent practical 

meanss for  reducing individuals to the status of passive spectators. 

Itt  was the subversive potentials of idioms based on citizen's rights, and, especially, the 

republicann insistence on freedom and equality, which proved too strong a concoction for  the 
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neoclassicall  machinery of government to be able to digest. Periodically seized by urgent demands 

forr  equality, the audience of the republican theater  did not stay put very long insistently 

disruptingg the official solemnities with all sorts of weird noise and even occasionally fleeing its 

enforcedd passivity while bringing the entire republican machinery thunderously down. Hence the 

transitionn in Europe to a novel governmental rationalit y where the citizens' enforced spectatorial 

passivityy was no longer  the business of republican tribunes ponderously addressing their 

assembledd audiences from the raised stage of the polity. Rather, not just their  immobilization as 

spectatorss but also their  productive utilization as agents in a broad rage of 'economic' and 'social' 

fieldsfields was from then on mostly entrusted to a wide range of dispersed disciplinary techniques and 

formss of governmental rationalit y anonymously at work in the invisible depths of the 'social'. 

'Biopolitics' ,, in other  words, succeeded without entirely displacing the neoclassical rhetoric of 

monumentalityy of an inaugural republicanism. It, for  the most part, took over from the older 

neoclassicall  forms the functions of disciplining the people/audience of the representative demo-

craticc regimes both across Europe and in North America. 

Fromm a certain angle, then, the new disciplinary practices and techniques may be said to 

havee lastingly succeeded in turning subjects into passive spectators. Seemingly contradictorily , 

however,, from another  these very same techniques put such subjects in motion as productive 

agentss in a broad range of settings, from prisons and factories to educational institutions. Only 

thatt  this time such a mobility is not of the subjects' own doing but, to a large extent, an externally 

inducedd and, paradoxically enough, strictly localized phenomenon, the result of the subject's 

"biological ""  capacities being locally seized by a diversified range of forms of 'bio-power' which 

putss them to 'work' , so to speak, 'in situ'. 

Off  course, all of this is not to say that with the changes in governmentality all theater 

disappearedd from the polity; to this day, Western European and North American parliamentary 

formss continue being largely contingent on theatrical representation for  their  constitution and 

ongoingg efficacy. It is just that, on the one hand, with the changes the polity' s theatricality 

becamee less overtly theatrical, it ceased calling attention to itself as a self-consciously aesthetic 

formm becoming instead routinized as one of those taken for  granted, unobtrusively self-evident 

dimensionss out of which the solemnities of rule are made. On the other  hand, along with this 
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routinizationn theatrical representation became only one among the much wider  panoply of 

practicess and disciplinary techniques by means of which the perpetuation of parliamentary rule in 

Westernn Europe and North America is ongoingly secured. 

Onee way of putting it is that with the changes in governmentality it is not just within the 

theater,, narrowly defined, that the public of the Western parliamentary democracies becomes 

constitutedd as a disciplined, passive audience. Outside the theater's walls, there is the whole vast 

rangee of disciplinary techniques and forms of power/knowledge busily at work in the depths of 

'society''  forming the disciplined citizenry of the Western representative regimes. In a sense one 

mightt  say that with the changes in governmentality it is the whole of society that, beyond the 

theater,, is over  time constituted as an audience for  the political show, which is periodically 

enactedd in the stage of the polity. A trul y momentous transformation, this extension of the 

audiencee to the whole of society is not bereft of consequences. The increasing loss of credibilit y 

andd legitimacy of the representative institutions, or  the collapse of the 'political '  as an 

autonomouss domain as its boundaries with the rest of 'society' increasingly blur, must surely 

countt  among the most momentous. If, as Lyotard and others have argued, the efficacy of the 

representativee machinery is contingent on drawing a strict demarcation between the space of the 

theaterr  and its constitutive outside think of what happens to representation, political or  otherwise, 

whenn this border  is increasingly blurred with the whole of society ideally positioned as an 

audience. . 

Inn a strict sense this development is nothing but the realization of a tendency that was 

fromfrom  the beginning inscribed in the very nature of Western parliamentary democracies. As Nancy 

hass recently put it commenting on Foucault's notion of biopolitics, it is in the very nature of 

democracyy itself to tend towards "th e negation of the political separation."  Such a negation 

hauntss the horizon of social existence since the "democratic invention put an end to a politics 

foundedd on figures of identification"  (Nancy, 2002:142 - my translation) among which the figure 

off  the king was pivotal. In this respect biopolitics understood as the "technical management of 

life""  in general, with no other  finality  that this life's own "reproductio n and maintenance,"  is 

nothingg but the fulfillmen t of the tendency democratic politics has of erasing itself as it becomes 

fusedd with the whole horizon of 'life' , social life included (ibid: 140). Such a tendency would have 
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reachedd its point of maximum realization with today's "mondialization"  understood as the 

conjunctionn of a process of a limitless ecotechnical inspection and and of a disappearance of 

commonn forms of life and/or  foundations. Under  these conditions the "world "  or  "mon-

dialization""  is nothing but the precise and severe enunciation of this problem (ibid: 143). 

Underr  such conditions of "mondialization,"  the term which Nancy uses to designate the 

processs which other  authors call 'globalization' not, however, without first introducing some 

conceptuall  precisions which considerably modify the ways in which the phenomenon is 

conventionallyy understood 

politicss is not then implicitl y anything else than ecotechnic's self-management, the only 

formm of "auto-"  nomy possible which, precisely, no longer  has at its disposal any of the 

possiblee forms which until now have belonged to a politics: neither  a self-founding 

sovereignty',, since there is no longer  anything to found, nor  the "discussion concerning 

thee justice"  of an aristotelian city, since the city no longer  exists, nor  even the contestation 

orr  the dispute (differend), since the living and power  go in the same direction according 

too a consensus that is asymptotic and bereft of finality , or, if one prefers, of truth 

(ibid::  140-141 — my translation). 

Thiss would be the predicament where we are today. Caught in the vicissitudes of "empire"  (Hardt 

andd Negri,2000), the Venezuelan Chavez regime might very well be one of the last gasps 

worldwid ee of a politics based on an appeal to common foundations. Rooted in the kind of 

politicall  imaginary addressed in this dissertation which it, moreover, excessively enacts, with its 

compulsivelyy insistence on bringing about a refoundation of the republic and of republican 

practicess and institutions under  the aegis of the founding father, Bolivar, the Chavez regime may 

indeedd amount to one of the culminating figures worldwide that the 'political* , or, perhaps more 

precisely,, the theologico-political forms in its "retreat "  (Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy, 1997:122-

142). . 

Thee second conclusion to be drawn from the comparison is that nothing, or  almost 
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nothingg of what took place in Europe happened in Venezuela (or, for  that matter, in large areas of 

Latinn America). In almost no significant respect can Venezuela be said to be a disciplined society 

inn the sense with which this term applies to any of the major  Western democracies. To this day 

•biopolitics'' has made precious little inroads in Venezuelan society with the result that domains as 

variedd as the family, industrial and agricultural sectors or the various branches of the state's 

administrationn remain largely beyond the grasp of this form of discipline. They are still nowadays 

sitess structured by alternative forms of social control and where what irom a certain, 'biopolitical* 

perspectivee may be seen as recurrent bouts of undisciplined or just merely 'distracted' behavior 

mayy be said to be chronic, setting these Venezuelan domains sharply apart from their more 

"disciplined"" counterparts elsewhere. 

Thiss is not to say that all forms of 'biopolitics' are absent from Venezuelan society. For 

thee most part, however, these forms are confined to isolated pockets within a much wider sea of 

alternativee socialities and forms of social control which remain largely heterogeneous to the 

otherwisee often locally boosted ideal of a disciplined, organized society. Moreover, these 

disciplinaryy pockets mostly thrive in sectors that cater to the needs of the society's upper and 

upperr middle classes, such as private schools and certain university institutions or in 

technologicallyy and managerially "advanced" settings like the oil industry or in those sectors of 

thee economy run by multinational corporations. And even there one should not unduly 

exaggeratee since, with the only partial exception of the most yuppified, "modern" elements of the 

society,, even among vast sectors of the upper classes an outrageous bodilyness and overall 

emphasiss in excessive, overtly transgressive behavior continues to be the norm. In some ways 

onee might call it a generalized despotism pervading the behavior of all social classes or groups 

andd somehow gluing them all together. Provided, that is, that one does not forget adding how 

muchh such a despotism is a thoroughly modern phenomena, therefore a creature of a certain kind 

off enlightenment and not, as it is often argued, a carry over from an absolutist colonial past. For 

reasonss that will have to be clarified further, such a modern despotism along with its accompa

nyingg forms of enjoyment, downright reversals and transgressions, or even myriad evasions 

thoroughlyy traverses Venezuelan sociality. Unexpectedly erupting everywhere, it intensely colors 

mostt if not all of this sociality's multiple, variegated expressions. 
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Whatt  did indeed happen, in Venezuela especially but also in other  Latin American 

countries,, is that in the relative absence of any well honed 'biopolitics' the neoclassical forms of 

ann early republicanism were elaborated to the point of congealing as an enduring form of 

governmentality.. As I have suggested before, it is as if in this part of the world entire areas of 

publicc lif e had become frozen in the inaugural modernity of an early republicanism, with all that 

thiss entails of paroxistic, flamboyant and often bizarre reiteration of this republicanism's 

monumentalizing,, theatrical impulse. One could very well call it a 'politic s of exemplarity'  gone 

haywiree where, much like a serially expanding collection of living/dead monuments, the 

'illustrious ''  males of an inaugural republican imaginary constantly burst out of their  canonical 

nichess in the political stage to invade with their  sheer  pomposity and libidinal tricker y all areas of 

sociall  existence. Imbuing with their  paradoxical collage—'cara seria, culo rochelero'-of neoclas-

sicall  pathetism and slippery sensuality the most varied and unsuspected contexts, these 

'exemplary''  figures often blur  with monumentalized gestures, styles of address, poses and 

demeanorss the very fragile boundaries that separate 'public'  and 'private*  domains in Venezuela 

andd elsewhere in Latin America. It is as if the whole imaginary of these societies was like a vast 

neoclassicall  statuary where armies of monumentalized busts forever  rehearse their  solemn, 

grandiloquentt  poses before improvised audiences of spectators. Forming and un-forming in these 

living/statues''  very presence or  in that of any one of their  serialized representations, these 

improvisedd audiences are the precarious figures of this "torri d zone's"  always evanescent 

republicann 'people'. 

Itt  wil l not be until the last chapter  of this dissertation, focused on the Mari a Lionza 

possessionn cult, that the opportunity will arise of witnessing a full-blown contemporary 

manifestationn of this imaginary just as it mutates, under  conditions of intense globalization, into 

somethingg that is quite other. As I am about to clarify, in some ways the very flamboyance and 

excessivee monumentality of the cult's possessed amounts to just one of the latest manifestations 

off  a historical tendency to overly monumentalize the nation's representatives by means of an 

insistencee on certain rhetorical and iconographic motifs that is nothing short of obsessive. It is to 

thiss very insistence that one must ultimately attribut e the crystallization over  time of a state 

imaginaryy shaped like a vast neoclassical garden filled with statues. But before addressing the 
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variouss forms, which it has historically taken, I need to account for  this insistence by rooting it in 

aa form of governmental rationalit y that constantly calls for  the reiteration and over  elaboration of 

itss various monumentalizing tropes and motifs. 

MonumentalMonumental Governmentality 

Whatt  do I mean when I say that, in Venezuela, a certain rhetoric of the monument has 

seizedd the very bodies and gestures of the representatives--the nation's 'notables'—to become the 

nation'ss preeminent form of governmental rationality ? Simply that due to historical reasons 

havingg to do with the peripheral status of its troubled modernity in Venezuela the 'politics of 

exemplarity''  that I addressed before became chronic, one of the preeminent forms in which 

politicall  rule and state authority are to this day constituted and perpetuated in the nation. As we 

recall,, this kind of politics arose in Europe but also in Venezuela and other  new nations of Latin 

Americaa in response to the masses' revolutionary activity. It , in other  words, emerged as a means 

off  defusing the masses "originar y effectivity"  by means of setting up a separate political sphere 

wheree representation, "construed as secondary,"  could effectively signify the "loss"  of this 

"origin ""  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998:109). A matter, in other  words, of replacing the masses' 

dangerouss tendency to "instantl y represent themselves"  by their  acquiescence to being repre-

sentedd by others, the community's paragons of republican virtue. 

As Is I have argued, such an effect of exemplarity is itself the effect of a certain kind of 

theater.. It is brought about by the entire theatrical machinery of the republican political stage 

whichh sets up a rigid  demarcation between the theatrical space of the polity and whatever  it 

leavess outside while, simultaneously, constituting its public into a passive and disciplined 

audience,, the immobilized 'people' sought by the republican spectacle. Only such an immobilized 

people/audiencee can possibly "see"  itself represented by the republican tribunes which parade 

themselvess in the raised stage of the polity, thereby apprehending them as visible embodiments 

off  the 'best self which otherwise stays buried beneath the wondrous alterations, metonymie 

slidingss and conflicting urges and desires of this public's everyday status as a threatening crowd 

justt  outside the theater. I have also argued, however, that in its status along with the school as the 

foremostt  ideological state apparatus the republican stage proved quite ineffective as a means of 
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permanentlyy securing the immobility of the masses by turning them into passive audiences for 

thee emergent liberalism. For one thing, the disruptions brought about by the dislocation of the 

syntacticc spaces of the ancien régime were far too drastic and violent for such an aesthetic 

modalityy to be able to fulfil l on its own, without any further supplementary assistance, its 

stabilizingg function. For another, the prevailing vocabularies with their insistence on the quintes-

sentiall  republican values of 'freedom' and 'equality' rendered any such stability illusory. 

Ass the various republican audiences across both Europe and Latin America were 

periodicallyy seized by strong egalitarian and libertarian urges political unrest and instability 

tended,, in other words, to become universal. Experience rapidly demonstrated that there was 

nothingg as subversive as the ability of these people/audiences everywhere to periodically call into 

questionn the universalistic claims of their hallowed representatives by pointing at the 

particularisticc interests to which they were beholden. Needless to say, such exercises in demysti-

ficationfication were not merely academic; the also had quite practical implications along with a 

dangerouss tendency to dissolve into the most horrific scenes of revolutionary leveling. Under 

suchh circumstances, any neat distribution among active and passive 'parts' of the polity that was 

envisagedd by the republican ideologues tended to become irremissibly scrambled amidst unprece-

dentedd crisis of governmentality. Hence the cancerous colonization of entire institutional 

domainss in both Europe and North America by forms of biopower which critically supplemented 

somee of the crucial functions of the republican theater, such as that of constituting the 'people' as 

aa somewhat stable and disciplined spectatorship while, simultaneously, adding quite a few others 

oness of their own. 

Since,, however, in Venezuela as elsewhere in Latin America 'biopolitics' barely happened 

whatt instead happened was a tendency to take possibilities that were already inherentt in the 

republicann stage and blow them up to their more paroxistic, indeed maddeningly flamboyant 

extremes.. Given their postcolonial status and overwhelmingly mining and agricultural nature, the 

societiess that were ushered with independence from Spain into the maelstrom of modernity could 

hardlyy afford the technological and organizational means that any self-respecting 'biopolitics' 

clearlyy assumes. What they instead had, and in relative abundance, was a wealth of theatrical 

means,, as well as a desperate need to use them, something understandable given all that was said 
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aboutt  the republican stage and these societies' endemic instability since Independence. And so 

theyy used them, with a vengeance. Over  time a wide panoply of means, from historical writing s 

too iconographic representations and other  public forms of discursive address, have insistently 

piledd up in an expanding whirlpool of images and tropes all fueled by a similar  obsessive finality: 

constitutingg the masses into a passive spectatorship by keeping them focused, for  as long as 

possible,, on their  'virtuous' representatives. 

Ass a form of government, this blown-up 'politic s of exemplarity'  is of course theatrical 

throughh and through. It draws on a fantasy of transparency and presence in which the republican 

peoplee constantly assembles as an audience before their  chosen representatives. Think of it as the 

obsessivelyy recurrent scene of groups of representatives anxiously gesturing towards their 

audiences,, joined just for  the occasion. In this imaginary of rule the very consistency of the 

audiencee as a sovereign people, detached from its "past"  existence as crowd, is contingent on its 

ongoingg interpellation from the republican stage by its chosen representatives. An ever  reiterated 

scenee of delegation in it the people's 'general will' , resulting from their  assembly, forms only to 

bee transferred onto a few selected representatives, the nation's 'notables', who are thereby 

authorizedd to speak and act on its instead. It is as if political lif e was in many Latin American 

nations,, and singularly so in Venezuela, committed to a numbing rehearsal of the origins: an 

obsessivee return to that theatrical moment when a few selected ,tribunes, address their  audiences 

upp above from the stage so as to bring them into being as a whole people/nation. 

Contraryy to what many analysts seem to believe, all of this is suggestive of how far  Latin 

Americann populism is from being just a recent phenomenon. A proto-populism of some kind is 

fromfrom  the beginning inscribed in the continent's new nations republican imaginary, an endemic 

formm of plebiscitary democracy where nothing less than the refounding of the nation itself is what 

iss often at stake. Voicing his fears that the phenomena might be turning into politics as usual in 

Europe,, without elaborating the point in a relatively recent newspaper  article Paul Virili o has 

implicitl yy (and intriguingly ) raised the possibility that, now becoming universal, populism might 

bee the quintessential form that politics has all along taken in Latin America. What concerns 

Virili oo is the possibility that lately Europe may be succumbing to what he perceives as a uniquely 

Latinn American political disease, with all that this entails of intense mediatization and 
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spectacularizationn of the public sphere. Although he does not say it one possible implication of 

Virilio' ss arguments is that, rather  than recent, the intense mediatization that suffuses the public 

spacess of Latin America is an old phenomena dating at least from the time when the continent 

enteredd modernity (Virilio , 1994:14). 

Thiss is, of course, consistent with what I have been proposing according to which, from 

thee start and to this very day, Latin American nations face the enduring conundrum of how to 

turnn a maelstrom of dislocated and highly mobile populations, the postcolonial crowds of my 

argument,, into the neatly delineated and well behaved 'people' of the republican polities. An ever 

reiteratedd scene of foundation, for  this purpose nothing less than the most intense, relentless use 

off  media of one or  another  kind will do with the consequence of politics becoming self-

consciouslyy simulacral, a stridently gimmicky and showy display marked by ever  more excessive 

theatricality .. Although not of course unrelated to the theatricalization of rule everywhere, this 

bombasticc show nevertheless takes such a theatricalization into an uncertain terrain where, 

somehoww with everyone's knowing approval, it rapidly turns self-consciously bloated and 

parodical. . 

II  will not go into the weird temporality of this reiterated scene of foundation. Enough to 

sayy that according to it the 'people', which must have been there assembled all along for  any 

delegationn to take place is, nevertheless, constituted 'après-coup' as such an assembled totality by 

thee very acts and words of a few chosen representatives (Derrida, 1986:9-11). What I will focus 

onn instead is on the sheer  obsessive insistence with which this scene is iterated, as well as on the 

effectss that such a repetition has on the polity. As I have suggested, the reiteration is mostly 

triggeredd by the republican regime's inabilit y to keep the people in place, lastingly immobilized 

ass the passive spectatorship of the republican spectacle that is staged for  its benefit. Over  time, 

variouss means have been devised in order  to achieve such an enforced passivity. Foremost 

amongg them are perhaps the clientelistic networks formed with the state monies and resources 

thatt  are channeled for  this purpose, the ultimate aim of which is to maintain a stable audience of 

followerss collected around a few chosen representatives. 

Soonerr  or  later, however, such networks tend to collapse. This happens for  a variety of 

reasonss among which two surely are among the most prominent. First, the continent's very own 
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brandd of modernity of which, as argued in the previous chapter  and contrary to what experts often 

propose,, such networks are themselves symptomatic. Besides what was already said on this issue, 

itt  is enough to focus briefly on the imminently contractual character  of patron-client relations for 

thiss modernity along with its inherent instability , sheer  uncertainties and overall volatilit y to 

becomee sharply salient. This is so because whoever  says patron-client is not just alluding, as is 

oftenn assumed, to a calculus of reciprocities among discreet yet unequal agents once and for  all 

asymmetricallyy positioned within stable landscapes of power. The expression also refers to a 

slipperyy terrain where, no matter  how minutely, all the available trail s are ongoingly redrawn by 

thee trailblazin g initiatives of the subject. To gain any insight into this creativity one must, 

however,, at least momentarily suspend the objectifying certainties, which a single-minded 

concernn with 'power' often implicitl y affords. This so as to allow the unfathomable subjectivity 

presupposedd in any trul y contractual relation destabilize our  writing s rendering them more porous 

too the subjects' actual predicaments. 

Second,, and closely related, the collapse also comes about as a result of the location of 

Latinn American nations within transnational arrangements where, in some ways due to their  own 

peculiarr  modernity with its costly legacy of historical disruption and dislocation, these nations 

aree extraordinaril y vulnerable to even the slightest of global fluctuations. With such a collapse, 

thee legitimacy of the established representative bodies, officers and institutions also falls apart. 

And,, when this happens, once again the republican 'people' turns into a formless republican 

'crowd' ,, laterally fleeing the established political arrangements that crumble in its wake and 

which,, anyway, never  quite succeeded in keeping such a 'people' neatly collected in place. As the 

originn returns, the originating scene of foundation also needs to be rehearsed again, with every 

suchh repetition its sheer  pathetic sublimity and oversized neoclassical and romantic decor 

becoming,, if possible, even more excessive. 

Whatt  I have just presented as the all or  nothing of a passage to the extremes is, 

nevertheless,, more like a chronic condition endemic in many political regimes of Latin America. 

Too greater  or  lesser  degrees, in these regimes the 'people' is constantly becoming a 'crowd'. 

Howeverr  imperceptibly, the continent's republican audiences are constantly exiting the scenes of 

interpellation,, which have been contrived precisely in order  to constitute them as such. Given the 
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persistentt character of this lateral flight it is not clear just how much such audiences ever comply 

withh their assigned role as a passive spectatorship. For all of the given reasons,, never that certain 

orr secured such an enforced passivity on which the very status of these audiences as a people is 

contingentt is, nevertheless, ongoingly compromised. Beyond the occasional booing and cheering, 

orr of a distraction that is nearly endemic, audiences constantly exit the republican theatre laterally 

throughh the wings or using any available windows or doors amidst chronic chaos and without the 

establishedd polities ever quite succeeding in keeping subjects pegged to their places in the dark 

watchingg the spectacle. 

Al ll  of the above should clearly suggest just how much, from the very beginning, Latin 

America'ss republican tribunes have had their tasks cut out for themselves. Engaged in an 

agonisticc exchange with their audiences where, at any moment, they may very well loose them, 

thee local 'notables' have littl e other choice than to raise the antes with the resources which they 

havee available: their very own bodies and overall demeanor which, seized by hyperbolic frenzy, 

aree rendered ever more anxiously monumental. It is as if haunted by a vision of emptying audito-

riums,riums, almost in spite of themselves their very flesh anxiously hardens in the monumentalizing 

directionn that the tradition dictates. Other than the naked use of force, never absent from the 

Latinn American polities, or the patient build-up of clientelistic networks the fragility of which 

wass pointed out before, such as it is, with all of its limitations it is this anxious, ever more 

hyperbolicc monumentalization of the body that locally is one of the most crucial tools of 

government. . 

Indeed,, to a large extent, still nowadays local governmentality may be said to be the crafty 

combinationn of, on the one hand, sheer brute despotic force and, on the other, an ever more 

intensee monumentalization of the body as the site where singularized seduction and the abstract 

universalityy of the law improbably meet. It is as if through hyperbolic monumentalization the 

representativess aimed to turn their very bodies into the sites of an improbable reconciliation and 

exchangee between the universal and the particular. The universal because, through their very 

monumentalizedd presence on the stage, the representatives insistently call attention to themselves 

ass to that which, beyond any differences and particularities, everyone nevertheless equally shares: 

theirr 'best self as the virtuous embodiment of an ideal, lawful republic. It is by this sort of 
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attentionn calling that, against all odds and particularities, the representatives strive to keep their 

audiencess glued together  as a people. Such an embodied universality is not, however, bereft of 

particularisti cc seduction. As was argued in the previous chapter, all throughout their  performance 

thee representatives somehow manage to singularly engage each and every one of the members of 

theirr  audience by means of a series of discreet bodily winks and allusions that appeal to the 

particularisti cc needs, interests and desires of every single individual within the audience. A 

paradoxicall  performance, then, by means of it every single member of the audience is 

interpellatedd not just as member of a collectivity but also as a singular  individual . Not just, then, 

ass a 'we' but also as a singular  'me'. In order  to grasp in more detail how this all could come about 

II  now move to the next chapter. 
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CHAPTERR SEVEN 

THEATE RR FOR THE MASSES 

II  do not wish to give the impression that this delicate balancing act is just the precarious accom-

plishmentt of the different individual representatives in their relationship to their audience. It is 

not.. As with every other form of governmentality, the monumentalization of the republican 

'tribunes'' is the ongoing accomplishment of a vast network of discourses, practices, images and 

institutionss on which every singular performance must draw in order to be successfully pulled 

off.. I intend in this chapter to give an idea of how, in the Venezuelan case, such a governmental 

corpuss came into being and what are some of its operative principles. 

TheThe 'French Repertoire' 

Alreadyy as early as 1815, just three years after Venezuela's declaration of Independence 

andd in the midst of the wars that followed in its wake one finds further striking evidence of what, 

byy then, already was a rapidly forming corpus of governmentality. Thus, on July 20th of that very 

year,, the central square of Bogota, Colombia, was turned into a theatrical stage for the 

performancee of a series of plays whose titles and subject matter aptly illustrate the monument-

alizingg bent that I especially address in this and the last chapter. 

Thee occasion of the performance was the commemoration of the city's decision, on that 

veryy day five years before just in the wake of Caracas' earlier initiative, to declare self-rule 

againstt Spain (Lomné, 1998:330). The circumstances, a city occupied by and army of 

Venezuelann llaneros or plainsmen, which, headed by Bolivar, had recently retaken it from the 

pro-Spanishh forces that had previously quashed the local autonomist pretensions (Bushnell, 
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1993:45).. As often happens in similar  circumstances, such an army was 

moree preoccupied for  any of its dead than for  the conveniences of a neighborhood with 

whichh it maintained the scarce communication that is kept with the vanquished (Lomné, 

1998:3300 - my translation). 

Thee plays, a series of three theatrical representations all-revolving around the figure of the 

republicann tribune as the exalted and virtuous embodiment of the nascent republic. 

Itt  is possible that the first of the three plays, a "great comedy of the Conquest"  (Caballero 

inn Lomné, 1998:331) dealt with the theme of Hernan Cortes, although Lomné does not discard 

thee possibility of it being "one of the first representations of Alzire ou les Americains, by Vol-

taire.""  (ibid:331). In the case of the next two plays, however, the connection with the figure of the 

republicann tribun e is entirely explicit (not, of course, that in such a context the figure of Cortes 

wouldd not have become properly tribunal) . It is very plausible that the "comedy of Julius Caesar" 

mentionedd in the contemporary diary on which Lomné draws was none other  than 

LaLa mort de Jules Cesar, by Voltaire, a work widely used by the (French) revolutionaries, 

evenn in expurgated versions, during the period of the Terror  (ibid). 

Ass Lomné puts it, 

thee French repertoire exalted the virtu e of the ancients, investing it with a marked 

republicann connotation: think, among other  works, of Brutus or  Rome Sauvee, by 

Voltaire,, of Caius Gracchus, by Andre Chenier, or  of Mucins Scaevola (ibid:331). 

Ass such, 

itt  was the ideal mirror  of the pro-Independence Creoles, more particularl y those from 

Caracas,, who, from the beginning, expressed their  vehement desires to signify that the 

theatree was "an honorable exercise, that far  from being incompatible with virtue, it is 
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virtue' ss very own school (ibid—the sentence within quotation marks is from  Gaceta de 

Caracas,Caracas, number  383, December  6, 1811; emphasis and translation mine). 

Thee last of the three plays, staged to "close the festivities,"  was the Monologue ofRicaurte. This 

timee the play focused on a Creole martyr  of the insurgence against Spain, Antonio Ricaurte, thus 

makingg explicit how much the appropriation of the "French repertoire"  was driven by the 

overridingg telos of monumentalizing the Creole leadership by firml y placing it in a direct line of 

inheritancee from an illustriou s Roman ancestry. 

Givenn the direness of the predicament faced by the pro-Independence Creoles from 

Caracas,, as well as their  leadership role in the Independence struggles against Spain in large parts 

off  South America, it is not surprising that they would have shown such a keen interest in the 

"Frenchh repertoire."  Such a repertoire developed in France precisely in response to similar 

urgenciess as those which in England or  Germany led to the constitution of a separate sphere of 

politicall  representation modeled after  the theater. Namely, the dread and dislocations provoked 

byy the revolutionary Terror  and which in France ultimately issued in the replacement of the fete 

revolutionnaire,revolutionnaire, fervorously favored by Rousseau, by the more upliftin g and serene pleasures of 

thee theater  which, precisely due to its re-presentative character, Rousseau no less fervorously 

abhorred.. In Lomne's words, who in this respect follows closely the classic work of Mona Ozouf 

onn the subject 

originall yy frankly  hostile to any theatrical fiction, the French Revolution ended by 

reconcilingg itself with the stage (ibid:320). 

Onee would not have expected anything less than a wholehearted adoption of the "French 

repertoire""  on the part of Caracas' Creole revolutionary leadership. To begin with, there is the 

alreadyy mentioned fact that this leadership to a large extent borrowed its models of society and 

politicall  authority from the French, particularl y the Jacobins. As I have argued, there are good 

historicall  reasons for  this borrowing. Among them, to be sure, what Francois-Xavier  Guerra says 

concerningg a uniquely Latin modernity to which the French have contributed its most elaborate 

andd authoritativ e models. But beside this overall historical commonality rooted in an experience 
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off  absolutism quite at odds with the evolution of political authority in places like, for  example, 

England,, there is a more immediate reason for  the borrowing. Namely, the similar  predicaments 

which,, largely due to this very historical commonality, were faced by the revolutionary 

leadershipss of both Paris and Caracas of revolutionary crowds spinning out of all established 

formss of social and political control. 

Whil ee the "French repertoire"  developed precisely in response to such a revolutionary 

emergency,, the fact that perhaps it was even more eagerly adopted in Venezuela than elsewhere 

inn Latin America is not hard to explain. In order  to account for  such a wholehearted adoption all 

thatt  is needed is realizing the magnitude of the challenge faced by the revolutionary leadership of 

what,, at the time of independence, was a relatively unimportant colonial backwater. Regardless 

off  the economic prosperity of the last colonial decades, which made of Venezuela the most 

successfull  agricultural colony of the Empire, when revolution arrived the provinces of Tierra 

Firmee still exhibited relatively weak institutional and governmental structures compared to other 

areass of Spanish America. Even taking into account the political and economic reforms of the 

latee Bourbon period, at that time political institutions and state centralization were not nearly as 

consolidatedd in Venezuela as in the viceroyalties of Mexico or  Peru, to name the two central 

politico-administrativ ee areas of the American Spanish empire. In the end, it all came down to the 

factt  that no matter  how profitabl e or  how much it may have enriched the local aristocracies, it 

wass not agricultural production but mineral wealth that the Spanish empire was ultimately all 

about. . 

Inn many ways a frontier  settlement plagued constantly by attacks from both corsairs and 

pirates,, it is however  the republican leadership from this colonial backwater  whichh faced a 

challengee that, with the possible exception of Argentina, was unparalleled elsewhere in the whole 

off  South America. That is, leading a protracted and, in terms of both life and property, 

enormouslyy costly revolutionary war  against the Spanish empire in the Americas. Is one to be 

surprised,, then, that this leadership so eagerly adopted the "French repertoire"  taking it to 

hyperbolicc extremes unparalleled elsewhere in the continent, again with the only partial 

exceptionn of Argentina? Given precisely the paucity of alternative means of social and political 

controll  and a revolutionary situation of a violence that was unrivalled anywhere else in Spanish 
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America,, with the postcolony's republican masses bent on an equalizing frenzy of trul y 

cataclysmicc proportions, such an adoption made good sense. 

Thee sheer  out-of-control violence of the Venezuelan postcolonial crowds was propor-

tionall  to the just mentioned relatively incipient character  of the available forms of social, political 

andd institutional control at the time of the revolutionary ruptur e against Spain. It also issued from 

thee intensified pace that the importation of African slaves had reached during the last decades of 

thee colony in order  to meet the ever-growing demands of the agricultural haciendas (Arcil a 

Farias,, 1999:732-733). Under  the prevailing institutional circumstances, such an augmentation in 

thee numbers of the subaltern classes relative to those of the white population could not but have 

cataclysmicc consequences. Add to this the prominent role that these masses played for  over  a 

decadee and across vast territoria l expanses as part of the liberation armies headed by Bolivar  and 

youu will have the recipe for  a virtuall y unmanageable crisis in governmentality. Indeed, many 

yearss after  the wars of independence already had ended, there are archival references to 

Venezuelann ex-combatants roaming the territorie s of nations as down south as Ecuador  or 

Bolivia.. And, seasoned by their  participation in the Independence struggles, for  many decades 

afterr  Venezuela had become an independent nation the Venezuelan masses still exhibited the 

samee bellicose disposition which had made them feared and famous everywhere across South 

America. . 

Withh the new nation awash in weapons and filled with highly delocalized, intensely 

mobilee postcolonial masses eager  to assert their  just discovered "rights "  by simply gathering 

aroundd one or  another  rebellious republican leader, is it at all surprising if the just mentioned 

corpuss of governmentality grew ever  more bloated until finally  turning quite monstrous during 

thee Guzman regime towards the end of the nineteenth century? Was there not an ever  more 

anxiouss need of monumentalizing the nation's "virtuous "  representatives as the sole communal 

groundd which, under  the prevailing circumstances, Venezuela's delocalized, intensely mobile 

populationss could possibly share, even if only momentarily? Were not these representatives the 

virtuouss "paragons"  which, much like mirrors , the republican polity raised before the mobile 

massess so as to momentarily arrest them through specularity, i.e., by means of the mirrored 

reflectionn of that which these masses presumably shared, namely, their  buried "best self'? An 
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ongoingg investment, such a relentless specular  mirrorin g could not but lead to ever  more 

extravagant,, even monstrous excesses. Addressed in the first  chapter  of this dissertation, it was 

duringg the Guzman regime in the 1880s that, eventually, the state imaginary that is the subject of 

thiss dissertation flamboyantly crystallized. Unfortunately, this dissertation's already considerable 

lengthh bar  me from returning to the analysis of this regime as the most clearcut expression of the 

kindd of governmental practices that are the subject of this chapter. All that I can do in what t 

followss is to give an idea of the main textual and institutional nodes of the forming government-

ality. . 

TheaterTheater for the masses 

Ass one would expect from its strategic role in a form of government for  which the 

monumentalizationn of the representatives was so crucial, not just in Venezuela but all across 

Latinn America the theater  experienced an explosive growth during the entire nineteenth century. 

Butt  beyond actual numbers what is trul y significant is the role of the theater  in the formation of 

thee imaginary of the independent nations of the region. In this respect a contemporary art 

historiann unhesitantly refers to the period's theater  as "occupying the same place in the construc-

tionn of the imagination"  of these nations during the nineteenth century as that which "th e cinema 

andd television"  occupy today (Martin , 1985:814). According to the author  this "social 

importance""  was regardless of the theater's low "standard of artistic achievement"  (ibid) which 

everywheree in Latin America "was the least distinguished of the literary genres"  (ibid:816). 

Iff  the state of television nowadays in the area is anything to go by, however, far  from an 

impedimentt  the genre's poor  quality, its lack of artistic subtlety and overall stereotypical 

characterr  may have been the key to its social effectiveness. Indeed, the social efficacy of 

contemporaryy Latin American soap operas largely stems from their  stereotypical plots and total 

lackk of artistry . It is precisely these qualities that render  soaps into such rich repertoires of ready-

made,, highly codified situations and types, which the audience may conveniently sack for  the 

purposee of moulding their  everyday identities, behaviors and expectations. 

Somethingg similar  may be said of the nineteenth century theatre from Latin America. Any 

cursoryy glance at this theatre's repertoire not just in Venezuela but all throughout Latin America 
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duringg the decades after  Independence confirms what was just said regarding the theater's 

preeminentt  role not just in the formation of the new nation's imaginaries, but as the region's 

preeminentt  ideological state apparatus everywhere charged with the crucial if ultimately 

impossiblee task of creating disciplined citizenships. Regarding Latin America as a whole, the 

generall  tendency was from the neoclassicism of the years of the Independence struggles to the 

romanticismm which accompanied the formation of the new nation-states after  the liberators' 

grandiosee Pan-American schemes had already flopped. During the initia l years of the struggle a 

similarr  spirit presided over  the stage all across South America. Packed with similar  tribunal 

virtuess and an overall emphasis on symmetry and order  as the paramount values of the republican 

polityy envisioned by the revolutionaries, the neoclassicism of the plays that the Venezuelan 

armiess staged in an occupied Bogota in 1815 where typical of that which was found elsewhere in 

Southh America during this inaugural period. Everywhere 

thee general tendency was neoclassical and the repertoire almost exclusively foreign: 

Voltaire,, Alfieri , Addison... (Dauster, 1996:537). 

Ass for  the few locally produced plays, while "the primary note"  of the Argentinean 

"theatr ee of the period was oratorical patriotism,"  something similar  may be said of what went on 

inn the stage in places like Chile, Venezuela or  Peru at the time. And, as much as in Argentina, in 

alll  these places the theater  was conceived in broadly propagandists terms "as political instru-

ment""  (ibid:537). The attitude of the "most important dramatist"  of this period in Chile who saw 

himselff  as a "neoclassical defender  of the theater  as vehicle for  doctrinair e propaganda"  is in this 

respectt  typical. Similar  to this dramatist's plays, everywhere those of other  contemporary 

dramatistss were "peopled by talking symbols rather  than people"  (ibid), something not surprising 

consideringg the exemplary burden which the aesthetics and the politics of the time placed on the 

shoulderss of the main actors on stage. 

Wit hh some qualifications, generally one might describe the overall trajectory of the 

theatree in Venezuela during the nineteenth century in similar  terms as those which Dauster  uses 

forr  Latin America as a whole during this period. Namely, that from the 1830's onwards and all 

thee way to the end of the century both in Venezuela and elsewhere 
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thee theater  passed from pseudoclassicism, to romantic melodrama to critical Costumbrismo 

andd finally to Naturalism, but all with a heavy romantic tinge (ibid:539). 

Althoughh following approximately the same broad general trajectory as the one above in the case 

off  "Colombia and Venezuela"  the situation was, however, considerably less varied. There theatri-

cal l 

activityy was almost exclusively and routinely romantic, alternating with standard 

CostumbrismoCostumbrismo and the Spanish short lyri c theatre, the genero chico (ibid:549). 

Thus,, after  the initia l neoclassicism, from the 1830s and until the 1850s Venezuelan theatre took 

aa more decidedly romantic turn, with plays "conformin g to the strictures of historical melodrama 

suffusedd with a local patrioti c vision"  (Azparen Gimenez, 1997:92 - my translation). 

Withh the transition to romanticism the goal of forming virtuous citizens remain unaltered, 

onlyy that now it was the discrete nation not the vast confederacy dreamed by the Enlightenment 

sensibilityy of Bolfvar  that was the genre's overriding concern. In every case the historical dramas 

fromfrom  this period sought to create a disciplined citizenship by instillin g in the audience the 

appropriatee love and loyalty to the nation, as well as values and behaviors consonant with those 

befittingg a republican constituency (ibid:75-78, 91-102; Galindo, 1999:1-23; Rojas, 1986:7-17). 

Consistentt  with their  generic romanticism, to some extent in these plays neoclassicism's abstract 

universalismm was somewhat nuanced by a aesthetics where local color  and the subjectivity of the 

protagonistss was given somewhat greater  expression (Azparren Giménez, 1997:80-82). 

Increasingly,, and more so as the century progressed theatrical production seized on the 

bourgeoiss family as one of its preferred subject matters. Rather  than supplanting it, however, this 

"moralizin gg and lachrymose melodrama"  complemented the more properly historical and 

explicitlyy nationalist variety, which continued being produced until the very end of the 

nineteenthh century. Moreover, both familial and historical melodramas answered to a similar 

"mora ll  didacticism"  were the goal of upholding civic values and the established republican order 

remainedd paramount (ibid:96). During the final decades of the century the local scene became 
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increasinglyy more diversified. The public's attention was now divided among a wider  range of 

theatricall  expressions beyond the just alluded ones. Among these the light comedies, operas and 

zarzuelass that were routinely imported from Europe, especially from Spain, figured prominently, 

ass well as plays from some of the more important romantic authors from Europe (ibid:89). 

Confirmin gg what was said concerning the overridingly pedagogical and moralizing intent 

off  the local theater, it was those foreign authors with a view of the "theatr e as an instrument of 

sociall  improvement and development, in the sense of both moral teaching and moral ratification " 

thatt  were most favored locally (ibid:88). Also achieving some importance in the closing decades 

off  the century were those plays which literar y criticism conventionally groups under  the generic 

labell  of costumbrismo. As the name indicates, costumbrista plays were lighter  forms off  theater 

focusedd on popular  types and costumes and animated by a satirical intent for  which the prevailing 

sociall  mores or  the illusions surrounding political power  were common targets (ibid:99). All 

along,, and staged in premises different than those destined for  the preceding forms of theater, 

otherr  more obviously popular  spectacles such as "Sainetes, Jerusalems and Nacimientos" also 

dreww a considerable audience (Galindo, 1999:50). Less constrained by formal literary 

requirementss and therefore giving more room to the actors' improvisational abilities, these 

spectacles''  primary concern was entertaining the audience. For  the most part devoid of any 

"civilizing ""  or  "modernizing"  intent, these popular  expressions were the explicit other  which 

"republica nn theatrical criticism"  often used as a "background for  legitimating its own discourse 

aimedd at ordering the new society"  (ibid). Finally, the last years of the nineteenth century saw the 

emergencee of the first  "attempts at naturalism."  By and large, this incipient naturalism continued 

andd consolidated the local theater's role as a "lay pulpit"  bent on lecturing on bourgeois society 

andd the prevailing republicanism as "an atemporal order"  (Azparren Gimenez, 1997:79). 

Thee above diversity should not, however, obscure the local theater's continuing 

investmentt  in exalting the heroic and exemplary virtues of a few chosen representatives, the 

nation'ss notables. All throughout the nineteenth century, heroic exemplarity remained a constant 

preoccupationn for  this theater  with consequences for  the new nation's imaginary that reach well 

intoo the present. This is true even if, as I wil l argue, the genre's monumentalizing drive did not 

stopp at the local notables. Over  time, such a drive grew ever  more ambitious seizing on an ever 
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widerr  range of social categories which, as a result, were subjected to a similar  modelic, indeed 

trul yy sculptural treatment as that which had resulted in the ongoing canonization of Venezuela's 

exemplaryy representatives. 

AA few considerations will suffice to make these points. To begin with, even if the 

precedingg historical outline may have suggested rigidl y evolutionary lines of development, with 

artisti cc schools succeeding one another  as orderly as pupils in a school-yard formation, this was 

farr  from what happened. The monumentalizing and broadly didactic impulses of an early theater 

weree not left behind like some heavy neoclassical frock which an exuberantly romantic subject 

takes-offf  on stage. Azparen Gimenez tacitly acknowledges as much when he refers to the local 

historicall  melodramas as plays that were both "neoclasssic and romantic"  (ibid:82). The situation 

forr  Latin America as a whole is well captured by the Chilean literar y criti c Cedomil Goic, who 

characterizess the region's nineteenth century theater  as follows: 

fromfrom  romanticism to naturalism, the modern drama from Hispanic America exhibits a 

sustainedd costumbrista tendency. Neoclassicism persisted fundamentally in the moral-

didacticc orientation of the theatre and in the preservation of the dramatic units dictated by 

thee representational economy... But the new theater  was nuanced by costumbrista traits, 

whichh went from local color  to the animation of scenes and regional types (1991:661). 

Itt  is sufficient to focus briefly in the next section on costumbrismo as a genre in order  to realize 

thee extent to which a neoclassical politics of exemplarity remained the overriding agenda not just 

off  the theater  but of local literatur e as a whole. 

NegativeNegative exemplarity 

Althoughh with manifestations in a range of literary forms including the theater, the term 

'costumbrismo''  is used primaril y to refer  to a body of brief literar y texts commonly known as 

cuadroscuadros de costumbres or  sketches of manners. Consisting of satirical renditions of specific 

"locall  customs and types,"  since the end of the eighteenth century and all throughout the nine-

teenthh not just in Venezuela but all throughout Spanish-America this sort of literary sketches 

increasinglyy filled the pages of local publications and periodicals (Barrios, 1994:15). As a whole, 
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costumbristaa texts were characterized by an intense focus on the social surroundings not, howev-

er,, out of any concern with the subtleties or  nuances of context but because of a strong desire for 

typicality .. Costumbrista writer s turned everyday occurrences into highly conventional scenarios 

forr  the manifestation of a gallery of universal types. Not, then, this or  that complex character, 

practicee or  situation but rather  '"Th e romantic', The swindler', 'The salon', The visit'"  were some 

off  the topics often found in this literatur e (ibid: 16). Costumbrista texts, in other  words, 

doo not singularize but make rough sketches of characters and situations whose caricatured 

trait ss make up the generic (ibid). 

Explicitl yy assumed in many of the writings, this predilection for  the generic and the 

universall  in turn informs all of the other  main characteristics of the genre. This is true, for 

example,, of the genre's elitist brand of nationalism, its overall satyrical intent, the kind of 

normativee relations which in every costumbrista text obtain among first-person narrators, their 

readershipp and the narrated realities, or  the overall didacticism which is a trademark in virtuall y 

everyy single manifestation of the genre. Al l of these characteristics must be understood in refer-

encee to costumbrismo's overriding taxonomical concerns. The very significance that each and 

everyy one of them has in this literatur e must, in other  words, be apprehended in light of costum-

brismo'ss overall drive to monumentalize everyday actors, circumstances and appearances by 

includingg them as exemplary instances within an ever  expanding gallery of allegorical 'types'. 

Take,, for  example, the great rift  that in the "firs t costumbrismo"  (1830-1859) separates 

thee first-person narrators from those realities which they held up to their  audiences as textual 

exampless of everything they should avoid in order  to attain civilization. Itself constitutive of 

thesee "witness-narrators'"  authority, such an Olympic distance was only possible because of these 

text'ss reduction of all narrative contents to the status of objectified visual entities (hence why the 

"sensee of sight"  was so privileged in the genre), painterly allegories that passively illustrated 

whateverr  meaning or  meanings the narrator  wished to lecture his audience about (ibid: 15). 

Commentatorss often insist on the genre's presumed humor, while assigning costumbrismo's 

characteristicc attention to local color  to the stirring s of an incipient nationalism, which, in the 

longg run, would have issued in the formation of the nation's literar y canon. At least in reference 
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too the "firs t costumbrismo"  (1830-1859), Alba Lia Barrios nevertheless recommends caution vis-

a-viss any such generalizations. More than humor it is icy sarcasm that, in her  view, set the tone of 

thee genre at least during the initia l formative period (ibid:20-22). As for  the other  characteristic, 

accordingg to Barrios to say that from the beginning nationalism permeated the genre can be mis-

leadingg if by that one understands the kind of fervent love for  the nation advocated by a certain 

romanticism.. Cool distance, not passionate attachment is the predominant sentiment in the kind 

off  nationalism with which, according to her, the genre was suffused at least during the formative 

yearss in the first  three decades after  Independence (ibid: 17-24). 

Consequently,, while it may be true that with the "cuadros de costumbres"  the nation for 

thee first time entered literatur e as a legitimate literar y subject, it did so only as an object of 

pitilesss abuse. Invoked as series of discreet, painterly tableaux peopled by nearly static allegories 

that,, much like living-statues, were emblematic of whatever  vices or  shortcomings the first-

personn narrator  choose to sermonize about, such a 'nation*  was what the audience should reso-

lutelyy put behind on its way to a civilized existence. Always taking exception from the described 

'nation' ,, the nationalism of the early costumbristas may be seen as joyless elite pedantry, the 

attitudee of self-righteous satirists and wizened moralists bent on enlightening their  audience by 

heapingg abuse and scorn on whatever  'national'  dimensions they, in their  pedagogical zeal, hap-

penedd to seize upon. 

Byy now it should be clear  how much the nationalism that was characteristic of the early 

costumbristaa texts—with their  attendant elitism, pedagogical zeal and peculiar  forms of narrative 

authority—thrive dd on distance and objectification. It is only because of their  reduction of complex 

realitiess to the painterly status of fully visible, largely static allegories that these texts' managed 

too sustain the kind of uncompromising distance, which their  sermonizing required. With no 

autonomyy of their  own and acting or  speaking largely as mouthpieces for  those abstract negative 

valuess that were the object of the texts' sermonizing, much like living-statues the 

monumentalizedd 'types*  of the "first-costumbrismo"  to this day stand as monuments to a certain 

failure::  the inabilit y of the enlightened elites that were emergent from Independence to address 

thee new nation other  than as a gallery of abstract 'types,'  a picturesque collection of largely docile, 

full yy manipulable entities. It is as if wary of a reality sundered by intractable antagonisms, 
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silences,, distances and gaps the early costumbristas choose to retreat into writerl y worlds staffed 

byy a collection of fully present 'types' over  which they kept complete mastery and which they 

couldd conveniently ridicul e or  berate. 

Thee other  thing that should be clear  from the preceding discussion is the extent to which 

thee 'types' of the "firs t costumbrismo"  were negative exemplars. Different than the republican 

tribuness which citizens ought to both imitate and revere as the community's wholly positive, 

virtuouss paragons, the costumbrista 'types' were the resolutely negative exemplars that such 

citizenss should decidedly avoid and reject. Indeed, itself instigated by the texts, such rejection 

andd avoidance was the one precondition that citizens must meet before reaching the civilization, 

whichh costumbrista writing s held before them as a beacon. Negative exemplarity was, therefore, 

thee distinctive inflection, which the "firs t costumbrismo"  added to the monumental 

governmentalityy that has been the focus of this and the previous chapter. Rather  than mirror s of 

virtues,, the allegorical types that crowded the pages of this literatur e where of all the vices which 

citizenss should elude in their  everyday dealings and transactions. Reflecting all those negative 

aspects,, which citizens should shed, costumbrista types were active agents of spiritualization. 

Theyy were the means that this literatur e used for  removing its readership from all of the nation's 

existingg realities while projecting it into a Utopian future as the disembodied citizenry of a yet to 

comee civilized, free-thinking republic. 

Whereas,, elsewhere, the republican tribunes where paraded as objects of public 

contemplationn and emulation, one might then say that in the costumbrista genre these noble 

characterss looked back. And, what they saw was neither  pretty nor  uplifting . Looking past their 

assembledd audiences right  into the world outside the theater's walls, the 'nation' which these 

tribuness stared at fell far  short from their  upheld ideal of a virtuous, civilized republic. "Social 

climbers,, flatterers, corrupt politicians, insipid young ladies, dilettant dandies,"  this was all that 

theirr  forbiddin g gaze could see, all against the blurr y background of a faceless, anonymous crowd 

(ibid:26).. At least during an initia l period, this anonymous crowd was the sole representation that 

thee popular  sectors were granted in this literature. At times threatening, at times simply disorder-

lyy or  annoying as in marketplaces, during carnival or  in other  collective settings such as popular 

theatress and other  festive occasions, this crowd upset all the standards which the costumbristas 
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heldd high in their  writing s all the way from norms of hygiene to all the valued forms of 

"civilized ""  intercourse. As I remarked earlier, this faceless crowd was the other  against which, 

ultimatelyy and for  a long time, all forms of Venezuelan literature, costumbrismo included, set 

themselvess up against. 

Thee writing s of Lacoue-Labarthe offer  an intriguin g suggestion for  dealing with the early 

costumbristaa insistence on setting up a gallery of negative exemplars drawn from the middle 

classess while largely excluding the popular  sectors from representation. To talk of the insistence 

first ,, it may be regarded as a singularly perverse inflexion of one of the strategies, which this 

authorr  has identified as a means of deferring the subjects' final "desistance"  from the hegemonic 

mirror ss that are set up for  their  benefit. Speaking of the unavoidable mismatch between the 

subjectt  "itsel f and his or  her  reflections in the official mirror s set up by the polity, Lacoue-

Labarthee speaks of multiplyin g mirror s as a last ditch effort against the subjects' unavoidable 

desistance: : 

thee obstacle upon which the specular  reduction stumbles, we recall, is the impossibility of 

pictoriall yy translating what the mirro r  could still represent analogically (by either  trope or 

figure),figure), that is, the polytechnic essence of mimesis. Unless, of course, we imagine a genre 

ofof painting aimed entirely at (reconstituting a kind of encyclopedia of workers (after all, 

suchsuch a painting does come to exist, and "Platonism"  does have something to do with it) 

(Lacoue-Labarthe,, 1998:124 - my emphasis). 

Inn other  words, confronted with the subjects' irrepressible 'desistance', the "polytechnic"  mimetic 

powerss whereby they ceaselessly (and invisibly) become something else, power  does not think of 

anythingg better  than multiplyin g the mirror s so as to attempt to fixate the multiplicit y which 

constantlyy eludes it. 

Alreadyy during the colony one may discern antecedents for  the costumbristas' painterly 

typologiess in the collections of drawings where members from the subaltern populations appear 

representedd according to the forms and degrees of their  racial mixture. Found across Spanish 

Americaa during the late colonial period these drawings consisted of family groups, dressed in the 

distinctivee attires that legislation and common use had conferred on them and each assigned to 
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thee racial category that was specified in the caption at the bottom of each drawing (Fundación 

Polar,, 1994). These collections became widespread precisely at a time when, as indicated in a 

previouss chapter, the realities of racial mixing threatened to overwhelm any epistemic and 

discipliningg capacities that the dominant classificatory systems may have possessed. Such threat, 

ass we recall, was met through the proliferation of ever finer, more discriminating categorical 

distinctions,, which took the entire system of racial classification to the point of breakdown. That 

thee collections of drawings and the discursive proliferation of racial categories occurred at 

roughlyy the same time is not surprising, both phenomena obeyed similar impulses. Both the 

discursivee and the pictorial representations pursued one and the same (impossible) goal: keeping 

upp with the potentially infinite products of a racial mixing that threatened to undermine the very 

foundationss of the colonial order. Confronted with an unphathomable "biological" mimesis, it 

wouldd seem that the colonial order knew no better than enlarging an expanding gallery of figures 

andd of tropes which, through reflection, set limits to that which subjects could at any time 

become.. And, as one would expect, no less than elsewhere here also the subjects did not oblige. 

Leavingg aside the complexities of a colonial mimesis where both sexuality and sociality 

appearr inextricably intertwined, I now return to the costumbristas' painterly typologies in order to 

addresss their uniqueness. And, for this purpose, I must appeal once again to the fissured realities 

off  the Venezuelan postcolony. If the costumbristas could envisage nothing better than instituting 

aa gallery of negative 'types' as the exemplars which their readership should avoid, this is largely 

becausee of the vexed circumstances of their writing. Much like all the others, as a practice of 

governmentalityy costumbrista writings were inflected by an impossibility. Namely, that of 

includingg the popular sectors within the emergent republican polity. While the other monument-

alizingg practices could more or less circumvent the new nations' realities by making everyone 

focuss away from them on its virtuous exemplars gesticulating above on the stage of the polity, no 

suchh possibility was available to costumbrismo. As a self-consciously literary form imbued of the 

contemporaryy romantic imperative of addressing the nation, from the start costumbrismo was 

compelledd to somehow represent this nation's manifold realities. 

Itt is precisely on account of this compulsion that the mentioned impossibility inflected the 

genree the way that it did. Prohibited from representing the nation positively, as a multilayered 
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realityy which no matter  how complexly everyone could recognize as their  own, costumbrista 

writing ss were from the start committed to an alternative strategy. That is, representing the nation 

negativelyy as a collection of abject exemplars the sole spectacle of which should suffice to short-

circuitt  any identificatory impulses. Lacoue-Labarthe's "encyclopedia of workers"  was a last ditch 

attemptt  on the part of the established order  to arrest the subjects' mimetic drif t through identifica-

tionn with any one among all the different trades or  occupations that were included within it. The 

'encyclopedia''  was designed, that is, as a means of replacing a gallery of visible 'workers' for  the 

invisiblee operations that are constitutive of the subjects' disquieting mimetic powers. 

Objectifyingg the polymorphous plasticity of the subjects' invisible representing capacities as a 

seriess of visually discreet workers', each standing for  an invisible operation of representation, the 

encyclopediaa was designed as a speculative trap aimed at capturing the subject by making him or 

herr  identify with one and only one among the many 'workers' of the ensemble. In this regard, 

Lacoue-Labarthe'ss "encyclopedia"  may be seen as a radical attempt at wordling, a means for 

renderingg this-worldly the subject's other-worldly, invisible, indeed trul y ghostly mimetic powers 

byy subjecting these to the 'either-or'  of a calculus of power. 

Inn contrast, the gallery of negative exemplars of the "firs t costumbrismo"  were a method 

forr  the production of spirits, a chorus of disembodied animas or  souls each discreetly watching in 

thee dark the political spectacle that the republican tribunes staged for  their  benefit. Always about 

too succumb under  the combined pressures of the threatening crowds outside or  of a commodity 

circulationn which, more on that in a moment, especially since Independence was ever  more 

obliviouss to any political solicitations, the republican state chose to deny the 'real'  in favor  of an 

'ideal',, not yet realized and ultimately unrealizable nation. Charged by the conventions of the 

genree with representing the nation it was the costumbrista literature, the "firs t costumbrismo"  in 

particular ,, where, I propose, such a denial reached the more virulent and apparent manifestations. 

Ass the discursive context where, as I have argued, the republican tribunes looked back, from the 

startt  this literatur e powerfully aided in the reification of the Venezuelan republican state. By 

subjectingg all the nation's existing realities to a forbiddingl y puritanical glare, costumbrismo 

reifiedd the state's perspective as the virtual standpoint from which the nation melts into a 

formless,, chaotic mass only to be reborn again, each time refounded and reshaped by the 
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demiurgicc interventions of the state which, literally , i.e., by constitutional fiat, brings the nation 

intoo being. 

Al ll  of this is, of course, testimony to a long standing Jacobinism, a stubborn "French" 

strainn that from the beginning and regardless of the first  republic's federalism, has been constitu-

tivee of the Venezuelan republican state. It is not surprising that costumbrismo so seamlessly 

foundd its place alongside other  contemporary discursive and non-discursive practices within a 

sharedd problematics of governmentality. No less than all the other  monumentalizing practices, 

costumbristaa writing s may be at least in part interpreted as an articulated response to a turbulent, 

inarticulat ee reality. Barrios acknowledges as much when she accounts for  the animosity of the 

"firs tt  costumbrismo"  against all forms of collective expression, the fact that according to her  the 

"popularr  feast"  was the crucial "other"  that the genre set itself against (Barrios, 1994:96) in terms 

of f 

thee need that the rulin g class had of preserving the order required for  progress to take 

placee under  the prevailing mercantism. In reality, behind the expression order and prog-

ressress what lurked was the fear  of popular  irruption . The ironic I of our  first  Costumbrismo 

iss implacable with the popular  (ibid:98 — my translation). 

Soo great was the fear, I might add, that in spite of its typologizing bent during an initia l period 

popularr  'types' were thoroughly banned from this literature. Only in a "second stage,"  between the 

yearss of 1860 and 1890, was the 'LLanero' or  'Plainsman* welcomed in the genre as a popular 

figurefigure emblematic of the nation (Rivas Rojas, 1997:19-31), and then so emptied of any singul-

arizingg trait s that it is dubious whether  to begin with its assigned role was that of serving as an 

exemplaryy model for  the subaltern populations. As for  the rest, I have already mentioned that 

untill  1859 it was from the society's upper  echelons that costumbrismo's galleries of negative 

exemplarss or  'types' were exclusively drawn. Consistently subjected to relentless censoring and 

ridicule,ridicule,  these 'types' were portrayed in the genre as the deleterious expression of the kind of 

upper-classs consumerist behavior  that the "firs t costumbrismo"  set out to criticize. 

Theree are compelling historical reasons for  the inclusions as well as for  the exclusions. In 

orderr  to address them I must take leave for  a while of the vicissitudes surrounding the "Firs t 
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Republic""  and fastforward some two decades into the future, to the period between 1830 and 

18599 when the "firs t costumbrismo"  developed as a distinctive genre. The wars of independence 

alreadyy over  and the foundational republican episodes that have occupied much of my writin g 

rapidlyy becoming a receding memory, this was also the time which saw the emergence and 

demisee of the regime which in local historiography is known as the "conservative oligarchy." 

18300 was the year  when, under  the leadership of Bolivar' s most powerful surviving general José 

Antonioo P£ez, Venezuela finally became an independent nation. To evoke the conundrums 

involvedd I can think of nothing better  than to say that, in hindsight, Venezuela came into being 

markedd by an original sin: the expulsion from its territorie s of Venezuela's favorite son, the 

Generall  Simon Bolivar, who died poor  and destitute a few months later  in Colombia. In 

hindsightt  I say, because the nation would only be saddled with its sinful origins belatedly when, 

withh the invention of the cult of Bolivar  by the regime of Guzman Blanco in the 1870s, Bolivar 

wass lastingly instituted as the Father-figure vis-a-vis which, to this day, the nation remains struc-

turall yy indebted from its fallen condition of an abiding, incurable lack (Carrera Damas, 

1989:177-190,112-120). . 

Duringg the years between the expulsion of the Liberator  and the establishment of the Cult 

Bolivar' ss status in the nation was, to say the least, ambiguous. At the beginning and for  the first 

feww years after  the event his memory was subjected to considerable public abuse, with a chorus 

off  voices constantly decrying in the press and in other  publications his alleged centralism and 

overalll  despotic tendencies. At least in public, during this period Bolfvar  was universally por-

trayedd as a Napoleon-like figure whose authoritarian militaristi c legacy endangered the new 

nation'ss liberalism (Perazzo, 1984:21-28; Carbonell, 1994:100-103, 109-112; Uslar-Pietri, 

1970:124).. It would only be in the 1840s that Bolivar, or, perhaps better, "Bolivar "  began making 

aa comeback literall y imported from Colombia by the state: amidst considerable pomp and 

circumstance,, in 1842 his rests were indeed officially brought, or, as the saying went, "repatri -

ated""  by the state from the neighboring nation. A move with lasting consequences for  the nation's 

imaginary,, the decision to repatriate Bolivar' s remains was taken by the Venezuelan state under 

considerablee pressure from the nascent liberal party. For  over  two years, and as part of its bid to 

power,, the members of this organization waged a relentless propaganda-campaign centered on 
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"Bolivar""  as the rallying figure of identification around which the party could gain the support of 

thee masses. 

Thiss status of "Bolivar" was made sufficiently clear by the main leader of the Liberal party. 

Inn the 1846 editorial to the final number of El Venezolano, the newspaper which during the 

previouss years he had directed with truly incendiary results for the local political situation he, for 

example,, retrospectively called attention to the role that from the initial days of thee organization the 

figurefigure of "Bolivar" had played in the Liberal party's attempt to muster the suppoprt of the masses 

(Guzmann 1983:436). This party's campaign from 1840 on to attract the masses to its side was 

promtedd by the liberals' goal of breaking open the tight circle of the "conservative oligarchy" so as 

too make government more responsive to the alternation of power among individuals and groups 

standingg for different interests. It took place amidst a severe economic crisis provoked by the sharp 

declinee in the prices of coffee, at the time the nation's main export crop, during the initial years of 

thee decade of the 40s. One among the series of nearly catastrophic economic downturns that, on 

accountt of the nation's vulnerability to global fluctuations, have affected Venezuela since 

independence,, the 1840s crisis was laden with momentous sociocultural consequences. Among 

thesee the ruin of large numbers of Venezuelan agriculturalists, owners of medium sized and 

relativelyy larger haciendas, who in the previous decade when the prices of coffee were high 

borrowedd money at huge interest rates in order to conduct their operations but that, under the 

prevailingg legislation, were now forced to either repay their loans or loose their properties to the 

lenders.. Given the reproductive significance of the export agricultural sector of the economy, the 

situationn could not fail to have huge effects in the nation's larger economy and society. With the 

breakdownn of this sector, ever larger mumber of individuals were released from the economic and 

sociall  arrangements, the productive relations and patronage networks where they had been more or 

lesss precariously inserted in the countryside, as a result increasingly collecting as crowds in the 

mainn cities and towns of Venezuela. There they joined the pardo craftmen and shopkeepers which 

thee circumstances of a shrinking internal market had made increasingly restless (Perez Vila, 

1992d:76-89;; Pino Iturrieta, 1993a: 109-114). It was these restless populations increasingly released 

fromfrom all available forms of social control and with no discernible place in the oligarchical order of 

thingss that the emergent Liberal party sought to attract to itself by using the figure of "Bolivar." 
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Whyy "Bolivar "  could fulfil l this identificatory role will become somewhat clearer  in the 

nextt  chapter. What is important to realize now is the extent to which, regardless of the later 

chargess of ingratitud e leveled at the nation by the Cult, the very birt h of Venezuela as an inde-

pendentt  nation was contingent on the Liberator' s expulsion. The ultimate reason for  this was 

Bolivar' ss commitment to the "enlightenment illusion,"  as Castro-Leiva calls it, of the Great 

Colombiaa as a unitary institutional framework that briefly encompassed the territorie s of what 

nowadayss are four  independent nations. Lasting only eleven years since its establishment by the 

Congresoo de Angostura in 1819 until its demise in 1830 under  strong centrifugal pressures, the 

Greatt  Colombia was Bolivar' s rationalist Utopia. By all accounts a grandiose design, the vast 

politico-administrativ ee unit dreamt by him was an inherently centralist construct worthy of the 

enlightenedd despotism of the Bourbons. In actuality, as Bolivar' s brief experience with the 

dictatorshipp in 1828 insinuated, nothing less than the use of inordinate amounts of state-force 

togetherr  with an endemic militarizatio n of all of public existence would have sufficed for  its 

implementationn (Castro Leiva, 1984:17-29). 

Yett  to speculate on the scheme's practicality is somewhat idle. Although in some abstract 

wayy making some good theoretical sense, it was not long before Bolivar' s design ran aground on 

thee period's stubborn realities. As has been pointed out against the orthodoxies crystallized 

aroundd the Bolivar  cult, the Great Colombia was doomed from the beginning. The design flew in 

thee face of all the intractable geographical, social, institutional and infrastructura l realities of the 

day.. Neither  the vast and often unbridgeable geographical distances, nor  the state of the available 

meanss of communication, or, even less, the politico-administrativ e and social divisions inherited 

fromfrom  the colony could sustain such an abstractly rationalistic construct (Lombardi, 1982:154-156; 

Sorianoo de Garcia Pelayo, 1998:115-120). And, so, the inevitable happened. In 1830, a bare nine 

yearss after  the Republic of Colombia (the name that was originally given to the construct) came 

intoo existence headed by Bolfvar, the territorie s of present-day Venezuela split from the larger 

unitt  to become an independent nation. 

Thiss action was paralleled by the roughly contemporary desertions of Colombia, Ecuador, 

andd Panama from the larger  politico-institutional unit. As the emergent elites from each of these 

placess asserted independent control over  their  respective territories, the Great Colombia 
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splinteredd among unequal national fragments. It is only at this point that one may actually say 

thatt the task of nation building began in the northern corner of South America. Very briefly, in 

thee case of Venezuela this involved the attempt to create a stable, orderly republic in circum-

stancess where everything would seem to be stacked against such a goal. Surely the most severe 

problemss were posed by the returning armies which, bathed in the epic light of their glorious 

deeds,, were bent on cash in on their efforts. Both for the highest ranking officers as well as for 

thee rank and file what that primarily meant was having uncontrolled access to the new nation's 

bestt agricultural lands, something which in the heat of the conflicts was often promised. In 

addition,, the officers expected their merits to be rewarded with both high social status and with 

thee benefits accruing to thee exercise of political power (Carrera Damas, 1986:105-107; Halperin 

Dongui,, 1993:74-76). 

Meanwhile,, the recently established republic was thoroughly ravaged, with many agrarian 

propertiess reduced to smoldering ashes and the state largely bankrupt under the heavy burden of 

ann oppressive international debt incurred during the course of the struggles (Bushnell, 1988:19; 

MalavéMalavé Mata, 1974:94-96). A case, in other words, of too many retainers for a social pie that was 

desperatelyy small, shrunk to a mere pittance as a result of the sheer, devastating violence of the 

precedingg years. The solution that under the prevailing circumstances was found in some ways 

recreatedd the situation immediately before the unleashing of the wars. After all those years when, 

interpelatedd by Bolivar and the leadership of the Independence armies, the popular masses had 

playedd intensely protagonist roles in the Independence struggles, the attempt was now made to in 

somee ways go back to the point of departure before any of that happened. Much like the "First," 

thee "Third Republic" that came into being headed by Paez in the wake of Bolivar's expulsion 

fromm Venezuela was also a highly restrictive polity, a 'civilian' republic to which many of the 

mainn factors responsible for the victory against Spain were largely barred access. Only that, 

regardlesss of the difficulties, this time the experiment would prove more lastingly successful 

(Barrios,, 1994:31-32, 35-35; Perez Vila, 1992d:56-69; Pino Iturrieta, 1993a: 103-112). 

II  can only summarily outline here how such an exclusionary feat was accomplished; in 

anyy case, beyond a few grand generalizations, the topic still awaits adequate treatment in the 

relevantt historiography. Suffice here to say that it was brought about through the alliance of Jose 
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Antonioo Péez, the main militar y leader  coming out of the wars of independence, and some of the 

mostt  prominent civilian factors, both local and foreign, of the Venezuelan postcolony. In the 

corsicorsi e ricorsi to which I, for  heuristic reasons, have reduced Venezuelan historicity—not without 

simplificationn but also, hopefully, not without some gains in understanding—the political settle-

mentt  reached in the decades immediately following the establishment of the nation is of signal 

significance.. After  the collapse of the "Firs t Republic"  in 1812 the "oligarqui a conservadora"  was 

thee first  lasting crystallization of the kind of socio-political order  that I, injecting some new 

meaningg on an already canonical expression, have called the "republi c of notables." 

Neverr  fully realized, as I have argued this sort of republic amounts to one of the two 

alternativee figures which, historically, the exercise of political power  has tended to assume in 

Venezuela.. A highly restrictive arrangement, what is distinctive of this form of regime is the 

existencee of a relatively autonomous and stable 'civi l society perpetuated and made possible, 

however,, by means of the most uncompromising exclusion of the vast majorities from the polity. 

Whil ee in such a "republic "  citizen's rights, intermediate forms of association between so called 

'public ''  and 'private' spheres, as well as relatively clear  rules of the game may be said to exist and 

evenn thriv e (Barrios, 1992:37-42; Galindo, 2000:5-8; Perez Vila, 1992d:59-60,63-69; Pino 

Iturrieta ,, 1993a: 105-108), all of this is not without considerable cost. Such as they are these 

"accomplishments,""  if given the circumstances one may still call them such, are only had on the 

basiss of the aforementioned exclusion from the polity whose boundaries, as a result, petrify as 

danger-zoness filled with fear  and subject to much policing. 

Muchh like the "firs t republic,"  yet with considerably greater  success, the "conservative 

oligarchy""  may be considered a notabiliary regime in the precise sense that I have just described. 

Too the point that perhaps no other  socio-political formation in Venezuela has ever  since 

embodiedd the principles of such a regime better. So much so that even nowadays Venezuelan 

historianss sometimes wax lyrical about the flourishing 'rights' and 'freedoms,' the robust press and 

publishingg activities, the new theaters, enlightened salons, or  the various civic associations of 

bothh an economic and a scientific nature said to have prospered in the first two decades after  the 

establishmentt  of Venezuela as an independent nation. 

Theree is no denying that, even if overblown, all these are considerable accomplishments, 
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especiallyy if one is talking about an ex-colonial backwater  just come out of the most devastating 

conflagrationn that one can possibly imagine. Nevertheless, to highlight the accomplishments 

whilee all along relatively downplaying the high costss that were clearly involved in securing them 

iss clearly obfuscating. Focusing on the tensions on the other  hand intimates a disturbing 

possibility,, i.e., that at least in places like Venezuela the complex of practices and institutions 

thatt  is generally known as 'civil society1 may have had a genealogy considerably more vexed and 

indirectt  than the realm of transparency that Habermas identifies as the birthplace of the construct. 

Regardlesss of what happened elsewhere, in Venezuela at least anything that one might wish to 

designatee with that name was born out of a highly opaque and antagonistic social field, and as the 

outcomee of a range of momentous exclusions which to this day inflect the sphere of civic rights, 

activitiess and associations with a grievous inheritance. 

Leavingg this aside for  the moment there is, however, something else to which I wish to 

calll  attention now. That is, that characterizing the "conservative oligarchy"  as a notabiliary 

regimee is also to say that as a matter  of constitutional design as well as in terms of its dominant, 

hegemonicc practices such a regime had all the trappings of a tightly sealed realm of representa-

tion.. In terms of the proposed theatrical paradigm, it resembled nothing more than a vast repub-

licann theater  within which the day's 'notables' took upon themselves the burdensome and densely 

ceremoniouss task of representing the 'nation' that was tightly kept outside the theater's walls. For 

alll  of the already given reasons what this actually meant was the ongoing restaging and 

performancee of those cameo-like scenes where the regime's notables proclaimed with their  very 

bodiess and gestures their  austere status as the republic's virtuous representatives. A matter, once 

again,, of monumentalizing the notables' selves as virtuous paragons of the community's Tjest 

self,, the exalted common ground where all the societal divisions that were pushed outside of the 

spheree of representation could be finally reconciled. 

Inn order  to be felicitous such an ongoing, obfuscating performance of course required that 

alll  those conflictual realities were safely kept from intrudin g in the sphere of political representa-

tion.. As much as with the first Venezuelan constitution from 1812, this requirement was firml y 

enshrinedd in the 1830 constitutional text that finally brought the nation into being as an 

independentt  entity. A hybrid of both centralist and federalist principles, in actuality the 1830 
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constitutionn asserted the hegemonic role of Caracas over  all of the new nation's other  provincial 

units.. By restricting the franchise to all but a narrow segment of the population in possession of 

bothh rents and property the text also, and from the perspective that interests us here this is its 

otherr  main characteristic, effectively barred the vast republican masses from political representa-

tionn by institutin g a two-tiered electoral system which restricted the voting population to the 

segmentt  of property-owners with some degree of education. Moreover, in order  to be an elector 

off  the second degree it was among other  things requisite to "have a profession or  useful industry 

thatt  produces 300 pesos or  an annual salary of 300 pesos. And thus the rents escalated according 

too category all the way up to deputy or  senator  (Barrios, 1994:35). Enshrined in the 1830 

constitutionall  text, both the dominant vocabularies of the nascent republic where the distinction 

betweenn 'civilization 1 and 'barbarism' was foundational, as well as a wide range of other  contem-

poraryy discursive and nondiscursive practices, indicate just how much the exclusion of the 

republicann masses was generally perceived and experienced from above as a matter  of life and 

deathh for  the polity. And yet all of the available evidence also clearly suggest how much also the 

emergentt  socio-political order  was a fragile construct, a fortress-like republic whose ramparts 

barelyy managed, and, then, only for  a while, against the popular  tide outside. 

Needlesss to say, neither  the hegemony of Caracas nor  the exclusion of the masses from 

thee emergent polity could have been accomplished solely by institutional fiat. To be successful, 

thee constitutional injunctions had to be backed by a set of institutional arrangements, which, 

moree or  less firml y in place, were capable of enforcing them, if necessary by force. It was the 

aforementionedd alliance between General Paez and the commercial and financial sectors of the 

nascentt  republic that laid the infrastructura l foundations of the emergent institutional edifice. 

Whil ee Péez brought to the alliance the necessary militar y force, as well as control over  the vast 

massess of 'llaneros' or  plainsmen that had made the bulk of the armies during the wars of 

independence,, the commercial and financial sectors contributed the economic resources that such 

aa force required to stay operative. 

Thee agreement reached by these two sectors inaugurated a lasting sociopolitical pattern 

that,, arguably, in some other  variant still nowadays informs the workings of the Venezuelan 

politicall  system. Namely, the establishment and consolidation of state-power on the basis of 
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resourcess drawn from the so-called external sector of the economy, where transnational interests 

aree largely prevalent, all in opposition to other groups and interests which, under the 

circumstances,, are unable to cash in on their constitutional foreignness. Metaphysics aside, the 

implicationss of this last, somewhat cryptic statement for the Venezuelan context of the first 

decadess after Independence are primarily double. First, that these relatively more subjugated 

sectorss were not nearly as localized and parroquial as conventional wisdom proclaims them to be, 

wee are already aware, for example, of the inherent mobility and endemic territorial displacements 

off  the Venezuelan postcolonial crowds, especially during the years of Independence. Yet, and 

thiss is the second implication, it is also true that largely for institutional reasons neither the 

massess nor the majority of landowners could capitalize on any such 'foreignness' as easily or 

effectivelyy as both the state and the commercial/financial sectors of the economy were clearly 

capablee of doing. Beyond the platitudes of a certain nationalism this later capability may just 

amountt to a historically particular inflection of the foundational role that foreignness always has 

forr the polity, of the fact, in other words, that as the fijians so well knew, like so many other 

thingss state-power also "comes from outside" (Sahlins, 1985:73). 

II  wil l allude to this issue in chapter nine, when I address the role of Bolivar as Great 

Legislator.. For now let me just say that since the time of Independence and continuing a pattern 

thatt was already well established during the colony, the commercial and financial sectors have 

beenn either in the hands of foreigners, or, if not, of locals with well established transnational 

connections.. With the breakdown of Spanish domination, this long-standing pattern would 

undergoo considerable modification as the new nation began trading without intermediaries with 

thee Atlantic world. The Spanish out of the way, this meant the arrival in Venezuela of slews of 

merchants,, mostly of British, Dutch, Italian, French and German origin, who set commercial 

houses,, often with headquarters in Europe, along the new nation's coastline. Besides acting as the 

hubb of a relatively significant flow of commodities coming in and out of the nation, these houses 

amountedd to something like financial institutions in circumstances where, partly but not only due 

too the endemic crises provoked by the wars, currency was chronically scarce (Cartay, 1988:247-

248;; for a somewhat different view see Harwich Vallenilla, 1998:611-613). Positioned at the 

hingee between the flow of commodities coming in and out of the nation, the commercial houses 
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weree able to reap great benefits both from the control of the import/export business, as well as 

fromfrom  the financing of agricultural and cattle production at high rates of interest"  (Cartay, 

1988:249). . 

Itt  was these sectors that became Paez's natural allies in a constellation of power  where the 

ownerss of the agricultural haciendas at best occupied a secondary, subordinate role. On account 

off  their  role as intermediaries between the local and the global economies, during the nineteenth 

centuryy the foreign commercial houses became the most powerful sector  of the national 

economy,, controlling the wholesale trade and the incipient and speculative market of capitals 

(ibid).. Under  the circumstances, the backing of the commercial/financial elites was a formidable 

assett  for  the regime. It , for  example, allowed the Paez regime to maintain a relatively well-staffed 

andd equipped army kept in a constant state of readiness and alert. Although quite small, and, 

hence,, not capable of asserting complete monopoly over  the use of violence, nevertheless such an 

armyy could be counted on for  suppressing dissent whenever  it flared up in either  of the different 

provincess resentful of Caracas' hegemony. In any case counting on such a permanent army came 

handyy to the regime in its attempt to preserve some kind of hegemonic control over  a situation 

wheree the existence of personal armies remained a pervasive feature all throughout the nineteenth 

centuryy and way until the beginning of the twentieth. While in such a predicament the regime 

wass necessarily committed to a politics of constant negotiation and to the patient crafting of 

precariouss alliances with the different regional powers, the fact that in the last resort it could 

appeall  to the selective use of militar y force was far  from insignificant. Access to resources and 

fundingg also allowed Paez and the other  officers which rose to power  with him—all of which by 

thee way became, especially P£ez himself, large agrarian landowners thereby inaugurating a long 

lastingg pattern of agrarian land concentration under  the umbrella of the state that stands in strike 

contrastt  with the colonial situation addressed in chapter  three-to maintain relatively vast follow-

ingss of retainers glued together  through different forms of patronage (Frankel, 1992:133). 

Inn very broad strokes these, then, were the institutional arrangements which, at least for  a 

while,, enabled the Paez regime to keep the forces of federalism more or  less at bay while 

excludingg vast sectors from the polity, including the postcolonial masses, and, often, the land-

ownerss themselves who by and large were allowed littl e access to direct political power. These 
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arrangementss were supplemented by other  means among which the constitution of a highly 

exclusionaryy political system where the main offices where rotated among members of the 

dominantt  sector  figured prominently. This meant that even if elections were conducted regularly, 

byy and large these were processes where thee rulin g interests, often organized as family clans, 

monopolisticallyy controlled relatively vast voting blocs by means of radiating networks of 

patron-clientt  relations. Which, of course, meant that for  quite a while all elections where rigged 

fromfrom  the beginning in favor  of one or  another  member of the rulin g oligarchy, leaving littl e room 

forr  anything remotely resembling a real alternation of power. In other  words, while the names 

somewhatt  changed the structure of power  remained relatively intact (Navas Blanco, 1993:44, 

123-129;;  Pino Iturrieta , 1993a: 104-105; Villanueva, 1992:35, 81, 113). This all would be true 

evenn if, as Navas Blanco has argued, the "predetermination"  of voters' preferences was 

contingentt  on the relative rationalit y of an electoral system the workings of which went beyond 

thee mere expression of existing factors of power  (Navas Blanco, 1993:13-27). 

Amongg the panoply of supplementary means mention also should be made of the 

widespreadd use of punitive measures such as executions or  the routine use of physical punish-

ment,, both of which were sanctioned by laws and regulations that were passed by the regime 

itself.. In this connection the issuing of legislation that punished crimes against property with an 

extraordinaryy severity was of considerable importance for  the regime's perpetuation (Barrios, 

1994:35;;  Pino Iturrieta , 1993a: 104-105). Yet beyond its immediate effects of somewhat co-

ntrollin gg discrete situations by instillin g fear, by and large such legislation together  with the 

panoplyy of punitive measures routinely deployed by the regime utterly failed in its long term goal 

off  arresting a labor  force whose disconcerting spatial mobility was a constant source of social 

disquiett  and unrest, as well as a grave impediment to the smooth operation of the economy. 

Consideredd all together  these, then, were the uncertain institutional grounds on which the regime 

off  the "conservative oligarchy"  for  a while precariously rested. As I will suggest, they were also 

thee conflictual faultlines along which a nascent opposition would organize itself, eventually 

stagingg a momentous challenge to the established order  of things. 

Al ll  of this is not, however, to say that the "Conservative Oligarchy"  was a period of 

unmitigatedd peace and tranquility . It was not. There is enough information in the archives 
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suggestingg the existence of considerable popular  unrest during the entire period. As Barrios puts 

it,, during this time 

guerrillass of mulattoes, zambos, ruined agriculturalists, slaves and emancipated slaves 

routinelyy assaulted townships and haciendas: only of slaves there is sure information 

concerningg some 145 rebellions during the oligarchical period (Barrios, 1994:35-36 - my 

translation). . 

Byy and large, however, and beyond occasional references, with the exception of a few marxist 

historianss which usually subsume it with one or  another  all-encompassing teleological 

frameworkframework  all of this ferment has not found its way on the pages of most historical accounts of 

thee period. As the author  also remarks, 

littl ee mention is generally made of the popular  sector. Both in contemporary accounts and 

inn later  historical renditions the "mass"  seems to be the absolute "other,"  the ignored 

"dar kk side"  which apparently does not weigh significantly on the course of the events 

(ibid:35). . 

Oftenn combined with these insistent flarin g of popular  unrest, another  ongoing source of 

tensionn was the recurrent expression of federalist tendencies in all the different provinces during 

thee entire period between 1830 and 1859 over  which the powerful figure of Paez cast a hugely 

largee shadow. These tendencies were never  completely suppressed during the wars of Indepen-

dence,, even if the needs of the struggle somewhat led to the subordination of all expressions of 

differencee and particularit y to the dictates of a unified leadership. Although this meant that 

duringg that time Bolfvar  's centralist grip over  the struggle for  the most part went unabated, the 

armiess for  independence nevertheless remained organized mostly along regional lines and under 

militar yy leaders that although subordinate to him drew their  power  from and were firml y rooted 

inn the different provincial realities (Lombardi, 1982:130-133). 

Whenn Venezuela finally became an independent nation, for  a while the forces of 

federalismm led a somewhat mute, subterranean existence until finally exploding in broad daylight 
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inn 1835, during the so-called "Revolution de las Reformas."  Suppressed by the Paez regime 

throughh the use of relatively lenient methods including selective banishments and the suspension 

off  death sentences (Lynch, 1992:208-209; Banko, 1992:387), this movement was headed by ex-

militar yy leaders from the wars of independence that had served under  Bolivar  and were now 

disgruntledd by what they saw as a total lack of official acknowledgement for  all the merits that 

theyy had accumulated during the struggle as well as, more generally, by the "loss of militar y 

privilegess and reduction of the size of the armies"  (Safford, 1985:378) during the first 

governmentt  of Paez (Deas, 1985:523; Pino Iturrieta , 1993b:51). Another  crucial complaint had to 

doo with the regime's relatively unavowed yet not for  that less real centralist inclinations and 

tendencies.. In the view of the rebels, thinly disguised by a constitutional charter  that was a hybrid 

off  both federalist and centralist principles, in actuality the Paez regime was steadily advancing 

thee interests of Caracas over  those of all the other  provinces (Banko, 1996:101-142; Pino 

Iturrieta ,, 1993b:51). 

Itt  is not coincidental if the period's considerable turmoil has been largely suppressed from 

mostt  canonical accounts: at least for  a large number  of contemporary Venezuelan historians the 

"conservativee oligarchy"  is still tantamount to a lost civilian arcadia, a relatively prosperous state 

off  grace where citizens' rights reigned supreme and from which the nation eventually fell pre-

ciselyy due to the masses*  anarchic interventions at the hands of unscrupulous politicians. Need-

lesss to say, such a rosy picture is jeopardized if, beyond passing reference, the period's consider-

ablee civic achievements were shown to have existed in tension with an endemic social ferment 

whosee ongoing suppression was these achievements' unstated yet crucially enabling precondition, 

which,, of course, is precisely what I have been doing in the last few pages. In other  words, 

undoingg the gentle topos of an uneventful Arcadia by insisting, with Barrios, on the "relative , 

tense,, preinsurrectional"  character  of the "peace"  (Barrios, 1994:36) that many historians have 

singledd out as one of those aspects of the "conservative oligarchy"  that is more worthy of 

celebration.. This as an apposite backdrop against which the significance of the various 

monumentalizingg practices which during this regime coalesced as an enduring form of 

governmentalityy may be properly gauged. 

Againstt  such a backdropp the grandiose, monumentalizing poses and attitudes to which the 
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notabless of the "conservative oligarchy"  were so given appear  for  what they were: compulsive, 

everr  more flamboyant iterations of the foundational scenes where they bring the republican order 

intoo being by calling attention to their  monumentalized selves as this order's shared yet ultimately 

unstablee ground. Beyond the sheer  use of force or  of relations of patronage that, for  reasons that 

weree given before, were in the end unreliable, shaky as it was such a 'ground' was the only one 

thatt  under  the circumstances was available. To monumentalize themselves was, in other  words, 

thee ever  reiterated one-single-shot possibility which the notables had of creating the appearance 

off  order  while, at least momentarily, arresting the mobility of the masses and the maddening 

tendencyy which they have of usurping all roles and identities amidst relentless nomadism and 

violence.. In order  to give an idea of the means whereby the 'tribunes' of the 'Conservative 

Oligarchy''  (precariously) accomplished such a remarkable feat, as well as of the lasting 

consequencess that, up to the very present, such an accomplishment has had for  the political 

imaginaryy of the nation I now must move to the next chapter  of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTERR EIGHT 

SCENESS OF THE IMAGINARY : I/TH E FRAGIL E COLLECTIO N 

Thee significance of continuously appealing to the kind of self-monumentalizing practices with 

whichh I ended the previous chapter may be more readily apprehended when one considers that, 

availablee elsewhere, another possible complementary strategy was foreclosed in Venezuela. That 

is,, the circumstances of the postcolony were such that the social order was prevented from 

generatingg Lacoue-Labarthe's "encyclopedia of workers" as the panoply of authorized identities 

too which members of the wider population could be more or less lastingly pinned down. So 

fundamentall  was the requirement of barring the masses access to the polity that not even for 

reasonss of social control could the postcolonial Venezuelan state generate positive models of 

identificationn for the vast majorities. Vis-a-vis the masses the only possible attitude was one of 

uncompromisingg exclusion enforced, whenever necessary, by the relentless use of violence. 

StrategiesStrategies of disappearance 

Al ll  of this is, of course, to say that the polity was maintained through the ongoing recre-

ationn of the constitutive split that demarcated it from an engulfing, threatening outside constantly 

keptt at bay. Hence why in the pages of the "first costumbrismo" the popular masses insist as a 

theaterr of imprecise shadows, a rapid procession of vague forms where no figure succeeds in 

delineatingg itself against the diffuse background terror and the enveloping stench. Chaotic scenes 

off  filthy marketplaces or of riotous popular gatherings where all rules of decorum are flaunted, 

thesee are some of the preeminent ways in which the crowds were represented in this early litera-

ture.. As for the rest, I have already mentioned that these crowd-scenes were the unseemly 
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backgroundd against which the negative exemplars of the "firs t costumbrismo"  took singular 

shapes. . 

That,, for  the most part, all these elite negative types were emblematic of varieties of 

consumeristt  behavior  which this literatur e subjected to considerable censoring and ridicul e is not 

ass surprising as it mayy first  appear. As I have mentioned the "conservative oligarchy"  issued, as a 

regime,, from the alliance of the state with the commercial sectors of the economy. Among other 

thingss what this meant is that, at least from the year  1839 on with the increase in Venezuelan 

exportss (Rodriguez Campos, 1992:766) the nation became increasingly awash in commodities, 

soo to speak flooded by a growing stream of imports amidst which all viable forms of authority, 

mostt  notably, those of the nascent post-colonial state, threatened to capsize. Although covering a 

widee spectrum including first-necessity products, at least in places like Caracas and in some of 

thee other  provincial capitals a sizeable proportion of all the imports was taken-up by luxury-items 

including,, for  example, a wide spectrum of fashionable clothing from both England, and, 

primarily ,, France as well as all kinds of expensive wines and liquors. Writin g at around the turn 

off  the nineteenth century in Paris José Mari a de Rojas looks back precisely to 1839, which 

accordingg to the contemporary historian Rodriguez Campos is when the Venezuelan exports 

startedd to rise in the international market, as the year  when a "ceaseless"  flood of imported 

commoditiess and "foreign"  usages began flooding the nation. Rojas saw the development with 

considerablee apprehension as itself responsible for  having brought ruin to the nation's 

"patriarcha ll  costumes,"  "filia l harmony,"  and austere "religiosity, "  (Rojas, 1963:174). According 

too him, it was to blame for  no lesser  sin than having replaced the chaste dyadic love of the past 

forr  the promiscuous "triangula r  intentions"  and desires of the present (ibid: 175). 

Inn some ways this conservative writer  may have been for  the wrong reasons in some ways 

rightright  since whoever  says fashion and expensive consumption-habits is also speaking of a desiring 

subjectt  eager  to adopt an ever  expanding range of commodities that, in principle, is as infinit e as 

thiss subject's abiding lack. And, as one would expect, gnawed by his or  her  "triangular "  mimetic 

desiress in his shopping-spree such a subject is relatively impervious to the solicitations of politi -

call  power. Especially, I might add, to those of a recently established postcolonial state still strug-

glingg to make ends meet under  the weight of a burdensome international debt with England 
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contractedd during the wars of Independence (Bushnell, 1993:19; Malavé Mata, 1974:94) and bent 

onn imposing central authority over  a resilient nation where the passions of federalism and of 

warrin gg populations not yet by any means weaned from their  role in the recent independence 

struggless ran high. Hence the critical focus of this early literatur e on all sorts of characters, from 

gamblerss and dandies to annoyingly fickle young ladies, portrayed as negativee emblems of the 

kindd of disorderly consumerist behavior  that was perceived as threatening. 

Att  first sight it would seem paradoxical to characterize costumbrista writing s as a practice 

off  governmentality which, in spite of all its hardcore anti-consumerist instincts, was nevertheless 

consubstantiall  to a kind of regime for  which consumption and commerce were clearly so crucial. 

Whenn looked at closer  the paradox, however, dissolves. The targeting of these practices simply 

speakss to the fact that, no matter  how closely related, the state and the economy, government and 

commercee are never  quite the same. While pursuing different goals, they both answer  to 

somewhatt  different constraints. What may be good for  the economy is not necessarily so for  the 

state.. While the economy thrives in constant, ceaseless mutation, on the changeability of a 

desiringg self capable of acquiring an unstoppable flow of commodities just as he or  she eagerly 

adoptss an endless series of roles, the state thrives on self-identity and autochthony. In this light 

thee negative exemplars of the "firs t costumbrismo"  may be regarded as attempts to symbolically 

controll  this mutabilit y by bringing it under  some principl e of political authority capable of setting 

limit ss to its capricious, destabilizing wanderings. 

Whatt  was just said should suggest that between mimesis and the economy the 

overlappingss and crossings are more than haphazard. In other  words, it is not by chance that the 

mimeticc crisis of the final days of the colony and the years of the Independence struggles went 

alongg with a steadily increasing flow of commodities, the intensity of which kept in constant 

crescendo.. As was indicated in a previous chapter, already during the final decades of the colony 

andd as a result of Venezuela's economic success an ever  wider  variety of commodities reached 

thee Venezuelan coasts, brought in not just through the authorized channels but by a myriad of 

smugglingg operations which consistently eluded the colonial authorities. The situation could not 

butt  intensify with Independence and Venezuela's incorporation into the North Atlanti c world 

withoutt  anymore having to go through Spain. Added to the considerable internal economic 
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activity,, the irrigatio n of the local economic circuits by an intense flow of imported commodities 

clearlyy belies the image, still widespread among historians, of nineteenth century Venezuela as an 

enclosedd autarchic domain ruled by primitiv e caudillos surrounded by armies of ignorant 

peasants.. If such an image was never  true of the colony, especially not of its final decades, even 

lesss can it be said to correspond to nineteenth-century Venezuela. And once one admits that as a 

resultt  of various factors the internal market was considerably more differentiated than is usually 

allowed,, the suspicion that as Macolm Deas says local politics and social dynamics was presided 

overr  by forces far  more complex than the proverbial "caudillos of the Anglo-Saxon imagination" 

beginss to take shape (Deas, 1985:670). But leaving that aside, I wish to call attention here to a 

differentt  issue. That is, that even if I have focused my discussion of the post-independence 

mimeticc crisis on the political terrain, in terms of the momentous consequences brought about by 

thee disappearance of the king, the just mentioned overlappings between mimesis and the 

economyy suggest that something else was also crucially at stake. 

Namelyy a growing flow of commodities which interacted in powerful ways with the crisis 

off  the monarchy to stimulate the unleashing of a mimetic subject which, caught in an irrepressi-

blee metonymie sliding, dwelled as part of the crowds in the newly opened horizontal spaces that 

hadd been vacated by the king's untimely disappearance. One does not need to adjudicate on 

whichh came first , politics or  the economy, the crisis of the monarchy or  the overall 

commodificationn of sociality to discern here the stirring s of the kind of "economimesis"  that 

Derridaa talks about, and according to which between the movements of the economy and the 

mimetic,, metonymie slidings of the subject the connections are far  from extrinsic (Derrida, 

1981:3-4).. Always ahead of any political solicitations, as headless circulation such an 

economimesiseconomimesis is always already doing away with the king's head, in other  words decapitating him 

iff  by that one understands dispensing with any stable heading or  constituted principl e of political 

authority .. As, once again, Lacoue-Labarthe puts it 

mimesiss has always been an economic problem; it is the problem of economy. From the 

veryy moment that money intervenes, there is generalized depropriation, the risk of a 

polytechnicc or  of an uncontrollable polyvalence, the exacerbation of desire, the appetite 
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forr possession, the triggering of rivalry and hatred. In fact, almost 'Capital'; and the entire 

politicall  orthopedics has finally no other object than to reduce (economically) this 

senselesss expense of the proper that comes along with the "general" economy," that is, the 

mimeticc economy (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998:124). 

Confrontedd with this "catastrophic" economy, the oligarchic regime only had a few ways 

off  dealing with it, all of which combined violence and representation in variable ways. For 

reasonss having to do with Venezuela's postcolonial predicament, the established order was 

largelyy incapable of incorporating the masses into the polity by, for example, codifying and 

authorizingg a panoply of relatively stable, homespun identities which in their daily dealings the 

vastt majorities could somewhat come to recognize as their own. Prevented from ruling over and 

activelyy fostering the constitution of any well-articulated civil society, which, under the circum-

stances,, could only have posed the most severe threats to the state, the "entire political orthope-

dics""  of the regime followed the exact opposite tack. That is, bereft of the capacity of shaping 

citizenss the ruling governmentality became thoroughly invested in disarticulating any 

autonomouss expression of citizenship and civility , actively short-circuiting any positive identi-

ficationss from happening in the realm of the social. 

Anotherr way of saying this is that the republican order that was emergent from 

independencee thrived on ineffability and violence. While, elsewhere, the workings of the polity 

moree closely approximate what Lacoue-Labarthe says of an "entire political orthopedics" being 

aimedd at reducing any "senseless," untoward excess, in Venezuela the situation was, and, in 

manyy ways to this day continues to be somewhat more complicated. It is indeed the case that, 

sincee the start of the nation, there the realm of government and of the state has been in many re-

spectss presided over by a 'politics of exemplarity' often-going haywire. This is, of course, to say 

thatt considerable energies are ongoingly invested in the orthopedic task of moulding the heroic, 

virtuouss exemplars with which everyone should identify, thereby adjusting their everyday 

behaviorss to what these authoritative models ideally prescribe. 

Butt these "exemplary models" are indeed forbiddingly so. Not your regular guys, these 

noblee characters are personified, lofty heroic compendiums of an entire art of government, 

which,, by definition, common citizens can only approximate from an ultimately unbridgeable 
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distance.. As the monumentalized, statuesque walking embodiments of state authority, these 

exemplaryy characters are compressed, pompous encapsulations of all the excesses and 

solemnitiess of rule. In some ways, it is true, the generality of citizens do model themselves after 

thesee lofty exemplars, gesticulating and walking around as miniaturized replicas of their 

oversized,, heroic originals. Yet there is a highly self-reflexive component to such modeling. It is 

ass if, all along, being reflexively aware of the gap between presumed •originals' and 'copies' was 

itselff intrinsic to the performance, the ingredient without which it could not be successfully 

pulled-off.. As one would expect, the outcome of such reflexivity is that at no moment is the 

subjectt really able to call the adopted model his or her own, the 'natural' manifestation or outward 

expressionn of what he or she 'really' is, of his or her "own" inner subjectivity. 

Onn the contrary, such a subject is forever explicitly caught in theatrical specularity. 

Theoreticallyy this is, of course, true of subjects everywhere. In Venezuela however such a theat

ricalrical specularity is, if I dare say, more reflexively assumed, with everyone somehow aware of 

theirr monumentalized public selves as make-believe artifacts, prostheticc attachments which 

everyonee wears on and off for each other while signaling their status as so many mere-copies of a 

feww larger-than-life originals. Beyond all apparent bravado, however, whenever it flares up out of 

thee easy self-mockery, disconcerting fluidity and sensuous bodilyness that is the hallmark of 

Caribbeann sociality, such make-believe performances are ways of showing allegiance. It is as if 

byy suddenly raising the voice while assertively stomping one's right foot on the ground, head 

sharplyy thrown forward and a straight finger slicing the air in what, always, is a gesture of 

supremee tribunal authority, the subject brought the entire state to bear on the everyday. Yet for a 

feww moments only. Not before long such figures will dissolve, the subject once again returning to 

hiss or her endemic ineffability, the baroque flow of things which is the nation's customary being 

andd which any monumentalizing pose only momentarily halts.23 

Thee state that is so flashingly contrived out of the everyday is, I should add, itself always 

embodiedd in one or another exemplary, monumentalized figure. Regardless of hyperbolically 

23.. Salsa also has these split seconds of freezing when, much like living-monuments, the dancers halt each other 
interruptingg the flow of thee dancing in a moment of undecidability that heightens the excitement. 
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self-assertivee gestures like the one above, at least explicitly vis-a-vis such a personified state the 

onlyy possible attitude is one of guarded subservience and devotion, something that somewhat 

paradoxicallyy but nonetheless quite effectively the subject's statuesque performance does not 

ceasee to proclaim.24 Among others things, through monumentalizing gestures like the one above 

subjectss publicly declare that regardless of everyday appearances their own humanity is pledged 

elsewhere,, somehow belongs to and draws validation from some absent, higher sphere of 

personalizedd power and authority. A realm of transcendence that, paradoxically as it may seem, 

suchh subjects somehow embody and reflect by means of their very "own" seemingly self-

assertivee behaviors. 

"Tirarr laparada," meaning something like "staging a halting," or, less literally, "striking a 

pose""  by bringing everything including oneself to a freezing halt this largely untranslatable 

everydayy expression which Venezuelans use in the most varied occasions adequately renders in 

wordss the above impromptu performance. It alludes to those situations when someone interrupts 

thee baroque flow of everyday sociality and appearances, freezing suddenly to take on the austere 

rigidityy of a neoclassical monument. With connotations of intense make-believe, such freezing 

performancess are ways of luring an opponent into thinking that somehow real force ominously 

lurkss behind one's own imposing monumentalized words, appearance and demeanor. Theatrical 

parr excellence, even in self-mockery the act of "tirar la parada" somehow iterates the scene of 

tribuness staring straight into an audience, as they are about to lay down the law. Always uncertain 

aboutt the actual force that he or she can actually muster to do that, all that in these situations the 

subjectt can be certain about, the only asset with which he or she doubtlessly counts and is 

somewhatt recklessly willin g to exploit is his propped-up, monumentalized appearance as the 

meansmeans to create the illusion of force. Or, at the very least, a situation of tense uncertainty when 

withh everyone and everything including the main actors momentarily frozen in a tableaux-vivant 

24.. At least explicitly because, as I have suggested in a previous chapter, implicitly there is much more going on with 
sceness of subjection like the just alluded one being traversed by playfulness and considerable undercurrents of kinky, 
libidinouss energy moving between the 'exemplar1 and his or her copies. 
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thee uneasy thought of what now crosses everyone's mind. 

Yett  in line with the present argument it may be said that if the "Thir d Republic"  was at all 

aa notabiliary regime this is because the imposing figure of the notable presided not just over  the 

spheree of political representation but also over  a whole range of the so-called intermediate 

institutionss and associations of the time. According to this in all its medallion-like appearance, 

suchh as it was such a figure would have left its imprin t on the period's economic, scientific or 

literar yy associations, no less than on the existing salons, local newspapers or  on all the available 

institutionss of learning. While this is certainly true, it is important not to turn this figure into the 

expressionn of a differentiated civil society. Not so much the representation of a certain category 

off  subjects or, even less, as a singular  individual , whenever  he made an appearance for  the most 

partt  the notable did so as the embodiment of an abstract function of government. Therefore any 

singularizingg trait s enabling observers to tell notables apart from each other  identifying them as, 

forr  example, academic, lawyers, journalists or  bankers were and in some ways even nowadays 

continuee to be largely overshadowed by these noble characters' abstract exchangeability as the 

embodimentt  of the virtuous laws of the republic. 

25.. The global media has recently transmitted everywhere images of a singularly extraordinary instance of the kind of 
publicc behavior that I am struggling to evoke here. Intending to force President Hugo Chavez out of power, in the last 
feww months a group of high ranking officers have permanently installed themselves in one of the city's main public 
squaress in what, surely, must count as one of the most extraordinary instances of "tirar la parada" in the entire history of 
thee republic. With no real power inside the army with which to back their actions, as it turned out the only resource on 
whichh these generals could really count for achieving their goal was their own imposing public appearances of fully 
uniformedd and decorated generals heroically declaring before die large audiences which, day after day, for a while 
assembledd in Üie square. A media-circus, as one would have expected from die absence of any real power to back the 
performancee over time the whole event has lost much of its initial luster and appeal. After die initial excitement, the 
squaree has increasingly become more depleted with the mycrophone-encircled generals talking to emptying auditoriums 
inn a scene that grows melancholy by Üie day. In any case, occasionally hinting at a power which, as it turned out, never 
materialized,, the generals' excessive, solipsistic performance suggests someüüng about the sheer citational force that 
certainn inaugural scenes have for the constitution of public authority in Venezuela, Üie ability such citations have of 
spinningg on their owm way beyond any plausible contexts. Everything was as if Üie generals had been listening too much 
too a famous song from Üie Cuban revolution, another place mat in its own way is also imbued with the kind of heroic 
exemplarityy that is so much a pan-Caribbean inheritance. Its main repeated phrase insistentiy proclaiming "llego el 
Comandantee y mando a parar" (the commander arrived ordering everything to halt), this song alludes to Üie times when 
Fidell  entered Havana at Üie head of a large rebel army, thus pressumably putting a stop to the corruption mat was 
widespreadd in the Batista regime. The Caracas' generals also aimed at such a generalized halting, only that carried away 
byy their enthusiasm they forgot Üie part about the army. It is possible that this sort of forgetting has become more 
commonn in these highly mediatized times, where Venezuela's tribunal tradition finds on TV screens and radio transmis-
sionss a fertile ground where to expand and develop on its own, away from any narrowly defined contexts of power. 
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Thiss means that telling notables apart from each other  was a hard thing to do: beyond 

minorr  differences in some ways their  ponderous appearances were so many equivalent ways of 

bringingg the state in all its crushing, overbearing solemnity to bear  on the everyday. It also means 

thatt  so-called intermediate institutions were largely not really so but the expression of a certain 

formm of government, a notabiliary one, the means whereby the rulin g governmentality gained a 

holdd in social life subjecting it to its imperious, somewhat despotic logic. In this respect all these 

institutions''  belabored theatricality, the insistence with which they ceremoniously staged their 

presumedd goals, were in effect means of letting everyone know that, above anything else, it was 

state-powerr  that which in very case was most crucially at stake. In other  words, it was always a 

matterr  of letting the state shine right  through all these institutions' cumbersome ceremonial 

gadgetry.. As a result, beyond anything else, for  example disserting about some new scientific 

discoveryy from Europe or  some abstruse point of theology were primaril y ways of publicly 

assertingg the might and the right of the notabiliary state through the speaker's very own public 

bodilyy appearance, gestures and overall demeanor. 

Ass for  the rest incarnated in a few exemplary figures or  representatives such a state, for 

reasonss that already have been given, actively conspired to maintain the entire nation in a state of 

constantt  formlessness, forever  in wait of its demiurgic dictates to fall into some kind of 

recognizablee shape. As I have mentioned the regime's 'politic s of exemplarity', the entire body of 

governmentall  practices, thrived on violence and ineffability . Yet the implications were different 

dependingg on whether  it was the masses that the regime wanted to interpellate or  the more afflu-

entt  sectors of the society. With regard to the postcolonial crowds, the mentioned impossibility of 

incorporatingg them to the polity meant that not even for  the purpose of reducing the masses' 

mimeticc violence could the state sanction and authorize a panoply of identities that could serve as 

thee positive models with which, much like Lacoue-Labarthe's "encyclopedia of workers,"  the 

memberss of the crowd could identify, thus becoming singular  citizens beholden to the state. Vis-

a-viss the crowds, a kind of awful ineffabilit y was the only representational option that was avail-

ablee to the regime. 

Hencee why, as a dichotomy, not just in Venezuela but all over  nineteenth century Latin 

Americaa the pair  'civilization ' and 'barbarism' played such a ubiquitously organizing role in 
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contemporaryy discourses, from literatur e and politics to a wide range of civic and educational 

manuals.. Not so much, as is often argued, because compared with their  enlightened rulers the 

massess were too backward and archaic but, rather, for  the exact opposite reason. That is, because 

theyy were too modern, too possessed of the revolutionary ideals of freedom and equality for  the 

regimess that were emergent from the devastating wars of independence to be capable of granting 

themm the place that they so vociferously claimed as their  own. Rabble, hordes, riotous crowds, 

stinkingg agglomerations of libidinous bodies: these were some of the ways in which the 

postcoloniall  crowds were commonly represented at the time. All of them amounted to so many 

strategiess of disappearance, ways of decreeing the masses into non-existence, or, at the most, into 

somee kind of semi-existence where, as in some poorly-li t purgatory, they would wait for  a while 

untill  the state eventually rescued them into the promised land of citizenship. 

Ass the genre's most explicitly charged with representing the nation, the "firs t 

constumbrismo""  was perhaps the site were the disappearance not just of the masses but of the 

wholee nation itself was most thoroughly staged. I have talked of costumbrismo as the discursive 

contextt  where the regime's tribunes looked back, staring straight at the nation; if this was so, then 

tellingg from the tendency which everything national had of dissolving when looked at by these 

imposingg characters these tribunes must have had laser-rays in their  eyes. With regard to the 

massess their  discursive disappearance, the representational ineffabilit y in which they were kept 

byy this stately gaze was the reverse side of the violence that was routinely practiced against them. 

Ineffability ,, in other  words, was the representational equivalent of the brutal maimings, killing s 

andd persecutions to which the masses were constantly exposed whenever  patronage broke down. 

Ass a form of violence in its own right  that presupposed all these other, closely related forms of 

violence,, such a representational ineffabilit y was one of the means used by the state to halt the 

massess at the doors of citizenship, of keeping them forever  barred from the republican theater. 

Butt  such a violent representational politics was not the only modality of disappearance, 

whichh the early costumbrismo practiced insistently. Not just the postcolonial crowds, but also the 

mostt  affluent sectors of society were subjected to a kind of disappearance of their  own by this 

literature.. Thus, one way in which the insistence in so many costumbrista writing s on represent-

ingg the habits and tastes of this class as a gallery of negative exemplars can be interpreted is as a 
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wayy of inducing disappearance. Paraded in this literatur e as models with which everyone should 

att  all times refrain from identifying, these negative exemplars were agents of spiritualization. 

Theyy operated as sites where the readership of the genre was induced to shed their  bodilyness 

turnin gg into a disembodied assembly of spirits eager  to absorb the •civilizing' lessons of the 

narrator.. Incapable of eluding the fact that no matter how much effort was made to ban it from 

thee polity, mimesis nevertheless returned within its very walls this time in the form of all sorts of 

elitee consumerist behaviors, costumbrismo could not shy away from the demands of exemplarity. 

Onlyy that the gallery of exemplars that this literature came up with were thoroughly negative, the 

loathsomee models that citizens should refrain from copying rather than the exemplarss with which 

theyy ought to identify in their way to a virtuous existence. 

Muchh like acid plates, these negative exemplars remind me of the fable of homecoming 

thatt Svetlana Boym tells at the beginning of her recent book on nostalgia, where an old man 

terriblyy burns his face when washing it on the chemically polluted waters of a river from an 

imaginaryy homeland (Boym, 2001:Xm). So too with the negative exemplars of the early 

costumbristaa writings. These negative models did not afford any homecoming to the subject. Not 

providingg any homespun identities to the mimetic subject, such negative plates were there to scar 

andd burn anyone wanting to catch their own reflection in their mirroring surfaces. It was not just, 

then,, the postcolonial crowds but the entire world of the elites that was marked for disappearance 

byy this early literature. Of it one may very well say that it constituted the gaze of the state as the 

standpointt from which the nation constantly dissolved, thereby implicitly reifying this state as the 

solee solid reality, a powerful torch of light in a lightless, shadowy world. 

Compelledd for generic reasons to deal with the nation, the early costumbrismo in other 

wordss thoroughly dissolved it while constituting its readership into a nationless assembly of 

disembodiedd souls forever focused on the state, or, more precisely, on its "virtuous" 

representativess gesturing at them on the stage of the polity. One way of putting this is that in so 

summarilyy disposing of the nation, this early genre paved the way for the other governmental 

practicess to in some ways forget all about it while reifying the state in the figure of the nation's 

exemplaryy representatives as the sole reality worthy of the citizens' enduring love and devotion. I 

cannott go here into all the myriad shapes that, over time, this reification has taken and which in 
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thee last decades of the nineteenth century achieved singularly extravagant proportions. These 

includee the innumerable photographic portrai t galleries figurin g row after  row of mustached 

notables,, apotheosis where, of all things, right  on the very stage of one or  another  theater  the 

bustss of some of these notables were unveiled before clapping audiences, the tableaus-vivants 

wheree emblematic scenes from historical paintings were routinely represented on the stage of the 

locall  theaters, or  the profusion of funerary crowns and presentation-cards where the iconography 

andd deeds of one or  another  illustriou s male were either  discursively sculpted, iconically dis-

playedd or  both, as was often the case. 

Al ll  these monumentalizing practices took an extraordinary impetus towards the end of the 

nineteenthh century, especially during the Guzman regime but also in its wake (Silva Beauregard, 

1993:43-79).266 It was also during that regime that all the monumentalized figures of the 

republic'ss tribunes first tightly collected under  the imposing shadow of "Bolivar, "  whose cult was 

startedd precisely by that very regime during the 1870s. For  that reason, I will briefly refer  to them 

againn in the next chapter  dealing precisely with "  Bolivar"  as the dead returning megastar  under 

whosee shadow the entire republic has, since then, more or  less tightly collected. For  now I will 

justt  focus briefly on two of the sites, historiography and the theater, where during the oligarchical 

periodd the imaginary scene which I address in this section of a 'republic of notables' was most 

diligentlyy crafted and displayed. Itself produced and sustained by myriad representational 

practices,, in this 'scene' the republic is pictured as a virtuous polity held together  by the words, 

gesturess and deeds of a collection of notables which, embodying the 'general will' , are the new 

nation'ss representatives. Even if not without challenges this imaginary 'scene' presided over  the 

entiree oligarchical period and increasingly with more difficultie s up until Bolivar' s definite 

comebackk in the 1870s and 80s when, under  the auspices of the cult, all the notables were forced 

too take cover  and tightly regroup under  the hero's comprehensive shadow. 

Butt  before doing that I must call attention to how much, brought about by a myriad 

26.. In an argument that in important respects may be made extensive to the entire South American continent, beginning 
inn the 1860s two contemporary historians have spoken of the "monumental stage" as the third of the three 
comprehensivee periods among which,, according to them, is divided "the history of the symbolic corpora associated with 
thee emergence and the consolidation of the amercan nations" belonging to die southern cone of South America (Burucua 
andCampgane,, 1994:374-381).. 
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monumentalizingg practices, what we witness here is not so much the 'invention of tradition' as 

thee ongoing reification of the state. In other words, if in all of this invention is at all at stake it is 

nott of 'tradition' but of the state's perspective as the virtual, Archimedean point from which all of 

thee nation's traditions ongoingly dissolve. Indeed, much of what I have said suggests that no 

matterr how persistent or stubborn they might otherwise be, perhaps lingering as Jorge Luis 

Borgess would say in an old woman's stutter or a bodily gait, such 'traditions' are precisely what 

thee Venezuelan state relentlessly does away with. No such thing in Venezuela as the copious 

recodingg and codification of local mores, which, elsewhere, is the means whereby the colonial 

andd postcolonial state regulates its relationships with its subjects. This would be the case of 

India,, for example, where at least since colonial times the state has diligently and profusely 

recordedd and represented to itself and to its subjects a welter of local customary roles, ceremo-

nies,, status relations or hierarchical arrangements as a means to gain leverage on the local order 

off  things. 

Thee fact that such representational practices have been largely absent not only from 

Venezuelaa but also from Latin America as a whole is one reason why one should be cautious 

aboutt applying insights that have been gained elsewhere, from the study of other colonial and 

postcoloniall  experiences where ruling through tradition and the codification of locality have 

playedd such prominent roles. Beyond some useful generalizations about the postcolonial condi-

tionn that are valid everywhere, any insights to be gained from the comparison with other areas of 

whichh there are surely many are contingent on giving careful consideration to the relevant differ-

ences.. Among these the state which, in Venezuela especially, but also all across Latin America is 

ongoinglyy reified as the overarching perspective from which a formless, ineffable nation cease-

lesslyy springs into being. 

Continuouslyy brought about by a relatively wide range of governmental practices and 

everydayy values and behaviors, such a state perspective is the only 'tradition', if one wants to call 

itt such, vis-a-vis, which all the others do nothing but melt. The image that most consistently 

emergess from such a practice of government, from the enduring 'Jacobinism' which is 

Venezuela'ss and the entire region's most stubborn political inheritance, is that of a state forever 

facingg a chaotic, shapeless, constantly ebullient, mobile reality that it must repeatedly shape. 
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And,, as one would expect from what has been said so far, such a shape is none other  than that of 

ann assembly of virtuous, 'civilized' citizens. To call such an assembly a 'tradition ' is only to 

stretchh the meaning of the term to the point of meaninglessness: what is celebrated about such an 

assembledd 'people' is not the shaping weight of the past but its momentous being as the presumed 

bearerr  of a 'generall  will '  enunciating the future. Even when later, with the "second 

costumbrismo""  of the last decades of the nineteenth century or  the 'populist'  regimes of the 

twentieth,, some work on traditio n was actually done for  the most part the general situation that I 

havee just described remained unchanged. Both emblematic figures of the 'people', such as the 

nineteenthh century 'plainsman' or  the twentieth century 'Juan Bimba', or  the many local dances 

andd festivities which twentieth century populist regimes so insistently and glibly staged and cele-

bratedd were, by and large, allegories of velocity and displacement. In other  words, and for  the 

most,, part shallow, evanescent forms largely bereft of any density or  sociology through which the 

statee momentarily pictures to itself and to its audience the evanescent 'people' of a spectaculariz-

ed,, shallow nation. 

Too insist on the invented character  of these banalized 'local'  tradition s as a means of 

demystifyingg their  spurious authenticity together  with the power-relations presumably encoded in 

theirr  shallow, shimmering surfaces is, at least in Venezuela, a somewhat idle exercise. All that 

thesee so-called tradition s really encode is the gaze of the state at play with the glitzy, glittery 

surfacess of a make-believe nation. Where as in Venezuela, or, for  that matter  all over  Latin 

Americaa everything is more or  less unproblematically assumed as artifacts, including the nation, 

suchh demystificatory practices only make limited sense. Only where the self-identity and authen-

ticit yy of origins is invested with an unparalleled authority and where, therefore, returning "ad 

fontes""  is a means of restoring an original truth distorted by time or  the machinations of power 

doess it make sense to call attention to the inventedness of tradition s as an effective means to their 

debunking.277 The status that "traditions "  have in the Latin American, and, more specifically, 

27.11 am, of course, exaggerating for argumentative purposes, Venezuela, by no means has been exempted from the 
investmentt on self-identical origins that is the hallmark of nineteenth century forms of knowlege, such as historicism 
orr positivist sociology. In the next and final chapter of this dissertation I will , for example, allude to the investments 
inn autochtony that, in Venezuela, are still characteristic of diciplines such as anthropology or folklore. What I am 
claimingg here is that beyond certain institutional cultures and restrictive areas of knowledge, the emphasis on 
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Venezuelann practices of government is, of course, a highly vexed issue regarding which I cannot 

doo here more than offering a few impressionistic statements. Beyond that, what I need to do at 

thisthis point is to return to both the theater and historiography which, alluded earlier, I must now 

addresss in terms of their contribution to the kind of 'monumental governmentality' that has 

occupiedd much of my writing in the two preceding chapters. 

AsAs in 'History'  so too in the 'Theater' 

Inn this respect, the first thing to say is that these were the preeminent sites where an 

imaginaryy of notables was crafted and disseminated during the oligarchical period. In doing this 

bothh genres were only continuing tendencies originated at least since the moment of the 

revolutionaryy rupture against Spain; we have already seen some two decades before, between 

18100 and 1812, the fathers of the nation busily constituting themselves as the nation's virtuous 

representatives,, a task that was never bereft of historicizing implications. Nevertheless for 

reasonss having to do with the need to endow the new nation with a set of founding myths and 

legitimizingg fictions, it was during the period of the "conservative oligarchy" after 1830 and until 

18599 that the imaginary scene of a 'republic of notables' achieved its greater elaboration and 

consistencyy becoming more or less canonized with consequences that reach well into the present. 

Ass we recall it was in 1830 that, the wars already over, Venezuela became independent 

underr a highly restrictive form of polity with its elites eager to advertise themselves as the new 

nation'ss rightful representatives, a task never easy under the prevailing republicanism. For this 

purposee a whole range of contemporary representational practices were diligently enlisted. Yet as 

authenticityy and self-identity does not have in Venezuela, or, for that matter, in other Latin American nations 
anythingg like the overwhelming prestige which it still enjoys in other Western or non-Western societies as a nearly 
unchallengedd ideological framework, which individuals commonly use to make sense of their everyday experience. 
Thiss is not to say that Latin American societies are immune to the authority of origins. On the contrary, as I have 
extensivelyy argued throughout this dissertation, such an appeal is, indeed, constitutive for most forms of collective 
actionn in that part of the world, and especially so in Venezuela. Nevertheless, self-identity is not the primary way in 
whichh the term 'origins' is commonly understood. This is true, for example, of a contemporary political movement 
likee chavismo in Venezuela. Even if this movement invokes the authority of a certain past in order to legitimize its 
insistencee on refounding the republic, for the most part no museistic impulse is involved. The 'past' that is so 
ferventlyy invoked is not, in any way, a self-identical thing. What is at stake is, rather, a proceeding mythical moment 
off  undeterred creativity which the movement strives to reenact in the present: that when an assembled 'general will ' 
pressumablyy brought the nation along with all its main practices, values and institutions into being. 
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thee two sites where the imaginary of a "republi c of notables"  crystallized canonically, it was 

withinn historiography and the theater  that such elite aspirations achieved complete legitimacy. 

Sincee then, the representational strategies characteristic of both genres have not ceased to inform 

how,, to this day, in Venezuela the rulin g elites represent to themselves and to others their 

providentiall  role vis-a-vis the nation. 

Onee thing to notice is the extent to which each of these two genres where sites of and 

exchangee with the other, historicity and theatricality combining to produce the plots, claims, 

characterss or  situations that were characteristic of both historical plays and works of histori-

ography.. The inspiration for  all of this was Voltaire' s conception of history which, often unknow-

ingly,, had a large impact on the actions and self-representations of the main contemporary actors, 

amongg them Bolivar. Focused on a few chosen protagonists, Voltaire' s historiography seized on 

historyy as both the theatrical stage where his heroic 'tribunes' played out their  actions and 

passionss and as the lofty tribunal from where such actions, reasons and passions were to be 

judgedd by the audience. In all instances such a theatricalized historiography, characteristic of the 

Enlightenment,, sought to instruct its readership on the rational universal principles which 

informedd the historic process everywhere, working themselves through the variety of mores, 

geographiess and climates which, in all their  diversity, made up the totality of human experience 

(Castroo Leiva, 1985:66-76). 

Everyy time, it was a matter  of showing how the proper  subordination of the passions to 

reasonn was the means whereby historical progress came about. So crucial was for  this histor-

iographyy that such 'proper' relations were maintained, that their  overturning with the passions 

gainingg the upperhand was the favorite way which it had of accounting for  those times when 

thingss went wrong and "decadence"  happened. The 

greatnesss and decadence of a particular  nation, the physics of power, the causes for  the 

displacementt  of populations, the nature of industries (ibid). 

thesee were some of the subjects, which, accordingly, Volterian historiography consistently 

tackled.. In so doing, it always seized on the actions of particular  historical protagonists, which it 

craftil yy moulded so as to show how, in specific circumstances, reasons and the passions came to-
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getherr to shape particular institutions or historical events. 

Al ll  of this is to say that this sort of historiography had a strong aesthetic component, as 

welll  as an overridingly civic inspiration with a pantheon of heroes as both the republic's virtuous 

embodimentt and as the means whereby such a republic is brought into being. As Castro Leiva, on 

whomm the preceding considerations on Voltaire drew, puts it: 

Voltairee draws portraits, paintings of the aesthetic of the actions and of the passions. In 

thiss respect it is, oftentimes, the historian, that is to say, the artist, who is capable of 

immortalizingg the gray actors of history in all their obscurity. But it is not from such 

obscurityy from where the great works of history are born. These usually spring from the 

conjunctionn between the art of the historian and the éclat of the actions and passions that 

aree constitutive of the hero whose actions are being recreated (ibid:68). 

Ass in so many other things, in this also Volterian historiography did not stray far from the 

neoclassicall  aesthetics that was one of its main sources of inspiration. As the Italian art critic 

Rosarioo Assunto argues, something crucial separated the Neoclassical aesthetics of the eighteenth 

andd early nineteenth centuries from an earlier classicism, characteristic of both the renaissance 

andd baroque periods. Namely, what neoclassicism did with the 'beaux ideal', which it inherited 

fromfrom sixteenth century aesthetics while taking it from 

thee heaven of platonism to the land of history, configuring as a relation between nature 

andd history that which in the idealist aesthetic of the sixteenth century had been a relation 

betweenn nature and idea (Assunto, 1973:7-8 -- my translation). 

Hencee the centrality that the preeminent neoclassical art-theorist, Winckelmann, assigned to 

thee Ancients, in particular Greece, as models, which the moderns should imitate in their way to a 

virtuous,, civilized existence. The historical exemplarity of Greece issued, precisely, from its 

"historicall  primordiallity" as the site where 'nature' and Tüstory' first met. That is why theoretical 

neoclassicismm was so concerned with the passage from nature to history and civility . For 

Winckelmann,, "before history," 'beauty' and the 'ideal' were "much as in a chemical solution, widely 
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scatteredd in natural reality."  It is only with the passage to history which he primaril y understood as 

civilit yy that, through the medium of 'art' , such an 'ideal beauty' could lastingly crystallize: 

artt  brings about the crystallization of beauty freeing, to somehow say it, the idea from 

naturee (1990:89-90). 

Thatt  such a lasting crystallization could only be achieved in a 'civic'  context itself, moreover, 

organizedd as a 'republic'  was a tenet central not just to Winckelmann's aesthetic but to neoclassi-

cismm generally. Only within such a democratic form of organization did the educational resources 

andd civilizational values exist on which artists could draw in order  to install 'beauty' and the 

'ideal''  in all their  lawful universality, virtuous exemplarity as well as geometrical symmetry and 

simplicity. . 

Overlookingg all the aporias and equivocations entailed in this kind of thinking, where 

'being''  and 'doing', the 'constituted' and the 'constitutive' surreptitiously trade places, one thing 

thatt  should be immediately clear  are the strikin g parallels between the neoclassical artist and the 

republicann tribune which, so far, has occupied much of my writing . Just as through their 

demiurgicc interventions neoclassical artists installed beauty by "freeing (..) the idea"  that already 

existedd in a dispersed state in nature, thus giving it a lasting, universal form, so too did the 

tribuness with the republic. They, too, freed the "best self'  that was contradictoril y inscribed in 

everyonee within the natural 'state' embodying it within their  public selves as the virtuous para-

gonss that legislated the republic into being. It is not by chance, therefore, that neoclassicism was 

thee aesthetics of the French Revolution. From the start, this aesthetics invested the art-

ist/legislatorr  with attributes that were akin to those of a republican tribune. 

Inn other  words, turning artists into tribunes and tribunes into artists, the politics, 

historiographyy and aesthetics of the time placed such artist/tribune s at the center  of a virtuous, 

democraticc republic seen as the privileged site where in all its different versions the 'ideal'  may be 

freedd from nature and legislated into (historical) being. As, once again, Rossario Assunto notices, 

thee prevalent way in which, nowadays, the relations between 'aesthetics' and 'politics' are 

commonlyy understood is not the one that was prevalent during the times of the Enlightenment 

andd the French revolution. Whereas nowadays such relation is commonly grasped in largely 
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instrumentalistt  terms, with aesthetics being subordinated to the political, in that relatively recent 

pastt  the lines of causation went the other  way around. That is, with the aesthetic realm presiding 

overr  the political, itself understood as the shaping of a resilient 'nature' through the imposition of 

universall  forms. If 

thee agonistic (and consequently mimetic) rivalry  with Antiquit y (...) is in general 

foundationall  for  modern politics (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998a: 117), 

thiss is because, in its constitutive duel with Christian theocratic rule and the baroque, modernity 

constructedd for  itself a version of antiquity as the site where, for  the first time, such an aesthetic 

overdeterminationn of the world first  took place. Reenacting such a foundational moment is, in the 

lastt  instance the meaning that modern imitatio has in the "lati n countries"  where the "neo-

classicall  style"  was dominant along with 

thee political form that neoclassicism ended up giving to itself, that is to say, the 

republicann form (ibid: 118). 

AA Theatricalized History... 

Fromm the start, in Venezuela an intensely theatricalized historicity presided over  both 

locall  theater  and the writin g of history, with a pleiade of protagonists from the independence 

struggless figuring  as the virtuous, heroic tribunes that acted on the stage of History to bring about 

thee republic. Venezuelan republican historiography began with the main leaders of the wars 

eitherr  themselves writin g down the chronicle of their  own personal warlik e contributions to the 

causee of Independence or  having it written by others (Carrera Damas, 1980:177; Velasquez, 

1981:28).. This, according to Carrera, so as to justify the necessity of the wars and wean the 

commonn people away from their  presumably monarchical leanings (ibid), or, as is more likely, 

oncee the struggle was over, as a means for  the combatants to validate their  claims over  the new 

orderr  of things that was emergent from the wars. So popular  became this style of historiogra-

phicall  writin g that in his memoirs about the aftermath in the 1860s, i.e., many years after  the 

struggless for  Independence were already over, of the Federal wars in which he himself had been a 



participantt  Delfino Aguilera was able to refer 

too that overabundant harvest of generals who, frequently, upon arrivin g in Caracas had 

biographiess published about themselves, which nearly no one took seriously (Aguilera, 

1979:50). . 

Soo rich was the "harvest"  apparently at some point that one newspaper from Caracas ironically 

spokee of "..thi s week, so fertil e in the autobiographies of rural celebrities.."  (ibid: 136). Snide 

remarkss aside, what is important to notice here is the prestige that a certain genre of historiogra-

phicall  writing s must have enjoyed at the time for  a bunch of "rura l celebrities"  to feel the need to 

havee their  autobiographies written as a means of establishing their  rights over  the new situation 

afterr  the wars. 

Inn every case, in this genre of historiographical writing s it was a matter  of using history as 

thee scenario against which the heroic words, gestures and deeds of the protagonists could stand-

outt  as imposing, well sculpted monuments. Historical writin g was animated by the impulse"  on 

thee part of the writer  to "erect a historiographical monument to himself'  (Camera, 1980:179). It 

wass this sort of monumentalizing care for  one's own image that led no less than Jose Antonio 

Pezz to writ e his own autobiography, and the same may be said of similar  attempts by a series of 

Venezuelann rulers well into the twentieth century (ibid). Not just a theatrical stage, however, 

muchh as in Voltair e who exerted considerable influence on the first  generation of republicans, 

especiallyy Bolivar, and, through them, to a considerable extent on all the rest up to now recorded 

historyy was also the tribunal from which the readership/audience passed judgment on the hero, 

whosee actions and deeds were at any rate always already produced for  posterity and with such a 

readershipp in mind (Castro Leiva, 1985:68-69). From these attitudes and preoccupationŝ  

emergedd a 

historicall  style that still nowadays is in some sectors hegemonic. The heroic style, the 

statuesque.. A style, which is concerned with stamping over  the pages the glorious 

impetuosityy of the leaders, the gestures of the caudillos (Vetósquez, 1981:30 — my 

emphasis). . 
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Moree hegemonic perhaps than the author  seems to allow for  since even in his own writings, 

otherwisee often marked by an elegant lucidity , one can detect the insidious effects of the genre 

(see,, for  example, Velasquez, 1989). Perhaps it was the Argentinean Domingo Faustino Sarmie-

nto,, one of the towering intellectuals of nineteenth century Latin America and himself responsi-

blee for  the wide currency that the dichotomy 'civilization ' and 'barbarism' acquired in the writing s 

off  many authors throughout the continent who best defined how history was understood at the 

time: : 

Generall  history, as you well know, has its seat among the muses. (...) History is not, 

therefore,, the simple narration of the events; it is also one of the arts, and Just like 

statuary,statuary, it does not only copy the product of nature, but idealizes these products harmo-

niouslyy grouping them (Sarmiento in Velasquez, 1981:72 - my emphasis). 

Wee here once again witness, this time in the domain of history, that quintessentially neoclassical 

gesturee of freeing the 'Ideal'  from 'Nature' and ushering it into 'History' . Strongly neoclassical in 

bothh tone and style the first general history of Venezuela, originally published in 1841 Rafael 

Mari aa Baralt' s Resumen de la Historia de Venezuela drew on the personal memories of the 

combatantss as well as on such monumentalized personal histories in order  to compose his vast 

frascoo of the beginnings of the nation. 

Inn every case, beyond their  more pragmatic concerns all of these historiographical 

attemptss were means of assigning to the republic absolute foundations while, all along, rigidly 

demarcatingg a luminous republican present from a somber  colonial past mired in despotism and 

oppression.. Hence the systematic partitio n which this sort of history makes between, on the one 

hand,, a cast of virtuous, heroic protagonists, and, on the other, a few evil perpetrators whose 

actionss and machinations are bent on overturning the heroes' designs. While at the beginning the 

evill  ones were consistently Spaniards, depicted in quite somber  tones as unseemly, grotesque 

beings,, after  Venezuela became an independent nation the identities of the evildoers have 

changedd over  time. As Maria Elena Gonzalez De Lucca puts it, 

usedd as we are to repeating the ideas of a history which sometimes indulges in diatribe, 
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thee other  side of the coin of the historia patria has been constructed. If the latter  transmits 

aa reverential vision of the past based on the exaltation of the heroes, the former 

constitutess itself in a kind of great tribunal ready to collaborate in the construction of the 

galleryy of the antiheroes: Boves, Piar, P&ez, Guzmen, Gomez, etc (Gonzélez De Lucca, 

1994:131). . 

Too this day, it is not uncommon to run into historiographical writing s where, depending on the 

author'ss ideologies, one or  another  character  is picked-up from the historical record to bear  the 

burdenn of responsibility for  at any given time having diverted the Republic from the straight, 

narroww path to the luminous future that was promised to it by its founding fathers, especially 

Bolfvar.. All of which is, of course testimony to the persistence of the constraints that the Historia 

PatriaPatria that was elaborated all throughout Latin America in the nineteenth century continues to 

exertt  in the present (Harwich-Vallenilla , 1999:431-434). 

Inn what, to my knowledge, remains as the single attempt to take on Latin American nine-

teenthh century historiography as a whole, the Colombian historian German Colmenares has re-

markedd that the thematic insistence on absolute beginnings is pregnant with all sorts of 

consequences.. Among them, a writin g of history largely divorced from all immediate cultural and 

historicall  contexts and obsessively focused on the grandiose deeds and gestures of a few 

foundingg heroes. Colmenares' brief book is in many ways a valuable accomplishment, informed 

ass it is by insights drawn from the most recent literar y criticism and historiography from both 

Europee and the United States. Nevertheless in its attempt to account for  the reasons why this 

earlyy historiography presumably showed a nearly complete disregard of context he repeats some 

off  the prejudices crystallized in the very historiographical canon that he otherwise so insightfully 

analyzes.. Foremost among these the notion that such a disregard issued from the backwardness 

off  the post-colonial masses which, itself the result of centuries of colonial oppression, would 

havee led the early historians of the new Latin American republics to disregard the cultural 

realitiess inherited from the colonial past whose presence would have become increasingly 

"lurkin gg and insidious"  (Colmenares, 1987:23). 

Dependingg on one's point of view, these beginnings have proven either  auspicious or r 

inauspiciouss since to this day they have strongly inflected the writin g of history in Venezuela. To 
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thee point that, as the same Carrera Damas has also remarked, the strictures of a "Historia Patria" 

tirelesslyy bent on documentingg the bronze-like deeds of a few founding heroes and caudillos 

continuess to weigh disproportionately on Venezuelan historiography. So much so that entire 

"historicall  provinces" have until recently remained either unexplored or underdeveloped. Thus 

accordingg to Carrera, there is no adequate study of the "process whereby agrarian property was 

formed""  in Venezuela which calls attention to this property's "historical factors (...), its evolution 

andd overall orientation." Continuing with the catalogue of absences for which the overwhelming 

weightt that patriotic historiography has on the writing of history in Venezuela, Carrera adds the 

"historyy of slavery" or of "peonage" simply to illustrate the string of historiographical areas 

which,, at the time of his writing, remained virtually unexplored (Carrera Damas, 1961 :XLI-

XLII) .. Commenting on how the strictures of the nation's heroic historiographical canon continue, 

forr example, to inflect the historiography of the Independence period, Carrera insists that such a 

historyy is written much like the "biography of Bolivar" himself. It, in other words, 

followss the hero's vicissitudes, entering and exiting the national territory in his company, 

and,, what is more, attaches itself to the hero's horse as it ceaselessly traverses this 

territoryy whose historical provinces exit or enter history according to Bolivar's stay in 

themm (Carrera Damas, 1980:174). 

Whilee the preceding remark originally dates from 1968 when the book by Carrera where it 

appearss was originally published, what Gonzalez De Lucca had to say as recently as 1994 on 

HistoriaHistoria Patria's manichean tendencies which I quoted just a few pages ago suggests that, at least 

inn some respects, things have not changed all that much in the intervening years. This would 

remainn true even if, with the relatively recent professionalization of the historical profession in 

thee 1960s new areas of inquiry are increasingly added to the range of topics studied by academic 

historians.. So far, these contributions have not succeeded in changing the overall image of the 

pastt that, as a whole, the profession continues to both fashion and project. 

Inn other words, meritorious as some of these attempts are, by and large to this day 

academicc history has not succeeded on breaking free from the established historiographical 

canon.. Transmitted to the general public since the beginnings of the nation by means of educa-
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tionall  institutions, public ceremonial, iconographic representations, academie and civic associa-

tions,, popularizing treatises (Harwich Vallenilla, 1999:432-437), and, nowadays, through media 

suchh as radio and television, such historiographical canon is itself responsible for  the dominant 

overarchingg image of the nation's past as a saga of irrepressible state-centralization presided over 

byy the struggles of notables, heroes and caudillos. With some recent, quite partial exceptions, 

suchh totalizing image looms large over  virtuall y all of the writin g of history in Venezuela, 

includingg those academic attempts, which either  circumvent it or  simply take this image for 

grantedd while pursuing their  more specialized interests. 

Thee centrality of this historiography for  the nation's self-image is such that it remains as 

thee main repository of symbolic and discursive forms out of which the very identity of the 

Venezuelann political subject is ongoingly made. It is the very insistence with which the dominant 

historiographicall  canon is ongoingly passed on to the public by both state and private institutions 

thatt  is largely responsible for  the shape of this subject as a tribunal figure ceaselessly calling the 

people/nationn into being. An indoctrination, I might add, that does not neglect forms of 

transmissionn such as school commemorations and other  forms of enforced public and private 

behaviorr  where the ritual  molding of bodily dispositions and demeanors is urgently at stake. 

Needlesss to say, to whoever  listens all of this speaks loudly about the persistence of an 

impeccablyy neoclassical heritage. This would be true even if such a heritage is indeed ongoingly 

inflectedd by its reception within signifying chains where the received tribunal signifiers are 

seizedd and modified by unprecedented cultural meanings or  the imperatives issuing from prag-

maticc political contexts. As a result republican tribunes change historically, their  lofty figures for 

examplee weighed down by all sorts of 'popular'  accretions taken on by such tribunes as they 

agonisticallyy turn themselves before their  audiences into the sites of an impossible reconciliation 

andd exchange between the particular  and the universal. 

Neverthelesss even in the public persona of such a 'populist'  leader  as Hugo Chavez, the 

latestt  Venezuelan president, the marks of such a neoclassical heritage are unmissable. They are, 

forr  example, discernible in the highly tribunal , declamatory inflections of his oratorical style, or 

inn the ideology of the political movement that he represents bent, as it is, on refounding all 

aspectss of the nation by means of a constitutionalism declaring tabula rasa on whatever  was there 
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before.. No matter how interspersed with colloquialisms, allusions to banal everyday occurrences 

orr even obscene references, in and of themselves the tribunal moments in Chavez's style offer 

amplee proof of the persistence of a certain neoclassical heritage. And, in any case, such a style is 

nothingg but the articulation of both 'prosaic' and 'sublime' moments, combined in precise ways by 

thee speaker. Far from contradicting them, such sublime neoclassical moments gain their efficacy 

preciselyy from their interaction with the other, more prosaic ones in what amounts to a specific, 

mass-mediatizedd inflection of the peculiar way that the Venezuelan 'tribunes' have of balancing 

thee universal with the particular. 

Togetherr with the ideology of the movement that he represents, Chavez's style provides 

compellingg contemporary evidence of the relative inability of nineteenth century romanticism to 

eitherr modify or supplant a neoclassical heritage, which, to this day, remains the repository from 

wheree virtually all the forms of the polity are more or less distantly drawn. This would be true 

evenn if, as it is necessarily the case, such forms are quite drastically changed and even rendered 

bizarree by the borrowing. In this regard the common assertion, often found in writings about 

literaturee and the arts, that all throughout the nineteenth century romanticism and neoclassicism 

coexistedcoexisted in Venezuela and all across Latin America as parallel aesthetic traditions is, at best, 

inexact.. While it is certainly true that the advent of romanticism did not mean neoclassicism's 

goingg away, the word coexistence does not adequately describe the relations between the two 

traditions.. Rather than coexistence it is better to talk of overdetermination, with neoclassicism 

decidedlyy providing the enduring frame within which, all throughout the century, the 'romantic 

subject'' was forced to express itself. 

Ass a result, the chances for such a subject to either blossom or simply develop were quite 

inexistent.. I have pointed out how, in the early costumbrista literature, such a 'romantic' subject 

wass a contrived elite pedant, whose puritanical glare, formulaic didacticism and icy sarcasm 

consistentlyy dissolved all the new nation's constituted forms and identities. While costumbrismo 

wass a distinctt genre made up of brief literary texts often appearing in local periodicals and other 

publications,, costumbrista moments punctuate many of the other contemporary discursive forms 

includingg theater and historiography. Whenever such moments come up in both plays and 

historicall  writings, they usually signal those occasions when their tribunes/protagonists deign to 
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lookk at the nation. But these contrived moments of subjective expression were neither  the only 

norr  the more frequent way in which something like a romantic subjectivity manifested itself in 

thesee works. 

Literar yy critics often identify the solemn, declamatory tone and style that is characteristic 

off  the tribune/protagonists of many nineteenth century plays, novels and works of historiography 

ass "romantic "  while all along insisting, however, on how far  such a romanticism was from much 

off  what went on by that name at the same time in Europe. In other  words nothing or  next to 

nothingg in Venezuela, or, for  that matter, in other  Latin American nations of the "agony"  (Mari o 

Praz,, 1968), inner  turmoil and sheer  troublin g uncanniness which, at least in its most interesting 

moments,, in Europe set romanticism apart as a distinctive aesthetic movement. It is true that 

betweenn the kind of subjective expression that was common in the plays and historical writing s 

fromfrom  the oligarchical period and the neoclassic talking-symbols from the time of the declaration 

off  Independence some distance has been traversed. By-and-large the tribune/protagonists from 

thee later  period were not just mouthpieces for  some abstract, virtuous ideals but were relatively 

moree individualized characters with the marks of individual intent and resolve somehow 

discerniblee in the folds of their  overwhelmingly legalistic, declamatory style. 

Nevertheless,, such a "romantic "  subjectivity did not stray from a few set patterns, which 

rigidlyrigidly  prescribed what such tribunal protagonists should at any moment feel, wish or  express, 

moldingg their  very bodies and gestures as templates where the ideal of a virtuous republic could 

bee appropriately expressed. This meant that beyond those few occasions when these noble 

characterss contemptuously stared at the nation, covering it with their  icy sarcasm, in Venezuela 

andd Latin America generally romantic expression was inflected by the neoclassical heritage to 

which,, from the start, the nation's and the continent's 'tribunes' were compelled to adapt their 

expression.. Javier  Sasso's observations on how, all throughout Latin America, the nineteenth 

centuryy reception of romanticism was everywhere filtered or  mediated by the various local 

writers''  aesthetic predilections and concerns are in this regard quite revealing. According to Sasso 

suchh a mediation so thoroughly inflected the romanticism that was borrowed from Europe that, 

evenn if this is what is usually done, to insist on calling 'romantic'  the "literatur e of ideas"  that 

everywheree in Latin America was produced between the "decline"  of the neoclassicism of the 
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"periodd of the emancipation" and the emergence of "positivism" towards the end of the 

nineteenthh century can be seriously misleading (Sasso, 1994:74). 

Sassoo formulates his doubts about the appropriateness of thee label by asking what is it 

thatt was borrowed and what "minimize(d) or overlook(ed)" of the romantic literature that at the 

timee was being written in France, "the metropolitan milieu" which Latin Americans universally 

regardedd as "the superior model of culture" (ibid:75). Thus, according to him, among the most 

influentiall  writers "only rarely" does one 

findd the names of those that took the romantic experience to the various extremes of 

romanticc divagation, self-dissolving irony, incipient expressionism or sacralization of the 

art""  (ibid). 

Onn the other hand, the "names" that were actually "present" strongly suggest just how misleading 

thee label 'romanticism' can be for the kind of aesthetic expression that was typical of Latin 

Americaa throughout the entire nineteenth century. Indeed, these names are those of writers, 

which,, like Lamartine, Chateaubriand or Hugo, all had in common having been "parliamentary 

orators."orators." In Sasso's words, 

oncee and again one may verify that the spirit of the receiving milieu tended to identify the 

poeticallyy "sublime" with the eloquence of the assemblies" (ibid:75 - emphasis and 

translationn are mine). 

Moreover,, not only was the "reception of the romantic universe quite selective" but it was 

alsoo not uncommon for the "attitude" which writers had towards this "universe" to be "dis-

tanced,""  occasionally even turning "into an explicit confrontation" (ibid:76). It is considerations 

suchh as these that lead Sasso to conclude that 

thee understanding of the literary text that these writers have was the continuation of the 

enlightenmentenlightenment conception, with its eagerness to serve both truth and the useful (ibid:79). 
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Justt  how great the continuity with this earlier  traditio n was may be gauged from the realization 

that,, according to Sasso, not even that aspect of the French romantic repertoire towards which 

Latinn American writer s were most inclined, i.e., the "eloquence of the assemblies,"  may be 

unproblemmaticallyy characterized as properly 'romantic' . This because far  from corresponding to 

thatt  of actual assemblies which, at the time, "may not have even been around,"  this eloquence 

wass borrowed whole from the transcription of "parliamentar y debates"  or, if not, from the 

"mentionedd History of Lamartine."  In consequence, the "eloquence"  that was so characteristic of 

thee "politica l romanticism"  of the Latin American writer s and politicians of the time (not 

infrequentlyy they were both) amounted to "a deliberately assumed model" As such, it 

continues,, without any apparent rupture, an intellectual and affective line rooted in 

renaissancee and neoclassical culture—namely that of the ideology and the rhetoric of the 

ancientancient civic republicanism, which, after  having reached its climax with Mirabeau or 

Bonaparte,, was a notable ingredient of the Spanish American emancipation, had a stellar 

momentt  in the texts of Bolivar, and was thus able to continue nourishing ~ now with 

otherr  heroes than those found in Plutarch, the discursive gesture of the succeeding 

generationss (ibid:86 -- my translation). 

Onn account of its relevance both for  the overall argument of this dissertation, as well as 

forr  the most specific one concerning the relations between 'romanticism' and 'neoclassicism' in 

Venezuelaa and Latin America generally which I make in these and the following pages, it is 

importantt  to quote the author's conclusions at some length: 

...itt  is therefore possible to state that what is most significant about "tru e political 

romanticism""  is not found in its belonging to the romantic universe, but in having contin-

uedued and reelaborated a previous tradition, which on the one hand gives rise to an exalted 

civicc discourse, where a public man can say of himself "I  am an idea that walks 

triumphantl yy towards the capitol of freedom," or  a political group can present itself as 

endowedd with "th e cleanest hands and the most unassailable foreheads;"  at the same time 

that,, as a complement, that kind of textual production becomes favored that, in a rapt of 
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enthusiasm,, Rodó could call "active, virile, militant tendency, didactic in its highest 

sense",, or, taking up words from Felix Frias, "citizenship in poetry, art, literature." And, 

beyondd the mutation of its contents, the fortune of its projects or the authenticity of its 

manifestations,, it could even be thought that-differently than the neoclassic and romantic 

aestheticss through which it went through—that tradition has not yet expired (ibid:86-87 — 

myy translation). 

Nott only has it not expired but, as I try to show in this dissertation, laden with all sorts of 

momentouss societal and political consequences such a "tradition" has itself crystallized as an 

enduringg form of governmentality. One which only recently, under the most intense globalizing 

pressures,, shows any signs of changing into something else. But that belongs to another chapter, 

thee last, devoted to the Maria Lionza possession cult and to the habit its members have of reciting 

thee tradition while serially tuning into an ever-expanding serial array of globalized spirits. For 

noww I just wish, once again, to underscore the tendency which under any kind of close analytical 

scrutinyy the nineteenth century romantic subjects from Latin America have of turning out as 

neoclassicallyy "eloquent" tribunes, complete with cheering republican "assemblies" included. 

Returningg now to my argument after Sasso's insightful aside, to talk about the "neoclas-

sic""  overdetermination of Venezuela's "romantic" tribunes is, among other things, to say that 

beyondd those 'costumbrista' moments when their attention was drawn to the nation's unseemly 

vistas,, theirs was the relentless solemnity of actors with the gaze glued on capitalized History as 

thee tribunal from where their actions and deeds were to be judged by the public. The reason for 

thiss programmed, undeterred solemnity in other words was no other than the persistence of a 

neoclassicall  heritage acting as the all encompassing frame within which any so-called self-

expressionn was ineluctably encased. 

II  use the term frame literally. It has been said, for example, that even if in nineteenth 

centuryy Latin America a local version of romanticism increasingly came to dominate all the other 

arts,, all throughout that time public architecture nevertheless remained overwhelmingly neoclas-

sical.. Although to my knowledge no one has called attention to this, one consequence of such an 

stylisticc persistence is that, with their make-believe facades filled with "Greek" and "Roman" 

colonnades,, what the scenarios within which the romantic national subjects from Latin America 
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hadd to act their  parts in some ways resembled more was some Hollywood blockbuster  set in 

Antiquity .. Even if in Venezuela a war-ravaged economy meant that not until the 1870s or  80s 

wouldd the state initiat e any program of public works deserving of the name, the architecture of 

thee mind was nevertheless firml y in place. Much like memory-palaces, the settings that the 

nation'ss romantic subjects imagined for  themselves as the frames within which their  actions and 

projectss were to unfold retained all the forbiddin g severity that one commonly associates with a 

Romann forum or  a Greek agora. Hence the constipated, didactic grandiloquence of their 

expressionn which, if I  am allowed the neologism, was a kind of 'neoclassical romanticism' for  the 

mostt  part custom-made to fit  the ideological self-representation which the nascent nation-states 

off  the area had of themselves. One in which, once again, these nation-states invariably pictured 

themselvess as austere "Roman"  polities that, in all the lawful severity of their  sculptural and 

architecturall  design, stoically bore the brunt of the "barbarous' crowds outside pushing to break 

in.. If such a self-representation was prevalent in most Latin American nations, the more so in 

Venezuelaa were, for  all the argued historical reasons, the locals showed such a keen predilection 

forr  the "French repertoire." 

Butt  going back for  a moment to the subject that both historiography and the theater, as 

welll  as a welter  of other  contemporary genres, constituted as a hybrid made of both neoclassical 

andd romantic components, there is an analogy, which comes to my mind. That of a tiny, fragile 

creaturee trapped within a huge, oversized armature, which, although protective, nevertheless con-

strainss its movements and initiatives, setting clear  limit s to what at any time it can either  do or 

become.. Whatever  its appropriateness, such an analogy at least has the merit of calling attention 

too the precise ways in which the •miniature' and the 'gigantic' interacted in the historical plays and 

historiographicall works that were written during the first few decades of the nation. One general 

characteristicc of the autobiographical histories that the heroes or would-be heroes wrote or had 

otherss write or ghostwrite for themselves about their accomplishments during the wars, their epic 

deedss ready to be cast in bronze or stone, was their strongly teleological character. 

Thatt is, no matter how much they exalted their warlike, military deeds, these 'histories' 

alwayss placed their heroes in a teleological path to a virtuous civility. Indeed, the official reason 

whyy in the first place these 'paragons' of republican virtue took up arms was in order to institute a 
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lawful,, democratic polity against the 'tyrannical' designs of the Spaniards. It is certainly a 

simplificationn to align the 'neoclassical' and the 'romantic' respectively with the 'public and the 

monumental,, on the one hand, and the 'private' and the 'individual', on the other. Both aesthetic 

expressionss have been connected with both sides of the equation, with 'romanticism' inspiring 

collectivee movements of national affirmation and 'neoclassicism' allowing for some forms of 

individualizedd expression, especially in its emphasis on 'grace which, together with the 'sublime', 

weree the two poles around which the aesthetics of the movement pivoted (Assunto, 1973:17-18). 

Neverthelesss there is a crucial sense in which, at least in Venezuela, neoclassicism was 

and,, no matter in how modified a form, in many ways continues overwhelmingly to be the 

aestheticss of political rule, as such intimately connected to the monumentalization of the state. 

Onn the other hand, one might say that in Venezuela 'romanticism' arrived after 1830 together 

withh the nation, as a means of somehow expressing such a nation along with the subjectivity of 

itss citizens as somehow separate from the state. In a complicated way this would be true even if, 

ass I have argued, such an expression was from the beginning enveloped and inflected by an all-

encompassingg neoclassical severity. So inflected, indeed, that to talk of 'public' and 'private' 

domainss in nineteenth century Venezuela, and, even nowadays, as if they were objectively exist-

ingg entities, separate from each other, is quite problematic. For the most part, the significance of 

whateverr counted as either 'public' or 'private' was assigned rhetorically, in terms of their 

inclusionn within discursive strategies aimed at establishing the actors' claims in certain contested 

arenass where power and authority were crucially at stake. While this has been true everywhere it 

iss more obviously so in Venezuela where the boundaries between these two domains were and 

stilll  remain more or less self-evidently porous and where, often flagrantly, the meanings attached 

too each are always tinged with a tremoring uncertainty. 

Anotherr way of saying all this is by means of the distinction that Susan Stewart makes 

betweenn the 'miniature' and the 'gigantic'. As used by Stewart, 

thee miniature is (..) a metaphor for the interior space and time of the bourgeois subject. 

Analogouslyy the gigantic is (..) a metaphor for the abstract authority of the state and the 

collectivee public life (Stewart, 1984:XH). 
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Inn line with Stewart's use, the 'gigantic'  may be said to correspond to the neoclassical aesthetic 

which,, in a variety of genres and singularly so in the theater  and historiography, monumentalized 

thee founding heroes of the nation to the point of sculpting them as so many imposing statues of 

republicann virtue. During the period of the conservative oligarchy an incipient romanticism 

begann however  to somewhat nuance and mollify such a monumentalizing rhetoric as a means, I 

propose,, of somehow insinuating the supple 'civility '  of the hero, his 'modern' subjectivity 

hesitantlyy expressing itself from within the oversized neoclassical caparison inside which it, 

nevertheless,, remained ineluctably trapped or, less dramatically said, enveloped. 

Thee significance of my analogy likening the romantic "I "  of the heroes/tribunes of the 

conservativee oligarchy to some 'miniature' , underdeveloped being making its first , quite tentative 

stabss at self-expression from within the 'gigantic'  neoclassical armours where it is enclosed, and 

whichh it does not dare to even momentarily take-off, should be clear  by now. Historians often 

commentt  ironically on anecdotes about Jose Antonio P£ez where this ruler, whose presence casts 

suchh a long shadow over  the entire period of the conservative oligarchy, appears performing such 

uncharacteristicallyy heroic deeds as singing opera or  acting in Shakespeare's Otelo in his own 

haciendaa before a clapping audience of admirers (Azparren Giménez, 1997:80). The smirk 

speakss eloquently about the success of the dominant historiographical canon where the oversized, 

'masculine''  heroes and caudillos of the past hardly ever  show-up performing such miniature-like, 

'feminine''  activities like acting or  dancing. Especially, I might add, in the case of someone like 

P£ez,, the "Centaur  of the Plains,"  who from his lowly origins gained worldly prominence by 

workingg his way up through the ranks of the patriot armies. In such cases any sign of 'feminized' 

cultivationn is invariably put down to pretense. Or, if not, to the characteristic mal adroitness of a 

peasantt  who, in tryin g to gain approval by mimicking the manners of the non-militar y urban 

elitess of his times, could not but have shown himself ridiculous. A bull in a china shop, that is, at 

anyy point capable of showing his true colors by bringing the entire glass-ware crashing down 

withh a single awkward movement of either  hands or  feet. 

More,, however, than any presumed uncouthness what, in all these cases, dictates the 

contemporaryy historian's inabilit y to grant any dignity or  credibilit y to these kinds of recorded 

deedss from the past is the entrenched historiographical prejudice according to which the 
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tribune/heroess from that past were supposed to be consistently monumental in an oversized, 

declamatoryy sort of way. So much so that something which never fails to startle readers is when 

inn one or another writing the figure of, for example, Bolivar is occasionally insinuated pouring 

sweett nothings in the ears of some refined upper-class lady or participating in some elegant 

societyy ball in the company of other members of the elite. Even if Bolivar's reputation as a prodi-

giouss seducer and lover, his skills as a consummate dancer well versed in all the arts of the salon, 

orr his inveterate habit of peppering all his private conversations with one or another 

unpublishablyy colorful expression are well documented, these are precisely the facts which a 

hagiographicc historiography consistently bypasses in its single-minded attempt to freeze for 

posterityy an statuesque image of the hero caught in a tribunal gesture of selfless neoclassical 

austerity. . 

Meanwhilee someone like Jose Antonio Paez who, like many others at the time, wrote his 

autobiographyy as a means of monumentalizing himself for posterity, clearly did not see any dis-

crepancyy between his oversized public persona and his more supple performance as a cultivated, 

evenn refined 'private' citizen eager to variously shine in the civil society of his day. His public 

memoirss craftily document his career as a virtuous warrior of the republic impatient to lay down 

hiss weapons and embrace the abstract republican laws of which he himself was, needless to say, 

thee most virtuous paragon. Of the public image which he constructs through his autobiographical 

writingss may be said what Paez himself wrote about Soublette, an independence general which 

hee backed for the presidency in one of those electoral processes in which he did not participate 

himselff  but over which he kept a close watch as the new republic's main tutelary force: 

forr patriotic reasons a military man, he was someone who completely subordinated him-

selff  both to thee discipline of civilit y and the laws of the republic (Paez, 1990:240). 

Inn other words, much like Paez himself, an exemplary representative whose credentials as a bona 

fidefide republican with no taste for the excesses of military rule were indisputable. To establish such 

immaculatee credentials was especially urgent at a time when "the defenders of a civilian form of 

power"power" were confronting the ambitions of military elements eager to cash in on their services 

duringg the wars (ibid). 
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Yet,, rather  than contradicting it, the supposed quirk s of individual behavior  were part and 

parcell  of the romantic expressiveness, which, after  the establishment of the nation, came both to 

nuancee and modulate the official neoclassical rhetoric. While, to this day, this rhetoric remains as 

thee overarching aesthetic framework within which all forms of 'public'  and 'private' authority are 

overwhelminglyy cast, its romantic modulation gave the national political subject the modicum of 

flexibilit yy and suppleness which it needed to perform in the new nation's emergent civil society, 

thee various 'civic'  arenas from "commercial"  to "scientific"  associations where this nation's 

tribuness now had to perform. The outcome of such a modulation is what I here call the 'miniatur -

izationn of the gigantic', a process whereby the monumental shrinks to the size of the miniatur e 

while,, nonetheless, somehow never  shedding those distinctive signs enabling the audience to 

identifyy the whole process as distinctively make-believe. In other  words, to perceive the 

gigantismm of the state shining right through the intimate, cameo-like scenes of a nascent civility . 

Returningg for  one moment to Jose Antonio P£ez, one other  image that comes to mind 

whenn thinkin g about the romanticized neoclassicism of his public persona, the peculiar  ways in 

whichh his personal style combined both the 'miniature ' and the 'gigantic'  is that of a giant 

crouchedd inside a doll-house, huge hands holding the tiny, delicate porcelain and cutlery that 

creditedd him as bona fide member of the "bourgeois"  republic which he did so much to install. 

Yet,, far  from disingenuous or  ridiculous, such a miniaturizatio n of the gigantic after  all may have 

beenn the whole or  nearly the whole point of the representational strategies that where undertaken 

duringg the period of the establishment of the nation. A matter, in other  words, of constructing the 

imaginaryy of the recently instituted republic as a collection of 'civic'  heroes or  monumentalized 

notabless which, looming high way upp above the polity, is the self-enclosed, tightly sealed domain 

wheree such a republican polity achieves legitimate political representation. 

Ass I will shortly suggest, it was not long before the fragility  of such a collection was 

exposed,, calling for  the supplement capable of once again makingg it whole after  having its 

integrityy shattered in the wake of quite turbulent events. Nevertheless the representational 

strategiess on which such an imaginary was contingent proved long-lasting, bequeathing to 

posterityy time-honored ways of constituting the public identities of the nation's exemplary 

representatives.. In the final chapter  of this dissertation the occasion will arise of witnessing 
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living/deadd proof of this persistence among, of all places, the contemporary members of a spirit 

possessionn cult in Venezuela. Unlikely as it may seem, nearly two hundred years after the 

imaginaryimaginary of a collection of'notables' was first installed, it finds itself distantly realized in an 

"exotic""  locale, among the slum-dwelling membership of the Maria Lionza cult who objectify the 

cult'ss spirits as an open-ended collection of monumentalized busts. Serially displayed along a 

seriess of descending steps in the domestic altars of the cult, the small and brightly colored busts 

off  the cult's spirits distinctly recall the statues of the nation's 'civic' and 'military' heroes in 

Venezuela'ss squares and other public places. As the next chapter will further clarify, in and of it-

selff  this provides striking evidence of the resilience of the kind of imaginary that has been the 

focuss of this section, this time somewhat perversely reenacted by the very destitute constituency 

onn the backs of which it in the first place was erected. 

Butt returning to the first stages of such an erection in the first few decades of the 

nineteenthh century, in every case it entailed the downsizing of the larger-than-life military heroes 

thatt had fought and won the wars against Spain. This in order to once again reduce them to the 

civilit yy in the name of which the wars of independence where, in the first place, fought and that 

wass now adequate to a would-be bourgeois society striving to find its place in the "civilized 

concertt of nations" where, at the time, the commercial and political interests of England, France, 

and,, increasingly, the United States loomed so large. In some ways it was all a matter of returning 

too the monumentalized austerity of the neoclassical tribunes that some two decades before, in 

1810-12,, had first declared independence against Spain. Only that after the wars and their 

dangerouss inheritance of militaristic rule, such a return could not content itself with reenacting 

thee sober republican monumentality of the period immediately before the wars. For reasons 

havingg to do both with the just mentioned downsizing, as well as with the requirements of the 

nascentt bourgeois civility , the representational practices that were characteristic of the period of 

thee 'conservative oligarchy' all procured the "miniaturization of the gigantic" that was mentioned 

above.. Hence the characteristic concoction of 'neoclassicism' and 'romanticism' that was so 

characteristicc of these practices, particularly of historiography and the theater. 

Thee combined result of all of these representational practices was the construction of an 

imaginaryimaginary of notables as a self-contained collection where, in strictly symbolic terms, all of its 
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memberss were ultimately equal. Symbolically, that is to say, ultimately none of these notables 

stoodd over  or  was superior  to the others, even if in actual practical terms some, indeed, wielded 

moree political and economic power  than the rest. Such was the case, for  example, with Jose 

Antonioo Paez. Even if his contemporaries profusely celebrated his figure as an elevated paragon 

off  republican virtue, in the last instance the abstract stuff that he so effectively represented and 

embodiedd was not of a different kind than the one that was found in all the other  notables. No 

especiall  attribute, in other  words, marked him as superior  or  transcendent to the rest. Rather  than 

qualitativee the differences between him and all the others were at the most quantitative: a matter 

off  his ability to embody more of the same abstract universality that, as an exchange value, was 

equallyy present in all of the other  exemplary representatives. 

Itt  was precisely this abstract exchangeability which made of each of the nation's 

exemplaryy representatives members of a discreet collection, itself composed of other  such 

memberss made of a similar  'stuff and kept as a distinctive set by the social and institutional 

mechanisms,, the theatrical machinery, which set the collection apart from the rest of society. 

Thuss set aside from the rest of society as a discreet, self-contained collection of virtuous 

representatives,, the Venezuelan tribunes collectively embodied and manifested the universal laws 

off  the republic. And since what these laws in turn presumably codified was no other  than the na-

tion'ss general will , it was ultimately nothing less than this will that the Venezuelan tribunes 

exemplarilyy embodied and represented on stage. It was to this very collective wil l that they, in 

otherr  words, gave body by means of their  very own bodies, words, gestures, and overall 

demeanorr  which, as a result, were publicly reified as this will' s necessary, lawful manifestation 

onn the lit stage of the polity. 

Theree was one other  characteristic of the historiography written both during the years of 

thee independence struggles and the period of the conservative oligarchy that strongly contributed 

too this sense of parity among equals. Namely, that even if the different personal histories of the 

'civil ''  and 'military ' heroes somehow gravitated around Simon Bolivar  as the paramount leader  of 

thee wars, at the time his figure did not have anything like the nearly superhuman, transcendent 

statuss that it would increasingly enjoy since the 1840s on when his remains were first  repatriated 

fromfrom  Colombia in the wake of a heated political campaign. Less the demigod that he would 
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eventuallyy become in the 1870s and 80s, when during the Guzman regime the cult of Bolivar 

becamee the state cult that it is still today, the status of Bolivar was more that of a primus inter 

pares.pares. And even that became dubious in the decade after Bolivar's expulsion in 1830 from 

Venezuelaa to Colombia, when local historiography was distinctively invested in emphasizing the 

impeccablee republican credentials of the different republican tribunes as largely interchangeable 

paragonss of a universally abstract republican virtue. 

„.and„.and a Historical Theater 

AA few comments of the theater of the years between 1830 and 1859, during which the 

figuree of Paez presided over Venezuelan politics, will drive home further the extent to which the 

constructionn of the political imaginary as a self-contained collection of notables representing the 

neww nation's general will was a self-conscious, deliberate program, one that in its calculated use 

off  such powerful pedagogical means as education or the theater sought to reach nothing less than 

thee population as a whole. I have mentioned that since the days of the declaration of inde-

pendencee the theater was explicitly hailed by the patriotic leadership as a school of citizen virtue, 

ass such charged with instilling republican values on everyone regardless of any differences in 

wealthh or status. Given how urgent it was at the time to construct a separate sphere of representa-

tionn capable of defusing the masses tendency to "instantly represent themselves," it is not surpris-

ingg the preeminence that was assigned to the theater as perhaps the new republic's foremost 

ideologicall  state apparatus. For reasons that have already been given, itself inherently theatrical 

suchh an urgent task in some crucial ways made of the (bourgeois) theater and of a thoroughly 

theatricalizedd politics (and historiography) largely interchangeable enterprises. Indeed, the theat-

ricalrical paradigm that I articulated at the end of chapter five should have suggested how much at the 

timee both stages, the theatrical and the political, were mirror reflections of each other mutually 

reinforcingg one another engaged, as they both were, in the complementary tasks of creating a 

separatee sphere of representation while disciplining the public as a passive spectatorship intently 

gazingg at it. 

Iff  anything, such a dual task did not lose any of its urgency or prestige in the decades after 

thee actual establishment of the nation, in 1830; it is not surprising, therefore, if during this time 
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thee theater  became such an important public activity actively promoted, diligently censored in 

advancee and scrupulously monitored or  supervised by the state. All throughout the nineteenth 

centuryy several of the major  Venezuelan cities saw the construction of one major  theater, with 

Caracass taking the lead with the inauguration in 1854 of the Teatro Caracas. Coming in the 

wakee of other  failed projects, this theater  finally decorously met what was expected of a 

"modern""  bourgeois establishment of this sort at the time (Azparren Giménez, 1997:82-83). A 

secondd landmark in the local history of the theater  was the Teatro Guzmen Blanco, which opened 

inn 1881 to become "th e Great Temple of the opera and of high official culture at the time" 

(ibid:83).. Of the two establishments, with its 1.803 square meters and its "capacity forr  1,300 

spectators""  the "spectacular  building"  of the Teatro Guzmen Blanco was clearly the most impres-

sivee (ibid:83-84). 

Nevertheless,, as the following passage suggests, already the inauguration of the earlier 

TeatroTeatro Caracas in 1854 gives an idea of the extraordinary significance that was attached to the 

theaterr  locally: 

inn a city with a precarious urban development, since it did not have cemetery, market, 

regularlyy paved streets, or  public lighting, with its "modest and showy exterior"  the 

TeatroTeatro Caracas introduced artificia l lighting by gas and had the first  modern stage 

machineryy (ibid:83 — my translation). 

Besidess these two major  theaters, with a population of around 60.000 inhabitants the city had five 

otherr  establishments where plays were presented regularly (ibid:84). Even if in absolute numbers 

thiss all may sound unimpressive, in light of the nation's depleted population, disrupted sociality 

andd greatly weakened economy as a result of the wars the accomplishment was nothing short of 

remarkable.. And with titles such as The Nineteenth of April  or a True Patriot and The Action of 

AraureAraure (an important belie episode during the wars of Independence), any cursory consideration 

off  the repertoire of the historical plays written and produced by Venezuelans during these years 

wil ll  confirm that, at the time, the local theater's main concerns were not dissimilar  to those of 

historiography.. That is, monumentalizing the nation's exemplary tribunes by magnifying their 

warlik ee heroic deeds while,, all along, emphasizing their  selfless subjection to the abstract laws of 
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thee republic. 

Thee extent to which the local theater was a strategic official concern is amply confirmed 

byy The rules of police for the theater of this capital, published in 1834 in Caracas, or  the Rules 

andand regulations agreed by the Municipal Council on July 7, 1836 (Galindo, 2000:8). A brief 

glancee at some of the dispositions contained in any of these two legal codifications, especially in 

thee former, amply demonstrates the resolve of the political authorities to regulate an activity, 

whichh a welter of contemporary evidence suggests was widely perceived to be vital to the 

interestss of the state. More specifically, some of these dispositions clearly reveal the extent to 

whichh the twin objectives of the theatrical paradigm which I formulated at the end of chapter five 

of,, on the one hand, disciplining the audience by immobilizing it as a passive spectatorship 

focusedd on the stage of the polity, and, on the other, constructing a sealed domain of 

representationn by monumentalizing the nation's exemplary tribunes right on this polity's very 

stagee were explicitly assumed by the republican leadership of the time as what they indeed were, 

i.e.,, crucial affairs of the state. 

Concerningg the disciplining of the public by means of its immobilization as an audience, 

aa number of the articles in both codifications leave littl e doubts as to how much this was an 

explicitt goal for the political authorities at the time. For example article 8 from the 1836 

Municipall  Council regulations, which forbid any 

unkemptt or inebriated persons from wandering through the courridors of the theater-

boxess or walking into those that are empty. The same rules will be observed in the pit 

(ibid:311 « my translation). 

Thee same may be said of articles 4, 5, 7, 9 or 12 of the Rules of police from 1834. Reminiscent of 

thee articles in the Constitution denying the capacity of any collective entity to interpellate 

Congress,, taken as a whole these articles from the police regulations for the local theater clearly 

demonstratee the official wil l to impede any human agglomeration from collecting either at the 

entrancee of the theater or within the foyer while, all along, orderly moving every single member 

off  the audience all the way from the entrance to their assigned individual seats inside the theater 

(ibid:31-43). . 
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Thus,, while the local police forcefully dissuaded all passers-by from massing-up at the 

theater'ss entrance (art. 12) theater-goers were, in turn, forbidden from smoking in the foyer  (art. 

7),, wandering or  conversing in the aisles during the show (art. 9), or  explicitly instructed to 

"enterr  the theater  and occupy their  respective seats"  in the stalls "after  the bell had been rung" 

(ibid:41-43).. Articl e 12 also instructed the audience to remain silent throughout the show, under 

noo circumstances being allowed to in any way interrup t the actors during the performance 

(ibid:44).. The overall aim of keeping the members of the public in their  individual seats and 

quietlyy focused on the stage during the entire performance was aditionally accomplished by 

subjectingg any necessary movements inside the theater  to the most strenuous regulation. In what 

amountedd to a "positivist and/or  mechanistic"  use of "fre e time"  (ibid:44) the aim of which was, I 

argue,, no other  than the immobilization of the audience in space, a succession of discreet bell-

ringingringing  were lawfully prescribed as the means to regulate the noises, bodily movements and 

spatiall  displacements of the audience inside the theater. This, for  example, was the case with the 

discreett  ringings informin g the audience how much time they had to occupy their  seats and 

becomee silent before the show began or  when, generally during the intermission, they were 

allowedd to abandon their  seats and visit the theater's restrooms and bar  at the back (ibid:43-45). 

Thee task of disciplining the audience by immobilizing it in space was not, however, 

simplyy left to a series of abstract regulations. Local authorities made sure that those regulations 

weree strictly enforced by placing a series of state and police officers inside the theater  itself, 

chargedd with making sure that each and every one of them were narrowly obeyed by the public. 

Thee rules of police for  example ordered theater-managers to place 

rightright  before the area where the rows of seats begin a horizontal barrier  with two doors, 

onee on each side, where police officers will be placed so as to impede anyone from en-

teringg the pit once the curtain has been drawn (ibid:43-44). 

Mostt  strikin g among the dispositions providing for  the presence of state-officers inside the 

theaterr  is the ordinance that the political chief of the city of Caracas issued in 1836, according to 

whichh the main theater-box in every theater, just across from the stage, was to be "decorated with 

wreathss and patrioti c emblems"  and reserved for  his exclusive use and those of other  local 
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authorities.. Installed high-above from his prominent position 

thee political chief of the city or, in his absence, any other replacing authority appointed by 

him,, controls and above all watches over the representation of the theatrical script as well 

as,, of course, the behavior of the audience (ibid:42). 

Inn general, providing for the presence of a series of state and police officers inside the 

theaterss was a way the regulations from 1834 and 1836 had of guaranteeing their overriding goal 

of f 

demandingg from the spectator, on pain of being fined or thrown into jail, to remain on 

theirr seats and behave according to the new norm (ibid:25). 

Withoutt drawing all the necessary momentous implications, at some point the author does 

seeminglyy imply that "immobilizing the audience threatening it with fines and expulsion" 

(ibid:31)) was the overall goal of the set of ordinances approved by the local authorities. 

Targettingg not only the audience but also theater managers, playwrites, actors and directors, the 

disciplinaryy intent of the state's policing and regulations is quite transparent. Singularly revealing 

off  the significance that the state assigned to the local theater was the decision to punish any 

seeminglyy inocuous transgression in the theatrical order of things by applying relatively draconi-

ann measures. This, for example, is the case with the local authorities' decision, taken in 1843, to 

throww an actor in jail just for having absented himsef from the premises immediately before the 

representationn began after having decided that his costume was unfit for the occasion (ibid:44). 

Commentingg on the state's use of the theater for its "civilizing" and "disciplinary" 

purposes,, Dunia Galindo concludes that 

thee theater is without any doubts the ideal place in which the law tries out its first 

attemptss at mass socialization. No other public entertainment is invested by the legislative 

powerr with so much care and attention (ibid:23). 
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Somewhatt  instrumental ly, the author  locates the reasons for  the interest which the state lavished 

onn the theater  in the fact that, as a collective form of entertainment, it enabled the state to 

exercisee control over  "a large group of citizens whose social origins were quite different and 

diverse,""  thereby "allowin g it to construct a zone of social and even political acquiescence" 

(ibid).. Galindo's study is informed by a cultural studies perspective that, only relatively recently 

introducedd in Venezuelan literary studies, is highly attentive to the cultural and social implica-

tionss and effects with which literar y and artistic artifacts are undoubtedly laden. As such it is a 

valuablee and quite unique contribution to the understanding of the role of the theater  within 

Venezuela'ss early republicanism, something that should go without saying after  the extensive use 

thatt  I have made of this study in the preceding pages. 

Yet,, without for  that invalidating many of her  claims, the author's style of reasoning 

whichh assigns to the disciplinary purposes of the republican state a strategic role in her  analysis 

inn some ways leads to some serious omissions and shortcomings. These are clearly discernible in 

Galindo'ss somewhat mechanical adoption of some of Foucault's ideas in order  to account for  the 

significancee of the viewing position which since 1836 local authorities had assigned for  their 

exclusivee use in the local theaters. Thus, according to her, such a privileged position would have 

amountedd to a form of panoptical surveillance. As such a panoptical point of view, the 

privilegedd place (the main theater-box) that the law claims and demands for  itself, allows 

itt  to observe from a position of absolute visuality what takes place in the theatre, what is 

happeningg in the scenario: who is walking or  "wandering"  through the aisles; who is 

smoking,, drinking , eating; who surreptitiously enters the empty boxes; which actor  made 

thee public wait or  sinned against the prevailing morality; finally,  who was it that dared to 

transgresss against the norm. The law examines, "reviews,"  collates samples, evaluates the 

reactionss among the assembled, willfull y "kidnapped"  public (ibid:42). 

28.11 say presssumably, because the author never makes clear if the 1836 official decision to have the main theater-
boxx of every theater assigned to the local authorities was effectively implemented, and, if so, with what actual 
consequences. . 
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Inn sum, according to Galindo through a form of panoptical surveillance the state made sure that 

thee spectator, momentarily turned into a sort of "recluse" or "prisoner," effectively assimilated the 

"civicc lesson" both "for the soul and for the body" that from the beginning was meant for his or 

herr own exclusive benefit (ibid:42-43). 

Yet,, surely, according to Foucault in the panopticon the observer is never visible to the 

observed,, and that is the whole point of this form of discipline. That is, while in principle the 

inmatess in Bentham's modelic prison can indeed have their behavior subjected to the most relent-

lesss scrutiny by the institution's authorities, in fact this may or may not be the case. The central 

towerr from which, potentially, prisoners are constantly observed also completely withdraws the 

observerr from the gaze of the observed. As a result, prison inmates are never certain whether at 

anyy given time they are actually being watched. Now it is precisely this invisibility, the 

uncertaintyy in which prisoners are kept concerning whether at any given time they are or not 

visiblee to power that, according to Foucault, over time leads prisoners to become modern 

subjectss by subjecting themselves to an internalized form of discipline. Indeed, the beauty of 

Bentham'ss panopticon is that it inaugurates a disciplinary economy where, ultimately, it is 

irrelevantt whether someone is or is not installed inside the central tower, which, for all practical 

purposes,, may be empty. 

Nothing,, it would seem, further removed from the situation that Galindo describes in her 

bookk than this watchful invisibility. The Caracas' theater-goers from the first half of the 

nineteenthh century were being watched all right; yet, different that Bentham's would be inmates, 

suchh an audience was also quite capable of looking back, turning their gazes upwards towards the 

veryy place from where, perhaps at that very moment, they were being observed by the local 

authorities.. The situation in which this audience seemingly found itself may be described by 

meansmeans of the distinction Foucault makes between "societies of discipline" and "societies of con-

trol,""  provided one keeps in mind that as with any other such sweepingly broad categorization its 

usefulnesss is mostly heuristic somewhat removed, as these categories are, from any given 

empiricall  situation (Dires et Ecrits, p.). While panoptical surveillance would be characteristic of 

thee first kind of "society," where individuals become subjects by subjecting themselves to 

internalizedd forms of discipline, the situation that Galindo describes seems to correspond best to 
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thee second kind. That is, to a kind of "control "  society where individuals are disciplined and 

punishedd only when they are, so to speak, "caught in the act"  by the gaze of the powers-that-be. 

Forr  the rest, provided they are careful not to be seen and crushed by some mighty blows from 

above,, these individuals are for  the most part free to enjoy and have some fun. 

Free,, for  example, to do the kinds of things which, on the basis of her  careful reading of a 

wealthh of social chronicles and other  contemporary writings, the author  claims were characteris-

ticc of the unruly sociality which the early republican state set out to eradicate by, for  example, 

usingg the theater  as the quintessential instrument for  shaping a model "bourgeois"  citizenry. 

Things,, for  example, like pissing, shitting, farting, or  fornicating inside the theaters (ibid:25) 

which,, along with "scandalous"  actions like playing dice, whistling, boisterously laughing, 

drunkenlyy moving about (ibid:28), or  booing the actors on stage constantly interacting with them 

too the point of obscenely mimicking their  roles from the auditorium were all common ways of 

behavingg in the theater. In some respects inherited from the baroque theater  and celebrations 

fromfrom  the colony, if anything such an unruly behavior  was now multiplied by the audience's 

tendencyy to take republican values such as freedom and equality literally. 29 

Onn the basis of her  sources the author  describes the overall atmosphere of the early 

republicann theaters as one in which a 

penetratingg smell, itself a mixtur e of fryin g foods, faeces and all kinds of human waste 

(ibid:28) ) 

hungg like a thick, nauseating cloud over  the entire premises, and where the ambiance "obscurity" 

(ibid:27)) encouraged all sorts of transgressive behaviors, for  example against the "honor"  of 

youngg ladies which needed to go to the theater  carefully guarded by their  families (ibid). Not 

infrequently,, such atmosphere and behaviors were 

29.. One wonders in which other way than "literally" could the audience have possibly taken a tendency that, for the 
rest,, she only mentions in passing. 
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thee customary preamble to those "fêtes de fou" which often put an end to the theatrical 

spectacless amidst a generalized collapse of all existing hierarchies together with the 

establishedd social order, the whole purpose of such occasions besides that of interrupting 

earlyy the spectacles being no other than the incitement of "barbarous" pleasures (ibid:31). 

This,, then, was the kind of unruly beast that the early republican state was up against, and which 

itt set out to tame by "controlling" each and every one of its movements by means of a watchful 

surveillancee and the occasional volley of devastating blows to the head and other parts of the 

bodyy whenever it caught someone transgressing. Yet, for all of the given reasons, to call such a 

"controlling""  watchfulness panoptic is misguided. Provided one was careful to make sure of not 

beingg seen one could still take the occasional shit in the dark or pinch some passing lady while 

fakingg total innocence. 

Needlesss to say, I am exaggerating somewhat. Some of the local theaters during the 

periodd of the conservative oligarchy did indeed to a considerable degree approach the status of 

clean,, adequately lit , orderly model "bourgeois" institutions, which the state so much cared about. 

Neverthelesss there is a sense in which calling attention to the extent to which such a situation 

wass sustained by means of a "controlling" watchfulness that, to a considerable degree, left the 

actorss free to do as they pleased whenever they were not seen captures the truth encoded in the 

playy of "bourgeois" appearances. It for example allows one to realize, first, that the kind of 

civilit yy that was characteristic not just of the theater, but of the oligarchical order as a whole was 

aa precarious accomplishment, one each time achieved by means of setting up a theatrical 

machineryy which temporarily immobilized the audience in their seats while being addressed by 

thee republican tribunes from the stage. Second, once disciplining is shown to be a contingent, 

precariouss accomplishment which beyond the occasional lapses inside readily dissipates once the 

"model""  citizens leave the doors of the theater behind, the analysis is compelled to shift focus. 

Thatt is, once it is realized that given its ephemeral results the social significance of the theater 

cannott be possibly accounted for in terms of the disciplinary aim of transforming unruly crowds 

intoo enduringly disciplined citizens, other possibilities need to be entertained. 

Amongg these, the one that has occupied much of my writing in the last few chapters. 

Namely,, that understood in the widest possible sense the republican theatre was, and in many 
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respectss continues to be, the site of a trul y wondrous transformation: that of the very constitution 

off  the bourgeois polity brought about by means of the ceaseless reenactment of a scene of delega-

tionn where the "people"  acquiesces to be represented by others, its rightfu l representatives. Rather 

thann given in advance, as Galindo's interpretation of the theater  as just being a form of state-

disciplinee necessarily assumes, at least in some crucial respects in this view it is the state itself 

thatt  is ongoingly constituted by the machinery of the early republican theatre. Once again, such a 

constitutivee scene is contingent on the republican theatrical machinery's ability to temporarily 

assemblee the 'people' as a passive spectatorship, hence the immobilizing intent not just of the 

earlyy republican theatre but of a wide range of republican legislation and practices. Such an insis-

tencee ceases to surprise once one has realized that it is only for  such a collection of immobilized 

spectatorss that the republican 'tribunes' may at all be the 'general will '  incarnate, right  now visibly 

gesturingg at them from the lit stage of the polity. 

II  do believe that without making allowance for  this theatrical, evanescently monume-

ntalizingg constitution of political subjectivities there is littl e that one can actually understand 

especiallyy about Venezuelan, but also, to a large degree, Latin American forms of governmentali-

ty,, the sheer  histrionic, agonistic quality of the continent's mad populist leaders and thoroughly 

bizarree publicity . This is not to say, however, that beyond discreet moments of interpellation such 

monumentalizingg practices have no lasting effects, subjects being able to just resume the mimetic 

wanderingg which is the source of the terrorizin g instability that Lacoue-Labarthe speaks about. 

Thee state's molding interventions and the massive blows from above that reach the subject 

wheneverr  he or  she is caught in flagrante, do poison with anxiety the "magical realism"  of every 

singlee one of the subject's metamorphic moves. As a result taking a shit in the dark may not, after 

all,, be the care-free affair  that one would otherwise think, but one filled with apprehension as any 

unknownn noise from behind registers in the subject's sensitive spine crouched, as he or  she 

evidentlyy is, on top of the unpleasantly cool floor  of the theater. The situation is well captured by 

aa saying from my Cuban childhood that I believe is widely recycled both in Spain and all over 

Latinn America: "th e letter  enters with blood." 
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AnAn Imaginary of Notables 

AndAnd so did the letter of the law entered, or, more precisely, was, literally, stamped on the 

bodiess of the actors and actresses from the early republican theater. Talking about how they 

subjectedd all texts to a form of previous censorship aimed at insuring in advance that the theater 

didd not deviate even minimally from the prevailing republican orthodoxy, Galindo implicitly 

suggestss that it was the actor's performance on stage that ultimately preoccupied the local 

authorities.. That is, the censors' concern with extirpating any possible ambiguities from the 

dramaticc texts, thereby reducing them as much as possible to univocality, to the unambiguous 

expressionn of the kind of ' meanings which they approved of, had no other purpose 

thann short-circuiting in advance the ability actors always have of derailing any established 

meaningss on stage. That is, through their very own idiosyncratic inflexions of the voice and 

overalll  excessive bodilyness of making these dramatic texts say something other on stage than 

thatt which the official authorities wished them to say. 

Inn all of this, nothing less than the future of the nation was at stake;; indeed, it was for this 

future'ss sake that 

thee letter that the actor recited on stage had to be a closed and univocal space from which 

thee polysemie condition of discourse was amputated (ibid: 18). 

If,, against the opinions of theatre-owners and other local personalities, the authorities insisted on 

censoringg all dramatic texts in advance this, in other words, was for preventive reasons. That is, 

inn order to bar actors from altering these texts by means of "their own creative processes and 

personall  interests," thereby imposing on them meanings different than those that were officially 

intended,, and on which, so the censors claimed, the very health and integrity of the nation hung. 

Ass if doing such things were at all possible, the censors' expressed belief was that reducing all 

dramaticc texts to univocality in advance was an effective way of compelling actors to "reproduce 

aa moral absolute on the basis of his or her very own voices and gestures" (ibid). 

Ass Galindo astutely remarks, the kind of previous censorship advocated by the local 

authoritiess was 
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aa procedure aimed at separating speech from the body. That is, at reducing corporal 

expressionn to a mere ethical surface (ibid). 

Heree we have reached the second of the two complementary tasks that, I have argued, understood 

broadlyy the early republican theater  set up for  itself in the beginnings of the nation. That is, 

beyondd disciplining the public by momentarily immobilizing it as a passive spectatorship, that of 

erectingg a separate, self-contained domain of political representation as the theatrical stage from 

wheree a collection of republican 'tribunes' somehow temporarily succeeds in representing the 

nationn to an assembled constituency. Because what, indeed, is involved in such a task if not the 

monumentalizingg of the nation's 'tribunes' by rendering their  very bodies into the legible "ethical 

surfaces""  to which Galindo alludes in passing? Ones on which, I should add, anyone present may 

readilyy read the abstract laws of the republic clearly written on every single, minute gesture or 

inflectionn of these noble men's clamoring voices and physiognomies. A monumentalizing so 

completee that, at least according to the censors, in and of itself it should be able to prevent any 

untowardd slippages between signified texts and signifying bodies from ever  happening. Or, what 

comess down to the same, from ever  impeding the republican 'letter'  to reach its destination, 

divertingg it from the straight and narrow path that it 'naturally '  follows in its way back to the 

'people'. . 

Andd so it is that the theater  from the period of the conservative oligarchy insistently 

monumentalizedd the republican tribunes on stage. But so did the early forms of historiography as 

welll  as other  contemporary forms of textual and iconographic representation along with a range 

off  disciplinary practices and techniques. In all of these instances one may readily detect the sort 

off  impulse that, according to Silvia Molloy, governed the "autobiographical venture"  in early 

Latinn America (Molloy, 1991:8). That is, by means of a certain "practic e of memory"  where 

memoryy is "accepted as a faithful replicating mechanism"  to mold the evoked past in terms of a 

"selff  image held in the present"  (ibid:8) Both an "individua l construct"  and a social artifact,"  this 

kindd of memory-work results in a particular  'Tabulation of self'  as the monumentalized site 

wheree both the personal and the communal meet. This is so because such an "exercise of 

memory""  is invariably 
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doubledd by a ritual of commemoration, in which individual relics (..) are secularized and 

re-presentedd as shared events (ibid:9). 

Accordingg to Molloy, the articulation of personal memory and ritual commemoration, the 

personall  and the communal restricts any form of self-scrutiny (ibid), something that should not 

surprisee after all that was said regarding romanticism's neoclassical overdetermination in 

nineteenthh century Venezuela and Latin America generally. Molloy concludes by insisting that 

thee kinds of self-images that were characteristic of early Latin American historiographical 

writingss but which, I must add, were also those of the heroes of the historical plays written at 

aboutt the same time, 

telll  us a great deal about how history—and what was one of its forms, (autobiography-

wass conceived in early nineteenth century Latin America: as a pantheon of heroic, 

exemplaryy figures (ibid:8). 

Thatt it was thus conceived is not strange considering how much, from the start, the self-images 

whichh governed the historiographical enterprise were sculpted ethical surfaces, through and 

throughthrough theatrical constructs from the beginning imaged on the raised stage of the polity as a 

'collection'' of monumentalized statues or busts. Since it was first coined in the nineteenth century 

ass part of this century's cult of "grand hommes" and all the way up to the present, the word 

'pantheon'' has been the common term for referring to such a notabiliary collection considered sub 

speciaespeciae aeternitatis, that is after rigor mortis has once and for all overtaken its members. 

Beforee that what we have is the 'collection' itself as the new nation's political imaginary, 

firstfirst crystallized during the period of the conservative oligarchy between 1830 and 1859. To this 

day,, in more or less modified ways all of the discursive and non discursive forms and practices 

thatt were first responsible for this crystallization plus others that have been added over time have 

continuedd echoing one another through the creation of a discursive space where, in principle at 

least,, the local tribunes can always count on an audience of clapping spectators which they can 

readilyy address. And addressed them they do, ceaselessly, ever more excessively, flamboyantly 

andd agonistically so, engaged as these dancing local Jacobins are in the urgent and ultimately 
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impossiblee republican task of governing by keeping their  audience as long as possible together  as 

aa 'people', thus postponing the inevitable horizontal sliding whereby it dissolves once again 

turnin gg into a threatening republican crowd. And if for  the reasons given the monumentalizing is 

inherentlyy theatrical it is also ineradicably historical. No matter  how allegorically, every time a 

locall  tribun e addresses its audience from the raised stage of the polity, wherever  or  whatever  that 

mightt  be, he, or, increasingly nowadays, she performs an act of foundation, one that makes tabula 

rasaa of the past while weaving past, present and glorious or  inglorious future all together  in a 

single,, historicizing path. 

Itt  is enough to take a stroll through some of the streets and squares of Caracas today in 

orderr  to verify how successful the discursive and non discursive practices from the period of the 

conservativee oligarchy were in establishing the enduring canon from which, still nowadays, every 

Venezuelann citizen must to a considerable extent draw in order  to constitute him or  herself as a 

viablee political subject. And so it is that suddenly turning any of the city's cobblestones into 

somethingg like an improvised political stage, the very stage of the polity fleetingly popping up in 

somee Caracas corner  or  street, any local citizen may momentarily "strik e a pose"  ("tira r  una 

parada").. That is, under  the scorching sun, flashingly collect his or  her  more or  less swinging 

Caribbeann anatomy turning it into the forbiddingl y hard, legible surface of a Jacobin republican 

tribune. . 

Thatt  such discursive strategy of turning the body into the legible, monumentalized 

surfacee where one or  another  transcendent meaning may be temporarily inscribed is not confined 

too Venezuela, is confirmed by what Silvia Molloy elsewhere says of the pervasiveness of the 

"politic ss of the pose"  in fin-de-siecle Latin America. Writin g about Latin American modernist 

'decadentism',, the body of literary and artistic works and social attitudes which in fin-de-siècle 

Latinn America subjected many of the existing aesthetic and cultural practices and expressions to 

aa thorough revision and renewal, Silvia Molloy insists that "decadentismo was, above all, a 

matterr  of the pose"  (Molloy, 1994:129). That is, a matter  of the "destabilizing force"  whereby the 

"pose""  turns the subject's body into a "fiel d of visibility "  which, eminently legible, disrupts the 

establishedd meanings and identities (ibid: 130). According to Molloy, exploiting the "inevitabl e 

theatricall  projections"  of the body, its "plastic connotations,"  the fin-de-siècle "pose"  articulates 
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novell  possibilities of meaning (ibid). In its characteristic effeminacy it, in other  words, "proposes 

neww identifications"  which, on account of their  sheer  eccentricity, are "transgressive"  (ibid: 132-

133).. Wary of these possibilities, no other  than José Enrique Rodo, the preeminent modernist 

essayistt  from Latin America and one of the movement's foremost ideologists alerted against the 

dangerss implici t in the "feminizin g pose"  which so many writer s or  would-be writer s and artists 

off  the time were so eager  to strike, and which Rodo blamed for  no lesser  sin than lowering the 

continent'ss defenses against the United States (ibid:133-134)! 

Molloyy makes clear  how much the fin-de-siecle pose draws on a nineteenth century Latin 

Americann signifying traditio n whereby cultures are read as bodies and "bodies are read (and 

presentt  themselves to be read"  as cultural declarations (ibid: 129). Linkin g this tendency to the 

rolee that exhibitions, spectacularization and escopophilia had in the nineteenth century, not just 

inn Latin America but also elsewhere, most notably Western Europe, Molloy implicitl y argues that 

everywheree during that time to 

exhibitt  is not only to show, but to show in such a way that that which is shown turns more 

visible,, is recognized (ibid: 130). 

Itt  is from the specifically Latin American inflection of this nineteenth century visualizing 

traditio nn that the fin-de-siecle "poseur"  would have drawn in a spiral of ever  "increased visibility " 

whichh he handled as a 

strategyy of provocation in order  not to go unnoticed, in order  to oblige the gaze of the 

other,, to force a reading, to prompt a discourse (ibid). 

I,, however, argue, that in order  to account for  the unexpected, extraordinary fate of this 

visualizingg traditio n in Latin America, and, singularly so, in Venezuela, for  the way in which 

TirarTirar  la Parada or  "strikin g a pose"  momentarily hardening like a living monument has become 

theree an everyday occurrence with incalculable political, cultural, and even personal 

consequences,, something more than just invoking a European genealogy is needed. Of the perva-

sivenesss of his traditio n Molloy' s essay offers striking demonstration. When in order  to be both 
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communicablee and socially effective even acts of subversion must borrow their  resources from 

thee very solemn, monumentalizing mode against which they otherwise react, something tells us 

thatt  such a mode or  traditio n is alive and well. So well and alive that, as I will show in the final 

chapterr  of this dissertation, the contemporary followers of a spirit-possession cult in Venezuela 

knoww nothing better  than to cite this traditio n and serially monumentalize themselves amidst the 

lushh vegetation of the cult's main pilgrimage centers. 

II  could offer  here many other  examples of the Venezuelan tendency to monumentalize the 

bodyy by turning it into a legible surface ready to be read by an audience of onlookers, something 

aboutt  which the sheer  richness and variety of local characters or  the tendency to put such 

monumentalizedd types or  characters on display in amusement-parks or  post stamps collections 

speakss eloquently enough. A good example of this is the Sunday edition of a main Venezuelan 

newspaper,, which, quite recently, devoted its weekly magazine to a profusely illustrated gallery 

off  social 'types', from ice-cream vendors and street-cleaners to entrepreneurs and other  upper 

classs varieties. As if putting such types one by one on display within a series of carefully framed 

photographss accompanied by their  respective captions was a supreme act of signification, such a 

representationall  strategy is clearly indebted to nineteenth century costumbrismo's galleries of 

'types',, and beyond that, to the monumentalizing tradition that was at the time so pervasive (Todo 

enn Domingo, 2003). 

Al ll  of this should suggest that one cannot account for  the manifold contemporary effects 

off  the nineteenth century tendency to monumentalize the body, thereby turning it into some 

legiblee "exemplary"  surface, just by invoking that century's visual culture from Europe. Only by 

addressing,, as I have done here, such a tendency for  what it actually was, i.e., as an enduring 

practicee of governmentality which, symbolically speaking, has frozen Venezuelan (and, to some 

extent,, Latin American) politics in an inaugural moment of modernity can one begin to fathom 

thee "magical realism"  of what has actually happened. For  example, the crystallization of the 

nation'ss imaginary as a serially expanding collection of monumentalized busts of which the final 

chapterr  of this dissertation will explore one singularly strikin g instance. That such an open-ended 

collectionn is tributar y to the more discreet "collection of notables"  of the "conservative 

oligarchy's""  imaginary seems unexceptional enough. 
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Yett the resilience of this heritage is undoubtedly striking considering that by 1859 the 

orderlyy collection of notables that had been so scrupulously set up in the year 1830 had thor-

oughlyy broken down, its living-busts members scattered away all across Venezuelan geography 

byy the strong winds of war that were blowing at the time. All the care that had been put in setting 

upp the collection as a closed domain of political representation finally came to nothing. Over the 

yearss those very sectors which the theatrical machinery of the early republican state had so care-

fullyy excluded—for example through the franchise, the use of institutionalized forms of bodily 

punishmentt and through military force-became increasingly louder until finally taking center 

stagee with the eruption of the Federal Wars in 1859. 

Indeed,, as a phenomenon, the Federal Wars may be understood as the seizure of center-

stagee by both the popular masses and the elites from the different provinces which that founding 

charterr of the oligarchical regime, the 1830 Constitution, had left out. Even if these two forces 

didd combine in different ways in order to produce the catastrophic effects of the wars they 

neverthelesss obeyed clearly different logics, something which by and large the studies of the 

periodd overlook by lumping both popular crowds and the forces of federalism together in one 

single,, deceivingly simple formula. In order to situate what had happened in terms of the logic of 

politicall  representation that I have been exploring throughout this dissertation I must backtrack in 

thee next chapter to the events in the years 1811 and 1812, just before the wars of Independence 

began,, eventually leading in the wake of the demise of the "First Republic" to the first attempt to 

set-upp second scene of the nation's political imaginary which so momentous consequences has 

hadd for Venezuelan history, society and politics up to the very present. 



CHAPTERR NINE 

SCENESS OF THE IMAGINARY : II/BOLIVA R SUPERSTAR 

Knownn in local historiography as the "First republic," it would not be long before the republican 

experimentt that was started with the declaration of Independence, on July 5th, 1811, unraveled. 

Almostt immediately after the provinces of Tierra Firme were declared Independent the problems 

began.. Thus already on July 11,1811, just a few day after the declaration, an insurrection against 

thee newly established republic broke out in the city of Valencia, capital of this same province. 

Stronglyy backed by the local pardo population, it had to be forcefully put out by republican 

forces.. But this was only the beginning. 

RidingRiding the Tiger of Revolution 

Al ll  throughout 1811 and 1812 the nascent republic was rocked by a series of pardo 

insurrectionss and slave rebellions instigated by the royalists (Izard, 1992:14), while having to 

wagee simultaneous military campaigns both east and west of the Venezuelan territory against 

loyalistt forces. In the east, the patriot provinces of Cumana, Barcelona and Caracas joined forces 

againstt the royalists congregated in Guayana. In the west, the province of Coro was the epicenter 

off  the royalist reaction against the republic. From it a column headed by the Spanish captain 

Domingoo de Monteverde swiftly moved against the main rebel positions in Venezuela's central 

areas.. Both campaigns eventually ended with the defeat of the rebels, an outcome that was sealed 

withh the capitulation that Monteverde had Miranda sign on July 25,1812, as a result of which 

"everythingg that was done after July 5,1811 was disavowed, Monteverde setting himself up as 

Captainn General of Venezuela" (Bencomo Barrios, 1992:397). 
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Duringg the next year, in 1813, the rebel forces that after  their  defeat had taken refuge in 

bothh Trinida d and Cartagena de Indias, Colombia, invaded Venezuela from these two eastern and 

westernn points rapidly overcoming the Spaniards and establishing a "Second Republic"  which, 

however,, lasted hardly more than the "First. "  Littl e over  a year  after  it was instituted with Bolivar 

att  its head on August 6, 1813, the defeat of the republicans on the battle of Maturi n on December 

11,, 1814 sealed its loss (ibid), an outcome for  which the disaffection during this period of the 

popularr  masses for  the cause of independence was largely responsible. The historian Carrera 

Damass hints at the long term devastating consequences that the social disruption brought about 

byy the "loosening of the previously existing breaks to the aspirations of both pardos and slaves" 

wouldd have for  the white rulin g strata as a whole: 

thee slave uprisings of 1812 and 1824, the pardo rebellions in 1811, 1812 and 1814, the 

Warr  to the Death, and, in sum, the almost total destruction of the white dominant class 

(Carreraa Damas, 1986:119). 

Itt  would not be until 1817 that after  having gained back the backing of the colored crowds and 

withh considerable external support, mostly from England, the republican forces regained an 

initiativ ee that, with only temporary setbacks and amidst unbelievable bloodshed and destruction, 

theyy would not loose until the very end when, in November  8, 1823, with the capture of the city 

off  Puerto Cabello "th e war  of independence ended in Venezuela"  (ibid:399). To say, however, 

thatt  with this episode Venezuelan independence was sealed would be premature. Indeed, it would 

nott  be until 1830 that Venezuela was born as an independent nation, largely against Bolivar' s 

ambitiouss designs which resulted in the brief incorporation of what is nowadays Venezuela 

withi nn a much larger  political and territoria l unit of which other  future nations of the area were 

alsoo temporarily part. For  the reasons already given, this arrangement would only last a few 

years,, until 1830, when the Gran Colombia splintered among several independent nations, 

includingg Venezuela. 

MonarchicalMonarchical Liberalism 

Inn most accounts the loss of both the "First "  and the "Second"  republics is unproblem-
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aticallyy blamed on the blind adhesion of the colored masses to the King and the institutions of the 

monarchy.. Generally assumed as a given, it is such an uncompromising allegiance that according 

too the generality of historians would have sealed the fate of these early republican experiments. 

Itselff  motivated by the King's traditional role as a mediator  among the different colonial 

corporatee bodies, and, as such, the overarching instance to which the masses could appeal for 

protectionn against the abuses and depredations of the local white aristocracy, according to this 

widespreadd view it was the loyalty of the subaltern populations to the king that during the initia l 

phasee of the conflict tipped the balance to the Spanish side. This could not have been otherwise 

givenn the numerical weight of the colored masses among the local population, of which they 

madee the vast majority . Under  such circumstances, the masses' backing could not but have 

broughtt  victory to the royalist camp. It would only be later, when through a series of initiatives 

Bolivarr  succeeded in attracting the colored populations to the republican side, that the fate of the 

warr  would change. 

Thee disagreements arise when it comes to qualify the masses' supposed initia l decision to 

throww their  fate with the monarch, which depending on their  ideological orientation historians 

vieww somewhat differently. Thus while liberal and conservative historians by and large empha-

sizee the masses' backward, superstitious nature, marxist historians anachronistically focus on the 

presumedd class character  of the conflicts, which would have forever  pitted these colored masses 

againstt  the local aristocracy. In this (marxist) view, beyond occasional lapses the masses' 

monarchicall  tendencies would have simply flowed from their  class positionality and interests, 

whichh the Spanish side would have represented better. Yet regardless of the disagreements 

historianss are generally of one mind in attributin g overwhelmingly monarchical inclinations to 

thee masses, something which most of them interpret similarly. That is, with one or  two partial 

exceptions,, as an unequivocal sign of the masses' investment on the absolutist order  of the 

monarchyy and their  uncompromising opposition to any republican innovations (Armas Chitty, 

1992:118-119;;  Carrera Damas, 1986:114-115; Harvey, 2000:109; Madariaga, 1969:119; 

Troconiss de Veracoechea, 1992:156). In this view, for  both social and religious reasons the 

Venezuelann masses would have been always already monarchical in the hierarchical, absolutist 

andd traditionalist sense that that word often has. As Carrera Damas has pointed out while 
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somewhatt  contributin g to it with his notion of the Venezuelan masses conservatively invested in 

thee absolutist order  of the monarchy, one outcome of the consensus is that, to greater  or  lesser  de-

grees,, wittingl y or  unwittingl y virtuall y all varieties of local historiography have reinforced the 

self-servingg myth of a local elite forever  embarked in the selfless, thankless task of winning the 

resilientt  masses over  to the cause of the nation (Carrera damas, 1986:206-207; 1989:58-59). 

Republicann values and nationalism are, in other  words, left to the nation's enlightened elites as 

theirr  exclusive preserve from which the masses would have excluded themselves on account of 

theirr  class positionality and interests, their  stubborn traditionalism, or  both. 

This,, of course, flies in the face of all that was said earlier  regarding the behavior  of the 

Caracass crowds' all throughout the crucial journeys that ended with the declaration of 

Independence.. Indeed, the crux of my argument in an earlier  chapter  was that had it not been for 

thee resolute way in which these crowds threw their  weight behind the Sociedad Patriotica, i.e., in 

supportt  of the most radical, Jacobin wing of the independence movement, in all likelihood the 

declarationn itself would have never  happened. That being so, the notion of the a-priori 

commitmentt  of the Venezuelan masses to a Monarchy understood in the just alluded way surely 

mustt  be revised. At least in the case of Caracas the masses did not fit  this atemporal pattern, and I 

suspectt  that any cursory consideration of the major  events in the other  provincial capitals in the 

monthss preceding the declaration would not throw a better  fit for  the rest of Venezuela. In view 

off  these circumstances, there are at least two crucial questions that need to be asked. One, how to 

accountt  for  the seemingly sudden decision, taken by at least a sizeable proportion of the pardo 

massess (the rest would have sided with the Spaniards from the beginning) to switch sides, 

quittin gg the cause of independence in order  to back the monarchy. The other  if it was indeed the 

casee that in so suddenly favoring the monarchy the masses were in fact opting for  the kind of 

traditionalist ,, hierarchical order  that, at least for  rhetorical purposes, either  explicitly or  implicitl y 

mostt  if not all local historians still nowadays declare it to have been. As one would expect, often 

bypassingg empirical information found in their  very texts, these local historians' ceremonial 

reiterationn of such a monolithic view of the colonial past is highly consistent with the nationalist 

blinderss which, degrees of sophistication aside, marxist and non-marxist alike most if not all of 

themm still nowadays wear. 
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II  will address the second of the two above questions first.  Here, looked without the 

blinders,, any superficial glance at the available record suggests a categorical no to the question of 

whetherr  the Venezuelan postcolonial masses had any particular  investment on the secular  hierar-

chiess from the past, whatever  these were. At least until 1815 when the situation changed, the 

monarchicall  side that the Venezuelan postcolonial masses cast their  lot with was, if anything, 

evenn more liberal and radically egalitarian than the republican. Even if in a classic instance of 

disavowall  local historians often overlook this fact with which otherwise they are more or  less 

confusedlyy familiar—a bit of information that often subsists in their  work in "th e practical state," 

too use Althusser's well know distinction—the monarchy of those initia l years was the 

constitutionall  order  proclaimed in 1812 by the Spanish liberals in Cadiz. As I, following Guerra, 

havee argued in a preceding chapter  the Cadiz Constitution and the liberal movement on which it 

dreww was perhaps the single most important inspiration behind the Spanish American revolution. 

Fromm the start, imbued of the radical ideas from Cadiz, the peninsular  officers which headed the 

Spanishh forces could not but have looked on the liberalism of at least some of the more 

aristocraticc republican separatists with considerable scepticism if not downright contempt. 

Accordingly,, these officers did not hesitate to incite the colored masses' hatred of the 

locall  aristocracy, thereby contributin g not insignificantly to the horrifi c violence, the killings, 

rapes,, mannings and overall destruction that, regardless of which camp they belonged to, these 

populationss inflicted on the local white strata during the initia l years of the conflict. To be sure, 

inn doing this, the Spanish officers were not free from opportunism, paramount as it must have 

beenn in their  minds to win at all costs the war  against the local insurgents. But sheer  idealism 

mustt  also have played its part. As the liberal inheritor s of the universalism of the late Spanish 

monarchy,, for  these officers there must have been nothing as abhorrent as the local aristocracy's 

entrenchedd privileges and boastful particularism. And, in any case, it is considerably easier  to 

pushh a radical program in a distant colony away from home, where what is at stake is nothing less 

thann winning the war  against local separatists, than at home where one is more answerable to 

locall  considerations and pressures. 

Whateverr  the reasons were that made it possible—idealism, pragmatism, or, as is more 

likely,, a combination of the two—what is certain is that the outcome of such an unlikely alliance 
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betweenn the liberalism of the masses' and that of the colonial forces was the kind of treacherous 

scenee that the Spanish officer Ceballos so vehemently decried in the text which I analyzed 

earlier,, and for which he so urgently called for solutions. For example, enacting fully Article 22 

off  the Cadiz Constitution from 1812 

whichh recognized the free castes as "Spaniards" and "opened the door to their virtue and 

merit,""  making eligible qualified individuals of color for especial letters of citizenship to 

bee extended by the Cortes (King, 1953:529). 

Hee also 

boree witness to the favorable effects among the castes of the Cortess decree of January 29, 

1812,, which ostensibly opened the universities, seminaries, and the priesthood in the 

Indiess to qualified men of color (ibid). 

Inn general, alarmed as he was by the colored crowds' horrid mimetic violence, Ceballos urged 

that t 

thosee members of the castes who had served in the royalist ranks (...) ought to be 

rewardedd by some improvement in their civil status, in order to give them a stake in the 

Spanishh regime (ibid). 

Ass King succinctly puts it however, "unfortunately for Spain, Ceballos' advice was not followed" 

(ibid). . 

Alreadyy by 1816, with the arrival of a 10,000 strong expeditionary force headed by the 

Spanishh officer Pablo Morillo, and sent expressly from Spain for the purpose of controlling the 

locall  situation, the "royalist Venezuelan regime" that was in place between 1812 and 1816 came 

too an end (Izard, 1992:15)30 Regardless of what claims local historians often make vis-a-vis this 

30.. It is inly with the arrival of Morillo's expeditionary force that the wars of Independence in Venezuela became 
internationalized.. Until then, between 1812 and 1816 with Spain busily conducting its own war of independence 



lastt  minute "royalis t regime," 

itt  has yet to be fully demonstrated that in each of its different stages it was composed of 

thosee in favor  of reestablishing the dependence on the Spanish crown; on the other  hand, 

thee royalists were ideologically closer  to the frenchified bonapartists or  to the Cadiz' 

liberals—whosee Constitution was abolished by Ferdinand VII~tha n to a return to pure and 

simplee absolutism (ibid). 

Thiss programmatic, virulentl y assertive liberalism of the Spanish side between 1812 and 1816 

mostt  certainly accounts for  the masses' enthusiastic backing of the monarchy. Further  stimulated 

byy the promise of generalized booty, it is this side's 'liberal '  egalitarianism and not any investment 

inn hierarchy that explains the masses' readiness to heed the call in 1812 of Spanish officers like 

Monteverdee or, later  on already during 1813-14 against the "Second Republic,"  that of the 

Spanishh caudillo Boves whose ferocity has retrospectively earned him the titl e among historians 

ass the 'first 1 and quintessential evil-doer  of Venezuela's national history. All the other  gallery of 

sinisterr  characters, that in succession have crowded the local history pages pale by comparison. 

Ass a result of the masses' resolute parti-pri s 

oncee again the war  of castes broke out in Venezuela; Boves' men robbed and killed the 

whitee without making any distinctions among the camps, sowing panic and terror  (ibid). 

Al ll  of this hair-raising scenario with all that it entailed of sharp leveling from bellow 

amidstt  huge doses of democratizing terror  came to and end in 1816. As the forces of Morill o 

terminatedd the liberal Spanish "regime"  of the preceding four  years going on to reassert absolutist 

authorityy over  the Venezuelan provinces, the panorama of the wars drastically changed in favor 

off  the separatists. The events in Venezuela after  Morillo' s arrival were a reflection of what had 

againstt Napoleon, the Venezuelan conflict had all the characteristics of a civil war. Thus, until the arrival of Morill o 
alll  of the agents in both camps were either born in Venezuela or had been based there already for a more or less long 
time.. This is the case of the highest ranking Spanish officers and militarry leaders, which were already in Venezuela 
beforee the wars began, or of that of the peninsulares or Spanish-born which, fully part of the life of the colony, for 
thee most part eventually came on the side of the monarchy. 
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beenn going on in Spain during the previous two years. Indeed, upon his return from his exile in 

Bayonnee in 1814 Ferdinand VH swiftly moved to reassert absolutist authority over his Spanish 

dominionss by abolishing the Cadiz Constitution and imprisoning and persecuting the liberals. 

Absolutistt rule would prevail in Spain until 1820 when, as a result of a liberal uprising, for a 

periodd of three years until 1823 a Constitutional monarchy was once again temporarily 

established. . 

Inn the Americas, Morillos' expeditionary force was part of the Crown's attempt to reclaim 

forr absolutism that part of the world. Hence why Morillo swiftly moved to disavow all the 

promisess and temporary gains of the preceding years while proceeding to "restore the ancient 

hierarchicall  pattern of society" (King, 1953:530). As King summarily concludes, 

thee day of Monteverde and of Boves, who had turned instinctively for support to the 

castes,, was now over, and with it passed also the great popularity of the royalist cause 

amongg the men of color (ibid).31 

Fromm then on, beyond occasional lapses, the initiative in the wars would remain with the 

separatists,, backed as they were by the majority of the colored masses. To a significant extent, 

Simonn Bolivar must be credited for this favorable outcome since, as King puts it, 

hee was tireless in repeating and in implementing the egalitarian principles of the 

revolution,, seeking-though not with complete success—to extend his program even to the 

liberationss of the slaves as a measure of military and socio-political necessity. The final 

triumphh of the revolution was firmly grounded on the support of the colored population 

(ibid). . 

31.. Although very much in passing, to my knowledge King is quite unique among historians in so unambiguously 
accountingg for the masses' decision to switch sides in terms of the well recorded fact that between 1815 and 1817, 
afterr the return of Ferdinand to the Spanish Crown, the monarchy's camp would have left behind the liberalism of the 
previouss years to resume with renewed brio the absolutist rule of the past. Not, then, any supposed ability which for 
somee mysteriours reson die separatists would have suddenly gained to sell the superiority of their cause to the 
masses,, but, more plausibly, the sudden absolutism of the monarchy is what would have explained these masses 
abruptt change of sides. Unfortunately, King does not elaborate further. 
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Afterr  Spain's defeat and, especially, in the wake of Bolfvar  's expulsion from Venezuela's 

territorie ss in 1830 an "inevitabl e reaction"  followed in the form of a regime, the "Conservative 

Oligarchy,""  which as indicated earlier  thoroughly excluded the masses from the polity. Neverthe-

less,, the legacies from the wars of Independence would not easily go away. In King's words: 

incompletelyy assimilated and dissatisfied men of color—the pardocracia, as Bolivar 

himselff  came to call them—remained to plague the oligarchs of independent Venezuela 

(ibid). . 

AA genealogical investigation of the nation's populism, in some ways this dissertation may be 

describedd as an examination of the precise forms that, to this very day, this "plaguing"  has taken 

inn Venezuela. Also of how as a largely non-assimilated, 'excessive' population population, 

Bolivar' ss 'pardocracia' has inflected Venezuelan politics historically, leaving its ghostly imprin t 

onn all the forms of the polity. Including, I should add, on such seemingly neutral constructs as the 

'publi cc sphere' or  'civi l society', which, in different ways and to different degrees, in Venezuela 

aree all haunted by this phantom-crowd. 

WhiteWhite Mythologies and Pardo Realities 

Butt  returning now to the argument all that the preceding pages clearly tell us is that, far 

fromm exhibiting any traditionalist inclinations, in siding with the Spaniards during the early 

stagess of the conflict the colored masses were opting for  what was clearly a form of radical 

liberalism.. They do not tell us why, in the first  place, those very masses or  the sizeable 

proportionn thereof that initiall y backed the cause of Independence more or  less suddenly quit the 

republicann camp going to the Spaniards. Here an intriguin g suggestion from Mckinley, which he 

offerss towards the end of his book on "pre-revolutionar y Caracas"  is of considerable help. The 

suggestionn comes after  having argued that, contrary to the historiographical doxa, during the later 

yearss of the colony relations among the local castes were relatively peaceful and orderly, so much 

soo that the author  does not hesitate in describing the colony's "racial relations"  as "more stable 

thann in the majorit y of the Empire's other  colonies"  (Mckinley, 1993:163). That being the case 

thenn surely some explanation for  the all-out cast war  that, with unprecedented ferocity and 
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violence,, broke out in Venezuela shortly after Independence was declared must be given. 

Itt is McKinley's suggestion that, rather than as a carry-over from the colony, at least in 

partt the violence has to bee understood in relation to the ruling that was annexed to the 1811 

republicann constitution, which made legal "an old yearning of the whites" (ibid:239). The author 

referss to the "Ordenanza de los Llanos" which, annexed to the 1811 constitutional text, "finally 

established""  a "system of passes for the inhabitants" of the Venezuelan plains aimed at 

monitoringg the spatial movements of the laboring populations from these areas (ibid). As 

McKinleyy makes clear earlier in his text, this ruling would have partially realized the aspirations 

thatt during the last decades of the colony groups of white landowners had for the pardo 

populationn not just from the Llanos or huge plains just south from the main inhabited areas in the 

north-centrall  fringes of the Venezuelan coast, but also for those dwelling in the rural areas of all 

thee Venezuelan provinces. Namely, to control their troubling mobility by attaching the entire 

pardoo population to the land, for which purpose they had unsuccessfully tried to gain the backing 

off  the local Crown authorities during the decades immediately preceding Independence 

(ibid:: 169). As a result of this ruling's inclusion in the 1811 Constitution, the article from this 

charterr that abolished all "racial legal distinctions" did not have "much effect" with the pardos 

(ibid:169-170). . 

Thee landowners' desire of having the "totality of pardos attached to the land" by means of 

aa system of passes subjecting their movements to strict official control arose from a specific con-

text:: the series of urban and economic changes of the last decades of the colony (ibid: 169). 

Requiringg some measure of social order and a steady supply of labor, the urban and economic 

growthh of this later period was incompatible with the considerable freedom of movement and 

economicc enterprise that a sizeable proportion of the pardo population enjoyed throughout the 

provinces.. Even more incompatible, McKinley adds, with the habitual nomadism and banditry of 

thee pardos living in the vast plains just south from the main inhabited areas. With an increasing 

numberr of hatos or cattle ranches dotting the Llanos' landscape, in the closing decades of the 

colonyy the Venezuelan plains had become areas of economic expansion for the north. As a result 

off  all these changes, the existing freedom of movement and of economic enterprise among 

memberss of the pardo population were increasingly unacceptable. Increasingly, groups of white 
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landownerss came to perceive their  untutored mobility with growing hostility. According to 

McKinleyy it would be, however, only with Venezuela's declaration of independence that, with the 

King' ss authority temporarily gone, these white sectors had the free hand to give legal shape to 

theirr  aspiration to short-circuit the pardo's dangerous mobility . The Ordenanzas of the LLanos 

thatt  were appended to the 1811 constitutional text would have been the result of this newly 

gainedd freedom. 

Whateverr  meanings it had in the closing decades of the colony, it is however  clear  that in 

thee context of the formulation of the first  Venezuelan (and Hispanic American) constitution the 

landowners''  aspiration acquired urgent added significance. To understand why one just has to 

returnn briefly to the months in 1811 when, surrounded by menacing crowds pressing to break-in, 

besiegedd Venezuelan congressmen were busy formulatin g the constitutional text that tightly 

sealedd the sphere of political representation from this outside threat. In this context the annex-

ationn of a legislation aimed at stopping the crowds' dangerous mobility by attaching each 

individuall  pardo to the land was part and parcel of setting up the sphere of political representa-

tionn as a theatrical stage from which the masses were thoroughly excluded, its members turned 

intoo a passive, immobile spectatorship. 

Too be sure, under  the circumstances the inclusion of this rulin g amounted to a 

monumentall  piece of wishful thinking: an abundance of signs should have made it clear  that the 

possibilitiess of it being in the short run enacted were close to zero. One should not, however, be 

tooo hard on those few founding fathers that in the heat of the events managed to have the rulin g 

appendedd to the main text of the constitution. After  all, abstract as it was, in all its forbidding 

severityy the law was almost all that these patricians had for  conjuring some sense of security 

amidstt  a world so seemingly going to the dogs. So if under  the circumstances they somewhat 

fetishizedd the law, clinging to it as to the only secure thing in an insecure, treacherous world they 

mustt  be somewhat forgiven. Some concession should also be made for  the fact that their 

initiativess may not have been all consistently guided by their  long-term base economic calcu-

lations,, especially when with the masses about to run them over  the short-term was such that, 

evenn if only as a mode of governmental calculation, it so clearly put the political in charge. 

Whateverr  the case was, what interests me here is the extent to which McKinley' s 
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suggestionn is consistent with the theatrical paradigm that was formulated towards the end of 

chapterr five of this dissertation. Because was it not one of the preconditions of this paradigm's 

successs that the audience be immobilized in place as a passive spectatorship? Was it not only 

fromm such an immobilized position that, wrested away from their dangerous mimetic drift and 

immobilizedd as an audience, the local population may at all acquiesce to being represented by 

others,, their virtuous representatives gesturing at them from the lit stage of the polity? Now one 

wayy in which the Ordenanzas de los Llanos may be interpreted is precisely as such a means of 

legislatingg the pardo population into immobility, of bringing them to a halt by means of a 

combinationn of legal and extra-legal measures. And even if, as it proved to be the case, the ruling 

amountedd to so much wishful thinking, who would blame the local founding fathers for trying? 

Especiallyy in circumstances when doing something was better than doing just nothing and 

waitingg to be smashed. 

Anyy cursory consideration of the rulings shows that their overwhelming intent was to stop 

thee pardos on their tracks, bringing them to a screeching halt. Thus, for example, that which 

orderedd hacienda-owners and their foremen to keep detailed registers of the people under their 

charge,, noting down their "place of origin, quality, age, civil state and trade," all of which should 

bebe dully certified by a judge. Or the ruling instructing landowners not to hire any peon not able to 

producee the requisite "passport" which, showing all of his personal data, must be issued by the 

relevantt "departmental judge." Such a "passport" in turn ought to be returned to the peon when 

releasedd from his job since, without it, he "wil l not be admitted to any other occupation." In 

general,, the ordenanzas "expressly forbid anyone to move throughout the Llanos" without 

carryingg the relevant passport where both "places of departure and of arrival" were dully noted. 

Anyonee found without the document would be thrown into jail subject to the corresponding 

lashingss or fines until his identity was satisfactorily proven (Textos, 1983:180-182). 

Inn every case, it was a matter of putting a stop to the untutored wanderings that were 

rampantt in this part of the country by defining as "vagrant" anyone found without a job while 

assigningg him to one of the local landowners for the salary which he considered "prudent"; in 

casess of backsliding, the culprit would be thrown in "jail for one year." Beyond these and other 

equallyy draconian rulings, such as that obliging peons which exhibited "littl e orderliness in their 
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habits""  to live in town so that their  behavior  could be supervised by the local judge with the 

authorityy to do so, in general the ordenanzas legally empowered the nascent state to monitor  and 

controll  all displacements and mobility in the area of the Llanos. This, for  example, was clearly 

thee purpose of the ruling, which ordered steep fines for  those traveling with animals and goods 

throughh any of this vast area's unauthorized roads (McKinley, 1993:122). But, generally, the 

abovee alluded passports or  "system of passes,"  as McKinley calls them (ibid:239), had no other 

purposee than the monitoring of all unavoidable movements in the area while guaranteeing that 

peonss and other  agricultural workers remained, for  as long as possible, immobilized and under 

thee political and economic authority of one or  another  local landowner. 

Littl ee surprise that confronted with this draconian legislation, faced with such a strikin g 

instancee where the universalistic rhetoric of the Foundational text was so glaringly at odds with 

thee particularism of some of its rulings, the pardo masses decided to switch sides joining the 

Spaniards.. Beyond any social or  economic significance, given the adverse circumstances the 

majorit yy of the congressmen must have been under  some strong, irresistible compulsion to have 

thee above rulings added to the main text of the constitution. Surely this was the case of those, 

which,, in the first place, pushed for  this to happen. But it must also have been true of the other 

congressmenn since, how to otherwise account for  their  willingness to have the rulings included in 

thee face of threatening pardo crowds that, at least during the days of the declaration of 

independencee restlessly pushed outside to break into the very precinct of Congress? As I pointed 

outt  in chapter  three, such a pressure hardly subsided in the succeeding months, all throughout the 

timee when the text of the 1811 constitution was argued and finally approved by congress. Surely, 

inn view of the circumstances, these congressmen must have known that to include legislation 

seekingg to immobilize the pardos would be wildly unpopular  with a population for  which 

constantt  displacement and mobility was itself of the essence. 

Thee only way that I can understand that besieged congressmen decided to include legisla-

tionn offering their  tormentors a future as stern as the one that was envisaged by the Ordenanzas 

ofof the Llanos is if somehow such inclusion was itself in some way unavoidable. That is, only if 

immobilizin gg the population was itself crucial to whatever  task these congressmen had set out to 

accomplishh so that to not include any provision in that respect would have exposed their  whole 
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projectt  as somewhat hollow, the fantasy of actors on stage gesturing in the void with no public to 

witnesss or  applaud their  initiatives, does it make sense much as an afterthought to have included 

legislationn so thoroughly risking to insult and alienate the masses. Now, as we know, this task 

wass ultimately no other  than setting up a scene of delegation where these masses would 

acquiescee to be represented by others, their  rightful  "bourgeois"  representatives. And, much as in 

thee actual theaters that were addressed in the previous chapter, for  this purpose constituting the 

majorit yy of the population as a passive, immobile spectatorship of whatever  went on in the 

politicall  stage was crucial. It is this very pressing logical and political requirement, which may at 

alll  explain why, in the grip of such dire, unfavorable circumstances, the congressmen neverthe-

lesss blundered. 

Thatt  is, so crucial was the masses' immobilit y to the kind of representational model which 

thesee congressmen eventually adopted that, regardless of the possible costs, of all the outside 

noisee and fury, they went on to add to the main constitutional text a series of rulings aimed at 

haltingg the masses. It is as if the requirement to constitute the domain of political representation 

ass a theatrical stage sealed-off from the rest of society was so compulsive, that all the other  more 

immediatee (and urgent) pragmatic considerations were pushed aside. And so it is that, carried 

awayy by the irresistible logic of the task at hand, for  which turning that "rest"  into a passive 

spectatorshipp was a must, the congressmen took the faux-pas of legislating the masses into 

immobility .. Or, what amounts to the same, perpetrated the unbelievable act of laying out in all 

detaill  before those very restless, mobile masses by which they were about to be run over  a series 

off  lawful prescriptions not just ordering them to stop but, what is worst, specifying what the 

penaltiess were should they refuse to do so. 

Ass was said before, a monumental piece of wishful thinkin g which, at least in the minds 

off  some of the congressmen, must have been accompanied by a consoling fantasy: that of myriad 

peacefull  farm-hands orderly settled in fields across Venezuela and, much as in a poster  from the 

soviett  era, for  a moment laying down their  tools so as to gaze at the horizon faraway. Only that, 

differentt  than in the poster, what in the fantasy these 'pardo' peasants saw is not the blazing red of 

aa socialist future. In this hypothetical fantasy it is, rather, the self-serving spectacle of the 

congressmenn themselves that opens before them as so many 'bourgeois', rightfu l representatives 
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gesturingg at their  peasant-audience from the distant political stage. In other  words, the republican 

theaterr  blown-up to the size of the 'nation', its airy walls invisible yet nonetheless forbiddingl y 

real,, excluding as they did a host of contemporary realities, for  example the masses. 

Whatt  for  some of the congressmen might have been a fantasy, for  the pardo masses was 

clearlyy a nightmare. Faced with the glaring evidence of the discrepancy between the white repre-

sentatives''  universalistic language and the particularism of some of their  designs, these masses 

didd not hesitate for  a second to quit the republican camp joining the monarchical. To once again 

usee Nancy's expression, their  lateral flight "fro m one term to the next"  across horizontal space 

wass to be sure facilitated by the gap between the rulings and the realities. While the rulings 

assumedd a republican state already in place and with enough command of force as to be able to 

enforcee them, the realities did not at all fit the prescriptions. With the colored masses all over  the 

placee and, like some swiftly expanding stain, bent on an irrepressible horizontal sliding out of 

anyy conceivable niches, hierarchical or  otherwise, the rulings clearly fell on deaf ears. Their  utter 

particularismm clearly jarred with the sheer  universal ism of the crowds, an irrepressible sliding 

amongg abstractly interchangeable terms that was freedom and was also equality. 

Too even dream not to say mention pinning them anywhere down, much less to the land 

caughtt  as these crowds were in their  airy lateral flight , was clearly an unbelievable temerity. If 

nott  sheer  stupidity then at least foolhardiness understandable only, I believe, in the terms, which I 

havee just proposed as a paradigmatic necessity, an almost unavoidable gaffe. Given the way in 

whichh they were eventually received when they finally made it into the law it is probably not 

exaggeratedd of McKinley to see in the white landowner's plans of the last few decades of the 

colonyy of attaching the pardos to the land "th e seeds of the virtuall y racial wars that took place 

afterr  1810 (McKinley, 1993:170). The historical record does not, however, support McKinley' s 

claimm that when they went on to try to implement their  "plans"  in 1811 the "whites were stronger 

thann ever  both socially and economically."  Such a narrowly economistic view, uncharacteristic 

forr  Mckinley, thoroughly flies in the face of the enormous upheaval of Independence and the 

greatt  vulnerability , which it brought to all of the actors involved, landowners included. Neverthe-

lesss one may still fully agree with him that with the 1811 attempt to implement their  plans the 

whitess "contribute d to break the delicate equilibriu m among the castes in the colony"  (ibid). With 
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consequences,, I might add, that still nowadays are far  from over. 

ConstitutionalConstitutional casuistries 

Theree are other  ways in which, to say it with Bennington, in the text of Venezuela's first 

Constitutionn the general "wil l fall into the the cases of its law"  ("tombe dans les cas de sa loi") , 

therebyy going astray (Bennington, 1991:48). A combination of the American foundational charter 

andd the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, the state that issued from this 

textt  assumed the form of a Confederacy composed of the old colonial provinces now renamed as 

states.. In turn, each of these individual 'states' retained important elements of autonomy while 

delegatingg part of their  sovereignty on the Federal state conceived as a "Supreme Power or 

generall  authority"  (Banko, 1996:31; Ruiz Chataing, 1995:25-26). While ultimately resting on the 

sovereigntyy of the people understood as a collection of homogeneous, autonomous individuals, 

forr  the purposes of everyday lif e and government in this inaugural scheme such an overall sover-

eigntyy was framed within each of the different, largely autonomous provinces or  states. Legally 

definedd as equal, according to articles 133 and 134 of the Constitution all of the states or 

provincess were "fre e and independent"  in everything having to do with "that part of their 

sovereigntyy which they have reserved for  themselves"  without alienating it to the Federal State. 

Nonee of these different states were entitled to dominate the others, and, indeed, many of the 

strainss that are discernible in the text are attributabl e to the congressional majority' s concern with 

makingg sure that this assumed equality went undisturbed32. 

Itt  is important to emphasize that, regardless of its avowed federalism, according to the 

18111 Constitution it was not in the different states or  provinces but in the people's general will 

thatt  sovereignty ultimately resided. At least rhetorically it was this collective, homogeneous will 

thatt  the 1811 Constitution presupposed as the instance that ultimately conferred legitimacy on the 

overalll  state-form sanctioned by its articles. This even if, in what amounts to an uneasy compro-

mise,, for  all practical purposes in the text sovereignty was effectively divided between the 

32.. The preceeding considerations on the 1812 Venezuelan Constitution are based on the fragments from the 
constitutionall  text that are reproduced in Miranda Bastidas and Ruiz Chataing (1995:100 and passim). 
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"Generall  Authority "  of the Federal State and that of its component politico-administrativ e units, 

thee individual states (ibid:87-88). As for  the strains between this "general"  authority and that 

belongingg to the different 'states', one place where they clearly surface is in the structure of the 

executivee power  which, unrealistically enough, the Constitution envisaged as a triumvirat e with 

eachh of its members occupying the nation's Presidency only during brief successive intervals 

(Banko,, 1996:33). 

Quitee awkwardly, in line with the proposed structure all three members of the executive 

wouldd constantly rotate among themselves, rapidly succeeding each other  in the post with neither 

off  them holding it for  more than one week at a time (Michelena, 1999:613)! Presumably, the idea 

wass for  neither  to have enough time to accumulate any personal power  on behalf of either 

himselff  or  of whatever  faction or  sectional interests it was that he represented. Only the great 

anxietiess which the deputies from the different provinces surely experienced at the time 

regardingg the continuing independence and autonomy of their  respective provinces (Ruiz 

Chataing,, 1995:25) can possibly account for  the adoption of such an unwieldy scheme. This 

adoptionn was obviously in response not just to thee possibility but the likelihood, keenly feared by 

thee majority , that based on this very province the power  of the executive be used by Caracas as a 

meanss of exercising hegemony over  the other  federal states. In other  words, confronted with this 

likelihoodd the assembled representatives knew no better  than to divide the nation's Presidency 

amongg three different incumbents. Not only that, but in so doing to make sure that each occupied 

thee post so briefly that any particularisti c designs on his part would be cyclically thwarted. 

Needlesss to say, all of this rendered the notion of any continuity in the exercise of executive 

powerr  quite problematical. And yet considering its disproportionate power  and wealth compared 

too that of the other  provinces as well as the centralizing ambitions which Caracas had 

demonstratedd in the closing decades of the colony, one thing that cannot be said of the deputies' 

anxietiess is that they were unfounded. Their  solution was, however, far  worse than the anxieties 

themselvess since it rendered the task of government a virtual impossibility, something that the 

eventss of a few months later  during the monarchical reaction against the emergent republic 

demonstratedd dramatically. 

Butt  whatever  strains were caused by the concern for  preserving equality among the 
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componentt units of the emergent federal structure what needs to be emphasized here is that, 

takenn as a whole, this structure was itself more or less explicitly envisaged as something like a 

second-orderr emanation of the general will . Structuring itself for the contingent purposes of 

governmentt in separate states it was the people's general will , or so the theory went, that 

neverthelesss remained as the sovereign foundation of the emergent national whole (Venegas, 

1998:373).. And, as is always necessarily the case, also in Venezuela's first Constitution no 

soonerr was this 'general will ' proposed than, As George Bennington puts it commenting on 

Rousseau,, it repeatedly fell into the singularity of its cases. I cannot go here in any detail into the 

variouss forms that this falling took both in the text of Venezuela's first Constitution as well as in 

thee debates that preceded and surrounded its formulation. A few examples will have to suffice. 

Mostt of the examples have to do with the ways in which, expressed by the law, the 

assumedd generality of the people's will is either contradicted or betrayed by the particularistic 

desiress and designs that are expressed in some of the Constitution's main rulings and articles. 

Also,, with the keen awareness most deputies had of the possibilities of it being so derailed, as the 

variouss debates accompanying the text's formulation and approval so clearly show. This is the 

case,, for example, of the debate mentioned in an earlier chapter regarding whether or not to 

dividee the province of Caracas, at the time the largest and richest of all the Venezuelan 

provinces,, into two new politico-administrative units. Although Caracas was eventually left 

whole,, in and of itself the intensity of the back-and-forth among the representatives is highly 

revealing.. It clearly shows the extent to which the deputies from the different provinces were 

awaree of the great risks that in its applications the generality of the law would be betrayed by the 

particularisticc designs of the ruling elites from one of the provinces, Caracas, willing to impose 

itss interests, desires and designs on all the rest (Banko, 1996:27-28; Michelena, 1999:619). 

Anotherr wink to particularism in the 1811 constitutional text is the proclamation of 

Catholicismm as the religion of the state. While clearly "a concession to the great local power of 

thee Church," in granting such a status the Constitution compromised the people's general will 

withh respect to which only the most unrestricted freedom of cults was consistent (Michelena, 

1999:625).. Something similar may be said of the status of the pardos in this inaugural text. I have 

alreadyy mentioned how one of this text's most revolutionary articles, the granting of equal rights 
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too the pardos, was for  all practical purposes cancelled out by the last minute decision to add the 

OrdenanzasOrdenanzas de los Llanos to the main body of the Constitution. But there are other  ways in 

whichh the article granting equality to the pardos went thoroughly astray either  in some of the 

otherr  clauses and wordings of the text or  in the debates and decisions that were adopted in Con-

gresss concerning its implementation. An example of wordings taking with one hand what was 

givenn with the other 

iss the treatment as "inferiors "  that indios, blacks and pardos were given in the section (of 

thee Constitution) titled "General dispositions". 

Consideringg that 

att  no point is the freedom of the slaves nor  the equality of women before the laws ever 

mentionedd (Ibid:616), 

alongg with these troublin g omissions such a wording is one glaring instance of how pronounced 

weree the dips that in the text of the first Venezuelan Constitution the 'general law' took into the 

singularityy of its cases. 

Thee congressional deliberations on how to implement the people's equality, without 

whichh any notion of a general will is bogus, also shows how in all of its generality in Venezuela's 

inaugurall  charter  the law constantly takes-off from itself. An example is the debate about which 

instancee should be in charge of publicly declaring the pardo's newly gained equal status. While 

Franciscoo Javier  Yanes was of the opinion that it should be the General Congress since, 

otherwise,, "we run the risk of constituting an heterogeneous body, the duration of which would 

bee momentary"  (Yanes in Banko, 1996:29), other  deputies considered this 

aa subject on which it was the provincial legislatures that should decide, taking into 

accountt  that in the "United States each government handles its own Government as it 

wishess while qualifying its citizens, so that in some of them there are slaves and in others 

not""  (Banko, 1996:29). 
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Rhetorically,, in the foundational text the general will and the proposed federal structure of the 

neww state are presented as if the two were thoroughly consistent with each other, equality among 

thee provinces simply the reflection of the generality of the people's will . Indeed, itself crucial to 

thee general will , the people's equality before the law was "the central axis around which" this 

text'ss "dispositions all" presumably "pivoted." It is such a foundation that "supposedly" would 

havee made of the Constitution such a "distinctively rousseaunian social pact" (Michelena, 

1999:614).. Nevertheless, as the above debate clearly suggests, even if in some instances compati-

blee more often than not federalism and the assumption of the people's equality were both in the 

constitutionall  text and in contemporary practice at loggergeads with each other. 

Ass one would expect, Francisco Javier Yanes, the deputy which most decideddly spoke in 

favorr of having the General Congress as the instance immediately in charge of declaring the 

articlee on pardo equality to the public was a member of the Sociedad Patriotica. Based on 

Caracass where the deliberations were taking place the Sociedad Patriotica was, as we recall, the 

locall  Jacobin club that rhetorically invoked the 'general will ' not just as a difuse form of legitima-

tionn but as an acting, immediately effective principle of sovereignty vis-a-vis which nothing but 

thee most centralized form of government was adequate. In other words according to the members 

off  the Society, in this as in so many other respects consistent with their Jacobin heritage in all of 

itss homogeneity and universality only state centralization was adequate to the general will . In 

theirr particularistic bent, both the Constitutional text that was eventually approved and the 

debatess surrounding its formulation seemed to confirm the Society's worst fears concerning 

federalism'ss ability to derail the people's will . 

Too the Society the decided opposition of the deputies from the provinces to have the 

equalityy of the pardo population immediately declared by the General Congress surely amounted 

too an instance of precisely such a derailing. But beyond any specific instances the overall aporetic 

statuss that the 'general will ' has in the 1811 Constitution surely did not escape their attention. A 

feww rhetorical statements aside, such a status is clearly discernible in the performative uncertainty 

inn which, all throughout, the text maintains an issue as crucial as that of where the seat of sover-

eigntyy is ultimately located. Thus even if rhetorically it is the general will of the people that the 

textt proclaims as the new sovereign principle, the hesitation throughout between the singular 
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'people''  and the plural 'pueblos' would have sufficiently confirmed the radicals' worst apprehen-

sions.. Although perhaps not in so many words, enough of the radicals' statements during the 

debatess clearly expressed that for  them such a hesitation was a distinct sign of how particu-

laristicall yy the term sovereignty was understood by the majority . That is, even if in some general 

wayy they did swear  by the term's universalistic meaning, the hesitation clearly indicates that at 

leastt  for  the majorit y it was in the towns and capitals of each of the different 'states' or  provinces 

where,, for  all practical purposes, sovereignty continued to reside. It is not surprising that they 

regardedd these quintessentially ancien régime political units as the effective seats of sovereignty; 

itt  was to these urban centers' municipal councils and not to the provincial entities as such that the 

majorit yy owed their  election to Congress. This is just one instance in which the continuing 

importancee of the local governing bodies from the colony is clearly at stake. No wonder  given 

thiss persistence that, just a few months after  the First Republic had already fell to the Spaniards, 

Simonn Bolivar  went to identify the conflict between, on the one hand, the 'federal power' that was 

sanctionedd by the first  Venezuelan constitution as expressive of the new nation's 'general will ' 

and,, on the other, the continuing power  of the municipalities which this text also sanctioned as 

onee of the main causes of the defeat of the First Republic (Michelena, 1998:618). 

Itt  would be easy to illustrat e the tendency that the deputies belonging to the Sociedad 

Patrioticaa had of acting and behaving in Congress as emissaries of the people's will . One example 

wouldd be the arguments that Francisco Javier  Yanes gave in favor  of his proposal to have the 

Generall  Congress as the instance in charge of declaring the pardo's newly gained equality. 

Accordingg to him, the convenience of this followed from the very fact that 

alll  the matters that constitute a fundamental law of the State of Venezuela should be 

discussedd by Congress and sanctioned by the pluralit y of the towns ("pueblos"). 

Otherwisee we would run the risk of constituting a heterogeneous body, the duration of 

whichh would be momentary. The form of government, the divisions of the State, the 

rightss and duties of the citizens, etc., are precisely examples of these kinds of laws, and it 

iss for  this reason that they are the responsibility of Congress. 

Whil ee acknowledging the continuing importance of the plural 'pueblos' as nothing less than the 
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instancee ultimately in charge of "sanctioning" the universalistic, abstract laws of the state, in line 

withh the above reasoning this Jacobin representative concludes his appeal by declaring that 

thee uniformity of the system is the basis of individual union and in this our happiness is 

dependent.. Let us renounce our preoccupations and all spirit of singularity in orderr to 

recognizee the necessity in which we find ourselves of establishing a general and universal 

governmentt in all of the provinces (cited by Banko, 1996:29 — my translation). 

Itt would however be the most prominent member of the Sociedad Patriotica, not just in 

Congresss but in the Jacobin club itself, Francisco de Miranda, that most succinctly expressed the 

objectionss of the radicals to the overall form of Venezuela's First Constitution. With an 

admirablee sense of theatrical closure, he waited to the very last when he had to sign the text in 

orderr to register his complaints claiming that, on account of its 

Inconsistencyy with the character of the population, with the customs and habits of these 

countries,, instead of uniting us in one social body or general mass (the Constitution) may 

veryy well result in division and separation to the detriment of our common security and of 

ourr Independence, (for which reasons) it is my duty to voice these objections (cited in 

Escovarr Salom, 1972:72 — my emphasis). 

II  cannot help thinking of Miranda at the very moment of signing haunted by the troubling sight of 

thee pardos just outside of Congress gathered as precisely that "general mass" which, according to 

him,, in all of its trifling particularism the federal constitution failed to do justice. Hailed at the 

timee as the lawful reflection of the people's homogeneous 'general will' , all that the text of Vene-

zuela'ss first Constitution ended refracting was a tangled, confused web of irreconcilable sectional 

interests.. It would not be long after the Constitution was signed that, lacking any reflection in this 

republicann mirror, the pardo "mass" went to the side of the monarchy leaving the separatist camp 

weakk and divided. 

Al ll  the worst fears of the Jacobins that the "heterogeneous body" that was brought into 

beingg by Venezuela's foundational charter could only be "momentary," its "duration" quite 
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limited,, proved indeed prophetical. After  just a few months the events amply confirmed their 

apprehensionss when, weakened by its own internal divisions and the lack of support of the 

masses,, the First Republic fell to the forces of the monarchy. Surely the federal structure of the 

republicann state was not indifferent to this outcome as it conspired against the need to build any 

commonn front, so necessary for  defeating the monarchists. Indeed, during the few months before 

theirr  demise, the republicans were hardly capable of orchestrating any unified response to the 

loyalists,, marred as they were by the divisions among the different provinces all eager  to assert 

theirr  sovereignties. A glaring example of this inabilit y is their  failur e during the initial phases of 

thee conflict to unite militaril y on account of the different provinces' insistence on defining their 

ownn separate militar y strategies. Needless to say, not precisely the holy trinit y the triumvira l 

structuree of the executive power  also did not help. When, towards the end, faced with imminent 

defeatt  the republicans finally  agreed to appoint Francisco de Miranda dictator  it was already too 

late::  the fate of the First Republic was already sealed (ibid:622-623). 

Thee preceding pages may have given the impression that if only the Sociedad Patriotica 

hadd managed to impress its own centralist views on the Constitution the 'general will '  would have 

nott  fallen so badly into the singularity of its cases. Things, however, are not that simple. 

Empiricall yy it is perhaps true that a more egalitarian, less divisive charter  would have perhaps 

helpedd the republicans in building a more unified front  against the monarchists. But even that is 

farr  from certain. Because, regardless of how much it pretended to be the expression of the whole 

thee party of the 'general will '  was after  all simply that, a party. Under  the prevailing 

circumstancess it probably did not take long for  the deputies of the majorit y to discern behind all 

off  the Jacobins' universalistic rhetoric their  desire to impose their  own quite particularisti c 

designss on the assembly. What this all tells us, then, is not that if only the empirical 

circumstancess had been right the 'general will '  would have prevailed. Far  from merely empirical 

heree as elsewhere the problem is by and large metaphysical: never  present to itself, the 'general 

will ''  is always already falling into singularity. 

PrecipitousPrecipitous Fallings 

Itt  was none other  than Jean-Jacques Rousseau himself, who placed the 'general will '  right 
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att  the heart of his doctrine of the 'social contract', that in some ways saw best through the prob-

lems.. As George Bennington has argued, Rousseau's doctrine was driven by the desire to collapse 

thee prescriptive into the descriptive so that the laws of society acquired the same iron-lik e 

certaintyy as the laws of nature. It was only thus that, shedding all of its divisiveness and contin-

gency,, the dependence among men could possibly acquire the same necessity and predictabilit y 

ass that obtaining among things (Bennington, 1991:35-36). Confronted during the last days of 

absolutismm with the spectacle of a French society ever  more divided among the irreconcilable 

desiress of its members, Rousseau's overriding project in other  words was to bring about the unity 

off  the "people"  (Manent, 1995:65-70) Or, to say it with the Venezuelan Yanes in words that he 

probablyy borrowed from Rousseau, to unite all singular  individuals into the one single, and 

indivisibl ee "social body."  Yet for  all of this to happen something else had to happen first: that all 

recognizedd and followed their  'general will '  which, unbeknownst to them, nevertheless as a possi-

bilit yy laid buried deep within their  hearts. 

Thee solution, then, was to return to that moment in nature when before all the corruptions 

off  society men were free and equal. It is here, however, that things start going awry. The 

problem,, according to Rousseau, is that no such moment will ever  be found since it was never 

there.. No matter  how far  back, it is not blissful equality but the war  of all against all that one 

actuallyy founds, a strife that in Rousseau took the form of the mimetic rivalr y of which Lacoue-

Labarthee so eloquently speaks. Driven by "comparison,"  it is on account of such a rivalry  that 

accordingg to Rousseau everyone stays at each other's throats (ibid, 1995:66, 70-71; see also 

Lacouee Labarthe, 2002:49-52 passim). This merciless war  that for  other  authors in the liberal 

traditio nn such as Hobbes was the 'state of nature' for  Rousseau was already 'society', and an 

inherentlyy corrupted one at that. In order  to set the record straight with 'union' installed in the 

heartss of both the people and society a true return to nature was therefore needed. Only that rather 

thann 'Man' s prelapsarian essence, all that such a return could possibly deliver  was this very *Man's 

abidingg nothingness. That is, much as in Diderot whose 'paradox of the actor'  we have already 

encountered,, also for  Rousseau before his 'desires' making him something—this or  that trader, 

shopkeeper,, or  bussinessman locked in a deathly mimetic war  with all the other-'Man' is just a 

generalizedd 'nothingness' for  that very reason capable of becoming all things (Lacoue-Labarthe, 
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2002:39-46).. The question then is how to tap into this generalized 'nothingness' so as to channel 

itt  in the direction of the general good, of that which belonging to all is itself capable of bringing 

aboutt  the unity and welfare of all. And, as is often the case, also here 'mimesis' is the method. 

Thatt  is, in order  to bring about such an outcome it is necessary to make 'Man' crave the 

universalityy of the law by awakening in him that universal desire for  'perfectibility' , 'Man's innate 

lovee of 'virtue ' which, yet unrealized, Rousseau nevertheless assumes to be ensconced in everyo-

nee (Manent, 1995:73). And the means for  such an awakening is no other  than through reflection, 

byy raising before all much like a mirro r  the spectacle of the law so that by seeing before him that 

whichh "de lui-même il ne le voit pas toujours,"  i.e, le "bien,"  'Man' may identify with it thereby 

followingg its lawful injunctions. To say it in Rousseau's own words, 

itt  is necessary to oblige some to conform their  will s to their  reason ; to teach others to get 

too know what they want (Rousseau in Bennington, 1991:72). 

Itt  is here that all the aporias that are inherent in Rousseau's idea of the 'social contract'  start 

spinningg out of control. Because if according to the 'social contract'  all men must come together 

ass a 'people' so that their  'general will '  becomes the 'law', which they all acknowledge and obey, 

whatt  we have here is the opposite. Namely, that the separate individuals only become such a 

unifiedd 'people' possessed of a 'general will '  so to speak 'apres coup' once, in all of its abstractness 

andd universality, the law is already there as that entity which through reflection everyone may 

comee to recognize as their  own. Before then what we have is the different individuals always 

alreadyy falling into the singularity of their  desires. Bennington has expressed the conundrums 

well.. According to him it is precisely because as the "rent in the natural fabric"  that he is, Rou-

sseau'ss 'Man' has always already 

steppedd out of nature (I  would say of the pre), that the natural law (...) is radically 

inaccessiblee as such in nature, it can only be received apres coup: hence the necessity of a 

contractt  and of positive laws (1991:38-39). 

Butt  as Bennington is quick to notice, in this following Althusser  and others, 
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ass an event the contract rests also on an effect of après-coup: ...only the contract brings the 

twoo contracting parties into being which, nevertheless, are assumed to be able to put there 

theirr signatures. All the political doctrine that will follow will remained marked by this 

temporall  dehiscence, that one will see repeated in all the levels of thee analysis (ibid:39). 

Suchh "dehiscence" for example ruins the understanding, so central to Rousseau's doctrine 

off  the Sovereign and the general will , of the law as a "circular letter" which the "citizen as 

memberr of the Sovereign" sends to himself "as subject of this same Sovereign" (ibid:40). No 

soonerr it is realized that, as was mentioned before, as a synchronous totality such a Sovereign is 

neverr present to itself in advance of the law which constitutes it as such than the assumed 

circularityy between the Sovereign and itself breaks down, the letter of the law entering a postal 

networkk where it may or may not reach its destination. In other words, in the face of the lack of 

identityy between "sender and addressee of the law" (ibid:43) the Sovereign irremissibly '"falls 

intoo the case of its law" (ibid:45). It is precisely this exit from the sphere of generality that, along 

withh the possibility of history and politics, opens up the law's "capacity of recognizing cases, of 

beingg applied" (ibid:43). Indeed, the risk that the letter (of the law) may go astray is not a "simple 

empiricall  accident" but that which makes sending the letter possible since, as Bennington puts it 

iff  the possibility for the letter in one or another way going astray was simply excluded, it 

inn fact would be arrived rather than sent, and, indeed, would not have been sent at all. As 

aa result, one, would have neither politics, laws, general will nor the need for political 

theoriess such as that of Rousseau. One would still be part of nature (ibid:41). 

Itt is as a consequence of this lack of identity between the sender and the receiver of the 

law,law, between the 'citizen' and itself that, from the very start, the 'general will ' is always already in 

deficitt vis-a-vis itself. An "originary lack," it makes unavoidable the need for supplementary 

"prostheses""  capable of somewhat temporarily arresting the fall of the Sovereign into the citizen's 

singularr desires, of the law into the singularity of its cases. One such prosthesis is 'government' 

which,, as Bennington indicates, in Rousseau comes about as a means of insuring the "mutual 

correspondence""  between the subjects and the Sovereign" (Rousseau in Bennington, 1991:42). 



Ass Bennington puts it, 

noo Sovereign without the government which it however  must institute. The possibility of 

politicss also has to do withh the fact that the general will is always in deficit of generality, 

thatt  it never  closes upon itself in its presence (ibid:43). 

Yet,, unavoidably the making of singular  individuals with particularisti c aims and designs, no 

soonerr  is such a "government"  instituted than it betrays the 'general will '  that it, nevertheless, was 

meantt  to guarantee and make possible. In Rousseau this situation necessarily calls for  added 

supplementss or  prostheses in a process that, amounting to the Sovereign's "inevitabl e usurpation" 

(ibid:46),, is potentially infinite: introduced from the outside in order  to "slow down"  the fall of 

thee Sovereign's 'general will '  into the pluralit y of the individuals' desires such supplements cannot 

butt  "accelerate"  this very decadence by exposing generality to the "irreducibl e exteriority"  that 

alwayss undermines it (ibid:50). Rousseau mentions several of these prostheses—for  example, the 

nation-state,, the 'tribunat '  (ibid:48-50) or  the various aliases such as 'Venture de Villeneuve* or 

thatt  ineffable British gentleman, Monsieur  'Dudding' (from the English 'dud' for  fake) which the 

philosopherr  invented for  himself during his travels—, all of which meant to supplement an 

originaryy lack in nature (ibid:53-60). 

'Vertical''Vertical'  and 'Horizontal'  Prostheses 

Sitess of an impossible reconciliation between lawful generality and the singularity of 

peoples''  desires, for  my part I have implicitl y written at some length of the Venezuelan 'tribunes' 

ass precisely such 'prostheses' or  'supplements' temporarily arresting the lateral flight of the 

assembledd 'people' into the treacherous terrain where, once again, "mimesis returns to regain its 

powers.""  Much like Rousseau's, also the Venezuelan tribunes are 'horizontal'  prosthesis arising at 

thee same level as the 'general will '  in order  to supplement its lack. Yet exposing the generality of 

thee law to the externality of their  own singular  performances, these tribunal prosthesis also accel-

eratee the law's demise. Towards the end of chapter  six we saw the Venezuelan tribunes engaging 

inn the hyperbolic frenzy through which they postpone this demise while simultaneously 

provokingg it, committed as they are to the impossible yet unavoidable task of balancing out the 
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singularr and the universal. A theatrical tour de force, through their ever more flamboyant 

performancess these tribunes continuously supplement themselves constantly going beyond 

themselvess in what amounts to an endless performative frenzy. 

Al ll  of this so that the irrepressible sliding whereby their assembled audience fatefully 

vacatess the republican theater, the 'people' once again turning into a faceless (and threatening) 

republicann crowd, is momentarily delayed. But it is not only on the side of the audience that the 

slidingg goes on. We already saw in chapter eight how, realistically or not, during the early 

republicann theater the state used previous censorship in order to prevent the actors on stage from 

derailingg the letter of the law right there on the very stage, i.e., of resignifying it by means of their 

veryy "own" idiomatic inflexions, vocal register and idiosyncrasies or overall excessive 

bodilyness.. Thus subjects constantly slide, both within the audience as much as on the stage itself 

wheree the desires and worldly commitments of the tribunes are the slippery slope where in all of 

itss generality the law, which they otherwise publicly (and monumentally) embody, nevertheless 

continuouslyy falls. Stirred by "their own creative processes and personal interests" (Galindo, 

2000:18),, by the multiplicity of their desires, acting within the same shared "horizontal" level of 

performativityy both actors and audiences, tribunes and the assembled 'people' constantly slide 

beneathh the letter of the law that, as in so many legible "surfaces," otherwise is supposed to stay 

indeliblyy stamped on their bodies. 

Whilee all of the above prostheses may be called 'horizontal' operating as they do at the 

samee level of horizontal performativity as the 'general will ' which they so urgently strive to 

supplement,, there is in Rousseau one other kind of prosthesis, a "prothese originaire" that rather 

thann somehow 

happeningg to sovereignty, accompanies its very birth. Now the legislator is precisely such 

aa prosthesis (Bennington, 1991:70). 

Inn other words, not belatedly introduced in order to complement the "ideal genesis" of the state 

withh its "factual" one, the legislator is in Rousseau there from the beginning as a means of 

supplementingg the deficit of generality that always already afflicts the 'general will' . It is because 

thee 'general will ' is always already falling into singularity, the law into its singular cases, that 
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Rousseauu introduces his "Great Legislator"  as that solitary figure which in his singularity not 

onlyy incarnates the law but is himself capable of enunciating it in all of its generality and 

majesty.. If lacking "organes collectives"  the social body nevertheless does not slide continuously 

"toward ss a new dispersion in nature"  this is precisely because the collectivity's spirit is itself 

condensedd and expressed in this very law which, in order  to be followed, first,  however, needs to 

bee enunciated. Yet "how to enunciate this law"  given that in their  everyday, no matter  how 

expressivee it may be of their  innermost 'general will , nevertheless all that the 'people' ever 

enunciatee is not such a law but their  desires in all of their  endless singularity (ibid:70-71)? 

Himselff  "a version of the paradox of the après-coup,"  Rousseau's 'Great Legislator'  is 

broughtt  into the scene precisely in order  to solve the just mentioned difficult y as that singular 

instancee nevertheless capable in all of its generality of enunciating the law. That is, under  the 

formm of legislation, of presenting its 'general will '  to a 'people' otherwise fissured and blinded by 

aa multiplicit y of desires. In order  to be able to enunciate the law the 'Great Legislator'  must, 

however,, meet several conditions. First, he must be "a  priori  a foreigner  that speaks a foreign 

language""  (ibid:72) This so as to prevent tyranny by precluding him from having any 

particularisti cc stakes or  authority in the state of which he is nevertheless the founder. Second, 

differentt  than all the other  individuals, in the Legislator  individual will and the universality of the 

laww harmoniously come together  since that which, in all of its virtue, the legislator  wills or 

desiress is nothing other  than the universality of the law. And since the law is itself the expression 

off  the people's 'general will '  it may very well be said that that which the legislator  desires is the 

people'ss union or, in Hegel's terms, "union as such"  (Hegel in Nancy, 1993:112). 

Anotherr  condition that the legislator  must meet is that he in some way must be superior  to 

thee "people"  which he institutes while not himself a "purel y internal product of the society 

formedd by the contract,"  since, otherwise, how to impede him from using his superiority in order 

too usurp the "general will "  by means of his own particularisti c interests and desires? What this all 

meanss is that 

iff  the prostheses that one has examined (..) opened the supposed interiorit y of the general 

wil ll  towards a beyond so to speak horizontal, one here has an escape towards a 
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transcendentt verticality (Bennington, 1991:73), 

aa escape which, in Rousseau's words, amounts to "an authority of another order" (cited in 

Bennington,, 1991:73). One final condition is that once his founding mission has been accom-

plishedd the legislator must leave the state that he has founded, otherwise the terrible power which 

hee embodies and that was entailed in his act of foundation would remain within the state as an 

insidiouss source of distortion of the people's democratic will . 

Thiss excessive force of the Legislator is commensurate to the specificity of his speech 

performative,, to the especial character of his "parole" which 

inn as much as it is legislating, must therefore not only enunciate the law, but enunciate the 

contextt for which it makes a law and which guarantees its reception (ibid:74). 

Indeed,, if the "people" was already there as a preexisting context capable of understanding and 

receivingg the law brought by the legislator, such a "people" would already exist as a fully present, 

assembledd totality. In other words, it would be in no need of the legislator's totalizing 

interventionn that constitutes it as such, it would already be the 'people' that it only becomes by 

meanss of the legislator's lawful enunciation. It is precisely because of the people's absence, of a 

'generall  will ' which is always in deficit of generality, that the legislator's performative must not 

onlyy enunciate the law but also the context capable of receiving it. That is, he must constitute the 

'people'' as such a context by means of the very performative through which he enunciates this 

people'ss very law. It should be immediately obvious that 

thee stroke of force (coup de force) needed for this necessarily escapes the legality of the 

law,, which is established only by this performative and makes of the legislator a potent-

iallyy dangerous outlaw (ibid:74). 

Itt is in order to disguise "this danger and this illegality" that the Legislator appeals "to hes or at 

leastt to fiction," claiming to have "received from the gods" the very law which he himself has 

invented.. One may, therefore, say that not brute power but fiction, "a moment of cunning and 
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simulacrum""  is what, against much common opinion, lies "at the very origin of the political" 

(ibid:75). . 

BolivarBolivar Superstar: the 'Liberator'  as 'Great Legislator' 

Noww all of this long excursus on the 'Legislator'  and the aporias of the 'general will '  is just 

too say that, to this day, in Venezuela's republican experience the liberator  Simon Bolivar  is such a 

'Greatt  Legislator', the "prothese originaire"  which supplements the deficit of the nation's 'general 

will ''  by means of his legislating interventions. And this both historically and as a matter  of the 

liberator' ss role in the economy of symbolic practices of the nation's republicanism. 

Unfortunatelyy I cannot go here in any detail into what, in a series of brillian t essays, Luis 

Castroo Leiva has called the "  Bolivar  ian political historicism"  (Castro Leiva, 1985:31-98; 

1991:117-190).. Enough to say that, itself a blend of Montesquieuan, Rousseauan and Voltairia n 

influences,, according to Castro Leiva in this historicism Bolivar  figures as the First Actor  on the 

locall  historical stage. As such, he is symbolically in charge of bringing about the people's 'union', 

fissuredfissured as this people perpetually is by the citizen's divisive, conflicting desires. And this, by 

meanss of publicly enunciating the law which, unbeknownst to them, is nevertheless expressive of 

theirr  undivided 'general will' . 

Iff  as a discursive construct (but, then, who isn't?)"  Bolivar"  is "himself capable of such a 

Prometheann accomplishment this is because, different than in the other  individuals, in him both 

'reason''  and the 'will '  come harmoniously together. That is while all other  individuals are 

internall yy rent by their  conflicting desires, in "Bolivar "  the single, overriding desire which takes 

precedencee over  all others to the point of obliterating them is his burning desire for  the union of 

thee people. And since for  "him, "  who in this as in so many other  respects remained close to 

Rousseau,, the law is nothing but the expression of the people's "general will" , of its unity as a 

"people" ,, to say that he willed this union or  unity is like saying that in all of its abstract 

universalityy what he willed was the law. Arguably this economy of desire was itself constitutive 

off  both the "real"  Bolivar, and of this character, as he has been historically remembered by the 

succeedingg generations, especially since the establishment of the Bolivar  Cult by the Guzmln 

Blancoo regime some forty years after  Bolivar' s death, in the 1870s and 80s. 
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Concerningg the real "Bolivar," a welter of evidences clearly indicate that, besides 

Napoleon,, Rousseau's "Great legislator" was the other main alias, double or type with which the 

Liberatorr most assiduously identified throughout his career, and this for reasons not unlike those 

that,, as Lacoue-Labarthe argues, have led historical figures as varied as "Plato" or "Nietzsche" to 

inventt doubles for themselves (Lacoue-Labarthe, 1998:43-47). That is, much like Plato's 

"Socrates""  or Nietzsche*s "Zarathustra," Bolivar's "Great Legislator" was a means to defer an 

ultimatelyy irrepressible "madness". Or, less melodramatically put, of temporarily arresting the 

mimeticc drift to which we are all irrepressibly drawn by momentarily stabilizing the subject of 

enunciationn through identification with one or another model or type privileged over all the 

others.. While it is indeed madness that makes some think they are 'Napoleon', this was not so 

withh "Bolivar." Not madness but the desire not to go mad is what, occasionally, led the Liberator 

too such and other similarly extravagant thoughts. Indeed, sufficient evidences indicate that if 

"Bolivar""  saw himself as "Napoleon," or, for that matter, as Rousseau's "Great Legislator" this 

wass because, much like anybody else, he wished to forestall madness1 terrorizing instability. In 

otherr words such identifications were means of, out of the extraordinarily conflictual times in 

whichh he had to live, stabilizing his identity as a historical actor capable in his capacity as a 

publiclyy identifiable subject of authoring and undersigning that quintessential̂ Enlightenment 

construct,, the "Great Colombia," in whose creation all of his efforts as a fighter for Independence 

hadd been enlisted. Given the universalistic and totalizing bent of the endeavor nothing less than 

suchh a "Great Legislator" would have done. 

Iff  I have here surrounded "his" and his other aliases with quotation marks this is just to 

suggestt that, much as anybody else's, Bolivar's "own" identity was "itself' caught in an economy 

off  citations, a mimetic economy, out of which his "own" real actions in the world were ongoingly 

shaped.. In this sense, thinking of oneself as "Great Legislator" is clearly to position oneself in the 

rolee of that one single transcendent subject which, in enunciating the law, ipso facto constitutes 

thee "people," or, what amounts to the same, brings it into being as an undivided totality. And this 

Bolivarr clearly did (Pagden, 1990:146). Such a self-representation, in turn, was prompted by 

severall  circumstances. Among these Bolivar 's own readings, where since his childhood days in a 

Venezuelann hacienda under the tutorship of the legendary Simon Rodriguez, Rousseau's Emile 
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andd The Social Contract had figured prominently in his education. His condition as a militar y 

man,, belonging before the Independence ruptur e to the Spanish colonial army, was also probably 

instrumentall  in Bolivar' s readiness to cast himself in the role of "Great Legislator."  In doing this 

hee was only adding his own twist to a quintessentially Latin American tradition , to whose 

formationn he contributed greatly, of the militar y viewing themselves as the embodiment's of 

society'ss general interests in opposition to the narrow sectional concerns of its members. Last but 

nott  least, his identification was also prompted by the defeat of the First Republic at the hands of 

thee royalists, which he largely interpreted as the outcome of the divisions brought about by the 

federalismm of the republican camp (Bolivar, 1990:37-38). This divisiveness which, according to 

Bolivar,, plagued the republicans while alienating the masses, which did not see themselves, 

reflectedd in this camp's maze of particularisti c interests, made only too evident to him the need 

forr  a strongly centralized government (ibid:38). One which, based on a highly centralist, anti-

federalistt  Constitution, undid the shortcomings of Venezuela's origins with the First Republic 

whilee setting the record straight by legislating the nation into being through its refounding on the 

firmfirm  grounds of the nation's collective, homogeneous will . As some present day Lycurgus, 

nothingg less than this legislating labor  of refounding is what he set out for  himself. 

Ass for  the cult that was begun some decades after  his death it may be said that, as Castro 

Leivaa argues, it hinged on the series of conversions whereby it turned Bolfvar  's "predictions" 

regardingg the fate of his proposed 'union' into a series of "prophecies"  where the status of this 

veryy union was itself changed. Thus while Bolivar' s "predictions"  about the disintegration of the 

Greatt  Colombia somewhat amounted to a tacit acknowledgement on his part of the limit s of his 

Enlightenmentt  project of 'union', wrecked by the resilience of a stubborn 'nature', their 

transformationn by the succeeding generations into "prophecies"  brought about an altogether 

differentt  result. That is, by means of such a transformation, 'union' became reified as the elusive 

yett  inescapable historical goal—hence the term "historicism"  to refer  to the nation's political 

imaginaryy focused on "  Bolfvar"~of the four  nations, including Venezuela, that were born of the 

disintegrationn of the 'Great Colombia' (Castro Leiva, 1985:31-36). With all of the consequences 

thatt  this entails, it is with the establishment of the cult and the series of historiographical opera-

tionss which, over  time, have accrued around it that the "  Bolivarian political historicism"  that was 
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mentionedd before may be said to have properly crystallized as the historical consciousness 

primarilyy of Venezuela but also of all the other "Bolivarian" nations (Castro Leiva, 1985:31-36). 

Bringingg out the governmental implications of an idea which in Carrera mostly appears as 

aa matter of ideological distortion brought about by the Bolivar cult, among these consequences 

perhapss the most grievous one is the state-perpetuation of the nation in a state of endemic 

disintegration,, stuck in a condition of perpetual deficit vis-a -vis the glorious future of 'union' that 

wass promised to it by the Liberator and which persists as the overriding goal of the nation's 

historicistt trajectory. Needless to say, assuming as it does a highly centralized state as the nation's 

telos,, such a fetishization of 'union' as an ideal casts a negative after-glow on the conflicting 

interestss that are inherent to any thriving civil society, and which, from the perspective of such an 

idealizedd unity, cannot but appear as wanton divisions. As always happens with any such 

reification,, the fetishistic investment in the nation's 'union' as brought about by the state is no 

meree imaginary projection. Rather, such investment is itself inscribed in a network of social 

practicess of which it is both outcome and enabling precondition. That being the case, fetishizing 

thee people's 'union' as the goal entails on the part of the state actively and continuously sitting on 

anyy seemingly autonomous expression in society, itself construed as an obstacle to that receding 

telos.. It is by crushing methods such as this sitting that, much like a beacon of transcendence, the 

unityy of the people is kept constantly hanging way above the peoples' heads. 

Butt going back to "Bolivar," in light of the preceding considerations it is not irrelevant 

thatt it was from a geographical location outside of Venezuela that he analyzed the causes 

underlyingg the fall of the "First Republic" to the royalists. Indeed, amounting to his first overall 

indictmentt of federalism as a form of government, Bolivar 's Manifiesto de Cartagena was 

writtenn from the rebel base in the Colombian city of this name where he had taken refuge after 

thee defeat of the Venezuelan separatists. Marked by his condition as an exile fleeing the Spanish 

forces,, it would seem as if nothing less than such an extrinsic position of enunciation was what" 

Bolivar""  needed in order to formulate his first sweeping (and most lastingly influential) indict-

mentt of federalism as a form of government. Only from such an extrinsic location, it would 

seem,, could he have possibly acquired the bird's eye view necessary for taking in as a whole the 

recentrecent events in Venezuela, and, seemingly transcending all sectional interests, pass judgment on 
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ann entire form of government declaring it obsolete. This while, all along, adumbrating the kind of 

stronglyy centralist socio-political and militar y regime, which, envisaged by him as a seamless, 

welt-articulatedd totality , he deemed necessary to set up in order  to defeat the Spaniards. As one 

wouldd expect, it was on the basis of ruminations such as this that, over  time, he succeeded in 

profilin gg himself as a "Great Legislator"  charged with bringing such a totalizing construct into 

being.. As for  the eccentricity, all throughout his career"  Bolfvar"  would cultivate such an 

extrinsicc position of enunciation as the privileged locus from which, at crucial moments, he made 

hiss most consequential pronouncements. 

Datedd December  15,1812, to this day in Venezuela the indictment of federalism that is 

containedd in Bolfvar' s manifesto has weighed upon this form of government with the severity of 

ann almost inexorable sentence. Exposing federalism to the "Father  of the Fatherland's"  damning 

appraisal,, whose judgments in this as in so many other  respects in Venezuela carry unparalleled 

authority ,, since it was first pronounced such an indictment has turned any local attempt at state 

decentralizationn into what, at best, is an extraordinaril y fraught enterprise. One that at any time 

mayy be readily reversed, given both the right  historical circumstances and Bolfvar' s damning 

wordss which, always, may be cited for  that purpose. Not other  than this is what is going on in 

Venezuelaa right  now when, under  the Chavez regime, a powerful movement of state recentrali-

zationn is going on conducted, precisely, "in the Shadow of the Liberator." 33 

Givenn the centrality of his figure in the nation's political imaginary, any cursory review of 

Bolfvarr  *s main arguments in this momentous manifesto is enough to give an idea why, up to 

now,, in Venezuela federalism has led such a shadowy, precarious existence. While referring 

"autocritically ""  to "th e grave mistakes that were made by the men of the First Republic of 

Venezuela,""  in this document Bolfvar  squarely laid the blunders and misjudgments on 

thee federal system that was adopted, (..) the government's weakness (...), the spirit of fac-

33.. This is the title of a recently published (2000), largely hagiographic book on the Chavez regime authored by the 
Britishh journalist Richard Gott. 
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tionn which disorganized everything (..) as well as (on) the refusal to institute permanent 

andd well organized armed forces under a unified command (Briceno Perozo, 1998:797-

798). . 

Inn a nutshell, for Bolivar it was the republican camp's refusal to adopt any rigidly centralized 

formm of authority, its "latent federalism" according to which each provincial capital saw itself as 

thee capital of the republic (Armas Chitty, 1992:42) that was to blame for the defeat. Itself 

consistentt with the kind of socio-political structure which, surveyed in a previous chapter, was 

inheritedd from the colony, it was such a "federalism" that in Bolivar's view accounted for the 

statee of nearly total chaos into which after an initial enthusiasm the republican camp had rapidly 

slided.. Such chaos was, for example, discernible in the decision of two of the Venezuelan prov-

inces,, "Cumana and Barcelona," to disobey nearly all orders from Caracas while going on to draft 

"theirr own constitutions" thus, for all practical purposes, behaving as if they were independent 

states.. In so doing, these two provinces were only taking to its ultimate consequences the tenden-

cyy that, in the throes of Independence, each and every one of the cities from the old colonial 

provincess of Tierra Firme had of ruling "over their own destiny" (ibid). 

Containedd in his 1812 manifesto these, then, were the main criticisms which, addressed 

byy Bolivar at both the federal constitution from 1811 and at the regime that this charter 

sanctioned,, have had such lasting historical consequences. But besides the detail of the argu-

ments,, any consideration of the reasons why Bolivar's indictment of federalism have reverber-

atedd for so long must surely take into account the extraordinary rhetorical force of the language in 

whichh he couched it. Added to Bolivar's still undisputed, overwhelming preeminence in the na-

tion'ss imaginary pantheon, at least in part this rhetoric surely accounts for the readiness with 

which,, over time, a variety of social actors in Venezuela often rally against any expression of 

federalism,, no matter how inchoate. A good example of such a forceful rhetoric is the following 

passagee from Bolivar's manifesto whose words, endlessly reiterated, have not ceased echoing 

acrosss nearly two centuries: 

thee codes which our magistrates consulted were not where they could learn the practical 

sciencee of government, but those responsible for the formation of certain good visionaries 
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that,, imagining aerial republics and presupposing mankind's perfectibility , have strived 

forr  political perfection. It is thus that we had philosophers for  leaders, philantropy for 

legislation,, dialectics instead of tactics, and sophists parading as soldiers. With such a 

subversionn of both principles and things, the social order  was thoroughly shaken, and, 

needlesss to say, the State ran in giant steps towards a universal dissolution, which, very 

soon,, saw itself realized (Bolivar, 1990:35). 

Consideringg the Liberator' s prestige in the nation, specially since the establishment of the Bolivar 

cultt  in the 1870s and 80s, in Venezuela it always takes some guts to come out in favor  of any 

formm of state decentralization only to be possibly paraded as the kind of wimpy airhead ridiculed 

byy Bolivar. 

Inn the opinion of a contemporary commentator, Bolivar' s early manifesto did nothing less 

thann setting the terms of the historical "debate between centralism and federalism"  which, to this 

day,, in some ways continues unabated in the nation (Perez Perdomo, 1990:7). During Bolivar' s 

lifetime,, the criticisms contained in this document announced the general orientation of the 

constitutionss from 1819 and 1821 which, bearing Bolivar' s decisive imprin t at a time in which 

hee was at the height of his power  and prestige, were overwhelmingly centralist. Nowhere is this 

centralismm more evident than in the great weight and privilege that both charters assigned to the 

executivee in the overall structure of the state. Such a privilege would reach its greatest 

preeminence e 

inn the 1826 project for  a Bolivian constitution, which Bolivar  also proposed for 

Colombia,, (where) the executive became a post for  life. This explains that both 

centralismm and authoritarianism, and even monarchical ideas appear  so closely associated 

duringg the Colombian period (ibid). 

Byy "Colombian period"  Perez Perdomo refers to the years between 1819, when the Congreso de 

Angosturaa legislated the Great Colombia into being, and 1830, the year  in which this vast repub-

licc dreamed by Bolivar  came to an end amidst irrepressible centrifugal pressures. 

Thesee were also the years of Bolivar' s greatest downfall from the pinnacle of his glory in 
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18255 when, much like a modern Inca, he surveyed from the heights of Cuzco the novel political 

landscapee that he had so much helped to create (Harvey, 2000:236-237). His passage from one 

polee to the other was fueled by the tension between the separatist forces, which, on all sides, 

increasinglyy threatened with imploding the Great Colombia from within, and Bolivar's ever 

moree hubristic attempts to counteract such forces through the imposition of escalating draconian 

formss of centralized authority. Landmarks in this itinerary were his appointment as President for 

life,, a possibility which the Bolivian Constitution from 1826 had previously sanctioned, Bolivar's 

18288 assumption of the dictatorship, his flirtation at the time with the idea of the monarchy, and, 

finally,, his expulsion in 1830 from the Venezuelan nation that, bursting free from the Bolivar ian 

straitjackett of the preceding decade, was born that very year from the implosion of the larger 

politicall  unit. 

Accordingg to Anthony Pagden, all of the above was nothing but the inevitable outcome of 

Bolivarr 's rousseanianism, of his determination to think of society as a blank slate coming togeth-

err in an originating moment of foundation. Much as in Rousseau, and for the very same aporetic 

reasons,, so too in Bolivar a strong state necessarily followed "from the logic of his own historical 

reflections,"reflections," one which forcing the people "to be free" compulsively brought about the unity or 

"generall  will " which such a state otherwise presupposed as the necessary foundation of its own 

authority.. Believing that it was possible "to form the nation by the government" (Pagden, 

1990:150)) Bolivar, "and those who reasoned like him, were," in other words, "compelled to 

createe nations ex nihilo" (ibid: 138). In the opinion of a contemporary "hostile observer," bereft of 

anyy recognized past or traditions of their own that may somehow glue them together, such 

imaginedd (nation-) states (...) will always (..) be in danger of becoming 'a world that is in 

somee way fantastic,' 

heldheld together as they (precariously) are by such violently phantasmatic prosthesis as the 'civic 

religion',, 'moral powers' and other "non-institutional compulsions" of which Bolivar was such a 

decidedd advocate (ibid: 150). 

Inspiredd on "principles of ancient liberty," at least for one Venezuelan critic Bolivar's 

"virtuouss republic" drew on a sentimental substratum which left much to be desired. One of a 
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handfull  of Venezuelans that do not mince words when it comes to criticizin g the Bolfvar  cult, 

Angell  Bernardo Viso refers to one of the most precious items in Bolfvar' s republican arsenal, his 

"mora ll  power,"  which, "happil y rejected,"  the Liberator  presented to the Congreso de Angostura 

inn 1819 in the following, disparaging terms: 

thiss project denotes a vindictive and punitive passion, an authoritarian spirit taken to such 

ann extreme that it does not tolerate to be in any way contradicted, not even within each 

individuall  person's heart of hearts (Viso, 2000:83). 

Specially,, I might add, by that "heart of hearts"  since it was there that presumably laid buried the 

"bestt  self'  that the "project all along implicitl y assumed as its bedrock foundation. According to 

Viso,, "composed of a president"  and a forty-member  "aeropagus" (ibid:81), with its 

morall  police, its statistical tables of virtues and of vices, its lists of the virtuous and of the 

vicious,, and its state-controlled education 

Bolivar' ss "moral  power" accounts for  much of what went wrong with Bolivar' s career  during the 

culminatingg years of the hero. According to Viso, "better  than the necessities of the war"  the kind 

off  ethos that is implici t in such an unfulfille d project is what is ultimately behind 

Bolivar' ss implacable dictatorship until 1830, the 1828 coup d'etat, the attitude of the hero 

vis-a-viss Santander  and the incipient neogranadian liberalism, the Constitution of Bolivia 

andd the flirtatio n with the idea of the monarchy (ibid). 

But,, then, ond would not expect any less of someone who in the midst of his turbulent 

timess choose to cast himself in the role of Great Legislator, carefully sculpting every one of his 

publicc words and appearances with an eye always keenly set on posterity. As Pagden argues, 

ultimatelyy much as his other  abstractions (liberty, public opinion, virtue, moral power), Bolivar  's 

'Greatt  legislator  tacitly assumed the existence of "a powerfully constituted state"; in its absence, , 

alll  of these abstractions "had no, not even much imaginative force (ibid: 152). Hence 
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Bolivarr 's ever more hubristic attempts in his later years to establish precisely such a state, a 

determinationn which the spectacle of disintegration surrounding him could not but reinforce. By 

thee year 1828, with the forces of disintegration ever more apparent, the conclusion that 

thee Republic could not now survive without coercion, and coercion meant the rule of the 

militaryy (153) 

wass already firmly implanted in his mind. Under such circumstances 

thee emphasis in Du Contrat Social on the role of 'Great Legislators and the absence of any 

developedd individual will could always be employed to legitimate the temporary role of the 

singularr individual as the instantiation of the General Will (ibid). 

Veryy much in line with Rousseau if not in strictly empirical terms34 then at least from the 

perspectivee of the immanent logic of the political imaginary that he so greatly helped to install 

onee way of describing the above outcome is by saying that Bolivar's final fate was very much 

likee that of any other Great Legislator reluctant to take leave from his creation. That is like that of 

aa founder who in refusing to leave the community once the task of foundation is finished, 

eventuallyy ends up angering the people. That this anger is itself triggered by his refusal to leave is 

nott hard to understand. It is this very refusal that eventually turns the Legislator into a troubling 

sourcee of distortion within the community now seriously "endangered by the continued presence 

off  that violence in its midst" (Honig, 2000:22). In other words, permanently lodged in the 

communityy the Legislator's excessive force that was required in order to found it turns 

monstrous,, threatening this community's very existence. Hence why the Legislator is eventually 

ejectedd from the polity by the very people, which he brought together as a nation but is now eager 

34.. This precision is important because empirically Bolivar cannot be said to have founded the Venezuelan nation 
thatt was born in 1830. On the contrary,, Venezuela came into being as an independent nation very much against the 
desiress of Bolivar who, at the time, was very much invested in the preservation of the Great Colombia as the larger 
politico-administrativee unit of which Venezuela was only a constituent state. This is the reason why after the 
establishmentt of the nation Bolivar was expelled from the national territory and banished to Colombia. To this day in 
thee Bolivar cult this event is paraded as the original sin for which the nation can never sufficiently atone. 
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too restore the equality that his overbearing presence so thoroughly compromises. As Honig 

convincinglyy argues, the figure of the foreigner  and the "classic foreign-founder  script"  (ibid:22) 

aree ways "of managing some paradoxes of democratic founding such as the alienness of the law" 

(ibid:7). . 

Accordingg to such a paradox the people are only constituted as such by the very laws of 

whichh they, nevertheless, in line with democratic principle, ought to be the creators (ibid:20). Not 

onlyy that but, given such a need for  laws, a "perennial problem of democratic founding"  is that if 

thee people are equal under  the law they "cannot receive it from any one of their  own number" 

(ibid:4).. What all of these paradoxes make eventually clear  is that 

aa deus ex machina is necessary to solve the problem and this deus ex machina arrives in 

thee figure of the founder, a good person prior  to good law, a miraculous lawgiver 

(ibid:20). . 

Al ll  of this simply restates what was said before regarding the aporetic character  of the 

'generall  will' . With her  focus on the kind of "work "  that the figure of the foreigner  does in the 

"cultura ll  politics"  of the community (ibid:2) as well as her  attention to the "classic foreign-

founderr  scripts"  where these demiurgic foreigners invariably show up Bonnie Honig has 

neverthelesss considerably enriched the discussion (ibid:22). Making due allowance to some 

minorr  empirical variations that it is the task of any mythical construction to overlook, it may be 

saidd that the events in Venezuela in the wake of the nation's foundation in 1830 retrospectively 

followedd the "classic foreign-founder  script"  almost to the letter. Indeed, very much in line with 

thee script's injunctions according to which the Great Legislator  must either  be killed or  expelled 

iff  for  any reason he remains within the polity after  its foundation, Bolivar  was expelled from 

Venezuelaa immediately in the wake of the nation's establishment in 1830 as the result of a 

movementt  of rebellion against his rule. This only followed from Bolivar' s mixed record as a 

"originar yy prosthesis"  of the 'general will '  as witnessed by his decision to stay in the polity after  it 

wass founded (Bennington, 1991). Indeed, instead of leaving, the final period before he was 

expelledd from Venezuela and died poor  and destitute in Colombia saw his attempts to halt the 

disintegrationn of his ambitious projects, the 'Great Colombia', first  by proclaiming a Constitution 
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wheree he reserved for himself the role of President for life, in this way making concessions to the 

monarchy.. Second, by declaring himself dictator in 1828 while everywhere raising an army to 

buttresss his rule. 

Thee reactions did not take long in coming. Much like the Great Legislator who in 

postponingg his departure becomes an endemic source of distortion to the polity that he has 

founded,, Bolivar's flirtation with the idea of the monarchy and his assumption of a dictatorial 

rolee exposedd the monstrous consequences that the force which he encapsulated as a founder 

couldd have for the new nation's continuing democratic well-being. Hence the chain of abuses 

whichh accompanied Bolivar in his way to his exile in Colombia, and which, continuing for a 

numberr of years after his expulsion, crowded the local periodicals and public parliamentary 

debatess accusing him of sins as heinous as having monarchical leanings or Napoleonic 

pretensions,, all of which exposed him as a 'wild' intrusion in the polity's healthy democratic 

body.. A wildness that, if not ejected in time, threatened with corrupting with despotism the 

polity.. Though all of this " Bolivar" was for all practical purposes symbolically positioned as a 

'foreigner',, a founder from outside whose dangerous excessive force had to be excluded from the 

polityy if its ongoing democratic health was not going to be irreparably damaged. 

Butt Bolivar's dangerous force was not going to be so easily exorcised. As Jean-Luc 

Nancyy has cogently argued, once a community is made contingent for its existence on any 

finalizingfinalizing sovereign principle which brings it into being by demarcating it as a cohesive whole 

fromm the outside, such a principle of which "Divine creation and the royal decision compose its 

doublee image" will return never quite leaving the community for good (Nancy, 2000:120). From 

thiss moment on: 

thee commonwealth as such must (..) present and represent his (the Sovereign's) absolute 

andd final character, his sovereignty, and its armed forces must carry the flag of his glory. 

Itt is at this very point that the law of the republic-of any republic, even today-inevitably 

comess up against the exception of the prince, whatever the form of government might be. 

Evenn today, democracy has not profoundly displaced this schema; it has only suppressed 

orr repressed it, back into the shadow of its own uncertainties (that is, the uncertainty con-
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cerningg its own sovereignty, an uncertainty that even today remains consubstantial with 

it) .. Lik e what is repressed, then, the schema of the sovereign exception never  stops 

returning,, and it returns as the perversion of democracy, whether  this return happens in 

thee innumerable coups d'etat of its history or  in becoming totalitarian (where the 

exceptionn transforms itself into a doubling of the structure of the State by another  [struc-

ture]]  which incarnates true sovereignty) (ibid: 123). 

Or,, I might add, as a figure which like that of"  Bolivar"  which, incarnating 'union as such', 

returnss as that dangerous exception or  "coup de force"  which, necessarily escaping it as a 

transcendentt  principle, nevertheless institutes the community. That is, brings it about as a 

boundedd entity by enunciating the law on which the community's very being and continuity is 

itselff  contingent. 

Sincee the establishment of the Cult of Bolivar  in the 1870s and 80s by the Guzmen 

Blancoo regime, addressed in the first chapter  of this dissertation, "Bolfvar "  has never  quite left 

thee polity where it remains as a more or  less omnipresent background, his name and figure 

stampedd all over  the nation's material landscape, from the currency to the many squares, bridges 

andd walls where, in one or  another  form, the Liberator  serially shows up. Nevertheless one might 

stilll  say that "Bolivar "  only "returns "  in full force in those critical 'populist'  moments when the 

polity' ss very viabilit y is itself at risk. I alluded to one of those moments in chapter  eight of this 

dissertationn where in the midst of a serious economic crisis caused by the fall in the prices of 

coffeee in the early 1840s "Bolfvar "  was brought back by the nascent Liberal party after  having 

beenn expelled from the nation a few years before, in 1830, when, after  the initia l failed attempt of 

1811-1812,, Venezuela was enduringly established as an independent nation. I mentioned in that 

chapterr  how "Bolivar "  was used by the liberals as a rallyin g figure capable of collecting the 

disenfranchisedd popular  masses around of itself. Much like the 'Sociedad Patriótica' in 1811, so 

tooo the Liberals in the early 1840s used the masses as a tool to break open the closed circle of the 

'notables''  precariously perched at the top of the social order. And much as in the earlier 

opportunity ,, if a radicalized political group was able to do this in the 1840s this is because the 

circumstancess were such that the republican 'people' was once again turning into a formless 

republicann 'crowd,' filling  with its threatening presence all the main streets and squares of the 
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nation''  major  cities and towns. 

Whil ee in 1811 and 1812 the circumstances were those of the disappearance of the Spanish 

monarch,, what was at stake in the early 1840s was a ruinous economic crisis threatening the very 

survivall  of the nation's majorities. In both cases this equally led to the subaltern populations 

steppingg out of the societal niches where, hitherto, they had been more or  less precariously 

contained.. In the case of the colony those niches had been the various corporate orders where the 

pardoo population was able to achieve some degree of symbolic recognition and economic 

gratification .. Less successfully, in the newly established republic they mostly amounted to the 

variouss patronage networks which kept the subaltern populations only precariously in place, 

tenuouslyy attached to their  local circumstances. With the relative breakdown of these networks as 

aa result of the economic crisis and the growing inabilit y of patrons to retain their  clienteles, the 

popularr  masses increasingly collected as crowds in the nation's major  cities and towns, and, 

increasinglyy also in the countryside ready to lend their  support to any radical or  pretendedly 

radicall  project of change. 

Thee circumstances were, in other  words, ripe for  things to til t away from the 'collection of 

notables''  in the direction of that other, "Bolfvar "  figure, which, according to my argument, along 

withh the former  together  amount to something like the "gumsa"  and "gumlao"  of Venezuela's 

historicit yy since, in 1811, the first  (unsuccessful) attempt to establish the nation took place. That 

"Bolivar ""  was able to perform as such a rallyin g principl e of identification for  the disenfran-

chisedd crowds all followed from his status as "Great Legislator,"  as such, representing the whole, 

nott  just the restricted circle of the 'notables'. That is, of those 'noble' characters and their  enfran-

chisedd entourages which in 1811, 1830, and, after  that, all throughout Venezuela's republican 

historyy have strived through their  very own bodies and ever  more hyperbolic gestures and overall 

demeanorr  to constitute themselves into the monumentalized representatives of the nation; this, 

whilee all along, through various historical means, excluding the vast majorities from the benefits 

off  full citizenship. Bolivar, on the other  hand, and regardless of his otherwise quite aristocratic 

leanings,, sought to break outside from the tight circle of the 'notables' of his times so as to 

directlyy interpellate the postcolonial crowds thereby incorporating them to the cause of the 

separatists. . 
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Whateverr  his predilections might have been, "Bolivar "  knew quite well how crucial the 

incorporationn of the masses to the separatist camp really was. Given the subaltern's populations 

overwhelmingg numerical majorit y and the experience that, to the detriment of the separatists, 

theyy had accumulated during the previous struggles it was only through such incorporation that 

thee war  against Spain could be decisively won. Which is, among other  things, why he cast 

himselff  in the role of "Great Legislator"  or  totalizing principl e that, transcending all sectional 

interests,, could become the reflecting mirro r  where all members of society including, especially, 

thee disenfranchised crowds could come to see themselves reflected. It is not surprising, then, if in 

thee 1840s the Liberals decided to resurrect the figure of "Bolfvar "  in order  to attract the 

disenfranchisedd popular  masses to their  cause of breaking into the narrow circle of the 'notables' 

off  the "Conservative Oligarchy"  forcing it to open up to the aspirations of other  sectors of 

society.. Indeed, in terms of the local economy of representation the "Bolivar  cum Great 

Legislator""  number  was the only one that, under  the prevailing circumstances, could possibly 

aspiree to constitute itself into an unequivocal expression of the whole. With the crowds once 

againn all over  the place, such a "vertica l prosthesis"  of the 'general will '  was the only available 

totalizingg mirro r  where, under  the circumstances, it was at all possible for  these volatile crowds 

too catch their  reflection. Not subjected to the same wear  and tear  as the other, horizontal 'tribunal ' 

prostheses,, Bolfvar  was indeed the transcendent totalizing mirro r  where the image of the volatile 

crowdss could be captured whole, and, thus, put to some useful political project. No wonder, then, 

iff  the liberals decided to raise such a wondrous mirro r  to the crowds, thereby tiltin g the pendulum 

oncee again in the "Bolfvar "  plebiscitary direction. Since it was first  inaugurated by Bolfvar 

"himselff  in the second decade of the nineteenth century, with all its historical variations such a 

plebiscitaryy configuration has nevertheless remained as one of the two polar  figures within which 

Venezuelann historicity has, so far, been inexorably caught. 

Thiss all can be expressed in term of the actual representational practices and strategies 

thatt  became enshrined in the nation's historiographical canon. I have already mentioned how, 

withh the establishment of the "Conservative Oligarchy"  a kind of historiography became widely 

popularr  where, often written by the notables or  would-be notables themselves, the figure of the 

"notable""  was represented on a virtuous path to civilit y from his heroic days as a warrior  of the 
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republic.. Amounting to a "miniaturization of the gigantic" this was the kind of representational 

strategy,, which, for the reasons that I gave in the previous chapter, was consonant with the 

attemptt to set up an oligarchic republic from which the vast majorities were thoroughly excluded. 

Theree was, however, an alternative representational strategy, which began to take shape not just 

inn Venezuela but also elsewhere in Latin America, most notably perhaps Argentina, during those 

samee years. 

II  am referring to the attempt on the part of some local historians not of 'miniaturizing' but 

off  reveling in the 'gigantic' itself in all of its sheer, grandiose excessiveness. Consisting in the 

attemptt of erecting a historiograpical monument to the nation's heroes where their figure, 

especiallyy their face, was portrayed as a reflection of the whole nation, such a representational 

strategyy necessarily pursued ends that were not those characteristics of the notables' biographies. 

AA good example of the kind of representational strategy that I now have in mind comes from the 

Argentineann historian Bartolomé Mitre. In his histories of national heroes written with a popular 

audiencee in mind, Mitre used the heroes' biographies as literary devices to unify a wide range of 

disparatee historical elements. This attempt crystallized in a series of "biographical medallion(s)" 

involving g 

thee excessive amplification of the personal entity, the overflowing of the biographical 

riverbedriverbed and its adoption as a macrocosm or symbolic representation of a collective entity 

(Colmenares,, 1987:139). 

Seekingg to bring about a correspondence between the rhythms of the life of the hero, of his 

mission,, and the rhythms of history, all along Mitre's overriding goal was to "create the image of 

aa national hero" (ibid). 

Iff  I bring up the example of Mitre here it is in order to propose that, reveling in the 

'gigantic',, the kind of representational strategy of which his writings provide such a striking 

illustrationn came about precisely in order to reflect the 'nation' that was left outside of the 

'notabiliary'' regimes but that was now knocking at the doors of the polity. At the time of Mitre's 

writingg both in Venezuela and Argentina the popular masses were pushing to break into the 

polityy in the wake of the federal wars that had devastated both nations. It is not all that surprising, 
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then,, that these were also the years when some kind of representational strategy had to be found 

inn order  to reflect the vast national realities which, hitherto, had mostly endured in the kind of 

awesomee ineffabilit y in which they were kept by the dominant discourses, of which the literatur e 

off  the "firs t costumbrismo"  which I addressed in the previous chapter  provides such a strikin g 

instance.. A representational strategy, I might add, which in its 'gigantism' was commensurate to 

thee turbulent, oversized realities, which, at the time, were striving to seize the center  of the 

politicall  stage. The "excessive amplification,, of the persona of the local rulers as well as of the 

nation'ss founding heroes to the size of the nation itself, and, crucially, to that of the popular 

crowdss swelling like a raging sea just outside of the polity was the representational answer  that 

wass given to the difficul t situation. In all of this the attempt was to constitute rulers as 

"compositess of the nation's people,"  as some kind of "composite person"  who in its very 

singularityy "seems to personify a country"  (Elkins, 1996:198). I should also add that in this kind 

off  representational strategy the figures of the living ruler  and that of the nation's founding father 

weree often made interchangeable. 

Whil ee Mitr e was writin g his "histories"  in Argentina, In Venezuela the Cult of Bolivar 

wass being invented by the Guzmen Blanco regime. Unfortunately this dissertation is already too 

longg for  me to be able to take up the Bolivar  cult in any detail. I will therefore have to leave for  a 

futur ee occasion the analysis of this cult as the site of an intense struggle over  the meaning of the 

nation'ss historical past, one in which the figure of "Bolivar "  was constituted as some sort of nodal 

pointt  or  master  signifier—if these terms may be disentangled from the kind of flat univocity and 

decidabilityy with which they are usually laden—around which the entire history of the nation was 

thoroughlyy rewritten. It is from this time, for  example, that the version of the nation's nineteenth 

centuryy past that is nowadays shared by the overwhelming majorit y of Venezuelans as a period of 

greedy,, ruthless caudillos vying for  state power  was first  constructed against the self-

understandingg of the leaders of the federal wars which thoroughly resented such a delegitimation 

off  their  struggles. 

Itt  may even be said that the kind of one-dimensional image of the 'caudillo'  that is most 

commonlyy circulated today, namely, that of a ruthless and greedy warlord heading an army of 

peonss and who either  was a landowner  himself or, if not, hired his services to one or  another 
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locall  landowner  was also a retrospective invention of the cult. One which in positing through the 

figuree of "Bolivar "  the centralized state as the inexorable telos of all of the nation's previous s 

history,, not only delegitimized federalism as a thin cover  up for  mere greed but did the same with 

thee period's historical agents and complex historical realities. For  this purpose federalism's 

"armedd citizens,"  the expression that was commonly used at the time as a cover  term for  a 

bewilderingg array of agents including lawyers, politicians, shopkeepers, writer s or  landowners, 

weree reduced to the kind of one-dimensional figure that I just alluded to. As one would expect all 

thiss vast historiographical operation necessarily left deep traces in the way history has been 

writtenn since the establishment of the Bolivar  cult. Indeed, from the time of the cult onwards 

"Bolivar ""  became the paramount figure around which virtuall y all the writin g of history was 

produced.. And just as such a writin g lost the relative freedom that it had enjoyed in the past to 

focuss on the biography of one or  another  'notable' while leaving the figure of "Bolivar "  in a 

relativelyy discreet background, so too the nation's 'notables' were increasingly forced to take 

coverr  under  the shadow of Bolivar, the Father  of the Fatherland. 

Butt  all of this is part of a story that I will have to tell some other  time, along with the 

institutionall  landmarks, the nation historical academies or  civic associations, through which it 

wass constructed. For  now all that I can say here is that it was through the cult that Bolivar  finally 

camee to assume his status as the creator  of the nation. With such a status also came Bolivar' s 

oversizedd projection as the gigantic screen were the nation's realities, especiallyy the reality of 

armedd popular  crowds just come out of the Federal wars and asking to be rewarded, were 

reflected.. I should also say that if the cult instituted a complete exchangeability between the 

figuress of Bolivar  and that of the living ruler  Guzman this was in order  to invest the latter  with 

thee kind of seeming transcendence that allowed him to stand for  the whole nation as its rightful 

representative.. The often noted extravagance of Guzmen, his famous boutades, excessively 

hyperbolicc gestures or  the flamboyant ways in which he appeared in public his chest covered 

withh an astonishing array of glittery medals must all, I  argue, be understood in light of the urgent 

politicall  need of inflatin g his ego so as to make it reflect national realities which, otherwise, 

wouldd remain submerged in an ever  more awesome, dangerous ineffability . 

Somethingg similar  may be said of the continent's contemporary populist leaders. Given to 
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suchh extraordinary things as dizzyingly jumping the rope in some TV program so as to show that 

one'ss age is no obstacle to one's dazzling political performance, or  singing and dancing for  the 

crowdd in public political rallies or  radio broadcasts, these leaders' excessiveness, I believe, must 

alll  be interpreted in the same light as Guzman's. Much like his, their  performance is the response 

off  political actors caught in those dangerous moments were all the previously existing 

arrangementss of the nation's 'notabiliary ' regimes have either  broken down or  are about to do so. 

Muchh like "Bolfvar "  in the beginnings of the Venezuelan nation, it is in such moments that one 

orr  another  subject must take center  stage, and, putting it on the line, make his or  herr  own ego do 

civicc duty by letting it swell for  the occasion. 

Needlesss to say, since the establishment of the Bolfvar  cult in Venezuela such extraordi-

naryy performances are never  pulled-off without the help of "Bolivar, "  his figure growing ever 

moree monstrously large with every single one of the nation's new populist episodes before the 

pendulumm once again swings back in the direction of the 'notabiliary ' pole that was temporarily 

leftt  behind. A good example of this is the present Chavez regime where almost every single time 

thatt  the president shows up on TV his appearance is presided over  by the background painting of 

aa Bolivar  so monstrously 'gigantic'  that it literall y overflows the screen. But returning to Guzman, 

inn practical terms the ruler' s megalomaniacal move whereby, with the aid of "Bolfvar"~and , 

needlesss to say of the period's historiographers, artists, journalists, or  masters of ceremony that, 

aidedd by Guzman's highly histrionic performance, were largely responsible for  the operation— he 

pumpedd up his public persona to the size of the nation may be said to have answered to a real 

necessity.. Rather  that insisting in the megalomaniacal quirks of Venezuela's and the continent's 

madd populist leaders, we may detect in such pumping-up operations the sign of a pressing 

discursivee necessity: that of inflatin g the ego of the ruler  so as to, in ail of its vastness, make it 

correspondd to the vast national realities that hitherto had been denied access to the polity but that 

noww it is impossible to avoid interpellating in one way or  another. 

Itt  is important to point out that the kind of political practice that goes along with this 

pumping-upp strategy is a kind of 'populist'  plebiscitary democracy were the force of the crowds is 

oftenn used to crush every single expression of whatever  there might be of a relatively 

autonomouss civil society. This, so as to focus the whole nation on the figure of the ruler  without 
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thee distracting mediation of any intermediate groups or institutions. Before taking the high 

groundd and, against the "ruling classes," go on singing the praises of the populist moment for 

whatt it might entail of inclusion of those sectors that had hitherto been excluded from the polity 

onee must pause for a moment and realize the kind of destructiveness involved. To just mention 

thee Guzman regime, I could bring up mountains of information which I collected while doing 

archivall  research in Venezuela with a chorus of complaints about the use that the regime made of 

armedd crowds of "construction workers"to crush his opponents, while all along, voicing the most 

high-soundingg liberal principles. The same may be said of other populist moments, including that 

off  the present Chavez regime, where the popular sectors are put to similar destructive uses, this 

timee in the name of some collectivist principles. Which perhaps all would be nice and well if 

afterr nearly two hundred years of mad swings between "Bolivar" and "Paez" (to name the leader 

whoo in the 1830s and 40s conducted the first notabiliary experiment), or between 'populist' and 

'notabiliaryy extremes the country's vast majorities did not continue mired in ever more desperate 

levelss of poverty and civic exclusion. 

Doess that mean, then, that one must side with the "notabiliary" possibility with all that it 

entailss of relatively working institutions, a more or less thriving civil society, existing civic rights 

orr a relatively free press? Not for a minute considering how much all these achievements are had 

att the cost of the exclusion of the vast majorities, all of them bearing the traces of the grievous 

exclusionss by which they are constantly haunted. In some ways a plea for justice, this dissertation 

iss perhaps an impossible attempt to occupy the middle ground between the two polar possibilities 

betweenn which, I have argued, up to now Venezuelan historicity has been locked. This not 

becausee I have any easy solutions or because I think that such a solution would come from some 

eclecticc combination of 'populist' and 'notabiliary' ingredients, but because I believe that without 

thee ability to somehow dwell in this interstice no solution will ever be forthcoming. One of the 

advantagess of dwelling in this uncomfortable zone is that at least it allows one to recognize the 

problemm in all its intractability more or less for what it is without easy appeals to either left-wing 

populistt "solutions" or right-wing repressive, notabiliary ones. 

Itt is from such a difficult, intermediate place that, I believe, the American historian John 

Lombardii  has recently produced a diagnostic of the Venezuelan situation in which the cyclical 
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characterr  of Venezuela's history is unequivocally stated. In Lombardi' s view, the nation's 

extractivee economy based on one major  export-product (now oil, in the past cocoa or  coffee) 

makingg it highly vulnerable to price-fluctuations in the international market, the resulting weak 

institutionall  development leading to a constant alternation in governments, the opportunistic 

mind-sett  which individuals develop as a result of this very precariousness and which have turned 

anyy major  political change into an occasion for  making a killing , and the position of the 

centralizedd state in all of this as an organ of redistributio n are all singled out as some of the 

mutuallyy reinforcing factors characteristic of the cul de sac in which, according to him, 

Venezuelaa has found itself since Independence (Lombardi, 2003:11-13). It is these kinds of 

considerationss that sustain Lombardi' s conclusion that the cyclical character  of Venezuela's 

historicall  process 

reflectss a set of limitation s in the number  of alternatives available to the country and its 

leaders.. The rhetoric of change often implies the opportunity of straightening things 

permanently,, of constructing the dreamed nation so as to finally endowed it with the order 

andd progress, which are characteristic of prosperity. 

Wee can easily imagine that only with doing things correctly, Venezuela will reach 

thee level of the prosperous nations. Such a chimera says much about the vehement 

debatess that take place in the country and underlies the cyclical transformations of the 

Venezuelann political panorama since independence. The place called Venezuela 

neverthelesss lives and has lived within a set of restrictions, which, in practice if not in 

theory,, limi t its possibility of change, its progress (ibid: 11). 

Thee above may sound unnecessarily bleak, and especially so given its narrow 

economicismm according to which the possibilities for  human deliberation are all deterministically 

preordainedd by a set of so-called "objective"  structures and constraints. This impression may very 

welll  be partiall y correct, but even if one takes a more optimistic view of the possibilities for 

humann action and decision a recognition of the constraints is a necessary step if one wishes to 

inventt  new realms of possibility, which do not rapidly evaporate like insubstantial daydreaming. 

Whateverr  the case might be, before leaving this chapter  and entering into the next, final chapter 
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off  this dissertation I wish to make clear that the periodic "return" of "Bolivar" in moments of 

crisiss as the transcendent, "vertical prosthesis" of the 'general will ' does not mean that, from then 

on,, the community will petrify as a cohesive totality, its members forever focused on his figure as 

onn that which they all commonly share as the personification of the law of their union. The 

horizontall  sliding whereby subjects are continuously turning into something else is itself 

ultimatelyultimately irrepressible. And this would be true even if with "Bolivar" a Vertical prosthesis' of the 

'generall  will ' has been made available that, as a reservoir of transcendence, is not subjected to the 

samee wear and tear, the same rapid degradation as the other 'tribunal' prostheses. One whose 

"return'Mnn moments of crisis may be said to slow-down the inevitable. 

Yett inevitable it is. In other words, while it is always possible to fight the spectacle of 

sociall  and institutional disintegration by bringing "Bolivar" back, something which the later 

eventss in Venezuela with the Chavez regime's excessive Bolivarianism in a complicated way 

demonstrate,, the "solution" only lasts for a while. The reasons for that will be further clarified in 

thee next, final chapter of this dissertation where, induced by intense globalizing pressures, the 

Venezuelann crowds 'irrepressible sliding wil l be exposed in all of its exhilarating, maddening 

possibilities.. Meanwhile, I wish to leave this chapter with a view of Plaza Bolivar with the 

equestriann statue of the Liberator at its very center as the sovereign principle around which, since 

18744 when during the Guzman regime it was first erected, the republic has not ceased to revolve. 
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CHAPTERR TEN 

CHANNEL-SURFING ::  MEDIA , MEDIUMSHIP , AND STATE AUTHORIT Y IN THE 

MARI AA LIONZ A POSSESSION CULT 

forr Lorenzo Garcia Vega35 

Thenn came film and burst this prison-world with 

thee dynamite of the tenth of a second, so that 

now,, in the midst of its far-flung ruins and 

debris,, we calmly and venturously go traveling. 

-- Walter Benjamin 

Picturee yourself in a vast place of picturing, a tropical scenario haunted by simulation, where a 

bewilderingg and ever proliferating cast of characters appears and disappears before your very 

eyess as you tour the surroundings. Such is the mountain of Quiballo, probably nowadays the 

majorr pilgrimage center of the Maria Lionza possession cult in Venezuela, at least as I 

experiencedd it on my first visit there in January 1996. Everywhere under the green canopy of 

trees,, countless groups of cultists from all over the nation go about their activities day and night, 

theirr many encampments rubbing up against each other across the ascending slopes of the 

35.. Garcia Vegas' Los anos de Origenes, a remarkable recreation both of the literary group Origines, gathered 
aroundd the writer José Lezama Lima, and of Cuban culture at the time, is an extraordinary archive of Latin American 
culturall  forms, imaginings, and forms of knowledge, as well as deep-seated fears and obsessions-a document as well 
ass a literary achievement. Through this book and my personal friendship with die author many years ago in Caracas, 
II  first gained an intimation of the salience of official statuary in the imaginary of many Latin American countries. 
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mountain. . 

Somehoww it all evokes a landscape of "new tribes," where, against all odds, the urban and 

modernn citizens of a petrol-rich nation give themselves over to unbridled neo-primitivism or to 

thee performance of one or another kitschy version of antiquity. As one encounters groups of 

"Africans""  or "wild Indians" doing "primitive" ritual, their bodies decorated with all sorts of 

necklacess and amulets, perhaps runs into a Pocahontas princess right out of a Disney production, 

orr walks by a King Solomon encampment, its bearded leader wrapped in a shiny red cape and 

tightlyy holding a biblical staff in one hand, one might wonder whether one has not landed in a 

poorr people's version of Cinecitti, a dream factory built from the bottom up. At all times, a sense 

off  stiff competition enlivens relations among the many encampments, their members often 

accusingg each other of one or another form of "spiritual" aggression or of faking possession with 

thee aim of snatching clients' money away. Constantly flying back and forth among individuals 

andd groups, the charge that the other is always already a deceiver leaves the self as the only 

possible,, yet uncertain, ground of authenticity. Such charges inevitably generate a pervasive 

undercurrentt of anxiety, a haunting sense of simulation in which the self is always at risk of 

seeingg its titles challenged or deposed by a contender. Perhaps this competitive undercurrent 

helpss to account for the feats of spirit possession going on everywhere, veritable tours de force in 

whichh mediums may be serially possessed by up to twenty or thirty spirits in a single 

performance. . 

Noo matter where one looks, one is met by the extraordinary resourcefulness with which 

cultistss make use of their bodies and settings, combining and recombining gestures, voices, 

codifiedd speech patterns, paradigmatic objects, and items of clothing literally to "picture" into 

existence,, by iconically representing them, the large gallery of spirits that make up the ever 

expandingg imaginary repertoire of the collectivity. Indigenous caciques, national heroes and 

dictators,, well-known TV presenters, famous delinquents, Mexican movie stars, legendary 

medicall  doctors, Hindu love goddesses, even Vikings and Barbarians keep flickering in and out 

off  existence like images on the screen of a TV set as the viewer, remote control in hand, goes on 

surfingg from channel to channel. Hence my title, "Channel- Surfing," devised both to capture and 

too problematize my original impressions of this place of picturing. 
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Overr  time I have come more and more to think of it as some gigantic vortex where all the 

moree or  less globalized images and interpellations that the different media, especially television, 

circulatee throughout the national territor y are endlessly swallowed and recycled, thus put to 

somewhatt  novel and unforeseeable uses. As I toured its surroundings, both bemused and 

bewildered,, I kept asking myself the same puzzling questions: So here is where all those canned 

TVV series and commercials, dull civic educational programs, soap operas, trashy film epics, or 

sensationalistt  news items ultimately go? If so, for  what reasons and to what sociocultural effects? 

Alsoo how can one account for  this tribalized public sphere in a nation currently undergoing a 

severee economic crisis and a perhaps even more severe crisis of political representation - where 

availablee institutions are either  severely strained or  just rottin g away? 

Thinkin gg through these questions, I have found congenial Arju n Appadurai's formulations 

aboutt  the relatively unprecedented role of "fantasy"  as "a social practice."  In his view, the 

"deterritorializatio nn of persons, images, and ideas"  has, in recent years, considerably loosened the 

capacityy of tradition s everywhere to provide stable scripts for  social experience. Instead, the 

electronicc media are so pervasive that increasingly even "th e meanest and most hopeless of lives" 

aree shaped by the "ironi c compromise"  between existing constraints and the plethora of "possible 

lives""  made available by mass-mediated imagery. Imagination's current role in social lif e is to 

inflectt  agency and biography by institutin g a gap between "actors and "characters,"  the given and 

thee possible, through which novel "imagined communities,"  "kind s of politics,"  and forms of 

"collectivee expressions"  both insinuate themselves and are subjected to diverse forms of 

containmentt  (Appadurai, 1991:198). 

Borrowingg Appadurai's contention that "these complex, partly imagined lives must now 

formm the bedrock of ethnography"  (ibid: 199), I attempt in what follows to explore the tensions 

andd creative compromises, "the grinding of gears between (the) unfolding lives"  of members of 

thee Maria Lionza cult and the gallery of "imagined counterparts"  by which they are routinely 

possessedd (ibid: 198). Focusing on the ways in which "ordinar y lives"  are "powered.. .by the 

possibilitiess that the media suggest are available (ibid:200),"  I will try to illuminat e social 

tendentiess and transformations heralded by the common people that heretofore have escaped the 

attentionn of local and nonlocal observers. 
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TheThe people 

Centrall  to populist movements throughout Latin America since at least the 1930s, the 

controversiall  category of "the people" is a good point of departure. Venezuelan populism is itself 

arguablyy the most significant context for apprehending the meaning and dynamics of the Maria 

LionzaLionza cult. Following Ernesto Laclau, I would note that populism responded to a critical 

juncturee distinguished by a severe transformation in Latin America traditional mode of insertion 

withinn the international market. This, in turn, provoked intense social dislocations and a 

concomitantt crisis of hegemony, prompted by the inability of traditional elites to incorporate the 

populationss that the disruption of existing social arrangements unleashed upon the cities. Populist 

movementss and organizations were a political response to this set of conflictual circumstances. A 

reconfiguredd notion of the "people" articulated a panoply of discursive practices and novel forms 

off  mass politics that eventually brought about a redefinition and reconstitution of hegemony on 

neww grounds (Laclau, 1987:25-38). 

Inspiredd by Lacan, Laclau locates populism in the suturing action of a political imaginary 

uponn a symbolic field dislocated by "real" (hence, in terms of the "symbolic," inassimilable) 

antagonisms.. Largely resulting from Latin America's peripheral insertion within the world 

market,, the antagonisms dislocated the symbolic universe of articulated differences that, for the 

majority,, constituted the objectivity of the social. As a result, domains hitherto construed as 

different-suchh as work, domesticity and play-came increasingly to be experienced as equivalent 

dimensionss of a collective identity threatened by an external foe, be it imperialism, the ruling 

oligarchies,, or a combination of the two. The political imaginary of populism gave coherence, 

imaginarilyy unified this emerging sense of equivalences among dislocated demands and identities 

byy inscribing it witin a totalizing, external discourse that divides the social into two well 

delineatedd antagonists, the "people" and their oppressors. A discourse of the frontier, it 

constitutess the "people" as a new, synthetic identity. Also, the "constitution of the people/power 

dualityy takes place in the political field," populism brings about the "politicization of every social 

antagonism.""  (ibid:29). It operates a "tendential invasion by the [political] of every identity 

[which]]  tends . .. to blur the distinctions between public and private spaces, between state and 
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civill  society"  (ibid). 

Laclauu assigns a key role in this process to the alliance througout Latin America between 

populismm and militar y discourse. That alliance accounts for  the formation of the characteristically 

populistt  "image of an anti-State, authoritarian and reformist,"  which promises to "satisfy the 

demands""  of the dislocated sectors. When populists seize power, this imagined antistate becomes 

thee actual populist state, which in many cases leads to a "statist inflation."  Its effects, Laclau 

remindss us, go well beyond the strict field of populist politics"  and reach deep into the domain of 

everydayy social practices, where the state is often posited as the miraculous source of everything 

(ibid:37).. Recently, Michael Taussig has aptly characterized this situation "state fetishism." 

(Taussig,, 1992:111-140; 1997). 

Withh some qualifications, which I will clarify later, all these considerations broadly apply 

too Venezuela. For  complex historical and sociocultural reasons, the development of the oil 

industryy brought about, starting in the 1920s, a new insertion of Venezuela into the international 

markett  and along with it, a social crisis of vast proportions. Among other  things this crisis 

involvedd the disruption of traditional social arrangements in the countryside, the migration into 

thee main cities of large populations searching for  jobs and for  new modes of affiliatio n and 

identification,, and the formation there of new middle classes, for  whom participation in an 

expandedd state apparatus was often seen as the only available avenue for  social improvement 

populationss found no room in the existing political order. Instead, born in its midst, they came 

underr  the spell of Acción Democrética, a new mass political organization that articulated a wide 

rangee of novel social interests, interpellations, and unprecedented forms of political mobilization. 

(Elmer,, 1982; Ewell, 1984:61-93).36 All these dislocated, highly mobile, and dispersed Allied 

withh disgruntled sectors of young officers within the military , Acción Democratica came into 

powerr  for  the first  time on October  18, 1945, as the result of a coup d'etat (Caballero, 1995; 

Valero,, 1993). The birt h of modern democracy in Venezuela is thereby predicated on a founding 

contradictionn between, on the one hand, a host of explicit democratic ideals, aspirations, and 

36.. Alhough it is of course the overall argument of this dissertaion that, with all that it entailed of proto-populist 
formss of interlellation, since the very crisis of independence an originary dislocation has been foundational for both 
Venezuelann and Latin American modernity. 
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institutions,, and, on the other, an originating moment of executive state violence. This origin 

hauntss Venezuela's present, erupting under many guises in the most unexpected locations.37 

Al ll  this resulted in the establishment of a new political imaginary, in which a 

reconfiguredd notion of the "people" was constituted in intimate dialogue with the phantasmatic 

imageimage of an authoritarian, violent, yet also endlessly providential state. Fueled by oil revenues, in 

Venezuelaa the state providentialism that is characteristic of populism assumed especially 

magnifiedd proportions. This partly explains why the populist state idea in Venezuela leads a 

particularlyy stubborn cultural afterlife, well past the point at which its material conditions of 

existencee have been exhausted. Over time many painters, historians, musicians, writers, 

intellectuals,, or popular entertainers, as well as institutions such as education and the media, have 

contributedd to the formation and dissemination of this "people" cum "state" imaginary. 

Thee development of the Maria Lionza cult illustrates the tensions and dynamism inherent 

inn this populist imaginary. Through a host of publications, public forums, and media 

interventions,, drawing on available iconographical and literary representations, in the 1930s and 

1940ss a group of indigenista artists and intellectuals turned what until then was a set of dispersed 

andd localized oral traditions into an aboriginal myth aimed at a national audience. Centered on 

thee mythical figure of Maria Lionza, presumably a princess from an aboriginal tribe, this elite 

artifactt was part and parcel of a more general populist move to represent the nation as uniquely 

autochthonous.. Eagerly taken over by individuals and groups from the slum areas of the largest 

cities,, this artifact rapidly began to lead a life of its own. Translated across cultural levels, the 

"Mythh of Maria Lionza" eventually changed into the "Cult of Maria Lionza," and, in the shift, the 

princesss became a queen. Under her new cult persona Queen Maria Lionza heads an ever-

expandingg cast of subject spirits, to which new leading roles, supporting characters, and many 

extrass have been added over the years. Nowadays a nationally based possession cult with a vast 

followingg organized around domestic altars all over Venezuela, it gravitates toward the three 

37.. One of the many guises in which this originary violence returns is the figure of the dictator "Gomez," who in 
recentt years has become the focus of increasing fascination and fetishistic investment in a wide range of contexts, 
includingg soap operas, theme-parks, historiographical and anthropological writings, and possession cults. See 
Sanchezz 1994. 
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mainn pilgrimage centers of Sorte, Quiballo, and Aguas Blancas, located on adjacent mountains in 

thee state of Yaracuy.38 

Thiss transformation of myth into cult entailed a vertiginous and open-ended incorporation 

off  heterogeneous influences and signifiers, from Kardecist spiritualism and Catholic and state 

iconographyy to Cuban Santena and a welter  of globalized media images. All of which issues in 

thee ceaseless splitting and ongoing differentiation of practices and identities, a process abetted by 

thee cult's lack of centralization and canonized doctrine. Largely though by no means totally free 

fromm canonizing attempts, the cult inaugurates an extraordinaril y fertil e territor y for  the global 

mediaa to exert their  effects. As a result, the meanings of "Mari a Lionza"  have migrated ever 

furtherr  away from those intended by the elite mythographers. And the process continues. 

Whateverr  meanings one might wish to assign to the cult, one must begin by recognizing that one 

iss dealing with an inherently unstable and volatile construct that at any point might blow up into 

aa myriad of signifying fragments in the very face of the interpreter.39 

38.. Often visited by cult members several times a year, these pilgrimage centers become especially crowded on 
Octoberr 12, the "day of die races." This date commemorates the discovery of America as the occasion for the mixing 
off  die races - black, white, and Indian-that make up the "people" of me populist regimes. Not surprisingly, given the 
populistt character of die cult, besides being an important official celebration, October 12 is also die main anniversary 
off  die cult. The central figures in its pantiieon are customarily figured togemer as a triumvirate of white, black, and 
Indiann "forces." In prints, stamps, or statuettes, a white Maria Lionza often appears flanked by an indigenous cacique 
andd a black soldier from die wars of independence. The whitening of die princess turned queen is one of the 
wondrouss changes brought about by die transformation of mytii into cult. 

39.. See Gilberto Antoluiez, "Gilberto Antohnez: Investigador libre," in Mariano Diaz, Maria Lionza: Religiosidad 
mdgicamdgica de Venezuela (Caracas: Grupo Univensa; 1987), 128; Gilberto Antolüiez, Los ciclos de los dioses (San 
Felipe:: Ediciones de la Oruga Luminosa, 1995), 163-64; Daisy Barreto, "Daisy Barreto: Antropóloga," in Diaz, 
MariaMaria  Lionza, 136; Nelly Garcia Gavidia, Posesión y ambivalencia en el culto de Maria Lionza: Notas para una 
tipologiatipologia de los cultos de posesión existentes en la America del Sur (Maracaibo: Editorial de la Universidad del 
Zulia,, 1987), 28-32,58-61, 82-88; Bruno Manara, Maria Lionza: Su entidad, su culto y la cosmovisión anexa 
(Caracas:: Universidad Central de Venezuela, 1995), 11-85; Gustavo Martin, Magia y religion en la Venezuela 
contempordneacontempordnea (Caracas: Universidad Centra) de Venezuela, 1983), 109-58; and Angelina Pollak-Eltz, Maria 
Lionza:Lionza: Mito y culto venezolano (Caracas: Universidad Católica Andres Bello, 1985), 23-34,103-9. Culled from 
unanalyzedd information scattered across die relevant sources, as well as from some overviews of die development of 
mee cult contained in die relevant literature, this admittedly sweeping account of die historical formation of die cult 
differss from all published versions in one crucial respect. It takes for granted neidier die cult's populist identity nor 
diee "people" as die self-evident instance in reference to which its status and dynamics are to be apprehended. The 
reasonss for this refusal to take populism for granted or to in any way ontologize me "people" will become clear in die 
restt of me essay. I should add mat, almough not concerned witii die history of die cult, die work of Michael Taussig 
iss exceptional for not indulging in this fetishization of die people. See Taussig, Magic of the State. 
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Inn a series of brief comments for  a toffee-table book on the cult, Venezuelan folkloris t 

Gilbertoo Antolfnez recently recalled the 1940s "mythologizing"  of Maria Lionza and alluded to 

thee kinds of unforeseen and unintended consequences unleashed by the event (Antolfnez, 

1987:128).. Given that Antolfnez was trul y a protagonist in the original "mythologizing," 40 His 

testimony,, notwithstanding its sweeping nature, deserves to be quoted at length: 

Concernedd always to defend indigenista values, in 1939 we created a social movement 

aimedd at extolling the ancestral values of Venezuela. I myself, the sculptor  Alejandro 

Colina,, and the architect Hermes Romero joined together  in a group to form the basis for  a 

seriess of actions to which we bent diverse groups of students. We organized a series of 

conferencess and popularizing events and, along with the sculptor  Alejandro Colina, used 

suchh occasions to "mythologize"  Mari a Lionza both in her  legend and in the sculpture that 

nowadayss stands on the main Cararacas highway. Littl e by little , in the context of this 

officialization,, the cult was taken from urban centers to the mountain in Yaracuy. This was 

thee point of departure for  the movement that now has so many followers and that, with the 

excusee of being a religion undergoing formation, presents so much distortion and 

penetrationn (Antolfnez, 1987:128). 

Thiss passage is extraordinary for  the candor  with which it portrays the "mythologizing"  of 

40.. Recently, for example, the Venezuelan anthropologist Daisy Barreto has referred to Antolinez's centrality in this 
process.. Alluding to her decision to stop collecting versions of the Maria Lionza myth in the field upon realizing that 
thee task would be "infinite" and that all the versions exhibited an "invariant elementary structure" anyway, she 
concludes,, on the basis of "research on the written tradition" since the turn of the century, that almost all the versions 
referr back to Gilberto Antolfnez, Francisco Tamayo, and Santos Erminy Arismendy - that is, to the group of 
folkloristss who in the late 1930s and 1940s wrote down and publicized the myth. See Daisy Barreto, in Diaz, Maria 
Lionza,Lionza, 136. She explicitly acknowledges that it is "within the nationalist" environment of these years that the belief 
inn Maria Lionza becomes popular and the cult increasingly expands" (137). Nevertheless, she construes 
"nationalism""  as just a favorable environment for artists and intellectuals to become more sensitive to existing 
popularr expressions. She also circumscribes the contribution of the folklorists to that of mere recorders of an 
already-existingg tradition. I will have more to say about her claims concerning the supposed "invariance" and 
uniquelyy "indigenous origin" (136) of the myth as it is told in the "field." 
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Mari aa Lionza as issuing from a series of institutin g acts by a highly vocal group of artists and 

intellectuals.. It is also remarkable for  its explicitly negative reference to the unintended 

consequencess that came about when the "myth "  was taken over  by the expanding "cult "  that 

rapidlyy formed around it among urban populations all over  Venezuela. Elsewhere, Antolinez is 

evenn more adamant in his condemnation of both the "black plague of the urban 'marialeoncistas' 

andd its swarm of self-appointed 'shamans"' and of the "foreign"  experts who study their 

practices.. Thus, if with a myriad of "foreign"  borrowings the cultists have "deformed"  the 

"origina ll  form"  of the legend, editing it to the point of making it thoroughly unrecognizable, the 

"foreignn ethnologists, anthropologists, and sociologists,"  in turn, indulge in no less "unacceptable 

deformations.""  Besides their  foreignness, what seems to vex Antolinez most about these experts 

iss that their  writing s grant legitimacy to cult practices that for  him amount to the most odious 

"contamination""  and "exploitation"  of an otherwise pristine folklore. Refusing all legitimacy to 

bothh the cult and its study, Antolinez restricts all legitimate commentary to a supposedly 

authenticc "complex of beliefs, myth, and rite"  spread throughout specific areas of Venezuela 

(Antolfnez,, 1987:164). Its distinct profil e nowadays presumably blurred by the manifold imports 

andd intrusions of cultists from the cities, this thoroughly rural "complex"—th e native soil of the 

"legend"—i ss what Antolinez would have studied in the 1930s and 1940s as it was about to 

vanish,411 versions of the Maria Lionza "myth "  that he and a few like-minded others originally 

collectedd some decades ago on the basis of her  "legend"  are rooted in this same authenticity. 

Evenn though Antolinez presents all the different versions of the Maria Lionza "myth "  as 

thee faithful transcription of her  "legend,"  his equivocation between these two terms already 

suggestss that something other  than mere expression is at stake. If the legendary oral substratum 

passess without loss into its written versions, why, one might ask, insist on designating the two 

registerss differently? Why not call both oral and written expressions by the same name, as either 

thee "myth "  or  the "legend of Maria Lionza"? One answer, surely, is that the distinction seemingly 

41.. See the brilliant work of Marilyn Ivy on the founding texts of Japanese folklore at the turn of the century as 
amongg the "discourses of the vanishing" through which the modern identity of "Japan" is discursively constituted 
(Ivy,, 1995). In this connection, see also the pioneering essay by Michel de Certeau, Dominique Julia, and Jacques 
Revel,, "The Beauty of the Dead: Nisard," in de Certeau (1986). 
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sanctionss reference to the "myth" as the re-presentation of a prior, unitary, and fully presentable 

tradition.. The claims made for the "myth's" autochthony thus appear to be backed by the "legend" 

ass a name collecting into a single entity what in actuality is an untotalizable dispersion. Only this 

referentiall  assumption lends credence to Antolinez's suggestion that his own version of the Maria 

LionzaLionza "myth" fully renders in writing the canonical "fornTof the "legend" that circulates orally 

amongg the natives. 

AA quick glance at the reflecting surfaces of his "myth" allows us to get a rough idea of 

whatt this originary "legend" might be. In Antolinez, Maria Lionza is a pre-Conquest indigenous 

princesss who is swallowed whole by a huge, chthonic serpent that arises from the waters of a lake 

too claim her from within the tight circle of her native "guardians." The serpent swells 

monstrouslyy as, amid catastrophic floods and rain, "she" (like nation, in Spanish serpiente is a 

femininee noun) begins to devour every being in the surrounding areas. One might say, then, that 

inn Antolinez's version the serpent's telluric metabolism ensures that all the narrated contents and 

identitiess wil l return to the autochthonous soil from which they originally sprang, and that the 

"myth""  represents the orally transmitted "legend" of this soil as the originary ground to which 

everythingg returns and where everything stays present and identical to itself. 

Whilee allowing for only a minimal distance between the represented and its 

representations,, the above story strives to cancel the gap between them. Thus, for example, the 

autochthonouss Maria Lionza for a while barely protrudes from the native soil that she 

allegoricallyy represents and into which she ineluctably disappears. The mythographers' populist 

semioticc hinges on this minimal distante between any and all representatives and the represented 

nation.. If it was ever possible to "mythologize" Maria Lionza as an emblem of the people/nation, 

thiss is because, in the "legend," she already stands at such a narrow representational distance 

fromm the native soil. In general, Antolinez's populist rhetoric is contingent on investing the 

nativess with a cannibalistic orality, which ingests its own products at a safe remove from any 

"foreign""  signs or identities. Waiting to be ingested, just like the mythographers', Antolinez's 

nativess for the time being stand "guard" around this metabolic core of the nation. 

Thee distinction between "legend" and "myth" can also be read as a textual marker of 

Antolinez'ss authorial involvement in the "mythologizing." Whatever the original legend of Maria 
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Lionzaa might have been, its "mythologized"  version, published by him in a Caracas newspaper  in 

1945,, is the result of "multipl e literary 'embellishments.'"  (ibid: 163). As he informs the reader, "at 

thatt  time a strictly scientific folklor e was not yet born in Venezuela, and people would not read this 

kindd of traditional information if it was not presented to them in an 'embellished' form"  (ibid: 163-

164).. Moreover, a few lines earlier, he reports that, as "habituall y told by the natives of the Nirgua 

districtt  in the state of Yaracuy,"  the "legend"  was originally "compiled in summary form"  by his 

ownn sister, America Antolinez, from "a very cultivated person, one of the Camaran sisters, who 

weree educated in Valencia [Venezuela]"  (ibid: 163). As the origin recedes ever  further  along a chain 

off  transmission made up of proper  names, friendship, family ties, decisions that result in 

"summary,""  and the "multipl e literary 'embellishments'"  of a congeries of educated commentators, 

wee see the figure of the Maria Lionza "myth "  outlined against the hazy background of the "legend." 

Givenn this mise en abime of the origin, it is clear  that, whatever  one might say of her 

"legend""  as an ideal aboriginal artifact and, as such, an emblem of the populist nation, the "myth " 

off  Maria Lionza issues from a series of decisions, excisions, and operations that willfull y 

institutee it. This being so, Antolinez has slim grounds for  maintaining any fundamental 

distinctionn between his own interventions and those of the "black plague"  of cultists he deplores. 

Neitherr  his own definitions nor  those of the cultists and other  criticized experts are rooted in 

preexistingg reality, but are rather  themselves the outcomes of various decisions, each taken in a 

situationn of undecidability. Thus no single definition of either  the myth or  the nature of the cult 

cann claim any fundamental privilege. Foregrounding the myriad decisions that cult members, 

outsidee researchers, or  state agencies must all make regarding the nature of the nation, the cult, or 

anyy one of the cult's multipl e practices or  manifestations, as well as attending to the running 

argumentss all this provokes, enables one to understand: (1) how and why the cult's populist 

identityy is somehow maintained amid the relentless production of differences precipitated by cult 

practices;;  (2) how and why this identity is itself under  erasure. 

Thee Maria Lionza myth thus vividly instantiates Derrida's analysis of the aporetic, 

undecidablee relation between the "ideal"  and the "material "  across every worldly inscription.42 

42.. For Derrida's ideas on violence, the decision, and the institution, see Beardsworh (1996:1-45). As 
"arche-writing""  or "originary structure of repetition," inscription, in its irreducibility, implies that ideal objects or 
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Thiss opposition calls for a necessarily violent decision that, prying the two apart, legislates the 

ideall  against a spectrum of excluded alterities. Only as a result of such violent, constantly iterated 

legislationss can one, for example, say of ideal entities or institutions like the Maria Lionza 

"myth""  or the letter "t" that they stay the same regardless of context. When the Maria Lionza 

mythh is seen as the outcome of a series of violent decisions that institute it against a field of 

excludedd terities, the "distortions" and contaminations that Antolinez projects onto the cult turn 

outt to have always already haunted the "myth." One may detect in the "legend" a figure for this 

haunting;; if rhetorically it enters Antolmez's text as a signifier of the self-presence of origins, it 

stagess there this origin's continuous withdrawal. Never presented as such but only rhetorically 

alludedd to as the oral currency of some quite elusive "natives" no sooner is the "legend" invoked 

byy Antolinez than it begins to dissolve retreating into the haze that is the fate of all legends. 

Thee movement of infinite regression in which the "legend" is caught as soon as it is 

invokedd unwittingly stages within Antolmez's text the wider hors-texte where the "legend" lives 

onn by ceaselessly departing from itself with every iterative instance of its telling. Such repetitions 

intimatee the possibility that the very "autochthonous" identity of the legendary princess 

imperceptiblyy shades into a gallery of indeterminate others so that, eventually, Princess becomes 

Queenn while taking on some of the "foreign" accents and looks for which she is better known 

today.433 As the "natives habitually tell" her story to themselves and to others, not just around the 

proverbiall  hearth but in their more mundane comings and goings-while listening to a soap on the 

institutionss are belatedly instituted on the basis of their inscribed repetition in a support whose materiality exposes 
idealityy to contamination and alterity. 

43.. That such dispersion always already inhabits the "legend" is glaringly revealed by another article published by 
Antolinezz in 1944, reviewing a work by Francisco Tamayo on the Maria Lionza myth. In Tamayo'ss version Maria 
Lionzaa already figures as a "queen" (not a princess), reigning over a court of "untiring servants" whose ethnic 
identitiess are, at best, equivocal and "even having one other queen at her service: that is, Queen Willermina [sic]." 
Seee Antolinez (1995:183). According to this version, already in 1944 "a monarchical organization of a feminine 
varietyy predominates in the political system of Maria Lionza" (ibid). One can already see a Dutch queen raising her 
alienn head. To be sure, this is nor yet the proliferation of "courts" and spirits that would accompany the expansion of 
thee cult in later years. But neither is it the pristine aboriginal realm conjured by Antolinez in 1945, just one year after 
writingg his review of Tamayo. It is, therefore, all the more symptomatic both of his own populist agenda and of the 
kindss of decisions that go into the mythologizing of Maria Lionza that, at the time, he had already decided to excise 
alll  this troublesome excess so as to present an unambiguously autochthonous version of the "princess." 
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radio,, leafing through some magazine, or, nowadays, after  watching TV or  when talking to the 

cameraa or  an anthropologist-they also open this identity to contexts that cannot be foreseen. From 

suchh repetitions, the "legend"  emerges each time transformed in its ideality and self-identity. 

Irrevocablyy other, it is wittingl y or  unwittingl y retouched by one or  another  exotic stroke picked 

upp on the spot. 

Antolfnez'ss "mythologizing"  embellishments appear, against this originary violence, as a 

seriess of repeated and violent decisions bent on legislating the "proper "  identity of Maria Lionza 

inn the face of its relentless expropriation. One can surmise the violence that the aporetic ground 

off  the "legend"  exerts on its "proper "  identity or  on that of the "myth "  only from the secondary 

violencee it evokes in his writings. The traces of such secondary violence can be discerned in the 

militan tt  tone and urgency that pervade the passage I have quoted, where the author  recalls or, 

perhapss better, repeats the original "mythologizing"  of Maria Lionza many years after  the event. 

II  do not know whether  all the incidents in Antolfnez's repetition correspond to actual 

happenings,, or  whether  the "social movement"  to which he alludes is his own aggrandizing 

fantasyy built years after  the event with materials borrowed from the militant populism rampant 

duringg his youth in the 1930s and 1940s. It does not matter. Fantasy or  reality, the violence is 

there,, densely packed into the performative language of the passage. Thus, indigenista values are 

nott  so self-evidently given that they are in no need of being "defended"  and "extolled."  Rather, 

althoughh we never  hear from Antolinez about the threat that provokes such an extreme reaction, 

wee do know that whatever  it is, it must be great. How could one otherwise account for  the fact 

thatt  such "defense"  must not just be voiced but articulated in a "social movement"  as the platform 

fromfrom  which "actions"  are forcefully launched? Or  that it is not through persuasion that a student 

followingg is won for  such actions but that, instead, it must, rather, be unceremoniously "bent"  to 

them?? Or, again, for  the final touch of a "mythologizing"  with which, carried away perhaps by 

thee enthusiasm of his activist language, the author  abruptly switches from "defending"  values to 

purposefullyy crafting or  even "sculpting"  them? 

Ass Antolinez lets us know, the "mythologizing"  of Mari a Lionza was originally carried 

outt  "both in her  legend and in the sculpture."  This juxtaposition of textual and visual registers 

withinn a single sentence intimates a chiasmic exchange between the sculpted and textual 
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representationss of the princess that amounts to a forceful injunction. It commands the audience to 

visualizee in the written "myth "  just the aboriginal features of the sculpture and to read the visual 

representationn as the monumentalized embodiment of the princess's autochthonous story.44 In 

otherr  words, it aims to "bend"  the audience while violently collapsing meaning and figure in an 

exchangee without remainder. Seeking to invest the "legend"  with the kind of presence and 

visibilit yy that would make it imperative for  the audience, this repeated operation "mythologizes" 

Mari aa Lionza.45 There is, nevertheless, an excess in the passage that may be accounted for  by 

changedd circumstances. Tightly compressing the lines of force that converge at the foundation, 

fromfrom  writing s and iconographyy to the phantasm of an irrepressible political will , the passage 

summonss an excessive violence to match the "phenomenal violence"  unleashed by the cult 

(Beardsworth,, 1996:23). This the surplus entailed in the urgent act of legislating the "myth's "  and 

Mari aa Lionza's "proper "  identities in the face of their  erasure by the cullt' s myriad 

"contaminations""  and "penetrations." 

What,, then, of the cult and its transgressions? Since it took off in the 1950s, the cult has 

openedd up a space of alterations unprecedented in both rhythm and intensity. The difference 

madee by the cult in no way amounts to the "before"  and "after "  of a fully present tradition and its 

subsequentt  shattering, if only because the notion of a traditional self-identical "legend"  is an 

44.. My comments here are informed by Louis Marin, Portrait of the King (Minneapolis: Universiry of Minnesota 
Press,, 1988). 

45.. Taussig perceptively describes the Maria Lionza statue on the Caracas highway as an extraordinarily kitschy 
compositionn wherein the queen is figured "completely naked with huge tits and massive thighs denched around the 
backk of a large rodent-like creature with a notably oversized phallic-shaped snout" (Taussig, 1997:157). Indicating 
thatt this representation differs markedly from "all other iconography" of Maria Lionza (ibid.), which emphasizes the 
Europeann features of the Queen, Taussig also calls attention to the fact that, along with "other works of 'Indian' 
statuary""  (ibid: 158), the Maria Lionza statue was erected under the auspices of a dictatorial regime. I do not entirely 
agreee with Taussig's claim about the exclusively European features in the queen's iconography, because occasionally 
onee runs into representations of Maria Lionza with mestizo features. But this is just a minor point. Fernando Coronil 
hass recently alluded to the monument as a "sensuous and muscular sculpture," whose shape evokes its status as a 
"pagann popular figure" (Coronil, 1997:171). I find this claim quite puzzling, since it entirely bypasses the opulent 
aestheticc of the monument, which, as Taussig suggests, was typical of most artistic works sponsored by the right-
wingg dictatorship of Perez Jimenez. In the absence of any such aesthetic consideration, all that seems to support 
Coronil'ss claim is the dubious assumption that grotesque and "muscular" shapes are more adequate for representing 
thee "popular," whatever that might be, unencumbered by any populist attempts to seize and represent it. 
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artifactt  of indigenista iconography and writings. Plausibly, however, the ceaseless alterations that 

thee "legend"  presumably underwent within the relatively localized circuits of its transmission 

beforee being "collected"  and codified as an indigenista "myth "  were far  more gradual and less 

dramaticc than anything that came afterward. They were, in any event, nothing like the stunning 

performancess staged later  on by the cult, where a bizarre assortment of globalized spirits, from 

Viking ss and Barbarians to Africans and Hindu love goddesses, jostle for  places and increasingly 

displacee the more putatfvely autochthonous ones. Even autochthonous spirits are never 

unequivocallyy autochthonous, since, being impersonated by mediums, long dead "aboriginal " 

Indianss look very much like "American"  ones, and the Queen herself whimsically changes 

appearancess as she is mutiply refracted through cult iconography. Shedding all "indigenous" 

pretence,, as in the monument on the Caracas highway Mari a Lionza takes on, in what nowadays 

iss her  most widely serialized cult representation, a not just white but poignantly Snow White 

appearance,, a childlike, fairy-tal e look which makes it all the more strikin g that sometimes 

cultistss or  anthropologists talk of her  "Indianness"  right  in front  of her  icon. 

Suchh possibilities are already inherent within the legend's exposure, through transmission, 

too alterity. Yet it is unlikely that Mr . Gilette, to name just one odd spook from the cult,46 ever 

slashedd his way into any of the stories that, according to Antolfnez, the "natives"  of Yaracuy 

"habitually ""  told about Maria Lionza. A strikin g indication of the open-endedness of the cult as a 

fieldd of ceaseless mutations is the observation, registered in passing in a recent anthropological 

study,, that even the axis of the cult, Queen Mari a Lionza herself, has "in many centers of the 

Venezuelann cult... lost her  central position"  (Pollak-Eltz, 1985:105). This is like saying that 

Mari aa Lionza was made Queen in the cult only to be tacitly deposed, pushed aside to make room 

forr  the avalanche of newly imported spirits. That is a far  cryy from what began, in the discursive 

contextt  of populism, as an elite attempt to turn Maria Lionza into a signifier  of national origins, 

somee sort of autochthonous earth deity that, as such, served as an emblem of the populist nation. 

46.11 have borrowed the English word "spook," which I dearly like and probably overuse, from John Pemberton. 
Beyondd our shared delight in quotation marks, invisible lines, or simply watching the powers of representation 
totteringg at the edge, his marvelous writings offered me a first glimpse of the lightness and flimsiness that hollow out 
fromm within the most seemingly enduring and oppressive social forms. 
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Betweenn these two extremes of indigenous deity and displaced signifier  there are, however, other 

possibilities.. As the Queen enters novel signifying configurations, she casts off her  identities to 

becomee a white colonial Spaniard, an evil force, or, even the abandoned daughter  of a British 

privateer.. Her  identity splits every time when, claiming a special relation to her, one or  another 

mediumm from the cult sets out to tell you the Queen's "true "  story. 

Beyondd Mari a Lionza, open-endedness and ceaseless mutation typify the cult's pantheon. 

Centeredd on the figure of the Spirit Queen as the hub of a concentric network of loosely 

configuredd "courts"  composed of a bewildering and ever  expanding variety of subject spirits, this 

pantheonn is displayed in the many domestic altars around which the cult is routinely practiced 

andd celebrated. Often located in special rooms in family houses, these unbelievably crowded and 

baroquee altars are composed of an indeterminate number  of brightl y colored, mass-produced 

statuettes.. As one would expect, each statuette stands for  one or  another  of the many "brothers" 

orr  "sisters"  that make up the Queen's multitudinou s spiritual following. Starting at the top, with 

thee three powers, or  potencias, Queen Maria Lionza is flanked by an Indian cacique and a black 

soldierr  from the wars of Independence;47 thereafter  statuettes are grouped into courts and 

typicallyy displayed along a series of descending steps among flower bouquets, lit candles, and 

diversee offerings. 

Afterr  a few visits to several altars, I was struck by how, beyond general similarities, these 

altarss differ  from each other  in the kinds and numbers of courts each displays, as well as in the 

rangee in composition of each altar's statuettes: to give one example, the burst of the former 

Venezuell  dictator  General Gomez may be prominent in one while absent in another. This 

47.. Here again we have a jarring discrepancy between the iconographic representation of this member of the cult's 
rulingg triumvirate and the way in which he is habitually identified in die published literature. In most sources he is 
"Negroo Felipe," variously identified as either a Cuban slave and witch, a black witch from Barlovento (Venezuela), 
orr a black hero from the Cuban wars of independence. His cult iconography bears, nevertheless, a striking 
resemblancee to the official iconography of Negro I, a black soldier from the Venezuelan (not the Cuban) wars. The 
memberss of the cult among whom I did fieldwork insisted that "Negro I" and "Negro Felipe" were the same 
character.. This shows once again that cultists are considerably less picky than experts when it comes to conferring 
identities.. It is also possible that the insistence among experts on suppressing any ambiguities and identifying this 
blackk figure as a witch and a colonial slave, either Cuban or Venezuelan, is itself part of the more general move to 
canonizee the cult as a thoroughly autochthonous and popular phenomenon far removed from official contexts. See 
Pollak-Eltzz (1985:7, 36, 38). 
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expressess the differin g interests, needs, areas of expertise, devotion and predispositions of 

cultists,, the rising and falling media reputations of a variety of the dead, both fictional and 

historical,, and, finally,  and just as importantly , the fact that the cult is driven from within by a set 

off  market forces that ceaselessly impel its members to purchase and adopt an ever-expanding 

rangee of cult-oriented commodities. 

Thee remarkable porosity and intense dynamism of the cult finds expression and 

realizationn in the monarchical constellation formed by both Queen and courts. Beyond an all too 

obviouss overabundance of sociocultural meanings, I presently tend to think of this constellation 

ass some sort of empty structuring machine. As such, its beehivelike design provides a flexible 

andd convenient device for  the relative and provisional territorilizatio n of the experiences, 

fantasies,, aspirations, and imaginings of what in actuality is a highly mobile, nearly nomadic 

population.. In this the "Court s of Maria Lionza"  evoke "th e allegorical court"  of the seventeenth-

centuryy baroque stage, which, according to Benjamin, was marked by the relentless dispersion 

andd collection of emblems "around the figural  center"  (Benjamin in Weber, 1996:125). I will 

returnn to the significante of alternating movement for  the cult and the "indifference"  on which it 

iss also predicated. Here I wish merely to emphasize how, much as in the baroque, in Mari a 

Lionzaa an unwieldy array of disparate spirits are provisionally collected around the Queen within 

thee proliferatin g and ad hoc series of courts that the cultists set up for  the purpose, only to 

"disperse""  them again into the "ghostly crowd"  from which they are drawn (Benjamin in Weber, 

1996:94). . 

Thiss "collection"  and "dispersion"  go on as a matter  of course every time spirit possession 

happenss in front  of any domestic altar, where the spirits are represented by their  kitschy statuettes 

andd are functionally grouped into "courts,"  among which perhaps one of the most recent and 

colorfull  is the "court of the thugs."  Composed of dead criminals whose sensational lives, deeds, 

andd deaths have made the pages of local newspapers and the media, this court's spirits are 

increasinglyy invoked for  protection in the dangerous circumstances that urban dwellers in 

Venezuelaa constantly face. But collection and dispersion also happen over  time, occasionally 

withh more lasting consequences. Although they sometimes come back, "spirits "  that at one or 

anotherr  time may be frequently invoked often fall into oblivion, vanishing "elsewhere"  to be 
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quicklyy replaced "here"  by some other  revenant, for  the reason Samuel Weber  gives in his 

illuminatin gg comments on Benjamin, namely, "out of the undecidability of their  being-there 

(Weber,, 1996:124). Toward the end of this chapter  I explore briefly this undecidability and its 

importt  within the Mari a Lionza cult. 

Thiss brings me back to the more general point of the instabilities and dynamism of the 

populistt  political imaginary. The cult makes especially clear  that, beyond official and elite 

discursivity,, in its social existence as experienced and practiced by the populations to which it is 

addressed,, this imaginary is considerably less cohesive and totalizing than Laclau's formulation 

wouldd seem to permit. Through its transfigurations, the cult effectively disrupts the totalizing 

representationss of "people"  and "nation"  on which it draws. The cultists' diligent imports of a 

welterr  of globalized images put these populist constructs everywhere under  erasure, so much so 

that,, to the chagrin of some older  cult members, the auratic realm of an Indian Queen and her 

autochthonouss subjects in the Yaracuy Mountains is beginning to look more and more like a 

sprawlingg theme park devoted to acting out fantasies from all over  the globe. Lik e any other 

culturall  expression, the populist cult of Mari a Lionza is traversed by the tense interplay between 

ongoingg attempts to fixate meaning and the derailing of these attempts by unforeseeable and 

largelyy uncontrollable forces. 

Inn the populist political imaginary, these jarrin g tendencies achieve special virulence for 

thee reasons Laclau gives. Being a register, the populist politcal imaginary is a response to a 

highlyy dislocated and antagonistic social field. It is formed out of a set of political interpellations 

aimedd at inscribing this field within a totalizing discourse that gives it imaginary unity and 

coherence.. If one focuses on the pole of dislocation rather  than on that of imaginary fixation, as 

Laclauu does not, one can understand why populist fixations are always at best partial and 

provisional.. From its very inception the dislocated social field of the populist political imaginary 

iss a space of intense mediation, an urban meeting ground where disparate and uprooted 

populationss from all over  Venezuela struggle to find a place for  themselves while striving to 

translatee their  heterogeneous experiences and self-identities into largely unprecedented media of 

exchange.. In the process, they are also converted into masses by the disciplines of work and 

marketplacee as well as by new forms of mass entertainment and the electronic media, which 
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introducee them to unprecedented rhythms of labor, modes of livelihood, or  novel styles of 

consumptionn and communication. 

Al ll  this presupposes a readiness to take leave of the self and adopt novel personae as one 

movess along, so as to perform in a large variety of often unforeseeable, heterogeneous, and 

constantlyy differentiatin g contexts. Already marked by the experience of mobility and 

displacement,, upon their  arrival in the cities these new populations enter  a merry-go-round in 

whichh the rates of both are greatly accelerated. Simply to keep going, to keep moving along in 

circumstancess in which to stop is, quite literally , to be run over, is to be ready to partake in a 

spectacularr  realm in which a never-ending proliferatio n of images and stories fractures the self 

acrosss a widening gallery of anonymous others, enables participation in new communities of 

work,, protest, and leisure, or  quite simply gives narative shapes and faces to an inchoate wider 

worldd vis-a-vis which no one can remain indifferent. 

Too a degree that seems to etude Laclau, the antagonistic and dislocated reality at the basis of 

thee populist imaginary is also a thoroughly virtual reality. Its dreamlike and evanescent scenarios 

presupposee subjects that, much like the members of the Marfa Iionza cult, are adept of reflexively 

engagingg in the passing simulacra so as to keep conjuring from within alterity their  phantasmic 

sceness of belonging. Their  growing sense of equivalences among hitherto well-differentiated 

domains,, an experience that for  Laclau is the substratum of populist notions of "th e people,"  is not 

justt  dictated by "real"  antagonisms and dislocations, precipitated by a set of objective forces and 

events.. Rather, from the beginning this experience is inflected by a degree of fictionality  and 

undecidabilityy that upsets the elegance of Laclau's otherwise provocative model. It is no 

coincidencee that such an experience takes shape at a time when, since the 1950s, the different 

media,, from radio and newspapers to television, have undergone an explosive growth all over  Latin 

America,, especially Venezuela (Dfaz Requena, 1992:690-691; Perez Vila, 1992:875-878). The 

heterogeneouss populations thrown together  in Venezuelan cities draw on these media to stitch 

togetherr  their  shifting, provisional identities, combining materials with relentless improvisation and 

reinvention. . 

Thuss populist interpellations are always addressed to a highly mobile and volatile field 

thatt  is not "real"  but itself a patchwork of already proliferatin g fictions and explosive social 
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antagonisms.. The attempt to stabilize and bring imaginary closure to this field must be constantly 

reiteratedd in situations of radical undecidability. Just as the state's repetitions must legislate anew 

thee canonical significance and boundaries of the populist register against the undecidable 

inscriptionss within which its self-identity is belatedly constituted and unraveled, so too the 

subjectss of the regime must themselves decide. They also must adjudicate, each time from within 

situationss of radical undecidability that call for a decision, what significance, if any, this register 

hass for themselves. 

If,, then, all these myriad decisions at times seem to converge on the institution of some 

broadlyy shared identity such as the "people," at other times the populist letter simply does not 

reachh its destination. This means that any stability in the relations between the state and its 

subjectss is at best provisional, made of delicate and precarious compromises that need to be 

renewedd on occasions riddled with misunderstandings and alterity. Another way of saying this is 

thatt the official fictions of the "people" crafted and disseminated by the populist regimes always 

existt in a more or less tense interplay with other fictional accounts. These proliferating fictions 

eitherr compete with the official versions or, more often, repeat them in contexts where they take 

offf  in relatively unprecedented and unforeseeable directions. As the inventive subjects of the 

regimee move along, they make up their own versions of the official versions of self and 

community,, so as to meet practical requirements that do not necessarily overlap with those of the 

state.. Reiterated in turn within this field of alterity, which it cannot circumvent but must 

repeatedlyy attempt to frame and redefine, the canonical populism of the state more or less 

imperceptiblyy changes, its boundaries often blurred by the very legislative decisions that seek to 

reinstitutee it in the face of disruption. 

Broadlyy corresponding to his Lacanian turn, the problems in Laclau's understanding of 

populismm in his more recent essays arise largely from positing "lack" as populism's unexpressible 

otherr (Laclau, 1987:25-38; 1990; 1996). Analytically dissolving the world into an unfathomable 

void,, this move arbitrarily extricates the populist imaginary from its undecidable relations with 

thee world, while assigning undecidabiliry to the side of the real. The populist imaginary then 

congealss as an objectified, self-identical entity, a seamless "surface" of inscription untroubled by 

anyy worldly absences or undecidability. Moreover, assigning undecidability to the 
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unsymbolizablee real destroys decision, since deciding is by definition impossible in such a 

"symbolically""  destitute situation. With nothing to decide, Laclau's "inscriptiv e decisions"  are 

justt  discrete forms of identification with a pregiven imaginary register  that presides over  them as 

theirr  law. Instantiated by "decisions"  that, given the prevailing symbolic destitution, cannot be 

otherr  than populist, the imaginary will remain stubbornly so, until it either  results in the 

crystallizationn of a new, petrified symbolic order  or  is wrecked or  dismantled by "unexpressed" 

demandss accumulated in the real (Laclau, 1990:67). No wonder  Laclau has spoken of populism 

ass the self-identical "horizon"  of an entire historical period in Latin America (Laclau, 1987:30, 

33,, 36-38). 

Ass Derrida put it in dialogue with Laclau, if "identificatio n is indispensable"  to any 

decision,, deciding "i s also a process of disidentification, because if the decision is identification 

thenn the decision also destroys itself'  (Derrida, in Mouffe 1996:84). To putt  it otherwise, if 

decisionss are assimilated to identification so that deciding is just identifying with one or  another 

entityy or  totality in an external register, "then the decision is simply the application of the law" 

(ibid).. Although offering many valuable insights on "the formal aspects of identification"  (Smith, 

1998:94),, Laclau's recent work remains circumscribed within the psychoanalytic paradigm of 

suchh an identification and an economy of the subject "on the verge of panic"  (Lacoue-Labarthe 

andd Nancy, 1997:13) which forecloses the nonsubjective "wider  stage"  (ibid:3) of inscription that 

antedatess it. Much as in the uncanny and split terrain opened by the Maria Lionza cult, in this no-

man's-landd subjects as well as social identities are belatedly constituted and disappropriated. One 

off  the problems with Laclau's model is that it is quite inhospitable to the spectrality of the Mari a 

Lionzaa cult. What is one to make of the cult's many uncanny doublings and unlikely 

juxtapositions,, where the most intimately populist constructs, signifiers, and emblems are 

undecidablyy haunted and sometimes even hollowed out or  forgotten by quite unpopulist and even 

globalizedd elsewheres? And all this within a quasi-space that is not just real, but where, populist 

idealityy is ceaselessly spaced out and deferred as it is repeated in places - scenes of possession, 

forr  example - that never  quite add up to any single unified identity? 

As Is I write, one medium from Quiballo comes to mind, bloodied from the many needles 

stuckk all over  his body and speaking in "Viking "  to his audience from under  an amazing helmet, 
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itss horns spread wide against the blue sky as I captured the scene with a click of my camera. Only 

aa thin band with the colors of the national flag pressed around the mediums forehead remained 

recognizablyy "populist," a token reminder cast adrift amid the profusion of Viking inscriptions 

andd paraphernalia. Often a single, poignant detail is the dead giveaway, cracking open a scene 

intoo an intimation of distance and incommensurable loss. Thus it was for me when the mediums 

helperhelper began blowing a horn, surely to convene an assembly of icy Nordic spirits to the tropical 

scenee of possession but also, surely, as an aid to memory. So there I was, grateful and quite 

moved,, for one moment coolly enveloped again in the black vault of a cinema in Havana many 

yearss ago, watching one of my favorites, The Vikings, starring Kirk Douglas and Tony Curtis. 

Theree is, I believe, no room in Laclau's model for these already not-so-populist Vikings 

fromm some slum in Caracas and their scene of possession, staged with so much teenage bravado 

andd so laden with longing and borderless imaginings. The Viking scenario is only one possible 

extremee in Quiballo of a more general drifting away from any populist moorings, set off by 

ongoingg reassertions of authochthony from other cultists, in what amounts to an ongoing, 

subterraneann argument in the main pilgrimage centers of the cult.. This aporetic middle ground of 

thee cult is entirely foreign to Laclau's model. By suppressing the ineradicably performative 

dimensionss of the phenomenon, the model insulates the populist imaginary from the world, 

wheree its identity is at risk from Vikings and other not-so-populist spooks and where, therefore, it 

mustt be repeated in the midst of alterity. I do not mean to say that populism, even as instantiated 

byy the Maria Lionza cult, is a free-for-all where anything goes and every account carries equal 

weight.. This would be to make a mockery of the very imposing realities of power and politics. 

Populistt regimes do to a certain extent succeed in inscribing the social field within a set of 

relativelyy stable collective representations. In other words, up to a point they manage to make a 

"people""  out of what is essentially a conglomerate of dispersed and highly resilient populations. 

Inn order to suggest one very important means by which Venezuelan populism has, at least until 

recently,, more or less accomplished this, I wil l draw on another aspect of Laclau's argument. 

TheThe state 

Inn claiming that populist interpellations are always made from the archimedean point of 
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ann imaginary state, I believe I stay close to Laclau while drawing attention to a dimension, the 

state,, that he leaves largely unexamined.48 As the subject of all populist predicates, this 

imaginaryy state is the perspective from which the social field is totalized as a people and thus 

opposedd to a series of real or  imaginary foes. This formulation draws attention to two closely 

relatedd issues. First, far  from being given, the state perspective is, as Taussig and others have 

insisted,, itself a historically variable cultural construct (Abrams, 1998; Mitchell , 1991; Taussig, 

1992;;  1997). It therefore behooves the interpreter  to specify in each case how this perspective is 

constructed,, disseminated, and sustained. Second, and perhaps with more intensity in Venezuela 

thann elsewhere because of its agonistic and spectacular  politics, the populist state perspective 

needss to be reiterated constantly as an adjunct to the regime's representations of the "people."  It 

becomess a matter  of political expediency to reinstate it again and again by giving visibilit y and 

ubiquityy to its abstract imperatives. Only by virtu e of such visibilit y and ubiquity can social 

agentss be summoned to close ranks as a "people"  around their  state, thus fleetingly achieving 

peoplehoodd through masslike reflection in the totalizing state-mirrors offered to them. 

Howw has the populist Venezuelan state managed to achieve such a miraculous feat of 

visibilit yy and ubiquity? Or, to put it in Laclau's terms, what are the means of such a remarkable 

"Statistt  inflation" ? Here I can suggest only a partial answer, by calling attention to the sheer 

extravagancee of heroic portraitur e and statuary throughout Venezuela. At the center  of every 

singlee square in every single town, no matter  what its size, stands an equestrian statue or  at least 

aa sculpted bust of the Liberator  Simon Bolivar. His face is reproduced on the currency, is drawn 

onn many walls and bridges, and stares at visitors from the walk of virtuall y every state office 

throughoutt  the nation.49 Beyond Bolivar, another  nationalist genre that has achieved great 

prominencee and wide distributio n are galleries with the portrait s of all Venezuelan presidents, 

fromfrom  the very first  to the nation's most recent. Often displayed on the walls of official 

48.. My own views on the state have been decisively inflected by the pioneering work of Bernard Cohn as well as by 
Taussig'ss illuminating essay "State Fetishism." See Cohn (1987), and Taussig (1992). 

49.. Taussig (1997) calls attention to the role of state iconography as a means whereby the state achieves 
omnipresencee in Venezuela. 
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institutions,, in museums, and even in amusement parks, these presidential galleries are also 

seriallyy figured in postage stamp collections, special newspaper  editions, and commemoration 

medals. . 

Too find an example of this fetishistic fixation on the ruler' s portrait , on his faciality, it is 

enoughh to turn to almost any textbook used in teaching Venezuelan history in the nation's high 

schools.. Generally, these textbooks are internally rent by incompatible epistemic and narrative 

regimes.. Thus their  opening sections, which deal with pre-Conquest times and the colony, are 

often,, surprisingly given their  official character, informed by a watered-down brand of Marxism, 

whichh seamlessly orchestrates "the ceremonious unfolding of the modes of production"  by means 

off  a social-historical narration devoted to the numbing enumeration and summary description of 

putativelyy objective structures and institutions. When these textbooks reach the Republic, 

however,, they abruptly switch gears. From then on all pretensions to a social history are dropped 

andd replaced by the kind of heroic historiography that is actively promoted and disseminated in 

officiall  circles.50 The sections dealing with the Republican period after  Independence from Spain 

generallyy consist in a series of chapters headed by the portrai t of the corresponding Venezuelan 

presidentt  or, as the case may be, dictator, so that the ensuing text unfolds as a narration of the 

majorr  events and historical processes that took place during his regime. The effect of such a 

representationall  strategy is to refer  all history to the President's monumentalized persona, which 

iss thereby reified as the originating source and the ultimate telos of virtuall y everything. 

Thiss representational apparatus constitutes the President in a relation of reflection to his 

manyy portrait s and constitutes his citizen - subjects in a relation of visibility , expectation, and 

accountabilityy to him.51 In a classic work devoted to the Roi Soleil and the imaginary of French 

absolutism,, Louis Mari n analyzes a comparable representational apparatus, showing how its 

50.. My understanding of Venezuelan historiography as a kind of "heroic history" draws inspiration from Marshall 
Sahlins,, "Other Times, Other Customs: The Anthropology of History," in Islands of History (1985). 

51.11 explore these issues further in "Plaza Bolivar: The Public Square as Fantasy-Space of the Nation" and "Serially 
Yours:: The Statues of the Ruler in Nineteenth-Century Venezuela" (Sanchez, n.d.), as well as throughout this 
dissertation. . 
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efficacyy entailed the capacity of images and representations to contain and manifest a suspended 

threatt  of violence (Marin , 1988). In Venezuela, the weighty features of every presidential portrai t 

condensee such violence both as suspended threat and as dark historical substratum-not only the 

recentt  historical violence of the intense social transformations and dislocations that have 

accompaniedd the formation of the populist regimes, but also as this dissertaion argues, the 

extraordinaryy violence of the Venezuelan wars of Independence and the ensuing civil wars. To 

givee some idea of the devastation involved, according to a variety of estimates, up to a quarter  of 

thee nineteenth-century Venezuelan population, which equaled one too two million inhabitants, 

wass lost to war, emigration, and other  related catastrophes (Polanco Alcantara, 1992:273; Vilda, 

1995:3).. Since the establishment of the cult of Bolivar  in the 1870s by Guzman Blanco, whose 

regimee is generally regarded by historians as the most comprehensive attempt at state 

centralizationn in nineteenth-century Venezuela, this violent longue durée has been intrinsi c to the 

representationall  apparatus of the Venezuelan state. 

Thiss extreme violence and its manifold entanglements with the representations of power 

mightt  help to account for  a further  historical product of such representational strategies in 

Venezuela::  the crystallization over  time of a political imaginary formed as a collection of 

monumentalizedd busts all locked together  in a circuit of interlocution. Withi n this chatty circuit 

bustss or  portrait s of the presidents or  national heroes talk to and are answered by the many 

bustlikee figures that metonymically stand for  either  the whole nation or  any one of its constituent 

components.. During a recent tri p to the country, I encountered an astonishing manifestation of 

thiss imaginary while watching a Venezuelan film,  Karibe Kon Tempo, in a local cinema. In the 

filmfilm  the hero, a Conquistador  look-alike and a very tanned member of the local oligarchy, 

embarkss upon a solitary search for  national essence in the thick forests of the nation, only to meet 

there,, scattered amid the green vegetation, the main sculpted icons that populate the populist 

imaginary.. Simon Bolivar, Maria Lionza, Negro I . . . , as I traveled in slow motion with the 

cameraa from one huge, silent icon to the next, I had the uneasy sensation of entering a dream, a 

thoroughlyy phantasmatic scenario where at any point I could be beckoned and interpellated by a 

courtt  of shouting mannequins. All this was shown with a total lack of humor and an amazing 

solemnity,, as an invitation for  the audience to share without blinkin g in the artsy reveries of the 
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filmmaker.. Perhaps because of its humorless solemnity, the scene was intensely revelatory of 

whatt goes on more diffusely elsewhere in the nation - or, if not diffusely, at least more open-

endedlyy and with tongue in cheek, as in the quirky twists and turns, the unofficial improvisations 

andd serial additions of the Maria Lionza cult, whose mountainous abode the film so 

unmistakeablyy evokes while editing out all the "foreign" spooks. 

Suchh a monumentalized imaginary and its obsessive iteration in movies or spirit cults, not 

too mention official proclamations and presidential portrait galleries, suggests a social reality so 

disruptivelyy heterogeneous and complex that it cannot be contained and managed within any 

officiallyy sanctioned representation of the "people." This may in part be why, as I have argued in 

thee preceeding chapters, in Venezuela such representations gravitate toward the personality pole, 

adoptingg the bustlike features of one or another legendary character. As the reader has probably 

guessedd by now, prominent among the nation's representatives is the figure of Maria Lionza, 

togetherr with many indigenous caciques whose iconographies and invented biographies are 

disseminatedd by the media and the educationall  system as part of the populist network of 

interpellation.. Among the representatives of important sectors of the nation are the many 

legendaryy medical doctors, truck drivers, or policemen who make up the spirit following of 

Queenn Maria Lionza. Under this personalized guise, the nation and its constituent components 

assumee stable and identifiable features, together with relatively recognizable biographies, thus 

becomingg at least imaginarily answerable to and capable of desires, political interpellations, and 

orderlyy mobilization. In this historically peculiar version of fetishism, not a variety of material 

objectss but the monumentalized visage of a person becomes the quintessential fetish, both 

expressiningg and obscuring a dense and complex network of historical and sociocultural realities. 

Althoughh this focus on icons exists in complex interaction with democratic ideals and 

institutions,, it suggests a historically specific version of Deleuze and Guattari's despotic regime 

off  signs, where "signs emanate from the Despot, the master signifier, in a spiral of ever-widening 

driess (one for each class, sex, profession, sect, club and so on), the spiral of infinite signification 

itselff  requiring a mechanism of continuous interpretation to ensure the interrelation of the various 

circless and their dependence in the despotic centre" (Bogue, 1989:139). For Deleuze and 

Guattari,, the deterritorialized, despotic sign is reterritorialized in the body of the despot. That 
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bodyy is, above all, a face which functions like "the standardizedv talking head' on television new 

programss and documentaries"  (Bogue, 1989:139). In the populist imaginary the single face or 

headd of the despot is joined by a wider  collection of talking heads locked within a circuit aimed 

att  reterritorializin g and recentering an ever  proliferatin g population of migrant, driftin g signs. 

TalkingTalking heads 

Ass heroic portraitur e and statuary join television in a figure where the logics of the State 

andd of the media intersect, we may zoom back to the Maria Lionza altar. At this point its many 

brightl yy colored, mass-produced busts or  statuettes begin to reveal themselves in a bizarre new 

lightt  as a collection of miniaturized talking heads whose number  has exponentially increased 

welll  beyond the charmed circle of official ideology. We may also regard the scene of possession 

inn front of the altar  as the moment when these heads begin to speak and gesticulate to an 

audiencee through the mouth an body of the medium. This association among the cult's statuettes, 

officiall  statuary, and television was first  suggested to me by the way in which taken together, the 

variouss statuettes across different courts and altars recall or  even replicate by their  very form the 

officiall  busts and statues that proliferat e throughout Venezuela's squares and other  public places. 

Ass for  television, my contention that the logic of this electronic media is intrinsi c to the Maria 

Lionzaa cult is based on observations made during three months of fieldwork  among members of 

thee cult attached to a domestic altar  located in a popular  neighborhood in the city of Maracay and 

cateringg to the needs of a relatively large clientele. 

AA prospective client usually approaches this or  any other  of the many altars of the Maria 

Lionzaa cult either  to be freed from some personal misfortune brought about by the evil agency of 

ann anonymous other, to achieve some desired objective such as money or  a lover, or  to influence 

someone'ss will in a personally favorable direction. When a client approaches a medium about a 

personall  misfortune, for  example, the medium initiall y reads the ashes of a cigar  to determine 

whetherr  the disease or  misfortune is caused by natural or  supernatural causes, then to sort out the 

specificc wrongdoer from a list of possible candidates. From the very beginning, the performance 

off  the medium and her  auxiliaries is infused by a strikin g verbal imagery, emphasizing space, 
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movement,, and the blockages of movement. She usually diagnoses the client's condition as one 

inn which his or  her  "paths"  have been closed due to the harmful agency of some other. As a result 

off  this harmful intervention, the client's body is said to be weighed down by heaviness, in a 

generall  state of torpor, indecision, and lack of mobility . 

Accompaniedd by the incessant smoking of cigars, the crescendo of incantations by the 

mediumm and her  auxiliaries situate the body of the client within an open field of spatial relations 

inn which the adversarial intentions of the other  may reach the self from every possible direction: 

"Fro mm whatever  direction you arrive, by land, sea, mountain, air, or  from a cemetery, return you 

greatt  son of a bitch to whomever  might have sent you, leave the body of this creature in peace; it 

doess not belong to you, it belongs to God."  Repeated again and again, this incantation 

exemplifiess the kind of imagery deployed in the therapeutic process. It operates via a hydraulic 

principle,, in which a progressive removal of dams and blockages, followed by the liberation of 

flows,, aims to clear  the paths of the client, thus setting his or  her  body once again into 

circulation.. Therapeutic efficacy is contingent on the cult's ability to spatialize the dislocations 

thatt  jolt the everyday of those approaching its domestic altars in search of relief. By manipulation 

off  the client's body, punctuated by the repetition of formulas, cult practices aim to institute a 

spacee of representation within which the traumatic, unrepresentable shocks daily endured by 

clientss can be symbolized as moments within a a teleologically ordered succession. 

Suchh representational space reduces time to a simultaneous, synchronic domain where 

"th ee total succession is present in each of its moments. This synchronicity of the successive 

meanss that the succession is in fact a total structure, a space for  symbolic representation and 

constitution.. The spatialization of the event's temporality takes place through repetition, through 

thee reduction of its variation to an invariable nucleus which is an internal moment of the pre-

givenn structure"  (Laclau, 1990:42). In other  words, through repetition the "unrepresentable . .. 

event""  (ibid) is represented as a moment in a synchronically overdetermined succession that 

predeterminess its possible outcomes. The cult's repetitions reassuringly convert unfathomable 

52.. My own understanding of the significance of spatiotemporal processen in social action nan been decisively 
inflectedd by Nancy D. Munn, The Fame ofGawa: A Symbolic Study of Value Transformation in a Massim (Papua 
NewNew Guinea) Society (Cambridge: Cambridge Universiry Press 1986). 
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misfortunee into the evildoing of some agent, whose possible identity has been narrowed down to 

aa predetermined set. Neatly categorized and objectified as one tight littl e bundle with, for 

example,, so many locks of hair  or  nail clippings from the aggressor, misfortune is hit hard by 

coupss of theatricality. Gunpowder, a must in cult practices, literall y explodes it with a bang, right 

inn front of the client. This sets the stage for  bodily manipulation by the medium and her 

auxiliaries,, which, in tandem with thee medium's occasional serial possession by an indeterminate 

numberr  of spirits, aims to clear  the client's paths so that, once again, s/he may circulate safely 

(andd effectively) within the expansive and uncertain territorie s of the populist nation. 

Thee trick is, then, to legislate under  cover  of diachrony and dramatic resolution a 

synchronous,, well-delineated, and identifiable structure in which misfortune can be cajoled and 

redressedd within a set of normatively prescribed channels. Yet in the course of these practices for 

redressingg misfortune, cult mediums are serially seized by alterity in whatever  guise it flashes by. 

Throughh possession, alterity repeatedly takes hold of the mediums body as, for  instance, an odd 

Vikin gg or  Barbarian, and is, as such, set to work on whatever  problem is at hand. Regardless, 

then,, of what cultists might say at one time or  another  about the cult's "true"  identity, there are 

otherr  - frequent - times when identity is unhinged and even fractured by a crowd of ghostly 

visitationss or, to use Samuel Weber's felicitous expression, by their  "coming to pass"  in the scene 

off  possession (Weber, 1996:98). If in its "coming"  alterity is mitigated by being "collected" 

withinn a pregiven structure, in its "passing"  it scatters any structural location, "dispersing"  it into 

myriadd faraways. In its uncanny manifestations in the Maria Lionza cult, possession instill s 

undecidabilityy into the relations and relative status of "here"  and "there,"  thus splitting the "unit y 

off  place."  Such splitting also splits the "identit y of everything that defines its identity with 

respectt  to place: events, bodies, subjects"  (ibid: 117). It also splits, I might add, the cult's vaunted 

populistt  identity. 

Beyondd the specific context of the therapeutic process, the agency of the medium and her 

auxiliariess is similarly structured by an emphasis on spatiality and movement. The many repeated 

andd sometimes lengthy voyages and pilgrimages mediums undertake throughout the year, following 

thee instructions of one spirit or  anther, are designated "missions"  or  "embassies."  These two terms 

connotee willin g displacement to distant lands and meeting there with foreign people, who do nor 
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necessarilyy share one's language, political institutions, or  traditions. I was often told, with a certain 

insistence,, that these "'missions' may take us anywhere, if necessary even beyond the national 

boundaries.""  Even if such journeys have not yet extended outside Venezuela, the very enunciation 

off  the possibility illustrates how the cult reconstitutes the subjectivity of its members within a 

spatiall  field that overflows both national boundaries and the representations of people and nation 

manufacturedd and disseminated by the populist regimes. 

Thiss should come as no surprise after  all I have said about populism as a political 

responsee to a highly dislocated and antagonistic social field. Withi n such a space of alteration, 

subjectss are not just passively jolted or  split by displacement, mobility , and their  manifold 

violences.. They also become suckers for  speed, addicted, so to speak, to shock and displacement 

ass means of enjoying and reinventing themselves in circumstances where the vagaries of the job 

market,, the indeterminacies of space, the telegraphies of power, and the media all intimate that if 

youu stay put or  stay the same, you might as well give up. Hence the spatiotemporal bias of cult 

practices.. Such practices do contain, mitigate somewhat, and even put to work the shock of 

displacementt  and alterity - as so many faraway spooks localized within a synchronous 

spatiotemporall  structure. The "undecidabilit y of their  being-there"  (ibid) however, spooks cultists 

wayy outside themselves into distant and barely fathomed territories. In that distant "there,"  largely 

beyondd the state's reach and designs, the boundaries of the populist nation are continuously 

erodedd by the cultists' busy comings and goings.53 To return briefly to the Vikings,54 the teenage 

cultistss in Quiballo denied any populist intentionality in the thin band with the colors of the 

nationall  flag pressed around the mediums forehead. Insisting that it was "just to hold the hair," 

53.11 am grateful to Jim Siegel, who on reading a previous version of this essay, called my attention to how I had 
somewhatt underplayed the localizing effects of cult practices. Out of enthusiasm at die extravagant creativity 
displayedd by cultists, in that version I had focused predominantly on the displacements induced by the cult. I hope to 
havee corrected here this bias. For the status of "shock" in die present version, I draw inspiration not only from Walter 
Benjaminn and Samuel Weber, but also from James T Siegel, Solo in the New Order: Language and Hierarchy in an 
IndonesianIndonesian City (Princeton: Princeton Universiry Press, 1986). 

54.11 have chosen the Vikings to make a number of points throughout this essay because of their striking character, 
nott because of any essentialist distinction between foreign and autochthonous spirits. I could have made the same 
pointss with any of die more vernacular spirits that populate me cult, such as "Bolivar." 
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theyy quickly went on to talk about what clearly interested them most: the pricey and nasty habits 

off  the "foreign"  Nordic spirits, for  example, their  expensive taste for  the most exclusive brands of 

importedd whiskey, as opposed to the rum or  earthy liquors that more vernacular  spirits imbibe in 

fabulouss amounts through the bottomless throats of their  mediums. Moreover, how they love to 

preyy on their  unsuspecting neighbors, those dullards to the south. Impatient with lust and 

expectationn their  vessels emerge in cinematographic slow motion from the morning mist along 

coastss where one or  another  sleepy village of "peasants"  nests unaware in the ascending slopes of 

thee mountains, these Vikings are quite something. Always ready to carry away whatever  they can 

layy their  hands on, they are always taking off. Leaving a blazing trai l behind, the Vikings fade 

awayy into the distance, bearing a cargo of "screaming women"  and exotic "turkeys" 55 tightly 

claspedd under  their  arms. 

Thesee mediatized Vikings do not provide any straightforwardl y criminal model for  the 

teenagers''  behavior  in the violent Caracas neighborhoods where they must thriv e and survive: 

althoughh I have not done fieldwork  among them, they all struck me as a bunch of quite nice guys. 

Rather,, they seize one Vikin g or  another  as they flash by, putting their  faraway potencies to work 

inn whatever  project is at hand. As they come, so these Vikings go, issuing as they depart an 

invitationn to shed any imposed "social skin" 56 and venture into distant faraways. If these 

teenagerss localize alterity, thereby somewhat warding off its shock, they also move fast in its 

wake,, splitting away from themselves as their  fantasies, imaginings and expectations, powered by 

thee withdrawin gg cohort, take them elsewhere. At the long, searing sound of the Viking' s horn, I 

catchh some of the thril l they must experience when beckoned by its call. The sound in itself is so 

muchh distance; it extends an invitation to take off and slide - fast Vikinglik e - across the board, 

crashingg through the squares where teenagers are pegged down by so much state power, populist 

crap,, and poverty. In all this, the mediums hairband remains as a weakening link whatever 

55.. Relatively exotic in Venezuela, that is. Terms such as "turkeys" or "portraits" (synonymous with photographs) 
aree routinely used in the Viking scene of possession to establish and underscore the foreignness and archaism of the 
Nordicc spirits. 

56.. The expression "social skin" is taken from Terence S. Turner (1980:112-140). 
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remainss of populist ideality, caught in an uncontrolled chain of citations where, through 

iterability ,, other  configurations of meaning and community insinuate themselves. 

Thesee travels do not go on only "i n spirit."  It is quite something how often these cultists 

aree actually on the move, traveling to some distant geographical location to perform some 

miraculouss cure, unearth some buried treasure after  a tip from a spirit , or  simply fulfil l a promise. 

Thiss was brought home to me while I shared in the daily routines, travels, and expectations of the 

threee Perozo siblings - a female medium and her  two male auxiliaries, migrants from a distant 

regionn of the nation (as are most of their  clients) - in charge of the domestic altar  in Maracay. 

Mobilit yy and displacement are the very texture of their  everyday. When not involved in the 

activitiess of the domestic altar, the two male siblings make a living as cab drivers. During my 

stay,, their  huge, ramshackle, seventies American car  was often parked across from the entrance 

too their  sisters family dwelling, where the domestic altar  is housed. It' s hood wide open as the 

brotherss peered over  the humming engine to discern the source of one or  another  disquieting 

noise,, this bright yellow car  was a hieroglyph in need of constant decipherment. Taking the 

enginee apart, removing this or  that part to clean or  examine it, or  endlessly making the round of 

thee city's many junkyard s to find replacements for  one or  another  damaged part were just some of 

thee ceaseless tasks that, enveloped in a swirl of commentary, went on around the machine all the 

timee just to keep it running. A form of crisis management involving both praxis and constant 

exegesis,, these endless tasks are ways of warding off the unending threat of paralysis. No 

wonder,, given their  exhausting comings and goings, with such high stakes involved, that one or 

thee other  brother  often arrived at the altar  looking drained and despondent. Complaining of an 

evill  influence someone had "lai d down"  on some part of their  bodies -the lower  back for 

examplee - these men revealed in their  whole demeanor  the excruciating weight they had to bear, 

makingg it hard to move when moving is so crucial. 

Nott  that circulation is always an unambiguous blessing. In excess or  out of control, it can 

leadd to perdition. Once I found one of the siblings, Pedro, rituall y cleansing himself in the front 

yardd of his sister's dwelling while complaining gloomily about one especially nasty spirit , the 

Wanderingg Jew, which some jerk had "lai d down1'  on him in a gust of wind that had briskly 

slappedd him as he came through the door  of his sister's residence. Asking whether  I had noticed 
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alll  the vacant-eyed vagrants, with no known domicile, wandering along the nation's main roads 

andd streets, he blamed this spook for  their  predicament.57 The incident brought out the degree to 

whichh cult practices walk a razor's edge. If cultists localize shock, it is not just in an effort to 

maintainn a semblance of locality, but also to induce the derealizations needed for  survival 

withinn the economic circuits the cult sets up, to ensure one's return without sliding into errancy. 

Inn this risky gamble, the medium puts her  body on the line, charging it with spook-power 

lik ee a battery to jump-start the clients into motion. lik e the two brothers, many of the clients of 

thiss domestic altar  are truck and taxi drivers beset by bad luck, growing sky-high like a pile of 

unpaidd monthly bill s on their  new vehicles. Taking a large van into a shallow river  nearby to 

cleansee it of bad influences was one of the main services that the siblings would perform for  their 

clients.. With enormous care, for  hours on end they would pour  water  over  the vans drippin g body 

ass they blew tiny puffs of cigar  smoke into the smallest juncture, white slapping their  bare chests, 

arms,, or  legs to scare the plague away. The recitation of exorcisms accompanied these actions in 

aa barely audible, mechanical monotone, punctuated every so often by possession with one spirit 

orr  another  arrivin g unexpectedly on the scene to lend a helping hand. All I could discern from the 

rosaryy of mumbled, repetitive formulas was the removal of one "spiritual "  obstacle after  another, 

aa painstaking labor  of deblocking suspended, every once in a while, by the flashing image of the 

vann freely shooting straight ahead on the nation's highways. 

Thee same pathos of mobility can be discerned in the afternoon buzz that surrounds the 

domesticc altar. As the clients sit patiently waiting for  the medium to receive them, their  folding 

chairss lined up against the wall while choruses of kids or  strings of casual visitors come and go, 

inn the background a radio announcer  narrates events on Caracas' race track. Every so often the 

namess and lucky numbers of the winning horses in the game of "5 y 6"  explode in the waiting 

room,, immediately drawing the attention of the siblings, who quit whatever  they are doing to 

catchh the latest bits of information on the radio. Their  all-consuming passion for  the game, 

somethingg they share with many others in Venezuela, is evident in the shouts and generally 

57.11 found no further evidence for this diffuse kind of anti-Semitism, if that is what it is, among any of the people 
thatt I worked with in Maracay. As so often happens, they exhibited littl e or no knowledge about actual Jews. 
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disappointedd exclamations followed by expert commentary with which they greet the numbers' 

arrival . . 

Itt  often seemed to me that, arrivin g from elsewhere on the radio waves, the numbers' 

comingg was akin to the spirits'  unexpected arrivals, and that gambling was not all that different 

fromfrom  spirit possession. In both cases, a sudden arrival winks a promise at you as it flashes out of 

thee anonymous dispersal of messages, bodies, and exchangeable impressions that make up the 

experiencee of the crowd in Venezuelan cities. For  one brief moment, fate prizes open to deliver  a 

redemptionn that, as in a roll of the die, momentarily cancels uncertainty. If the medium puts her 

bodyy (and mind) at risk by allowing the intrusions of alterity, so in gambling one risks personal 

losss to gain incoming fortune. And in both gambling and spirit possession, it takes guts to travel 

outsidee oneself to meet halfway the unexpected dispensations of fortune or  spirit . Cultists' 

gamblingg also demands amazing amounts of actual traveling. Thus, for  example, the siblings 

sometimess organized expeditions to get from somebody in another  city a tip on a horse that you 

betterr  believe me is a sure bet. Or, tipped off by one spirit or  another, they would jump into their 

cabb to raid all the kiosks in town, purchasing as many lottery tickets as possible with the same 

winningg numbers before it was too late. 

Al ll  in all, perhaps due to disciplinary reflexes not sufficiently shaken by years of critical 

scrutiny,, I was amazed to find out how littl e my informants stayed put. Always on the move, 

readyy to take off in one way or  another  just as I arrived, they never  seemed to be quite where I 

expectedd them to be. The following passage, collected from a cultist in the pilgrimage site of 

Quiballo,, strikingl y conveys the cultist's pathos of mobility, as well as the existential predicament 

too which it is a response: 

Juann Guerrero loves to sing, Negro Felipe loves to joke around, Negra Francisca loves to 

dance,, and the reason for  this, my brother, is that these are happy spirits who know that in 

thiss earthly existence one always lives partying around. Because what else, my friend, can 

bee the happiness of the poor  if it is not music, if it is not shaking your  hips to know that 

youu are alive and accompanied by others, to forget about disease, bad luck, the lack of love, 

andd unemployment? Because I tell you, my brother, that the poor  have a relief that is free 
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andd it is called music, and it is for  this reason that one must always have a guitar  to move 

aroundd because if you ever stop you are frozen right there and then by bad fortune and evil, 

andd it is for  this reason that one likes the joyful spirits to descend and take possession of 

thee mediums body since they free one from the many injustices that always target the poor 

(Dfaz,, 1987:41 — my emphasis). 

Onee can understand the role of television and the media with reference to the reconstitution and 

relentlesss splitting through cult practices of this subject of circulation and mobility , a subject 

capablee of performing in the greatly expanded and dislocated social field opened up by the 

establishmentt  of populist regimes, whose imaginings, desires, and initiatives are forever  taking it 

beyondd the national borders into a transnational arena of globalized images and expectations. If 

luckyy numbers arrive on radio waves, then the spirits of the Maria Iionza cult arrive largely 

throughh the TV set, which, in the residencee of the Perozo siblings, transmits throughout the day 

andd late into the night from the living room at the front of the house. 

Ass described and analyzed by Samuel Weber, this television set is a strange thing indeed. 

Accordingg to him, television transports "vision as such and sets it immediately before the 

viewer,""  who thus watches both faraway sights and sounds and the quasi-simultaneity of 

"anotherr  kind of vision that is also a "vision of the other"  (Weber, 1996:116). Although it 

empowerss sight, because it combines "presentness"  and "separation"  such an "'act '  of viewing" 

splitss "the unity of place"  upon which the realities and identities of events, bodies and subjects 

ultimatelyy rest (ibid: 117-118). Rather  than "images"  or  "representations,"  television transmits the 

"semblancee of presentation as such,"  so that watching TV is in some ways like experiencing 

oneselff  bodily present elsewhere doing the viewing. Yet, because what the visible images 

flickerin gg with so much presentness in the screen of the TV set actually contain and cover  up is 

distancee and separation, television also takes place entirely without bodies. It thus allows for  "a 

certainn sense perception to take place,"  yet "in a way that no body can"  (ibid: 117). In this regard, 

too watch television is uncanny. Instillin g undecidability into the relations between here and there, 

pastt  and present original and copy (ibid: 121), the experience repeats the intimacy and familiarit y 

off  embodied perception in the strange medium of a foreign visuality that renders it hollow, 

turnedd inside-out, as it were, by an unassimilable exterior. 
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Televisionn turns the screen of the TV set into "the site of an uncanny confusion and 

confounding.""  Due to quasi-simultaneity, in TV transmissions "the 'iterabiliy' of the mark 

manifestss itself... as the undecidable images" appearing on the screen of the living-room set 

(ibid).. No wonder, then, that Weber calls TV a "Trojan Horse" installed in the very heart of 

domesticity.. Seized by this medium's bodiless perception, which the viewers watch alongside 

whateverr television records, the images on the screen take place undecidably as to "here, or there, 

orr everywhere" (ibid: 122). Whenever one or another medium of the Maria Lionza cult becomes 

seriallyy possessed, it is as if, each time, a ghostly cohort migrates out of thee TV screen into her 

body.. If the transported vision of TV happens without bodies, then the body of the medium is one 

sitee where the bodiless sight of the televisual medium provisionally takes body.58 

Wheneverr a spirit descends in one of the cult's sessions, he or she first introduces him or 

herselff  to the audience with a formulaic greeting.Thus, for example, "the delinquent Freddy (or 

thee Liberator Simon Bolivar, or Mr. Vikingo) blesses all the people here present at this precise 

hourr and at this holy moment." This formula evokes the statements by anchor persons on 

Venezuelann TV whenever a national event is being transmitted on television ("at this time and at 

thiss very moment we are transmitting to you from the stadium such and such," or "we are 

transmittingg live and direct from such and such a place," etc.). Such statements generate a sense 

off  lived immediacy, contemporaneity, and contiguity among subjects greatly separated in time 

andd space, thus bridging and juxtaposing very distant domains. After this initial greeting, each 

spiritt addresses the audience using the codified speech patterns, bodily language, and dress styles 

thatt the media has popularized for a large gallery of characters. To mention just a few instances, 

uponn arrival the "thug Freddy," for example, instantly asks for his dark sunglasses so as to hide 

hiss advanced state of intoxication, demands fake cocaine from those present, and addresses the 

audience,, especially the women, in the racy slang attributed to thugs or malandros in any number 

off  TV programs. The same is true of the Liberator Simon Bolivar, who descends coughing and 

utteringg messages about the sad state of the nation in an almost inaudible tone of voice. "Bolivar" 

58.. Televised sporting events, which reassert the "individual body" of the athlete as the "focal point of a reality that 
televisionn itself calls constantly into question," are another such site (Weber, 1996:127). 
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displayss the trait s attributed to him in the yearly television programs and long newspaper  articles 

thatt  commemorate his demise, while recreating with great pathos the hero's deathbed scene in 

Colombia. . 

Thee large number  of spirits that serially take possession of the medium's body elicit from 

thee audience impressions and responses not unrelated to those triggered by the disconnected and 

stereotypicall  images, scenes, and events in canned TV series and programs. Indeed, cultists often 

welcomee and accommodate the spirits'  arrival s within thoroughly mediatized scenes that they 

stagee for  the purpose. Thus on special dates birthday parties are celebrated for  some of the cult's 

mostt  prominent spirits. Along with the huge, unavoidable cake, displayed sugary white and lit 

withh littl e candles amidst a sprinklin g of tiny bakery pearls on a large table brimming with plates 

off  frui t and innumerable other  offerings, such parties are not complete until everyone sings 

"Happyy Birthday"  to the spirit . At least to me, this was a trul y strange moment. Was this not, 

afterr  all, the birthday party for  Santa Barbara, one of the most numinous spirits of the cult, about 

whomm cultists always talk with hushed reverence? How uncanny then, how exhilarating yet also 

inn a way touching, this "happy birthday to you Santa BaYbara,"  suddenly arising in a weird, 

childlik ee monotone from the audience pressed around the medium impersonating the spirit , so 

muchh serial "religion "  and beatific smiling on their  faces. Breaking literall y out of nowhere in the 

midstt  of such a sacred occasion, the singing unsettled all established locations. 

Whatt  can one say of the sacred when its proper  place is invaded and even cozily 

furnishedd by the sights and sounds of the profane, which returns where it is traditionall y banned 

orr  repressed precisely so that the sacred can go on being such? Or, for  that matter, of a profane 

domesticityy of birthday cakes and songs staged so reflexively by the cultists that it no longer 

showss any discernible ties to everyday places, contingencies, or  biographies, its signs becoming 

thee ubiquitous tokens of some placeless repertoire? What struck me most about scenes such as 

thesee is how much they seemed to pop up out of the blue, without any narrative scaffolding. 

Moreover,, rather  than any deep meanings, what appeared to motivate their  staging was the drive 

off  mediums, their  auxiliaries, and the audience to get everything right. Suspended in midair, 

thesee scenes have the stereorypic perfection and abstracted quality of equivalent occasions in 

soapp operas and other  TV transmissions. Beyond any narrative justification, which tends to be 
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quitee thin, they seem simply to be there, invitin g identification just by dint of their  mirrorlik e 

perfection.. To stage and to participate in scenes such as these, then, is like tuning into a live TV 

programm simultaneously watched at "thi s very hour  and at this holy moment"  in countless other 

householdss across the nation. 

Butt  in the cult "liv e TV"  indeed comes alive right here in the cultists' own homes. If, in 

sceness of possession like the one above, the cultists momentarily dispel the undecidability of the 

sceness and images flickerin g on the screen of their  TV sets, this comes at a cost. In staging such 

imagess and scenes live in their  very homes, they must surrender  to speciality everything living 

or,, rather, assumed to be just so in the "here"  and "now"  of their  dwellings. As in a science 

fictionfiction  TV series of some years ago, "everything must go": the mediums body, everyday objects, 

domesticc rites, and dwellings. In such scenes, all these intimate sites become the uncertain 

bearerss of distance and separation. If "television . .. is the medium of phantoms and of ghosts" 

(Weber,, 1996:164) then possession by such phantoms, as in the kind of spirit possession 

discussedd here, brings television to bear  on everything, well beyond the moment of reception in 

frontfront  of the TV set. 

Nott  for  nothing do the cultists designate possession "transportation. "  As spirit mediums 

aree possessed by television, the "transported vision"  of the medium starts seizing upon everything 

aroundd the home, making it increasingly difficul t for  anyone to say for  sure whether  everyday 

appearancess are "here, or  there or  everywhere."  Thus, for  example, the cake or  the birthday song 

forr  Santa Barbara, consumed here by the audience, simultaneously feeds and amuses the spirits 

arrivin gg from an indeterminate elsewhere. Or  the Vikin g horn ambivalently releases its searing 

soundd here as much as in the faraway there of some superproduction from Hollywood. This is 

alsoo true of everyday objects like folding chairs, bowls of fruit , or  plastic cups and plates, all of 

whichh glow with so much spectrality as they are used or  passed among the audience. Seen here 

byy the cultists, they are also simultaneously sighted elsewhere by the transported vision of the 

televisuall  medium as the ghostly decor  of, for  example, some ubiquitous birthday celebration. By 

literalizin gg TV, spirit possession in the Mari a Lionza cult may be said to draw out the "truth "  of 

televisionn in a staging of its splitting effects that generalizes them well beyond the moment of 

reception.. Television always already diffusely contaminates everyday appearances with 
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undecidability.. Nevertheless, such undecidability achieves an extraordinaril y focused intensity as 

television'ss splitting visuality is reflexively staged by the cultists right  here in the midst of their 

everyday.. Transported into the body of the medium, television's bodiless sight wanders off 

throughoutt  the home, splitting whatever  unity is left of this place, the home, turned, along with 

itss subjects and objects, into "th e site of an uncanny confusion and confounding."  No wonder  that 

earlierr  I was able to describe the splitting effects of possession in the Maria Lionza cult with 

quotess from Samuel Weber, without saying that they referred to television and not to spirit 

possession.. What undergirds this possibility is the solidarity intrinsi c to phenomena like 

"religion ""  and the "media,"  or  television and spirit possession, the imbrications between the 

mediaa and mediumship made ever  more apparent in this age of instantaneous global 

transmissions. . 

Yett  it may still be said that, by welcoming and accommodating the spirits in the cozy 

atmospheree of a birthday party, the cultists wish to lodge alterity in the certainties of locality. In a 

wayy this is true, so long as one recognizes how thoroughly locality has been delocalized in such 

sceness of possession, given that the homey scene set up for  the spirits is also quite unhomey, a 

mass-mediated,, commodified receptacle wrested whole for  the occasion from some ubiquitous 

mediaa transmission. If spirits do arrive in such settings, they do so only to depart. In their  busy 

comingss and goings, their  ever-proliferating cast hopelessly fractures the unity of place, splitting 

subjectss and objects among undecidable locations. In interaction with the audience, such 

proliferatio nn generates unprecedented possibilities for  the constitution of agency and authority, in 

aa movement where the importation of globalized images of American Indians, Vikings, or 

Barbarianss opens an arena that transcends the limit s imposed by the nation-state. 

Onee might also say that the form in which spirit mediums address the audience - as 

monumentalizedd talking heads - reinserts the representational logic of the State within the cult, 

therebyy bringing a measure of fixation to the deterritorializin g dynamics of cult practices. The 

cultt  seems committed to realigning politics and domesticity, thus re-creating an otherwise very 

canonicall  polity in a quite uncanonical register. To say that the cult is largely about achieving 

suchh realignment would not be entirely off the mark. Through it, the dwelling is returned to the 

nation-statee and ensconced there as the reconciled, homogeneous site where the shocks rained 
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downn by alterity are warded off and localized. Moreover, state authority is already embedded in 

manyy of the cult's practices and iconography, which iterate the monumentalized imaginary of the 

Venezuelann nation-state, albeit in a thoroughly undecidable terrain that renders the state uncanny. 

Ass we have seen, the crowded display of brightl y colored statuettes on the cult's domestic altars 

iss formally evocative of the busts and statues in squares and public places throughout Venezuela. 

Inn the scene of possession, these statuettes begin to speak and gesticulate through the mouth and 

bodyy of the medium. Arising from the ground covered in talcum-powder, in fits of spasmodic, 

monumentalizingg poses, amidst horrifi c growling, the body of the possessed does seem larger 

thann life. But does the transient body of the medium then harden into the timeless body of the 

state,, adding serially to its monumentalized imagery as a collection of living statues? 

Here,, as elsewhere, repetition does not occur  without difference. In talking about the 

cult'ss statuettes as "miniaturize d talking heads,"  I already envisaged possession as something 

otherr  than simply the replication of state monumentality in another  register. (Here, my own 

observationss concerning the scene of possession are close to those of Taussig, though my 

conclusionss are somewhat different from his.59) Like Taussig, from the start I was struck by the 

resonancess between state monumentality and the monumentalizing poses struck by the possessed. 

Arisin gg in the half-light , only to dissolve and be replaced by the next pose in a succession of 

apparitions,, the figures of Indians, Barbarians, or  love goddesses adopt momentarily the stunning 

fixityfixity  of static allegories. This drive to monumentalize the body in possession is apparent in the 

gruesomee roaring, the shaking and mounting tension of the mediums' bodies as they prepare to 

strikee one or  another  momentary pose. After  a long, chilling cackle the body of the medium, 

doubledd by the shadows it casts, momentarily congeals as, for  example, a Witch of the Darkness 

withh awesome immobility . It is scary to be stared at fiercely by such a nasty spirit , arrivin g 

unexpectedlyy in the mediums body and turning her  to stone, hands curled around her  bewitched 

facee like a pair  of petrified claws. Nonetheless, what always struck me in such scenes was the 

clients''  hard-headed practicality . They would get over  any initia l frisson very quickly and go on 

59.. My own observations appeared in a first version of this chapter, presented in July 1996 at the European 
Associationn of Social Antiiropology meetings in Barcelona. For Taussig's insights, see Taussig (1997:165-178). 
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quitee matter  of factly to ask the staring spook about the possible sources of their  current 

predicament.. It was as if they knew that the spirits they confronted here were at that very moment 

alsoo elsewhere, and thus "neither  fully there nor  entirely here"  (Weber, 1996:120). I remember 

howw amazed I was by the whole scene: it was like a sequence lifted from a low-budget horror 

moviee shown on late-night TV.60 

Al ll  this surplus of low-budget spooks was really too much for  me to go on insisting on the cult's 

monumentalizedd possessed as just the instantiation of state monumentality in another  register. 

Accordingg to Taussig, however, possession is a site enabling the back and forth circulation of the 

"mysteriouss force"  (Taussig, 1997:175) that makes "th e state of the whole trul y whole" 

(ibid::  174): the sacred and monumentalizing force of the state infuses the mediums gestures; the 

statee itself thus seizes upon her  body. As she draws on such state-force to redress cultists's minds 

andd bodies, the process reciprocally charges the state with the power  of the people, enabling it to 

totalizee the nation's "theater  of spirit-literalization "  (ibid: 167). Both the state and the people are 

thuss locked in a remainderless exchange that, for  Taussig, the Maria Lionza cult is ultimately all 

about. . 

Taussigg dazzlingly stages the cult as a site where the terror  and seduction of the 

Venezuelann populist state is turned inside out, and there are considerable merits to his views. 

"Bolivar, ""  "Negro I,"  and the Indian cacique "Guaicaipuro"  in some ways do show up in the cult 

ass if they had just stepped down from their  pedestals in the nation's heroic pantheon. But the 

cultistss switch channels very fast. Zapping through possession, they slide from one mediatized 

spookk to the next, trading Bolivar  instantly for  a scary witch, a mediatized Viking , or  what have 

you.. Although in some ways one can agree with Taussig that in spirit possession cultists fetishize 

thee state, through the sheer  proliferatio n of stateless spooks such "state fetishism"  goes entirely 

haywire.. He tends to dismiss the proliferatio n of mediatized spooks as so much "riff-raf f 

insinuatedd into the heart of the people the past few years"  (ibid:425) obscuring what the cult is 

trul yy about, or  he deals with jarrin g figures ad hoc, assigning American Indians to a globalized 

60.11 was gratified to find that two Venezuelan friends, Elizabeth Pazos and Massimiliano de Vecchis, who were with 
mee at the Maracay altar on this occasion, had a similar reaction. 
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repertoiree of the "imperial imagination," whence they are, however, "hijacked" by the local 

Venezuelann state to feed its very own "primitivism" (ibid:37-38). This will not do, however, for 

thee proliferation of globalized spirits that crowd the cult's altars and scenes of possession in a 

whirlwindd of accretions that can hardly be described as "insinuation," a word loaded with 

connotationss of illici t smuggling. 

Indeed,, I extended my own research on the cult, not because of its state-fetishism, crucial 

ass it is, but because of the stateless excess that, quite unexpectedly, kept me glued to the 

domesticc altar in Maracay in a state of astonished elation. I first visited this altar to watch its 

mediumss being possessed by "Gomez," the dead Venezuelan dictator whom I originally intended 

too focus on in this dissertation, precisely as a figure for the fetishization of the Venezuelan state. 

Havingg met the medium and her auxiliaries at the tomb of the dictator, also in Maracay, where 

theyy came both to fulfil l a promise and to read "Gomez's" messages and dictates in the ashes of 

thee cigars that they serially smoked in front of his marble effigy, I accepted their invitation to 

visitt their domestic altar as an opportunity to meet the man, if not in person at least in spirit. Sure 

enough,, there he was: "Gomez," along with other dead Venezuelan heroes, caciques, and 

dictatorss - nor in majestic isolation, as in some popular version of the semiofficial pantheon, but, 

too my own amazement, jostling for a place among a bizarre assortment of very unlikely spooks. 

Inn consequence, the scene of possession began to look more and more to me like a scene 

off  inscription. If the monumentalized founding heroes, emblems, or rhetorical figures and styles 

off  address of the populist state are iterated within such a scene, those iterations unavoidably 

imbuee such populist identities with alterity. In the Maria Lionza cult, the contamination is 

especiallyy virulent, nor only because of its lack of centralized structures and canonized doctrine, 

butt because in the cult every iteration avowedly happens in the field of the other. Citation via 

possession,, especially when mediums are themselves possessed by the splitting vision of the 

televisuall  medium, is something other than giving a speech or orchestrating a school festivity on 

aa patriotic occasion. Although there too state populist constructs do not elude exposure to alterity 

throughh repetition, the highly framed character of such events exerts considerable control over 

thee slippage of meaning. Possession, by its very nature, makes room for alterity's arrival - nor for 

nothingg do the mediums of the Maria Lionza cult use the word cajón, "box," to designate their 
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bodies.. A box to be tilled by incoming spirits, their  unexpected arrival s and departures are the 

split,, aporetic terrain where citations are caught, disfigured, and scattered by the passing cohort 

amidstt  undecidable looks and locations. Even more so when possession is by television, where, 

muchh as in the box of a TV set, the mediums body is a receiver  flooded by an uncontrollable 

irruptio nn of globalized elsewheres.61 No wonder, then, that Antolinez was vexed to see his and 

hiss friends' artifact taken up and away by the "black plague"  of mediums and "shamans"  of the 

Mari aa Lionza cult. 

Take,, for  example, the indigenous caciques, who, when cited in possession, acquire not 

justt  exotic accents and halting speech patterns but also all sorts of headbands, amulets, body 

paint,, and feathers. Thus after  "many moons"  the indigenous Guaicaipuro arrives as a Plains 

warriorr  to address the audience in a string of broken, wooden sentences switched through 

alternatingg personal pronouns followed by infinitives. What can one say of these quintessential 

populistt  emblems, so dear  to the Venezuelan army,62 when they begin to waver  undecidably 

betweenn the here of the nation and some spectral, cinematographic elsewhere of huge lakes, 

waterfalls,, and prairies? Or  when, as in a clip from MTV , Queen Marfa Lionza vertiginously 

fadess in and out of her  iconic selves, blurrin g and unblurrin g as she quickly slides from 

aboriginall  Indian princess to British privateer's daughter, to whatever  else and back? God only 

knows,, then, what is going on with this populist nation, its boundaries blurred by an "alien" 

avalanchee that, while adding a lot of Vikings or  Barbarians of its own, ceaselessly haunts and 

hollowss out the nation's signifiers with so much separation and distance. 

Thiss question cannot be given one general answer  - such as, for  example, that through 

61.. Like the English word "box," Spanish cajón is commonly used to refer to the body of the TV set. 

62.. Ever since the turn of the century, the Venezuelan army has seized upon the invented biographies and 
emblematicc figures of largely apocryphal aboriginal caciques from the time of the Conquest to signify the aggressive 
autochthonyy and independence of the nation. The army's social clubs and military squares are often decorated with 
walll  paintings or statues depicting these "remote" Venezuelans, who also figure in the spate of writings army 
personnell  occasionally dedicate to the tactical brilliance that one or another of these retroactive ancestors deployed 
centuriess ago to defend the "nation" against foreign aggression. Never mind that the only information we have on 
thesee early "Venezuelans" are fleeting references in thee pages of the Spanish chroniclers. All this neatly illustrates 
Laclau'ss argument about the contribution of military discourse to populism throughout Latin America. 
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possessionn the cultists fetishize the state, thus sealing with the state an exchange without loss. If 

sometimess they might attempt to do so, it is still the case that at every time they, like anybody 

else,, must face the need to decide, they do so in a context that, more sharply than elsewhere, 

bringss them up against the undecidability within alterity. I remember, for example, the siblings of 

thee Maracay altar telling me about the velaciones, the candlelight vigils, that they organized for 

thee spirits of the "Bolivarian" court in the aftermath of the latest (failed) coup attempt in 

Venezuelaa and the ensuing imprisonment of many of its leaders. Staged to have those leaders 

freed,, these velaciones were appropriate given the radical nationalism and fundamentalist 

Bolivariann ideology of the faction within the army orchestrating the coup. I can only imagine the 

flurryflurry  of army personel and their families visiting the altar during those days, and the huge 

Venezuelann flag displayed for the occasion on the altar's back wall as the mediums across from it 

weree serially seized by founding heroes, caciques, and dictators who molded their bodies like 

statues,, awesomely erect amid the flickering lights. 

Evenn in this most nationalistic of scenarios, decisions must be made to frame and 

legislatee it as a site emblematic of the nation-state: decisicions for example, to overlook or excise 

somee of the spirits foreign looks and accents, or the mediatized appearances and speech patterns 

thatt cling to the most canonically autochthonous apparitions; or to seal off this partiular scene of 

possessionn from the "unbound series" of the cult's proliferating spirits so as to fill  it with the 

"boundd series"63 of monumentalized busts that make up the official imaginary. Even then, some 

quirkyy spook might show up and spoil the ponderous occasion with a single extravagant shriek. 

Onee of the most lasting legacies of mass-mediated democracy in Venezuela; may be, after all, 

thiss unbound series of proliferating spooks forever blurring the boundaries of the nation-state's 

monumentalizedd imaginary, making it ever more difficult, through their comings and goings, to 

seall  this imaginary and, with it, the populist nation from their excluded outside.64 

63.. The distinction between "bound" and "unbound" series is taken from Benedict Anderson "Nationalism, Identity 
andd the Logic of Seriality," in The Spectre of Comparisons (London: Verso, 1998). 

64.. In the published version of this chapter I wrote: 'This proposition will surely be tested in the near future in 
Venezuela,, where recently the army faction came to power in the wake of national elections, thereby inaugurating a 
frenziedd period of nationalist music, foods, proclamations, and emblematics. I am eager to revisit the main 
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Ass iterated in the cult, even state monumentality changes into something else. For  one 

thing,, the figures cut by the cult's possessed dissolve and recompose far  too quickly for  one to 

thinkk of the cult's iteration of state monumentality as merely replicating the state's logic in 

anotherr  register. Nineteenth-century state statuary strived to embody the idea of the state in forms 

meantt  to last forever, not, surely, to send this state idea on a rollercoaster  ride of ceaseless, quite 

unlikelyy mutations. For  another, the possessed of the cult cut just too many allegorical figures, 

underminingg through their  sheer  extravagant proliferatio n as well as nearness to the cultists the 

economyy of scarcity and auratic distance upon which the symbolics of the state is contingent. 

ByBy way of a conclusion: a "pantheon of the present" 

Overr  time, I have come to think of the monumentalized possessed of the cult less like 

statuess than like figures in a wax museum. lik e wax figures, the cult's possessing spirits serially 

addd up; while sometime vanishing altogether, forgotten and replaced by a fresh cast of 

newcomers.. This happens for  the same reasons as it does in the wax museum: celebrities come 

andd go, while the audience wants to bring near  whomever, for  whatever  reason, happens to be 

baskingg in the distant limelight. A recent BBC documentary on London's Madame Tussaud 

museumm includes a fascinating sequence in which throngs of visitors excitedly approach the wax 

figuresfigures of famous politicians, movie actors, or  pop singers, sometimes even liftin g togas or  skirts 

too see what lies beneath. In this connection, it is revealing that, as a rule of thumb, reported to me 

byy several cultists, no new spirit shows up in the Maria Lionza cult until seven years have 

elapsedd from the moment of death. This ensures that the spirit enjoys enough celebrity to be 

includedd in the gallery of the not necessarily rich but always somehow famous of the Mari a 

Lionzaa cult. This rule is the cult equivalent of the deliberations of Madame Tussaud's board of 

directors.. Based on questionnaires that ask visitors about their  favorite celebrities, those 

deliberationss determine which new figures to include in the museum's halls, which to dispatch to 

thee basement. As in some mediatized purgatory, there they may wait for  a while, whole or 

pilgrimagee centers of the cult to see if any of this can be discerned in an intensification of visits by the more 
obviouslyy nationalist spirits" (Sanchez 2001:629). Recent events in Venezuela under the Chavez regime increasingly 
seemm to confirm the intuition regarding the difficulties any fundamentalist project nowadays faces in its attempt to 
symbolicallyy seal off the nation. 
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shelvedd as body parts, to be either  returned to the museum's halls in the wake of a new surge of 

celebrityy or  melted into oblivion.65 This busy molding and melting away of an ever-expanding 

castt  of celebrities brings together  cult and wax museum, the fleetingness and malleability of their 

figures,, seized by velocity and displacement, being an index of the quite different logics within 

which,, in both cases, state monumentality is iterated. 

Thiss comparison is less arbitrar y than it might at first seem: both cult and wax museum 

aree mass phenomena that emerged in connection with the spread of new media and in response to 

similarr  needs and expectations. The wax museum arose in intimate dialogue with the daily 

printin gg press at the turn of the nineteenth century (Schwartz, 1998:89-148), and I have argued 

throughoutt  the constitutive relation between the Maria Lionza cult and television. Along with the 

panoramaa or  the morgue, not to mention the arrival of film at the turn of the century, the wax 

museumm and the press were part of the "spectacular  realities"  that abetted the formation, in the 

largestt  nineteenth-century cities, of a world of new mass spectators "throug h the construction of 

sharedd visual experiences"  (ibid:5). Furnishing them with proofs of the existence of the "shared 

world,, of which they were a part"  (ibid:6), these forms inaugurated the spaces of consumption 

andd enjoyment where the masses could bring to themselves and eagerly adopt the ever-expanding 

repertoiree of images, events, and commodities spun by technological reproducibility . Calling it a 

"journalisticall yy inclined pantheon of the present"  (ibid: 115), Vanessa Schwartz for  example, 

arguess that through its vividly realistic dioramas representing current celebrities and events the 

waxx museum fed on the impressions and realities already fleetingly enshrined in the press 

(ibid::  110). Both drew a public by offering a panoply of current events and celebrities, and the 

museumm had an edge over  the press because of its "visual realism,"  which enabled the crowd of 

visitorss a greater  degree of proximit y to and intimacy with the representations (ibid: 109). 

AA "pantheon of the present"! Taken from a nineteenth-century witness, this expression 

admirablyy captures the mass-mediated monumentality characteristic of both the Maria Lionza 

cultt  and the wax museum, no matter  how much both may draw on the kind of state statuary 

65.. For this and other aspects of Madame Tussaud in London, see the interesting recent BBC documentary 
"Waxworkss of the Rich and Famous" (1999). 
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prevalentt  in the nineteenth century, both surely do so, not to embody and secure a timeless idea 

off  the state, but to fleetingly enshrine the "coming-to-pass"  of fading appearances momentarily 

broughtt  close to the audience, a move in which statues are revamped as monumentalized media 

icons.. The fleeting, dispersed appearances that increasingly make up the ever-flimsier  being a a 

byy now thoroughly mediatized state do not escape such revamping. In such fleeting 

enshrinement,, appearances momentarily take on a "for m and a shape, a voice and a face"  capable 

off  winking back at the audience before fading away. Arrivin g like media icons to briefly 

reciprocatee the glance of the cultists, in these encounters the mediatized spirits of the Maria 

Lionzaa cult address the audience with personally tailored messages and dictates. Following 

Weber,, one may regard the encounters as properly auratic, the means whereby aura as the unique 

appearancee of a distante thrives "reproduced by the very media responsible of its decline (Weber, 

1996:103). . 

AA movement of detachment that fleetingly conjoins media transmissions and an audience 

thatt  moves outside itself to meet the transmissions halfway, in these encounters the intimate 

identityy between the structure of technological reproducibilit y and that of the mass is poignantly 

revealed.. Commenting on why he refers always to "mass movements,"  not to "th e mass,"  Weber 

foregroundss the "dynamic element"  that for  Benjamin was consubstantial with the masses as a 

"corollar yy of that movement of detachment... that marks the decline aura"  (ibid:85). If the 

structuree of technological reproducibility , including media transmissions, is such that its images 

andd products are always caught in a movement of detachment from any purported originals that 

bringss them close to the massed audience, so, too, the audience meets the reproductions halfway 

throughh its "tendency . .. to reduce or  overcome distance"  and "uniqueness"  through reception 

(ibid:88). . 

Suchh a tendency is paradoxical, however, because, by definition, the "closer"  a 

reproductionn comes, "th e more distant it is"  from whatever  it purportedly represents (ibid:85). 

Thee tendency to overcome distance while paradoxically increasing it is not rooted only in works 

butt  also in the character  of the audience itself, constituted as a mass via reception. Through 

reception,, the audience becomes a mass as it takes up "what it seeks to bring closer,"  namely, the 

reproductionss that substitute "a unique occurrence for  one that is massive or  mass-like."  If one 
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cannott  think of either  the reproductions or  their  receivers as a "mere collection of individual 

occurrences""  or  of "contemplative subjects (ibid:88), this is largely because from the start they 

bothh take place as a mass. This, in turn, amounts to saying that the very structure of the mas is 

"rootedd in the structure of technical reproduction"  (ibid:84). 

Ass Weber  points out, Benjamin uses the word aufnahme ("reception" ) to designate how 

bothh the apparatus and the audience "tak e up"  what is given. Thus if Benjamin describes "the 

processs of reproduction itself'  as a process of recording, he also characterizes the audience as a 

masss of receivers or  recorders, thereby calling attention to the similarit y in how the reproductive 

apparatuss and the masses take up or  record what is given. Such reception arrests the given's own 

spontaneouss movement, shattering its wholeness while recombining the dislocated elements 

accordingg to the "laws .. . of the cutting table"  (ibid:89-91). This is clearly how films are 

producedd through a montage of disjointed, partial shots, but for  Benjamin such distracted or 

dispersedd recording and reception also characterizes how the mass audience takes up film  and the 

otherr  reproductive technologies. A "kin d of dispersion"  is "an essential quality"  of both 

reproductivee technologies such as film  and the "publi c or  mass"  that takes up their  products 

(ibid:92-93).. Such "dispersion"  defines the being of both reproductive technologies and the mass 

ass scattered, traversed by distance and separation. A being that simultaneously takes place in 

multipl ee locations, under  cover  of closeness and proximit y its dispersion signals the demise of 

bothh the auratic wholeness and unity of the work and of the contemplative subjects that are its 

traditiona ll  beholders. 

Suchh dispersion is itself, however, "bound up with articulator y processes"  through which 

whatt  is dispersed is momentarily collected as an auratic apparition that covers it up with an 

appearancee of wholeness and presence (ibid:94). This happens in the "publicit y about the 

"personalities''  of stars, directors and producers"  that accompanies the placing "int o circulation"  of 

"finishedd products"  like films or  TV soap operas and amounts to "th e semblance of what has 

beenn undermined"  (ibid:90). The same can be said of wax figures or  of the spirits figured in the 

Mari aa Lionza cult, all arrivin g and exiting like semblances covering up a dispersed process of 

recordingg that takes place in several locations at once. In the wake of Benjamin, Weber  uses the 

termm "allegory"  to designate both the mode of operation of the media, including radio, film,  and 
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television,, and that of the mass as a movement of "collection"  and "dispersion."  As in the 

theatricall  court of the baroque, where emblems were collected around the allegorical center  only 

too be dispersed again, such collection and dispersion goes on both in media like television and in 

contemporaryy mass movements. That is to say, both the earlier  allegorical court and the media 

andd mass movements nowadays bring the most remote things together, only to disperse them 

againn out of the undecidabilty of their  being there (ibid: 126). No wonder  then if, as read by 

Benjamin,, the figure of the passante in Baudelaire's poetry is an allegorical figure of the mass 

"settingg itself off'  briefly as an apparition against "th e amorphous crowd of pedestrians"  only "t o 

disappear,, almost instantaneously (ibid:94),"  carried away by the passing throng. 

Whatt  more fitting , then, than for  the Venezuelan cultists to set up an endless series of 

proliferatin gg courts around this Queen of the Masses and Venezuelan passante, Maria Lionza? 

Givenn all I  have said about the constitutive relations between the mass character  of the cult and 

television,, it is appropriately far-fetched of the Queen to behave as the cult's allegorical center. 

Aroundd her  queenly figure, holding court both in her  mountainous abode and on manifold 

domesticc altars across the nation, the fleeting, scattered, and ambivalent impressions, the iconic 

appearancess or  experiences out of which the mass being of the cultists is made are provisionally 

collectedd only to be dispersed again "out of the undecidability of their  being there."  One must 

pausee before the mute, motley materiality of the domestic altar  in Maracay, thus shortcircuitin g 

thee gaze's tendency to slide past it to focus on more "spiritual "  matters, like possession, to gain a 

finalfinal  impression of the scene of inscription where this busy collecting goes on. Iconic of the 

mountainouss abode of the Queen, the altar's descending steps are shelves that cultists ceaselessly 

stufff  with all kinds of mass-produced statuettes. Beneath their  seemingly singular  appearances on 

thee shelves as the brightl y colored, monumentalized busts of the spirits, the statuettes cover  up 

bothh the cheap, malleable plaster  out of which they are made and their  distance and separation as 

thee serialized products of a technological reproducibilit y taking place everywhere all at once. 

Inn the statuettes' very materiality, beset by proliferation , breaking, substitutions, and 

additions,, as well as in their  haphazard grouping into ad hoc courts, one can discern the material 

surfacee of inscription where possession is staged. Before this busy surface, it is hard to sustain 

anyy interiorized understanding of possession as, for  example, circulating force between the state's 
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awesomee interior  and mediums' bodies. Such self-contained vessels will crack open, scatter, and 

re-collectt  themselves in the wake of these many repetitive inscriptions. Because the inscriptions 

aree made by television, they already amount to a kind of possession because such vision iterates 

thee intimacy of bodily perception only to hollow it out through a bodiless perception split among 

undecidablee locations. Often in the cult such inscriptions take on the appearance of media icons 

thatt  wink their  messages and dictates to the audience. In coming right here before the audience, 

ass so much alterity with a human face, they fulfil l the audience's "desire to occupy a place"  from 

withi nn which alterity can be addressed and localized (ibid:7). 

Butt  this is still packaging wrapped around alterity. The cult's spirits only "come to pass." 

Theirr  wake elicits the audience's "desire to break out of a place in which one is caught"  (ibid). 

Also,, if the cultists often leave the stage "empty handed"  (Benjamin in Weber, 1996:106) in their 

attemptss to exact reciprocating glances and rewards from the spirits, they accrue benefits from 

masss membership in the cult that are not readily quantifiable. The passing spirits move into a 

"distancee that takes up and moves the beholder  toward that which, though remote, is also closest 

att  hand"  (Weber, 1996:107): namely, an " sopticaT or  tactical/ tactile'  unconscious"  opened up 

throughh possession by a television that, in the end, "blink s but never  winks"  (ibid: 100). 

Byy entering this "optical/tactical/tactil e unconscious,"  cultists achieve the kind of 

subjectivityy crucial for  survival within domains inaugurated by but exceeding the populist 

regimes.. Such a subjectivty is less that of the Cartesian subject than the masslike, distracted, but 

stilll  "autonomous"  subjectivity of moviegoers or  televisual audiences (Gasché, 1994:197). An 

abilit yy to glide with the onrush of shocking and unexpected views, events, angles, or 

perspectives,, this dispersed subjectivity empowers the audience to engage the shock induced by 

"modernn life"  in a "state of mind . .. so permeable that paradoxically it cushions against all 

attack""  (ibid: 197-198). All this so that, as in the epigraph by Benjamin at the beginning of this 

essay,, one might "venturously go traveling"  amid the "far  flung ruins and debris"  of this "prison-

world""  which television "burst s . .. asunder."  Thus when a medium from the cult says, "I  don't 

knoww if I'm going to transport today,"  things are trul y up for  grabs. But if she does - her  receiver-

bodyy tuning into a vast array of media characters and faraway perspectives and potencies - we 

knoww for  sure that it is traveling time. 
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SAMENVATTIN G G 

Aann de hand van een historisch-etnografische studie van Venezuela onderzoekt deze 

dissertatiee de hypothese dat populisme in Latijn s Amerika niet een recent fenomeen is 

maar,, integendeel, een constituerende rol heeft gespeeld in de uitkristalliserin g van 

specifiekee vormen van moderniteit in dat continent sinds de onafhankelijkheid van 

Spanjee in het begin van de 19e eeuw. Mij n studie bouwt voort op het werk van 

Ernestoo Laclau die populisme analyseert als een sociaal-politiek fenomeen dat in de 

eerstee decenniën van de 20ste eeuw opkwam uit een sociaal veld verstoord door 

internee tegenstellingen en dislocaties. Hij  ziet populisme dan ook als de uitdrukkin g 

vann een breed scala van discursieve uitingen, politieke interpellaties en vormen van 

iconographiee rond een geherformuleerde notie van "het volk."  Die notie fungeerde 

alss een "imaginair "  tableau voor  de inscriptie van allerlei op drif t geraakte verlangens 

enn identiteiten. De uitkristalliserin g van een populistische verbeeldingswereld bood 

eenn kader  waarbinnen die verlangens en identiteiten ervaren konden worden als 

equivalentee uitdrukkinge n en manifestaties van één homogeen volk, bedreigd door 

eenn externe vijand. 

Dee kern van mijn argument is dat onmiddellij k na de onafhankelijkheidd de meeste 

karakteristiekenn en voorwaarden die Laclau en anderen verbinden met de opkomst 

vann populisme reeds aanwezig waren in min of meer  uitgekristalliseerde vorm in heel 

Latijn ss Amerika en in bijzonder  pregnante vorm in Venezuela. Hoofdstuk vier  neemt 

inn de opbouw van deze studie een centrale plaats in. In dit hoofdstuk ga ik - na in de 

inleidingg en de eerste drie hoofdstukken de hoofdlijnen van mijn betoog geschetst te 

hebbenn en de algemene trekken van de koloniale orde in Venezuela - uitgebreider  in 





2 2 

opp een sleutelgebeurtenis: de schokkende uitschakeling van de Spaanse koning na zijn 

gevangennemingg door  Napoleon in 1808. Een direct gevolg in Venezuela en in 

anderee delen van Latijn s Amerika was de instorting van de koloniale orde en de 

manifestatiee van wat ik de "post-koloniale menigte"  noem als een belangrijke - zij  het 

onzekeree - politieke kracht. In de voorafgaande hoofdstukken analyseer  ik de 

kolonialee orde als een complex, hiërarchisch systeem van ordes en standen, 

georiënteerdd op de Spaanse monarch die alles verbond. Beroofd van de koning stortte 

ditt  systeem abrupt in door  de explosie van het type tegenstellingen en dislocaties waar 

Laclauu op doelt. Dat betekende ook - en dit iss centraal in mijn studie - dat wat ik de 

"post-kolonialee menigte"  noem zich kon manifesteren als een horizontaal domein 

gekenmerktt  door  het idee van een abstracte uitwisselbaarheid van fundamenteel 

equivalentee individuen. 

Hett  is duidelij k dat dit alleen kon gebeuren nadat de koloniale orde was ingestort 

Voordienn waren al die personen min of meer  geïncorporeerd als verschillende 

soortenn subjecten in de onderscheiden institutionele niches van de koloniale orde. Pas 

nadatt  ze losgerukt waren uit die kaders konden individuen geconcipieerd worden als 

equivalentt  en in principe gelijk. Maar  doordat de onafhankelijkheid in Venezuela - en 

inn Latijn s Amerika in het algemeen - kwam als een plotseling katastrofe, waren er  nog 

geenn vervangende instituten of structuren opgebouwd. Daardoor  manifesteerden die 

nieuw-gevormdee individuen zich als één diffuse, maar  potentieel revolutionaire 

menigtee in de genivelleerde publieke ruimt e van de post-kolonie - genivelleerd omdat, 

hoee hiërarchisch de samenleving in de praktij k ook bleef, de konings verdwijnin g in 

iederr  geval symbolisch de publieke ruimt e van de post-kolonie transformeerde tot een 
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homogeen,, horizontaal domein bevolkt door  uitwisselbare individuen, die tezamen 

ookk nog de potentiële souverein vormden van de zich uitkristalliserende republiek. 

Dee onafhankelijkheid resulteerde daardoor  in een veelomvattende en katastrofale 

bestuurlijk ee crisis waaraan Venezuela, net als andere staten in de regio, zich nog 

steedss niet ontworsteld heeft. Door  de invloed van de revolutionaire idealen van 

gelijkheidd en wat Lacalu en Mouffe de logica van equivalentie"  noemen, werd de 

post-kolonialee menigte een netelige uitdaging voor  de nieuwe republiek die 

nauwelijkss toegerust was om daaraan het hoofd te bieden. Opmerkelijk is dat deze 

post-kolonialee menigte ondanks een hogelijk heterogene samenstelling -pardos 

(mestiezen)) maar  ook Indianen en ex-slaven - zich toch ging beschouwen als 

behorendd tot één en dezelfde categorie mensen die bovendien de grote meerderheid 

vormdenn het volk, de nieuwe souverein. In hoofdstuk, vij f betoog ik dat deze qua 

kleurr  rijk-geschakeerde menigte steeds explicieter  - in een strij d voor  wat men 

modernitymodernity from below zou kunnen noemen - volledige burgerrechten en een passende 

politiekee vertegenwoordiging ging opeisen met een beroep op de vaak half-

onderkendee implicaties van de nieuwe republikeinse Constitutie. 

Maarr  waar  sprake is van equivalentie en gelijkheid, doemt ook de destabilisernde 

krachtt  van "mimesis"  op. Immers, zodra er  een ruimt e gecreëerd wordt van 

equivalentiee tussen uitwisselbare subjecten, is het moeilijk een verglijdende mimese 

aff  te stoppen "van de ene term naar  de volgende"  - o£ concreter, van de ene 

hegemonischee identiteit naar  de volgende. Niet langer  beschermd door  de rijke 

kolonialee codificaties en rituelen, konden die identiteiten in principe toegeëigend 

wordenn door  iedereen. In de eerste drie hoofdstukken probeer  ik te laten zien dat het 
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kolonialee regime gekarakteriseerd kan worden als een uitgekristalliseerd systeem van 

ordess en standen, en daardoor  als een goed-geoliede machine om zulke mimesis in te 

dammenn binnen wei-omschreven identiteiten. In hoofdstuk zes trek ik hieruit de 

consequentie::  met de instorting van die orde lijken die vast omschreven rollen en 

identiteitenn een prooi voor  iedereen te worden. In principe zijn ze nu algemeen 

beschikbaarr  voor  toeëigening door  mimesis. In dit opzicht kan de onafhankelijkheid 

ookk gezien worden als een veelomvattende "mimetische"  crisis waarin de 

ondergeschiktee bevolkingslagen alle beschikbare hegemonische rollen en identiteiten 

zoudenn kunnen bemachtigen via een dreigende aanslag op de blanke regeerders in een 

angstaanjagendee mengeling van het symbolische met het viscerale en een 

meedogenlozee mimicry . Centraal in mijn argument is dat dit alles kwam voort uit de 

moderniteitt  van de menigte en niet, zoals nationalistische historici vaak pretenderen 

uitt  haar  zogenaamd archaïsme. Vandaar  dat de crisis yan de onafhankelijkheid 

voorgesteldd kan worden als een bloedige circulatie van maskers waarin alle ordening 

hopelooss verstoord blijft . In die omstandigheden is het niet vebazingwekkend dat een 

voortdurendee angst voor  imitati e naar  voren komt uit de geschriften van de Founding 

FathersFathers van de onafhankelijkheid en uit de archieven. 

Enerzijdss streefde de post-koloniale menigte in embryonale vorm naar  een politieke 

vertegenwoordigingg die recht zou doen aan haar  spookachtig bestaan als een 

synchroonn domein van abstracte uitwisselbaarheid tussen gelijke en vervangbare 

individuen.. Maar  anderzijds was er  een constante afglijden naar  meer  specifieke 

manifestaties::  doordat individuen hun eigen neigingen volgden in een wilde, 

mimetischee stroom die hen constant meevoerde van het ene begeerde object of 

identiteitsgevoell  naar  het volgende, leek de menigte constant opgelost te worden in 
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eenn chaos van specifieke wensen, maskers en verschijningsvormen. Het was deze 

hydraa die de elites na de onaflianelijkheid op één of andere wijze moesten 

confronterenn in hun pogingen om opnieuw vormen van bestuur  te creëren onder 

drastischh gewijzigde omstandigheden. Hoofdstuk vij f behandelt de formulerin g van 

eenn nieuwe grondwet als een poging van deze elites om het hoofd te bieden aan deze 

omstandigheden.. Net als elders in het continent was de nieuwe Constitutie diepgaande 

beïnvloedd door  Jacobijnse ideeën. Dat blijk t vooral uit het feit dat expliciet als doel 

wordtt  geformuleerd om een natie in het leven te roepen - dat wil zeggen dat de 

contekstt  volgde uit de tekst van de grondwet, en niet andersom. 

Inn scherp contrast met de gangbare mening betoogg ik dat deze demiurgische draai niet 

gezienn kan worden als een reactie op het traditionalisme van de massa, maar  eerder 

voortsproott  uit de radikale moderniteit van de omstandigheden.. Geconfronteerd als 

zee waren met een mimetische draaikolk van verscheurde lichamen en schijn-

identitehenn die opkwamen uit de manifestaties van de post-koloniale menigte moesten 

dee Founding Fathers het wel als hun taak zien om een natie te creëren, net als hun 

Jacobijnsee voorgangers. Alleen de wet, in haar  abstracte universaliteit, kon een 

passendee spiegel bieden waarin de menigte, als drager  van een universele gelijkheid, 

zichzelff  weerspiegeld kon zien als een uniek en homogeen "volk "  dat een "natie"  kon 

vormen.. Alleen met behulp van een dergelijke weerspiegeling was het mogelijk om 

dee menigte af te stoppen in alle zijsporen van haar  mimesis door  de mensen te 

oriënterenn op wat zij  verondersteld werden te delen als leden van een collectiviteit -

namelijk,, hun "algemene wil" , die begraven was onder  veelvormige individuele 

neigingenn en verlangens, maar  die slechts een publieke gestalte kon aannemen dank 

zijj  de deugdzame wetten van de republiek. 
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Echter,, wilde de wet effectief zijn, dan moest zij  er  in slagen om met een serie 

voorbeeldigee gebaren inderdaad die "algemene wil"  van het volk te belichamen. In 

hoofdstukk vij f betoog ik dat dit het noodzakelijk maakte om de voorstellingswereld 

vann de nieuwe politiek op te zetten als een theatraal toneel. Hoe anders konden de 

politiekee vertegenwoordigers van de nieuwe natie die "algemene wil"  tot uitdrukkin g 

brengenn in hun lichamen, woorden, gebaren en gedrag? Alleen in een afgesloten 

ruimt ee - hetgeen een radicale afscheiding tussen het theatrale "binnen"  en een 

uitgeslotenn "buiten "  vereiste - kon zo'n belichaming werken. Conform de ideeën van 

Lyotard ,, Lacoue-Labarthe en anderen - en ik neem die ideeën hier  letterlij k op - was 

hett  alleen in zo'n afgesloten theatrale ruimt e mogelijk om de buitengesloten menigte 

doeltreffendd te representeren. Gezien het verlangen van de menigte om zichzelf 

"onmiddellijk ""  te representeren in een wild, mimetisqh spel, was het voor  de 

FoundingFounding Father* van het allergrootste belang om zo'n afgegrendeld 

voorstellingsdomeinn te creëren. Immers, alleen door  zo'n kloof te onderhouden tussen 

dee representatie en de gerepresenteerde konden de Jacobijnse tribunen zich opwerpen 

alss de vertegenwoordigers van een natie die buiten de muren werd gehouden. Gezien 

dee rampzalige omstandigheden van de post-kolonie, was dit een absolute noodzaak 

omm een minimale bestuurlijkheid te creëren. De urgentie van dit alles wordt nog 

duidelijkerr  als we in aanmerking nemen dat het hier  ging om een ex-koloniale uithoek 

mett  uiterst beperkte economische en symbolische hulpbronnen. 

Inn hoofdstuk zes laat ik zien dat deze politics ofexemplarity uitmondden in een 

voortdurendee poging om de natie's figuurhoofden te monumentaliseren hetgeen 

resulteerdee in een vorm van monumental gouvernementality, met bijzondere 
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implicatiess voor  het wel en wee van de republiek tot op de dag van vandaag. 

Hoofdstukk zeven en acht behandelen hoe die monumentalisering bereikt werd door 

eenn combinatie van publiek ritueel, historiografie, toneel, iconography en onderwijs, 

waarbijj  tegenwoordig nog de electronische media komen - alles om het volk zo lang 

alss mogelijk ingesloten te houden binnen één "natie."  Maar, zoals ik betoog, in het 

theatralee paradigma dat ik opzet aan het einde van hoofdstuk vij f en verder  ontwikkel 

inn de volgende hoofdstukken: dit theater  is meer  dan alleen een toneel. Het vereist 

eenn hele machinerie die als doel heeft om de spelers af te scheiden van de 

toeschouwerss die stil en onbewegelijk moeten blijven gedurende de hele duur  van de 

voorstelling.. Anders - en dit wijst de geschiedenis van het toneel duidelijk uit - zal het 

publiekk snel haar  belangstelling verliezen voor  wat er  gebeurt op het toneel en zich 

opnieuww richten op de particularistische doeleinden en verlangens, het wilde 

mimetischee spel, dat het bourgeois theater  van de politieke leiders probeerde af te 

stoppen.. In Venezuela, en elders op het continent, inspireerde dit een heel scala aan 

specifiekee maatregelen - zoals de regulering van burgerschap of de niet-succesvolle 

pogingenn om landarbeiders aan het land te binden - die gemeen hadden dat ze er  toe 

moestenn dienen om de bevolking tot een publiek van passieve toeschouwers te maken. 

Dee revolutionnaire golven die Europa schokten na 1870, net als de chronische 

instabliteitt  die tot vandaag aan toe de Latijns-Amerikaanse samenlevingen - zeker 

Venezuelaa - teistert, laten zien dat deze theatrale politics ofexemplarity van de vroege 

republikeinenn op den duur  niet meer  werken. Vroeg of laat zal het "volk "  niet langer 

geboeidd zijn door  de Jacobijnse tribunen met hun voorbeeldige gebaren op het toneel 

enn zich opnieuw manifesteren als een "menigte."  Maar  er  is een cruciaal verschil 

tussenn moderniteit in Europa en Latijn s Amerika. In Europa had een overgang plaats 
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vann "politiek "  naar  wat Foucautt "bio-politiek "  noemt De Europese natie-staten 

werdenn gedisciplineerde samenlevingen waar  - tenmisnte tot voor  kort - bestaande 

vormenn van politieke vertegenwoordiging grotendeels aanvaard werden. Voor  Latijn s 

Amerik aa betoog ik daarentegen dat de politics ofexemplarity van de vroege republiek 

doldraaidenn zodat het hele continent gefixeerd bleef in een inaugureel moment van 

moderniteit::  het moment waarop Jacobijnse tribunen het op zich nemen om de natie te 

creërenn door  zich te richten tot een revolutioimair e menigte als de 

gemonumentaliseerdee uitdrukkin g van de "wi l van het volk"  maar  tegelijk als 

passievee toeschouwer van de politiek-als-toneel. 

Hoofdstukk acht en negen - over  The Republic of Notables en Bolivar Svperstar -

verkennenn twee centrale figuren in de politieke verbeeldingswereld waarin de 

inherentee instabiliteit tot uitdrukkin g komt van het soort monumental 

gouvernementalitygouvernementality waarover  dit proefschrift gaat en dat nog steeds het politieke leven 

inn Venezuela teistert Zelfs nadat ze collectief gemonumentaliseerd zijn als een 

"republie kk van notabelen"  slagen de republikeinse tribunen er  niet in om hun gehoor 

blijvendd bijeen te houden als "het volk."  Hun voorstelling faalt uiteindelijk : hoezeer 

zijj  ook proberen hun publiek te boeien - als "dansende Jacobijnen", in een 

hyperbolischee razernij  die eigen is aan de vormen van populisme van Latijn s Amerika 

-- zij  slagen er  op den duur  niet in zich waar  te maken als een mogelijke verbinding 

vann het universele (het "volk" ) met het particularistische, dat ieder  keer  weer  opduikt 

uitt  de "menigte."  De toeschouwers verliezen uiteindelij k hun aandacht. Maar  dan 

duiktt  de terroriserende instabiliteit weer  op van de oorsprong van de natie en van het 

continentt  als geheel en de menigte herneemt haar  zijdelingse vlucht in 

particularismen.. Het is op zo'n moment van uiterst gevaar  als patronage netwerken en 
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vertegenwoordigendee instanties instorten en "het volk"  het republikeinse theater 

dreigtt  te verlaten om opnieuw een "menigte"  te worden, dat Bolivar  als "Vader  van de 

natie""  opnieuw ten tonele gevoerd wordt Hij  wordt periodiek teruggebracht als de 

belichamingg van de totaliteit,  van de natie als geheel, die dreigt uiteen te spatten in 

eenn chaos van verstrooide fragmenten. Als een reservoir  van transcendentie, dat in 

princip ee niet te lijden heeft van de slijtage waaraan de natie's nog levende tribunen 

onderhevigg zijn, verschijnt hij  opnieuw om de afkalving tegen te gaan van de 

algemenee wil van het souvereine volk door  de manifestaties van allerlei mimetische 

verlangenss "van onderop." 

Hett  laatste hoofdstuk verkent wat er  gebeurt als zelfs de Bolivar-strategie faalt. Dit 

hoofdstukk over  de fascinerende Mari a Lionza cultus, die de afgelopen decenniën een 

geheell  eigen dynamiek vertoont, laat zien hoe Venezuela's gemonumentaliseerde 

verbeeldingwereldd overgenomen wordt door  de mensen op wier  rug die gebouwd 

was::  zij  gaan zichzelf monumetaliseren door  mtmetisch een hele galerij  te adopteren 

vann "geesten"  die globaliseringsprocessen beschikbaar  gemaakt hebben. 
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